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New DelhI
PREFACE

The present work on Aśoka and his Inscriptions is the outcome of a prolonged study of the inscriptions and legends of the great Maurya emperor in their manifold historical bearings. Since I was initiated into the study of Indian inscriptions at first-hand in 1912 by the late Professor R. D. Banerji, then a Superintendent of the Archeological Section of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, my strong conviction was that with a mere knowledge of the paleography indispensable to decipherment and of the dictionary meaning of the words employed was not in itself sufficient for either a correct interpretation of the epigraphs or a thorough grasp of their importance as historical documents. A first-hand knowledge of contemporary literature and its language was as much a desideratum as the historical training and intellectual equipment for a proper assessment of their evidentiary values. In other words, the mere epigraphist or the mere linguist was incompetent to fulfil this task. And since I became associated with the Post-Graduate teaching in Arts inaugurated by Sir Asutosh Mookerjee in the premier Indian University of Calcutta I began to press the need of supplementing the teaching of the inscriptions by trained epigraphists with that imparted by capable teachers in the language and literature departments, the epigraphic evidence being inseparable from the collective literary evidence.

The original plan was just to edit the inscriptions including also those subsequently discovered or deciphered since the publication of Hultzsch's work. Failing to publish the edition thus prepared for some reason or other, I had to remain content with the publication of Part II of my first work containing translations and notes. Encouraged by the reception accorded to this publication, I set my heart upon the present work intending it at first to serve as a short historical introduction to the first work. The present extension of its scope was far beyond my original contemplation.

The widening of the historical vision has been partly due to a desire to justify the digression made from the path of the history of Indian Philosophy often regretted by Professor Sir Sarvpalli Radhakrishnan and other sincere friends and well-wishers, and partly due to a desire to vindicate, however imperfectly, the way of studying
history from a philosophical and scientific point of view, treating the history of a country primarily as a comprehensive view of its collective life-movement. Here the reader may find the results of an honest endeavour for the realisation of some of the ideas formulated by me in the Presidential Address delivered in the Ancient Indian Section of the Indian History Congress held at Annamalainagar, South India, in December, 1945.

Thus it will be seen that my work on Aśoka and his records has grown up by at least three stages with the result that some of the earlier interpretations have been either completely abandoned or appreciably amended at a later stage; some of the questions which were left open in the previous publication have been finally decided in the present work. The reader’s attention may particularly be drawn to the discussion of the significance of Aśoka’s epithets Devānapriya and Priyadāsī lājā Magadhē, the place of Pijñikas in relation to the Risiikas and Bhojas, and the precise import of Aśoka’s statement sila vigadabhī cha kalāpita. The relative values of the Aśokan inscriptions and legends as materials for an authentic history have been carefully discussed. Nothing has been taken for granted. There is no foregone conclusion. The entire position of the history of Aśoka has been critically reviewed in the light of the data derived mainly from a first-hand study of the inscriptions. The official functions of the Aśtā-sahājanātatas have been placed on a sure footing. Part I has been devoted to such relevant themes as Aśoka’s personal history, empire, state, administration, personal and public life, dharma, dharma-vijaya and place in history, while Part II, which is rather of a technical nature and, therefore, of little or no interest to general readers, has been devoted to the important problems that are apt to arise in connection with the study of the inscriptions from a purely linguistic and literary point of view. The appendix to Part I contains an instructive paper written by Dr. Iswarlal Topa of the Osmania University on Aśoka’s dharma-culture.

It will be seen that the legends of Aśoka have been discredited wherever they have been found lacking in corroboration from the inscriptions. I hope, I have not failed to appraise them properly. The historical vision is not confined to India. In dealing with Aśoka, the historian is required to review the whole of the past, contemporary and subsequent history of mankind,—of sava munīsā, all men. Accordingly Aśoka’s Jambudvīpa in which he sought to commingle gods and men or men and gods, to make, in other words a
heaven of earth and an earth of heaven was, in one sense, the subcontinent of India, and, in another, the whole world of men. Concerning Aśoka’s own records, that which disappoints us is their incompleteness and the cause of regret is that he had not caused all his dhamma-niyamas to be recorded. This deficiency of his records has been made up with side-lights from as many sources as possible, including the Classical writings.

I am one of those with whom the Arthaśāstra upholding the advanced political views ascribed to one Kauṭilya i.e., the treatise, as we now have it in prose, is the handiwork of a later exponent. There were, nevertheless, an earlier work, probably in verse—a Dandaṇiti with its prototypes in the pre-Aśokan Mahābhārata and Jatakas. It will be in vain, I think, to father the work in its present form on the political adviser of Chandragupta Maurya. Tables of parallels given in Part II may enable the reader to distinguish, partly at least, between what is pre-Aśokan and what is post-Aśokan in this important treatise on royal polity. I have been concerned to point out the difference and distinction even where at the first sight a verbal resemblance exists between one dictum and another. And I strongly feel that it is as much important to note the points of agreement as to note the points of difference. It is not for me to say how far I have succeeded in returning a correct verdict on the set of facts hitherto known to me. Certain it is that the pronouncement of a verdict on what might have been is not the business of the historian; he is primarily concerned with what it was. The judgements on ‘might-have-beens’ have gravely prejudiced the part played by Aśoka in the history of India as well as of mankind. I am sorry that I could not help joining an issue with three of the great Indian scholars for whose writings I have otherwise nothing but admiration.

I am painfully aware of the fact that human mind is not free from bias or prejudice either within the four walls of a university or within the bounds of the four oceans. Aśoka who by his Dharmavijaya policy raised India in the estimation of the civilized world for all times to come is held responsible for the political or national decline of the Hindus, forgetting the fact that there was no idea of ‘nation’ or ‘nationality’ in India before Aśoka. If Aśoka’s grandfather Chandragupta was great, he was great not for being a tool at the hands of an Indian Machiavelli but for his success, as observed by Justin, in making India free, “shaking off from its neck the yoke of slavery.” If the Arthaśāstra embodies the political maxims of a
Kauṭilya, this is worked with all its shrewdness and sagacity to strengthen the position of an ambitious monarch aspiring only to be a mighty despot. If Kauṭilya's king believed that he was by his nationality just as much an Indian as his ministers and officers, viceroys and commissioners, there is no reason why he should have been advised not to trust any of them. The Magadhan method of administration, as noticed by Megasthenes, was a method, which evolved through a long line of rulers from the Brahadratyas down to the Nandas, and the much idolised Kauṭilya is nothing but a lineal descendant of Varshakāra, the Brahman minister of Ajātaśatru who proved to be a veteran in the nefarious art of sowing the seeds of dissension in the neighbouring Vrijian confederacy.

It is still uncertain whether Aśoka's Pārīndas were the Pulindas of the Purāṇas. The name Pārīnda occurs in the Pali Chūlamāna (XXXVIII. 29-30) in which Pārīnda and Khuddapārīnda are mentioned as two sons of a Pāṇḍya King. If is possible, therefore, that the Pārīndas were racially connected with the Pāṇḍyas,

The facts are presented as far as these could be gathered from all available sources and ascertained, the findings are given for what they are worth, and the labours of previous scholars are fully utilised. Whether the views and interpretations offered by previous scholars are accepted or rejected, reasons have been given for that. Even if the findings be found untenable, the facts stand as they are, and this alone is my satisfaction that I have honestly tried to facilitate a rational understanding of what is what.

My indebtedness to the whole body of Aśokan scholars headed by Prinsep and Cunningham and led further afield by Bühler and Senart is very great indeed. This does not mean, however, that the data of history should not be re-examined and revalued. If anyone has read or can interpret the Aśokan records and legends better, his or her suggestions and criticisms are always welcome, but mere disparagement is certainly not the better part of valour. Fortunately, I am not altogether alone to take a different view of the history of Aśoka.

When my right to deal with the ancient Indian inscriptions, particularly Aśokan, was challenged by some of the epigraphist colleagues in the University, Mr. P. N. Banerjee, M.A., Barrister-at-Law, then a Fellow and Syndic of the Calcutta University, rendered a most friendly service by asking me to vindicate my position, which in his opinion was unquestionable in this respect. I took up the challenge forthwith and published the paper entitled "Inscriptional
Excursions" in the Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. II, No. I, 1926, with the kind assistance of its editor, Dr. N. N. Law. I sincerely regret the polemical tone of my writing, although its worth was openly recognized by Professor D. R. Bhandakar in the revised edition of his Carmichael Lectures on Aśoka. But the compliment which I then paid to Mr. Banerjee stating that he was "a friend of all earnest scholars" stands justified all the more now when he has assumed his new responsible office of the Vice Chancellor.

Bhandarkar’s original lectures on the subject were followed by Hultszch’s masterly edition and translation of the Inscriptions of Aśoka and Professor Radhakumud Mookerji’s monograph and Professor Raychaudhuri’s Political History of Ancient India. Among the bona fide Pali scholars, Mr. Charan Das Chatterji, M.A., now Reader of Indian History at the University of Lucknow, and among my colleagues, Mr. Sailendra Nath Mitra, M.A., now Secretary to the Councils of Post-Graduate Teaching in Arts and Science, evinced a keen interest in the study of the Aśokan inscriptions from the Buddhist literary point of view. I particularly wanted Mr. Mitra to prepare a critical edition of these inscriptions with as many close literary parallels as possible. He took up the work in right earnest only to give it up when he was about to reap a good harvest of his arduous labour. Thus I was compelled at last to do the work, with the assurance from Mr. Mitra that he would place at my disposal the new materials he was able to collect from various sources. These have been duly acknowledged wherever I have used them.

I am grateful to Dr. Syamaprasad Mookerjee, President of the Council of Post-graduate Teaching in Arts, Calcutta University, for his genuine interest in the progress of this work and no less to Dr. B. C. Law for his generosity. Among the senior and junior colleagues, I must gratefully mention the name of Professors S. K. Chatterji and Stella Kramerisch, Dr. N. R. Roy, the Bagiswari Professor of Fine Arts, and Messrs. D. L. Barua, N. N. Dasgupta and Sultan Alam Chowdhury for their helpful suggestions.

Mr. S. N. Mitra, Mr. Amitesh Banerjee, Professor of History, Daulatpur Hindu Academy, and my eldest son Mr. Basubandhu Barua, M.A. have helped me in deciding some of the disputed points. Mr. Anantatal Thakur, M.A., a University Research Scholar attached to me, has kindly prepared the indices, and my sixth daughter, Snehakana, has prepared the maps of Jambudvipa, Aśoka’s empire and five Greek territories.
A critical edition of the Pali counterparts of Buddha’s Discourses recommended by Aśoka in his Bhābru Edict, which is prepared by Mm. Professor Vidhusekhara Bhattacharyya and which is being seen through the press, may be regarded as a useful supplement to this work.

The word tushṭadana, which is employed in the Arthaśāstra obviously as an equivalent of Aśoka’s tuṣṭhyatana, does not support Dr. Hetti Arachi’s equation of tuṣṭhyatana with Pali titthayatana.

I need not be unduly apologetic as to the quality of printing and paper, there having been little or no choice in the matter under the war conditions. The misprints, however slight, are bound to be when the printing is done in Calcutta where normally the overworked authors are deprived of the service of expert proof-readers.

Dated, Calcutta, The 20th May, 1946. B. M. Barua
Dr. B. C. Law—A Memoir

As one advances in years and begins to feel that the journey of life is nearing its end, nothing is sweeter and more vivid than the reminiscences of early life. It will not, therefore, be out of place to record some of the happy memories of my close scholarly association and comradeship with Dr. B. C. Law, an interesting and instructive account of whose life and career appears in the introduction to Dr. B. C. Law Volume, Part I, written by Professor Radha Kumud Mookerji. It will be seen that in presenting this account Professor Mookerji has mostly depended on the recorded facts of Dr. B. C. Law’s life, high academic distinctions, scholarly contributions, and many and various acts of charity and generosity, which eloquently speak of his talents, persevering habits, magnanimity and lasting services to the cause of humanity and of culture. But there is the other side of the picture where we have had chances to watch the man in his day-to-day life taking him unawares, so to speak. This is the purely human aspect of his life in which he appears in his daily avocations and manifold relations. Here he appears in his true colours, and what he really is or is not depends on the angle of vision from which his words and actions, gestures and postures, transactions of life and dealings with men and things are viewed and judged. One may say with Shakespeare that unknowingly each man is an actor on the stage. However best the part he plays in his own opinion about himself, both the serious and the humourous elements may be shown to have characterised all the interludes in the drama of life enacted by him through the successive Acts and Scenes. There is, perhaps, no greater truth than this, that every man’s life is a novel untold or only partially told. How little we know of another person on whom we pass a peremptory judgment, mistaking him for what he truly is or is not forming our opinion on his dealings or actions in a single meeting or transaction; here we go by our likes and dislikes and the success or failure of our particular mission, personal or public.

It is, therefore, impossible to expect that all will speak in praise of a person and none in dispraise. If we go on collecting information about any person of importance, there is no reason for astonishment
that there exists a wide divergence of opinion about him. One of the traditional Buddhavachanas in the Dhammapada warns us, saying:

Porāṇam etam, Atula! n'etam ajjatanām āva;
nindanti tuṇhīmaśnaṇaṃ, nindanti bahuḥśaṇinaṇaṃ,
mahabhaṇinnaṃ pi nindanti.—n'attī loke ānīdito.

"This is an old truth, Atula! This is not a thing of to-day: They find fault if one sits quiet, they find fault if one talks much, they find fault (even) if one talks moderately,—there is none in the world who is not subject to criticism."

Such is bound to be the lot of all when they are seen with the eye of others who often go by hearsay or, at the most, by momentary impressions.

To judge a man truly is to follow Bergson's way of placing oneself at his point of view and to look at things as he would see them. In other words, the biographer has got to watch how the life-history of a person starts at a certain point and proceeds in a certain direction forming a continuous narrative with its various junctures, how, in other words, a trend of the life-movement emerges out of a biological background and a distinct career of personality is shaped in a domestic, social, political, moral, religious, and cultural environment and it reacts on his own life and the surrounding world. All the noble instincts and impulses, thoughts and aspirations, ideas and imaginations go together to constitute the spiritual life of a human being with its benevolent and effective responses to the stimuli, whether coming from one's study and meditation or arising from contacts and suggestions of others. Without these, a man is spiritually dead, and the task of religion and philosophy and of all true friends and well-wishers is to see that a man does not die spiritually before his physical death which is inevitable.

The Law family of Calcutta, of which Dr. B. C. Law is one of the most notable representatives, stands next to none in respect of its prestige and position, riches and charities. The Bengali surname Lahā was anglicised as Law when aw was pronounced as a. The Laws belong to the Rāhū section of a mercantile community as distinguished from the Saptagramīs. Their original home, as far as it can be traced, was in the district of Burdwan wherefrom they shifted to Chinsurah, the present official headquarters of the district of Hugli, when the Vargis from Maharāṣṭrādeśa appeared in the plains of Bengal for the forcible collection of chauth. It was at last for the
sake of business that they removed their residence to the metropolis of Calcutta where they settled down permanently.

The builder of the fortune of the Law family was Pran Kissen Law. He was formerly an employee of the firm of Motilal Seal, a very distinguished business man of his time, whose bounties are proverbial and whose memory is perpetuated by a free school and a bathing ghat. Thereafter he independently took up the piecegoods business. The first rise of the family to prominence was due partly to the income from this business and partly to a large sum earned from a Port Trust contract. Pran Kissen Law, once an employee of Motilal Seal, proved himself to be the inheritor of all the good qualities of the employer. He has so far been extraordinarily fortunate in having four generations of descendants to maintain his tradition in full vigour and to glorify his line. He left behind him three worthy sons, Maharaja Durga Charan, Syama Charan and Joy Govinda, all of whom figured as noble men with tall stature, manliness with decent mustache, clean shaven chin, full-grown size without bulkiness, fair complexion and a sound mind in a sound body. Among them, Syama Charan is the first in the Law family to go to England in connection with their common business and Joy Govinda could be easily mistaken in his dress, bodily form and facial expression for Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay, father of Bengali novels.

The eldest brother was succeeded by his two sons, Raja Kristo Das and Raja Reshee Case, while the second and third brothers were succeeded each by one son, Chandi Charan and Ambika Charan respectively. All of them were gifted with noble personality, fair complexion, amiable disposition, unruffled nature, sound health and fair mind and inherited, more or less, other family characteristics, Chandi Charan and Ambika Charan tending to be comparatively short-statured. Among them, Raja Reshee Case, father of the late Kumar Surendra Nath and Dr. Narendra Nath Law, became most prominent in the public eye, while his two cousins, Chandi Charan, father of Mr. Bhabani Charan Law and his two brothers, and Ambika Charan, father of Dr. Satya Charan and Dr. Bimala Charan Law, were quietly adding to their riches and doing certain works of public utility. In this generation the Laws practically gave up their piecegoods business and were counting almost entirely on the income from their house properties in Calcutta, landed properties outside, bank balances, dividends on shares and interests on Government papers. The
company in the name of Pran Kissen Law is being run in name only and rather as a common bond of their old family interests.

From them we pass on to the fourth generation of the Laws of Bengal in which we see them going up for higher education, winning the favour of the Goddess of Learning along with that of the Goddess of Luck, emulating the fame of scholars of international reputation, and being in the rôle of the patrons of learning, and some playing the part of industrialists. Among the Laws of this generation, the far-famed are Dr. N. N. Law, Dr. S. C. Law, and Dr. B. C. Law, the third obtaining two Doctorates and being the winner of several prizes, medals and titles from different Universities and academic bodies. Whether all graduates or not, each has a special hobby of his own. If one of them, Kumar G. C. Law, is interested in Botany and producing botanical marvels, another is an artist with a noteworthy art-collection. If one excels others in his knowledge of Hindu polity and study of Mahāyāna Buddhism, another shines forth as an ornithologist and a builder of a big bird-house. They find their powerful rival in Dr. B. C. Law whose researches are mainly directed to Buddhism, Pali Literature, History of Ancient Kṣatriya Tribes, History of India in the 5th century B.C., Geography of Ancient India, Jainism, and the Vaṃsa literature of Ceylon. His publications in the shape of articles, monographs, dissertations, editions of texts and translations are too many to name here. If one has founded a well-equipped press to facilitate the printing of the books and journals on Indology, the other has liberally financed the costly publications of several authors, both in India and Europe.

Certain family traits and virtues are noticeable, more or less, in all the Laws. They are all truthful, honest, intelligent and upright. They do not tell lies, they abhor falsehood. If they give words to any person, they mean to keep them; they do not make promises in vain. They are frank and outspoken. They do not delude any person with false hopes. If they are approached with any request or business proposal, they will say at once whether they will entertain it or not. If they once say No to anything, it is no use repeating the matter, for they are not men to change their mind under any further persuasion. They do not indulge in gossips and frivolous talks. They are, as a rule, men of moderate speech.

They are of sober habits. The intoxicants they avoid like poison. Even if they smoke cigars or cigarettes, or chew betel and betel-leaf, they do so moderately and only in fixed hours.
They stand for moral continence. The sexual passions are kept well under control. They do not covet others' wives or riches. They are contented with one wife. Even with her they do not always come in contact. There are fixed hours for their meeting. The widower does not thrust a step-mother on his sons by his deceased wife. They usually marry a girl, handsome and accomplished, from a middle-class family of good moral tradition without the least expectation of dowry or wedding presents. They are mainly concerned with the girl they choose.

They usually keep to Bengal's upper middle-class diet. They are either poor or moderate eaters. But they are particular about the quality of foodstuffs and of cooking. They take their morning meal prepared in the kitchen under the control of the housewife by a Brahman cook and his assistants attached to the female department. They have their separate cooking arrangements. They generally take their evening meal or dinner, prepared in Indian style by a Brahman cook and his assistants attached to the male department. If they take fancy to, they may have their dinner prepared in right European style, for which there is altogether a different cooking staff and a different kitchen; but this they do very seldom. They hate waste and the number of dishes, too, is limited to a few.

They are a very clean people, clean in mind and body, in thoughts, words and actions, in all their worldly transactions. Their residential and garden houses, courtyards and floors, walls and roofs, bed and drawing rooms, book-shelves and writing tables, kitchens, stables, garages and cowsheds are always kept clean and tidy. They are decent in their dress but not fashionable or luxurious.

They are all very particular about the portion of the patrimony which falls to the share of each. This they keep in tact by all means, and they are cautious about their investments. They are neither speculators nor spendthrifts. If they purchase shares or debentures, they do so to hold them. They are not greedy of gains or profiteering by any unfair means. When they enter into any agreement or contract, they mean to fulfil its terms to the very letter of them and insist on their fulfilment also by the other party. Here they spare nobody. So when they do business, they are strictly business-like. As regards their Zamindaries or landed estates, they entrust their management to capable agents who act as intermediaries between them and the tenants. They expect nothing beyond the legitimate dues in the shape of revenues and cesses. They do ungrudgingly what is
reasonable and within their means for giving their tenants medical aids and educational and irrigational facilities, but the dues must be duly paid by them. They are good pay-masters. All the officers and employees including household servants and menials are entitled to pensions, annuities and occasional leaves. The hours of work and the nature of their respective duties are fixed beforehand. The dereliction of duty and irregularity in attendance are easily detected and appropriately dealt with. In the matter of accounts they are absolutely clear, and they are intolerant of dishonesty or duplicity of any kind. They scrupulously shun highhandedness and precipitate action.

Although they own house and landed properties all over Calcutta, they prefer to live in the same neighbourhood, and their residential houses are built and maintained on the same pattern. These with their compounds and courtyards, attached gardens and high compound-walls, inner apartments and outer halls and servants' quarters are spacious and commodious. These are typically the residential houses of the landed aristocrats of Bengal. The roof of the rectangular courtyard in the interior is netted to let in rain-water and sunlight and to keep off pigeons and other birds. It has its main entrance towards the gate and Thakur-dalan on the opposite side.

They are Vaishnavas by their ancestral faith. It is the neo-Vaishnavism of Bengal which they follow. But they are not bigots. They relegate religious matters to the housewife and female department. They themselves do not make fuss over religion. They stand pre-eminently for the advancement of learning and culture. They have a family idol, which goes round and round, from the custody of one house to that of another according to fixed turns. Just as to other Hindu aristocratic families of Bengal, so to them the Durga-puja serves as a bond of their unity, and this is performed ceremonially by them, each according to his turn. They scrupulously avoid animal sacrifice; in their case, cucumbers or similar vegetable fruits are sacrificed as substitutes for goats.

They try by all means to prevent family hitches and misunderstandings. With this very end in view, the brothers, if they are major and married, usually separate after their father's death, in which case the elder or eldest brother remains in the paternal residence, while the younger brothers shift to the houses newly built by or for them. They do not meddle in each other's affairs; if one Law
takes an active interest in any matter, others are generally reluctant to be associated with it. Each member of the family body-politic is aware of his or her limitations and freedom, while conforming to one and the same convention. If the right hand gives, the left hand is not to know or to question the right. When the question of partition of a joint property arises among them, they readily accept the awards made by the elders acting as arbitrators with a fair mind.

They perform funeral rites according to Hindu customs and usages. But they perform the S'rādh once for all and do not think it necessary to offer pīṇḍa at Gaya.

They move in a world which is congenial to their nature and life's pursuits. They are interested listeners to all matters of human interest and importance, and they keep accurate information about men and things. They do not forget their friends; the old register of invitees is maintained and consulted when a new occasion arises for issuing invitations. They gratefully remember the name of Motilal Seal. It is said of Joygovinda Law that if he happened to go past Motilal Seal's house, he used to walk on foot out of his reverence for the employer and helper of his father.

They are constitutionally minded and law-abiding. It does not mean, however, that they approve of unfair actions on the part of any government or nation. They traditionally prefer constitutional changes by constitutional methods. They are patriotic in the sense that they do not decry the cultural traditions of their own country. They are capable of meeting good men from all countries on terms of equality and with due courtesy and fellow-feeling. Their conversations are responsive, animated and intelligent, and they do not need secretaries for the purpose. Their legal and business training, sound general education and wide knowledge of men and things enable them to understand who is who and what is what. They studiously shun all active politics.

Dr. B. C. Law is born and brought up in such a family tradition and domestic environment; he is the inheritor of the riches as well as all the distinctive traits, virtues and limitations of his sires. He is, nevertheless, a distinct type by himself,—a strong personality. That which marks him out from other Law is his great dash within bounds of self-restraint. It seems that he has throughout his life been in the double role of two apparently incompatible characters. Inwardly a humble man and sincere soul, outwardly an aristocrat; inwardly a willing servant of all, outwardly a strict task-master; inwardly an
ascetic, outwardly a plutocrat; inwardly attaching no importance to anything worldly, outwardly setting high values on worldly prosperity; inwardly thinking too little of him, outwardly thinking too much of him; inwardly always in a resigning mood, outwardly passing with a rapid dash from one attainment to another. He is a healthy middle-sized man, a bit heavy-built and thick-lipped, with as fair and bright a complexion as that of his father. He possesses a strong physique and is capable of bearing the strain of hard work, physical or mental. He is hardly found out of sort, scarcely susceptible to cold; but his liver is somewhat weak.

The history of our association goes back to the year 1912 when I was a Post-graduate student and he an Under-graduate student of Pali. His father granted his sons the full liberty of appointing their own tutors and of doing what they thought best as regards their education. He was then reading Pali Honours Course in the Presidency College with Professor Nilmani Chakrabarty and Mahamahopadhyay Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusan, Principal, Sanskrit College. His principle was to appoint the best of persons to guide him in his studies, not minding the amount demanded as honorarium. His zeal for learning was extraordinary, and he appeared to have a very sharp memory. He would not let off his tutors until he prepared well his lessons or thoroughly understood the subject of study. Thus he combined diligence with intelligence. If he happened to keep any of his tutors beyond his time, he would offer him sweets and fruits. One Ata was the Oriya servant appointed to look to his personal comforts. Ata lived to an old age. He was granted a suitable pension to enjoy his well-earned rest. He proved himself to be a typical old servant of Bengal, always proud of the rise of his young master in life and progress in education. Ata is no longer in the world of the living, but his memory is evergreen in the mind of Dr. Law.

Nothing was happier to me than to meet again Dr. Law on my return to Calcutta in October, 1917, after an absence of three years, with a Doctorate from London. When we met each other, he was an M.A. Gold Medalist in Pali and a Law graduate. The first thing he expressed to me then was that he had made up his mind to carry on researches in Indology. This was welcome to me as I, too, was eager to continue my own researches in the same field. At this juncture Sir Asutoosh Mookerjee's sincere affection and encouragement went a long way. The death of our revered teacher, Principal
Satis Chandra Vidyabhusan, shortly before the publication of his Short History of Indian Logic, snatched from our midst a sire who was then the centre of attraction to the whole Buddhist world.

It occurred to me that Dr. Law was better placed in life with his erudition, diligence and riches to step into Dr. Vidyabhusan’s shoes, while, as regards myself, there was an inherent difficulty in aspiring for that place. As researchers, we followed two different paths. He preferred to follow the path of least resistance, while my way was to grope in the dark and to upset the prevalent ideas. He stood for extension, while I cared more for intension. His delight lay in ransacking the sources for data, while my main interest lay in the visualisation of the life-movement beneath the historical facts. Dr. Law went on like a machine. Once he set his heart on a particular work, he would see it finished as quickly as possible, being all the while in intense love with it. But as soon as it was finished and the book was published, he would think it was hopelessly inadequate. The letters of appreciation received from different scholars would keep him satisfied for a short while only, after which he would become restless again for a fresh literary venture. To go from more to more without a feeling of satiety is the trend of his life. This superabundant energy he has kept up till the present.

The life of Mrs. Rhys Davids, who passed as a ‘wonderful woman’, deeply impressed Dr. Law. She would do everything with her own hand and find time for all her daily duties. She wrote all her letters in her own hand-writing. Her correspondence with Dr. Law, which often found a prompt and warm response, was full of cheering words. I can say that Mrs. Rhys Davids has been worthily rivalled in India by Dr. Law.

He is a kind and watchful father to all in his household; even if a servant gets sick, he himself would call the family physician over the phone and arrange for his medicine and diet. Whether Mrs. Law, or his son, or an officer, or even an ordinary servant is sent out of Calcutta, he will find that everything has been kept ready for him. If any of the bearers carries letters or papers, he would see that these are properly put on his table or handed to him, but if any of them falls perchance on the ground through his fault, he should himself pick it up. Thus he tries to be fair to himself as to others.

Though he is a good shot, he is not naturally fond of hunting as a diversion. He keeps in his service an expert music master who comes and goes, but he has not much fondness for music either.
There is even a physical instructor, but his body is sufficiently strong and does not need any further building-up. To the cinemas and theatres he is not easily persuaded to go unless the best of shows or plays is going on. All outdoor games and sports have no fascination for him. Among the indoor games, playing at cards he does not like; he prefers one which is of a somewhat exciting nature and he generally plays to win. The radio set which he keeps is too talkative to interest him. But he would have a taste of everything, of giving a radio talk, of having a gramophone record of his speech, of playing a game at badminton; all these are but of ephemeral interest. At midday he prefers to be alone musing or to be prattling with an intimate friend in a drawing room with all its doors and windows closed until 4 P. M. This is his siesta, the life of solitude and detachment.

Dr. Law is a man of limited commitments in money-matters. "Thus far and no farther" seems to be his motto. He is temperamentally incapable of large risks. A considerable portion of his yearly budget is set apart for various charities. Here he stands for an equitable distribution. If an author or writer, a society or institution approaches him with a request to finance a publication and he be convinced of its worth, he would press for having a complete manuscript and a total estimate of the cost of printing, binding and paper from the press. In the case of permanent endowments in the shape of free studentships or prizes, he would see that the amount is just sufficient for the purpose. He is keenly interested to watch what results his donations are producing year after year. He follows with interest the subsequent career of his free-students and prize-men.

He usually shuns appearance in public. If he agrees to preside over a meeting, his address is generally short, effective and to the point. If he is anywhere for a discussion, he is a hearty participant in it. He is a believer more in action than in words, more in literary productions than in empty talks about them.

Dr. Law has seen several places worth seeing in India in company with his father in his younger days and afterwards with Mrs. Law, children and friends. These are so far confined to Bengal, Behar, Orissa, U. P., C. P., Bombay, Madras, South India and Râjputana. Although going out of Calcutta was primarily intended for a change of air and sight-seeing, each occasion was availed of for a first-hand knowledge of the places of historical, religious, industrial, commercial
and cultural importance. He made it a point to publish accounts of his visits drawing attention to all things of interest and importance. Dr. Law has never dared to be out of touch with dry land; he has carefully avoided a trip covering a journey by steamer.

One may call him a 'lucky man' reminding us of the Thera Sivali of old. His books have a speedy sale. He has been lucky in his investments. He has won prizes on lottery tickets; once the first prize. He was exceptionally lucky in getting Miss Kamal Kumari Seal, the only sister of three elder brothers, to be his most devoted wife with her steady youth, charming personality, motherly heart, and moral virtue. He was lucky in having Gopal Chandra for his only son, bright, promising, social, polite, full of vigour and aspiring to emulate his father's name and fame. He was lucky in being constantly amused with the sweet prattle and sprite-like movement of his only daughter Radharani with her wistful looks, graceful nature, lovely appearance and innocent soul. He was lucky in finding in Aditya Nath Chakrabarty a bosom friend who was always prepared to lay down his life for him and his family and whose heart leapt with joy at all happy news concerning him.

Aditya Nath is no longer in his mortal frame to make his daily enquiries or to express his joyous feelings. Death entered the well-guarded mansion, disguised in typhoid, to snatch away Radharani. Gopal Chandra followed suit after a short period of nine years as a victim to the same fell disease, as if to reunite with his beloved sister and old playmate. The laurels won, the books written and published, and the donations made are the many children to keep alive the name and memory of Dr. Law to posterity.

Since the death of his daughter he lost all faith in medicine and its prescribers. They sadly failed to bring back her consciousness, although she died after a struggle for forty-four days. "Physicians who cannot save themselves pose as saviours of others!" is the remark often ironically made.

He found in me a person who is an interested listener to all that he cared to read out to me. I found in him a noble friend who could read my difficulties in the face and well studied my inner feelings. We have either agreed to differ or differed to agree.

It may be that the ascetic view of life is the internal characteristic of the Laws, but this appears to be a dominant trait of Dr. Law's nature. When we in our early days read Pali together, he became
so fond of the Dhammapada that he could recite all its verses. The following stanzas were uppermost in his lips:

Ko nu hāso, kim ānando, nichchaṁ pañjalite sati,
adhaññena onaddha padipam na gavesatha?
Passa chittakataṁ bimbam arukayaṁ samussayaṁ
äturam bahusañkappaṁ yassa n'atthi dhuvaṁ ṭhiti.
Parjñapam idam rūpaṁ roganidjam pabhaṅguram,
bhijjati putisanđeho, marañṇantam hi jivitaṁ!
Yatha daṇḍena gopalo āgvo pacheti gocharam
evaṁ jára ca maccu cha āyūṁ pácenti pāpiṇaṁ.

Āsvaghoṣa as a poet and exponent of Buddhism made a deep and lasting appeal to his heart. He has never been tired of reciting the following stanzas from the Saundarananda Kāvyā since he translated the poem into Bengali:

badhātmakaṁ duḥkham idam prasaktam
duḥkkhasya hetuh prabhavatmakā 'yaṁ
duḥkhakshayo niḥsaranatmakā 'yaṁ
tرانātmakā 'yaṁ prasamāya mārgah.
Dīpa yathā nirvritim abhyupeta
naivāvaniṁ gachchhati nāntarikshaṁ
dīsaṁ na kaṁcit vidiśaṁ na kaṁcit
snehaṅkṣhayāt kevalam eti śāntim.

Since the death of his son he sought to find his consolation in the following stanza from the Garuḍa Purāṇa:

Sukhasya duḥkkhasya na ko 'pi dāta,
paro daññattati kubuddhir eśa,
svayaṅkṛitaṁ svena phalena yuyate
śariram me nistara yat tvaya kṛitaṁ.

B. M. Barua
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Asokan Messages

1. Kalāṇam dukaram. Yo ādikaro kalāṇasa so dukaram karoti.
   “Doing good work is difficult. He who does it first, does a difficult thing.”

2. Nasti hi kammataṁ sarvalokahitā.
   “There is no greater duty than doing good to the whole world.”

3. Vipule tu pi dāne yasa nāsti sayame bhāvasudhītā va katam-ñatā va daḍhabbatītā cha nīchā bādhām.
   “Notwithstanding his extensive charity, he who hath not self-control, purity of sentiment, gratitude, and strong devotion, is very low.”

4. Nasti etarisaṁ dānaṁ yarisaṁ dhammaṁ daṁmadanam dhammaṁ sampstavo cha dhammasamvibhāgo va dhamma-sambamdo va.
   “There is no such gift as that of the Dharma,—no such association as that through the Dharma, no such distribution as that of the Dharma, and no such connection as that through the Dharma.”

   “May there be the growth of all sects in matters essential.
   May all sects be well informed and inheritors of noble traditions.”

6. Iyam chu mokhyamute vijaye e dhammavijaye.
   “That indeed is to be considered the best of conquests which is a conquest by piety.”
Eulogies on Asoka

"The fragrance of his fame has travelled afar;
He lived in wonderful perception of the Truth."

Chiang Hsia-pias

"Amidst tens of thousands of names of Monarchs that crowd the columns of history, their Majesties and graciousness and serenities and royal highness and the like, the name of Asoka shines, and shines alone, a star."

H. G. Wells
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

1. Sources of information: There are two sources from which materials for a comprehensive history of Aśoka can be gathered, viz., literary and archaeological. The literary source consists in (1) the various legends of Aśoka and other Mauryas in Pali, Sanskrit, and other languages; (2) the texts and commentaries throwing lights, direct or otherwise, on divers points of Aśoka’s thoughts, records, dominions, and system of administration; (3) the Greek accounts having bearings upon the Mauryas, their foreign relations and administration, as well as the geography and general history of India; (4) the dynastic lists in the Divyavadāna, the Mañjuśrī Mālakalpa, and the Purāṇas setting forth the chronology of the successive rulers of Magadha, including the Mauryas; (5) the Samanta-pāsādika and the Pali Chronicles offering us the chronology of the rulers and ruling dynasties of Magadha; and (6) the itineraries of such Chinese pilgrims as Fa-Hıen, Hwen Thsang, and I-tsun in respect of the facts recorded by them as eye-witnesses and the current legends that have been narrated by them.

The archaeological source consists primarily in Aśoka’s own inscriptions and monuments, and secondarily only in the inscriptions and monuments left behind by others. An elaborate account of Aśoka’s inscriptions constituting as they do the main direct source of his history is given in Part II of this work. Among the inscriptions of others, those standing nearest to Aśoka’s time are the three Nagarjunī Hill-cave inscriptions of Daśaratha. The right half of an Aramaic inscription, which is discovered at Taxila and believed to have been a record of the time of Aśoka and something concerning him (Herzfeld, E. I. XIX, p. 251), still awaits satisfactory decipherment and convincing interpretation. Other inscriptions and coin-legends that belong to the post-Mauryan period are important as indicating the palæographic, linguistic, literary, political, social, economic, religious, and artistic changes that took place subsequently. Some of them show the continuance of the official designation of the Mahāmatras and Rajjukas, while one of them, namely, the Junāgarh Rock inscription of Rudrādaman I, mentions Chandragupta Maurya and Aśoka and an official agent of the former in connection with the
history of excavation and subsequent enlargement and repair of the Sudarśana Lake. The hymn of praise composed in honour of the Trikaya and set up at Bodhgaya by a later Chinese pilgrim, named Chiang Hsia pias, wrongly describes the great temple of Bodhgaya as a memorable erection of Aśoka. The Bodhgaya and Gaya inscriptions of Aśokavalla and Daśaratha of Sapadalaksha (Sivalik) are interesting as showing how the name of Aśoka and his successor Daśaratha were kept up in the personal names of even much later Buddhist rulers of a place in India. Similarly the early Brahmī inscriptions of Ceylon are important in that they prefix the epithet of Devanapriya to the ancient kings of the island. Attention may be drawn also to the Hathigumpha inscription in which Kharavela is represented as the most powerful king of Kalinga who emulated obviously the fame of Aśoka in respect of honouring all sects, all denominations. The numerous short inscriptions in the seals from Mohenjo-daro and Harappa may be utilised in accounting, partly at least, for the origin and development of the Brahmī characters, and their animal figures, plant representations, as well as symbols may be carefully studied for their legacies to Aśokan art. Nearer home are the inscriptions of the Achaemenian king Darius of Persia and the architectural designs of Persepolis that must be taken into account in effectively dealing with Aśoka's inscriptions and his monuments in general and monoliths in particular. The later Indian monuments, sculptures and symbols, Buddhist or otherwise, deserve to be studied for a first-hand knowledge of the legacy of Aśokan art traceable in them.

2. Their relative values: The persistent undervaluation of the Buddhist traditions and legends of Aśoka as preserved in the Pali Chronicles, Buddhaghosa’s Commentaries, particularly the Samantapasadika, the Si-yu-ki of Hwen Thsang, and the Aśokavadana in the Divyavadana on the part of a powerful section of Aśokan scholars raised an issue of far-reaching importance on which we have decisive findings of the French savant M. Senart and the late lamented Professor Rhys Davids.

Senart believes that “the Chronicles have in certain details, under the name of Aśoka, preserved of our Piyadasi recollections sufficiently exact, not only to allow a substantial agreement (une concordance sensible) to appear but even to contribute usefully to the intelligence of obscure passages in our monuments” (Inscriptions de Piyadasi, II, p. 231, Buddhist India, p. 278).

To call the Chronicles “the mendacious fictions of unscrupulous
monks” is in the considered opinion of Rhys Davids to “show a grave want of appreciation.” In arguing in favour of the Pali Chronicles, he observes: “Just as in the case of Megasthenes, of the early English Chroniclers it would be unreasonable to expect that sort of historical training which is of quite recent growth in Europe. . . . The opinion of scholars as to the attitude to be adopted towards such works is quite unanimous. The hypothesis of deliberate lying, of conscious forgery, is generally discredited. What we find in such Chronicles is not, indeed, sober history, . . . but neither is it pure fiction. It is good evidence of opinion as held at the time when it was written. And from the fact that such an opinion was then held we can argue back, according to the circumstances of each case, to what was probably the opinion held at some earlier date. No hard words are needed: and we may be unfeignedly grateful to these old students and writers for having preserved as much as we can gather from their imperfect records” (Buddhist India, p. 274f., Geiger’s Dipavamsa und Mahavamsa in Erlangen, 1902).

And in arguing against Aśoka’s own records, he characteristically points out: “The inscriptions are scanty. . . . They give only a limited view of the set of circumstances they deal with. Royal proclamations, and official statements, are not usually regarded as telling the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. To put it mildly, there is an economy of candour in these documents, intensely interesting though they are. And they are enigmatic. It is not possible to understand them without the light thrown upon them by the later accounts” (Buddhist India, p. 275).

The traditional episodes of Aśoka and those of his predecessors and successors in the Maurya line as coming down to us from the Buddhist, Jaina and Brāhman writers of later ages are certainly not without their intrinsic value. Their main importance as sources of information lies in certain reliable data of the chronology and personal history of Aśoka and other Maurya rulers. But for them and for the contemporary and later Greek accounts, we could have known nothing of Aśoka’s grandfather Chandragupta and his father Bindusāra. Aśoka’s inscriptions completely ignore them. One might argue that Chandragupta Maurya is mentioned in the Junāgarh Rock inscription of Rudradāman I. But considering the late age of this inscription, the facts recorded in it in connection with Chandragupta and Aśoka might be more a legendary than sober history. The same remark holds true of the inscribed hymn of the Chinese pilgrim Chiang
Hsia-pias wherein Aśoka's wide fame is said to have rested on his pious erection of the great Bodhgaya temple.

The traditional stories are entitled to serious consideration not only for the additional historical data by which these supplement inscriptions constituting the main direct source of information but also for their suggestiveness. It is not only at the beginning of the Aśokan researches that these were of most service, but even now the narratives are of no less service as means of suggesting various interesting problems for solution to the critical students of the Aśokan inscriptions and monuments. As helps to the clarification of certain knotty and obscure points in the inscriptions and the correct interpretation of the historical bearings of certain statements in them, these have already been appraised for what they are worth.

However connected the narratives may be, particularly those related in the two Ceylon Chronicles in Pali, the introduction to Buddhaghosa's Samanta-pasādika, and Aśokavadāna, they, when considered per se, are equally incomplete and one-sided, having been written exclusively from the Buddhist theological point of view. They not only stand in need of supplementation from the inscriptions but also in that of checking and rectification where they are of a conflicting character.

The study of the inscriptions has at last gained an independent foothold of its own. Among the recent writers, Professor D.R. Bhandarkar deserves great credit for vigorously having taken his stand on the inscriptions and convincingly shown how they serve as real landmarks of Indian history, and his treatment of the subject is analytical throughout. Professor Radhakumud Mookerji's is more a synthetic spirit and his attention is equally divided between the inscriptions and literary traditions. Though not a partisan either by training or temperament, by conviction I fall in line with Professor Bhandarkar rather than with Professor Mookerji. To me also the traditional episodes, however interesting and instructive they are for other reasons, are of secondary importance only. To properly evaluate the inscriptions is not only to trace through them the successive stages of the workings and outpourings of Aśoka's active mind but also to consider them cautiously and critically in their manifold bearings on the contemporary, earlier and later Indian as well as world civilization.

1 Theoretically Mookerji too admits the greater evidentiary value of the inscriptions, See his Aśoka p. 2.
CHAPTER II

PERSONAL HISTORY

Nothing is more striking and more disappointing to the students of Aśoka’s inscriptions than that nowhere in them he has either mentioned or referred to his father and grandfather, his mother and maternal relations, as well as relations of his queens. He has not even cared anywhere to introduce himself as a scion of the Maurya family. His allusions to the former kings who had reigned in the long past and during several centuries (R.E. IV, P.E. VII) are too vague and indefinite and of too general a character to be construed as an allusion to his immediate predecessors. One may argue at best to establish the fact that they are not necessarily precluded from his mental view. His main concerns in the inscriptions are to render an easily intelligible and illustrative account of his notable acts of piety, to clearly set forth the circumstances and the nature of reflections that caused a change of heart and brought about a turning point in his life and kingly career, and to inculcate and promulgate the principles of piety or duty with a view to seeing that these were widely appreciated and acted upon. Persons, peoples, kings, princes, officers, places, countries, rocks, pillars, caves, means, methods, and the rest come in just by the way.

Chronology is the backbone of history. The inscriptions of Aśoka as well as the Pali Chronicles and Buddhaghosa’s narrative in his Samanta-pasādika give us a chronological setting of certain relevant incidents in the life and career of Aśoka. The Avadāna story narrates the life of Aśoka following some sort of a chronological order without assigning the facts to definite dates. The chronological scheme followed in the inscriptions is serviceable as a means of filling in gaps and testing the accuracy of some of the dates within admittedly the wider outline of Aśoka’s personal history in the Pali Chronicles and the Samanta-pasādika. The Hāthigumphā inscription of Kharavela excels both in punctiliousness when it presents a year by year account of the activities of Kharavela all through his reign within a biographical scheme.

Just as in the life of Buddha the attainment of Buddhahood marks the beginning of the history of his great career worth knowing, so does the abhisheka or consecration in the life of a sovereign. Unless
one's business be to excel in the art of Boswellising, precisely as it is in a Prakrit piece of panegyric like Kharavela's inscription, the pedigree, boyish idiosyncrasies, education, practical training, conscious pursuits, and such other details of the early life of a high personage are unnecessary and out of place. So these are safely left out of account in the earlier Vinaya life of the Buddha which is in Pali, and so also in Aśoka's sober account of his own mind and activities.

Thus the basic date of Aśoka's personal history is the date of his consecration. This has so far been tentatively fixed at 270 or 269 B.C. on a twofold basis: (1) the traditional, and (2) the epigraphic.

As regards the traditional basis, the Pali Chronicles definitely state that Aśoka's consecration took place 218 years after the demise of the Buddha.1 The Buddhist traditions of the later age differ from one another regarding the date of the Buddha's demise. The date which gained currency in Ceylon from a late period of its history and is now adhered to in Siam and Burma as well is equivalent to 544 or 543 B.C., which, according to Professor Raychaudhuri's hypothesis, was really the date of Bimbisāra's accession to the throne of Magadha (Political history, p. 186). The date of the Buddha's demise, as may be fixed by adding 218 years to the date of Aśoka's consecration, is 488 or 487 B.C.2

---

1 Confounding evidently Dharmāśoka with Kāśisāoka of the Pali Chronicles, the Divyāvadāna (p. 403) places Aśoka's coronation just one hundred years after the Buddha's demise: Bhagavatā nirdeśho varśhas'ata-parinirvāpyatasya mama Pāṭaliputre nagare 's'oko nāma rājā bhavishyati.

2 This date agrees very nearly with that which has been fixed by Takakusu, viz. 488 B.C., on the strength of the Chinese 'dotted record' kept up at Canton up to the end of the year A.D. 489 (975-489) J.R.A.S., 1905, p. 51, and differs from the date fixed by Wilhelm Geiger, J. F. Fleet, and D. M. de Z. Wickramasinghe, viz., 488 B.C., on the strength of the available chronological data afforded by the ecclesiastical history of Buddhism in Magadha and Ceylon up to the end of the 6th century A.D. (Mahāvamsa, Transl. by Geiger, Introd. p. XXII f. Fleet, J. R. A. S., 1906, p. 984 f.; Wickramasinghe. Epig. Zeyl., iii, p. 4 f.; John N. Senerveatne (J. R. A. S., Ceylon Br., XXIII, No. 67, p. 141 f.) has sought to prove that the Buddha era of 488 B.C. was in use in Ceylon up to the close of the 15th century when a reform of the calendar was effected, 544 B.C. being adopted as the year of the Buddha's demise. Fleet goes so far as to suggest October 12, 488 B.C. as the actual date on which the Buddha passed away, while Mr. C. D. Chatterjee (Acharyya Pushpajali D. R. Bhandarkar, p. 329 f.) shifts it back to April 26. The suggested date is inclusive and not exclusive of the year of consecration. For reasons, see Mookerji's Aśoka, p. 184, f. n. 6.
The epigraphic data enable us to test the accuracy and workability of the above date. From Aśoka’s statements, it is clear that the five Greek contemporaries of Aśoka were all reigning monarchs when he promulgated his second Rock Edict not later than the 12th year and his Thirteenth Rock Edict not later than the 18th or 14th year of his abhīsheka. The first four of them, namely, Aṃtiyoka, Tulamaya, Aṃtikini, and Maga, have been satisfactorily identified with Antiochus II Theos, king of Syria and Western Asia (261-46 B.C.), Ptolemy II Philadelphus, king of Egypt (285-47 B.C.), Antigonus Gonatas, king of Macedonia (276-46, 276-39, or 278-30 B.C.) and Magas, king of Cyrene (300-258 or 300-250 B.C.) respectively. The fifth Greek contemporary of Aśoka should be preferably identified with Alexander, king of Epirus (272-255 B.C.). To be contemporaries of Aśoka in the 13th or 14th year of his reign, the corresponding year of the reign of the five Greek rulers must not be earlier than 256 or 255 B.C., may be later. And this test of the reliability of the date of Aśoka’s consecration fixed on the traditional basis is satisfied by lengths of the reign of his five Greek contemporaries determined on the strength of Greek writings.

The workable date of Aśoka’s abhīsheka having thus been settled, it has been easy to prepare from his inscriptions a chronological table of events and achievements like one offered below for discussion:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consecration</td>
<td>c. 270 or 269 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquest of Kalinga</td>
<td>263 or 262 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilgrimage to Sambodhi implying Aśoka’s conversion to Buddhism</td>
<td>261 or 260 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedication to the Ājivikas of the first two caves in the Khalatika (Barābar) hill.</td>
<td>259 or 258 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promulgation and engraving of R.E. I-IV.</td>
<td>259 or 258 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of the office of the Dharma-mahāmatras.</td>
<td>258 or 257 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promulgation and engraving of R.E. V-XIII.</td>
<td>258 or 256 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promulgation and engraving of R.E. XIV.</td>
<td>257 or 256 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlargement of the stūpa of Buddha Koṇāgamana.</td>
<td>257 or 256 B.C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dedication of two more caves in the Khalatika hill to the Ājivikas. ... ... 252 or 251 B.C.

Pilgrimage to the village of Lumbini and the erection of a commemorative monolith with an appropriate emblem thereon.

Pilgrimage to the enlarged stupa of Buddha Konāgamana and erection of a commemorative monolith. ... ... 251 or 250 B.C.

Erection of similar commemorative monoliths at such places as Pāṭaliputra, Lauriya-Ararāj, Lauriya-Nandangarh, Rāmpūrvā, Benares City, Sarnāth, Mīrāṭh, Siwalik, Saṃkāśya, Kauśāmbī, Sañchī and Bhuvaneswara (Tosali), probably in ... 251 or 49 B.C.

Promulgation of a special ordinance to suppress schisms in the Sangha at such places as Pāṭaliputra, Sarnāth, Kauśāmbī, and Sañchī, probably in ... 251 - 49 B.C.

Engraving of the Queen’s Edict on the monolith at Kauśāmbī, probably in ... 250 - 49 B.C.

Twenty-five general jail-deliveries effected evidently once a year prior to the promulgation and engraving of P. E. V. in the 26th year of abhisheka corresponding to ... 245 or 244 B.C.

Engraving of the first six Pillar Edicts at such places as Pāṭaliputra, Lauriya-Ararāj, Lauriya-Nandangarh, Rāmpūrvā, Mīrāṭh, Siwalik, and Kauśāmbī. ... ... 245 or 244 B.C.

Engraving of the Minor Rock Edict at such places as Sahasrām, Bārāt, Rūpnāth, Gavimāth, Palkigundu, Maski, Yerraguḍi, and Isila (Brahmagiri, Siddapura and Jatinga-Rāmeswara) probably in. ... 

Engraving of the Seventh Pillar Edict at Siwalik, better, Toprā. ... ... 245 - 44 B.C.

Promulgation and engraving of the two separate Rock Edicts at Dhaulī and Jāgada probably during the closing period of Aśoka’s reign. ... ... ... 244 or 243 B.C.
The chronological table of events of the life and reign of Aśoka which may be prepared from the narratives of Aśoka in the Pali Chronicles and Samanta-pāśādikā is as set forth below:

Conquest of Ujjainī\(^1\) ... ... c. 285 or 284 B.C.
Viceroyalty of Ujjainī, i.e., of Avanti\(^2\) 285-74 or 284-73 B.C.
Married Devī at Vidiśā,\(^3\) ... ... 285 or 284 B.C.
Birth of Aśoka’s son Mahendra by his Vaiśya wife Devī at Vidiśā.\(^4\) ... ... 284 or 283 B.C.
Birth of his daughter Sanghamitrā by his wife Devī. ... ... 282 or 281 B.C.
Death of Bindusāra, victory in a fratricidal war, and accession to the imperial throne of Magadha when Mahendra was ten years of age.\(^5\) ... ... 274 or 273 B.C.
Consecration under the title of Aśoka (Asokam abhisiṃchayī) when Mahendra was of 14 years of age.\(^6\) ... ... 270 or 269 B.C.
Adherence to religious sects and schools of thought other than Buddhist (ito bahiddhi pāṇḍaṇā), 95 in number\(^7\), for the first three

---

\(^1\) Samanta-pāśādikā, I, p. 45: Aśoka-kumāro attanā laddham Ujjeni-rājjan pahāya.
\(^2\) Mahāvamsa, VIII. 8: Avanti-raṭṭham bhunījanto pitarā dinnam attano, also ibid, V. 39: pitarā dinnam rajjam Ujjeni-yam. Aśoka’s viceroyalty broadly covered a period of 10 years, from the advent of his son Mahendra in his mother’s womb to the completion of his 9th year. The first event took place in the first year of Aśoka’s viceroyalty, Cf. Samanta-pāśādikā, I, p. 70: Aśoko kira-kumārakūle janapadam labhitvā Ujjenim gacchhantō Vedisanagaram pātvā Vēdissa-sethissā dhitaram agghesī. Sī tam āvassam eva gabbham gahetvā Ujjeni-yam Mahinda-kumāram vijāyī.

\(^3\) Dipavamsa, VI. 2.

\(^4\) Ibid, vii. 22, which agrees with the traditions recorded by Buddhaghosa, first, in his Samanta-pāśādikā, I, p. 70, stating (Mahinda-) kumārassā chuddasavassakūle rūjā abhisēkam pāpunī, and secondly, in his Sumangala-vilāsīni, II, p. 613, stating Piyaḍāsā nāma kumāro chhattam uṣāṭpetvā Aśoko nāma Dhammarāja hutvā. According to the second tradition, Prince Piyaḍāsā (Piyaḍāsā, and not piyaḍassī, as wrongly suggested by me in Inscriptions of Aśoka, pt. II, p. 221) assumed the title of Aśoka at the time of his consecration.

\(^5\) Dipavamsa, VI. 24-27; Samanta-pā., I, p. 44; Mahāvamsa, V. 34-36. Dipavamsa alone gives the total number of existing sects and schools as 96 (chhananuvāka),—a traditional figure given also by Fa Hien, cf. Beal’s Buddhist Records, I, p. xlvii.

2
years of his reign, daily feeding 60,000 Brāhmans and Brahmanical ascetics, and occasionally giving gifts to the Pañḍarangā parivrājakas, the Ājīvikas, the Nirgranthas, and others\(^1\) ... c. 270-68 or 269-67 B.C.

Conversion to Buddhism and contact with the Buddhist Sangha in the fourth year of abhisheka\(^2\) ... 268-67 or 267-66 B.C.

Conceived the idea of erecting 84,000 ārāmas or vihāras in 84,000 towns of Jambudvipa, one at each town, including the famous Āśokārāma at the city of Paṭaliputra, while seated in the midst of a congregation of 60,000 Buddhist monks\(^3\) ... 267 or 266 B.C.

Āsoka’s younger uterine brother Tishya, then a crown prince, and his nephew and son-in-law prince Agnibrahma joined the Buddhist Order in the fourth year of abhisheka\(^4\) ... 267 or 266 B.C.

Completed at the cost of 96 crores and in three years’ time (anto tiṇī vassāni, tihi vassehi) the erection of 84,000 ārāmas or vihāras which was started in the 4th year of abhisheka\(^5\) ... 265 or 264 B.C.

Āsoka’s son Mahendra, then of 20 years of age, and daughter Sanghamitrā, then 18 years old, both by his Vaiśya wife Devī of Vidiśā, were ordained as monk and nun respectively, whereby he became the dāyāda (“Inheritor”) of Buddha’s sāsana (Buddhist Order”) in the 6th year of abhisheka\(^6\) ... 265 or 264 B.C.

\(^1\) Samanta-pā., I, p. 44. Dipavamsa, VI. 26 introduces them as—
Niganṭhāchelakā ch’eva itarā Paribhājakā
itarā Brāhmaṇā ti cha saṅhe cha puthuladdhikā.

Cf. also Dipavamsa, VII. 35; Pandarangā Jāṭilā cha Niganṭhāchelakādikā
aṅgaladdhikā nānā dūsenti sāsanaṃ.

Ibid, VII. 88; Ajivakā.

\(^2\) Dipavamsa, VI. 18, 30f.; Samanta-pā., I, p. 44f.; Mahāvamsa, V. 68f.

\(^3\) Dipavamsa, VI. 96 98; Samanta-pā., I, p. 48f.; Mahāvamsa, V. 78-30.

\(^4\) Samanta-pā., I, p. 55; Mahāvamsa, VI. 154-71.

\(^5\) Dipavamsa, VI. 99; Samanta-pā., I, p. 49.

Consecrated under the title of Priyadarśin when Mahendra was 20 years old. 265 or 264 B.C.

Sad death of the Venerable Kauntiputra Tishya without treatment for want of drugs, which caused much regret to Aśoka and suggested the idea of founding stores in Paṭaliputra for free supply of drugs. 265 or 264 B.C.

Mahendra figured foremost amongst the resident pupils of his preceptor by his proficiency in the knowledge of the Pīṭakas and Commentaries. 264 or 263 B.C.

Internal dissension in the Sangha and suspension of the uposatha and other Buddhist ecclesiastical duties in the Aśokarāma in Paṭaliputra for seven years. 260-54 B.C.

The samāgama (general conference) of 60,000 monks held at Paṭaliputra at which the inmates of the Aśokarāma were examined, batch by batch, and Aśoka compelled those (60,000 outsiders in a Buddhist garb) whose views did not tally with the Theravada doctrine, i.e., Vihāryavāda, to revert to their old orders, giving them white robes to put on and thereby made the Sangha united (samaggo sangho). 254 or 253 B.C.

Compilation of the Kathāvatthu by Maudgaliputra Tishya (Moggaliputta Tissa) who conducted the examination of the monks as to their respective views at the above conference. 254 or 253 B.C.

The Council (Sangīti) of 1,000 representative Sthaviras was in session under the leadership of Maudgaliputra Tishya for the rehearsal of the Pīṭakas as then fixed. 254 or 253 B.C.
Despatch of Buddhist missions to different parts of India and to Suvarṇabhūmi

Death of king Muṭasiva and consecration of his son and successor Devanampiya Tissa

Erection of the Vedisagiri mahāvihāra for Mahendra by his mother Devi

Mission to the island of Tambapaṇḍi (Ceylon)

Arrival of the Buddhist mission under the leadership of Mahendra in the month of Jyaishṭha and propagation of Buddhism in Ceylon

Āsoka started with great eclat for Mahābodhi (Bodhgaya) in the company of a fraternity of advanced Theras (ariyasangham adāya) and returned to Pāṭaliputra with a graft from the Bo-tree in the month of Karttika

Despatch of Sanghamitrā to Ceylon together with the graft from the Bo-tree, in the month of Mārgaśīrsha, the king himself seeing them off at the port of Tamralipti

Death of Āsoka’s first queen consort Āsandimitrā which took place 30 years from his accession and 26 years from his consecration

Tishyarakṣa (same as Tishyarakṣita) was placed in the position of his queen consort

Destruction of the Bo-tree due to an

---

1. Dipavamsa. VIII. II., Samanta-pū., I, p. 68f., Mahāvamsa, XII. II.
2. Dipavamsa, XI. 11-10 ; Samanta-pū., I, p. 71-3.
4. Dipavamsa, XII. 16f.; Samanta-pū., I, p. 69f.; Mahāvamsa, XII I.
6. Samanta-pū., I, p. 06f.; Dipavamsa, XVI. II.; Mahāvamsa, XVIII. 28 foll.
8. Ibid, XX. 3.
inimical action on the part of Tishyaraksha¹ ... ... ... 240 or 239 B.C.

Death of Aśoka and end of his reign² 234 or 233 B.C.

The inscriptions and Buddhist traditional narratives of Aśoka rightly attach much importance to these two events in his life and career: (1) Consecration to the throne of Magadha, (2) Conversion to Buddhism.

Indeed, the main interest of his personal history centres round them. But for the first, there could not have been the formal recognition of his earthly power, and but for the second, even as he tells us in his M. R. E., there would not perhaps have been any vigorous action on his part towards the promotion of the cause of piety, far and wide. Before, therefore, discussing other points of interest, I will take up these for consideration and throw the light on each of them which may be obtained from his inscriptions as well as other sources.

1. Consecration: Abhisheka is primarily a ritualistic term implying as it did the ceremonial consecration of the person to be anointed as king or king overlord. A warrior who underwent the ceremony of consecration is described in the Pali Nikayas and Amarakosha (Kshatriyavarga) as a (murdhābhishikta kshatriya, i.e., "a warrior whose head is besprinkled with holy waters." The abhisheka is the time honoured and age old Indo-Aryan custom which involved an elaborate ritual, 'described in several Brāhmaṇas' and provided with appropriate formulas (mantras) from the Vedas.³ It was performed in one or another of the four approved forms of the Vedic 'sacrifice of royal inauguration,' called Vajapeya, Rajasūya, Punar-abhisheka, and Aindra mahābhishheka respectively.⁴

In the Vajapeya form, the sacrificer (i.e., the person to be installed on the throne) was to come out as the winner in a race of seventeen chariots. This was to be followed by the mounting of a chariot wheel, placed on the top of a long pole, by the sacrificer and his wife, and paying homage therefrom to the Mother Earth. According to the

¹ Ibid, XX. 5.
² Dipavamsa, V. 100, 101;
Chandaguttọ rajjam kāresi vassāṇī chatuviṣati.
Bindusūrassya yo putto Asokadhammo mahāyaso
Vassāṇī sattatimsam pi rajjam kāresi hhaṭṭiyo.

Satapatha Brāhmaṇa V. 2, I. 25, the royal sacrificer was to be offered thereafter a throne-seat with a goat-skin spread over it and installed thereon by the Adhvaryu (Vedic priest) in the set form of words declaring him to be the ruler, the ruling lord (yantrin, yamana), firm and steadfast, seated on the seat "for the tilling, for peaceful dwelling (kshema), for wealth (rayi), for prosperity, i.e., for the welfare of the people, the common weal."

The Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, V. 2. 3f., offers us an elaborate account of the Rajasūya form which consisted in a long succession of sacrificial performances commencing on the first day of Phālguna and ranging over a period of upwards of two years. Its popular features, as enumerated by Professor Raychaudhuri, chiefly consisted in (1) the distribution of the sacrificial honours among their worthy recipients, the Ratnins, namely, the chief queen and ten different court officials, (2) the abhishechana or besprinkling, (3) the dig-vyasthapana or the king-elect's walking towards the various quarters by way of symbolising his world-wide campaigns and conquests; (4) treading on a tiger-skin by way of symbolising the gaining in strength and pre-eminence; (5) the narration by the Hotri priest of the story of Śunahṣepa; (6) a mimic cow-raid against a relative or a mock fight with a rajanya; (7) enthronement, and (8) a game of dice in which the king designate is made to be the victor. The abhishechana or besprinkling was to begin with offerings to such Vedic divinities as Savita Satyaprasava, Agni Grihapati, Soma Vanaspati, Brihaspati Vak, Indra Jyesṭha, Rudra Paśupati, Mitra Satya, and Varuṇa Dharmapati, and it was to be performed by a Brāhman priest, a kinsman or brother of the king-elect, a friendly Rajanya and a Vaiśya.

The Punarabhishēka or 'Renewed anointment' was intended for a ruler who conquered other monarchs. In this form, the king-elect was to ascend the throne made of udumbara (fig) wood, a ceremony which was to be followed by the besprinkling. The officiating priest formally installed him on the throne in these words: Rajñaṁ tvam adhirājo bhaveha, mahantāṁ tvam mahāṁ samrājam charshaṁ. "Do thou be here the overking among kings, the greatest amongst the great, the supreme ruler of fellow men." The king-elect was thereafter required to descend from the throne to make obeisance to the

1 Ibid., p. 139f.; Radhakumud Mookerji, The Fundamental Unity of India, p. 80
3 Political History, p. 140f.
Brāhmans present. As opined in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa, VIII, which contains an interesting account of the whole ceremony, “Verily thus the lordly power (kshatra) falls under the influence of the holy power (brāhmaṇ). When the lordly power falls under the influence of the holy power, that kingdom is prosperous, rich in heroes, in it a hero or heir (vīra) is born”.

The Aitareya Brāhmaṇa, VIII. 11, contains a description of the Aindra Mahābhishēka form, according to which the king-elect was to go through these five main ceremonies: (1) the taking of an oath to the officiating priest, (2) arohaṇa or ascending the throne, (3) utkroṣana or proclamation, (4) abhimaniṇaṇa or the repetition of certain special formulas, and (5) abhishechana or anointing.

Over and above these, the powerful rulers performed from time to time the Āśvamedha or ‘Horse sacrifice’ which, in the oft-quoted opinion of Bhavabhūti, was “the super-eminent touchstone to test the might of warriors conquering the world and an indication of the conquest of all the warriors.” In performing it, a steed was set at liberty to roam about for a year under the guardianship of a hundred princes, a hundred nobles, a hundred sons of heralds and charioteers, and a hundred sons of attendants, the features of the rite including the eulogy of the king by a Kshatriya and a Brāhman luteplayer, and the narration of a circle of tales of exploits.

The besprinkling which was the essential part of the function of abhishekha was to be followed by the investiture of the king-elect with five insignia of royalty (Pali pañcakakudhabhandāṇi) by the king-makers (rājakritos, rājakattāro), the pronouncement of blessings by the priests and elders, the panegyrics by the Śūta-Magadhīs and Vaitālikas, the receiving of presents, the shouts of joy by the crowd, the processions, and the feasts and festivals.

In accordance with the opinion then held in the Satapatha Brāhmaṇa, V. 1.1.12-13 and the Katvāyana Śrauta Sūtra, XV. 1.1.2, the Rajasūya form entitled the king-elect only to the office of a Rāja,

---

1 Raychaudhuri, op. cit. p. 142f.
3 Uttararāmaśāstra, Act IV : As'vamedha iti vis'vavijayīnaṃ kṣhatriyāṇāṃ uryāṣvalāḥ sarva-kṣhatriya-paribhavī mahān utoścarṣa-nishkarṣabhaḥ, cited by Raychaudhuri.
4 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 144.
5 Cf. S'abdaśāpaṇa, sub voce abhishekha; account of Kūnika-Ajātas'atrā's consecration in Aupapsālīka Śūtra, Sec. 40 et seq.; description of Devānampiya-Tissa's consecration in Dipāvavīnego, XI-XII.
while by the Vājapeya form he might aspire to the office of a Samrāj, the office of Rājā having been inferior to that of a Samrāj or Samrāṭ.¹

Devānampriya (Ardhamāgadhī Devaṇampriya) employed whether as a substitute for the word rājā (R. E. VIII) or as a prefix to the name Aśoka (M.R.E., Maski) or Priyadasi, was nothing but an honorific pūjāvachana) or auspicious mode of address like Tatra Bhavan, Dirghayus, and Āyushmat. Considered, however, from the ceremony of consecration undergone by a king-elect, it meant no more than one who was divinely favoured, divinely gifted. We have seen that at the time of consecration such Vedic divinities as Savitar the true progenitor, Agni the Lord of the household, Soma the Lord of plants, Bṛhaspati the Logos, Indra the Supreme, Rudra the Lord of cattle, Mitra the True bond of friendship, and Varuṇa the Lord of righteousness were invoked by the officiating priest to bestow their special favours on the king-elect in order to see him fully endowed or gifted with majesty, suzerainty, power, glory, health, wealth, beauty, prosperity, safety, security, increase in family, name and fame, friendship, culture, truth, piety and righteousness.²

Aśoka, Priyadasi, and Rājā are the three names, titles or epithets which seem to have special significance of their own in connexion with Aśoka’s consecration.

According to the Dīpavannṣa tradition, when prince Priyadarśana, son of king Bindusāra, was consecrated for the first time in 219 B.E. (Dīpava., VI. 1), just four years after his accession to power (ib., VI. 21), he was consecrated under the name or title of Aśoka (Aśokam abhisiṅchayan, ib., VI. 22). This accords, as we saw, with the tradition independently recorded by Buddhaghosa (Sumangala-vilāsinī, II, p. 613), but conflicts with the Sarvastivāda, better Malasarvastivāda account in the Divyavadāna (p. 370), according to which Aśoka was the name given to the prince by his father at the instance of his mother. The probability of truth, however, seems to be more in the Theravāda tradition.

Whatever the actual date and however late was the date of the engraving of M. R. E., the dhamma-sāvāṇa (“proclamation of piety”) contained in it must indeed be assigned to the earlier part of Aśoka’s reign. And what is particularly important to note in this connexion is that in none of the various versions of

¹ Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 185.
² Note that the Pali significance of the epithet Devānamprīya is different. See Ch. III.
M. R. E. the epithet Priyadasi Raja or Piyadasi Lājā is employed. In one of the versions, namely, that of Maski, we have quite unexpectedly the use of the name or epithet of Aśoka, after the colourless general honorific prefix Devānampiya : Devānampiyasa Asokasa. As regards the remaining versions of M.R.E., the free employment of Devānampiya as a substitute for Raja or Lājā has no special significance at all.

The full royal or imperial epithet which is employed in the Rock and Pillar Edicts, engraved from the 12th and the 26th year of abhisheka respectively, is Devānampiya Piyadasi Lāja. Without the honorific prefix Devānampiya, the epithet stands as Piyadasi Lāja or Lājā Piyadasi, which latter is met with in the Third Barābara Hill-Cave inscription, engraved in the 19th year of abhisheka. The passive form Lājina Piyadasisena occurs in the first two Barābara Hill-cave inscriptions, which were engraved in the 12th year of abhisheka. Thus it may be established beyond a doubt that the important epithet Piyadasi Lājā or Lājā Piyadasi came to be systematically employed in the inscriptions dating from the 12th year of abhisheka. A longer form of this epithet is happily met with in the Bhābru Edict, namely, Priyadasi Lājā Magadhā, which cannot but remind us of the earlier Pali conventional phrases, Raja Magadho Seniya Bimbisāro and Rāja Magadho Ajatasattu Vedēhiputta. It certainly indicates that by the epithet Lājā or Rāja was meant Lājā Magadhā, “the Magadhan king” or “the king of Magadha.” In the verdict of the Satapatha Brāhmaṇa and Kātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra, as we noticed, the epithet Rāja indicated the status of a ruler which was inferior to that of a Samrāṭ and to which a ruler was entitled by the Rajasūya form of consecration. Going by the Dipavaṃsa account, it may not be improbable to think that by the first consecration which was celebrated according to the Rajasūya form, Prince Priyadarśana (Buddhaghosa’s Piyadasa, Piyadasa) was really anointed as Raja Magadho Asoko, “The Magadhan king Aśoka” or “Aśoka the king of Magadha.”

Now, what about the title or epithet Piyadasi or Priyadarsin, used as a personal name? The Dipavaṃsa definitely states that king Aśoka was anointed again as Piyadassi¹, six years after the first consecration.

Mahinda-chuddasame vasse Asokam abhisiṃchayum (ib., VI. 22).
Paripūṇa-vaśavasamhi Piyadass’ abhisiṃchayum (ib., VI. 24).

¹ This was probably a title conferred on Aśoka by the Buddhist Fraternity of Pāṭaliputra after his conversion to Buddhism.
If this tradition of the second consecration be true to fact, as would seem likely, it must be that of Punar-abhisheka or 'Renewed anointment.' As a traditional instance of renewed anointment, Professor Raychaudhuri cites the case of Devānampiya Tissa from the Pali Chronicles. But the example cited is inapt, inasmuch as the second consecration of king Devānampiya Tissa of Ceylon was not performed after the conquest of other monarchs or territories. The second consecration (dutiya-bhisiko, Dipava., X. 39) was celebrated in the month of Vaiśakha, five months after the first (Dipava., XI.14), just to oblige his great Indian contemporary and friend Asokadhamma whose abhisheka presents arrived untimely. According to the Brāhmaṇa definition of Punar-abhisheka, a reigning king was justified in performing it only after subduing other monarchs and thereby establishing him in the position of an overking among other kings (rājām adhirajah). The second consecration of Aśoka under the title of Piyadassi was a different case altogether, and it might be cited as a typical instance of renewed anointment. Aśoka assumed the title of Piyadasi or Priyadarsin in his inscriptions dating from the 12th year of abhisheka, which is to say, from the 5th year after the conquest of Kalinga and annexation of the conquered territory to his own dominions (R.E. XIII). By the Punar-abhisheka form of consecration alone, a ruler might be declared to be mahantam mahnām. And most probably on the strength of this Aśoka was able to claim his domain or empire to have been mahānte hi vijaye (R.E. XIV).

It was no exaggeration on the part of the Pali chronicler to say that by the consecration prince Priyadarśana gained in the true royal dignity and imperial majesty, that, in other words, he came to be formally declared and publicly acknowledged as the supreme ruler whose imperial command prevailed in the whole of Jambudvīpa, extending southwards from Mt. Kailāsa in the Himalayan range at the foot of which was situated the Anotatta Lake or Manas Sarovar.

1 Dipavamsa, XI. 39-9, Mahāvamsa, XI. 41 : pūno pi abhisīḥehimsu Lankāhi-tasukhe rataṃ ; Geiger, Mahāvamsa, English Transl., p. xxxii ; Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 143.
2 Paranavitāna, in J.R. A. S., 1936, p. 445 ff., seeks to establish that the so-called second coronation was the proper form of coronation by which Devānampiya Tissa was installed as the first king of Ceylon, and that before him, the rulers of Ceylon, were not kings but leaders of the community deriving their authority from popular sanction.
3 B.C-Law. India as described in the early texts of Buddhism and Jainism, p. 12.
in the aerial region above to a depth of one yojana, and in the nether region beneath to the same depth. In the language of the Divyavadana (p. 432), Aśoka became the Lord of Jambudvīpa (Jambudvīpeśvara). The Pali Chronicles and the Samanta-pāsādikā give us but a legendary account of Jambudvīpa, as we shall see more of it in the next chapter, describing it as a subcontinent consisting of 84,000 towns, large and small, and ruled over by one thousand crowned subkings under Aśoka.

In the language of Aśoka’s inscriptions, by his consecration king Priyadarśin gained unquestioned supremacy over an extensive domain (mahāmte vijaye, mahālaka vijite, R. E. XIV), and wielded moral and cultural influence over the whole of India (M. R. E.) as well as the territories of his five Greek contemporaries and allies ranging over a distance of 600 yojanas (R. E. XIII). Even in Aśoka’s phraseology, the word sava-puthabiyaṁ (R. E. V, Dh) occurs as a variant of savata vijitasi, the whole of Aśoka’s vijita together with the independent but friendly territories of the southern frontagers being commensurate with Jambudvīpa.

The Pali Chronicles and the Samanta-pāsādikā tell us nothing but the truth when they state that Aśoka’s consecration took place in the city of Paṭaliputra¹, otherwise called Pushpapura² or Kusumapura. Aśoka himself in his R. E. V., speaks of Paṭaliputra and outer towns, thereby corroborating the truth in Buddhist literary traditions.

Thus on the strength of all these data, gathered from Aśoka’s own records as well as the Buddhist traditional accounts, particularly those in Pali, it is not difficult to establish that by the full epithet Piyaḍasi Lāja Māgadhe was meant that Aśoka was popularly known as the King of Magadha and Emperor of Jambudvīpa’.

2. Conversion: This word implies a change of faith, which is preceded by a change of heart. According to Buddhist literary traditions³, the full effect of conversion did not take place until the complete transformation of Chaṇḍāsoka (Aśoka the Wicked) into

¹ Dipavamsa, VI. 18, XI. 28, Samantapā., I, P. 93, Mahāvamsa, V. 39, V. 130, 212, et seq.
² Mahāvamsa, V. 189:
- Chaṇḍāsoko ti fāyitha pure pāpena kammunā
- Dhammāsoko ti fāyitha pachchhā puññena kammunā.
- Divyāvadāna, p. 382:
- Chaṇḍāsokatvam prāpya pūrvaṇa prīthivyām
- Dharmās’okatvam karmanā tene lebbe.
Dharmāsoka (Aśoka the Pious). Such a transformation as this was the ripe result of an ideological change, of a strong mental resolve to lead a reformed life. It also implies the transfer of allegiance and moral and earthly support from one religious denomination or sect to another, and of adherence from one set of opinions to another. From the Buddhist point of view, it meant a triumph on the part of the Buddhist Sangha or Church of Pāṭaliputra in that its members succeeded in winning Aśoka over to their faith. In its technical sense, it meant no more than that Aśoka accepted the Upāsakatva ("Upāsakahood"), which is to say, the position of a Buddhist lay worshipper with the formal and open declaration on his part to the effect that he became a firm believer in the Triad consisting of the Master, the Doctrine, and the Order:

Aham Buddhañ cha Dhammañ cha Samghañ cha saranāngato
Upāsakattam desem Sakyaputtassa sasane.

The Buddhist narratives in Pali and Sanskrit show an agreement in so far as these relate that Aśoka's first connection was not with the Sangha as a whole but only with an individual representative of it, whom he accidentally met and through whose instrumentality was effected his conversion. This individual representative, according to the Pali account, was a gifted novice called Nyagrodha, and the Venerable Samudra, according to the Divyāvadāna legend. Thus in the language of the Divyāvadāna (p. 380), the first profession of faith by Aśoka was expressed thus:

Daśabalamūta kshantum arhasi mām
kukritam idaṁ cha tavādyā desayāmī
saraṇaṁ rishim upaimi, taṁ cha Buddhaṁ
guṇavāram āryaniveditaṁ cha dharmam.

Addressing Samudra, Aśoka said:

"I take refuge in (thee), the sage, and also in Buddha, the supreme embodiment of qualities as well as the Doctrine taught by the elect."

And in the language of the Dīpavaṃsa, VI. 55:

Ajj'eva tumhe saranām upemi, Buddhañ cha
Dhammañ cha saraṇaññ cha Sanghaṁ
saputtadāro sahanatakajjano upāsakattam
pativedayāmi taṁ.

Addressing the wise Nyagrodha, Aśoka said:

"This very day I accept as my refuge thee and the Buddha and the Doctrine and the Order, together with my wives and children, with my kith and kin. I declare to thee the fact of my having become a lay worshipper."
The general agreement between the two accounts may be shown to lie in the following points:

1) Predictions regarding Aśoka’s great service to Buddhism.
2) Conversion of Aśoka to the Buddhist faith through the agency of an individual representative of the Sangha.
3) Aśoka’s visit to the local monastery.
4) Collection of Buddha’s relics from the pre-existing stūpas.
5) Erection of 84,000 viharas with the dharmarajikas, one in each of the 84,000 towns in Jambudvīpa.
6) Transformation of Aśoka the Wicked into Aśoka the Pious.
7) Final acceptance by Aśoka of the guidance of the leading man of a Buddhist Fraternity or Church in religious matters.

The agent of Aśoka’s conversion, as we noted, was the young but wise novice Nyagrodha, according to the Pali Chronicles, and the saintly Shavira Samudra, according to the Divyāvadāna.

The name of the existing local monastery of Pātaliputra was Kukkuṭārama according to the Mahāvamsa, and Kurkuṭārama, according to the Divyāvadāna. This earlier name of the monastery which was reconstructed afterwards by Aśoka is not met with in the Dipavamsa and the Samanta-pāśadika.

According to the Pali Chronicles and Samanta-pāśadika, Nyagrodha was instrumental in having replaced by 60,000 Buddhist monks the sixty thousand Brāhmans and Brahmanical ascetics who were daily fed from the royal kitchen prior to Aśoka’s visit to the local monastery. According to the Divyāvadāna story, on the other hand, Shavira Samudra mysteriously disappeared from the scene immediately after the king’s profession of faith, and thereafter Aśoka visited the local monastery.

According to the Pali Chronicles and Samanta-pāśadika, Aśoka had not conceived the idea of erecting the 84,000 arāmas or viharas with the chaityas before he visited the local monastery, while, according to the Divyāvadāna story, he had made up his mind to erect

---

1 Mahāvamsa, V. 122.
2 Divyāvadāna, pp. 381, 384.
3 Dipavamsa, VI. 56 ; Mahāvamsa, V. 73-4.
4 Samanta-pā., I, p. 48.
5 Divyāvadāna, p. 380. sa bhiṣkhu tad eva riddhyā prakṝntaḥ.
6 Ibid., p. 381.
7 Dipavamsa, VI. 98-8, Mahāvamsa, V. 73 f.
9 Divyāvadāna, p. 381.
84,000 dharmarājikās even before that. According to both the traditions, however, he undertook to construct the edifices after his visit to the local monastery.

According to the Mahāvaṃsa Comentary, Aśoka became notorious as Chaṇḍāsoka for having killed his ninety-nine half-brothers for the sake of the throne, while, according to the Divyāvadāna, for the beheading of 500 councillors by Aśoka with his own sword and the burning of 500 court ladies alive to death in his pleasance. According to both the traditions, he came to be honoured as Dharmāsoka on account of his meritorious deeds, particularly the construction of 84,000 Buddhist chaityas or dharmarājikās.

The greatest known personage of the Orthodox Church of the age was Maudgaliputra Tishya, according to the Pali tradition, and Upagupta, according to the Divyāvadāna story. The guidance of the latter was badly needed for the restoration of the normal life of the Fraternity of the local monastery by turning out the disturbing elements who were really outsiders in a Buddhist garb, and the latter was needed to act as the pilgrim’s guide.

The predictions mentioned in the Pali Chronicles, Commentaries, and Milindapañha regarding Aśoka and the expansion of Buddhism during his reign are four, and those mentioned in the Divyāvadāna are two. The four predictions in Pali are as follows:

1) That prince Piyaḍāsa (Priyadarśa, Priyadarśana) will be anointed as Aśoka 218 years after the Buddha’s demise.

2) That king Aśoka will in time collect the relics of the Buddha, deposited in one stūpa by Ajātaśatru, and spread them far and wide.

3) That when 118 years after the session of the Second Buddhist Council the righteous king Aśoka will reign in Pāṭaliputra with his sovereignty established over the whole of Jambudvīpa and will, as a strong believer in Buddhism, greatly increase the gain and fame of the Buddhist Fraternity, the heretics, greedy of gain and fame, will

1 Vamsatthappakkāsī, I, p. 228: abhisēkato pubbekatena ekūnasatabhūtu-
gāhṭakena kimakakamnas Cāṇḍāsoko ti hāyitthā.
2 Divyāvadāna. p. 378 f.
3 Ibid. p. 381: Mahāvaṃsa, V. 189.
4 Dipavaṃsa, V. 55 f.; Samanta-pū., I, p. 55; Mahāvaṃsa, VI. 100-2.
5 Divyāvadāna, p. 350.
6 Dipavaṃsa, VII-VIII, Samanta-pū., I, p. 56 f.; Mahāvaṃsa, V. 246 et seq.
7 Divyāvadāna, p. 399.
8-9 Sumangala-vilāsī, II, p. 618 f.
surreptitiously enter into the Buddhist Order and raise commotion in it, propounding their own views, and to cope with it will appear the powerful leader Maudgaliputra Tishya and he will compile the Kathāvatthu.¹

4) That in time to come, more accurately 236 years after the demise of the Buddha, Sthavira Mahendra will propagate the Buddhist faith in the island of Lanka.²

These are easily reducible to two, viz., one regarding Aśoka’s reign and his rôle in the expansion of Buddhism, and the other about Maudgaliputra Tishya’s advent and his part in the reformation of the Orthodox Church and the propagation of Buddhism. And these two predictions may be shown to correspond with the two mentioned in the Divyāvadāna, one regarding Aśoka, the other regarding Upagupta:

1) That when one hundred years after the Buddha’s demise will the righteous king Aśoka reign in Paṭaliputra as overlord of the earth extending as far as to the four seas, he will spread the bodily remains of the Buddha far and wide, and erect 84,000 dharmanājikas.³

2) That one hundred years after the Buddha’s demise will Upagupta, son of Gandhika of Mathura, do the work of Buddha (Buddha-kāryaṃ karishyati).⁴

In spite of the fact that the two narratives have several points in common between them, and that both allow miracle and poetic exaggeration and dramatic skill to have their full play in them, and both are vitiates by what Vincent Smith aptly calls odiōm theologicum, when tested by the data afforded by Aśoka’s own inscriptions, the narrative in Pali cannot but appear to be comparatively more realistic and reliable, chronologically sounder and nearer the truth. The Sanskrit narrative oversteps the limit of truth and good sense when it speaks of the ugly appearance and fierce nature of Aśoka and presents a grotesque and gruesome episode of how Aśoka converted his royal pleasure into a place of terror, horror, oppression and tragic death of the unwary visitors and passers by through his agent Čandragirika. It has hopelessly erred on the matter of chronology when it places the reign of Aśoka and the advent of Upagupta as the accredited Buddhist leader of the time just a century after the Buddha’s demise and represents the Venerable Yaśa as a contem-

¹ Dipavamsa, V. 55 et seq.; Samanta-pā., I, p. 55, Mahāvamsa, V. 100-2.
² Dipavamsa, XII. 9f.; Samanta-pā., I, pp. 71, 72.
³ Divyavadāna, pp. 379, 385.
porary of Aśoka, evidently confounding Aśoka with Kalāśoka and distorting the Pali tradition about the Second Buddhist Council held at Vaiśāli under the presidency of Revata and mainly through the instrumentality of Kāṇḍakāputta Yasa.

A legend of Aśoka, such as one incorporated in the Divyāvadāna and still more exaggerated in the later poetical version of the Aśokāvadāna, found its place in the somewhat sober itinerary, Fo-kwo-ki, of Fa Hien who did not, however, commit himself to dates and names. The full-fledged Divyāvadāna and similar other legends misled Hwen Thsang so far that while placing the reign of Aśoka in the hundredth year after the Nirvāṇa of the Tathāgata he came to glibly represent Aśoka as the great-grandson of king Bimbisāra, evidently confounding Aśoka with Udāyibhadda of the Samaññaphala Sutta, Udaya of the Dīpadvanśa, Udayaabhaddaka of the Mahāvanśa, and Udayaśva of the Vāyu Purāṇa, the son of Ajātaśatru and the grandson of Bimbisāra, who transferred his capital from Rajagriha to Paṭaliputra. The confusion of Mahendra, represented in the Pali tradition as the son of Aśoka by his Vaiśya wife Devī, with Aśoka’s uterine brother Tishya or Vitasāka is just another glaring instance of Hwen Thsang’s misrepresentation and inaccuracy.

Neither the earthly existence of Upagupta, a great Arhat, who is eulogised in high terms in the Divyāvadāna and Hwen Thsang’s Si-yu-ki, nor that of Rādhasvāmi, a powerful Brāhmaṇ adherent and exponent of the Great Vehicle, who is extolled in Fa Hien’s Fo-kwo-ki, is proved by any of the inscriptions of the Maurya age; that of Moggaliputta Tissa is proved, as will be shown further on.

It behoves us, therefore, to examine how far the Pali account of Aśoka’s conversion and its sequel is consistent with the evidence of Aśoka’s own records.

According to the Theravada tradition, Aśoka’s father Bindusāra was a votary of the Brāhmans, and as such, he daily fed the Brāhmans and Brahmanical sects, the Paṇḍaranga Parivrājakaś (Ash-bodied Wanderers) and the like, 60,000 in number. Aśoka, too, was doing the same by way of giving in his household the alms set up by his father. In doing so he, standing one day at the lion-gate of his palace, watched them while they were taking their meal, and disappointed by their

3 According to Oldenberg (Vinaya Piṭaka, Vol. I, Introd., p. xxxii), the king referred to is not Dharmāśoka.
ugly manners and gluttonous habits, thought to himself, “Such alms should be given in a proper place (to deserving persons), on due examination.” Thereupon he asked his courtiers to bring in the religionists, namely, the Śramaṇas and the Brāhmaṇas, whom they held in their high esteem, so that he might make gifts to them. The courtiers brought in severally the Paṇḍaranga Parivṛjākas, the Ājivikas, the Nirgranthas, and the rest, informing the king that they were their arahants (worthy saints). Thereupon the king had arranged for different kinds of seats for them, and as they came in, requested them to take the seats befitting them. Some of them sat on gentle seats, some on seats made of pieces of wood. Having noticed this, he came to understand that they had no substance in them (n’atthi tesam antosāro) and let them off after having given them hard and soft food to eat. Thus the king for the first three years of his abhiseka adhered to other religious orders and sects who were out of the fold of Buddhism (abhisekaṁ pāpuṇītvā tīni saṃvachchharāni bāhirakā-pāsanḍam parigapthi).¹

It was in the fourth year of his abhiseka that Aśoka professed his faith in Buddha’s system (chatutthe saṃvachchhare Buddhasāsane pasidi). Nyagrodha established the king together with his people and courtiers in the Three Refuges and Five Precepts, established him indeed in the firm faith of a common believer in Buddha’s system (Buddhasāsane pothujijanikena pasādena achaḷappasādaṁ katvā patiṭṭhāpesi).²

Thereafter the king having made one day a large gift at the local monastery, was seated in the midst of 60,000 monks, and providing the Fraternity with the four requisites, enquired of them, saying, “How much is the Doctrine propounded by the Master?” “From the point of view of types, O great king! it comprises nine types (navangaṁ), and from the point of view of sections (khandhas), it consists of 84,000 sections.” Pleased to get this information about the Doctrine, the king made up his mind to erect a vihāra in honour of each section of it, and ordered his officers to erect a vihāra at each of the 84,000 towns of Jambudvīpa, himself undertaking to erect at Paṭaliputra the great monastery named Aśokarāma after him. The Fraternity appointed the capable Thera Indragupta to guide and supervise the construction work of those vihāras which was started on one and the same day and completed in three years’ time, costing him ninety-six

¹ Samata-pā., I, p. 44.
² Ibid., I, p. 45f.
crores. Each monastery was provided with a chaitya (shrine) for the purpose of worship (chaturasiti-vihāra-sahassani kārāpesi chaturasiti-sahassa-chetiya-patimāṇḍitāni). The chaityas then built up along with the vihāras were no other than dhātu-chaityas or what the Divyāvadāna calls dharmarājikās and Hwen Thsāng stūpas.

The Dipavamsa account of Aśoka’s conversion, which is presupposed by the Samanta-pāśādikā, the Mahāvamsa, and the Divyavadana is not only the earliest known but the very best for comparison with Aśoka’s own records concerning the subject.

According to the Dipavamsa, as we noted, the conversion of Aśoka meant just the acceptance on his part of the position of an upāsaka (upāsakatta) with an open declaration of his faith in the Triad. Buddhaghosa is right in suggesting that thereby Aśoka was not only established in the Three Refuges but also in the Five Precepts of conduct (tīsu saraṇesu pañcasu cha sīlesu), which is to say that he became a firm believer in Buddha’s sāsana or Saddhamma (the Good Faith).

Aśoka’s position as an upāsaka is corroborated by his own statement in the M. R. E., particularly in its three Mysore copies: Yakhaṃ upāsake. It is borne out also by the evidence of the Bhābra Edict in which Aśoka has addressed the Sangha in the capacity of “Priyadarśin the King of Magadha” and which is to say, as a lay worshipper. In this edict Aśoka has declared his sincere faith in and deep veneration for the Triad: “It is known to you, Venerable Sirs, how far (goes) my veneration for and sincere faith in the Buddha, the Doctrine and the Order.”

The tradition stating that he was established also in the precepts of moral conduct (sīlesu) is borne out by his own exhortation: dhāmmamhi silamhi tiṣṭānto, “taking stand on piety and morality” (R. E. IV). His strong faith in Buddha’s Doctrine is equally borne out by his pronouncement: “All that is said by Buddha the Blessed One is well said” (Bhābra).

According to the Dipavamsa account, when Nyagrodha was asked
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1 Ibid., I, p. 48f.
2 Divyāvadāna, p. 881.
3 Beal, Buddhist Records, II, p. 89.
4 Dipavamsa, VI. 55, XII. 5.
5, 6 Samanta-pā., I, p. 48.
by the king to acquaint him with the fundamental tenet of Buddhism as he knew it, he based his reply on the under-quoted verse:

Appamādo amatapadaṁ, pamādo machchuno padam
appamattā na miyanti, ye pamattā yathā mata
t

“Earnestness is the way to immortality, lethargy the way to death. The earnest do not die, the indolent are like the dead.”

The Dipavamsa does not name the text from which the above verse was cited; the Samanta-pāsadika does. But it was a very faithful and correct representation of Buddha’s Doctrine when the king was told that apramāda was the root principle or basic idea of Buddha’s teachings.

As employed in the Dhammapada and other Canonical texts, appamāda is just another word for uṣṭhana, viriya, purisa-kāra, purisa-parakkama, all signifying a life of exertion or strenuous effort.

There is nothing to be astonished at that the reply of Nyagrodha made an immediate and lasting appeal to Aśoka who has laid so much stress in his inscriptions on the self-same principle of action, his own words for it being uṣṭana (R. E. VI), uṣṭama (R. E. XIII), usāha (P. F. I), pakama (M. R. E.), and parakrama (R. E. X).

Hultzsch and Bhandarkar rightly maintain that in all the three Mysore versions of M. R. E., Aśoka has given but an account of his religious career as an upāsaka during a short period of upwards of two years and a half and discriminated within it two successive stages, the earlier one characterised by less activity and the later one by vigorous activity. But in its remaining versions, the account given is one of a period of upwards of three years and a half, discriminating two stages, the earlier one of less activity covering upwards of two years and a half (satirekāri adhatiyāni vasanī), and the later one of greater activity covering upwards of one year (saṃvachhare satireke). As regards the second stage, all the versions show a complete agreement.

According to the remaining versions, in the first stage he remained a mere upāsaka, and in the second, by implication, he became an upāsaka who went to meet, approach, or wait upon the Sangha, in
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1 Dipavamsa, VI. 52-8.
3 Dipavamsa, VI. 54 : ye kechi sabbāññubuddha-desita sabbesam dhammānam imassa mīlakā. Cf. Aṅguttara-N., I, p. 17 : Nāham bhikkhave, sāsana ekadhāmanam samanupassāmi yo evam saddhammassa thitiyā ... samvattati; also, ibid, p. 16 yam evam mahato atthiyā samvattati. Here appamāda stands for viriyārmbha or energetic action.
a literal rendering of his expression—sāṃghē upayīte. Having failed to ascertain what Aśoka had precisely meant by this expression, some of the scholars have been inclined to suggest that he assumed, for the time being at least, the vows of a monk; partly placing their reliance on the testimony of the Chinese pilgrim I-tsing who witnessed an image of Aśoka dressed in the garb of a monk; some, that he came to stay for the time being in a monastery, taking up the position of a bhikkhubhagati (bhikshu-like religieux), though not exactly that of a bhikkhu.

As for I-tsing’s testimony, it deserves no credence, first, because it is of a much later age, and secondly, because it is of a doubtful nature. Happily for us, the Dīpavaṃsa employs Aśoka’s expression as well as tells us in clear terms what it actually signified. Sabbe sāṃghāṁ upayāntu, “All of you go to the Saṅgha.” By this he wanted all of his household and capital to go to meet or wait upon the Saṅgha (gacchhāntu sāṃghadassanāṁ. ib., VI. 68). It is clear then that by his statement, yam mayā sāṃghē upayīte, Aśoka just wanted to say, “when the Saṅgha was met or waited upon by him”.

Prior to this, the king said to Thera Nyagrodha,

\[\text{\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots ichchhāmi sāṃgharatanassa dassanāṁ sāṃghāmaṁ sannipatanti yāvatā abhivaḍayāmi, sunāmi dhāmanāṁ.} \]

“I desire to see the revered Sangha. I will pay homage to as many (bhikshus) as they meet together in an assembly, (and) hear (from them all about) the Doctrine.”

The Dīpavaṃsa in detail and the later Pali accounts in substance set forth the significance of Aśoka’s phrase—sāṃghē upayīte. It is to be noted that they nowhere suggest that Aśoka either assumed the vows of a monk or resided in a monastery as a bhikshu-like religieux.

We should also note that the mode of meeting the Saṅgha as described in the Dīpavaṃsa is almost literally the same as expressed in the Bhābru Edict: Priyadasi lāja Maḍgahe sāṃghē abhivādetūnām aha : apābadhatām cha phāsuvihālatām cha.

“The Magadhan king Priyadarśin having saluted the Order, said:
(I wish you) health and welfare.”

---

1. On this point, see J. R. A. S., 1908, p. 496ff.
2. Dīpavaṃsa, VI. 68.
The tradition of Asoka’s intimate acquaintance with Buddha’s Doctrine is also borne out by the evidence of the Bhābru Edict and textual quotation in R. E. IX—asti pi ti vutam.

We have still to discuss and settle what precisely Asoka meant when he said, “while I was an upāsaka”, whether during a period of nearly three years or during a period of nearly four years.

In Buddhist literature in general, and in the Pali Canon in particular, the word upāsaka denotes a lay disciple or worshipper of Buddha. By upāsakatva the Dipavāmaṣa definitely means Asoka’s position as a Buddhist layman. The same is undoubtedly the case with the Bhābru Edict in which the word upāsaka and its feminine form upāsikā apply exclusively to the lay worshippers of Buddha, male and female respectively. The Rūpnāth and Maski variants, pakāsa sake (Hultzsch’s prakāsa sake) and budhaśake, taken uncritically and at their face values, are evidently in support of this Buddhist technical sense of the word upāsaka. But seen critically, in writing vasāni pāsake in the Rūpnāth text, the scribe has written va pakāsa sake; in the Maski copy, he has by mistake written budhaśake for upāsake.

The Pali tradition leads us to explain Asoka’s statement in his M. R. E. either as meaning that he has sought to distinguish between the two stages of his career as a lay worshipper of Buddha, the first stage when he was a devotee of an individual member of the Sangha under whose personal influence he accepted the position of a Buddhist layman, and the second stage when he met the local sangha as a whole, or as meaning that he has just intended to distinguish between these two stages, the first, when he remained a lay adherent of the religious sects outside the Buddhist fold (bāhirakapāsāṇḍam parigāṇhi, itobahiddhā pāsaṇḍa), and the second, when he took the Sangha to be his guide in religious matters, which is to say, when he was fully converted to the Buddhist faith, having transferred his allegiance from other religious Orders to the Buddhist Church.

The cogency of the second interpretation depends on the soundness of the following arguments:

1. That though in the Pali Canon the word upāsaka has a restricted use and the word sāvaka is used instead to denote a Jaina layman, in the Jaina Agama itself the word is freely employed to mean a Jaina or an Ājīvika layman.

2. That this interpretation is in accord with the Pali tradition stating that in the first stage of his religious career Asoka remained a lay adherent of other religious sects.
(3) That the Dipavamsa introduces other religionists and religious sects almost in the same way as that in which Asoka has done:

Dipavamsa, VI. 25:

Niganthachelaka c'eva ita Paribbajaka
itaDNA BrAhmana ti cha anane cha puthuladdhika

Ibid, VII. 35, 38.
PabhinnalabhasakkaD titthiya puthuladdhika
PaDjaranga Jatila cha Niganthachelakadika
Ajivaka anandaladdhika nana ........

R. E. XIII:
BramaD va DramaD va amane va prashamDga grahatha va.

P. E. VII:
Pavajitaman cheva gihithanam cha sava-(pasaMD)desu...
Babhanesu Ajivikesu pi...Niganthesu pi.

(4) That the Dipavamsa account stating that Asoka not only made a great gift to them but discussed with them the question of higher religious experience may be substantiated by Asoka's own statements in R. E. XII.

The point which really goes against this interpretation is that Asoka nowhere in his inscriptions gives us to understand that his Buddhist faith stood in the way of honouring other sects, whether of ascetics or of householders, with gifts and various other modes of honouring, discussing the problems of religion with them, as well as listening to their doctrines and views from time to time. On the other hand, he tells us in his R. E. XII that he continued to honour them with gifts and various other modes of honouring (sava-pasaMDani pujayaD dariena cha vividhaya cha pujaya).

As for the first interpretation, I may observe that Rhys Davids has wrongly accused Asoka of the economy of candour, since it is not true that Asoka has not given credit to others for his conversion to the Buddhist faith and its sequel. Otherwise his statement, "when the Sangha was met by me", would be altogether meaningless. We cannot deny the reasonableness of the tradition stating that previous to his introduction to and meeting with the congregation of monks of the local monastery he accidentally met an individual member of it, whose saintliness and profoundness deeply impressed him, and, as a matter of fact, it was his personal charm that first attracted the king and induced him to embrace the Buddhist faith, no matter whether that individual was Nyagrodha or Samudra.
But to say with the Pali chronicler that a novice of seven years of natural age like Nyagrodha was the person to convert Asoka is certainly to go too far to bank on the reader's credulity. Bhandarkar rightly poohpoohs this puerile suggestion. One must not for that reason deny the truth of the story in its substance. The Nyagrodha story, as met with in the Dipavamsa, is not of so miraculous a character as in its Samanta-pasadika or Mahavamsa version. And strangely enough, in the Samanta-pasadika Nyagrodha has been represented in the same breath as a novice (samañjera) as well as an elder (thera). In the Dipavamsa, however, he has been systemically represented as a full-fledged recluse (samaña) or an elder (thera) who, though young (taruṇa, kumaṇaka), was an Arhat, full of wisdom and virtue, and fully conversant with the then known Buddhist Canon. Over and above this, Nyagrodha is nowhere connected with the elder step-brother of Asoka who was killed by him. The Dipavamsa speaks indeed of a Nyagrodha who was initiated in the third year of Asoka's abhisheka (tiṇi-vassaṃhi). But he might have been altogether a different personality.

As regards the periods of time during which the two stages of Asoka's religious life leading to his conversion to the Buddhist faith were gone through, an agreement may be shown to exist between the traditional account and Asoka's own. The difficulty lies in harmonizing the traditional chronology with that which is suggested in the inscriptions.

The main drawback of the traditional narratives is that they have nothing to say about the Kalinga war which was waged in the 8th year of abhisheka and marked the real turning point in Asoka's life and career (R. E. XIII). Neither coercion nor temptation was a factor in Asoka's conversion. Nor was it again an ordinary kind of conversion. If we can take him at his own word, as we should, the profound reflections on the after-effects of the aggressive war waged against Kalinga served to produce in him an ardent desire or intense longing for piety (tiṇe dhammavāye dhammakāmatā) and imparting instructions in piety (dhammānusathi). He felt remorse for the violence, death, separation, and sufferings caused to the
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1 Dipavamsa, VI. 34-57.
2 Ibid, VI. 19: abhisitto tiṇi vassāni pasanno Buddhāsāsane.
population of Kalinga. But that which was a matter of deeper regret was that the cause of culture greatly suffered thereby. By those reflections he perceived the truth and came to certain definite conclusion as to what should be the principle of action and what the ideal of conduct and of duty. It dawned on his consciousness that the conquest by piety far outweighs the conquest by force in its affect and importance and that the lower instincts and brutal passions should be controlled and the higher principles of ethics and piety should be followed.

Thus his mind was in readiness to grasp at once the meaning and appreciate the significance of Buddha's Doctrine which he readily accepted as he found that it wholly tallied with his own inner perception and vision. His own account of his conversion must therefore be connected with the instructive account of his change of heart and outlook. In other words, we have to assume that his conversion to the Buddhist faith did not take place before but sometime after the conclusion of the Kalinga war and the annexation of Kalinga to his dominions. The question is how long after that?

The pilgrimage to Sambodhi (the sacred spot of the Bo-tree) which was undertaken by Aśoka in the tenth year of his abhhisheka (R. E. VIII) may be construed as an immediate result of his conversion to Buddhism. The interval of time which elapsed between this pilgrimage and the annexation of Kalinga in the eighth year of abhhisheka which is apparently two years, might be really upwards of two years and a half. The Pali tradition gives us a graphic description of Aśoka's pilgrimage to Mahābodhi, which goes to indicate that it was as grand an affair as his first visit to the local congregation of monks. It assigns this, however, to a later year of Aśoka's reign, and its purpose, too, differs from that of Aśoka's pilgrimage to Sambodhi as stated in R. E. VIII.

3. Accession: The Pali Chronicles definitely state that Aśoka's consecration was preceded by his accession to the throne of Magadha through a fratricidal war in which he came out as the victor. The Samantapāsadikā tells us the same story of his coming to power. It is said that he killed all of his ninety-nine half-brothers but spared the life of his uterine brother Tissa-Vitsoka, according to the Pali legend. Sumana (Susima, according to the Divyavadāna story) was not only the eldest of Aśoka's step-brothers but eldest.
also among all the sons of Bindusāra,¹ one hundred and one in number, and entitled accordingly to succeed his father. As an unanointed ruler, Prince Priyadarśana reigned for four years, after which he was anointed as Aśoka. It was on account of the sin committed through fratricide indeed that he had passed as Chaṇḍāśoka (Aśoka the Wicked), according to the Mahāvaṃsa and its Commentary, before his soul was regenerated through his conversion to Buddhism and meritorious deeds. The Samanta-pāsādikā and the Mahāvaṃsa have, moreover, used the earlier tradition of the fratricide on the part of Aśoka as the peg for connecting with it the episode of the novice Nyagrodha, represented as a posthumous son of Sumana.

The Divyāvadāna story, too, speaks of Aśoka’s coming into power through a fratricidal war ending in the defeat and death of his elder step-brother Susīma who was by his seniority as well as his father’s choice entitled to the throne, but does not specify any period of time which elapsed between his accession and consecration. Thus according to both the traditions, Aśoka was no better than a usurper of his father’s throne. The two traditions show an agreement when they state that he seized the opportunity created by his father’s old age and illness.

For the story of Aśoka’s accession we have to depend entirely on the Buddhist traditional accounts. There is not the slightest hint in Aśoka’s inscriptions as to the fratricidal war and its results save and except that they insist throughout on the practice of respectful attention to parents but nowhere expressly on that of respectful attention to elder brothers. But this is just an argumentum ex silentio, which is inconclusive. Whilst giving the chronological succession of the Maurya rulers, the Purāṇas do not suggest any interim period during which Aśoka reigned as an unanointed ruler between the termination of the reign of Bindusāra and his consecration.²

If the Buddhist traditions be true, none but his uterine brother of Aśoka, Tishya or Vīṭaśoka, was alive after his accession and during

¹ Mahāvaṃsa, V. 38:
Bindusāraṃ puttaṇaṃ sabbesam ābhisam jñāñhabhūtuno
Sumassa kumārassas
The Dipavaṃsa, however, does not mention the name of Sumana, nor does it represent Nyagrodha as his posthumous son.
² Forster, The Purāṇa Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age, pp. 27, 70.
his reign, all of his step-brothers having been previously killed by him. Vincent Smith has challenged their truth by the evidence of R. E. V, in which Aśoka speaks of the households of his brothers (bhaṭiṇām cha me), and not of that of a single brother whose life was spared by him.

There is much to be said, no doubt, in favour of this contention, but, strictly speaking, Aśoka's statement concerning his brothers constitutes at the most a presumptive evidence. As I have sought to maintain, "The households of Aśoka and those of his brothers, sisters and other kith and kin, situated in Pāṭaliputra and outlying towns, are mentioned in R. E. V in connection with the distribution of charities, and the same as to his sons and other princes of the blood royal mentioned in P. E. VII. Unless his brothers were then alive, at least some of them, and held important positions, it would be difficult to account for the prominence accorded to them... It is, of course, quite possible to speak of the households of one's brothers even when they are all dead and gone. What is more probable in the circumstances is that at the time of promulgation of R. E. V his brothers were still the recognised heads of their households, not their sons."

4. Viceroyalty: The Pali Chronicles speak not only of Aśoka's accession preceding his consecration but also of his viceroyalty preceding his accession. The Pāli tradition connects his viceroyalty with Ujjēni. The Dīvyaśādāna does not precisely speak of the system of viceroyalty. All that it has got to say is that Aśoka was deputed once by his father to Takshaśila to suppress a revolt of the people of the frontier province, which was really directed against the highhanded officers, and not against the king himself. Subsequently on receiving the news of popular risings in the same frontier province his father desired him to proceed again to Takshaśila, but Binduśara's ministers who were displeased with his elder step-brother, Sūśīma, and wanted to keep him away from the capital, made a contrivance to depute him instead of Aśoka. It was rather a military expedition directed to Takshaśila or province of Gandhāra than viceroyalty.

1 Inscriptions of Aśoka, ii, p. 281. Mookerji (Aśoka, p. 5) pertinently observes: "Strictly speaking, we cannot positively state from this passage which refers to the existence of the harems of his brothers and sisters that the brothers were living at this time. But the fact of Aśoka's affection for his brothers and sisters and their families... can be positively asserted from this passage".

2, 3 Dīvyaśādāna, p. 871 f.
According to the Dipavamsa, Bindusāra appointed his son, Prince Priyadārasana, to rule Ujjeni or the province of Avantī, “charged with the collection of revenue” (Ujjeni-kara-moli). The designation, Karamoli, may be taken also to mean “one entitled to enjoy the revenue of the province.” In the language of the Mahāvamsa, he was offered by his father the kingdom of Avantī to enjoy almost as an independent ruler:

Avanti-raṭṭham bhuṇjanto pitara dinnam attano |
so Asoka-kumāro hi Ujjeni-nagaram pura ||

The Samantapāsadīka has a slightly different story to tell us, namely, that the kingdom of Ujjeni was annexed by him (attanā laddham Ujjeni-rajjam). If so, the case would seem analogous to that of Prince Bimbisāra who was appointed the viceroy of Anga by his father when he had conquered and annexed it permanently to the kingdom of his father. The story of conquest of Avantī by Prince Priyadārasana is not, however, supported by the Pali Chronicles.

All the Pali accounts agree in so far as they relate that he ruled over Avantī as a viceroy for eleven years, and that while still the viceroy of Avantī, he hurried back to Pāṭaliputra to seize the throne as soon as he received the news of his father’s serious illness.

The possibility of his having been appointed by his father the viceroy of Ujjeni or deputed as a royal military leader to Takshaśilā is evident from Aśoka’s S. R. E. I, which speaks of three Kumāra Viceroys, one stationed at Ujeni, one at Takasila, and one at Tosali.

5. Early Life, parentage, brothers and sisters: The inscriptions of Aśoka throw no light on his early life and parentage. His brothers and sisters along with other kith and kin find mention in R. E. V in connection with the distribution of charities from their households by the Dharmāṇahāmatras. Aśoka introduces them in such a manner as to suggest that they were persons who ranked with him in family relationship, and that they had their family establishments in Pāṭaliputra and outlying towns.

The Pali tradition speaks of just one sister of Aśoka to whose son, Prince Agnibrahmā, was married his daughter Sanghamitra and to whom she bore a son called Sumana.

The Pali Chronicles expressly tell us that king Bindusāra married sixteen wives by whom he had one hundred and one sons. Amongst
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1 Dipavamsa, VI. 15.
2 Mahāvamsa, XIII. 8.
them, Aśoka was second to none but Sumana, the eldest of all. The Divyavadāna names the eldest son of Bindusāra as Susma.

Aśoka’s only uterine brother was Tishya who is called Vigataśoka or Vitasoka in the Divyavadāna, and Sudatta or Sugātra in some Chinese works. The Theragātha contains two psalms, one attributed to the Thera Ekavīhariya and the other to another Thera named Vitasoka. The scholiast Dhammapāla identifies Ekavīhariya with Aśoka’s brother Tishya and the second Thera with Aśoka’s another brother Vitasoka, and represents them as two different individuals. This identification is not at all borne out by the earlier Canonical legends in the book of Apadana, and may therefore be dismissed as pure invention.

According to the Pali narrative, when Aśoka seized the throne of Magadhā, taking advantage of his father’s old age and illness, his ninety-nine step-brothers made a common cause with Sumana-Susima who was the rightful heir to the throne and were all slain with him. The Tibetan historian Tāranātha “makes Aśoka kill only six brothers” while in the Divyavadāna the fratricidal battle is described as one fought only between Susima-Sumana and Aśoka. Susima’s defeat was mainly due to the lack of support from the ministers of his father who were all up against him. The substance of truth in these legends seems to be that Aśoka’s succession was a disputed one, which, however, has no corroboration from his records.

The evidence of Aśoka’s inscriptions may be construed in a sense to run counter to the trend of the Buddhist stories. In R. E. V, engraved not later than the 13th or 14th year of abhīsheka, Aśoka mentions their brothers as having their family establishments in Pāṭalaliputra and outlying towns. On the other hand, in P. E. VII, engraved in the 27th year of abhīsheka, he replaces his brothers by other princes of the blood royal (devikumalānaṃ) ranking with his sons in family relationship. The inference which may reasonably be drawn from this is that in the course of thirteen years his brothers either died or retired from the world.

According to Pali legends, Aśoka appointed his uterine brother
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1 Divyavadāna, pp. 370, 309, Mookerji, Aśoka, p. 3.
2 Mookerji, op. cit., p. 5.
3 Mrs. Rhys Davids, Psalms of the Early Buddhists, p. 133.
4 Mookerji, op. cit., p. 8
5 Apadāna, XI, p. 890, No. XLIV. It knows of no thera by the name of Vitasoka
6 Mookerji, op. cit., p. 4.
Tishya-Vitaśoka as uparāja or vice-regent. After Tishya had joined the Buddhist Order, the offer went to Aśoka's nephew and son-in-law Agnibrahma, and when he too joined forthwith the Buddhist Order in the fourth year of Aśoka's abhisheka, the office of the vice-regent went begging.

If reliance be placed upon the Pali account, there was no brother of Aśoka left after the 4th year of his abhisheka to function as his viceroy. But the preamble or forwarding note of the three Isila or Northern Mysore versions of M. R. E., probably engraved not earlier than the 26th year of abhisheka, seems to suggest that the fact was otherwise. The Isila copy of the edict in question was to be forwarded to the Mahāmatras of the place under the authority of the Āryaputra and the Mahāmatras stationed at Suvarṇapagiri, which was evidently the head-quarters of the southern viceroy. If the forwarding note of the Isila versions were despatched by Aśoka, as seems more probable, by Āryaputra (Āyaputra) Aśoka could not have meant a brother of his. If locally drafted at Suvarṇapagiri, as would seem less likely, by Āryaputra one must understand just a son of Aśoka.

As for Aśoka's early life, the Buddhist story as narrated in the Dipavamsa has nothing to say beyond the fact that he was the second son of Bindusāra and a grandson of Chandragupta of the Maurya family, or that his personal name was Priyadarsana, meaning "one of amiable mien", "one whose handsome appearance was comparable to that of the moon". According to the same authority, Aśoka and Priyadarsān were the names or titles assumed by Priyadarśana at the time of his two consecrations. The Divyavadana story, on the contrary, says that Aśoka was the name of the prince given him by his father at the instance of his mother. Furthermore, the Sanskrit legend goes to represent him as a person of ugly appearance and fierce nature evidently to build thereupon the grotesque and repulsive story of how he came to pass as Aśoka the Wicked.

The earlier Pali account, met with whether in the Dipavamsa or in the Samanta-pāsadika and Mahavamsa, is silent on Aśoka's mother. The Mahavamsa-tīka introduces us for the first time to his mother Dharmā (Pali Dhammā) who was a princess from the Maurya clan of Kshatriyas (Moriyavamsaja) and whose family preceptor was an Ājivika named Jamasaṇa, Jaraṣāṇa or Jarasona. She is represented as the chief queen of Bindusāra. She is called Subhadraṅgī.

* Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 221.
in the Avadānamāla. The Divyāvadāna story does not name her but
certainly represents her as “the beautiful daughter of a Brāhmaṇ of
Champa.” Jealous of her excessive beauty, the queens of Bindusāra
made her do the work of a female barber. Highly pleased with her
work, the king granted her a boon, which she availed of by asking
him to marry her. Satisfied with her social position which she dis-
closed, the king made her his chief queen. The Divyāvadāna legend,
too, associates an Ājīvaka named Pingalavatsa with Asoka’s mother.
Precisely as in the Pali story, Asoka received him with due honour
when his prediction about his succession came true.

In the Mahāvamsa-ṭīkā, Bindusāra’s mother is said to have
been Chandragupta’s eldest maternal uncle’s daughter whom
he married.

The tradition is a late one and of a very doubtful character. It is
very strange indeed that none of the Indian legends says anything of
the daughter of Seleukos Nikator who gave her in marriage to
Chandragupta to make a matrimonial alliance with him. It would
have been a more interesting fact, if Bindusāra were represented as a
son of Chandragupta by his Greek wife.

6. Predecessors and pedigree: Asoka, in his P. E. VII, speaks
of the former kings who had reigned in the long past and during
several centuries, who too were the sincere well-wishers of their
subjects, and by whom too various public works of a philanthropic
nature were done. He introduces them, however, just to throw into
bold relief the ineffectiveness of the means and methods adopted by
them, the insufficiency of the results obtained, and the lesser value of
the works done as compared and contrasted with those adopted,
obtained and done by him. Similar deficiencies are pointed out also
in his R. E. IV-VI.

Whom did he mean by these predecessors? Such expressions of
his as atikātmam (in the long past), bhuta-puṣva (formerly) and
bahlūni vāsa-satani (during many hundred years) correspond to such
introductory Jataka phrases as attite (in the past) and bhūtātpubbam
(bhūtātpuṟvam, “formerly”). Going by this correspondence, one can-
not but take it that Asoka had within his mental purview rather the
legendary monarchs noted for their righteous rule and noble deeds,
such as those extolled in the Brāhmaṇas, Arānyakas and Upanishads,
the Sanskrit Epics, and the Canonical texts of the Jaina and
Buddhists.

Asoka’s predecessors in the Magadha line of kings belonged to
five royal dynasties, to wit, (1) the Barhadratha or Brihadratha,1 (2) the Haryanka,2 (3) the Śaiśunāga or Śiśunāga,3 (4) the Nanda, and (5) the Maurya (Pali Moriya).

The Barhadratha dynasty founded by Brihadratha, son of Vasu Uparichara of the Chedi race and father of Jarāsandha of the Great Epic fame, came to an end in the 6th century B.C.,4 prior to the rise of Buddhism. The founding of the hill-girt city of Girivraja or Rājagriha is the notable work of this dynasty.5

The Barhadratha dynasty was followed at about the rise of Buddhism by the Haryanka, which latter is said to have come to an end seventy-two years after the Buddha’s demise (c. 416 or 415 B.C.). Bimbisāra,6 Ajataśatru7 and Udāya8 are the three successive rulers of this dynasty who are noted in history. Amongst them, Bimbisāra deserves to be honoured not only as the real founder of the Haryanka dynasty but also as that of the imperial power of Magadha. The Pali Nikāyas credit him with the creation of some permanent land endowments and royal fiefs (rajadeyyam brahmadeyyam) in favour of certain Vedic colleges9 in his dominions10. He is also known as the builder and donor of the Venuvana monastery at Rājagriha dedicated to the Buddha and his followers which was the first Buddhist monastery in India. He lent the service of his court-physician, Jivaka, to the Sangha and befriended the Buddha and his followers in various ways. He allowed his talented queen Kshemā to become a bhishupi. It was indeed during his reign and in his dominions that many new movements of religious thought were
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1 Mahābhārata, I. 63-80; Pargiter, Purāṇa Text, p. 14.
2 In Asvaghosha’s Buddhacharita (XI. 2) indeed, Bimbisāra is described as a scion of the Haryanka-kula, Raychaudhuri, op. cit. p. 18.
3 Purāṇas wrongly apply the name of Śaiśunāgas or Śiśunāgas to the kings of the Haryanka family, while the Pali Chronicles definitely state that Śiśunāga was the first king of the dynasty by which the Haryanka was the replaced by the people.
4 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. I 56.
5 The alternative spelling of the name, as met with in the Lalitavistara, is Bimbasāra. The Jaina spelling is Bhimbasāra.
6 He is called Kūniya or Koniya in the Jaina Agama texts.
7 Also known by the name of Udāyabhadra, Udāya, Udāyabhadra, and Udāyasva; Udadhiti in the Garga Samhitā.
8 Mahāsālī, better Naḥṣātaka-sālī (Naḥṣātaka-sālī) as they are called in the Mahāgovinda Suttanta, Dīgha, II.
9 e.g., one under Kūṭadanta at Rhānumata near Rājagaha, and the other under Sonadāna at Champā.
started and fostered. In these respects, the name of his great contemporary, Prasenajit of Kosala, is equally noteworthy.

Ajatasatru paved really the way for a further extension of the supremacy of Magadha in Northern India. It is evident from the Samaññaphala Sutta that he occasionally met the well-known religious teachers and leading thinkers of the time to discuss the problem of importance. Later Buddhist traditions credit him with the extension of patronage to the Buddhist Theras when they met at Rajagriha to hold the First Buddhist Council, as well as with the erection of a memorable stupa at a suburb of Rajagriha for the preservation of the bodily remains of the Buddha collected from the stupas erected by others. The Jainas claim that he greatly honoured Mahavira and his doctrine.

Ajatasatru's son and successor, Udayi, is said to have transferred his capital from Rajagriha to Patiliputra, definitely in the fourth year of his reign, according to the Puranas.

The Manjusri-mulaalpaka would in vain have us believe that he committed the Words of Buddha to writing, though it may be true, as suggested, that he was able to effect a further extension of the supremacy of Magadha.

Even as regards Udayi's grandson, Mundo, it is stated in the Anguttara Nipaya and its Commentary that deeply grieved at the death of his beloved queen, Bhadraka, he sought solace through

---

1 For details see Barua's A History of pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, Sess. III & IV.
2 Manjusri-mulaalpaka, V. 822 (Text edited by K. P. Jayaswal), restricts Ajatasatru's suzerainty to Anga-Magadha:

Yavadda Anga-paryantam Varanasyam-sataparam uttarena tu Vaisaliyam rajasa 'tha mahabhala

4 The Vinaya account of the First Council assigns no part to Ajatasatru, Aupasikika Sutra, Sec. 20 passim.
5 Grandson, according to the Puranas.
6 The Pali tradition is silent on this point. But from the fact that Udayi's grandson, Mundo, was residing at Patiliputra which is stated in the Anguttara Nipaya, it may be safely inferred that the capital was removed earlier.
7 Pargiter, op. cit., p. 22.
8 Manjusri-Mulaalpaka, v. 825:

Tad etat pravachanaam s'astu likhapayishyati vistaram
pujus' cha mahatim kritvam dik-samantam nayisbyati

9 Anguttara N., III, p. 57f.
instructions from the Buddhist Thera, Narada, a fact which goes to indicate that in the matter of meeting holy persons of wisdom he followed in the footsteps of his forefathers.

Ajataśatru and his successors earned, according to the Pali Chronicles, the notoriety of being patricides, and sick of it, the citizens deposed the last king of their line and replaced him by his popular minister Śiśunāga. Thus the Haryanka dynasty was supplanted by the Śaśunāga (S'aiśunaka).

The S'aiśunāgas ceased to rule one hundred and forty years after the Buddha's demise (c. 348 or 347 B.C.). The only king of this family, worthy of mention, is Kalāsoka (Aśoka the Blackie), apparently the same person as Bāna's Kakavarna Śaśunāgi. The Pali Chronicles relate that during his reign, just a century after the Buddha's demise, and under his royal patronage was held the Second Buddhist Council at Vaiśali, which is not improbable. It may be noted here that the confusion made between Dharmāsoka (Aśokamukhyā of the Mūlakalpa) and the crow-black Kalāsoka was accountable for the Divyāvadāna description of the former as a man of ugly appearance.

Even the Mahābodhiṣṭhata records nothing noteworthy of the reign of Kalāsoka's ten sons and successors whom it names. According to this later Pali Chronicle, his eldest son and immediate successor was Bhadrāsena. His ninth son, Nandivardhana, may be identified with his namesake in the Purāṇas, in which case his tenth or last son, Pañchamakara, will figure as the same person as Mahānandi, the last king of the S'aiśunāga dynasty, according to the Purāṇas.

The Mūlakalpa praises Viśoka (same as Kalāsoka?) as a good king who worshipped Buddha's relics for 76 years, and his successor, S'urasena, who reigned for 17 years as a monarch who "caused stūpas to be put up to the confines of the sea," which is evidently a baseless exaggeration.

The S'aiśunāga dynasty came to an end with the rise of the Nandā into power one hundred and forty years after the Buddha's

---

1 Malalasekera, Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, II, p. 641.
2 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 187.
3 The Vinaya account of the Second Council in the Cullavagga, Ch. XII, has nothing to say of the part played by Kalāsoka.
4 Acc. to Jayaswal, An Imperial History of India, p. 14., the same person as S'urasena of the Mālakalpa, which is far fetched.
5 Malasuri Mūlakalpa, 416-21, Jayaswal, op. cit., pp. 12, 14.
demise (c. 348 or 347 B.C.). Both the Pali Chronicles and the Purānas speak of nine Nandas, but they differ when the former represent them as nine brothers with a short reign of 22 years and the latter represent them as father and eight sons with a much longer reign of 40 (28 + 12) or 100 (88 + 12) years.\(^1\) The first king of this dynasty is Ugrasenananda according to the Mahābodhibhāmsa, and the last king Dhanananda.\(^2\) The Purānas name the first king as Mahāpadmananda but leave his sons unnamed.\(^3\) The Greek writer Curtius speaks only of two Nandas, namely, Agrammes\(^4\) who was a contemporary of Alexander the Great, and whose father was a usurper of the throne,\(^5\) while the Mulakalpa speaks only of one Nanda who is said to have died at the age of 66.\(^6\)

The traditional accounts differ as to how the Nandas came to replace the Śiśunāgas. According to the Mahāvamsa-ṭīkā, the founder king of this dynasty accidentally fell into the hands of a gang of thieves and freebooters (chora) who used Malaya\(^7\) as their hiding place. He was a warrior-like man (yodhāsadiso purisā). After the death of their leader he managed to secure their leadership and went on as theretofore to plunder villages and kingdoms. Pricked by conscience that such a life as this did not behave a warrior like him, he made up his mind to take a kingdom. He declared himself under the name of Nanda, and getting his brothers and people to side with him, besieged a frontier town, the citizens whereof made an alliance with him instead of accepting his ultimatum. In this very manner he gained the support of a large number of the inhabitants of Jambudvīpa, and ultimately marched into Pātaliputra. Thus he seized the kingdom of Magadha. But he was destined to die shortly after that.\(^8\)

\(^1\) Pargiter, op. cit., p. 25; Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 160. Tāranātha assigns a reign of 29 years to Nanda.
\(^2\) Mahābodhibhāmsa, p. 98.
\(^3\) Pargiter, op. cit., pp. 25, 69.
\(^4\) Raychaudhuri, op. cit., pp. 188, 190, equates the Greek name with the Sk. Augrasainya, a patronymic from Ugrasaṇa (Pali Uggasena).
\(^5\) Quoted by McCrindle, see The Invasion of Alexander, p. 222; Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 187.
\(^6\) Mahāvīrī-mūlakalpa, vv. 422-37.
\(^7\) Probably the name of a mountain beyond Pātaliputra.
\(^8\) Vamsatthappakāsini, p. 178f. Imiṇī va nayena so yeśvayeṇa Jambudīpa-vāsino manusse hatthagate katvā tato Pātaliputtam gantvā tattha rajjam gahetvā rājham anusāsamāno na chirass eva kālam aksai.
According to the Mūlakalpa story, on the other hand, Nanda rose into power and gained the throne from a position of the prime minister, as though by a magical process. He was surrounded in his capital by the Brāhmaṇa controversialists with false pride and big claims. Though pious and a man of judgement, the king gave them riches and did not deny them his patronage. But he had a Buddhist saint for his good spiritual guide under whose influence he became a believer in Buddha, honoured his sacred relics, and built 24 vihāras. Vararuchi is represented as his prime minister, and Paṇini as his friend, a tradition to which Jayaswal attaches undue importance. The Purāṇas extol Mahāpadmananda as an “extirpator of all kshatriyas” (sarva-kshatrahṛtakah) and as a “sole monarch bringing all under his sway” (ekaraṇ, ekachchhatraḥ). The historical justification of this praise has been fully discussed by Raychaudhuri. It may suffice here to add that the epithet Mahāpadma is a numerical term, which is expressive of the enormous wealth of the founder of the Nanda dynasty. The signification of the Pali name, Dhanananda, of the last king of the family is the same. Raychaudhuri rightly observes indeed when he says, “The first Nanda left to his sons not only a big empire but a large army and a full exchequer as well.” None need be surprised, therefore, that Indian literature preserves the tradition of fabulous riches of a Nanda king.

As for the last king, we read in the Mahāvamsa-ṭīka, “The youngest brother was called Dhanananda for his passion for hoarding wealth. He collected riches to the amount of eighty crores... Levying taxes even on skins, gums, trees and stones, he amassed further treasures which he disposed of similarly.” The same authority also relates that Dhanananda built a dānasāla at Pāṭaliputra, from which he gave away abundant riches to the Brāhmaṇa according to their seniority and ranks, a fact which finds mention also in the Mūlakalpa account of king Nanda. The Mulakalpa has evidently mixed up the two accounts, namely, that of the first Nanda and that of the last.

With regard to the fall of the last Nanda king 140 years after the Buddha’s demise, c. 326 or 325 B. C., the Mahāvamsa and its ṭīka

1 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 188 f.
2 Ibid, p. 190 f.
3 Vamsatthappakāsini, I, p. 179 f.; Turner, Mahāvamsa, p. xxxix.
5 Mahāvamsa, V. 17-7.
6 Vamsatthappakāsini, I, p. 181 f.
on the one hand, and the Purāṇas on the other show a complete agreement in so far as they attribute it to the machination of the Brāhmaṇ named Kauṭiliya-Chaṅkya. The Mulakalpa alone suggests that the fall of the Nanda king was due to the alienation of the feeling of the whole body of ministers inadvertently caused by him. The tradition of extermination of the Nanda dynasty by Vishnugupta-Kauṭiliya is met with in the concluding verse of the Kauṭiliya Arthaśāstra, the opening verses of the Kamandakīya Nītisāra, as well as Viśākhadatta’s Mudrā-rākṣasa and the Mulakalpa.

In the Mahāvaṃśa and the Mulakalpa, Chaṅkya, the prime minister of Chandragupta Maurya, is described as “full of fierce wrath” (chaṇḍakkodhava), “successful in wrath, who was Death (Yamāntaka) when angry.” The Mahāvaṃśa-ṭīkā and the Mudrārākṣasa give us slightly different stories of how Chaṅkya avenged the humiliation suffered by him at the hands of the last Nanda by using Chandragupta as a tool and established the latter in the throne of Magadha in c. 326 or 325 B.C.

In the Mahāvaṃśa-ṭīkā Chaṅkya is described as an erudite, resourceful and tricky Brāhmaṇ of Takshaśilā who was well versed in the Vedic lore, and an expert in the principles of polity. But his teeth being all broken, his face became ugly to look at. As a controversialist he came to Paṭaliputra, and as a Brāhmaṇ leader he took his seat when king Dhanananda was distributing large gifts among the Brāhmaṇs. Disgusted with his uncomely sight, the king ordered his men to turn him out. Enraged by this, Chaṅkya pronounced his curse, saying, “In this earth bounded by the four seas let there no longer be the prosperity of the Nandas.” This being reported, the king became very angry and ordered his men to arrest him forthwith. Whilst trying to escape in the disguise of an Ājīvika, he cleverly managed to evade the detection, though still inside the inner court of the royal residence. In the meantime he got hold of prince Parvata whom he tempted with sovereignty, made good his escape together with the prince and went to the Vindhya mountain. On looking out for a person who was worthy of sovereignty he chanced to see prince Chandragupta of the Maurya family who was then being brought up in the family of a cowherd unaware of his royal origin. He took Chandragupta to his retreat in the Vindhya mountain and trained him.

2 Manjuśri-mulakalpa, vv. 455-6;
Jayaswal, An Imperial History, p. 16 f.
up. First he employed him to behead prince Parvata and subsequently to collect treasures by plundering villages and towns. When he was thus able to prove his ability and to raise an army Chaṇaṅkaẏa set him to march to Paṭaḷiputra and seize the throne by putting Dhanananda to death.

The connection of Chaṇaṅkaẏa with Takshaśila is interesting. The explanation for the introduction of Parvatakumāra in the story lies really in the Mudrārakshasa in which the machinations of Chaṇaṅkaẏa against Nanda were directed to conciliating Rākshasa, a minister of Nanda, and getting Malayaketu of Parvata as an ally. I am inclined to identify Parvata with Hwen Thsang's Po-fa-to, a country which was situated 700 li (about 116 miles) south-east of Multan. Viśākhadaṁśa's Parvata is the same country as that which Paṇini IV. 2.143 mentions as the name of a country under the group Takshaśiladi iv. 8,93. In other words, for the early career of Chandragupta it is necessary to watch in the light of the available Greek accounts his activities and position in the Punjab and North-western Frontier Provinces at the time of and immediately after Alexander the Great's invasion. And for the same the reader may be referred for the present to Raychandhuri's critical summary.

As for the most notable events of the life and career of Chandragupta mention may be made of the following six:

(i) The unification of all the states and fighting forces of North-western India beyond the Middle Country under his leadership.
(ii) The liberation of India from foreign yoke.
(iii) The overthrow of the Nanda power.
(iv) The defeat of Seleukos Nikator ending in a treaty by which the Greek general and successor of Alexander the Great ceded certain territories to Chandragupta and which was consummated by a matrimonial alliance.
(v) The foundation of a mighty Indian empire.
(vi) The coming of Megasthenes as an ambassador of Seleukos Nikator to Chandragupta's court and capital.

The account of India left by Megasthenes in his Indika is invaluable as presenting to us a contemporary picture of Chandragupta's palace, capital, kingdom, country, administrative system, etc.

Chandragupta who is otherwise praised in the Mulakalpa as 'a very prosperous lord of the earth', 'true to his word', and 'a man of

1 Raychandhuri, op. cit., p. 214 f.
pious soul" (mahābhogī satyasandhas cha dharmatmā sa mahipatiḥ), is said to have killed many living beings on the advice of a bad spiritual guide (akalyāṇamitra.)

He died after a successful reign of 24 years and was succeeded by his son Bindusāra. According to the Mulakalpa legend, Bindusāra was a minor when he was placed on the throne by his father. It is said that "while a minor he obtained great comfort; when of full manhood he turned out to be bold, eloquent and sweet-tongued." He reigned for 28 years,—25 years according to the Purāṇas, and 70 years according to the Mulakalpa, which is improbable. Strangely enough, the Mulakalpa represents the wicked Chaṇakya as his prime minister. The royal family in which he was born is called Nandarājakula instead of Maurya.

One may just be amused by the ingenuity of the Mahāvamsa-ṭīka in the invention of stories to account for the etymological significance of the names, Chandragupta ("one who was guarded by a bull called Chandra") and Bindusāra (one on whose body flowed the blood of she-goats"), both of which are far-fetched. The son and successor of Sandroktotos (Chandragupta) is known to the Greek historian Strabo (XV, p. 702) by the name of Amitrochades, Allitrochades, and to Athenaios by that of Amitrachates equated by Fleet, and subsequently also by Jarl Charpentier, with Amitrakhāda ("Devourer of enemies") which is traceable in literature as an epithet of Indra. Raychaudhuri still sticks to his equation with Amitraghāta, a term which is met with in Patañjali's Mahābhāṣya.

---

1 Mañjuśrī-mulakalpa, V. 441 : akalyāṇamitrān āgamyā krītām prāṇīvadham bahu.
2 "Fainted with boils at his death", according to the Mulakalpa, V. 441.
5 Tāranātha, quoted by Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 248, says, "Chanaka, one of his (Bindusāra's) great lords, procured the destruction of the nobles and kings of sixteen towns and as king he made himself the master of all the territories between the eastern and western seas.
6 Mulakalpa V. 448 : Jāto (Nanda-) rājakule Chandraguptasya dhīmetaḥ.
7 Called Nandasāra in the Vāyu Purāṇa, Bhādrasāra in the Brahmāṇḍa as well as the Vāyu, and Simhasena in the Sinhalese Rājavalikathe.

In the Mudrārākāhāsa, Chandragupta is called Mauryaputra (Act II) as well as Nandavaya ("one of Nanda descent", Act IV). McCrindle, Ancient India, pp. 12, 19.

8 See, for references and discussion, Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 248.
and corresponds to Amitrāṇam hanta in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa. I may prefer to equate the name with Amitrāsvati ("Terror to enemies"). or Amritakhāda ("Eater of ambrosia").

The following two facts are really important to be noted:

(i) That Ptolemy Philadelphos, king of Egypt, sent Deimachos as his ambassador to Bindusāra;
and (ii) That, according to the Dipavāṃsa and Samantapāsādīka, Bindusāra was a votary of the Brāhmans and a staunch supporter of the Brahmanical sects.

6. Social Status: The barber-story is almost proverbial in the ancient royal tradition of India. When a reigning monarch was found stingy in the payment of rewards or in making gifts, he was taken to be a barber's son.1 There must have been some such reason at the back of the Brahmanical tradition regarding the Śūdra origin of the Nandas and Mauryas. The Purāṇas predict, "As son of Mahanandin (the last Śaśiunaga) by a Śūdra woman will be born a king, Mahāpadma (Nanda) who will exterminate all kshatriyas. Thereafter kings will be of Śūdra origin."

The founder of the Nanda family is called 'the leading vile man' (nichamukhyah) in the Mulakalpa (verse 424).2 In the Mahāvaṃsa-tīka the first Nanda, who was a warrior-like man, figures, as we saw, as the powerful leader of a gang of thieves and a band of freebooters. He is not, however, connected by the Pali tradition with the last Śaśiunaga through blood-relationship. The Mulakalpa legend says that originally he was the prime minister of the last king of Viśoka's family.

Curtius narrates a story from an Indian source, which is devised to account for the Śūdra origin of Agrammes (Augrasainya Nanda). According to this story, father of Agrammes was a wretched barber, who could be in love-intrigue with the queen of the reigning king because of his prepossessing appearance. By her influence he gained so much confidence of the king as to figure ultimately as a trusted adviser. Taking advantage of this privileged position, he treacherously murdered the king, and under the pretence of acting as guardian to the royal children, usurped the supreme authority, and having put the royal young princes to death begot Agrammes. The suggestion is that the Nanda contemporary of Alexander was a barber's son by the queen dowager of the last Śaśiunaga. Hemachandra in his

Parisishṭaparvan (VI. 231-32), however, represents the first Nanda 'as the son of a courtezan by a barber', while, according to the Purāṇas, he was 'a son of the last S'aisunāga by a Śūdra woman.\(^1\)

The process of myth-making did not stop short there; the Śūdra or barber story continued. Despite the fact that neither the Pali Chronicles nor the Purāṇas suggest any blood-connection between the Nandas and the Mauryas, Viśākhadatta in his Mudrārakshasa (Acts IV, VI), describes Chandragupta not only as Mauryasuta but also as Nandanvaya (one belonging to the Nanda dynasty). "Kshemendra and Somadeva refer to him as Pūrvananda-suta. The commentator on the Viśnū Purāṇa (IV. 24, Wilson, IX, 187) says that Chandragupta was the son of Nanda by a wife called Murā, whence he and his descendants were called Mauryas. Dhuṇḍirāja, the commentator on the Mudrārakshasa, informs us on the other hand that Chandragupta was the eldest son of Maurya who was the son of the Nanda king Sarvārthasiddha by Murā, daughter of a Viśāla Śūdra."\(^2\) In the Mudrārakshasa itself Chaṇakya addresses Chandragupta as a Viśāla or Śūdra.

Mr. C. D. Chatterjee rightly points out to me that the derivation of the dynastic name Maurya as a matronymic from Murā is grammatically incorrect; it may be treated as a patronymic from Mura. It is untenable also on the ground that according to the Viśnū Purāṇa (IV. 10. 12) and the Arthaśāstra (III. 7), the child takes the caste of its father, whether born of conjugal wedlock or not.\(^3\)

The force of the story of the barber mother or grandmother of Chandragupta may be counteracted by the Divyāvadāna story of the barber-mother of Aśoka himself. His mother was not a woman of the barber caste but a very handsome and accomplished Brāhmaṇ girl from Champā whom other queens of Bindusara, jealous of her, employed her in the palace to attend on the king as a female hairdresser. When she disclosed the real fact to the king, she said, "Lord, I am not a barber girl but a daughter of a Brāhmaṇ by whom I am offered to be your wife."\(^4\)

Hemchandra in his Parisishta-parvan, derives the name Maurya

---

1 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 187f. The Avas'ya, too, describes the first Nanda 'as the son of a courtezan by a barber.' In the Jaina Vividha-Tirthakalpa, p. 6, Nanda is described as nāpīta-ganikut-sutaḥ.

2 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 216.

3 This has been upheld by R. K. Mookerji in his Chandragupta.

4 Divyāvadāna, p. 370: Deva, nāham nāpīna; brāhmapasyāhaṃ duhitā tena devasya patnyartham dattā.
from mayūra ("peacock") and suggests that Chandragupta came to be styled Maurya from the circumstance that he was "the son of a daughter of the chief of a village of peacock-tamers (mayūrapoṣhakaḥ)". If the Greek writer Justin describes Sandroccottus as a man "of mean origin", it does not mean much, since he must have based his account on an Indian tradition.

The Pali Chronicles, on the other hand, and Buddhist legends generally represent Chandragupta as a scion of the Moriya clan of kshatriyas, the Moriyas of Pipphalivana. Led, however, by a Śākyaphobia, the Buddhist legends describe the Moriyas as descendants of the Śākyas who fled away from their own territory when it was overrun by the army of Vīduḍabha-Virūḍhaka, the usurper king of Kośala, and founded a new territory. The story is guilty of anachronism because, as borne out by the Mahāparinibbāna Suttanta, the Moriyas of Pipphalivana were, precisely like the Śākyas of Kapilavastu, one of the eight rival claimants for the bodily remains of the Buddha.

As for the connection of the Mauryas of Pāṭaliputra with the Moriyas, the Mahāvaṃsa-ṭīka tells us that Chandragupta's mother who was the chief queen of the then reigning Moriya king fled in disguise from the Moriya capital to Pushapura (Pāṭaliputra) during her advanced pregnancy, and gave birth to her son there when the Moriya territory was seized by a powerful neighbour (sāmantaraṇāṇa). The story built up in this connection reads somehow as a later replica of the earlier legend of the birth of Aśoka's elder step-brother's son Nyagrodha, and at the root of the ingenuity of the one, precisely as at that of the other, is a fantastic philological justification of the personal name.

Chandragupta does not appear to have been known to Megasthenes, and, for the matter of that, to most of the Greek writers, as a scion of the Maurya family. None need be surprised at all if the connection of the Mauryas with the Moriyas was due to an after-thought on the part of the Buddhists when they wanted to especially honour their Dharmāśoka and claim him as their own man. The Buddhist legends

---

1 Raychaudhuri, op. cit. p. 216.  
2 Beal, Buddhist Records, i. p. 128.  
3 Acc. to Raychaudhuri, Pipphalivana "probably lay between Rummlindel in the Nepalase Tarai and Kāśīī in the Gorakhpur district".  
4 Hwen Thsang narrates a legend (Beal, Buddhist Records, I. p. 126), which connects the Śākyā-Mauryas with the country of Udyāna.
concerning the S'akya lineage of the Moriyas or Mauryas would seem accountable also for the representation of the Mauryas in certain late mediaeval Mysore inscriptions as Kshatriyas who sprang from Mandhātri of the solar race.¹

Hemchandra, as we noted, accounts for the dynastic name Maurya by the tradition that Chandragupta was a son of the daughter of the headman of a village of mayūraposhakas ("peacock-tamers"). The Mahāvamsa-tīkā which connects Chandragupta with the Moriyas, accounts for their name also by a tradition averring that they built in their capital 'peacock palaces that were filled and resounded with cries of peacocks.²

In support of the connection of the Mauryas with peacocks, Raychaudhuri notices the following two facts³ which create but a presumptive evidence:

(i) That Aelian speaks of tame peacocks that were kept in the parks attached to the Maurya palace at Paṭaliputra;

and (ii) That figures of peacocks were employed to decorate some of the projecting ends of the architraves of the east gateway as Saṅchi.⁴

If any light is thrown on this point by Aśoka's R. E. I, it is rather this, namely, that the Mauryas of Paṭaliputra were inordinately fond of peacock's flesh. All the animals could be dispensed with and exempted from daily slaughter in the royal kitchen for the purpose of curry but not two peafowls (dvo mora). In other words, the Mauryas were rather mayūrakhaḍakas than mayūraposhakas. The figure of a peacock carved on the lower part of Aśoka's pillar at Rāmpurva does not necessarily indicate that the peacock was the emblem of the Mauryas. It may at the most be interpreted as a cognizance of Pipphalivana, which was the fatherland of the Moriya race of kshatriyas.

¹ Epigraphia Indica, II, p. 222; Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 216.
² Vamsatthapakāsīni, I, p. 180: mayūra-gīva-sankāsa-chhadaniṭhaka-pāśādapaṇṭikām....mayūrakekaṇādehi pūritam ughhotam. It records another theory according to which the Moriyas "were so called because they rejoiced in the prosperity of their city (ataśnam nagarasirīṇa modāpti,......dakāraṣsa rakāraṇ katvā Moriyeś ti laddhavohūra)", which is forced and far-fetched.
³ Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 216.
There is no conclusive evidence as yet to establish Chandragupta’s lineal descent from the S’akyas or Nandas. Plutarch’s remark that “Androkottus himself, who was then a lad, saw Alexander himself and afterwards used to declare that Alexander might easily have occupied the whole country, as the then king was hated by his subjects on account of his mean and wicked disposition” must be taken with a grain of salt. There was nothing in Chandragupta’s conversation to enrage Alexander who, according to Justin, “did not scruple to give orders to kill the intrepid Indian lad for his boldness of speech”. It was quite against the youthful spirit of Chandragupta who in Justin’s opinion was the brave hero and military leader to make India free, shaking off ‘from its neck the yoke of slavery’ since Alexander’s death.

To me Chandragupta was a man of the Uttara-patha or Gandhara, if not exactly of Takshaśilā. His early education, military training, and alliances were all in that part of India. He added the whole of the province of Gandhāra and the surrounding tribal states (in the Punjab and N. W. Frontier Provinces) to the growing Magadha empire together with the territories ceded to him by Seleukos Nikator. The love was never lost between this aparānta and the Mauryas. Some at least of Aśoka’s scribes were all persons whose habitual script was Kharoṣṭhī, and a few of his artists were those who were still carrying on the tradition of the architecture of Persepolis. Chandragupta and Aśoka of the Maurya dynasty who could create a glorious history for themselves and their country did not need credentials based upon royal lineage. The Greek writers speak only of one matrimonial alliance by which Seleukos ratified his treaty with Chandragupta.

7. Wives and Children: The Pali Chronicles and Samanta-pasadikā tell us that while a prince Aśoka married Devi, daughter of a banker, at Vidiśā on his way to Ujjayinī to join the office of the Viceroy (Uparāj) of Avanti. The Mahāvamsa-tīkā describes her as a very handsome and accomplished lady and names her father Deva. It is quite possible that, like Pushyagupta of the Junāgarh rock inscription, Deva was a Rāṣṭriya or Rāṣṭrapāla. In the Mahābodhi vamsa (pp. 98, 110), she is honoured as Vedisa-mahādevi, and

1 Life of Alexander, LXII.
2 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 7.
3 Vamsatthappakāsimi, I, p. 824.
represented as a Sākya princess. It is said that after her marriage, she was taken to Ujjayini, where she bore him immediately a son called Mahendra, and two years later a daughter named Sanghamitra. She is said to have built a vihara at Vidiṣā for her son when he came to see her back en route to the island of Tamraparnī. Devī stayed back at Vidiṣā but her children accompanied their father when he came back to Paṭaliputra and seized the throne. Sanghamitra was given in marriage to Prince Agnibrahma, a nephew of Aśoka, to whom she bore a son named Sumana. Agnibrahma, Sumana, Mahendra and Sanghamitra joined all the Buddhist Order. The above authorities offer us a systematic chronology of certain important events of Aśoka’s reign in terms of the age of Mahendra. The Buddhist mission to Ceylon was led by Mahendra, and his sister, too, went over to the island when her services were needed for the founding of an order of nuns there.

The story of Devī and her children is conspicuous by its absence from the Sanskrit legends. The inscriptions of Aśoka are lacking in confirmation of its truth. In the edicts promulgated up till the 14th year of Aśoka’s abhisheka we have no mention of his sons, his daughters being altogether out of the question. In his R. E. V, promulgated not earlier than the 13th year of abhisheka, he speaks of charities from the households of his brothers, sisters and others ranking with him in family relationship. He speaks indeed also of his different family establishments at Paṭaliputra and outlying towns. On the other hand, in his P. E. VII, engraved in the 27th year of abhisheka, his brothers, sisters and other kinsmen ranking with him go out of the picture, and his own sons (dālaka) and other princes of the blood ranking with them are expressly introduced instead. The way in which they are mentioned leave no room for doubt that his sons were then grown up enough to make charities out of their own funds, though not exactly from their own family establishments (orodhas).

His statement in P. E. VII is sufficiently explicit so as to make the meaning of that in R. E. V clear as to his own households. It goes to show that by his households or family establishments (to avoid the word harems) he chiefly meant his queens (devis). The Queen’s Edict contains his direction to the Mahāmatras concerned as to how the donations and benefactions of his second queen (duṭiyāye deviye) Kāluvāki (Charuvāki or Kalavinka), mother of Tīvala (Tivara), should be recorded or labelled with inscriptions.
Thus the Queen’s Edict clearly proves that Asoka had at least two queens at the time of its promulgation. Although the king’s orders were issued to the Mahāmatras everywhere (savata mahāmāta), it was engraved only on the pillar at Kauśambi, a fact which may lead us to think that her residence was at Kauśambi, an outlying town. But Asoka speaks of outlying towns, and not of one town only. Are we to understand from this that his queens were not kept in one place, say, in his palace at Pātaliputra, but at different towns, each having her separate establishment?

The Pali tradition about the Vidiśa residence of Devī favours the idea of there being separate family establishments for individual wives at different towns. But from Asoka’s statement, it does not necessarily follow that each establishment was allotted to one queen.

If Kaluvaki was his second queen, who was his first or chief queen? According to the Pali tradition, his beloved first queen consort (piyā aggamahī) was Asandhimittā, a name, better title, which I am inclined to equate with Sk. Āsandimirśī (“consort at the time of ascending the throne”). She died in the 26th year of Asoka’s abhisheka, and four years later Tishyarakshā (Tishyarakṣhīṭā of the Divyāvadāna) was made his queen consort. The Mahāvamsa and Divyāvadāna legends make her jealous of the Bo-tree on account of the king’s fond attachment to it. The Divyāvadāna legend which is unaware of her predecessor Āsandimirśī goes further to build up a most scandalous story of Tishyarakṣhīṭa and her wrathful vengeance on Asoka’s favourite son, Kūpāla, when he was deputed to Takṣhaśila to quell a revolt.¹ The story of Tishyarakshā has no place in the Dipavamsa, nor even in the writings of Buddhaghosa. It must have grown up at a later period. Asoka, as he appears in his inscriptions, could not have lost his sanity so much as to behave as a religious maniac with regard to the worship of the Bo tree as he has been represented to be.

It is more reasonable to think and say that his wife by his side at the time of his coronation was the wife who accompanied him from Ujjayinī, and she may be no other than the Vedisa-mahādevī.²

The Divyāvadāna legend represents Asoka’s queen Padmāvatī as mother of Kūpāla who was also known by the name of Dharmavardhana or Dharmavivarohana (“the promoter of the cause of piety”).

Mookerji (Asoka, p. 9) catalogues Devī, Kārvāki, Asandhimitā, Padmāvatī, and Tishayarakshitā as five wives of Aśoka, without the least attempt to understand their real identities.

To my mind, Tishayarakshitā is a faíc; Padmāvatī of the Sanskrit legend and Kārvāki of the Queen's Edict are one and the same second queen; and the Vaidīśa-mahādevī and Asandimitrā are the identical person.¹

The identity of Padmāvatī and Kārvāki rests on the identity of their sons, Kuṇāla and Tīvala. Both Kuṇāla and Tīvala (Tivara) were nicknames. As for the first, Mookerji (Asoka, p. 8,) rightly remarks that Aśoka first gave to Padmāvatī's new-born babe the name of Dharmavivaradha but on seeing the beauty of his eyes, as his amātayas, or ministers in attendance, pointed out were like those of the Himalayan bird Kuṇāla² (=Chitra-kokila), Aśoka nicknamed him as Kuṇāla. He was called Dharmavivaradha because he was born when Aśoka had been reigning prosperously with righteousness.³ According to the Divyāvadāna legend, he was born as soon as the 84,000 dharmarājikas were built,⁴ the 7th year of Aśoka's abhisheka being mentioned in the Pali Chronicles as the date of completion of the construction of the 84,000 viharas with chaityas. The name Tīvala or Tivara, which is met with in a much later Indian inscription as the name of a king of Kosala,⁵ signifies a 'keen-eyed' hunter.⁶ Prince Tīvala, too, was born when Aśoka had been prosperously reigning with righteousness.

8. Successors: The Pali Chronicles and Samanta-pāsādika do not carry the Maurya history beyond Aśoka. They create rather the impression that the whole glory of the dynasty vanished with him. His uterine brother Tishya-Vitaśoka, son and daughter Mahendra and Sanghamitrā, son-in-law Agnibrahma, and daughter's son Sumana joined the Buddhist Order. Nothing but the Buddhist religious

¹ This is to discard my earlier suggestion (Indian Culture, I, p. 128) about the identity of Kārvāki and Asandhimitā. See Raychaudhuri's criticism on the point in his Political history, p. 284, n.
³ Ibid., p. 405: dharmena rājyam kuruva hi jātaḥ suvo Dharmavivaradhaḥ 'stu.
⁴ Ibid., p. 405.
⁶ In the Samyutta, II, p. 19, the primitive dwellers of Mt. Vaipulya are rightly called Tivaras.
edifices which he had built and the memory of other pious deeds performed by him remained to keep his name alive to posterity.\footnote{Divyāvadāna, p. 433 Aśoka nāma rājā babbhūveti, tena chaturas’iti-dharmaśājā-sahasram pratisabdhasitam yāvad Bhagavacchhāsanam prāpyate tāvat tasya yas’ah’ śtāsya.}

According to the Divyāvadāna legend, Aśoka was succeeded by his grandson Sampadi, son of Kunāla who was found unfit for the throne. Sampadi’s lineal successors were Brihaspati, Vrishasena, Pushyadharma and Pushyamitra.\footnote{Ibid, p. 434: Yaḍā Pushyamitra rājā praghātītās tadd Auryavaṃśaṃ saṃucchhinnaḥ.} The last king of the family who began his career as a reactionary in favour of Brahmanism brought an end to himself and the Maurya dynasty by his ruthless act of vandalism directed to the destruction of the Buddhist viharas and stupas built and the killing of the Buddhist monks and nuns entertained by Aśoka.

Jayaswal suggests that the Buddhist tradition of Pushyamitra is preserved also in the Mūlakalpa account of the hostile action of Gomīn who is said to have destroyed “monasteries with relics” and killed “monks of good conduct.”\footnote{Jayaswal, An Ancient History, p. 18.}

The Buddhist tradition is misleading and inconclusive. Pushyamitra who, according to the Purāṇas, was the founder of the next dynasty, is represented as the last Maurya king and the lengths of the reign of Aśoka’s successors are not given.

Raychaudhuri’s critical summary of the history of Aśoka’s Maurya successors seeks to build up a cosmos out of a chaos. The Matsya Purāṇa speaks of ten Mauryas whom it enumerates so clumsily as to make it uncertain whether by the number ten it meant ten or seven successors of Aśoka. Some versions of the Vāyu Purāṇa definitely stand for nine successors, and try to reduce ten to the traditional number of nine Mauryas (nava Mauryāḥ) by combining Bandhupalita and his son Indrapalita into one reign. The Vāyu and Brahmāṇḍa Purāṇas speak of six successors who, together with the three first Mauryas, make up the traditional total of nine. The Purāṇas, moreover, mention 137 years (śaṁ-praśam-chhatam) as the total length of the reign of the Mauryas, of all the nine Mauryas including the first three, according to the Vāyu and Brahmāṇḍa Purāṇas, and
of the nine successors of Aśoka, according to some MSS. of the Vāyu, the position of the Matsya being uncertain in this respect.

In the circumstances one may reasonably question the accuracy of Raychaudhuri's statement when he says, "The Matsya Purāṇa gives the following list of Aśoka's successors: Daśaratha, Samprati, Śatadhanvan and Brihadratha", inasmuch as their number, even together with that of the first three Mauryas, does not come up to the given total of ten (daśa Mauryāḥ). The lengths of reigns suggested in the Matsya Purāṇa as well as in some versions of the Vāyu do not, when joined together, fit in with the traditional total length of 137 years. Better in this respect is the position of the Brahmāṇḍa Purāṇa as also of the Vāyu, both of which give only 48 years as the total length of the reign of Aśoka's six successors.

The Vishnu Purāṇa list of six successors, viz., Suyaśas, Daśaratha, Sangata, S'ālisāka, Somāśarman S'atadhanvan and Brihadratha may be reconciled to a great extent, as suggested by Raychaudhuri, with that in the Matsya, if Suyaśas and Sangata of the one be identified with Kuṇāla and Samprati respectively of the other. Other names do not call for comment as these are mere passing shadows without any historical importance so far.

The immediate successors of Aśoka was, according to the Divyavadāna legend, his grandson Sampadi (Samprati), and not his son Kuṇāla, Kuṇāla-Tivala or Kuṇāla-Dharmāvardhana whom Fa Hian distinctly mentions as the Viceroy of Gandhāra. According to the Divyavadāna narrative, too, Kuṇāla was deputed as his father’s Vice-regent to Takshaśila, the headquarters of the province of Gandhāra. The Jaina author, Jinaprabhasūri claims Samprati, son of Kuṇāla, as a great king who reigned in Pātaliputra as an emperor of India and founded viharas for the Jaina S’ramaṇas ‘even in non-Aryan countries.’

Regarding Kuṇāla and his immediate successor or successors, Raychaudhuri observes: "Tradition is not unanimous regarding the accession of Kuṇāla to the imperial throne. He is reputed to have been blind. His position was, therefore, probably like that of Dhṛitarāṣṭra of the Great Epic and, though nominally regarded as

---

1 Pargiter, op. cit., p. 271.
2 Mentioned also in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa. Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 290.
3 See, for the comments on the tradition of Sālisāka, Šatadhanvan, and Brihadratha, Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 292.
the sovereign, he was physically unfit to carry on the work of government which was presumably entrusted to his favourite son Samprati, who is described by Jain and Buddhist writers as the immediate successor of Aśoka. Kuṇāla’s son was Bandhupalita according to the Vāyu Purāṇa, Sampadi (Samprati) according to the Divyavadāna and the Paṭaliputra-kalpa of Jinaprabhasūri, and Vigataśoka according to Taranatha. Either these princes were identical or they were brothers.\(^1\)

In the Gārgī Śāhīṭa Śālīśāka is represented as a wicked king who had to abdicate the throne in favour of his virtuous elder brother, Vijaya\(^2\).

In deciding on the question of Aśoka’s successors, the flashes of light that may be obtained from the ancient Indian inscriptions are as follows:

(i) The Queen’s Edict which was probably engraved during the second period of Aśoka’s vigorous activity, 19th-21st year of abhisheka, mentions Tīvala as his young son by his second queen Kāluvaksi.

(ii) In P. E. VII engraved in the 27th year of abhisheka, Aśoka speaks of the charities of his sons.

(iii) M. R. E. (Mysore copies), engraved probably in the 26th year of abhisheka, speaks of the Āryaputra Viceroy of Suvarṇagiri.

(iv) S. R. E. I, engraved probably in the 32nd year of abhisheka, speaks of three Kumāra Viceroyes stationed at Tosali, Ujeni and Takasila respectively.

(v) The Nāgarjuni Hill-cave inscriptions record the three cave-dedications made by Daśarathea to the Ājīvikes immediately after his consecration (anāṃtaliyam abhisbitena).

(vi) The form of Brahmī letters employed in Daśarathea’s inscriptions indicates certain changes to account for which one must allow an interval of time, however short, between Aśoka and Daśarathea.

The question arises—what was the course of action followed by the four Viceroyes immediately after Aśoka’s death, if they had survived him as would seem most likely?

---
\(^1\) Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 290f.
The conflicting traditions, Buddhist, Jaina and Brahmanical, serve to make confusion worse confounded instead of returning a satisfactory answer to this question.

According to the Nagarjunī Hill-cave inscriptions, Daśaratha was a duly anointed king. From the situation of the caves dedicated by him, it is easy to infer that he was the sovereign of Magadha, better of Anga-Magadha.

Vincent Smith had strong reasons to believe that Samprati’s dominions ‘included Avanti and Western India.’ But, as Raychaudhuri points out, the Jaina writers represent him ‘as ruling over Paṭaliputra as well as Ujjayini’. The tradition recorded by Jinasprabhasūri, however, describes Samprati as an emperor of India whose capital, like that of Aśoka, was Paṭaliputra. The hypothesis that Aśoka was succeeded by his two grandsons, Daśaratha and Samprati, by the first in respect of his eastern and by the second in that of his western dominions is ‘little more than a guess’ even on Vincent Smith’s frank admission.

If at a future date the veil be properly lifted from the history of Aśoka’s successors, it will most probably be seen that no sooner had Aśoka passed away, no sooner had his strong hand been withdrawn than his four Viceroyals asserted their independence, parcelling out his empire into as many as four, if not more, separate principalities.

9. Length of reign and last days.—The length of Aśoka’s reign since his abhisheka, which is evident from his dated inscriptions, consists of 27 years, while the same consists of 37 years according to the Pali Chronicles, and of 36 years according to the Purāṇas. Adding to the later 37 the earlier four years during which he reigned as an unanointed king since his accession according to the Pali tradition, we get the total length of his reign as comprising 41 years.

It may be noted here that the Pali Chronicles and the Purāṇas give the same length of reign, namely, 24 years, to Chandragupta but slightly differ as regards the length of reign of Bindusāra which, according to the former, is 28, and, according to the latter, 25 years. Correcting the Purāṇa figure 25 to 28 and adding up the lengths of the three first reigns we get the total of 89. This total being added

---

1 Early History of India, 3rd. Ed., p. 70.
2 Raychaudhuri, op. cit. p. 291.
3 Ibid, p. 292.
to the total length of 48 years of the reign of Aśoka’s six successors, yields the traditional Puraṇa figure of 137 years representing the duration of the Maurya dynasty of Magadha. If so, one has to discard the tradition of Aśoka’s reign of four years as an unannointed king since his accession. This tradition may be maintained if the duration of Bindusāra’s reign be accepted as 25 years and that of Aśoka’s reign since coronation as 36 years, as suggested in the Puraṇas, in which case the required figure of 89 years may be obtained by adding up 24, 25, 4 and 36 years.

The S.R.E. I and S.R.E. II represent the set of Aśoka’s edicts which may be supposed to have been promulgated and engraved in the closing period of his reign. If he had followed the quinquennial system, the date of their promulgation cannot be earlier than the 32nd year of his abhisheka.

S.R.E. I is addressed to the City-judiciaries of Tosali and Samāpā. In it, they are taken to task for their failure in fully grasping the meaning and spirit of his instructions to them. They are urged not to cause oppression to his subjects by sudden arrest and coercion as well as summary trial. In it, he proposes to send forth every five years the Mahāmatras under him on tours of inspection so as to check the miscarriage of justice. Here he modifies his quinquennial system and insists that the Kumāra Viceroys at Tosali, Ujeni and Takasila should send forth on tours within every three years similar officials under them for the very same purpose.

Thus this edict goes to suggest that highhandedness and arbitrary action of the City-judiciaries, particularly in the outlying provinces, served to cause annoyance to the people.

Similarly S.R.E. II, which is addressed to the Viceroy-in-Council at Tosali and the Mahāmatras who were Royal Commissioners at Samāpā, presupposes hostile attitude and action of some of the ‘frontsagers’ in violation of the terms of treaty or alliance. Whilst he wanted to assure them of his best intentions and friendliness, he did not omit to mention that he would tolerate them as long as their hostilities had not exceeded the limit of his patience.

The state of things as portrayed in these two edicts is faithfully represented in the Divyāvadāna legend which, while giving an account of the last days of Aśoka, relates that the highhandedness and arbitrary action on the part of the officers in charge caused the citizens of the Uttarakāpatha to revolt (viruddha). On the arrival of
the Kumāra Viceroy, Kuṇala, at Takshaśilā, the citizens said, “We have revolted neither against the Kumāra nor against king Aśoka, but the wicked ministers indeed come (here) and humiliate us.”

The Mahāvamsa describes the last days of Aśoka as unhappy, and the Divyāvadāna as both unhappy and tragic. The causes of his unhappiness were, according to the Pali Chronicle, the death of his beloved queen consort Āsandimitrā in the 26th year and the destruction of the Bo-tree out of jealousy by Tisyarakṣhā (rakṣhita) whom he appointed as queen consort four years later. Over and above her attempt at the destruction of the Bo-tree, Tisyarakṣhīta caused, according to the Divyāvadāna legend, deep remorse to the king by her machination in getting the eyes of his beloved son Kuṇala plucked out after he had been deputed to Takshaśilā to quell a revolt in Uttarāpatha. She is painted in the exaggerated Sanskrit story in the blackest of colours as a wily, passionate and revengeful woman of vilest character. Her story, which has happily no place in the earlier Pali Chronicle, Dīpavamsa, was evidently developed, to heighten the glory of the Bo-tree as the living symbol of Buddha’s enlightenment and Buddhism and the importance of its worship, as also to throw into bold relief the purity and magnanimity of the character of Kuṇala by a contrast with the vileness of the character of his step-mother.

The Sanskrit legend on the strength of which Jayaswal placed much reliance goes a step further and introduces a pathetic episode of the virtual abdication of the throne by Aśoka.

It is said that when Aśoka was about to exhaust the royal treasury by his over-extravagant subsidies to the Āryasangha or Sthavira Church, his Amāyas determined to put a stop to it approached Sampadi, the heir-apparent, and said, “King Aśoka, O Prince! who will live for a very short time is sending on this wealth to the Kurkuṭārāma, but the treasury is the real strength to the kings, so this (wreckless ruinous action of the king) must be stopped.” Thereupon the Crown-prince prevented the Steward (Bhāṇḍāgārikah) from letting out any money from the treasury on the king’s demand and instructed him to exercise a gradually restraining authority on all goods of value, even including metal plates, that might be given

1 Divyāvadāna, p. 408.
2 Mahāvamsa, XX. 8-9.
away as gifts to the Sangha. Thus the king was reduced to the position of a nominal ruler, although the administration was being carried on in his name until his death. Neither the amâyas nor the citizens, when asked by him, denied that he was all the time the supreme lord of the earth (prîthîvâyam iśvarâh).

Obviously this episode, too, was added to stress the significance of giving away everything, treasures, world-wide kingdom, wives and households, officers of the State, self and beloved son, by a powerful and benevolent monarch like Aśoka to the Buddhist Church for the sake of religion (kosham sthâpayitvâ mahâprîthivim antahpurâmatyagaṇam âtmânâm Kuṇâlam châryasamâghe niryâtayitvâ). But Aśoka was not so foolishly extravagant in his charities as to behave like that.

Aśoka, however, speaks of his sons who were sufficiently grown up in the 27th year of his abhishēka to be able to distribute charities on their own account. From all the traditional sources, namely, the Pali Chronicles, the Divyāvadāna, Kalhana’s Rajatarangini and Taranatha’s Tibetan history, one can collect names of just four sons of Aśoka, to wit, Mahendra who became a Buddhist monk, Kuṇāla-Tîvala who was deputed as a Viceroy to Takshaśila, Jalauka who, as suggested in the Rajatarangini, was appointed the Viceroy or Governor of Kāśmîra, and Vîrasena who, according to Taranatha, “apparently wrested Gandhāra from the hands of the feeble successor of the great Maurya at Paṭaliputra.”

The inscriptions of Aśoka themselves corroborate none of the three traditions regarding Mahendra, Jalauka, and Vîrasena. The truth of the tradition about Kuṇāla being his father’s Viceroy at Takshaśila is borne out by the evidence of S. R. E. I, which expressly refers to three Kumâras functioning then as Viceroys at Tosali, Ujeni, and Takasila. As long as any strong evidence is not forthcoming to prove the contrary, these Kumâras must be taken to represent Aśoka’s three sons. Probably Tîvala-Kuṇâla was one of them.

---

1 Divyāvadāna, p. 480f.
2 Ibid, p. 429.
3 Divyāvadāna, p. 407f. Referring to Gandhāra, Fa Hian says (Beal, Buddhist Records, I, p. xxxi), “This is the place which Dharmaśvardhana, the son of As’oka, governed.” Mookerji, op. cit., p. 8.
4 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 300.
5 Ibid, p. 300. Note that Jayaswal, identifies Vîrasena of Taranâtha with S’ūrasena, son and successor of Vis’oka-Kâlîsa’oka mentioned in the Mulakalpa.
The problem of identification of the Kumāra Viceroy of Gandhāra may thus be solved by the legend of Kuṇāla-Dharmavardhana. As regards the remaining two, we have still to grope in the dark, no light coming from traditions. And to add to the difficulty, the forwarding note of the Mysore copies of M. R. E. introduces us to an Āryaputra who was obviously functioning at the time as Viceroy at Suvarṇagiri. He was certainly a brother or son of Aśoka. This is also a problem on which no further light can be thrown from any source.

The giving away of the whole of the vast earth (kingdom, empire) extending as far as to the seas and oceans with all its treasures by Aśoka in the name of religion and culture and their propounders and promulgators was but a formal affair with several ancient kings of India who aspired to gain renown and popularity in this world.

All that is possible to believe is that Aśoka virtually retired from active work of administration at his ripe old age, handing over its charge to the heir-apparent and ministers who might in the meantime have formed a conspiracy to upset the methods and policies initiated and followed by him.

10. Reign proper: The most vigorous period of Aśoka’s reign commenced with the conquest of Kalinga in the 8th year of his abhisheka and ended with the promulgation of the two Separate Rock Edicts probably in the 32nd year. The notable incidents of his reign, as far as these may be gathered from the inscriptions and legends, have been separately tabulated. They give rise to several problems which have been dealt with by previous scholars. A few select problems are left to be discussed in the following chapters in connection with Aśoka and his inscriptions.
CHAPTER III

EMPIRE

By his full title, Priyadasi Lājā Magadhe, Asoka passed, as we saw, as the “King of Magadha and Emperor of Jambudvīpa.” The word by which he himself denoted the whole of his royal domain is vijīta (R. E. II, R. E. III, R. E. XIV), vijaya (R. E. XIV), rāja-vishaya (R. E. XIII), or puthavī (R. E. V). The word vijīta or vijaya implies that the royal realm which he held was held as though by the right of conquest. In R. E. XIV, his vijīta is described as a vast or extensive one (mahājake, mahaṃte). The large extension of his empire may be deduced from the very word puthavī (prithivī, earth) which is etymologically defined as “that which extends.” The expressions, mahāpatavī (Dīgha, II, p. 234), prithivī (Arthasastra IX chaturanta mahī (Arthasastra, I-6); mahāprithivī, δαμαδρά prithivī, samudraparyantā mahāprithivī (Divy.), and asamudrā kṣhitī (Raghuvaṃśa) are all meant to signify Jambudvīpa. The Buddhist legends extol Asoka as the sole monarch or supreme lord of Jambudvīpa. Asoka himself in his M. R. E., records with pride that he was able to commingle the gods and men in Jambudvīpa.

In R. E. II, on the other hand, his own vijīta is distinguished from the pratyantās or contiguously situated bordering territories of ‘the Frontagers’ (Antas). In S. R. E. II, the Antas are characterised as ‘unconquered borderers’ or ‘independent frontagers’ (Ampānām avijītānam). The pratyantās represented, nevertheless, the territories of the Antas to which his Dūtas (’envoys’ or ‘emissaries’) had their access and where they were sent on certain definite missions. There were countries or territories even beyond them, which were not visited by his Dūtas (Yatra dūta Devanapriyasa na yaṃti—R. E. XIII). It is, then, evident from Asoka’s own statements that his vijīta was circumscribed by the bordering territories of the independent but friendly ‘Frontagers’.

Even within his own empire, we are to discriminate the portion which was at first entirely under his direct rule and subsequently under the direct rule of himself and his Viceroys, from that which

1 Cf. supavata-vijaya-chaka (supravarta-vijaya-chakra) in the Hāthisguphā inscription, and vijaya-rāja in the inscription of Lalitendu Kesāri.
2 “Prathate vistāraṃ yāti.” “Pattharati-ti paṭhavī.”
was occupied by the semi-independent tribal territories or states (R.E. XIII). Thus his domain proper was further circumscribed by the surrounding semi-independent tribal territories of which two typical lists are supplied in R.E. V and R.E. XIII.

1. **Extent of Domain proper**: It cannot be strictly maintained that Aśoka's Rock inscriptions indicate the broad outline of his empire; these together with some of his Minor Rock and Pillar inscriptions give us but a broad outline of his domain proper. In other words, his empire was far wider than his vijīta in the restricted sense of the term, and if we take into our consideration the independent but friendly territories of the Frontagars\(^1\), the sphere of his moral and cultural influence was not only as wide as Jambudvīpa but wider even than it to include in it certain parts of the three other Continents then known to the Indians, nay, gradually all of them in their entirety, as was expected by him when he viewed the world from the angle of a visionary (R.E. XIII). Aśoka's grandson and successor Samprati came to be claimed in the Jaina tradition to have been the 'Lord of Bharata with its three divisions (trikhaṇḍa-Bharatādhipati).

Thinking, more or less, on the lines suggested by Professor D.R. Bhandarkar, one may take it that by the Rock inscriptions was indicated the outline of his domain proper, by the Minor Rock inscriptions was demarcated his domain proper from the semi-independent tribal States situate within it, and by the Pillar inscriptions the places personally visited by him in course of his pilgrimage.

The extent of Aśoka's domain proper, as outlined by his inscriptions,\(^2\) may be defined as follows:

In the south east it included the newly created province of Kalinga (i.e., Orissa), and extended as far as the western shore of the Bay of Bengal. In the south, it extended below the Krishṇa and the Tungabhadrā to include the southernmost province with its headquarters at Suvarṇagiri. In the west it included the countries of Sunaparanta and Surāshtra as well as the Western province of Avanti, and extended as far as the eastern shore of the Arabian sea. In the north-west, it included the province of Uttarāpatha or Gandhāra, and extended at least as far north as Peshawar and Abbotabad,

---

2. See location in part II.
on two sides of the Indus, west and east. In the north, it extended as far as the Nepalese Tarai and the districts of Dehra Dun and Champaran.

As regards its extension in Bengal and Assam, the Pali Chronicles and Samanta-pasadika include in Asoka's domain proper the port of Tamralipti. In the Pali Chronicles and Fa Hian's Fo-kwo-ki, Tamralipti is correctly described as the sea-port (in Lower Bengal) which was reachable from Paṭaliputra by a boat 'following down the river Ganges in an easterly direction', and from which the sea-going vessels carried their passengers to Ceylon',¹ and by implication, to other sea-ports. The Pali tradition speaks also of a land-route by which Asoka arrived in one week's time at Tamralipti from Paṭaliputra across the Vindhya forest (Viṅjhatavim atichcha).²

Raychaudhuri bases his argument in favour of the inclusion of Bengal in and the exclusion of Assam from Asoka's domain on the authority of certain Greek writers headed by Curtius, the Divyavadana and Hwen Thsang's Si-yu-ki. "We learn from the Classical writers", says he, "that the country of Gangaridæ, i.e., Bengal, formed a part of the dominions of the king of the Prasii, i.e., Magadha, as early as the time of Agrammes, i.e., the last Nanda king. A passage of Pliny clearly suggests that the 'Palibothri', i.e., the rulers of Paṭaliputra, dominated the whole tract along the Ganges. That the Magadhan kings retained their hold on Bengal as late as the time of Asoka is proved by the testimony of the Divyavadana, and of Hiouen Tsang who saw stūpas of that monarch near Tamralipti and Karpasuvarna (in West Bengal), in Samataṭa (in East Bengal) as well as in Pundrarvdhana (in North Bengal). Kamarūpa (Assam) seems to have lain outside the empire. The Chinese pilgrim saw no monument of Asoka in that country."³

The extension of Asoka's empire in Bengal thus made out may be true to fact. But in the absence of any inscription of Asoka throwing light on the point the evidences cited and relied upon must be treated all as presumptive in nature and inconclusive in effect. Hwen Thsang was an eye-witness to the existence of four stūpas built by Asoka near the chief town of each of the four divisions of Bengal. Fa Hian, too, stayed for a long time at Tamralipti but he had to say nothing

¹ Mahāvansa, XIX. 4; Beal, Buddhist Records, I, p. 1xxi.
³ Raychaudhuri, op.cit., p. 256.
about any monument of Asoka to be seen there. Thus the testimony of the later Chinese pilgrim lacks corroboration from the itinerary of the earlier visitor.

The Divyāvadāna mentions Puṇḍravardhana in connection with an impossible episode of a ruthless persecution of the Nirgranthas (confounded with the Ājīvikas) by Asoka’s order, which was issued forthwith to avenge an insult meted out by them to an image of Buddha. The existence or worship of a Buddha image in Asoka’s time is yet to be proved. The cruel persecution of the Nirgranthas and Ājīvikas attributed to Asoka1 was against the spirit of the Maurya emperor and the general trend of his edicts and inscriptions. The only relic of the Maurya time hitherto discovered at Puṇḍranagara is the small Brahmi inscription from Mahāsthān in the district of Bogra serving as it did to carry from the town of Puṇḍra paddy and small coins to the settlement of the Shaḍvargikas. An additional support to the theory of inclusion of Puṇḍravardhana might be sought from the Divyāvadāna definition of the Middle Country.

As defined in the Pali Vinaya Pitaka (I, p. 197), “it extended in the east to the town of Kajangala, beyond which was Mahāsala; on the south-east, to the river Salalavati.”2 The Divyāvadāna (p. 21 f.) on the other hand, “extends the eastern boundary to include Puṇḍravardhana, roughly identical with North Bengal.”3 Puṇḍravardhana was indeed the first division of Bengal which lay contiguous to Kajangala as borne out by the itinerary of Hwen Thsang4 and the Mahābhārata description of Bhima’s digvijaya in Eastern India.5

Curtius and other Greek writers describe indeed Agrammes the Magadhan contemporary of Alexander as “king of the Gangaridæ and the Prasii”.6 What did the Greek writers themselves understand by the two terms, Prasii and Gangaridai?

---

1 Divyāvadāna, p. 427.
2 Also Jātaka, I, pp. 49, 80, Malalasekera, Dictionary, II, p. 419. As I maintain, the eastern boundary of the Buddhist Midland as defined in Pali was to all intents and purposes identical with that of the modern province of Behār.
3 Malalasekera, op.cit., II, p. 419; B. C. Law, India as Described, p. 21.
4 Beal, Buddhist Records, II, p. 194; “Going from this country (of Kajangala) eastward, and crossing the Ganges, after about 600 li (100 miles) we come to the kingdom of...Puṇḍravardhana.”
5 Mahābhārata, Sābhā-Digvijayaparva, 30.21.
6 McCrindle, Invasion of India by Alexander, pp. 221, 281.
According to Schawnbeck, the Greek word Prasii “bears a very
close resemblance to the Indian word Prāchyas (i.e., ’dwellers in the
East’).” In the Indika of Megasthenes the Prasii are described as
“an Indian people,” the most distinguished people in all India in
whose country is situated the city called Palibothra (i.e., Paṭaliputra)¹.
To the same effect it is stated in Fragment XXVII, “the greatest
city in India is that which is called Palimbothra, in the dominions
of the Prasians.”

The Aitareya Brāhmaṇa distinguishes the Prāchyas from the
Dakshinātyas, Pratīchyas, Udīchyas, and Madhyamas, and defines
them as the Eastern peoples who were ‘anointed for overlordship’.
It suggests that they were the ruling peoples who lived to the east of
the territories of the Kurus, the Paṇḍalas, the Vasas and the
Uśinaras. The Kurus and the rest were the typical Midlanders
(Madhyamas)².

If we take the name Prāchyas in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa and Great
Epic sense, the Prasii of the Greek writers must be treated as the
Eastern peoples of India identical with the Ganganidai or Ganganidæ.
But this equation is not maintainable in view of the fact that
Megasthenes definitely represents the Prasians as the ruling people
of Palibothra, i.e., the capital of Magadha, from which circumstance
they were also known by the name of Palibothris, i.e., Paṭaliputrians.³

Megasthenes introduces the Ganganidai in connection with the
Ganges system of rivers and the Ganges’ course, both of which he
correctly described. In one passage he says, “Now this river, which
at its source is 30 stadia broad, flows from north to south, and empties
its waters into the ocean forming the eastern boundary of the

¹ McCrindle, Ancient India, pp. 55f. 66, 67.
² Aitareya Dr. VIII. 14; Etaṣyām prāchyaṁ daśi'ye kecha
Prāchyasām rājānaḥ sāmrājyāyaiva te abhishichyante. According to
the Mahābhārata, too (Sabhā Digvijayaparvā, 29. 1. ff.), the Eastern countries were
those which lay to the east of Kuru-Paṇḍala.
Raychaudhuri, op.cit., p. 184.
³ McCrindle, Ancient India, Fragm. LVI. B of Megasthenes, p. 161. This led
General Cunningham (Ancient Geography.) to suggest that Prasii is only the
Greek form of Palās'a or Paṇis'a, which is an actual and well-known name of
Magadha, of which Palibothra was the capital. It obtained this name from the
Palāś'a or Butea frondosa, which still grows as luxuriantly in the province as in the
time of Hiwen Tshang.....Curius.....calls the people Pharrasii, which is an almost
exact transcript of the Indian name Ṛāsya. The Praxiakos of Aelian is only the
derivative from Palāsaka.'
Gangaridai, a nation which possesses a vast force of the largest sized animals."¹

In another passage, he observes: "...it flows out with a gentle current, being at the narrowest eight miles and on the average a hundred stadia, in breadth, and never of less depth than twenty paces (one hundred feet) in the final part of its course, which is through the country of the Gangarides."²

He clearly defines the Gangarides as a people who lived 'in the farthest off part' and whose king possessed '1000 horse, 700 elephants, and 60,000 foot in apparatus of war.' They are distinguished from a very powerful nation who occupied an extremely populous island in the Ganges, and whose king kept 'under arms 50,000 foot and 4000 horse.'³

From Pliny's account of the Palibothri, it appears that the Gangaridai represented all peoples who lived along the whole extent of the Ganges' course, while, in one context at any rate, Megasthenes seems to make 'the Gangarides a branch of Kalingae: Gangaridum Calingarum Regia.'⁴ Pliny, too, 'mentions the Macco-Calingae and Gangarides-Calingae as separate peoples from the Calingae.'⁵ "The tribes called Calingae", says Megasthenes, "are nearest the sea, and higher up are the Nandeï, and the Malli in whose country is Mount Mallus, the boundary of all that district being the Ganges." From this McCrindle concludes that 'the Gangaridae or Gangarides occupied the region corresponding roughly with that now called Lower Bengal and consisted of various indigenous tribes, which in course of time became more or less Aryanised.'⁶

The Allahabad stone-pillar inscription of Samudragupta leads us to think that probably the task of subduing such eastern frontier countries as Samatâta (East Bengal), Dâvâka and Kâmarâpa (Assam) was left to him to accomplish. The Great Epic account of Bhirama's military expedition in the eastern region envisages the conquest of the whole of Bengal and Assam and agrees in all important respects with Hwen Thsang's travels. The Mahâbharata account may not, therefore, speak of an earlier state of things. But from this account

---

¹ Ibid., p. 32, Fragm. 1.
² Ibid., p. 160, Fragm. LVI. B.
³ Ibid., p. 160, Fragm. LVI. B.
⁴ Ibid., p. 187.
⁵ Cunningham, Ancient Geography, p. 518 f.
⁶ McCrindle, op. cit., p. 186.
and Hwen Thsang's itinerary, it may be inferred that the Gangaridae as a people allied to the Calingae were no other than the dwellers of Tamralipta and Suarna, in short, of the modern district of Midnapore. The inclusion of this part of Bengal in Aśoka's domain proper is suggested, as we saw, by the Pali tradition. As for other parts of Bengal, including the district of Purnea on the river Kauśiki, now included in the province of Behār, it is not impossible that those adjoining the Middle Country came within Aśoka's domain proper, although we must wait for a more positive evidence to establish it.

2. Extent of Empire:—Aśoka's earthly empire consisted of his domain proper and the semi-independent tribal territories (R.E. V, R.E. XIII). On the north, it was bounded by the Himalayan range. On the south, it abutted on the independent but friendly territories of the Cholas, the Pāṇḍyas, the Satiyaputras, the Keralaputras, and the Tamraparṇyas (R.E. II, R.E. XIII). On the east, it extended as far as to the Bay of Bengal, at least after the annexation of Kalinga. On the west, it extended as far as to the Arabian sea. And on the north-west, it bordered on the independent but friendly Asiatic territory of Antiyoka (Ansiyochus II Theos, king of Western Asia and Syria).

"Alexander indeed," says Arrian, "came and overthrew all in war, all whom he attacked, and would even have conquered the whole world had his army been willing to follow him. On the other hand, a sense of justice, they say, prevented any Indian king from attempting conquest beyond the limits of India."¹ According to Megasthenes, the western side of India was bounded by the river Indus.² But since the treaty following the Seleukidan war with Chandragupta the Maurya empire extended not only beyond the Indus but also beyond the Sulaiman and Kirthar ranges to include in it the four former Greek satrapies of "the Paropanisadaī, Aria, and Arachosia, the capitals of which were respectively Kābul, Herat, and Kandahār, and also Gedrosia, the modern Belochistan;" in short, the whole of Belochistan and Eastern Afghanistan.

Pliny rightly observes: "Many writers, however, do not give the river Indus as the western boundary of India, but include within it four satrapies.....making the river Cophes³ its furthest limit, though others prefer to consider all these belonging to the Arieri. Many

---

¹ Ibid p. 209.
² Ibid, pp. 29, 47 f.
³ i.e., Kabul, cf. I.A., V. pp. 229, 230; McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 156.
writers further include in India even the city of Nysa and Mount Merus...... They include also the Astakani\textsuperscript{1} in whose country the vine grows abundantly.\textsuperscript{2}

As regards the geographical extension of Bharatavarsha or India proper, there is hardly any material difference to be noticed between the foreign and native accounts.

According to Eratosthenes and Megasthenes, for instance, "India is bounded on the eastern side, right towards the south, by the great ocean; its northern frontier is formed by the Kaukasos (Himalayan) range as far as the junction of that range with Taurus; and the boundary towards the west and the north-west, as far as the great ocean, is formed by the river Indus."\textsuperscript{3}

To the same effect is the description of Diodorus, according to whom "India, which is in shape quadrilateral,\textsuperscript{4} has its eastern as well as western side bounded by the great sea, but on the northern side it is divided by Mount Hemodos (Himādri) from that part of Skythia which is inhabited by those Skythians who are called the Sakai, while the fourth or western side is bounded by the river called the Indus."\textsuperscript{5}

As described by Hwen Thsang, "The countries embraced under the term of India (In-tu, anciently called Shin-tu, Hien-tau) are generally spoken of as the five Indies. In circuit this country is about 90,000 li (15,000 miles); on three sides it is bordered by the great sea; on the north, it is backed by the Snowy Mountains. The north part is broad, the southern part is narrow."\textsuperscript{6}

The Markandeya Purāṇa describes India as a typical peninsula with the great sea on the south, west and east, and the Himalaya on

\textsuperscript{1} Same as Assakanae, Assakeni, Assakanoi, Aspagani, Aspagonae, Sk. Aśvagānāḥ, Aśvakāḥ, from which the modern name Afgān may be derived.
\textsuperscript{2} McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 160.
\textsuperscript{3} Ibid., p. 43.
\textsuperscript{4} The idea of the quadrilateral shape is derived from the Indian word chaturantā. This need not, however, trouble us. In the Great Epic the topographical shape of India is likened to that of a bended bow of which the string being pulled by the hand forms an apex at Dhanushkoṭi.’ Hwen Thsang represents it figuratively by the shape of a half-moon. In the Pali Mahāgovinda Suttanta, the topographical outline of India is represented by the shape of a bullock-cart with its face towards the south (uttareṇa sāyaṇaṃ, dakkhiṇena sakaṇamukhaṃ).
\textsuperscript{5} McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 29.
\textsuperscript{6} Beal, Buddhist Records, 1, p. 70.
the north,¹ and gives it a length of 1,000 yojanas from south to north.²

The name Bharatavarsha is not employed by the Buddhists to denote India; their familiar term is Jambudvipa. This Jambudvipa may, for all practical purposes, be treated as India proper plus the inhabited tracts in the Himalayan region extending as far north as the Altyn range, if not still further up, as far west as the Hindukush range, and as far east as the Namklu mountains. Jambudvipa, as defined in Buddhist literature, is the southern subcontinent of the mainland of Asia, situated to the south of Mount Sumeru and between the two subcontinents of Aparagoyana and Purvavideha, situated respectively to the west and east of the same mount. It excludes the eight upadvipas or adjoining islands of Bharatavarsha, Tamraparna (Ceylon) included.

Aśoka’s empire was not co-extensive with either Bharatavarsha or Buddhist Jambudvipa in so far as it excluded from it the independent territories of the Antas in the south; it was wider than both in so far as it included within it the four Greek satrapies in Afghanistan and Beluchistan. As regards its extension towards the north beyond the Himalayas, it is still a disputed question, and it largely depends, as we shall see further on, on the determination of the territories of the Nabha-lines of ruling tribes.

Jules Bloeh is said so have once casually remarked that the inscriptions of Aśoka afford data for the first linguistic survey of India. But one may go even further and say that they afford data also for the first geographical survey of India. Accordingly, in connection with Aśoka’s empire, we may examine with profit the nature of the light these records throw on the traditional divisions of India.

Though the definition varies with different authorities, the geographical divisions of India are generally enumerated as five, viz., the Eastern (Prachya, Purvanta, Purvadesa); the Southern (Dakshināpatha, Dakshinātya); the Western (Pratichya, Aparanta, Paschādādesa); the Northern, better the North-Western (Urdhva, Udichya, Uttarapatha); and the Middle (Madhyama, Madhyadesa).

¹ Märkanḍeya Purāṇa, Ch. 57: Dakshināparato asya pūrveṇa cha mahodadhiḥ Himavat uttareṇāya.
² Cf. Vīshnū Purāṇa, II, Ch. 8. Yojanānāṁ sahasraṁ tu dvīpe tvaṁ dakshinottarāt.
Antarvedi). The Markandeya Purana adds two more divisions to the usual list of five, namely, the Vindhyan (Vindhya-prishtha) and the Mountainous (Parvata-srayi). Pali literature, too, speaks of a sixth division but terms it the Himalayan (Hemavata, Himavanta-padesa).

The Eastern division was represented, according to the Aitareya Brahmana, VIII. 14, by the rulers who were anointed for overlordship (sāmrājya) and passed accordingly as Overlords (Samrāt); the southern division by those of the Satvata race who were anointed for military regime (bhaujyāya) and passed accordingly as Military Chiefs (Bhojas); the Western division by those of the southern and western peoples (nichyānām, apachyānām) who were anointed for self-rule (svārajyāya) and passed as Self-rulers (Svarāt); the Northern division by the ruling peoples like the Trans-Himalayan Kurus and Madras who were anointed for sovereignty (vairajyāya) and passed accordingly as Sovereigns (Virāt); and the Middle division by the ruling peoples like the Kurus, the Pañchala, the Vāsas and the Uśinara who were anointed for kingship (rajyāya) and passed accordingly as Kings (Rāja).

(a) As to Middle division: The scope of the Middle division was gradually widened. Bodhāyana placed it between the place of disappearance of the Sarasvatī (i.e., Vinaśana) on the west and the Black Forest (Kalakavana) on the east, and between the Himalayas on the north and the Pāripātra (Pariyātra) mountains on the south. Manu's Middle Country is placed between the Himalayas and the Vindhya range and taken to extend from Vinaśana as far east as Prayaga (Allahabad). Rājaśekhara extends it further east to include Benares. The Gopatha Brahmana includes in it not only Kāśi and Kośala but also Anga and Magadha. The Pali definition extends it still further east to include the country of Kajangala which is the modern district of Santal Parganas, while ultimately in the Divyāvadāna definition it includes even Puṇḍravardhana or North Bengal.

1 Aitareya Brahmana, VIII. 14; Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 183 f.
2 Bodhāyana, Dharmaśūtra, I. 1. 22.
3 Manu, II. 21.
4 Kāvyamānasā, p. 93; B. C. Law, India As Described p. 16.
5 Gopatha Br. II. 9; Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 55.
As defined in Pali, the eastern frontier of the Middle Country lay to the east of Mahāśāla beyond the township of Kajangala. It was bounded on the south-east by the river called Salalavati, on the south by the town of Śatakarnikā¹ which was probably the place of origin of the Śatakarnis, on the west by the Brahman village of Sthūna, and on the north by the Ustradhvaja mountain near Kankhal.²

The countries of Kuru and Pañchala, Anga and Magadha, Kāśi Kosala, Śalva and Matsya, Vasa and Uśinara were contained in the Middle Country, according to the Gopatha Brahmana. The Pali list includes also the countries of Vṛiji and Malla, Chedi and Vatsa, and associates Surasena with Matsya instead of Śalva.

It may, upon the whole, be premised that the Middle Country as known to the early Buddhists³ covered that middle part of Northern India which was watered by the entire Ganges system of rivers⁴ to the exclusion of those which now flow through Bengal.

This division is outlined on the north by Aśoka’s Rock Edicts at Kalsi (Dehra Dun), Minor Pillar inscriptions at Lumbini and Nigliva (Nepalese Tarai) and pillars and Pillar Edicts at Lauriya Nandangarh and Rāmpurva (Champaran district), on the east by his Pillar inscription and palace at Kumrāh, Patna, on the south by his Minor Rock inscription at Sahasrām (Shahbad district, Behār), and on the south-west and west by his pillar at Sāmkāśya, Schism pillar inscriptions at Sāñchī and Kosām, Minor Rock inscription at Bairat, Pillar inscriptions at Mirāth and Topra, and Rock Edicts at Kalsi. It was wholly included in his domain proper and empire.

(b) As to Vindhyān division: The northern boundary of the Southern division was gradually pushed further and further south from the Ganges to the Pārīyātra and Vindhya mountains, to the Narmada and the upper Gṛdavari. Rājaśekhara places it to the south of Mahishmati, once the capital of Avantī and now identified with Mandhata on the Narmada. While commenting on Hwen Thsang’s five Indies, Cunningham takes Southern India to denote

¹ Malalasekera is the first scholar to correct the name from Setakāṇṇikā to Śatakāṇṇikā. See Dictionary, II, p. 419.
² Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 55.
³ In commenting on Hwen Thsang’s five Indies, Cunningham (Ancient Geography of India) takes Central India to comprise the whole of the Gangetic provinces from Thaneswar to the head of the Delta, and from the Himalayas to the banks of the Narmada.
the whole of the peninsula from Nāsik on the west and Ganjam on the east, including the modern districts of Berar and Telingana."

As I have sought to maintain,1 Dakshināpatha was at first the name of a trade-route, the Southern High Road, which extended from Rājagriha, the old capital of Magadha, to Pratishtāhana (modern Paithān) opposite Nāsik on the right bank of the upper Godāvari, not far from its source. Its extension may be divided into two stages, as pointed out by Rhys Davids, viz., (i) North to Southwest, from Śrāvasti to Pratishtāhana; and (ii) North to South-east, from Śrāvasti to Rājagriha. The main stopping places between Śrāvasti and Pratishtāhana, beginning from the north, were Sāketa, Kauśambī, Vanasa (otherwise called Tumbavana or Vana-S'rāvasti), Vidișa, Gonarda (afterwards called Godhāpura), Ujjayinī (the later capital of Avanti), and Mahishmati (the earlier capital of Avanti). And the principal stopping places between Rājagriha and S'rāvasti, beginning from south-east, were Nalanda, Pāṭaliputra, Vaiśali, Bhāndagrama, Hastigrāma, Pava, Kusināra, Kapilavastu, and S'vētavya.2 By the expressions, Pāṭaliputraḥ Dakshināpatha and Avanti-Dakxināpatha, one should understand either Pāṭaliputra and Avanti on the Southern Road or Pāṭaliputra and Avanti in Dakshināpatha. In the latter case, we may presume that Dakshināpatha as the Southern Road lent its name to the countries below the Ganges and above the Godāvari across which it lay.3 When the name Dakshināpatha or Dakshinātya came to be applied to Southern India below the Pāriyātra and Vindhya mountains or below the Narmada and Mahānadi, it simply meant the Deccan peninsula to which the Southern, better South-western, Road ultimately led.

The Markaṇḍeya Purāṇa characteristically suggests a Vindhya-prishtha or Vindhyan division in between the Middle and Eastern divisions on the north and the Southern division on the south, and locates it to the east of the Western division. Its southern boundary is roughly the Narmadā on the west, the Mahānādi on the east, and the Vindhya range in the middle. The Purāṇa locates in it such typical peoples with their territories as the Uttamārṇas,4 Daśārṇas, Bhojas,

1 Old Brāhmī Inscriptions in the Udayagiri and Khandagiri Caves, Notes.
2 Buddhist India, p. 105.
3 Even now a portion of Central India to the north of the Vindhya range is known as Deccan.
4 Evidently the same people as the Uttamas in the Mahābhārata, VI. 9. 41. Cf. the name Utamabhādra in the Nāsik Cave inscription of Usavādāta.
The northern boundary of this division which really formed the southern fringe of the Middle and Eastern divisions may easily be taken to be indicated by the Rupnath and Sahasrām copies of M.R.E. Its western boundary may similarly be taken to be indicated by the Schism Pillar inscription at Sāñchi.

(c) **As to Western division:** The Western division of India is outlined by Asoka's Rock inscriptions at Sopāra and Girnār in the west, and the Sāñchi copy of the Schism Pillar Edict and the Bairat copy of M.R.E. in the east. This division contained his westernmost province of Avantī with its viceregal headquarters at Ujjayini. Kauśāmbī, Sāñchi, i.e., Vidiśā, and Ujjayini were situated on the Southern Road. Bairat (Virātanagara) in the modern state of Jaipur was the capital of the Matsya country which, according to Bhandarkar, comprised parts of Alwar, Jaipur and Bharatpur. Eastern Matsya itself, like Vatsa, with Kauśāmbī as its capital, was included in the Midland or Middle Country.

The Sopāra set of Asoka's Rock Edicts was incised at Sūrparaka, which was known in the Buddha's time as a famous sea-port in Sunaparanta, simply called Aparanta in the Pali Chronicles and the Samanta-passadika. But it would seem that the Pali Sunaparanta is the same territorial name as Kukkurāparanta. The name Kukkurāparanta occurs in the Nāsik Cave inscription of Vasishthiputra Pulumayi along with Surāśṭra, Anūpa, Vidarbha, and Ākāravanti, and in the Junāgarh Rock inscription of Rudradāman I along with Ākāravanti, Anūpa, Ānarta, Surāśṭra, S'vabhra, Marukachchha, Sindhu-Sauvīra, Nishāda tracts, and the like, the dominions mentioned in Rudradāman.

---

1. Their territory must have been the Vindhyan Avanti or what is called Purvāvantī in the Junāgarh Rock inscription of Rudradāman I.
2. Their territory may be best identified with Barhut of which the more correct form is Berhut.
3. Obviously the same as the people called Malayas in the Nāsik Cave inscription of Usavadāta.
4. Their name is still preserved in the name of the Maikal range, a part of the Riksha mountains, to which the source of the two rivers, Narmadā and Sūn, may be traced.
5. Carmichael Lectures, 1918, p. 58.
6. In the Pali Nemi-Jīṭaka, the word sonī (sk. s'vānāh) stands for sūnakha, meaning 'doga', i.e., kukura or kakkura.
man's inscriptions being the typical countries of the Western division. The Kavya-mimamsa list of such countries contains, among others, the name of Surashtra, Bhrigukachchha (Pali Bharukachchha), Kachchha, Anarta and Arvuda (Abu). The Markandaeya Purana, which contains a longer list, mentions, inter alia, the name of Nasika, Surashtra, Kachchha, Avanti, Arvuda, Tripura and Vidiśa, while, according to Hwen Thsang, the Western division appears to have comprised 'Sindh, Western Rajputana, Cutch, Gujarāt, and a portion of the adjoining coast on the lower course of the Narmada.' The countries from the Mahabhārata lists, which may be located in the same division, include Aparamatsya, Kantara, Avanti, Arvuda, Apara Kuntibhoja, Surashtra, S'urparaka, Nishāda, Kalamukha (a cannibal tract), Kachchha Kukkura, Kundaparanta, and the like.

In the opinion of Bhagawanslal Indraji Aparanta denoted the whole western sea-board of Western India. But in the case of Sunaparanta or Kukuraparanta, as distinguished from Aparanta as the name of the Western division, Aparanta had presumably a limited territorial extension, which is represented now by Northern Konkan. Probably the whole of Konkan, north of Karnata, was sought to be denoted by the compound name Sunaparanta or Kukuraparanta, which was the south-western destination of a caravan route extended from the Southern Road. The Mahabhārata mentions two Kukura countries, one of which, namely, that which is not connected with Aparanta, might perhaps be located in North Kāthiawār near Anarta.

I cannot agree with Dr. Sircar that Marukachchha, distinguished in the Markandeya Purana from Kachchha (Cutch), is a compound of two territorial names, namely, Maru denoting Western Rajputana and Kachchha denoting Cutch. It is evidently a variant of Bharukachchha or Bhrigukachchha (modern Broach, Barygaza of the Periplus). Marukachchha, as its name implies, was indeed a Desert Cutch, but the desert was not the Kantara or Marukantara of Western Rajputana; it was the desert adjoining Surashtra or Gujarāt.

---

1 Cunningham, Ancient Geography, p. 690; B.C. Law, India As Described, p. 78f.
2 Mahabhārata, II, 31, VI, 9.
3 From Sunaparanta Pûṇa Thera 'went with a caravan to Sāvatthi,' Theragāthī-Commentary, I, p. 158; Malalasekera, Dictionary, ii, p. 1210.
4 Mahabhārata associates the Kukkuras with the Dasārāpas (VI, 9, 42), and with the Konkaṇas and others in sūkṣ, VI, 9, 60.
The Girnar version of Asoka's Rock Edicts was incised at Girinagara, the capital of Surashtra, now identified with South Kathiawar. It is not improbable that in Asoka's time the whole of Gujarat, including Anarta, was within the jurisdiction of Surashtra."

(d) As to Southern division: Asoka's empire excluded the independent but friendly territories of the Cholas, the Panjayas, the Satiyaputras, the Keralaaputras and the Tamraparnyas but included those of the Andhras, the Parinda-Pardas and other Aparantas. It included also the entire territory of the Kalingas. We have two sets of Asoka's Rock and Separate Rock Edicts within the newly created province of Kalinga, viz., one set in the Puri district and the other in the district of Ganjam. Both of these districts are included in the modern province of Orissa.

According to the Great Epic tradition, the territory of the Kalingas, which was reachable by a route along the seat-coast from the Ganges' mouth and lay beyond Tamralipti, Karvata and Suhma, included the river Vaitaranī, if it was not exactly its northern boundary. Its southern limit along the sea-coast may be guessed from the position of Asoka's Rock inscriptions at Jaungada in the district of Ganjam as well as from the fact that Dantapura near Chicacole (Dantakura of the Great Epic, V. 48. 76, and Palura of the Nagarjunikonda inscriptions) is mentioned in the Pali Mahāgovinda Suttanta as the ancient capital of Kalinga. Raychaudhuri may be right in suggesting that probably the name of Dantapura is still preserved in that of the fort of Dantavaktra in Ganjam. It is evident from the Hathigumpha inscription that the kingdom of Kalinga included Prithudaka or Pithunda on the sea-coast, which was situated near the river Lāngala (Lānguliya). Hence it may be safely presumed that Kalinga comprised the whole

---

1 Mahābhārata, Vanaparva, 114, 4.
2 Ibid, Sabhāparva, 30, 24-25.
4 Cf. Sylvain Le'vi, Pre-Aryan et Pre-Dravidian dans l'Inde, J. A., Juill. et Septiembre, 1923; also I. A., 1926 (May), p. 94 f.
5 Pliny says, "From the mouth of the Ganges to Cape Calingae and the town of Dandagula 225 miles." Yule identifies Cape Calingaon as Point Godavari. McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 144.
6 Acc. to Pliny, the Calingae were nearest the sea. Cf. I. A., 1877, McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 63.
of the sea-coast from at least the river Vaitaranī to the Lānguliya and abutted on the borders of the Andhra territory. 

The river Salalavatī (Saraṇavatī, Svarṇavatī), which formed the south-eastern limit of the Buddhist Midland, may indeed be identified with the modern Svarārekhā which divides the state of Mayurbhanj and the district of Baleswar from that of Midnapore. Some of the hill-tribes and a branch of the Kalinga (say, the Madrakalingas of the Great Epic, VI. 9. 42, the Modogalingae of Pliny) may be placed in the region between the Suvarṇarekhā and the Vaitaranī.

The independent territories in the south lay, according to the specification suggested by Aśoka himself, below the province of Kalinga on the east, the southermost province in the middle, and the province of Avantī on the west. It lay also below the Andhra and Pārinda-Pārada territories on the east, and the territories of the Rāṣṭrīkas and Bhojakas and their offshoots in the middle and on the west. And so far as Aśoka’s inscriptions are concerned, the most eastern point of the dividing line is represented by the Rock inscriptions at Jaugāda, the central part by those at Yerragudi, Brahmagiri and Gavimath, and the most western point by those at Sopāra. On the east, the southern limit of Aśoka’s empire can indeed be pushed as far south as the upper Pennar, the region between this river on the south and the Kriśṇā on the north being included in it. On the west the same may be pushed as far south as the tract about Karnaṭaka. In the middle, Aśoka’s empire may be easily taken to have comprised the northern part of Mysore which is watered by the Tungabhadra and its southern tributaries. Whether or not the most southern limit of the same can be pushed further below depends largely on the location of Suvarṇagiri, which was the viceregal head-quarters of the Southern province.

As for Suvarṇagiri, Mookerji (Asoka, p. 107 f.) inclines to think that “from its name, the ‘gold mount’, the place might be in the ancient gold-mining areas, and this edict (M.R.E.) has been found at Maski near Raichur, which shows numerous traces of ancient gold workings, a shaft of which is the deepest in the world known so far (Hyderabad Arch. Series, No. 1).” This is identified by Hultsch with Kanakagiri, south of Maski.

1 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., pp. 75, 251.
3 McOrindle, Ancient India, p. 184.
The proposed identification of Suvarṇagiri with Kanakagiri, 'south of Maski and north of the ruins of Vijayanagara', is unconvincing for the simple reason that the Maski copy of M.R.E. differs materially from the Isila version in Northern Mysore. In the neighbourhood of Suvarṇagiri one must expect not only a text of M.R.E. which is similar to that of the Isila version but also a set of Rock Edicts.¹ The Yerragudi rock in the Karnool district, bearing as it does a complete set of Rock Edicts besides a version of M.R.E., which is substantially the same as that of Brahmagiri, Siddapura and Jatinga Ramaswara, satisfies, no doubt, this twofold test. But this rock, as appears from the M.R.E. incised on it, was situated rather within the jurisdiction of a Rajjuka than within that of a Viceroy-in-Council.

One must search for Suvarṇagiri farther south in Mysore and in the upper valleys of the Kaveri. The Rāmāyaṇa refers to a great mountain by the name of Ayomukha, which abounded in metallic ores and which lay in the centre of territories of the Andhras, the Pundras, the Cholas, the Pandyas and the Keralas and in a sandal district near the valleys of the Kaveri.²

The territories around Aśoka's southernmost province below the Vindhya, below the Narmadā and the Godāvari, were, according to Aśoka's own showing (R.E. II, V, XIII), those of the Andhras and Pārinda-Pāladas and the countries of the Cholas, Pandyas, Satiyaputras, Keralaputras and Tāmraparṇyas. These are obviously the territories mentioned in the Rāmāyaṇa (IV. 41.8-20, in which, however, we have the Pundras instead of Aśoka's Pārindas, and the Keralas in place of of Aśoka's Satiyaputras and Keralaputras.

(e) As to North-western division: Uttarapatha and Dakshinapatha, as I am inclined to think, are two relative terms and both denoted at first two high roads or caravan routes, the former the Northern, better North-Western Road, and the latter the Southern, better South-Western Road, each with its various

---

¹ One may reject on the same ground Raychaudhuri's tentative suggestion as to the site of Suvarṇagiri being in the neighbourhood of Wāgbli in Khāndesh. (Political History, p. 257.) Cf. the city of Suvarṇa-parvata in the Hitopadesa.²

² Rāmāyaṇa, IV. 41. 12-14: Tathāv-Unḍrām' cha Pundrām' cha Cholām Pandyām' cha Keralān Ayomukhaṁ cha gantavyaḥ parvato dhatumanditaḥ Vichitrāś'kharāḥ s'rimān chitra-pushpita-kītānaḥ sachandana-vanades'o mārgitavyo mahegirīḥ
branches and extensions. Several roads having started from the main halting places on the South-Western Road, such as Śrāvasti Sāketā, Kauśāmbī and Mathurā on the right bank of the Yamunā, merged in the North-Western Road (Uttarāpathenaḥritāh, to use the phrase of Paṇini, V. 1. 77), and several roads having branched off from the North-Western, led to different destinations, such as Śrughna, i.e., Dehra Dun, Kekaya, and Sindhu-Sauvīra. The well-known destination of the main road was Takshāśila (Pali Takkasila, modern Taxila). The Rāmāyaṇa speaks of two routes, longer and shorter, by which one might travel from Ayodhya (Oudh) to the Kekaya capital in Uttarāpatha and back.¹ The Kekaya territory itself “lay between the Vipāśā or Beas and abutted on the Gandharva or Gandhāra Vishaya.”²

Some of the roads that branched off from the South-Western Road passed through the Maru-kantāra or great desert of Rajputāna. The Mahāniddesa, the Serissaka story in the Peta and Vimāna Vatthus, as well as some of the Jātakas mention the names of different parts of the North-Western Road which, like the main road, lent their names to the places in the Uttarāpatha division across which they lay.³ Paṇini’s aphorism, too, suggests that all these went together into the make-up of the Uttarāpatha or North-Western Road.⁴

Thus from the point of view of the Buddhist Midland the Uttarāpatha was rather the Western North-Western than the Northern division of India. With Manu the river Drishadvatī was the dividing line between the Midland and the North-Western region, while Rajaśekhara takes the latter to have extended westward from Prithudaka (modern Pehoā) near modern Thāneswar.

Broadly speaking, the North-Western division comprised that portion of India which was and is watered by the entire Indus system of rivers, and was and is placed between the river Drishadvatī

¹ Rāmāyaṇa, II. 67. 7, &c seqq., VII. 118-14.
² Raychaudhuri, op.cit., p. 52f.
³ Barua, Old Brāhmini Inscriptions, Notes; B. C. Law, India As Described, p. 69f. Note that the same set of names, as convincingly shown by Sylvain Le’vi in his Etudes Asiatique, ii, p. 46f. (cf. also R. C. Majumdar’s Survarṇadvīpa, i, p. 56f.), was applied subsequently to denote the different parts or stages of an Eastern or North-eastern trade-route connecting Eastern India with China and Java through Further India.
⁴ B. C. Law, India As Described, p. 71.
on the south-east and the Kubhā or Kābul on the north-west. For Hwen Thsang, as made out by Cunningham, this division 'comprises the Panjāb proper including Kāshmir and the adjoining Hill States with the whole of Eastern Afghanistan beyond the Indus and the present Cis-Sutlej States to the west of Sarasvatī river.'

The North-Western division of Aśoka’s time may be supposed to have comprised not only the whole of the Punjab, Sind and North-Western Frontier provinces but also Beluchistan and Eastern Afghanistan. So far as the inscriptions of Aśoka along the banks of the Yamunā go, the Midland would seem to have included in it the region between this river and the Drishadvatī.

In Pali literature Kāśmira and Gandhāra are excluded from the Haimavata division or the Himalayan region (Himavantappadesa), and Vajirā is distinguished from Uttarāpatha. The Dipavamsa uses the name Apararajagiri as a substitute for Vajirā, which may be identified with the modern Bajauri in the North-West Frontier province.

The Uttarāpatha division of India including the modern state of Kāshmir and Jammu as well as the four Greek satrapies ceded by Seleukos Nikator to Chandragupta Maurya is represented by Aśoka’s North-Western Province and the semi-independent tribal states of the Yaunas, Kāmbojas, Gāndhāras and other Aparantas. The southern boundary of these tribal states is indicated by the Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra sets of Aśoka’s Rock inscriptions.

(f) As to Himalayan division: The Himalayan region (Himavanta-padesa) of Jambudvīpa extended northward, according to Pali legends, as far as the south side of Mount Sumeru (Pali Sineru). The Gandhāmādana range with its two branches called Naraṇa and Parvata is located in it. This range was penetrated by the ancient hermits. It contained seven great lakes, the two of which, vis., the

---
1 Dipavamsa, XXI ; Mahāvamsa, XXI. 25, 41.
2 This is inferred from the name of the Buddhist sects called Hemavata, Uttarāpatha and Vajirīya in the Kathavattu—Commentary, p. 8. The Mahāvamsa, V. 12, 13, omits the Uttarāpathakas from the list.
3 Mahāvamsa, V. 12, speaks of such Buddhist sects of India as the Rājagiriya, Siddhāththika, Pubbasaliya and Aparasiliya, all of whom are represented by Buddhaghosa in his Kathavattu-Commentary as offshoots of the Andhaka (Andhra) sect.
4 Buddhavamsa, XXVIII. 8 ; Dipavamsa, III. 20 ; Malalasekera, Dictionary, II, p. 810.
Anotatta (Anavatapta) and the Chhaddanta (Shaddanta) are frequently mentioned in the Jātakas and several Buddhist legends including those of Aśoka. These lakes may even be seen today situated between the Great Himalayan range on the south and the Altyn range on the north. Anotatta Lake which is identified by Dr. Law with Manas Sarovar is said to have been surrounded by five mountain peaks.

A more or less clear idea of this part of Jambudvīpa may be formed from the Great Epic description of Arjuna’s northern military expedition, and Hwen Thsang’s travels, as we shall see anon in connection with the Haimavata division of India and the Central Himalayan extension of Aśoka’s empire.

The southern boundary of this division of India and Aśoka’s empire is indicated by the Kālsī set of Rock Edicts, the Aṣokan monoliths at Nigīvā, Lumbini and those in the district of Champārān. Aśoka evidently locates in it the semi-independent tribal states of the Nabhakas and Nabha-lines.

(g) As to Eastern division: The Prachya or Eastern division may be defined as consisting of the easternmost portion of Northern India extending as far north-east as the Patkai, Naga and Chin Hills. In Aśoka’s time it must have comprised the province of Assam and the state of Manipur, as well as that portion of Bengal which lay beyond his domain proper and outside the Buddhist Midland as defined in the Divyāvadāna.

The western limit of this division is roughly indicated by the Pillars and Pillar inscriptions of Aśoka in the district of Champārān and the southern limit by the Dhauli set of Rock Edicts. The eastern extension of his empire through Nepal and Assam depends on that of the semi-independent territories of the Nabha-lines of the ruling tribes.

A. Aparāntas and Aṭavis as determinants: The position of Aśoka’s empire thus made out may be further tested by Aśoka’s statements concerning certain semi-independent ruling peoples within his empire, all of whom are broadly termed Aparāntas. The Yaunas,

1 Dipavamśa, VI; Mahāvamsa, V. 24, 27.  
2 B. C. Law, India As Described, p. 10f.  
Kāmbojas and Gandhāras are mentioned in R.E.V. as the most typical of such Aparantas belonging to the Uttarapatha and Haimavata divisions, while the Riṣṭika-Petenikas typify these Aparantas belonging to the Vindhya, Aparanta and Dakshiṇapatha divisions. The list supplied in R.E. XIII omits from it the name of the Gandhāras but adds those of the Nābhakas and Nābhapanktis, and replaces the Riṣṭika-Petenikas by the Bhoja-Petinikas adding to them the name of the Andhra-Pārindas or Andhra-Pāradas. We are introduced in this very edict also to the Ātavis (Ātavikas or Ātavyas) who lived within Aśoka’s empire. It is equally necessary to ascertain who they were and what tracts were inhabited by them in order to form a correct idea of the extent of Aśoka’s empire.

(i) Riṣṭika-Petenikas, Bhoja-Petinikas: It may be reasonably presumed that Aśoka spoke of the Riṣṭika-Petenikas (R.E.V.) and Bhoja-Petinikas (R.E. XIII) and other Aparantas with reference to Vindhya region in the broadest sense of the term. There exists a sharp difference of opinion on the signification of the two compound names. Jayaswal takes each of them to be a combination of two names, the Riṣṭikas and the Bhojas representing the non-hereditary Riṣṭikas and Bhojas, and the Petenikas the hereditary Riṣṭikas and the hereditary Bhojas, while Bhandarkar treats petenika as an adjective to the Riṣṭikas and the Bhojas, and takes the two names to mean the hereditary Riṣṭikas and the hereditary Bhojas respectively. There are two Pali passages in the Anguttara Nikaya, in which Raṭṭhika, Pettanika and Gāmagāmanika (i.e., Bhojaka) are met with as official designations implying the enjoyment of varying degrees of sovereignty. In one passage Raṭṭhika and Pettanika seem to go together, and in the other, they appear as two different designations. Arguing from Buddhaghosa’s explanations of the terms, I could not help accepting Bhandarkar’s interpretation as the more convincing of the two. There is even a third interpretation, according to which, the Petenikas were the ruling people of Pratishṭhāna (modern Paithān). Here the matter needs further orientation.

Petenika as a territorial patronymic from Patiṣṭhāna is improbable. Its Pali equivalent is Pettanika beyond doubt. Michelson rightly Sanskritises it as Patrayaṇika, which is a patronymic from pitrayana. The Aitareya Brāhmaṇa broadly distinguishes between the Bhojapitaras and the Bhojas. In Jayaswal’s opinion the intended distinction is between the hereditary and non-hereditary Bhojas. The distinction, as I am now inclined to think, is between the Bhojapitaras
and the Bhojaputras, which is to say, between the parent or senior Bhojas and the offshoot or junior Bhojas. Jayaswal has obviously missed the force of the term Bhojapitaraḥ which is a word like the Pali gopitara,\(^1\) meaning the bulls who make seniors or elders among the cattle.\(^2\) Thus the distinction is between the Rishṭika-Rashṭrikas and Bhojas of the parent stock on the one hand, and their offshoots on the other, and not between the hereditary and non-hereditary Rishṭika-Rashṭrikas and Bhojas. The Rishṭika-Rashṭrikas and the Bhojas represented the parent tribal States and the Paitrayanikas their offshoots,—the branch States.

Let us now see how far this interpretation tallies with the epigraphic and literary representation of the Rishṭika-Rashṭrikas, the Bhojas and the Paitrayanikas. In R.E.V, the Rishṭika-Rashṭrikas and the corresponding Paitrayanikas typify the Aparāntas. In R.E. XIII, the Paitrayanikas are grouped together with the Bhojas instead of with the Rishṭika-Rashṭrikas. From a comparison of the two statements, it cannot but appear that the Rishṭika-Rashṭrikas and the Bhojas were two allied peoples, while the Paitrayanikas were just their offshoots or branches.

There must have been some definite reason for specifically mentioning the Rishṭika-Rashṭrikas and the Bhojas with their offshoots as the typical Aparāntas and adding to the list the name of the Andhras and the Parinda-Pāradas. According to the later traditional definition in the Purāṇas and the Kāvyamīmāṃsā, the Aparāntas were the peoples within the Western division of India. Buddhaghosa records a tradition, according to which the Aparāntas were the Indian peoples that were originally immigrants from the Western subcontinent called Aparagoyāṇa. "Some of the inhabitants came with Mandhata (i.e., in pre-historic time) from Aparagoyāna to Jambudīpa and settled down there. The country they colonised was called Aparānta."\(^3\)

In Asokan phraseology, however, the Aparāntas should rather be taken to stand for the semi-independent ruling races and their territories, situated near about the lower end of the Southern or South-western Road, in which case it becomes easy to understand why they are typified in the edicts of Asoka by the Rishṭikas, the

---

1. Mahāgopālaka Sutta, Majjhima, I.
2. Guṇaṃ pituṭṭhānaṃ karonti gopitaro (Buddhaghosa).
Bhojas, the Paitrayanikas, the Andhras and Pārinda-Paradas, and no less to connect them also with Aṭavisa mentioned in R.E. XIII.

The Khoh Copper-plate inscription of Samkshobha connects with the kingdom of Dabhala (Bundelkhand) the eighteen Forest kingdoms (aṣṭādaśa-tāvī-rājya) 'the tiny kingdoms that must have extended (according to Bhandarkar) from Baghelkhand right up almost to the sea-coast of Orissa'. 1 In other words, going by this opinion, we are to locate these Forest kingdoms in the Vindhaya division of India which is said to have been inhabited and ruled, according to the Markanḍeyya Purāṇa, by such peoples as the Utamārjas, the Daśarnas, the Bhojas, the Kishkindhyas, 2 the Anūpas, the Tūndikeras, the Vindhyā Avantis, the Virahotras, the Karūshas, the Malajas (Malayas), the Mekalas and the Utkalas. But to be more precise, the eighteen Forest kingdoms may be taken to correspond to the eighteen Vidyādhara settlements with their sixty towns, associated in the Jaina Jambudīva-paṇḍatti with the Vaitādjya or Vindhaya range. It was undoubtedly with reference to this very region that the Jātaka tradition speaks of the sixteen Bhoja rulers (Bhojaputta) 3 and the Hāthigumpha inscription of Khāravela of the Vidyādhara settlements (Vijādhārādhīvāsaṇ) ruled by the Rāṭhikas and the Bhojakas enoying varying degrees of sovereignty. Many at least of the Forest kingdoms, mentioned in Sumudragupta’s Allahabad Stone-pillar inscription, if not all of them, may be confidently referred to this very region. If so, the total of eighteen Forest kingdoms or Vidyādhara settlements, ruled by the Rāṣṭrīkas and the Bhojakas, may easily be supposed to have been made up of the sixteen territories ruled by the sixteen Bhojaputras, i.e., by the Paitrayanikas and the two parent states of the Rishiṇa Rāṣṭrīkas and the Bhojas, which is to say, of the Bhojapitaras. The parent state of the Rishiṇa-Rāṣṭrīkas was Rishiṇa (Pali Aṭṭhaka), and that of the Bhojas Vidarbha, both of these territories being placed in the Rāmagṛha (iv. 41, 9-11) within the belt of the Vindhya, the Narmada, the Godāvari and the Krishṇa (Krishṇaṇeṇa), along with Avravanti, Avanti, Mahishika, Mātasya and Kalinga. Once king Bhamaratha of Vidarbha, king Ārṣṭaka of Rishiṇa (Aṭṭhaka) and king Kalinga of Kalinga

1 Asoka, p. 47.
2 In the Mahābhārata, II. 81. 17 as well as Samudragupta’s Allahabad Stone-pillar inscription, Kishkindhyā is placed in the Southern division of India.
3 Jātaka, i, p. 45; Samyutta, i, p. 61f.; B. C. Law, Geography of Early Buddhism, p. 62.
acknowledged the suzerainty of king Dāṇḍakya of Dāṇḍaki, known as Dāṇḍakya Bhoja in the Arthaśāstra (1. 6). The capital of Dāṇḍaka was Kumbhavatī according to the Sarabhanga Jātaka, Madhumanta according to the Rāmāyana, and Nāsika according to the Mahaśvastu. The tradition in the Sarabhanga Jātaka and the Arthaśāstra aver that king Dāṇḍakya perished with his kingdom for a heinous sin committed by him. It is also important to note that the Markaṇḍeya Purāṇa, the Sarabhanga Jātaka and both the Sanskrit Epics speak of two Avantis, the Purāṇa of the Vindhyā Avantī and the Aparānta Avantī, the Rāmāyana of Āvravantī and Avantī, the Jātaka of the kingdom of Caṇḍa Pradyota and Avantī, and the Great Epic of the Vinda Avantī and the Anuvinda (Upavinda) Avantī. The Purāṇa distinction between the Vindhyā and Aparānta Avantī is evidently the same as that made in the Junāgarh Rock inscription of Rudradāman I between the Pūrvākara and Aparākara Avantī. The Great Epic places the two kingdoms of Avantī in the Narmada region.¹

These facts go to locate the parent states of the Rishiṇī-Rashtriṇīs and the Bhojas to the south of the two kingdoms of Avantī, and, for the matter of that, to the south of the river Tāpi or Tāptī. Modern Berar preserves the reduced identity of the ancient territory of Vidarbha, the parent state of the Bhojas. The Hathigumpha inscription refers to the territory of a S'atakarṇī which lay on the west side (pachhimadisam) of Kalinga. It alludes also to the Vidyādhara tracts, no doubt, in the Vindhyā region, which were being ruled by the Rashтриṇīs and the Bhojakas. It is clearly suggested that S'atakarṇī' s dominions included the town of Asika (Rishika) on the river Kanhāparṇa (Krisṇa-vana, i.e., Krisṇa).² This river appears to be no other than the Karavennā mentioned in the Nasik cave inscription of the time of Nāhapāna and what is wrongly called Krisṇavarna in the Markaṇḍeya Purāṇa, having its origin in the Sahya mountains or Western Ghats.³ According to the Sankhapāla Jātaka (No. 524), the river Kanāraparna (variant Kaṇṇavarna) flowed through the Mahiṃsakaraṭhā (Māhishaka of the Rāmāyana, IV. 41. 8-11, Mahishika of the Markaṇḍeya Purāṇa).

¹ Mahābhārata, II. 31. 10.
² Tatas tenāva sahitā Narmadām abhito yayau
Vindānuvindāvantau sainyena mahatā vṛttau
³ Ibid, VI. 9. 16.
⁴ This fact precludes the possibility of identification of Kaṇṇapennā with the Pennīr.
In the Mahābhārata, VI, 9.59, the Mahishakas are associated with the Vanavāsikas, the Karnāṭakas, the Vikalpas and the Mūshakas. In both the Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyaṇa Rishiṅka\(^1\) (Rishiṅkī)\(^2\) is associated with Vidarbha (Berār) and distinguished from Mahishaka. In the Markandeśa Purāṇa, on the other hand, Rishiṅka-Rishiṅkī is replaced by Mahārāṣṭra, while in the Pali Chronicles Mahāṃśaka (Mahisaka) appears just as another name of Mahisamāṇḍala, which may be identified with the whole or northern portion of the state of Mysore.

The relative geographical positions of Rishiṅka-Rishiṅkī, Vidarbha and Avantī may be inferred from the list of places included in the dominions of Gautamiputra Sātakarnī, as well as from the Pali list of halting places on the Southern Road. In the Nāṣik Cave inscription of Vāsiṣṭhīputra Pulumāyi, Rishiṅka (Asika, Pataŋjali's Ārshika), Aśvaka, Mūlaka, Surāṣṭra and Kukkuraparanta (Pali Sunaparanta) are evidently mentioned as countries that lay to the south-west and west of Vidarbha, which is grouped with Anūpa and Ākaravantī. A similar territorial environment of Ākaravantī is suggested also in the Junāgarh Rock inscription of Rūdradaman I, though to the exclusion of Rishiṅka, Aśvaka, Mūlaka and Vidarbha. Aśvaka and Mūlaka were the two territories situated, according to Pali Canonical tradition, opposite each other, on two sides of the Godāvari, while Pratishtāna (modern Paithān), the capital of Mūlaka, was the south-western terminus of the Southern Road. Mūlaka on the left bank and Aśvaka on the right bank of the Godāvari were evidently situated immediately to the east of Pañchavaṭi and Nāsikā, both of which were presumably included in the kingdom of Daṇḍaka. This may enable us to locate Rishiṅkī-Rashṭrika or Maharāṣṭra to the west of Aśvaka, to the south of Daṇḍaka and to the east of Sunaparānta, and broadly in the region between the Godāvari and the Krishnā. Below Sunaparanta containing the Sopara set of Aśoka’s Rock Edicts lay the coastal territory of Karnāṭa to the east of which and to the south of Rishiṅka was the territory of the Mahishakas who are grouped together with the Vanavāsikas and the Mūshakas. It may be supposed that Vanavāsī lay in between Maharāṣṭra in the north and Mahishaka in the south and extended from North Karnārā as far east as to include in it the south-western corner of Hyderabad containing two copies of Aśoka’s M.R.E. at the

\(^1\) Ibid, VI. 9. 64.
\(^2\) Rāmāyaṇa, IV. 41. 8-11.
town of Kopbal, while Mushaka, the territory of the Mushakas grouped in the Epics and the Purāṇas with the Vanavāsikas, may be identified with Maski (Mosage) in the district of Raichur, Hyderabad, within the angle formed by the Krishnā and its lower tributary called Tungabhadra.

From the above location of the parent states of the Rishṭikas and the Bhojas, it is clear that they were situated near about the southwestern end of the Southern Road. But the Rīshṭika-Rashṭrikas and the Bhojas may be regarded as aparantas also in Buddha-ghosa’s sense, inasmuch as the Great Epic places them as peoples also in Uttarapatha or Punjab proper.1 The way in which Aśoka introduces them in his edicts leaves no room for doubt that they were not only neighbours as ruling peoples but also offshoots of one and the same people. According to the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa (VII. 14), the Bhojas as a people were all Satvats who anointed their rulers from amongst them. In the Purāṇas, they are described as offshoots of the Yādavas (i.e., Sātvatas) of Mathura, and to the same scions of the Yadu family is attributed the foundation of Mahishmatī, Avantī and Vidarbha. We learn from both literature and inscriptions that the scions of the ruling races like the Matsyas and the Chedis, too, founded kingdoms in the Vindhya region, even as far east as Oḍra, Utkala and Kalinga.

The Rīṣṭika-Raṭṭikas and Bhojas of R. E. V and R. E. XIII were evidently the predecessors of the Raṭṭikas and Bhojakas of the Hathigumpha inscription as well as of the Mahāraṭhis and Mahābhoajas of the S’ātavāhana period. The S’ātavāhana inscriptions go to connect the Mahāraṭhis with Chitaldrug, Nānāghat, Karle and Kanheri (in North Konkan), the Mahābhhojas with the Chutu rulers of Kanheri and Vanavāsa, and the Mahāsenāpatis with Nasik and Bellary.2

In the Yerragudi copy of M.R.E. we have mention of the Raṭṭikas in addition to the Janapadas, to all of whom the Rajjuka in charge of the administrative area was to proclaim Aśoka’s message of piety. These Raṭṭikas were not probably to be mistaken for the semi-independent Rīṣṭika-Raṭṭikas of R. E. V, their position being similar to, if not the same as, that of the Rasṭriya Vaiśya in Surashṭra of Chandragupta Maurya’s time.

1 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 108ff.
2 Ibid, p. 420f.
(ii) Andhras and Parindas: In view of the fact that the Andhras are associated with the Pārinda-Pāradas and other Westerns in R. E. XIII, it must be presumed that their territories lay near about the south-western terminus of the Southern Road, i.e., Ujjayini, Mahishmatī on the Narmadā, or Pratishṭhāna on the Upper Godāvari. According to the Sutta-nipāta, close to Pratishṭhāna were the territories of the Assakas and the Mūlakas,1 and according to its commentary, both Aśmaka (Aśvaka) and Mūlaka were Andhra territories.2 Mūlaka lay to the north of Aśmaka, which is to say, on the left bank of the Godāvari. Hence it is easy to think with Bhandarkar that Mūlaka abutted on the territory of Avantī.3 It is quite possible that the Aśmakas or Aśvakas had their settlement, as Raychaudhuri suggests, also in the Uttarapatha or North-Western division and were no other people than those who were known to the Greek writers as the Assakenoi,4 and this may be taken to corroborate the truth in the tradition recorded by Buddhaghosa that the Aparāntas were the peoples or races who had originally migrated into India from the Aparagoyāna or Western sub-continent of Asia.

The Mahābhārata, however, speaks of several Andhra peoples (Andhraśa cha bahavah).5 With Vincent Smith the Andhras were 'a Dravidian people now represented by the large population speaking the Telugu language, who occupied the deltas of the Godāvari and the Krishṇā. But Srinivas Iyengar would seem to be more in the right in suggesting that 'the Andhras were originally a Vindhyan tribe and that the extension of Andhra power was from the west to the east down the Godāvari and Krishṇā valleys.'6 'The Serivānija Jātaka locate Andhrapura, i.e., the capital of the Andhras, on the river Telavāha which Bhandarkar identifies with the modern Tel or Telingiri7 and Raychaudhuri inclines to treat as another name of the Tungabhadra-Krishṇā. Raychaudhuri construes the evidence of the Mayiḷavolu plates of the early Pallava ruler Śivaskandavaran as

---

1 Sutta-nipāta, verse 977.
2 Paramatthajotiki, II, p. 581.
3 Carmichael Lectures, 1918, p. 58f.
4 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 121.
5 Mahābhārata, VI. 9. 49.
6 I.A., 1918, p. 276f. The opinion receives an additional support from the fact that the Pali Canon places the town of Sātakarṇikā, which was evidently the place of origin of the Sātakarṇi rulers of the Andhra race (Andhraśāatiyaḥ), to the south of the Buddhist Midland.
7 I.A., 1918, p. 71.
implying that 'the Andhra country (Andhrāpatha) embraced the Krishṇa district and had its centre at Dhaṇḍaka or Bezwāda.'

In Aśoka’s own record (R. E. XIII), the Pārīndra-Paladas are associated with the Andhras. The Kalsi Palada is phonetically the same name as Pārada, as pointed out by Raychaudhuri. The Markaṇḍeya Purāṇa places the Pāradas as a barbarous tribe in the Udichya-Uttarāpatha or North-Western division along with the Aparāntas, Gāndhāras, Yavanas, Kambojas and the rest. The Harivaṃśa and the Vāyu Purāṇa, too, mention them in a list of barbarous tribes (Mlechchhajātavyaḥ) along with the Śakas, Yavanas, Kambojas, Pahlavas, Khaṇḍas, Mahishikas, Cholas, Keralas, etc., some of whom belonged to Uttarāpatha and some to the Deccan. On the other hand, the Pundras or Pauṇḍras and Pulindas are the two tribes who are associated in the Purāṇas with the Andhras and whose names approached those of Aśoka’s Pārīnda-Paladas. The Markaṇḍeya Purāṇa places the Pulindas in the Madhyadesa, the Aparānta as well as the Daksinatya division. They are distinguished in the Matsya Purāṇa from the Pauṇḍra (Pundras of the Rāmāyaṇa, IV, 41, 12).

In this Purāṇa the Pauṇḍras are associated with the Vādīsas, Mekalas and Gaunardas, and the Pulindas (Kulindas) with the Andhras, Śakas, Chulikas and Yavanas.

It need not worry us that the Pāradas as a tribe who are placed in the North-Western division should be associated in Aśoka’s R. E. XIII with the Andhras who were a Vindhyan as well as a Deccan people. Like the Chulikas, Māshikas and others, the Pārīndra-Paladas had their original settlement in Uttarāpatha.

As I now find, the Mahābhārata (VI, 9, 62, 63) speaks of the Pulindas, Kulindas and Kāladas and places them all in South India, the Pulindas in association with the Vindhya Chulikas, and the Kulindas with the Kāladas. Here the Kulindas and the Kāladas are the same peoples as the Pulindas and the Paladas respectively, cf. Sindhu-Pulindakāh (Mbh. VI. 9, 40) and Sindhu-Kulindakāh (Padma Purāṇa, Bhūgolavārṇanam), Kakudha Kātyāyana, Pali Pakudha Kachchhāyana. One may be tempted to connect the Pāradas

1 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 78f.
2 The name of Aśoka’s Pārīnda is still preserved in that of Pārenda, which is situated due east of Poona.
with the river Parāda\(^1\) mentioned in the Nāsik cave inscription of the time of Nahapāna.

From these facts, it may be inferred that Aśoka's Pārīnda-Parādas were no other ruling tribes than Paunḍra-Pulindas and Kulinda-Kāladas who were closely allied and had territories spread over a large area near about the territories of the Rishṭika-Rāṣṭrikas, the Bhojas and their offshoots.

(iii) Other Aparāntas: The significant expression, 'other Aparāntas', which occurs in R.E.V as an appendage to Aśoka's statement concerning the Rishṭika-Petenikas has, I think, been sufficiently explained in the foregoing account of the Rishṭika-Petenikas, the Bhoja-Petenikas and the Amdhra-Pārīndas. The Rishṭikas and the Bhojas with their offshoots, the Paitrayanikas, have been taken to represent the eighteen Forest-kingdoms in the Vindhyān region, and in Aśoka's time the semi-independent states near about the south-western extension of the Southern Road between the Yamuna and the Godāvari, and within the mountain belt of the Vindhyā, the Rīksha, the Pāriyatra and the Sahya. The various peoples that are placed in this region in the Epics and the Puraṇas to the exclusion of those included in the dominions under Aśoka's direct rule came within the definition of other Aparāntas.

(iv) Aṭavis: The position of the Aṭavis in relation to these Aparāntas needs further orientation. In R.E. XIII the Aṭavis are mentioned apart from the peoples that are introduced in R.E.V as Aparāntas, while we have been inclined so far to identify the Rishṭikas, the Bhojakas, and the Paitrayanikas with the ruling peoples of the eighteen forest territories or Vidyādhara settlements in the Vindhyā region. Bhandarkar, too, inclines to identify the Aṭavis mentioned in R.E. XIII with the semi-independent Aṭavikas or Aṭavyas of the inscription of Saṁkshobha from Central India. How far is it correct to do so?

The Marṇakṣeṣyā Purāṇa mentions the territory of the Aṭavyas side by side with those of the Śabaras, the Pulindas, the Vindhyamūliyas, the Daṇḍakas, the Vaidarbhas, the Paurikas, the Maulikas, the AŚmakas (Aśvakas), the Bhogavardhanas and the Andhras, and places all of them in Dakṣiṇāpatha. The Great Epic, II. 31. 2-15, seems to have counted the rulers of Matsya, Apramatsya, Adhirāja, Niśāda-land, Gośringa hill, Tarasa, Śrenimanta, Naratāṣṭhra,

\(^1\) Modern Vāradā, which is a northern tributary of the upper Tuṅgabhadrā.
Kuntibhoja, Charmaṇvatī-kula, Seka, Paraseka, Vindavanti, Anuvindavanti, Bhojakata, Venvataṭa, Kantāraka, Nāṭakeya, Herambaka, Marudha, Ramyagrama, Nachina, Vata and Pulinda among the Aṭāvikas of the Vindhya region, including, no doubt, the region covered by the Pariyātra branch of the Vindhya range of hills. The Great Epic expression, Aṭāvikān sarvān (II. 31. 15), is paralleled by sarvāṭavikāraṇāya in Samudragupta’s Allahabad Stone-pillar inscription. The Nāsik Cave inscription of Vāsishṭhīputra Pulumāyi, too, speaks of the rulers of the hill tracts of the Vindhya, the Rikshavat, the Pariyātra, the Sahya (Western Ghats), the Krishṇagiri (Kanheri), the Mahendra (Eastern Ghats), the Malayā and other ranges in the Western, Central and South India. But by the Aṭāvis of R.E. XIII we may not, I think, understand, the rulers or ruling races of the hill tracts or forest kingdoms of the Vindhya region only. “The Aṭāvis in the sense of jungle tracts, inhabited by semi-independent aboriginal tribes or used as hiding places by the gangs of thieves, were not confined to any particular place. The Jātakas clearly show that Aṭāvis in this sense existed in each kingdom, and that the ruler of each kingdom had to reckon with the permanent or temporary dwellers of these areas.”¹ The Arthaśāstra speaks of a special class of officers called Aṭāvipalas, and the Jātakas of the Aṭāvirakkikas.²

(v) Yaunās, Kāmbojas and Gāndhāras:—As for the Yaunās, the Kāmbojas and the Gāndhāras, they are mentioned in R.E. V as typical Aparāntas, whose semi-independent tribal states were within Asoka’s empire. R.E. XIII adds to this list the name of the Nābhakas (Sk. Nabhagas) and the Nābhapaṃktis who were obviously the representative ruling races of the Haimavata region.

It must be also with reference to the western or north-western end of the Uttarapatha or North-western Road that Asoka represented the Yaunās, Kāmbojas, Gāndhāras, Nābhakas, Nābhapaṃktis and others as Aparāntas or Westerns, inasmuch as their territories were situated near about it.³

As regards the Yaunās, the Kāmbojas and the Gāndhāras, their semi-independent territories in Asoka’s time were situated in the Uttarapatha proper which is now covered by the North-Western Frontier Province.

¹ Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 319.
² Jātaka, VI, p. 335.
³ Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 259.
The Pali texts mention Kāśmīra with Gandhāra, otherwise called Gandharva-vishaya in the Rāmāyaṇa. In one of the Jātakas, the Jātaka No. 406, as pointed out by Raychaudhuri, Kāśmīra is included in the kingdom of Gandhāra. Some of the Jātakas represent Kāśmīra and Gandhāra as two countries ruled by one king. Hekaitos of Miletos (549-486 B.C.) "refers to Kaspapyros (Kaśyapapura, i.e., Kāśmir) as a Gandaric (Gandhāra) city." We have got to see if the same was the state of things also in Aśoka's time.

The Gandhāras or Gandharvas of Uttarāpatha founded their territories on both sides of the Indus (Sindhar ubhayataḥ paśāve). The principal city of their trans-Indus territories was Pushkarāvatī or Utpalāvatī, which is now "represented by the modern Prang and Charssadda, 17 miles N. E. of Peshāwar, on the Swāt river." Takshashīla (Pali Takkasila, modern Taxila), which is now situated in the Rawalpindi district of the province of the Punjab, was the main city of the hinter-Indus territory of the Gandhāras. Hwen Thsang locates the kingdom of Gandhāra, with Purushapura (Peshāwar) as its capital, between the Sulaiman range and the Indus, the latter being mentioned as its eastern boundary.

In Aśoka's time, however, the major portion, if not the whole, of the trans-Indus territory of the Gandhāras and the southern portion of their hinter-Indus territory were under his direct rule, and only the northern portion of both above Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra formed the semi-independent tribal state of the Gandhāras.

In the Great Epic, the Yaunas, Kambojas and Gandhāras are counted among the typical peoples of Uttarāpatha, precisely as in

1 II. 68. 19-22, VII. 118-14.
2 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 124.
4 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 124.
5 Rāmāyaṇa, VIII. 118. 11, VII. 114. 11. Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 50.
6 Variant Pushkalāvatī, Pali Pokkharāvatī, Prakrit Pukkalotis, Arrian's Puselaotis.
7 Divyāvadāna, pp. 407, 474, 475, where Utpalāvatī is described as the capital of Uttarāpatha.
8 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 51.
9 Rāmāyaṇa, VII. 114. 11. Vāyu Purāṇa, 88. 189-90, quoted by Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 50.
10 Mahābhārata, XII. 207. 48.

Uttarāpatha-janmāṇah kṛtayishyāmi tēn api
Yauna-Kamboja-Gandhāraṁ Kṛśta-Barbaraiḥ saha

Cited by Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 50. In the Achaemenian inscriptions, too, the name of the Ionians is spelt as Yaunas.
Asoka’s R.E. V they figure as the typical Aparântas. In the Pali Assalâyana Sutta, the Yonas and Kambojas are represented as typical peoples of the North-West frontier countries (pachchantimâ janapâda). Yona, Yauna or Yavana is the only name whereby all Greeks, whether Macedonian, pre-Macedonian or post-Macedonian, were known to the Indians. But this name was obviously derived from Ionia, and the first Greeks known to the Persians and Indians were all, ex hypothesi, Ionians. It is, therefore, most probable, as opined by Jayaswal and others, that there was a pre-Alexandrian Ionian Greek settlement on the banks of the river Kabul, notably at Nysa.

As regards the Kambojas or Kambhojas, the Arthaśâstra classes them with the Saurâshṭras in so far as they lived by agriculture, trade and professional fighting. The Great Epic speaks of the Kambojas and Paramakámbojas, just as the Mahânidâsa does of Yona and Paramayona. The Kambojas are grouped together with the Daradas (Dards) and the Paramakâmbojas with the Lohas and Northern Rishikas. From these facts, it cannot but be inferred that there were two distinct settlements or territories of both the Yaunas and the Kambojas.

The country of the Daradas (Dards) was situated in a valley of the Dari on the right bank of the Upper Indus, watered by the river Darin or Darîl and hence may be taken to have extended from Chitrâl to the Indus. Ptolemy “locates them east

1 There were four chief divisions of the Greek people, viz., the Doriar, Aeolians, Achaeans and Ionians. Of these, the Achaeans were the first to sail across the Aegean and to occupy Thessaly. They were the most important people in Homer’s time. It was the Ionians and Dorians who played the most important part in the history of Greece.
2 Vârtasa’sastrapajîvinañ, Arthasastra, XI. 1.
3 Mahâbhârata, II. 27. 28: Daradân saha Kâmbojañ.î
5 In the Naqsh-i-Rustam inscription (a) of Darius, the Yaunas grouped with the people of Sparda (Sardis) and the sea-coast dweller S’akas are distinguished from the Yaunas takabharas grouped with the Skudras and the Punrâyas (Puntians). In the Persepolis inscription (b) of Xerxes, the Yaunas, too, are described as a people who lived on the sea-coast as well as on the further sea-shore. Herzfeld (Archaeological History of Iran, Pl. I) locates the two Yona territories in Asia Minor.
6 The Divyavadâna distinguishes the Kambojas associated with the Yaunas.
7 Fa Hian’s Ta-hi, Cf. Daripatha in the Mahânidâsa, pp. 155, 415.
8 Hwen Thsang’s Ta-hi-la.
9 Yule, Marco Polo, i, p. 173; Lassen, I.A., i, p. 505, iii, p. 188; Cunningham, Ancient Geography, p. 81f.
of the Lambatai (=Lampaka, Langhan) and of Soustane (basin of the Swat river) and to the north of the uppermost course of the Indus." The modern Dardistan still preserves the name of the Dards. The Kamboja territory may thus be located somewhere in this very region between the Darada country on the north and the Yona territory on the south, on the west side of the Indus.

In connexion with the Pāṇḍavas' digvijaya, the Great Epic relates that after conquering the Daradas together with the Kambojas, Arjuna in his march towards the north proceeded north-east to conquer the robber tribes (dasyavah) and also the tribes who dwelt in the forest, and thereafter 'the allied forces (sahtīn) of the Lohas, Paramakambojas and the Rishikas of the north' (i.e., Paramarishikas).

Professor Jayachandra Vidyalankara identifies the Paramakambojas 'with the Galcha speaking Yaghnobis in the valley of Yaghnob at the head water of the Larafshān river, a tract of country considerably to the north of the Pamirs and separated from them by the hill states subordinate to Bokhārā.' He identifies the Rishikas of the north with the Yūe-chis and the Kamboja country with Badakshān and the Pamirs. From the fact that the Kambojas and Vāhlikas are often associated together in the Great Epic, he is led to think that their countries were conterminous.

Arguing more forcibly the case made out by Vidyalankāra, Dr. Moti Chandra seeks to establish that the Lohas, Paramakambojas, Northern Rishikas and robber tribes must have been settled in the country which is now represented by the Tadzhikh Soviet Social Republic which till recently was divided in the Russian Wakhān, Shignān, Roshan and Darwānţ. It is clear even from Kalhana's description of Muktapiţa's northern campaign that the Kambojas, Tukhāras, Bhauţtas and Daradas were neighbours. If the Bhauţtas be rightly relegated to Baltistan and Bolor and the Darads to Dardistan, the Kambojas can only be placed in Kāfīristān, Balkh-Badakshān and the Pamirs. Dvārakā mentioned as the capital

---

1 B. C. Law, Tribes in Ancient India, p. 86.
2 Acc. to Moti Chandra, op. cit., p. 19; they were "the descendants of the Eastern Iranian speaking ancestors of the Wakhānis, Shigna, Roshanis, and the Sarikolis of the Pamir plateau."
3 Mahābharata, II. 27. 28-28.
4 Bāharābhiṇi aur uske nivās, pp. 297-305, 213; Moti Chandra, op. cit., pp. 18-19, 43.
of the Kāmbojas in the Petavattu-Commentary\(^1\) need not create any prejudice against their being a people in the north-west of India,\(^2\) here Dvārakā being no other place than what is known in Persian as Darwaz in the north of Badakshān. The place which Ptolemy locates to the south of the Oxus under the name of Tambyzoii is identified by Sylvain Lévi with Kāmboja on the ground that Tambyzoii is only a Greek transliteration of the Austro-Asiatic spelling of Kāmboja.\(^3\) In the time of the Muslim geographer Idrisi Badakshān bordered on Qanauj (i.e., Kāmboja), then a dependancy of India.\(^4\) Apollodorus mentions the Asii, Pasiani, Tochari and Sacarauli as the four nomad tribes who conquered Bactria. The Torogus source attributes the conquest to two peoples called Asiani and Saraucae. Here the Asii or Asiani correspond with Chang Kien’s Yüe-chi, and Asiani and Pasiani are but Iranian forms of the Indo-Aryan Arika-Rishika and Paramarshika.\(^5\)

I have no definite suggestion as yet to make about the location of Paramayona as distinguished from Yona.\(^6\) There being nothing until now to show that there was any pre-Alexandrian Yona territory on the east side of the Indus, it is conceivable that the distinction aimed at was one between the trans-Kabul Yona territory and that between the Kabul river and the Upper Indus. It is quite possible that by the name Paramayona were meant the Yona territories in Asia Minor which find mention in the Achaemenian inscriptions. Alexander’s invasion of India was followed, however, by ‘the establishment of a number of Yavana settlements in the Uttarapatha’, e.g., the city of Alexandria (modern Charikar or Opian) in Paropanisadae i.e., the Kabul region, Boukhepala on the spot where Alexander began to cross the Jhelam, Nikaia, where the battle with Poros took place, Alexandria at the confluence of the Chinab and the Indus, and the Sogdian Alexandria below the confluence of the Punjab rivers.\(^7\)

---

1. Paramathadipani, p. 48, to which attention is first drawn by T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 184.
2. This is not certainly the Dvārakā in Kāthiāwār.
7. Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 212f. The Mahānīddesa mentions one Alassanda as an emporium of trade, but it is difficult to say which Alexandria is actually meant. The Alassandadipana mentioned in the Milinda Pañha must be either Alexandria at the confluence of the Chinab and the Indus or the Sogdian Alexandria, preferably the latter.
It is difficult, however, to say that by the Yonas in Aśoka's edicts were meant the Yonas other than the pre-Alexandrian Ionian colonists or 'Perso Greeks' who were associated with the Kāmbojas and Gāndhāras and other semi-independent peoples of the Uttarāpatha within Aśoka's empire.

The close association of the Yaunas or Yavanās with such other peoples of North-Western India as the Kāmbojas, Gāndhāras, Śakas, Madras, Kaikayas, Sindhus and Sauvītras is certain. The fact is well attested by the Epics and Purāṇas as well as the edicts of Aśoka. They passed as most esteemed of foreigners, though according to some authorities they were regarded as born of Śudra females by Kshatriya males. In Paṇini's time Yavāṇāṇi was the only feminine form of Yavana, while Kātyāyana, Patañjali and other later grammarians found it necessary to recognize Yavāṇi as another form, and to restrict the use of Paṇini's form to the writing of the Greeks. It will be unhistorical to father this difference between the two forms on Paṇini when evidently he was acquainted with only one form. The Mahāvastu (I, p. 171) rightly represents the Yaunas as a ruling people with a republican form of government. The existence of a pre-Alexandrian Ionian colony somewhere on the bank of the river Kopīn, Kuhā or Kabūl may be taken for granted. The pre-Macedonian Greek settlers in the border-land of Uttarāpatha were known to Megasthenes and other Greek writers as Nyasaioi (Nysans) evidently for the reason that they planted their colony in the district of Nyasa named after Mount Nyas with Nyas as its principal city. The location given of this city goes to show that it lay close to and was built on the lower slopes of the mountain which is called Mēros (Mēru, Pali Nerū) and which, according to the legend in the Great Epic and the Purāṇas, was one of the four mountains that surrounded Mt. Sumeru, say Pāmīr Knot. Identifying Mt. Meros (the name meaning 'thigh' to the Greeks) with the Sulaiman range, and Mt. Nyas with a spur of the same, one may get very near to the site of the hill-state formed by these earliest known Greek colonists on the north-western confines of India. Holdich is inclined to locate the site of Nyas in the lower spurs and valleys of Kohī-i-Mor, while Bhandarkar would have us place it somewhere between the river

1 B. C. Law, Tribes in Ancient India, p. 153ff.
2 Gautama Dharmasāstra, IV. 21; Cambridge History of India, I, p. 299ff. n.
3 Paṇini, IV. 1. 49.
Kophen (Kabul) and the Indus. According to M. de St. Martin, the existing village of Nysatta ‘near the northern bank of the river of Kabul at less than two leagues below Hashtnagar’ preserves the traces of the name of Nysa, the place which ‘ought to be of Median or Persian foundation, since the nomenclature is Iranian, the name of Nysa or Nisaya which figures in the cosmographic geography of the Zendavesta being one which is far-spread in the countries of Iran.’ Ivy and the vine were known to have grown on Mt. Meros or Meron, whence Nysaia became known as a vine-growing country.

In support of his view that the Yonas of R. E. XIII ‘settled in large numbers in some outlying province of India long before Alexander’ ‘outside the kingdom of Antiochus Theos’ and ‘in Asoka’s empire in a territory adjoining Gandhara but outside India,’ Bhandarkar cites the evidence of the coins resembling those of the earliest type of Athens which are known to have been collected from the north-west frontiers of India.

The Nysians were known to have dressed themselves in muslin, worn the turban, and arrayed themselves in garments dyed of bright colours. They marched to battle with drums and cymbals. In them were found by the Macedonians certain customs and traits of their own. Three hundred of them joined the army of Alexander on their mountain horses and followed him to battle in the plains of the Punjab.

There is no wonder that the territory of the takabhara (cap-wearer?) Yaunas is mentioned immediately after Skudra in the Achæmenian inscriptions or that, according to the legend recorded by Strabo, the Nysians recognized the Oxydrakai (Kshudrakas) who were evidently their neighbours as equally being the descendants of Dionysos. The admixture of blood through intermarriage between these two peoples may have been the fact behind the Brahmanical castigation of the Yavanas as born of the S'udra mothers by the warrior fathers.

The name of Kamboja or Kambhoja is older in Indian literature than that of Yauna or Yavana. The Vamśa Brāhmaṇa list includes

---

1 Carmichael Lectures, 1921, p. 82.
2 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 183, f.n.
Law, Tribes in Ancient India, p. 155.
4 McCrindle, Ancient India. pp. 86, 97, 201.
5 Cambridge History of India, I, p. 854.
6 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 111.
the name of a Vedic teacher called Kāmboja Aupamanyava. According
to Yāska’s Nirukta (II. 8), the Kāmbojas spoke a dialect in which
the original sense of an ancient verb, śavati, was retained while it was
lost among other sections of the Indian people. Yāska’s remarks
have led Grierson to think that ‘they either spoke Sanskrit with an
infusion of Iranian words to which they gave Indian inflexions,
or else spoke a language partly Indo-Aryan and partly Iranian’.
The verb śavati is in Grierson’s opinion an Iranian and not a
Sanskrit word.1

Yāska indulged only in a folk-etymology when he sought to
account for the name of Kamboja or Kambhoja by taking kām to be
an abbreviation of kambala, meaning ‘blanket’, which is to say, of
kamaniya, meaning ‘a lovable thing’. Thus the Kāmbojas were
Kambala Bhojas or Kamaniya Bhojas, the blanket being treated as
a lovable thing. Their country was noted undoubtedly for ‘many of
the best kinds of skins, woolen blankets, blankets made of the fur of
animals’2, but that does not mean that for this very reason the people
became known as Kāmbojas or Kambhojas and their country as
Kamboja or Kambhoja.

The Gaṇapatha on Pañini’s rule, II. 1.72—Mayuravyamśakādi,
speaks of persons who were shaven-headed like the Kāmbojas and
Yavanas (Kāmboja-munḍah, Yavana-munḍah). This was evidently
based upon a legend like one in the Harivaṃśa (XIII. 763-64, 775-83)
proporting to say that king Sagar who was bent upon annihilating
the Śakas, Yavanas, Kāmbojas, Pāradas and Pahlavas relented and so
he released the first after having half of their head shaved, the
second and third after having the whole of their head shaved, the
fourth after compelling them to keep their hair dishevelled, and the
fifth after compelling them to keep their beards.3 The tradition
gained ground in later Indian literature that these were the
distinctive habits of these five peoples.4

According to the Pali Assalāyana Sutta, the Yonas, Kāmbojas and
other frontier peoples of the Uttarapatha region had altogether
a different social organisation of their own, admitting only of two
social grades of masters and slaves, with no impassable barrier placed
between them. The Bhūridatta Jātaka expressly states that the

2 B. C. Law, op. cit., p. 2.
3 The same legend is met with also in the Vāyu Purāṇa.
4 Max Müller, History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 28.
Kámbojas followed a crude religion of their own, contrary to the accepted Ahímsá cult of the Indo-Aryans. Manu (X. 43-44) classes them as Kshatriyas who became degraded for the disregard of the purificatory rites.

In the Great Epic, XV. 207. 42-44, the Andhrakas, Guhas, Pulindas, S'abaras, Chuchukas of South India, together with the Madrakas, are all described as inferior types of men, while the Yauñas, Kámbojas, Gandháras and Kirátas of the Uttarapatha, together with the Barbaras, are castigated as peoples who lived as criminal tribes with predatory habits like those of hunters and vultures. 1 And from Asoka’s R. E. XIII, it is clear that the Yonas were the last people to welcome the Indo-Aryan faiths propagated by the different sects of the Bráhmánas and the S'ramañas. In Buddhaghosa’s opinion the Yonas, Kámbojas and other frontier peoples of the Uttarapatha region were Párasakavanná, Persian or Persianised in their general habits, customs and usages. 2 The Divyávadána speaks of a popular revolt in the Svaás-ráshtra of Uttarapatha during the closing period of the reign of Bindusára. 3 Raychaudhuri inclines to think that probably the Svaásas were the same people as the Khaásas of Indian Literature. 4

As for the Achæmenian or Persian influence in this part of India, Raychaudhuri rightly points out that Kurush or Cyrus (558-30 B.C.), the founder of the Persian empire, led in vain an expedition against India through Gedrosia (Beluchistan). According to Pliny, however, he was able to destroy the famous city of Kapiša. Arrian tells us that the Astacensians (Árshátakas) and the Assacenia (Ásákas), the two Indian tribes who inhabited the district west of the river Indus as far as the river Copheń (Kabul) and who may be identified with the Kámbojas, ‘were in ancient times subject to the Assyrians, afterwards to the Medes, and finally they submitted to the Persians, and paid tribute to Cyrus, the son of Cambyses, as ruler of their land.’

During the reign of Darius I (c. 522-483 B.C.), the people of Gandhára (Gadara) appear among the subject peoples of the Persian empire. “Kshayarsha or Xerxes (486-65 B.C.), the son and successor of Darius I, maintained his hold on the Indian provinces. In the

---

1 Ebha pāpakritās tāta charanti prithivim īmām I svapāka-balagirdhrānām sadharmāno naśādhipa.
3 Divyāvadāna, p. 871.
4 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 260.
great army which he led against Hellas both Gandhāra and 'India' were represented."

On one occasion, as Strabo tells us, the Hydraceas (Kshudrakas) from 'India' (i.e., the Punjab) were summoned by the Persians to serve them as mercenaries. None need be surprised, therefore, that the army of Darius III Codomannus (535-30 B.C.) included the Indians when he fought a battle with Alexander.¹

The Yonas, Kāmbojas and Gandhāras were Aparāntas even in Buddhaghosa's sense, i.e., they were peoples who immigrated into India from the trans-Sulaiman and trans-Kabul regions.

(vi) Other Aparāntas, Nābhas and Nabhā lines:—Who were Asoka's other Aparāntas who held semi-independent territories in the Uttarapatha? In one context the Great Epic broadly divides the peoples of Uttarapatha into five ruling races, viz., the Yaunas, Kāmbojas, Gandhāras, Kirātas and Barbaras,² and in another mentions and locates them in three different orders, viz., those who dwelt in the northern portion of the Punjab proper including the North-Western Frontier Province and the whole of the State of Kashmir and Jammu, those who dwelt in the southern portion of the Punjab proper including the modern province of Sind, and those who dwelt in the Central and Eastern Himalayan regions extending up to Assam and Manipur.³ The last-mentioned region roughly constitutes the Haimavata division of Jambudvīpa in respect of which Asoka introduced the Nabhakas and Nabhapāṃktis in his R. E. XIII.

In the northern part of the Uttarapatha are placed the hill-tribes and rulers of the Antargiri, Bahirgiri and Upagiri, the Brihantas of Ulūka, the towns of Senābindu, Modapura and Vāmadeva, Susaskula, the principal town of the Sudāmas, the Ulukas of the north, the country of the Pañchagānas, Devapraasta, the Parvatīyas, the capital of the Pauravas, the robber tribes, the Saptagānas, the Kāmrakas, the Lohitas, the Daśamandalas, the Trigartas, Dārvas and Kōkanadas, the Abhisāras, the people of Uraga (Urasa  ), Simhapura, the Suhmas and Cholas, the Vahlitas, the Daradas and Kāmbojas, the robber tribes who dwelt in the north-east, the Lohas, Paramakāmbojas and Rishikas of the north and the Rishikas proper. Beyond the Śvetaparvata (White range) are placed the Kimpurushas or Kinnaras, Guhyakas or Hāṭakas adjoining the Mānas Sarovar, and

² Mahābhārata, XII. 207. 48.
war-like peoples of Harivarsha beyond which lay the land of Uttarakuru.¹ And in the southern part of the Uttarapatha division, which lay to the west of the Midland (Khândavaprasthat pratíchīṁ disam), are located, among others, the Súdras and Ābhiras who dwelt on the banks of the Sarasvatí, Rohitakas, war-like and frenzied Mayūrakas, S’airishikas (Pali Serissakas), Mahehas, Sívis, Trigartas, Ambashthás, Malavas, Pañchakarpátas, Madhyamakeyas, Váṭadhánas, dwellers of Pushkarāraṇya and other republican tribes who dwelt along the banks of the Lower Indus, Ramatás (lit., the asafostidagrowers), Hārahúpas, Madras of S’akala, Pahlavas, Barbaras, Kirátas, Yavanas and S’akas.²

Over and above the Gándháras, Yavanas and Kambojas, the Márkanḍeya Puráṇa refers the following peoples to the Udáchy- Uttarapatha division: the Váhlikas, Váṭadhánas, Ábhiras, Kálatoyakas, Apaṟántas, Súdras, Pahñavas (Pahlavas), Chármakhaṇḍikas, Síndhusauvíras, Madrákas, S’atahradas, Lalitthás, Páradáśas, Múshikas, Rámaṭhas, Rakshahantakas, Kaikéyas, Dáśamáṇikas, Barbaras, Angálaúkikas,³ Nichás, Tusháras, pot-bellied Pahlavas, Átreyas, Bhrád vájas, Prasthalas, Dáserakas, such Kirátas as the Lámpakas, Súnakáras, Chálíkas, Jáhñavas, Ápadhas and Alimádras, Tamásas, Hámásamárgas, Káśmiras, Tángaṇás,⁴ Chálíkas, Hújukas, Úrýas and Darvas. The Nirháras, Hámásamárgas, Kátpátras, Tángaṇás, Khaṣás, Kutsás, Právaráṇás, Úrýas, Darvas, Hújukas, Trígaras, Kirátas and Támáras are specified as Parvátaśrayis (Mountaineers).

The eastern Punjab States of Nábhá and Pátiála (Pámktipáláḥ) still preserve the name of Ásoka’s Nabhakas (Sk. Nábhágas) and Nábhapamktyis. The Nábhá and Pátiála were originally and are even now the Haimavata or Central Himalayan States above Kálsi and below Káśmíra. In the Puráṇas, Nábhi figures as a mythical king of the Central Himalayan kingdom, the name Nábhi denoting the meeting place of the Greater or Eastern and the Lesser or Western extensions of the Himalayas. Raychaudhuri inclines to think that the town of Na-péi-kia located by Fa Hien to the south-east of

¹ Ibid., II. 27, 28.
² Ibid., II. 32, Read Moti Chandra, op. cit., and also his Hindi article in the Vikramaṇaka number of the Nágar Prachárlí Patriká.
³ Cf. Angaloka (variant Anganaka) in the mahániidéśa, p. 155.
⁴ In the Mahániidéśa, p. 155, we have mention of Tángaṇá and Paramatanga, and also of Gangana which may be identified with Hwen Thsang’s Ki-kiang-na situated to the south of Saúkúta.
S'равasti and to the west of Kapilavastu is perhaps reminiscent of the Nabhaka territory. The Central Himalayan States, too, pass as Northern in respect of the Midland.

The Great Epic locates in the eastern extension of the Himalayan range such peoples as the Ānartas, Kalukūṭas, Kulindas and Sumanḍalas in the Kulinda territory, the dwellers of the island of S'akala, Prāgjyotishapura, i.e., the kingdom of Kāmarūpa under the descendants of Naraka, the tribes who had their settlements in the valleys of the Lauhitya (Brahmaputra), i.e., in the whole of Assam, and the Kirātas and Chīnas who lived in the eastern and north-eastern confines of Assam, say, in the Chin Hills, Manipur. Bhutan, Sikkim and Nepal as Himalayan territories to the west of Assam and to the north of the Buddhist Midland do not find mention in the Mahābhārata. The present inhabitants of Bhutan and Sikkim are, in respect of their dialects and racial traits, Tibetans. The Tarai portion of Nepal, included in the Buddhist Midland and Asoka’s domain proper, was occupied by the S'akyas and Kauṭiya territories.

As attested by the Classical writers, the Uttarāpatha was at the time of Alexander’s invasion of India parcelled into innumerable small kingdoms and republics. “The Nandas of Magadha,” says Raychaudhuri, “do not appear to have made any attempt to subjugate these states of the Uttarāpatha (North-West India). The task of reducing them was reserved for a foreign conqueror, viz., Alexander of Macedon...... he obtained assistance from many important chiefs like Ambhi of Taxila, Sangaeus (Sanjayā) of Pushkaravati, Kopaios or Cophaus (of the Kabul region), Assagetes (Aśvajit), and Sisikottos (S'asī-gupta) who got as his reward the satrapy of the Assakenians. The only princes or peoples who thought of combining against the invader were Poros and Abisares, and the Malavas (Malloi), Kshudrakas (Oxydrakai) and the neighbouring autonomous tribes. Even in the latter case personal jealousies prevented any effective results. Alexander met with stubborn resistance from individual chiefs and clans, notably from Astes (Hasti or Ashṭaka), the Aspacifics, the Assakenians, the elder Poros, the Kathians, the Malloi, the Oxydrakai, and the Brāhmaṇas of the kingdom of Mousikanos...........But all

---

1 Beal, Buddhist Records, I, p. XLIX; Legge, Fa Hien, p. 64.
2 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 254.
3 Mahābhārata, II. 26.9.
4 Allahabad Stone-pillar inscription of Samudragupta.
5 Mahābhārata, II. 80. 26.
this was of no avail. A disunited people could not long resist the united forces of the Hellenic world led by the greatest captain of ancient Europe. Alexander succeeded in conquering the old Persian provinces of Gandhāra and 'India', but was unable to try conclusions with Agrammes, king of the Gangaridæ and the Prasii."¹

In connection with Seleukos Nikator and Chandragupta, Justinus (XV. 4) observes: "He (Seleukos Nikator) carried on many wars in the East after the division of the Makedonian kingdom between himself and the other successors of Alexander, first seizing Babylonia, and then reducing Baktriane, his power being increased by his first success. Thereafter he passed into India, which had, since Alexander's death, killed its governors, thinking thereby to shake off from its neck the yoke of slavery. Sandrokottos had made it free: but when victory was gained he changed the name of freedom to that of bondage for he himself oppressed with servitude the very people which he had rescued from foreign dominion.........Sandrokottos, having thus gained the crown, held Indua at the time when Seleukos was laying the foundations of his future greatness."²

Here we are not concerned, however, with all the tribes of the Uttarāpatha and Haimavata divisions of Jambadvipa who were reduced to subjection by Chandragupta but with only those who held semi-independent territories within Aśoka's empire. As far as Aśoka's Rock inscriptions at Shahbazgarhi, Mansehra and Kalsi, his Minor Pillar inscriptions at Nigliva and Lumbini and Pillar inscriptions in the Champaran district indicate, these tribal states were situated in the northern part of the North-West Frontier Province, the State of Kashmir and Jammu, the kingdom of Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim, and the hilly portion of Assam. The ruling races who dwelt in these regions were typified by the Yonas, Kāmbojas, Gāndharas, Nābhakas and Nābha-lines in the language of Aśoka, and the Yonas, Kāmbojas, Gāndharas, Kītās and Barbaras in the language of the Great Epic.

B. Extent of empire in the light of Hwen Thsang's testimony: Hwen Thsang was a personal witness to the stūpas, saṅghārāmas and stone-pillars, in short, monuments in several places in India of his time that were popularly known as pious and memorable erections of Aśoka. If his testimony can be relied upon, which I think is of a doubtful certainty, one may presume indeed that the places

² McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 7.
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where these monuments were found in situ were all included in Aśoka’s empire.

The Chinese pilgrim saw one stūpa known to have been built by Aśoka on Mt. Pi-lo-sa-lo (Pilusira) near the capital of the country of Kapiṣa, and two stūpas near the city of Nagarahāra. The country of Kapiṣa abutted on the north on the Snowy mountains and on the remaining three sides it bordered on the Black ridge (Kalakūṭa?) which is identified with the Hindu Kush. It lay at a distance of about 120 miles west from Lan-po (Lampaka, modern, Langhan, a small country lying along the northern bank of the Kābul river). Kapiṣa was included in the Persian empire, as we noted, during the reign of the first Achaemenian king Cyrus. The site of the town of Nagarahāra, the old capital of the Jalālābād district, may be placed ‘in the angle formed by the junction of the Sukhar and Kābul rivers, on their right banks.’ The fact of inclusion of Kapiṣa and Nagarahāra in Aśoka’s empire is rendered probable by the unambiguous testimony of the Classical writers regarding the inclusion of Paropanasidai, Aria and Arachosia in the Maurya empire. The same remark holds equally true of the country of Sauktā (Tauktā, modern Sewistiān) with Ho-si-na and Ho-sa-la as its two chief towns in which the pilgrim noticed 10 stūpas attributed to Aśoka. If Pītaśila and Avanda were places beyond the Sulaiman and Kirthar ranges and somewhere in Beluchistān, their inclusion in Aśoka’s empire is completely in accord with the testimony of the Classical writers vouchsafing for the inclusion of Gedrosia in the Maurya empire.

The city of Po-lu-sha (Purushapura, modern Peshāwar), near which the pilgrim saw three stūpas of Aśoka, and the city of Takshaśilā, near which stood four stūpas, were evidently places in the trans-Indus and hinter-Indus Gandhara territories within Aśoka’s domain proper. Similarly Udyāna or Oddiyana, the city of Siṃhapura, the town of Sakala, Chinapati, Kuluta, Śatadru and Parvata, which were honoured with the stūpas of Aśoka, were all places in the Uttarāpatha division within Aśoka’s empire.

As for the country of Kāśmīra where Aśoka was reputed as a builder of 500 sangharāmas and a stūpa, its inclusion in Aśoka’s empire is vouched for by the testimony of Kalhaṇa’s Rajatarangini crediting Aśoka with the building of the town of Sṛinagara and speaking of Aśoka’s son Jalauka as having been appointed the governor of Kāśmīra. So far as Aśoka’s own records are concerned, the ruling races of Kāśmīra may come in either as some of the semi-independent Himalayan tribes representing the Nabha-lines
or as representing some of the unnamed Aparantás connected with the Yonas, Kambojas and Gándharas, and there is no other way.

Mathura, Thaneswar, S'rughna, Govishána, Ahikshetra (Ahichchhatra), Kanauj, Ayodhya, Hayamukha, Prayága, S'rāvasti, Kapilavastu, Ramagrama, Kuśinagara, Benares, Sarnath, Maháśala, Svetaipura, Vaisáli, Vriji country, Pátaliputra, Rajagriha, Nalanda, Gayá, Bodhgaya, Ojra, Kalinga, South Kośala, Andhra, Ajanța, Valabhi and Ujjayini, the places where the pilgrim came across monuments of Aśoka, need no comment as these were all included in Aśoka's empire, and many of them even in his domain proper.

As regards Bengal, he saw a stupa of Aśoka near the town of Tamralipti, one near the town of Karṇasuvarna, one near the town of Pundravardhana, and one near the capital of Samataśa. The pilgrim's itinerary goes to exclude Assam and Nepal proper from Aśoka's empire.

Chola and Drāvida, where, too, the pilgrim saw the stupas of Aśoka, cannot be included in Aśoka's empire. The pilgrim's Chola and Drāvida constituted together the territory of the Cholas, better, the Cholas and Pandyas, which lay, according to R. E. II and R. E. XIII, outside Aśoka's empire.

3. Sphere of influence: Aśoka in his M. R. E., claims that the sphere of his moral and cultural influence was as wide as Jambudvipa. In Jambudvipa he was able to create that noble and unprecedented atmosphere of piety which enabled him to commingle the gods and men or men and the gods and entitled all to the attainment of the grand heaven (vipule svage arādhētave). This was indeed, according to the Pali Apadāna and Buddhaghosa's Manorathaparāṇi, the true signification of the honorific Devatānampiyō¹ (Dear to the gods) applicable to a righteous king overlord:

Imasmiṃ Bhaddake kappe āsi janaṭhīpī |
 mahānubhavo rājā 'si chakkavattī mahābalo ॥
 so'ham pañcāsasu silesu ṭhapetva janaṭam bahum ॥
papetva sugatīṃ yeva Devatānampiyāhūṃ ॥

¹ Anguttara N., I, p. 24. To the same effect says Buddhaghosa in his Manorathaparāṇi, I, p. 154; "Certain devas who had been born in the deva-world as a result of Piliinda's guidance in a former birth, out of gratitude, waited on him morning and evening. He thus became famous as being dear to the devas". Malalasekera. Dictionary, II, p. 209.
² Apadāṇa, I, p. 60.
“In this Gentle Era”, said Thera Pilindavachcha, “there was a lord of men; of great personality was he, a mighty king overlord. In his identity I became ‘dear unto the gods’ by establishing the multitude in the moral precepts of conduct and enabling them to get a happy destiny (in heaven, after death)".

Buddhist literature mentions Jambudvīpa as one of the four Mahādvīpas (“Great Islands”) of the earth as known to the Indians, the other three islands being Pūrvavideha, Aparagoyāna, and Uttarakuru. Pūrvavideha is the Eastern sub-continent of Asia which is located to the east of Mount Sumeru, Jambudvīpa is the Southern sub-continent which is located to the south, Aparagoyāna is the Western sub-continent located to the west, and Uttarakuru is the Northern sub-continent which is located to the north of the same mountain. The Mahābhārata, too, speaks of the four Mahādvīpas and locates them in the same way. It names, however, Pūrvavideha as Bhadrāśva, and Aparagoyāna as Ketumāla.

In many respects the Great Epic account anticipates the description of Jambudvīpa in the Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa and other later works, according to which Jambudvīpa is just one of the seven islands or continents, the remaining six of them being situated to the south of Jambudvīpa and one on the south side of the ocean forming its southern boundary.

Furthermore, Jambudvīpa is said to have consisted of nine varshas or countries,—of seven, according to the Great Epic. Mount Sumeru is placed in the middle of the Ilāvritavarsha and between the Gandhamādana range (towards the east), and the Malyavat (towards the west). It is also spoken of as the highest mountain of the earth which is surrounded by the four lesser mountains called Mandara, Merumandara, Supārśva, and Kumuda, and situated on four sides viewed from east to north.

From the east side of the Ilāvritavarsha extends the mountain range of Gandhamādana to the east of which lies the country called Bhadrāśvavarsa with the ocean as its eastern boundary.

---

1 Variant Aparagodāna.
3 Mahābhārata, Bhishmaparva, 6.12, 13; 7.18, 44; B. C. Law, op. cit., p. 8f.
4 Ibid, 6.53; ityetaṁ sapta-varshāni.
From the west side of the same country extends north and south (east to west, according to the Great Epic) the Malayat range to join with the Nila and Nishadha ranges. To the west of this range lies the Ketumālavarsha with the ocean as its western limit.

To the north of the Ilaśritavarsha extends east and west the Nila or Blue range to the north of which is situated the country called Ramyakvarsha. On the north side of the Ramyak country extends east and west the Śveta or White range beyond which lies the Hiraṇmayavarsha. Further north extends east and west the Śringa-vān range decked with peaks and beyond it is the country called Kuruvarsha (i.e., Uttarakuru) with the ocean as its northern boundary.¹

On the south side of the Ilaśritavarsha extends east and west the Nishadha range² to the south of which is Harivarsha. To the south of this country extends east and west the Hemakūṭa range between which and the Himalayan range lies the country called Kimpurushavarsha. The last-mentioned range forms the northern boundary of Bhāratavarsha or India proper with its eight upadvīpas or minor islands, which include Tamraparṇa, i.e., the island of Ceylon.

Thus the Jambudvīpa, as described in the Purāṇas, as also in the Great Epic, may be treated as co-extensive at least with the mainland of Asia. The mountain system of Central Asia from the Himalayan range on the south to the Śringagāvan (Tienshan) on the north may be rendered intelligible if we assume that the Ilaśritavarsha is the highest plateau of the world which covered the whole of Pamir and western part of the tableland of Tibet, and that Mount Sumeru with the four surrounding mountains was situated in the midst of what is now called the Pamir Knot.

The Jaina work Jambudīva-paṇṇatti divides the Himalayas into two ranges, namely the Greater (Mahāhimaṇa) and the Lesser (Chullahimāṇa). The Greater range extends eastward down to sea (i.e., the Bay of Bengal) below the varshadhara mountain, say the Arrakanese Yama. Similarly the Lesser range extends westward down to the sea (i.e., the Arabian sea) below the varshadhara

¹ Mahābhārata, VI 6.56.
² Lassen (Ind. Alt. I, p. 29) identifies the Nishadha with 'the mountains belonging to the range which lies to the north of the Kābul river' and inclines to think that it was the same range which the Greek writers called Paropanisidēs (Parvata Nishadha).
mountain, say the Sulaiman and Kirthar ranges. Just at the junction of these two ranges it locates the Lotus Lake (Padmahrada) or Manas Sarovar consisting of two juxtaposed lakes, one on the side of the Eastern and the other on that of the Western range.

Eratosthenes and Megasthenes, too, speak of four parts, the largest of which was India. The parts were not, however, of the whole of Asia but those into which Southern Asia was divided. The smallest part was the region which was situated between the Euphrates and the Mediterranean sea. The two remaining parts were separated from the others by the Euphrates and the Indus, and lay, therefore, between these two rivers.

The main point of difference between the Purānic and Buddhist accounts of Jambudvīpa lies in the fact that the former includes in Jambudvīpa the Bhadrāsvavarsha corresponding to the sub-continent of Pūrvavideha, the Ketumālavarsha corresponding to Aparagoyana, and the Kuruvarsha corresponding to Uttarakuru, while the latter excludes them.

Aśoka's sphere of influence coincided rather with the Jambudvīpa as described in the Great Epic and the Purānas than with the Jambudvīpa of Pali literature. It comprised the five Mediterranean countries in the west, the territories of the Cholas, Pāṇḍyas, Satiyaputras, Keralaputras and Tamraparnyas in the south, and Southern Asia around India.

In his R.E. XIII, Aśoka mentions 600 yojanas as the extent of the regions outside his empire where he was able to achieve an effective conquest by piety. In this outermost zone of the sphere of piety he was able to create are located the territories of the five Greek rulers called Aṃṭiyoka, Tulamaya, Aṃṭekini, Maga and Alikasudara, and in the south, those of the Cholas, Pāṇḍyas, Satiyaputras, Keralaputras and Tamraparnyas.

Among his Greek contemporaries and allies, Aṃṭiyoka is to be identified with Antiochus II Theos, king of Syria and Western Asia,

---

1 The Jain Mahābhāmavanta seems to correspond with the Emodos or Hemodes (Pali Hemavata, Sk. Haimavata, Lassen) of the Classical writers which represents that part of the Himalayan range which extended along Nepal and Bhutan and onward toward the ocean. McCrindle, Ancient India, pp. 182, 188. Note that the terms 'the Great Himalayas' and 'the Lesser Himalayas or Pir Panjān Range' are employed in a different sense to denote two parallel ranges, the higher and the lower. See The World by L. Dudley Stamp, p. 254.

2 B. C. Law, India As Described, p. 41.

3 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 43.
and not with his father Antiochus I Soter, son and successor of Seleukos Nikator. Thus he was the nearest Greek ‘frontager’ of Aśoka. The nearest southern Greek ‘frontager’ of Antiochus I and Antiochus II was Tulumaya identified with Ptolemy II Philadelphus, king of Egypt. The nearest western Greek ‘frontager’ of Antiochus II was Antikini, i.e., Antigonas Gonatas, king of Macedonia. The nearest western Greek ‘frontager’ of Ptolemy II Philadelphus was Magas, half-brother of Ptolemy and king of Cyrene in North Africa. The nearest western Greek ‘frontager’ of Antigonas Gonatas was Alkasudara better identified with Alexander of Epirus. ‘Evidently the five Greek potentates were the direct descendants and successors of Alexander the Great’s generals and successors and their territories were but once component parts of the Greek empire left behind by the great Macedonian conqueror.’ Upon the whole, all of them represented but the contemporary Mediterranean States and Powers. As regards the Asiatic dominion of Antiochus II Theos, it abutted on the north-west frontier of Aśoka’s empire.

The Chola territory lay between that of the Andhras on the north and that of the Pāṇḍyas on the south, and extended along the entire sea-coast of Kolapattana or Coromandel, say roughly between the river northern Pennār and Kāverī.2 Buddhadatta’s description leaves no room for doubt that in the south the Chola kingdom comprised the lower Kāverī valley, with Uragapura (modern Uraiūr in Trichinopoly) as its capital and Kāveripattana (moder Pugar) as its inland river-port. Kañchipurama (modern Conjeeveram) was once its capital as attested by the Skanda Purāṇa and Hwen Thsang. The journey of Buddhaghosa from Kañchipurama to Anurādhapura lay obviously via Madhura (Madoura). The inhabitants of the Chola country are known in the Chronicles of Ceylon as Damilas (Drāvidas).3 According to Raychaudhuri, the Chola country “was drained by the river Kāverī and comprised the districts of Trichinopoly and Tanjore”4, which, however, leaves the question of its northern limit open.

The Pāṇḍya territory in South India corresponded, according to Raychaudhuri, “to the Madurā, Rāmnad and Tinnevelly districts and perhaps the southern portion of the Travancore State, and had its

---

1 Inscriptions, ii, p. 324.  
3 Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 230f.  
4 Raychaudhuri, op. cit. p. 271.
capitals at Kalkai and Madura."¹ But it would seem that there was
a separate Tamraparnya territory in the southernmost part of the
Deccan below those of the Pândyas on the east and the Keralaputras
on the west,—a fact which is well attested by Hwen Thsang². In the
days of Ptolemy there were in the southern part of South India the
kingdom of Karoura ruled by Kerobothros (Keralaputras), the
kingdom of the Aoi (capital Kottiara) in South Travancore, the
kingdom of Madoura (Madura) ruled by Pandion (Pândyas) and above
that the kingdom of the Batoi (capital Nikama), that of Orthoura
ruled by Sornagas (Chola-Nagas?) and that of Sora (Chola) ruled
by Arkatos.

Evidently the territories of the Satiyaputras and the Keralaputras,
who are mentioned as peoples in the Mansehra version of R. E. II,
lay to the west of those of the Cholas and the Pândyas and extended
along the western sea-coast of South India. The name of Satiyaputra
or Satiyaputras is nowhere met with in Indian literature. The
geographical name approaching Satiyaputra is Seriyaaputa, which
finds mention in one of the Barhut inscriptions. There still exists
a difference of opinion as to the relative positions of the Satiyaputra
and Keralaputra territories. From the manner in which Aśoka has
mentioned them, it follows that the Satiyaputras had their territory
above that of the Keralaputras. "Satiyaputra must have stood north
of Keralaputra on the western side of the far south of South India, to
the south of (Aśoka's) own vijita......From the location of Aśoka’s
Rock and Minor Rock Edicts, it may be inferred that the country of
Satiyaputra or Satiyaputra lay along the western coast of South India
to the south of Sopāra (ancient Supparaka, Sūrpāraka) and the
Chitaldrug district of Mysore, to the west of Mysore and to the north
of Keralaputra."³ "Still the best suggestion on this point is one from
R. G. Bhandarkar, drawing attention to the fact that along the
westernmost portion of the Deccan tableland we have Marātha,
Kayastha and Brahman families, bearing the surname 'Sātpute'
which cannot but be treated as a modern transformation of
Aśoka’s Satiyaputa."⁴

¹ Ibid, p. 271.
² Beal, Buddhist Records, ii, p. 230, where the country of Malayakāśa, i.e., the
South Indian Tambapanṣi, is placed opposite to Simhala and below Drāviḍa or
Southern Chola, and associated also with the mission of Mahendra.
³ Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 233f. Note that in the Mahābhārata, II, 61, 69, 71
the Kerala (i.e., northern Kerala) associated with Vanaśāl has been distinguished
from the Chōdarakeralā (i.e., southern Kerala) mentioned after Pândya and Drāviḍa.
The Girnar variant Ketala for Kerala of other versions and the absence of the variant Sacha for Satiya render dubious the equation of Satiya with Satya and all the identifications of Satiyaputra on that basis.\(^1\)

"The edicts of Aśoka enable us to locate Keralaputra, Kerala or Chera as a country west of Pāṇḍya,\(^2\) south of Satiyaputra; it must have been situated along the western coast of South India. According to Dr. Bhandarkar (Aśoka, p. 45), this country must have once included South Canara, Coorg, Malabar, and north-west part of Mysore with perhaps the northernmost portion of Travancore", while Dr. S. K. Aiyangar would prefer to locate it in the region including Cochin and extending southwards therefrom. At the time when the Periplus was written Mouziris (Mujirikudu) or modern Kranganur was the seat of government of Čerobothra (Keralaputra) which when Ptolemy wrote was in the interior at Karoura, that is, Karur on the Amaravati in the Coimbatore district (I. A., VIII, p. 145, XIII, p. 367f, Bhandarkar, Aśoka, p. 45f). Raychaudhuri upholds the view according to which Keralaputra or Chera is the country south of Kūpaka (or Satya), extending down to Kanneti in Central Travancore.

The question arises—what did Aśoka mean by Tambapāṇṇi (R. E. II, G) and Tambapāṇṇiyā (R. E. XIII, K)? Vincent Smith takes Tambapāṇṇi to stand for the river Tāmrarāṇi in Tinnevelly, while others take it to denote the island of Ceylon.

The Tambapāṇṇi of R. E. II may indeed be taken to stand both for the river Tamrapanī and for the Tamraparnī as a people and their territory. But the Tambapāṇṇiyā of R. E. XIII stand certainly for the Tamraparnīyas as a people and their territory. And all that R. E. XIII contains is nothing but a restatement of what Aśoka has said in R. E. II. The question still is—where to place the Tamraparnīyas and their territory?

There are apparently these three arguments that may be put forward in favour of the second view:

1. That the Pali Chronicles and the Samanta-pasadika speak of the friendly relationship which existed between Aśoka and his con-

\(^1\) Ibid., ii, p. 283. Proposed identification of Aśoka’s Satiyaputra, e. g., with (1) Kāṇchipuram described as Satyavratakshetra ; (2) the Tuluvā country or the region round about Satyamangalam Taluk of Coimbatore ; (3) Satyabhūmi of the Keralapattī including a portion of Kasergode Taluk, south Kānāri ; (4) Konganādī ruled by the Kosar people noted for their truthfulness.

\(^2\) This fact is well attested by Cittavamsa, iii, 7-9.
temporary, king Devānampiya Tissa of Ceylon, and give a graphic account of the conversion of Ceylon to Buddhism by the mission despatched during the reign of Aśoka.

2. That Indian literature generally speaks neither of an Indian country called Tamraparnī nor of a people known by the name of Tamraparṇyas.

3. That Ceylon was really known to Megasthenes and other Greek writers as Taprobānē.

The fact which goes against it is that wherever by Tamhapaṇṇi or Tamraparṇi is meant Ceylon, the word dīpa (dvipa) or ‘island’ is associated with it. Megasthenes and other Classical writers speak of the sea-girt island of Taprobānē.

Ceylon is called the island of Tamraparṇa or Tamravarna in the Great Epic and the Purāṇas. But as regards the Rāmāyana, Ceylon is known by the name of Pārasmudra. The name Pārasmudra (Greek, Palaeasimundu) is met with also in the Arthaśāstra (II. 11). In both the Rāmāyana and the Arthaśāstra, as we saw, Pāṃḍyakapāṭa (-kavaṭa) is associated with Tamraparṇi. In both, Tamraparṇi denotes obviously a South Indian river and by implication only, a riverine region. This region is represented now-a-days by Tinnevelly.

In R. E. XIII the Tamraparṇyas are placed below the territories of the Cholas and the Pāṇḍyas, and in R. E. II, below those of the Cholas, the Pāṇḍyas, the Satyaputras and the Keralaputras.

The Mārkapāṇḍeya Purāṇa names four rivers, the Kṛitamāla, the Tamraparṇi, the Pushyajā and Utpalavatī that rise from the Malaya mountain. The Kṛitamāla, which flows past Madoura, is identified with the Vaigai and the Tamraparṇi with “what is locally called Tāmbravari or with the combined stream of the latter and Chittar.” The Tamraparṇi is described in the Rāmāyana as a great river, which goes to meet and dive into the sea (samudram avagahate), containing the row of islands covered with the beautiful sandal woods. It is connected, precisely as in the Arthaśāstra (II. 11), with Pāṇḍyakapāta noted for its gems and pearls.

1 Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 286.
2 Rāmāyana, VI. 8. 21 : athita pāre samudrasaya.
3 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 273.
4, 5 Rāmāyana, IV. 41. 16-17.
6 Ibid, IV. 41. 18 : muktaṃṇi-vibhūshitam yuktam kapātam Pāṇḍyānān. 7 The Malaya mountain to which
the Markandeya Purana traces the source of the Kritamala, Tamraparni and other rivers, is singled out in the Ramayana as the rocky landmark of the Tamraparni region, precisely as in the Mahabharata the mountain finds mention as the rocky landmark of Tamraparna. Malaya was the name of a mountainous district in South India, and also that of a mountainous part of Ceylon.

The Pali Chronicles apply the names Lanka, Sihala and Tambapanni to one and the same country and island of Ceylon. At the same time the Mahavamsa refers to Tambapanni as a district in Lanka, with a town of the same name as its capital, which is distinguished from Anuradhapura. The Sirisavatthu (Sriavastu), evidently a sea-port, described as a Yaksha capital, is located in Ceylon. Vijaya, the eponymous Indian coloniser of this island, is said to have returned therefrom to Tambapanni and entered into a matrimonial alliance with the Pандu (Pandya) king of South India whose capital was South Madhura, i.e., Madura. The Damila (Dravida) hordes under Elara who conquered Ceylon for the time being at least, are said to have come across from the Chola country.

As Megasthenes heard, Taprobane was a large island in the great sea, which was 'separated from the mainland by a river' and was 'more productive of gold and large pearls than India.' Its inhabitants were called Pelesimundu (Parasamudra).

In the Arthasastra, on the other hand, the Parasamudraka is distinguished from the Tamraparnika and Pandyaakavataka regions, which are associated together in the Ramayana. It is also important to note that the Ramayana tradition speaks of dvipa (island or islands) in the river Tamraparni, covered by beautiful sandal woods (chanda-navaaschitraih prachchhanna-dvipa dharihi). Thus there was at least one Tamraparni-dvipa in South India below the Pandya country.

---

1. Ibid., IV. 41. 15.
4. Mahavamsa, VII. 68.
5. Ibid., VII. 7, 41, 42.
6. Ibid., VI. 47: Lankāyaṃ.......Tambapanni desa.
7, 8. Ibid., VII. 89, 48.
9. Ibid., VII, 43. The Valshassa Jātaka (No: 196) places Sirisavatthu in Tambapanni-dvipa.
10. Ibid., VII. 88, 49, 50.
11. Ibid., XXI. 18: Cholaraṭṭhā iḍhāgamma.
12. McCrindle, Ancient India, pp. 60, 61, 178ff.
as there was one in Lanka on the other side of the sea. And it is not unlikely that the Pāṇḍya-kapāṭa is the modern Aruppakottai in the Rāmnad district on the right bank of the river Vaigai. From these facts, one cannot but be led to think that Tamraparnī (better Tamravarnī from having copper coloured sand-beaches), which was originally a riverine region in the southernmost part of South India below the Pāṇḍya territory, came to denote afterwards, probably in about the Maurya time, also the north-western sea-coast region of Ceylon between the Nāgadīpa and the river Kāḷyaṇī, and ultimately the island of Ceylon. This riverine region of South India must have the river valleys and deltas and entire sea-coast areas below Pāṇḍya and included also the entire area occupied by the Tinnevelly district. 

The location suggested above of Aśoka’s Tamraparnī as the land of the Tamraparnīyas may now be placed on a solid foundation. In the Nāgarjuna-kōṇḍa inscription, marked F by Dr. Vogel, Tambapānna (Tamraparna) is clearly distinguished from Tambaparṇī-ḍīpa. The Great Epic distinctly speaks of Tamraparnī as a country south of Pāṇḍya, which in some contexts is included in Drāviḍa, and locates in it the Gokarnatīrtha and the hermitages of Agastya and his disciple. This Tamraparnī with Mt. Vaidūrya as its rocky landmark corresponds with Hwen Thsang’s country of Mo-lo kiu-ch’a (Malaya-kūṭa), with Mt. Po-ta-la-kia (Vaidūryaka) as its rocky landmark and placed south of Drāviḍa. 

The extension of Aśoka’s sphere of influence, south of the Krishṇa-Tungabhadrā, even south of Sopāra and the river Pennār, thus made out, would seem to be substantially in agreement with the tradition recorded by Mamulanar, an ancient Tamil author, and other Tamil writers like Paranar and Kallil Atiraiyanar, regarding the ‘Vimba Moriyar’ (‘Maṇya upstarts’) and their invasion of South India. “The invaders advanced from the Konkan, passing the hills Elilimalai, about sixteen miles north of Cannanore, and entered the Kongu

1 Barna, Inscriptions, ii, p. 285.
2 E. L., XX, p. 22: Tambaparnīḍīpa-paśūdakāṇaṃ theriyānaṃ Tambaparṇīkāṇaṃ suparigahi; which must be translated by “dedicated to the Theriyas who were converters of the Island of Tamraparnī (and other countries named) (and those who were) Tamraparnīyas”.
3 Mahābhārata, III. 88. 13-18: Kumāryaḥ kathitāḥ puṇyāḥ Pāṇḍyeshveva nararashah, Tamraparnī tu Kaunteya kirtayishyāmi tach chhrini. Cf. ibid, III. 118. 2, 4, 8.
(Colombo) district, ultimately going as far as the Poàiyil Hill (in the Tinnevelly District)."  

The only point needing further orientation is whether or not, the list of Antas or Pratyantas given by Aśoka in his R. E. II and R. E. XIII is exhaustive or typical only. From his mode of enumeration of the Antas or Pratyantas in R. E. II, it cannot but appear that the list produced was intended to be typical only, and not an exhaustive one.

In Pali literature the word pachchanta (pratyanta) is employed in a twofold sense: (1) to denote the outermost region of a principality, the frontier of a dominion forming nevertheless the hinterland, and (2) to denote the outlying districts or territories (pachchantima-ajanapadas), i.e., the places outside the territorial limit of the Buddhist Midland. In the Allahabad Stone-pillar inscription of Samudragupta, on the other hand, the term pratyanta occurs in the sense of borderlands, bordering territories instanced by Samataṭa, Davaka, Kamarūpa, Nepalā and Karrātipura. Strictly speaking, the term was applied to the erstwhile independent principalities outside the territorial limit of the Āryāvarta or Āryandam.

So far as Aśoka is concerned, he has distinguished in R. E. XIII the Antas or Pratyantas listed in R. E. II from the semi-independent States and Ātavis (Ātavyas, Ātavikās) within his empire, the semi-independent States of which the ruling races are broadly termed Aparāntas or Westerns in R. E. V. And in M.R.E., too, particularly in its Yerragudi copy, the Āntas have been sharply distinguished from the populace under his direct rule, namely, the Janapadas and Ratthikas. It should be noted that in Samudragupta's prāśasti the Pratyanta principalities are distinguished not only from those included in the Āryāvarta but from those forming the Ātavika States.

---

2 Cf. Rājovāda Jātaka, No. 151.
3 Kathāvatthu, I. 3.
4 The Mehār Copper-plate inscription of Dāmodaradeva goes to prove that Samataṭa included in it the whole or part of the district of Tippera.
5 Identified by Dr. Bhattacharji with Modern Dobok in Naogong district, Assam.
6 i.e., the Gauhati region of Assam.
7 It "seems to have comprised Katarpur in Jalandhar district and the Katuria (Katyur) of Kumaon, Garhwal and Rohilkhand."
As for the connotation of the term Antas or Pratyantas, Aśoka does not keep us at all in the dark. In his S. R. E. II, the Āntas are expressly characterised as avijitas (Avijitaṃ), 'the unconquered ones', 'those who did not territorially belong to his domain or empire', which amounted to saying, 'the independent borderers', 'the independent frontagers', 'the independent rulers or peoples around.' If so, it is difficult for me to agree with Bhandarkar in thinking that by the Āntas in S. R. E. II Aśoka must have meant but the Aṭavis in R. E. XIII on the ground that to both of them he held out threats, both of them he wished to pacify precisely in same terms, or that both of them were mischief-makers and creators of troubles from time to time.

In my opinion, Aśoka has placed the Āntas, Aparāntas and Aṭavis in three separate categories. The Aparāntas and Aṭavis cannot be treated as Āntas or Pratyantas unless we can show that Aśoka employed the term pratyanta also in the Buddhist sense to mean either the people of a frontier region or the territories outside the Buddhist Midland. By the expression pratyanta janapadas or frontier districts the author of the Divyāvadāna has evidently meant those located in Uttarapatha, such as the Svaśa-rāṣṭra and the city of Takshaśila where popular revolts took place on account of misrule or high-handed tyranny on the part of the Maurya high officials. Aśoka's S. R. E. I bears evidence to such tyrannical action on the part of the City-judiciaries in the province of Kalinga, and by implication also in those of Gandhāra and Avanti.

Kauṭilya's Arthasastra, too, contemplates a clear distinction between the Aṭavis and the Āntas, the former being placed in charge of the Aṭavipālas and the latter in that of the Antapālas.

Here one might pertinently ask with Bhandarkar who were the independent borderers within the reach of the Viceroy-in-Council stationed at Tosali and the Lajavachanika mahamatras at Samaşa, if they were not the Aṭavis? The nearest such borderers in the south were the Cholas and Paṇḍyas. As for those towards the north-east, some light may be obtained from Pliny who speaks of a very large island in the Ganges which was inhabited by a single tribe called Modo-galingae. Beyond them were the Modubae answering to the non-Aryan people called Muṭibas in the Aiṭareya Brāhmaṇa who occupied the country north of the Ganges, the Molindae identified

---

1 Cf. Divyāvadāna, p. 871.
with the Maladas whom the Markandeya Purana places in the Prachya division, the Uberae who are referred to the Bhars, a numerous race spread over the central districts of the region spoken of, and extending as far as to Assam, the Galmadroes, Preti, Calissae, Sasuri, Passalae, Colubae, Oxexulae, Abali and Taluctae. The king of these is said to have kept under arms '50,000 foot-soldiers, 4,000 cavalry and 400 elephants.'

4. Paṭaliputra, the Capital: Whether of Ashoka's domain proper, or of his empire, or of his sphere of influence, the centre was his capital called Paṭaliputra (R.E.V.). It was known to Megasthenes and other Classical writers as Palibostra. It is known in Pali also by the name of Pupphapura (Pushapura), a synonym of Kusumapura, by which the city is not infrequently designated in Indian literature. The evidence of the Pali Mahaparinibbana Suttanta and the Suttanipata is conclusive as to its earlier name Paṭaligama implying as it does that it was at first but a mere village, from which humble position it rose afterwards into the eminence of the greatest city in India under the Mauryas. The Pali evidence is important also for the reason that it supplies us with an authentic account of the circumstances that led to the fortification of Paṭaligama by king Ajatasatru of Magadha as a timely measure against the advance of his powerful rival, the Vrijis of Vaisali. From the same realistic account, it is clear that Paṭaligama situated on the southern bank of the Ganges, stood as an important halting place on a high road, known as the Southern Road in the Buddha's time. Just opposite to Paṭaligama and on the side of the rival territory of the Vrijis was the halting place called Koṭigama.

The first step to the building of the city of Paṭaliputra lay in the fortification of Paṭaligama. The work was in full swing when the Buddha passed through this place in course of his last journey, and that under the personal supervision of the two able Brahman ministers of Ajatasatru, Sunîha and Varekâra by name, who must have been well-versed in the science and art of town planning and fort-building, of which a comprehensive idea may be formed from the rules stated in detail in the Arthasastra (II. 3, II. 4), and no less from the Pali description of a well-fortified city in the Mahaparinibbana Suttanta, Ch. I. "The Buddha prophesied the future greatness of Paṭaligama (Paṭaliputta?) and also mentioned the danger of its destruction by

---

1 McCrindle, Ancient India, pp. 139 f., 160 f.
fire or water, or internal discord.”¹ This prophecy about Pātaliputra, put into the Buddha’s mouth, was prospective in its purpose but retrospective in fact.

The origin of the name of Pātaligāma had much to do with the Pāṭali tree. The village was called Pātaligāma either because a Pāṭali tree was its cognizance, or because it abounded in Pāṭali trees, or because, as suggested by the Pali scholiasts, “on the day of its foundation several Pāṭali shoots sprouted forth from the ground.”² Who changed the name of Pātaligāma after its fortification into Pātaliputra is not known. But the traditions are unanimous that the capital of Magadha was for the first time transferred from Rājagriha to Pātaliputra by Udāyī, son and successor of Ajātaśatru. The city as the capital of Magadha was definitely known by the name of Pāṭaliputra in the time of the next king Muṇḍa, grandson of Ajātaśatru. As Hwen Thsang, the great Chinese pilgrim, came to know, the city which became afterwards known by the name of Pāṭaliputra was at first called Kusumapura, “because the palace of the king had many flowers,” which, however, is doubtful. Whatever the origin and significance of the other name, Pushpapura or Kusumpura, the collective literary and epigraphic evidence goes to show that this poetic name was acquired later. This is not, however, to deny that the Maurya capital outgrew its humbler beginning. With these reservations we may readily accept the following comment of Vincent Smith on the position of Pāṭaliputra:

“Pāṭaliputra, Chandragupta’s Capital, was a great and noble city extending along the northern bank of the Son³ for about nine miles, with a depth of less than two miles. Much of the area is now covered by Patna, Bankipore, and sundry neighbouring villages. Kusumapura, the more ancient city, stood on the Ganges, and evidently became merged in Pāṭaliputra, for the two names are often used as synonyms. The Maurya city was built in the tongue of land formed by the junction of the Son with the Ganges, a defensible position recommended by the writers of text-books, and frequently adopted by the ancient Indian in practice. ... The old river beds and even the ancient embankments of quay may still be traced. The city was

¹ Malalasekera, Dictionary, ii, p. 178.
³ Malalasekera, Dictionary, ii, p. 179.
⁴ Cf. anu-S’oṇam Pāṭaliputram, Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya, II. 1. 2.
defended by a massive timber palisade, of which the remains have been found at several places. The gates were sixty-four, and the towers five hundred and seventy in number. The palisade was protected by a deep moat."

The main advantageous position required in the Arthashastra of a city deserving to be used as a capital (sthaniya) is that it must be centrally located and possess all the easy communication facilities. Its position was in this respect really enviable. It was situated at the junction of the two great highways of commerce, namely, the Southern Road extending from Rajagriha to Pratishthana and the Ganges system of rivers connected with the coastal trade of India and the oversea trade of Eastern India. The connection of the Southern Road with the Northern with its various branches afforded facilities also for land communication with such distant places in Uttarapatha as Takshaśila and Pushkalavati. The internal arrangement and life of the city, with the imperial palace as the cynosure, may be easily inferred from the inscriptions, as also from the foreign accounts, the Arthashastra, II. 4, and the typical description of the city of Sāgala in the Pali work called Milindapañha.

---

1 Oxford History of India, p. 77. According to Arrian, "The greatest city in India is that which is called Palimbotha in the dominions of the Frasians, where the streams of the Erannobaos (Son) and the Ganges unite.....Megasathenes informs us that this city stretched in the inhabited quarters to an extreme length on each side of eighty stadia, and that its breadth was fifteen stadia, and that a ditch encompassed it all round, which was six hundred feet in breadth and thirty cubits in depth, and that the wall was crowned with 570 towers and had four-and-sixty gates." McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 87f.
CHAPTER IV

STATE

The historico-critical study of the Maurya State under Aśoka involves at every step the dispassionate consideration of these three points, each of importance: (1) the earlier Indian administration, particularly Mauryan, (2) the innovations introduced by Aśoka, and (3) the combined effect of both on the later systems, particularly one which is embodied in the Arthaśātra as a prose treatise, ascribed to Kauṭilya Vishnugupta.

To put the matter in this fashion is to modify considerably the debatable assumption of Mookerji, Jayaswal, Jacobi, Shama Sastrī, N. N. Law, Bandyopadhyay and other writers that the Arthaśātra in its extant prose form is a treatise written by Kauṭilya or Vishnugupta Chāṇakya, the uprooter of the Nanda dynasty, political adviser of Chandragupta Maurya and Chancellor of Magadha.

Such gifted writers, on the other hand, as Vincent Smith, Jolly, Hillebrandt, Winternitz and Otto Stein, who have doubted or challenged the above position, have erred on the wrong side by putting their implicit faith in the testimony of the Classical writers whose accredited authority was the Indīka of Megasthenes. Even to the Classical writers like Arrian, much of what the Indīka of the Greek ambassador to Chandragupta’s court contained was fabulous and, therefore, incredible. It survives, moreover, only in a few fragments preserved or reproduced by some later historians and geographers. This fact alone goes to lessen the value of the work otherwise lost and render it into a work of questionable authority.

Avoiding at all events these two extreme positions, the scientific historical method will be not so much to interpret and appraise the matters concerning Aśoka’s state in the light of either the Indīka or the Arthaśātra as to see and show what actual light is shed on the subject by Aśoka’s own records and the collective literary tradition of the age.

Whatever the actual date of its composition or compilation, the Arthaśātra has certainly this advantage over both the fragmentary Indīka of Megasthenes and the inscriptions of Aśoka that it presents a complete system of the Indian royal polity. The inscriptions of Aśoka keep us, on the other hand, entirely in the dark as to the

1 Kauṭilya, acc. to Ganapati Shastri.
military side of his administration. They give us but a few glimpses, here and there, into the guiding principles of administration, its type and basic character, its aims and methods, its machineries, the administrative divisions, the feudatory states, the foreign relations and policies, the personal epithets or titles of the king, the position and function of the king, the private life of the king, the position of the queens, the king’s near relations, his personal staff and agents, the princes of the blood, the position, function and constitution of the council of ministers, the king’s power of legislation, the judicial system, the means of communication, the conveyances and means of transport, the king’s prerogatives and proclamations, the nature of despatches, the method of supervision and inspection, the public works, the philanthropic deeds, the sources of revenue or state-income, the remission of taxes and duties, the decentralisation of power, the position and function of the Viceroy and Mahamatras, the rules of conduct for public servants, the war and peace, the suppression of revolts and internal troubles, and the like.

The oldest known stock-passages in the Pali and Ardhamagadhi canons bear ample testimony to the development of the science of royal polity in the country and in the interest evinced and active part played by certain Srāmanas and Brāhmaṇas in the matter. The Arthaśāstra itself quotes by name and criticises the views of different teachers and schools of political thought, and sets itself the task of defending and expounding the views of Kauṭilya.

(1) Individual teachers :

Dirghaśchārāyaṇa, ghoṭamukha, Vātavyādhi, Viśālaksha, Piṣuna, Piṣunaputra, Kaṇapadanta (all nicknames), Bhāradvāja, Kaṇinka Bhāradvāja, Kīnjalka, Paraśāra and Katyāyana.¹

(2) Schools :

The Manavas, Paraśaras, Auśanasas, Barhaspatyas and Ambhīyas.

The agreed opinion of the individuals and schools other than those who held dissentient views is obviously referred to the body of Āchāryas (accredited teachers).

Among the individual teachers, Dirghaśchārāyaṇa (Pali Dīgha Karāyana) was the Commander-in-Chief of Kośala and a younger contemporary of the Buddha.² Ghoṭamukha (Pali Ghoṭakamukha)

¹ In the Mahābhārata, XV, Rājadhāma and Apaddharma sections, we have mention of Viśālaksha, Sahasrāksha, Mahendra (Indra), Purandara, Usāna, Nārada, Bhāradvāja, Kaṇika Bhāradvāja, Gauris, Āraṇya, Śvāyambhuva Manu, Pracetās Manu, Sūkrā (Kātya), Kārttikeya, Nādiyadhā Vakarāja.
² Majjhima, ii, p. 118.
was a Brāhmaṇ contemporary of the Buddha.\textsuperscript{1} Parāśara may be regarded as the putative author of the Mahābhārata, and Katyāyana as a Śṛuti-writer.

Among the schools, the Manavas and Parāśaras were exponents of the rules of polity embodied in the Śṛuti texts ascribed to them. The Bārhaspatyas and Ausānasas represented the Śṛuti schools of law as well as the schools of politics. The Āmbhiyas who are connected by Professor F. W. Thomas with Taxila,\textsuperscript{2} derived their name from Āmbhi, king of Takshaśila at the time of Alexander’s invasion of India.\textsuperscript{3}

Vishṇugupta’s prose treatise preserves certain maxims of Kauṭilya in verse and reproduces many in prose, which must somehow or other be discriminated from their later elucidations in order to understand what was precisely in the immediate background of Aśoka’s administration. The principles of royal polity and good government as well as the duties and responsibilities of kings as inculcated by various sages in the Great Epic, particularly those embodied in the Rājadharma section of the Śantiparva, deserve careful consideration. The earlier Magadhan system of administration as may be envisaged from incidental references in the Pali and Ardhamāgadhī texts is of an invaluable aid to the study of the same. Above all, the light must be constantly sought from the duties and ideals of the king overlord adumbrated and repeatedly emphasized in the Pali Nikāyas including one of the Jātakas, and, to some extent, also from such Vedic texts as the Brāhmaṇas, earlier Sūtras and Upanishads.

Admittedly there is no ancient Indian term corresponding to the modern State, the nearest approximation being Rājya, nor is there any conception or definition exactly fitting in with the modern theory of State. But Aśoka certainly gives us a fairly clear idea of all the four elements of the Maurya State as it shaped in his hands, namely, the population, territory, sovereignty and government. He indicates and, in some respects, sets forth also the functions and aims, methods and contrivances, foreign relations and policies of the State, the constitution and machineries of his government, and his achievements through it.

\textsuperscript{1} Ibid, ii, p. 157.
\textsuperscript{2} Bārhaspatyā Arthaśāstra, introd., p. 15.
1. Population:—The Indian technical terms denoting the population of a territory, *i.e.*, the ruled or subjects, are *prakritayaḥ*¹ (same as *pakatiyo* of the *Hathigumpha* inscription), *Paurāḥ* (Mbh. XII. 68.29), *paura-jānapadāḥ* (Arthaśāstra, II. 1), *prajāḥ* (Mbh., XII. 28.51), and *sarva-prajāḥ* (Buddha-charita, II. 35). As defined by Amarasimha, the *prakritis* denote the collective body of citizens.²

Corresponding to Aśvaghośha’s *sarva-prajāḥ* we have the Aśokan expression *sava-munisa, “all men” (S.R.E. I, S.R.E. II), jana-jānapadā (R.E. VIII), or simply jana (R.E. IV, VI, etc.). In the wider sense of the term, the population consisted of pasu-munisa, “men and animals” (R.E. II, P.E. VII), *i.e.*, both citizens and denizens, further distinguished as bipeds and quadrupeds, birds and aquatic beings (dupada-chatupada, pakhi-valichala, P.E. II). In terms of religion, all men are represented by the term *sava-pāsamḍā, “all sects”, “all denominations”, “all communities” (R.E. VII, R.E. XII, P.E. VII).

The population, in the political sense of the term, is spoken of as placed in three categories: (1) that within the territory under his direct government, and subsequently, within the territory under the direct rule of himself and his Viceroy, (2) that within the semi-independent tribal or feudatory States, and (3) that within the independent but allied territories, denoted respectively by the terms, janapada, aparānta-ataviyo-raṭhika, and aṃta (M.R.E., Ye, R.E.V, R.E. XIII). The population of the earth living outside the territorial limit of the unconquered antas or pratyantas is broadly distinguished as peoples whose countries were not frequented by Aśoka’s Datas (Envoys or Emissaries), *i.e.*, the territories to which they had no access (yata dūta Devānampiyaṃ no yāṃti).

The Aṃtas were not Aśoka’s subjects since they territorially belonged to principalities or dominions of which the sovereignty was vested in other rulers or ruling races; politically they were extra-territorial. They might, if at all, be regarded as intra-territorial only in a non-technical sense, on the strength of the good will cherished by Aśoka towards them as towards his own subjects (S.R.E. II), by virtue of the works of public utility and philanthropic nature Aśoka was able to accomplish in their lands (R.E. II), on the ground of acceptance of Aśoka’s principles of piety or duty by them (R.E. XIII), in short, as Aśoka himself put it, by the

¹ Arthaśāstra, vii. 4: utsāhayuktā me prakritayaḥ.
² Amarakosha, Kshatriyavarga: Prakritayaḥ purāṇāṃ s'renayo’pi cha (87).
right of cultural conquest (dhamima-vijaya) he was able to achieve (R.E. XIII). Thus they came indeed within the sphere of Aśoka’s moral influence and became dwellers of the Greater India Aśoka aspired to found on the basis of good will and mutual understanding, particularly through appreciation by the outsiders of the goodness of human heart and the nobleness of human spirit and their tangible expressions in word and deed.

The Aparāntas formed the population of certain tribal States within Aśoka’s empire that were internally free and externally only acknowledged the suzerainty of Aśoka, however real or nominal their allegiance to the imperial state might be.

The position of the Jānapadas as the population proper, broadly divided into two classes, viz., urban and rural, is self-evident. Even as representatives and supporters of different religious communities, their position is easily understandable.

The denizens consisting of beasts and birds and fishes, of the beasts of burden, live-stocks and games, formed in a sense the population under the name of pāṇā, “life”, “living beings”, of a civilized state like the Aśokan.

2. Territory: The Indian technical terms to denote territory are Janapada¹ and Rāṣṭra² (Pali Raṭṭha). The Kāmandakīya term svarāṣṭra stands for one’s own territory as distinguished from Pararāṣṭra, the territory of others. Aśoka’s own words for territory, such as Vijita, Vijaya, (R.E. XIV), Raja-visaya (R.E. XIII), Desa (S.R.E. I) and Puthavi (R.E. V) are met with in the contemporary, earlier as well as later Indian literature, particularly in Pali. The later Indian insessional term for territory is Vijaya-chakra³ or Vijaya-rājya instead of Aśoka’s Vijaya. The literary as well as the insessional word Rajya⁴ (Pali Rajja) for territory is nowhere employed in Aśoka’s inscriptions. Desa and Prthivi are treated as synonymous terms in the Arthasāstra, IX. 1: desāḥ prthivi.

An ideal territory including population is defined thus in the Arthasāstra, VI. 1:

² Cf. supavaṭa-vijaya-chake in the Hūsimgumpha inscription.
³ Cf. Gupta inscriptions.
⁴ Cf. Suganaṁ rāje (S’ungānāṁ rājya) in the Barhut Gateway inscription.
“Has favourably situated cities and towns, with means to maintain its own population and others in times of calamity, well-guarded, with easy means of livelihood, averse to the enemy, can cope with neighbouring rulers, free from miry, rocky, marshy, uneven and thorny tracts, as well as from tigers, wild beasts and wild tracts, attractive, containing plenty of good cultivable lands, mines, timber, elephant forests and pasture grounds, excels in arts and crafts, has hidden passages, rich in cattle (livestocks), not dependent on rain-water only, provided with land and waterways, has an extensive trade in various kinds of merchandise, can bear the burden of a vast army and heavy taxation, has a good and active peasantry, full of intelligent masters and servants, with a population noted for its loyalty and moral purity—these are the characteristics of a good territory.”

Aśoka refers to his territory as a vast domain (R.E. XIV), with the city of Pāṭaliputra as its capital (R.E. V). He alludes also to the outer towns containing his family establishments or residences, and to residences also of his brothers, sisters and other kith and kin (R.E. V, P.E. VII). Among outer towns, we have mention of such important cities as Takshaśīla (S.R.E. I), Kauśāmbī (Queen’s Edict), Ujjayini (S.R.E. I), Tosali and Samāpā (S.R.E. I & II), Suvargiri and Rishila (M.R.E.). The existence of other towns may be inferred from the location of other inscriptions, e.g., the city of Kapilavastu from the Lambini Pillar inscription, that of Śrughna from the Kalsi set of Rock Edicts, those of Rajapura and Abhisāra from the Mansehra set, that of Pushkarāvatī from the Shahbazgarhi, that of Girināgara (Jaina Girināra) from the Girnār, that of Sūrparāka from the Sopārā, that of Virāṭanagara from the Bairāṭ copy of M.R.E., that of Vidiśā from the Sānci Pillar inscription, and that of Gayā from the Barābar Hill-cave inscriptions.

It is only in respect of his conquest by piety, i.e., the sphere of his moral influence, that Aśoka’s domain was or might be claimed to have been as wide as Jambudvipa (M.R.E.), which traditionally contained in Aśoka’s time as many as 84,000 towns, large and small. His earthly empire, as we saw, was less extended than Bhāratavarsha.

As king of Magadha or Magadhan king (laṅa Magadh, Bhābru), his territory in the sense of his narrow royal domain, confined within the four corners of Magadha, or, at the most, of Anga-Magadha. To put it in the language of the Classical writers, he was just a king of the Prasii or Palibotris (Pāṭaliputriyans). His imperial domain proper, i.e., the major portion of his empire which was under his direct
government excluded the semi-independent territories of such oligarchical tribes as the Yaunás, Kāmbojas, Gāndhāras, Nābhāgas and Nabha-lines on the north and north-west, and the senior Rāṣṭriyakas and Bhojas and their offshoots, as well as the Andhras and Pārindā-Pāradus in the south. His earthly empire as a whole included in it also these territories as well as the wild forests occupied by the Ātavyas (Ātaviyo, R.E. XIII) of more or less nomadic habits and predatory propensities, but it certainly precluded from it the pratyan- tas or unconquered territories of the Āantas ("Frontagers", "Borderers") who might otherwise be called Sāmantas ("Neighbours", R.E. II). Even these territories were sought to be distinguished from those beyond them by the fact of their having entered into some sort of an alliance, having some common bonds of friendship. Aśoka gives us to understand that these territories were favoured than against favouring by way of remaining quiet and pacified (R.E. II, R.E. XIII, S.R.E. II). The territories without lay beyond the range of his Datas.

From his mode of enumeration and placing of the Āantas or Sāmantas, it is easy to infer that Aśoka had before him a clear mental picture of the inter-state circles (Sāmanda-manḍalas) forming an intricate subject of lengthy academic discussion in the Arthaśāstra. ¹

According to the general terminology of the Indian science of polity, the Sāmanda or ‘Frontager’ whose territory stood immediately contiguous (on any one side) to the territory of a king in the role of a conqueror was to be termed śatru (“the enemy”); the Sāmanda whose territory lay just beyond that of the śatru was to be termed mitra (“the conqueror’s friend”); the Sāmanda who stood next to the mitra was to pass as udāśina (“the neutral”); and the Sāmanda who stood just in the rear of the conqueror to help the latter’s enemy was to go by the name of pārshnigrāha (“the rearward enemy.”) ²

In the frontal order the Arthaśāstra places the Sāmantas, each in front of the man behind, and carries their relative positions beyond the fourth degree. The nearest Frontager is termed ari (“the conqueror’s enemy”), the next man, mitra (the conqueror’s friend”),

---

¹ For a clear idea of Kāntilya-Vishnu Gupta’s treatment of the subject, the reader is referred to N. N. Law’s excellent monograph.—Inter-state Relations in Ancient India, Calcutta Oriental Series, No. 4, E. 1, Part I.

² Amarakosha, Kāhatriyavarga, 20:

Vishayānantaḥ rājā s’atru mitram sthāpyam ।
udāśinaḥ parataraḥ, pārshnigrāhas tu prishṭhataḥ ।
the third man, arimitra ("the enemy's friend"), the fourth man mitra-mitra ("the friend's friend"), and the fifth man, ari-mitra-mitra ("the enemy's friend's friend").

"In the rear of the conqueror, there happen to be situated a rearward enemy (pārshnigrāha), a rearward friend (ākṛandā), an ally of the rearward enemy (pārshnigrāhasāra) and an ally of the rearward friend (ākṛandasāra)."

A rival whose territory lies contiguous to that of the conqueror is a natural enemy. He who is antagonistic or creates enemies to the conqueror is a factitious (kṛitrīma) enemy. An ally whose friendship is based upon family relationship and whose territory is next to that of the enemy is a natural friend. He whose friendship is courted for self-maintenance is an acquired friend. The Sāmanta whose territory lies close to those of both the conqueror and his enemy and who is capable of helping both is a mediatory ruler (madhyama). He whose territory lies beyond those of all of the above and who is capable of helping or resisting any of them individually is a 'superior' ruler (udāsina).

The conqueror, his friend and his friend's friend constitute together a circle of states on one side. Thus one is to think in respect of all the four sides of the conqueror's territory of altogether four inter-state circles.

The inter-state relations which are carried to the highest degree of nicety in the prose treatise of the Arthasastra are far beyond the scope of the Maurya State under Aśoka.

On the western side of Aśoka's territory, the nearest frontager was Antiochus II Theos. The next man whose territory lay contiguous on the south to that of Antiochus was Ptolemy II Philadelphos. The frontager whose territory lay contiguous on the west to that of Antiochus was Antigonas Gonatas. The third frontager whose territory lay contiguous on the west to that of Ptolemy was Magas, and the third Frontager whose territory lay contiguous on the west to that of Antigonas was Alexander of Epirus. The territories beyond

---

1 Arthasastra, VI, 2.  
2 Ibid., Shams Sastri's transl., p. 312.  
3 I fully agree with Dr. N. N. Law when he maintains that here the term madhyama stands for a ruler or state of medium power.  
4 As Dr. N. N. Law aptly points out, the udāsina in the terminology of the Arthasastra does not mean 'neutral' but one who is placed higher (ut ṛṣīnāh).
those of Magas and Alexander lay outside the range of Aśoka’s foreign relations, diplomatic or otherwise.

On the southern side of his territory, the nearest frontagers were the Cholas and below them the Pándyas along the eastern sea-coast. The nearest frontagers along the western coast were the Satiyaputras and below them the Keralaputras. Below all of them were the Támraparnyás. The peoples whose countries lay on two sides of the Indian Ocean were all situated beyond the range of Aśoka’s foreign relations.

The existence of some Āantas or Sámantas on the eastern and north-eastern sides of his territory in Northern India may be inferred from Aśoka’s S.R.E. II. The Pali tradition speaks of a Buddhist mission sent to Suvarṇabhūmi during Aśoka’s reign, but it lacks as yet corroboration from Aśoka’s inscriptions and reliable foreign accounts.

The independent peoples whose territories lay immediately beyond those of the Yaunas, Kāmbojas and Gándháras in Uttarapatha proper, and on the north beyond those of the Nābhakas and Nabhá-lines are not expressly mentioned. It is vaguely stated that all the peoples in Jambudvipa, which in its northernmost reach extended up to the southern side of Mt. Sumeru, came under his moral influence, if not precisely under his rule.

The semi-independent peoples who were hinter-landers may be shown to have formed territorial gradations of buffers: the Yaunas and Kāmbojas above the Gándháras, and probably the Barbaras and Kirátas not only above the Yaunas and Kāmbojas of Uttarapatha but also above the Nābhakas and Nabhá-lines of Central Himalayan region. Similarly in the south were the Andhras and Párinadas below the Rashṭrikas, Bhojakas and their offshoots in the Vindhyān and Narmádá regions.

The poet Bhāsa, two of whose verses may be shown to have been cited in the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra (X, 3), restricted the territory of a paramount sovereign of Rājasimha’s type to Northern India situated between the Himalayas and the Vindhya hills and extending (east to west) from sea to sea:

\[
\text{Imām sāgaraparyantām Himavad-Vindhya-kūndalam;}
\text{mahām ekatapatrānkaṁ Rājasimhah praśāstu nah. 1}
\]

1 Bharatavākyā in Bhaśa’s Svapnayāsvadāta and Bālacharitam.
Though the words chaturanta (I. 6) and chaturanta maha (III. 1) occur in the Arthaśāstra, from Shama Sastrī’s rendering of the actual definition of the domain of a king overlord in the same considered as a developed prose treatise, it appears that it was similarly limited to Northern India:

Deśab prithivi; tasyāṁ Himavat-samudrāntaram udichinaṁ, yojana-sahasra-parimāṇam atiryak chakravarti-kṣhetram (IX. 1).¹

This might be made to tally with the Purānic definition of Bhāratavatara² only by the following rendering of the passage from the Arthaśāstra:

“Country is the earth, thereof the portion between the Himalayas and the ocean in extent one thousand Udichi³ yojanas (i.e., judged by the Udichi or North Indian standard), measured lengthwise (lit., not crosswise),⁴ forms the domain of an overlord.”

“In it”, precisely as according to the description of Jambudvīpa in the Jaina Jambudvapanaṇṭati, “there are such varieties of land as forests, villages, waterfalls, level plains, and uneven grounds... Time consists of cold, hot and rainy periods. The divisions of time are the night, the day, the fortnight, the month, the season, solstices, the year, and the yuga cycle of five years.”

As appears from his inscriptions, Aśoka’s domain, which in a sense was co-extensive with Jambudvīpa, contained mountains and hills (pavata), hill-caves (kubhā), forests (aṭaviyo), and watery regions suitable for the purpose of fishery (kevaṭabhoga). The year, too, was divided into three seasons (tisu chatuṃśāisu), the lunar months into fortights (better, half months as in the Arthaśāstra), and days and the

¹ “Country (space) means the earth, in it the thousand yojanas of the northern portion of the country which stretches from the Himalayas and the ocean form the dominion of no insignificant emperor.”

² Vishnu Purāṇa, II. 3:
Uttaram yat samudrasya, Himādres’chaiva dakhinam;
varsham tad Bhārataṁ nāma Bhārati yatra santathā;
Yojanaṇāṁ sahasra tu dvipo ’yam dakhinottarāt;
pūrve Kirīṭā yasyanti, paśchime Yavānāṁ sthitāḥ.

³ Cf. Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa-Dakhino parato tasya
pūrveṣu cha mahodadehi......
Himaṇvān uttareṇāya......Ⅰ

⁴ In Pali the word tiriyaṃ (Sk. tiryak), as distinguished from udha and adha, means ‘across’; elsewhere ‘slantingly, transversely, horizontally’ Cf. Pali—English Dict., sub voce tiriyaṃ.
populace was familiar with the cycle of five years (paṃchāsa vāsesu, ¹ R.E. III, S.R.E. I) yielding an additional month (adhimāsa) at the end of every half cycle² within the third year (S.R.E. I).

Ašoka evidently placed the five Śāmanta territories in the west, as well as the five in the south, within an extension of six hundred yojanas from his empire (a shashu yojanashatheshu, R.E. XIII).

3. Sovereignty :— The Maurya State under Ašoka, precisely as under his father and grandfather, was apparently an absolute monarchy in its form, ‘in the legal and political sense of the term’ (in the words of Mookerji), and as such, its sovereignty or supreme power might be taken to have belonged to him, vested in his person. In his inscriptions, Ašoka has been variously represented, e.g., as Devāṇampiya Ašoka (M.R.E., Ma), Devāṇampiya Piyadasi Rāja (R.E. III, G), Priyadasi Lāja Magadhe (Bhābru), and not infrequently, as Devāṇampiya (M.R.E., S.R.E., P.E. VII). He has referred to former kings either as rajāno (plural of rāja) or as Devāṇampiya (plural of Devāṇampiya, R.E. VIII). He himself has been referred to in the same set of edicts under the two titles of Rāja and Devāṇampiya (S.R.E. II). One can say indeed on the authority of the commentary on the Harshacharita that Devāṇampiya was no more than a puja-vachana or honorific, which, according to Patañjali, was on a par with such other honorifics as Bhāvan (Sa Bhāvan, Tato Bhavān, Tatra Bhavān), Dirghāyus and Āyushman (under Pāṇini, V. 4. 14). But this, as applied to Ašoka, had, as will be shown anon, had a deeper signification of its own.

No ruler passed as a Rāja until he went through the ceremony of coronation, anointment or consecration (abhisheka), in other words, of formal installation on the throne. To be a king a warrior had to be crowned and consecrated.³ Ašoka was duly anointed as king, his regnal years are all stated in terms of his abhisheka.⁴

¹ Arhasṭāstra, II. 20 : Paṁcha-samvatsarō yugam iti. Evan ardha-tritiyanām abdānām adhimāsakam ; grishme janayataḥ pūrvam paṁchābdante cha pas'chimam.²

² Implied in the direction : no atikāmayarati timi vasāni.

³ Amarakośa, Kahatriyavarga : mūrdhaabhishiktō . . . kahatriyāh, Pali muddābhisitto Khattiyo.

⁴ Cf. Häthisumpha inscription of Khāravela : abhisitamato cha padhame vāse.
According to the tradition in the Dipavamsa, as we saw, he was anointed twice, the first time as Aśoka, and subsequently as Priyadarsin, which was in accordance with the prescription in the Brahmanas. As Raja, he passed as the king of Magadha or Magadhan king, and as Priyadarsin, he was to be considered the emperor of Jambudvipa (India).

Two lunar constellations, viz., Tishya or Tishyā and Punarvasu, find repeated mention in Aśoka's inscriptions (P.E. V, S.R.E. I). The two constellations to which the Arthaśāstra (XIII. 5) attaches importance are called rāja-nakshatra (i.e., the birth-star of the king in the role of a conqueror, the jata-nakshatra as it is otherwise termed (ibid, II. 36), and deśa-nakshatra (the national star, i.e., the coronation star). The scholars are divided in their opinion on the question of which is which. With Buhler Punarvasu was the birth-star of Aśoka, while with Bhandarkar it was Tishya or Tishyā. The Tishya constellation which enjoys precedence over the Punarvasu was probably the birth-star, and the latter the coronation.¹

In connection with the Āśokan state the question may pertinently be asked—who was the legal sovereign and who the political? Under the British constitution in which the king is only a figure-head of the state and which, therefore, entertains the idea of a limited monarchy, the legal sovereign is the king-in-the-Parliament. Under the Maurya constitution as it shaped in Aśoka's hands the legal sovereign was the king and the Council of Ministers (Parisa, R.E. VI, the Mantri-parishad of the Arthaśāstra, I. 15). The two points of difference between the two constitutions are these: (1) in the former, the ministers who are appointed in name by the king, are chosen out of the people's representatives and as such, are subject ultimately to the control of the electorate, while in the latter, the ministers were all chosen and appointed by the king independently of any reference to the popular will; and (2) in the former, the initiative in all matters of national well-being and policy lies with Cabinet as the executive body of the Parliament, and the power of legislation belongs entirely to its two houses and the Crown, while in the latter, the real initiative in all matters of national well-being and policy as well as the power of enforcing the laws, even if not exactly of enacting them, rested with the king himself. Minus the elective factor, the king-in-Council might be taken to be the legal

¹ Barua, Inscriptions, ii, pp. 332, 373,
sovereign of the Aśokan State. The relative positions of the king and the Council of Ministers changed with times and became, for all practical purposes, reversed. The general opinion is that the Aśokan constitution is neither a limited monarchy of the English type nor an undiluted despotism of the Czarist type; it is something between the two.

R. E. VI goes to show that whenever king Aśoka gave verbal orders concerning any donation, announcement or proclamation to be made, or entrusted any urgent matters of state-business to the Mahāmātrās, these were, as a matter of course, referred to the Council of Ministers which met to consider them independently of the king. It was only the reporters (Prativedakas) who were present to watch its proceedings that were to be immediately reported to the king. There is nothing to indicate that the Council's decision was binding on Aśoka. According to some versions of R. E. III, it was the duty of the Council of Ministers to instruct the Yuktas (subordinate officers in the Imperial Secretariat) in the matter of codifying the king's orders. One cannot be sure on this point inasmuch as other versions appear to have assigned this duty to the Purushas instead of to the Parishad. In Bhandarkar's opinion "the Parishad was like a modern Executive Council which was an intermediate body between the king and the Mahāmātrās, and it appears that whereas, on the one hand, it saw that the written orders of the king were carried out by the different officials, it had, on the other, the power to scrutinise his oral orders before they were executed and to suggest what course of action would meet what pressing contingencies of the Mahāmātrās for the information and approval of the king, who was, of course, the final arbiter."

It is emphatically asserted by Mookerji that the king in India "was not the source of Law but rather its support." By way of an argument in support of this, he adds, "Sacred Law, according to Manu and other legal authorities, is derived from four sources, viz., (1) the Vedas, (2) the Smṛitis, (3) the practices of the pious (śishṭāchāras), and (4) the opinions of the pious on doubtful points, while the sources of secular law were the manifold groups and communities which legislated for themselves, so that whatever may have been practised by the virtuous, and by such twice-born men as are devoted to the

---

1 Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 292 ff.
2 Aśoka, p. 67.
3 Ibid, p. 47.
law, that only he shall establish as law if it be not opposed to the laws of castes, communities (jānapada), guilds and families’ (Manu, viii. 41, 46)...it is the quasi-instantive postulates and conventions of group-life which came to be formulated as law, and not the mandate, command, or decree of a single, central authority in the state.’ ‘Law, under these conditions is not an artefact, but a natural growth of consensus and communal life.’

Mookerji’s opinion, which is admittedly based upon Manu and other post-Aśokan Smriti writers, cannot decide the point at issue. It is besides too categorical in its assertion to bear scrutiny. We have a more thoroughgoing discussion of the question in the informative notes appended to Professor Rangaswami Aiyangar’s Dewan Bahadur K. Krishnaswami Row Lectures on Rājadharma, University of Madras. But, even Rangaswami Aiyangar, whose conclusion ultimately tallies with Mookerji’s opinion, would seem to have proceeded on a doubtful interpretation of the data relied on.

In the Kauṭilya-vachana in verse (Arthaśāstra, III.), it is opined that the adjudication of cases should be guided by these four things: dharma, vyavahāra, charitra, and rājaśāsana, which find mention alike in the Law-books of Yajñavalkya and Nārada. Kauṭilya allows to each that follows to have precedence over each that precedes (paśchimah pūrvabādhaḥ) while, according to Aiyangar, Nārada, (I. 10) reverses this order in maintaining that what precedes is to be given precedence over what follows (uttaraḥ pūrvabādhaḥ). In Aiyangar’s words, with Kauṭilya “each following overrides the preceding” and with Nārada “what precedes overrides what follow.” Here he has sadly missed, I regret to observe, the meaning of the word uttaraḥ which is just a synonym of paśchimah. So, in point of fact, Nārada simply reiterated the opinion of Kauṭilya.

Immediately after this, Professor Aiyangar argues his case in the following manner to establish that it was beyond the province of the Indian king to make a new law:

“Sukra, who is also an Arthaśāstra authority, gives the king power to declare the law, but it must be in accordance with dharma and usage. He cannot make a new law. The royal edict is merely

---

1 Mookerji, Nationalism in Hindu Culture, p. 99.
2 Dharmas’ cha vyavahāras cha charitrāṇi rājas’āsanam | vivādārthas’ chatuspādaḥ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Rājadharma, p. 182 ff.
declaratory, and not innovative. This is specially indicated by Katyāyana (verse 38).

Nyāyaśāstra-avirodhena deśa-dṛiṣṭes tathaiva cha
yad dharmaṁ sthāpayet rājā nyāyaṁ tat rājaśāsanam

The edict has to conform to dharma, nyāya and deśāhāra if it is to be operative. Yājñavalkya refers to the edict as ‘dharma as declared by the king’ (dharma rājakṛitasya tat). ¹

Without going into the question of the relative authority of the Dharmaśāstra and the Arthaśāstra as such, I find that Aiyangar’s interpretation of the four terms, dharma, vyavahāra, chāritra, and rajaśāsana, as “smiti law, secular law, custom and edicts of the king” ² respectively is arbitrary, and he appears to have owed it to Jayaswal. ³ Kautilya himself defines, though enigmatically, the four things of which one stands superior to the other previously named, or the four terms employed by him in the following verse:

Atra satyasthito dharma, vyavahāras tu sākṣiśuḥ
chāritrāṃ samgraha punāṃ, rājñāmajña tu sāsanam

“Here dharma (the fundamental principles of human action, the basic rules for the righteous and judicious discharge of man’s duties in a socio-moral, politico economic and religio cultural order) is established on truth (the order or nature of reality as revealed, ascertained and affirmed), vyavahāra (the procedure or operational feature of law) is concerned with the reliable evidence from witnesses called chāritra, (the tradition or approved usage) is to be gathered from the people concerned, (and) sāsana (the edict or the law as proclaimed or promulgated, the law in force) is in its essence the king’s command (mandate or decree)”.

The same is differently expressed thus:

Anuśāsādhī dharmena vyavahāreṇa samsthāyā
nyāyena cha chaturthena, chaturantāṃ mahīṃ jayet

“If a ruler administers justice in accordance with the general law of piety or duty, the accepted moral principles of the cultured society (in short, righteously and judiciously), in accordance with the prescribed or definite law of procedure, the approved usage of a social group or locality, and the principle of equity as the fourth, he can conquer the earth extending as far as to the four seas.”

¹ Ibid, p. 133.
² Ibid, p. 133.
³ Manu and Yājñavalkya, p. 13 ff.
And in the very first verse, Kauṭilya says:

Chaturvarṇaśramasyāya lokasyāchararakṣāṇāṁ
naśyataṁ sarvadharmāṇāṁ rājā dharma-pravartakāṁ

“By virtue of guarding the observance of respective duties of the four castes (lit., colours, social grades), and the four stages of life, maintaining the approved manners and customs of the populace and guarding against the deterioration of all good things and noble qualities, the king passes as the founder of a socio-moral, politico-economic and religio-cultural order”. The dharma-pravartakah is “the fountain of justice”, according to Shama Sastrī’s rendering, which, to my mind, is too narrow to cover the meaning of the expression.

Even conceding to Professor Aiyangar that, so far as Brahmanism was concerned, the nature of the sacerdotal or sacred law (dharma) formed the fit subject of discussion in the Dharmashastra and the nature of the profane rajadharma or secular law was the fit subject of discussion in the Arthashastra as such, I do not see any reason for his inference from the evidence before us that the king in India was debarred from the power of legislating for the people, from being the supreme authority for making secular laws. According to modern jurists’ finding, there is nothing of law as we now understand it in the Vedas or Śruti proper, and there is hardly anything of law in the older Dharmasūtras, and, for the matter of that, in the earlier Sūtra literature of the Brahmans. And on his own showing even such later Smrīti texts as those of Manu, Yajñavalkya, Viṣṇu, and Parāśara, devote but small spaces to the enunciation of the principles of rajadharma and secular law.¹

Neither Aśoka nor any other sane man of India claimed that he was the maker of the dharma, whether in the sense of the law of piety or duty which underlay the socio-moral, politico-economic and religio-cultural order of men, or in the metaphysical sense of dharmatā or the cosmic law, the order of reality.

The Buddha, for instance, stated his own position thus: “in so far as dharma in the sense of ancient or eternally abiding reality (paurāṇa dharmasthitītā) is concerned, it is a self-regulating order of cosmic life (dharma-niyamatā), the suchness, realness and actuality of things (tathatā, bhūtātā, satyatā) which exists by its own right, independently of all truth-finders and path-finders, which is to say, of all thinkers and teachers, divines and philosophers; only

¹ Rājadharma, p. 70.
in so far as it signifies the pratyātma-dharma-maṭhita, its nature is accessible to an individual contemplative through intuition at a supreme moment of experience or realisation. As thinker and teacher, he simply declared the truth with regard to the nature of reality as intuited by him *per se*, affirmed it, and pointed out the way of reaching or apprehending it, each individually by his or her own efforts. On the basis of that intuition or enlightenment was formed the basic concept of his thought which, in the sphere of religion and ethics, was interpreted, propounded and promulgated as a moral law. The path or the road which he discovered was not claimed to be new; it was the one trodden by the Enlightened Ones of the past millenniums.¹ The *sumnum bonum* of human life and the ideal of human conduct and character which he set forth was shown to be in complete accord with the noble experience and life of all great contemplatives and saintly personages of the past.

Thus, like other great men of history, the Buddha said, "My work is to indicate rather than to originate." He, too, came not to destroy the Law but to fulfil it.

In reality, nevertheless, he came to set the wheel of the Law in motion, to occupy the proud position of the founder of a new kingdom of righteousness, of a great religion as we now say, inculcating, on the one hand, the fundamental principles of dharma in the sense of a psycho-ethical religion, and framing and enforcing the laws and disciplinary rules for his followers in the light of circumstances, amending, repealing or modifying them, on the other, as the circumstances changed. Thus *pāri passu* developed two classes of Buddhist canonical texts, viz., the Dhamma or Sutta and the Vinaya or Anāatti, the latter together with a system of judicial administration. The inner circle of his great disciples served the purpose of a Council of Ministers. The felt necessity for the framing of laws and rules, not to say, legislation, arose from varying circumstances. Great care was taken by the framers of the laws and rules of civic, criminal and ecclesiastical import that they were consistent with the psycho-ethical principles of Dharma and conducive to the growth of the kingdom of righteousness from within.

¹ Lankāvatāra Sūtra, ed. by Bunio Nanjio, pp. 149-4; D. T. Suzuki's Transl., pp. 125-6; Samyutta N., ii. p. 28; ii. p. 104 ff.; Kathāvatthu, vi. 1; Points of Controversy, vi. 1; Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhism (Home University Library), p. 33 ff.
It should also be noted that the Buddha while he spoke of and laid down the fundamentals of human conduct, put himself in the double role of a king overlord (raja-chakravartin), which he would have assumed had he remained in the world, and of a Dharmarāja, which he had to play well as a Perfect type of Buddha.

Here the question arises—Whatever his mental attitude towards the Dharma as the eternal order of reality existing by its own right and the path which he discovered, was he not historically the founder of Buddhism and the framer of the laws and rules in the Vinaya Piṭaka?

Aśoka’s position, mutatis mutandis, was the same. Just as, on the one hand, the Buddha said, “Because of birth comes decay and death: whether Tathāgatas arise or not, this element stands as the establishing of things as effects”¹ and described the path which he discovered was an ‘ancient path (purāṇam maggam) trodden by the Buddhas of the past ages’, so, on the other, said Aśoka the Beloved of the gods: “Respectful attention must be paid to mother and father, likewise to seniors; tender regard for living beings be strengthened, truth must be spoken, these very attributes of piety must be propounded: likewise the teachers must be honoured by pupils with submissiveness and it must be fittingly propounded to the teacher’s relatives. This is the ancient tradition, and a thing of long standing is this, thus should it be practised” (esa poraṇa pakiti dighavuse cha esa hevaṃ esa kaṭāviye).² He, too, expressly stated that all that he did or wanted to do was directed to this single end, namely, the promotion of the cause of piety (dhamma-vaghi) throughout the length and breadth of his empire. He, too, nowhere claimed that he was the originator of the Dhamma in the sense of the principles of piety or duty. With regard to the sufficient promotion of the cause of piety among his subjects, which was the real business of his as a ruler precisely as it was of the former kings (P. E. VII), he said that he tried to effect it by this twofold means, viz., the regulations of piety and the inculcation of the principles of piety (duvehi yeva akālehi-dhammaniyamena cha nijhatiyā cha), of which the second in his opinion was more effective than the first (lahu se dhammaniyame, nijhatiyā va bhuyā).³

¹ Samyutta, ii, p. 25: Jātippachehayā jārāmaranam uppādā vā tathāgatānam avipūpādā vā tathāgatanam āhitā vā sa dhatu.
² M. R. E.
³ P. E. VII.
Now, what were the many and sundry regulations of piety that had been promulgated by him (bahun kahmaniyamani yani me kaṭaṇi, P. E. VII) and out of which just one was placed on record, namely, the game-laws embodied in P. E. V? From the general tenor of Aiyangar’s argument, one may deduce that these regulations were not pieces of legislation or enactments, they having been merely declaratory of existing laws, rather customary laws, codified in the Brahmanist Law-books. The vulnerable point in his argument is that the authorities cited, such as Manu, Yajñavalkya, Vishnụ, and Medhatithi, are all post-Aśokan, the majority post-Christian in date.

With regard to the regulation of piety in P. E. V, it may be observed that, though Aśoka was a strong advocate of the principle of non-injury to life (anāraṁbho praṇāṇaṁ, R. E. IV), having taken human nature as it then was, having taken into his consideration the social habits of his subjects in general, as a wise ruler he could not reasonably expect to enact any such law as meaning total prohibition for all men and for all times, if he would like it to be really operative and effective. So minimisation of the slaughter of life was the express aim of this particular regulation carrying legal force, to avoid calling it technically a piece of legislation for want of a legislature elected by the people having voting rights. There is nothing of the kind to be seen in the older Dharmasūtras, such as those of Gautama, Āpastamba, Bodhayana and Vasishṭha. In this regulation a few species of birds, fishes and quadrupeds were declared inviolable on this twofold ground: (1) that they were neither eaten by men, nor (2) did they come into man’s use.

From the first of the two grounds stated by Aśoka, it is evident that the creatures included in the list of inviolables passed as uneatables. Behind it were the authoritative views of the Buddha and the older Smṛiti writers as to what animals should be eaten as food and what animals should not be eaten. Upon the whole, Aśoka’s list of inviolables may be shown to be specially in agreement with those of uneatables in the Law-books of Bodhayana and Vasishṭha with whom the śāśāra (custom) of the Midland was the standard. But the question which interested the earlier Brāhmaṇa Law-givers was of eating and not eating certain creatures as food, and in this respect their interest was the same as that of the Israel Law-giver Moses.¹ The standpoint of the Mosaic law as well as the

¹ Barna, Inscriptions, ii, p. 560 ff. Note that the Mbh. list of uneatables (XV.30.21) includes keśuhra-pipūlikā corresponding to Aśoka’s amūḥa-kapukhkā and obviously meaning “small ants”.
socio-domestic law of the earlier Smṛiti writers was hygienic and aesthetic, while that of Aśoka’s regulation was humanitarian. The remark which applies to Moses and earlier Smṛiti writers, applies equally to the Buddha’s prohibitive injunction. Further, Moses meant his domestic rules of eating for the Israels, the Buddha, for his followers, and the Smṛiti writers for those of the twice-born classes, while Aśoka’s regulation was meant for all his subjects as it should be in order to pass as a law of the land. Equity, custom, progressive moral idea of the society and expediency guide modern legislation as they must have guided Aśoka’s regulations, and, for the matter of that, all rajaśāsanas. If the later Smṛiti writers insisted on this point, as I find they did, they were very sensible and prudent. But that was not to say that Aśoka or any Indian king of the past was debarred from the right to legislate for the people, specially that Aśoka’s regulations were not pieces of legislation.

The question of political sovereignty is not so easy to answer as that of legal in the case of the Aśokan State. In a constitution such as the British, political sovereignty may be said to belong to the electorate in the sense that ‘the legal sovereign is bound in the end to carry out its wishes’. It must have been in view of the absence of any elective system in the Maurya State that Professor Mookerji characterised it as an absolute monarchy in the legal as well as political sense of the term. The upshot of his remark is that under the Maurya constitution the king was responsible to none but himself, his God or conscience. But to understand and appreciate the real situation we need not attach undue importance to the elective system which exists in the limited monarchy of England or the modern democracy of any other country of Europe or America. To speak of the British constitution in particular, it cannot be said that its political sovereignty belongs to the British people as a whole for the obvious reason that it has not extended the franchise to all as, for instance, was done by the Greek City States. Instead of looking at the narrow technical aspect of the matter, let us better look to the essential point in the definition of political sovereignty. The political sovereign, according to its accepted definition, is ‘that power in the State whose will prevails.’ As distinguished from the legal sovereign, the political sovereign is unable to enact and enforce the laws directly.

In all the monarchical States of Ancient India but those in which the reigning monarch happened to be a reckless, ruthless and
incorrigible tyrant, political sovereignty theoretically inhered in the impersonal authority of Dharma and actually belonged to the ruled, the subjects, or the people at large, who were the real beneficiaries of the State.

When only the Police type of State prevailed in India, occupied with the business of maintaining law and order within the territory, the Upanishad teacher proclaimed: "Dharma is the king of kings (kṣatrasya kṣatrabh), there being nothing mightier than it. It is by (the power of) Dharma that the weaker person controls the stronger as it were by (the might of) a ruler. Dharma is satya, therefore, when one affirms the satya, he affirms the dharma, or when one affirms the dharma, he affirms the satya. Thus verily it becomes an affirmation of both."1

The Buddha expanded this Upanishad idea of Dharma when he, too, came to declare: "Dharma is the king of king overlords (dhammo rañño chakkavattissa rājā). Here a king overlord who is virtuous and a righteous monarch, depending on the dharma, honouring the dharma, respecting it, submitting thereto, acting as the standard-bearer of the dharma, having the dharma for the banner of his imperium, and acknowledging the sovereignty of the dharma, provides the lawful protection and safeguard among his own people, and alike among the subordinate rulers, the army, the Brāhmaṇas and rich householders, the townfolks and country people, the Śramaṇas and Brāhmaṇaṇas as religious teachers, (nay, even) among the beasts and birds. Thus verily by dharma he sets the wheel in motion (i.e. founds paramount sovereignty) of which the course cannot be resisted by any inimical human being whosoever."2

Asoka himself, who sought to fulfil the chakravarti or imperial

---

1 Brhad Āranyaka Up., I. 4. 14: Tad etat kṣatrasya kṣatrām yad dharmāṃ tasmād dharmāṁ param nāsty-ato abailiṁ baliṁ samāsāṁ yuṣmā yathā rājñāīvaṁ, Yo vai sa dharmāṁ satyāṁ vai tat, tasmāt satyāṁ vādantāṁ śhur dharmāṁ, vādattī, dharmāṁ va vādantāṁ satyāṁ vadaśīyaṁ bhavati.

2 Anguttara iii, p. 147 f.: Idha rājā chakkavatti dharmikiko dharmarājā dharmānuñeva nissāya dharmam sakkaronto dharmam garukaronto dharmam apachchikam, manō dhannaddhaujyo dharmakete dharmadhipataye dharmikam rakkhāvarana-guttin samvidahati antojanasmin—khaṭṭiyesa annyantese balākāyasmim brahmāna-gahapatiyesu negama-jñānapadesu samapāna-brahmaṇaṃ migapakkhiṣu...samvidahitā bhavati...dharmeneva chakkan pavatteti, tam hoti chakkan appatīvattiyam kenachi manuṣabbhūtena pachchatthikena pāpinī.
ideal of the Buddha, insisted on rearing up by the dharma, providing by the dharma, pleasing by the dharma, and guarding by the dharma (dhammanā pālanā, dhammanā vidhāne, dhammanā sukhīyāna, dhammanā gotī, P. E. I). He, too, desired that the rulers should administer the dharma, standing firm in dharma and virtue (dhammamhi silamhi tīsānto dhammam anussāsānti, R. E. IV).

In the early Upanishad phraseology, dharma was just another word for rīta1. Dharma in the sense of Law was but the regulative principle of human conduct and compelling instrument in a socio-moral order, which was an actuality or truly existent fact (satya) and in consonance with the order of reality considered in its five contexts (pañchaśu adhikaraṇeshu), viz., the physical order (adhilokam), the astronomical order (adhiyāautisham), the recreational or biological order (adhīprajam), the cultural order (adhividyam), and the individuality of persons (adhyatmam)2. The dharma to be practiced is the law of piety or duty in accordance with the past tradition or established usage3.

As explained by Buddhaghosa, the dharma to be respected by a king overlord who was virtuous and a righteous monarch stood for the ten psycho-ethical principles of human conduct and character (dusa-kusala-dhamma) as also for the traditional path of virtue, the precedent (pavipidhamma).4

The dhamma spoken of by Aśoka was essentially the law of piety or duty. With him the tradition was the tradition of piety (dhammānupāti, P. E. VII) established by the former kings of India.

The Buddha, to be true to the ideal he had set forth, left behind him a constitution for the Brotherhood founded by him, which was to be worked out and maintained by the impersonal authority of the Dhamma in the sense of the collective body of the Doctrine and the Discipline promulgated by him. He declined to nominate his successor on the ground that he never thought that he was the leader of the Sangha or that the Fraternity waited for his lead5. The Doctrine embodying the principles and rules of conduct and character was to take his place in his absence.6

1 Taittiriya Up., I. 1. 1. rītam vadiṣhyāmi satyam vadiṣhyāmi.
2 Ibid., I. 3. 1.
3 Ibid., I. 11. 2.
4 Manoratha-pūrana to Rājavagga in Anguttara, iii, p. 147 ff.
5 Digha, ii, p.
6 Ibid., ii, p. 147: Yo vo mayā Dhammo cha Vinayo cha desito paññatvo so vo mama achchayena satthā.
As for the power of the collective body of subjects or citizens of the Aśokan State, and, for the matter of that, of other monarchical states of Ancient India, it is not enough to say with the writer in the Cambridge History of India that the Indian king was no Sultan with the sole obligation of satisfying his personal caprice, or with Mookerji that even apart from the living sense of his moral responsibility to his people, there was an important limitation upon his autocracy from the fact that he was not the source of Law.

The agreed opinion in the matter is that there was no unchecked monarchical despotism in India. Raychaudhuri has convincingly sought to show that the power of the monarch was checked, in the first place, by the Brāhmans, or, as we might also say, the Brāhmaṇas and Śramaṇas who were the repositories, interpreters and disseminators of national culture. The second check came from the ministers and village headmen who aided in the consecration of the king and whom the king consulted regularly on important occasions. The third check (and we may say, the main check) was exercised by the general body of the people ‘who were distinct from the ministers and Graṇāṭa or Graṇikas, and who used to meet in an assembly styled Samiti or Parishad in the Upanishads’.

The late lamented Dr. Jayaswal was at pains to show that the Council of Ministers as a body politic evolved out of the Vedic popular assembly called Samiti or Parishad (Pali Parisa), and that as such, it retained its representative character. The Purohita (Royal Chaplain) who administered the oath to the monarch at the time of his installation and the Ministers or Councillors with whose consent and whole-hearted support he was to be installed on the throne were generally viewed as the trustees of popular interests. The presence and assent of the army, the important officers, the leading people of the community, and the collective body of the town and countryfolks was indispensable.

The Pali Mahāgovinda Suttanta, while narrating a story of the past stage of Indian monarchy, describes the Purohitas as ‘king-makers’ (rajaśuddha, Sk. rajakrits or rajakartras). The Ṣatapatha Brāhmaṇa, too, speaks of an earlier state of things when it represents the Śūta (Charioteer) and Graṇāṭa (Leader of the Host) as king-

---

2. Asoka, p. 47.
makers, and makes them as well as other Ratnins (the chief members of the royal household and of the civil and military staffs) as recipients of the sacrificial honours at the time of the king's coronation. Other Ratnins comprised the Chief Queen (Mahishai), the Royal Chaplain (Purohita), the Chamberlain (Kahattra), the Treasurer (Samgrahitri), the Tax-Collector (Bhadaduga), the Keeper of the Dice (Akshavapa), the Companion in the Chase (Govikartana), the Courier (Palaga), and, above all, the Commander-in-Chief (Senani).

The Pali Nikayas including the Jatakas in verse amply testify to the importance of the Councillors and Officers (Amachehas, Parisajjas) and Village Headmen (Gamilas) in the body politic of a royal state. But the power behind them all was the will of the collective body of the people, the town and the country-folks (pora-janapada, rajhikane-gama). When this went against the king, he had to go. When it went against the king and his Purohita and Ministers, they all had to go. The whole position may be realised from the following conversation between the king of Sivi and the people of Sivi in the Pali Vessantara Jataka:

"The king was told:

The bidding of the Sivi folk if you refuse to do
The people then will act, methinks, against
your son and you.

The king replied:

Behold the people's will, and I that will do.
not gainsay."

The career of the king and his ministers was not interfered with so long as they were not found guilty of misrule and their conduct not reprehensible. When the citizens of Magadha became sick of the unworthy conduct of the successors of king Bimbisara, all of whom happened, according to the Pali Chronicles, to be parricides, they rose up together against the last monarch of the line and replaced him by his minister. According to the Padakusala-mana-vaka Jataka, when a king and his Purohita were found guilty of theft,

---

1, 3 S'atapatha Br., iii. 4. 1. 7, xiii. 2. 2. 18. In this connection Mookerji (Fundamental Unity of India, p. 89) observes that "both official and non-official or popular elements were represented in the function".
2 Aitareya Br., viii. 17.
4 Cf. also Jaiminiya Up. Br., iii. 7. 6., Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 147.
5 Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 148 ff.
the investigating officer brought the matter to the notice of the councillors and the citizens, and the latter got rid of both and elected a good man as king. In the case of Vessantara, the people of Sivi were enraged when the prince gave away the state-elephant whose presence in the kingdom was necessary for guarding against drought and food scarcity.

Thus it may be shown that the popular will ultimately prevailed in Ancient India and that it was expressed in extraordinary circumstances, no matter how. Rebellion or resort to physical force is everywhere the last weapon at the hands of the populace of a country. But we shall be far from the truth to think that in India of the Maurya age the people had not various civic institutions of their own,—societies, corporations, and trade-guilds and their respective leaders, to express their will in a constitutional or semi-constitutional form. The idea of natural leadership was generally prevalent. From the various 'set forms of speech' (kammavāchas) met with in the Grihya Sutras, the Vinaya Texts and the Arthasastra, it is easy to infer that the parliamentary proceedings were not unknown.

4. Government: The government of a territory is, according to modern definition, the machinery through which the will of the State is expressed. It involves the consideration of two things, viz., the constitution and its actual working, both of which are comprehended by the system of administration.

The familiar Indian word for administration is rājya-śāsana or rājadanda-parichālana. In the Buddha’s phraseology, administration means anāchakka-pavattana, i.e., setting the wheel of the sovereign command in motion. The same is implied in Khāravela’s inscription by the expression, supavata-vijayachaka (supravartta-vijaya-chakra). The poetic imagery behind it goes to compare the running of a government to the driving of a royal chariot (rāja-ratha). The Indian conception of government centred indeed round the imagery of a chariot, just as the modern conception does round that of a machinery. The Indian is distinctively an organic conception, the chariot being an organic combination of parts, brought into a working order:

Yathā hi angasambhārā hoti saddo ratho iti.

In the Upanishad poetry, the chariot stands for the living body or organism, soul for the lord of the chariot, intelligence for the chario-

---

1 Samyutta, i, p. 184 f., Milindapañha, p. 28.
teer, mind for the rein-holder, the organs of sense and action for
the horses yoked to the chariot, and the objects of sense and action
for the field to be traversed by them:

Ātmānam rathinam viddhi, śariram ratham eva tu |
buddhi tu sārathim viddhi, manah pragraham eva cha |
Indriyāni hayān āhur vishayāms teshu gocharān1 |

In the case of a government, the king (rājā) is the lord of the
chariot, the chief minister (amachcha) is the charioteer (sārathi, suta),
the commissioner (rajjuka) is the rein-holder, the officers (yuktas) are
the horses yoked to the chariot, the commander-in-chief (senāpati
mahāmatta) is the door-keeper or guard.

In connection with the chariot procession came in the king’s
mother, chief queen, the crown prince, the chaplain, the banker, the
master archer (or measurer of capacity), and the court ezan.

Rāja mātā mahesi cha uparajā purohito |
rajjuko sārathi seṭhī dono dovārīko tatha |
gaṇika ekadasā jana Kurudhamme patiṭṭhita2 |

From these, it may be realised that at the back of Aśoka’s Rajjukas
and Yuktas, maybe also behind his Prādesikas, lingered the old poetic
imagery of the royal state as a moving chariot.

5. Constitution: Aśoka’s was a unitary form of government,
inasmuch as all the powers of the State were centralised in the King
and the Council of Ministers, and all the state-policy emanated from
the capital, i.e., from Paṭaliputra (R. E. V.).

In the earlier part of Aśoka’s reign, precisely as in that of the
reign of his father, the central government was responsible for the
administration of the empire, especially that of his domain proper.
With the appointment of his Viceroys in the four of the outlying
provinces, there took place the delegation of certain powers to them,
although the policy, official directions and changes in the method of
administration continued to be dictated from the centre (S. R. E. I,
S. R. E. II). The four outlying provinces were the North-Western
(Uttarāpatha), the Western (Avanti), the Eastern (Kalinga), and the
Southern (Mahishamaṇḍala). Clearly in the case of the Eastern
Province, we find that it had two administrative divisions, the major
and the minor, each with its official headquarters, namely, Tosali and
Samāpa (S.R.E. I, S.R.E. II). The Southern Province is also shown
to have comprised two such administrative divisions, the major with

1 Kaṭha Up., i. 3. 8-4. 2 Jātaka, II, p. 367.
Suvarnagiri and the minor with Rishila as their respective headquarters (M.R.E., Bra.). Though such a clear case cannot be made out for the other two provinces, from the setting of the edicts, it may not be difficult to guess that the North-Western Province, too, consisted of two such divisions, the major with Takshaśīlā and the minor most probably with Pushkarāvati as their respective headquarters, and that the Western Province was constituted of two divisions, the major with Ujjayini and the minor probably with Vidiśā as their respective headquarters. The Mahāmatras placed in charge of the minor division of the province of Kalinga are represented as Imperial Commissioners (Lajavachanika, S. R. E. I, S. R. E. II, J). It may be inferred from this, that prior to the appointment of the Kumāra Viceroy, the Mahāmatras in charge of the administration of the major division of the province also passed as Rajavachanikas. The same remark applies to the Mahāmatras entrusted with the administration of different divisions in other outlying provinces as well. As distinguished from the Mahāmatras in charge of the divisions in Home provinces, those placed in frontier provinces appear to have been designated Anti-Mahāmatras (Aṃta Mahāmatā, P.E I), competent to deal with matters relating to frontiers (pachānta) and frontagers (Aṃtā, Sāmanṭā), in accordance, of course, with instructions from the capital (S.R.E. II).

Precisely how many were the Home provinces we cannot say. The inscriptions of Aśoka, hitherto known, enable us to state that Benares, Kauśāmbī, Virāṭanagara and S'rughna were official headquarters of four divisions. One may include in the list of divisional headquarters such towns as Mathura, Gaya, Sahasram, and the town adjoining the rock at Rupnāth. The Mahāmatras of these divisions might also be regarded as Rajavachanikas, inasmuch as they were all entitled to receive directions from the capital and imperial agents in the provinces to carry out the imperial wishes (Schism Pillar Edict, Kauśāmbī and Sarnāth).

The occurrence of three versions of Aśoka's Rock Edicts at Girnar, which was the ancient capital of Surāśṭra, at Sopārā (Pali Suppāraka), which was the capital and main port of Sānāparānta or Kukurāparānta, and at Yerragudi in the modern district of Kārnūl gives rise to an administrative problem which is not easy to solve.

As regards Surāśṭra, we learn from the Junāgarh Rock inscriptions of Rudradāman I that near Girinagara (Girnar) was excavated the Sudarśana Tank by Chandragupta Maurya's Vaiśya Rāṣṭriya named Pushyagupta. Subsequently, after the reign of Aśoka
(Aśokasyā Mauryasyaṁte), the Yavanarāja Tushāspa built embankments and fitted the same with aqueducts (adhisbhyāya pranālibhir alankṛitaṁ). From the new reading ānte in lieu of krite, it is evident that Tushāspa, probably a Perso-Greek from the North-Western region of India, was a post-Aśokan chieftain or independent ruler of Surāśṭra as well as that the credit for the embankment of the tank and its aqueducts was due not to Aśoka but to Tushāspa.

If it be true, as supposed, that Rudradāman had a previous record to guide him regarding the origin of the tank and its embankment, etc., there is no escape from the conclusion that the Vaiśya Pushyagupta, the excavator of the tank, was a Rāṣṭriya of Chandragupta Maurya. Here the whole political and administrative mystery lies in the word Rāṣṭriya which, according to the Amarakosa, signifies the brother-in-law (wife’s brother) of a king (rājaśyālas tu rāṣṭriyah). Amarasisimha is here guided by the sense in which the word was employed in the Sanskrit dramas. So the commentator Kṣārasvāmi is justified in pointing out that ‘except in a play a Rāṣṭriya is a Rāṣṭrādhikritra, i.e., an officer appointed to look after or supervise the affairs of a rāṣṭra, state or province.’

With Kielhorn Pushyagupta, the Vaiśya Rāṣṭriya of Chandragupta Maurya, was the provincial governor of Surāśṭra, while with Raychaudhuri he was probably ‘a sort of Imperial High Commissioner whose position was comparable to that of Lord Cromer in Egypt.’ Raychaudhuri inclines to identify the Rāṣṭriya with the Rāṣṭrapāla whose salary was, according to the Arthaśāstra, ‘equal to that of a Kumāra or Prince.’

Raychaudhuri’s suggestion is evidently based upon the assumption

---

2. Kielhorn is responsible for the completion of te after Mauryasya as krite. Bhaṇ Daji was in favour of completing te as tena. But the anāsvāra stroke over sya being certain, one must connect te with Mauryasyaṁ without unnecessarily presuming the omission by the scribe of kṛti before or of na after te.
3. Tushāspa being a personal name, Vincent Smith was led to think that the Yavana-rāja bearing this name was a Persian, while the epithet Yavana-rāja indicates that he was a Greek.
4. Amarakosa, V. 14. It is not altogether impossible that Pushyagupta was a s’yālaka of Chandragupta.
'that Surāśṭra was probably an autonomous vassal state, or a confederation of vassal states, and not an imperial province.' The argument which leads him to this conclusion is worth quoting.

"The Kauṭilya Arthaśāstra refers to a number of Sanghas, e.g., Kambhoja, Surāśṭra, etc. The Kambhojas find prominent mention as a separate unit even in the Thirteenth Rock Edict of Aśoka. That Surāśṭra (Kāṭhiāwār) was autonomous in the time of Aśoka seems probable from the reference, in R.E.V, to various nations in the western border (aparātā) in addition to those named specifically, and from Rudradaman's inscription at Junāgadh which refers to the Rājā, the Yavana Tushāspha, the contemporary and vassal of Aśoka. The Yavanarājā was probably a Greek chief of the North-West who was appointed one of the Mukhyas or chiefs of the Surāśṭra Sangha by Aśoka, just as Rājā Man Singh of Ambar was appointed Subadar of Bengal by Akbar. His title of Rājā probably indicates that he enjoyed a certain amount of autonomy."

This observation, which is otherwise very weighty, is shaky for these two reasons:

(i) That the verse in the Arthaśāstra (xi. 1) speaking of the Kambhojas, the Surāśtrās, and the like as the guilds (corporations) of warriors who lived by agriculture, trade and wielding weapons, as distinguished from others who bore the title of Rājā, may be taken to have referred to an earlier state of things, and

(ii) That the new reading Aśokasya Mauryasayantte renders the contemporaneity of Aśoka and Tushāspha highly problematical.

As for the official designation of Rashṭriya, Buddhaghosa tells us in one context, that during a processional state-drive of king Ajātaśatru of Magadha the place assigned to the Rashṭriyas (Raṭṭhiyaputta) among his retinue 'was just between the Mahāmatras who were nicely dressed and the fittingly dressed Brāhmans shouting the joy of victory. The Rashṭriyas themselves 'are said to have been gorgeously dressed holding swords and the like in their hands (vividhalankāra-manḍita nānappakāra-avudhahatthā).' In another context, he tells us that the king of the Kuru country came to see the Thera Raṭṭhapāla

1 The Petavatthu, iv. 8, represents Pingala, king of Surāśṭra, as contemporary and adviser of a Maurya ruler of Pāṭaliputra. The commentary freely identifies this Maurya ruler with Aśoka. C. D. Chatterjee has fully discussed the historical bearing of this in the Achārya Pūspāñjali.
(Rasṭrapāla) with a retinue consisting of the Mahāmātrās, the Maharāṣṭrikas, and such like persons of higher and higher ranks\(^1\) (Mahāmatta-Mahāraṣṭhikādinaṁ vasena uggataggatam eva pārisaṁ gaheva upasankami).\(^2\)

Squaring up the two, we may understand that Rasṭriya and Rasṭrika are one and the same designation. As for the connection of the Rasṭriya or Rasṭrika with Rasṭrapāla, some light may be thrown from the Pali Raṭṭhapāla Sutta (Majjhima, iii) and Buddhaghosa’s comment thereon. From the Sutta itself, it is clear that Rasṭrapāla was the only son of a Sresṭhī of Sthulakosṭhīta, a fertile and prosperous place in the Kuru country of the Buddha’s time. The Sresṭhī who was a Vaiśya by caste lived in a right royal style. According to Buddhaghosa, the Sresṭhīn’s was a Rasṭrapāla family (Raṭṭhapāla-kula). By definition, a Rasṭrapāla family was that of which the head was capable of maintaining and restoring the peace and order in a territory or any portion thereof in the event of party factions, capable of coping with or quelling any popular commotion or disturbance:

Sarṣijikaṁ chatuvaṇṇam posetum yaṁ pahossati |
raṭṭhapalakuḷaṁ nāṁ ................. ..............

In the prose portion of the Chulla Sutasoma Jātaka, the Commander-in-Chief (Senāpati) is placed at the head of the Amāyas (Councilors and Officers), the Chaplain (Purohita) at the head of the Brāhmans and the Rasṭrika (Raṭṭhika) is placed foremost among the Naigamas (Negama, i.e., the bankers, business magnates and rich landowners who functioned at the same time as Mayors, Sheriffs and Justices of the Peace).\(^3\)

If such were the office and worldly position of a Rasṭriya or Rasṭrika, there is no wonder that Pushyagupta, a Rasṭriya under Chandragupta Maurya, should be described as a Vaiśya in Rudradaman’s inscription. But the question still is—Was he appointed by Chandragupta to function as the Governor or Imperial High Commissioner of Surāṣṭra?

From Rudradaman’s inscription, it is evident, no doubt, that the Yavana-rāja Tushāspaha became an independent chieftain or ruler of

---

\(^1\) This shows that the Rasṭrikas were higher in official as well as social status than the Mahāmātrās.

\(^2\) Barus, Inscriptions, ii., p. 264.

Surashtra, may be of Surashtra-Anarta, i.e., the whole of Kathiavar, sometime after Ašoka. The ancient name of Junagarh itself indicates that the city with the hill-fort was built by a Yavana ruler. Rudrada-man himself appointed a Pahlava (Parthian or Persian), named Suviśāla, son of Kulaipa, as Amatya (Governor) for the whole of Surashtra and Anarta. Can we say that this was in keeping with the Maurya tradition, particularly Aśokan?

The Yerragudi copy of M.R.E. goes to show that the Imperial Agent or Commissioner at the place was a Rajjuka to whom the message to be proclaimed was despatched with the capital with the direction that he should, in his turn, commend it to the people (janapadān) as well as the Rāṣṭrikaśas (Raṭhikāni cha). If any inference is to be drawn from this, it is that in the janapada under this particular Rajjuka were the Rāṣṭrikaśas besides the general populace. Whether there were any Mahāmatras attached to this Rajjuka or not, this inscription has nothing to say. If the Rajjuka as Regent or Chief Commissioner virtually took the place of the Kumāras in the Home provinces, he, too, must have a body of Mahāmatras to assist him in deliberation as well as administration. That which was at the Yerragudi area was ex hypothesi in Surashtra (Girnar), Sūnaparanta (Sopara), Mahārāṣṭra (Kopbal), and Mushaka (Maksi).

Broadly speaking, as Regent or Chief Commissioner for a particular janapada (large administrative area, a Home province or Division), the Rajjuka was responsible to the king as the supreme administrative head of a particular imperial territory. He was to carry on the administration of the janapada placed in his charge with the aid of the Mahāmatras and the Rāṣṭrikaśas. He was the official medium through which the king's orders, directions and instructions were to be communicated to the Mahāmatras entrusted with the administration of towns or districts within his jurisdiction. The Purushas or Personal Secretaries of the king were the official agents to intimate to the Rajjukas the king's wishes, instructions and policy shaping the method of administration to be faithfully followed by them in order to please the king, to work to his satisfaction (P.E. IV).

3 Cf. Vessantara Jātaka.
Samagati janapada negamcha samagati.
Digha, iii, p. 61: negama-janapada.
From this line of argument, it may be concluded that in the four outlying provinces the Rajjuka or his provincial substitute, namely, the Pradesika (R.E. III), was replaced later by a Kumāra.

The janapada under a Rajjuka was divided into a certain number of āhāras (smaller administrative areas, say, districts defining the jurisdiction of different classes of Mahāmātras), with the koṭa-vishayyas (fort-areas or fortified districts) here and there (Schism Pillar Edict, Sarnāth).

The capital of Aśoka was the seat of the Imperial Government. Here was his permanent residence, and within the palace area were located the Council Hall and the Secretariat. The subordinate officers in the Imperial Secretariat were known as Yuktas (R.E. III), and they were to work under instructions from the Purushas rather than from the Parishad or Council of Ministers which was a deliberative and advisory rather than an executive body. As clearly stated in P.E. IV, the Purushas or Personal Secretaries were intimately acquainted with the king’s wishes (pulisāni me chhaṃdaṃnāṇi, P.E. IV).

The Purushas, as appears from R.E. VI, were probably also the Dāpakas and Sṛvāśvapakas to whom the king issued his oral orders concerning something to be communicated or publicly announced. They were the personal agents of the king to instruct the subordinate officers in the Imperial Secretariat as to how to codify the orders properly and effectively (hetuto cha vyāṃjanato cha, R.E. III). The Yuktas in this Secretariat must have been attached also to the various departments of the Mahāmātras, better Mantri Mahāmātras (Pali Mantino Mahāmattā), the Mantrins of the Arthaśāstra (I.15), to whom the king entrusted all urgent matters (mahāmattresu acāhyike aropitaṃ bhavati, R.E. VI). It was the main duty of the Mantri Mahāmātras as adepts in the science and art of royal polity to advise the ruler in all important and urgent matters and to take necessary diplomatic or administrative steps to save the state in times of emergency.

The law-making organ of the Aśokan State was, as I sought to show, composed of the King and the Council of Ministers, the initiative and the right of final approval lying with the former. The enactments went by the name of Regulations carrying legal force.

1 See next Chapter for the official position of the Pradesika.
2 Samyutta, I, p. 102: Santi........imasmiṃ rājakule mantino mahāmattā ye pahonti āgate mantehi bhedayitum.
The king of India was the highest judiciary of a monarchical state. He represented the final court of appeal. P.E. IV goes to show that in the latter part of his reign, Aśoka delegated his own judicial authority to the Rajjukas and to corresponding state officials as regards provincial governments. In cities like Tosalī and Samāpā, the administration, judicial or otherwise, was entrusted, as will be shown further on, to a body of City-judiciaries (Nagala-viyoḥalaka, Nagalaka, S.R.E. I) corresponding, more or less, with the Pauravyavahārika or Nagarakka of the Arthaśāstra (I. 12, III. 36, V. 3).

The supreme head of the Executive organ, too, was the king. All the orders, verbal or written, directions, instructions and policy shaping the method of administration and supervision, as well as the mode of carrying out the king’s wishes emanated from the king and passed through the Council of Ministers before they took their final shape. These orders, directions, etc. were codified in the Secretariat by the Yuktās under instructions from the Purushas or the Parishad and officially despatched for execution to the Rajjukas, and in the case of the outlying provinces, to the Kumāra Viceroys since their appointment, who in their turn communicated them to the divisional or district heads. All despatches from the major division to a minor one in a province had to be sent on the joint authority of the Kumāra Viceroys and the Mahāmatras attached to him and with proper official courtesy observed.1 The same courtesy was equally observed even when the king himself addressed anything to a religious fraternity like the Buddhist Sangha (Bhabru). It may be shown that this was in accordance with the convention established long before.2 It may further be shown that the forms and style of Aśoka’s inscriptions conformed to the prevalent rules that became systematised later in the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra (II. 10). As for the promulgation of an ordinance or the proclamation of an imperial message, certain written copies were supplied from the capital to select centres from which other copies were to be made, circulated and suitably placed as far as went the jurisdiction of the officers concerned. These were to be also permanently incised on rocks and pillars (Schism Pillar Edict, Sārnāth, M.R.E., Rupnāth, Sahasrām). In communicating with the people of wild tracts (atavīyo), the officers commissioned

2 Barua, Inscriptions, ii.
to do the work were to verbally inform them (R.E. XIII). The communication with the Ántas or Samantas was maintained through the Dútas (Envoy or Emissaries, R.E. XIII, S.RE. II).

The maintenance of law and order which is one of the essential duties of every state of stable character did not suffer in the least under the Aśokan regime. That the criminal laws were most rigorous in the country is reflected by Aśoka’s inscriptions (R.E. V) as well as borne out by the collective literary evidence. The prisons (bandhana, R.E. V, P.E. IV, S.R.E. I) existed, sudden arrest (akasma bandhana) and coercion (parikilesa) ending in imprisonment (bandhanāmātika) was not altogether out of the mischief of the law (S.R.E. I). The life behind the prison bars was a state of woe and it needed safeguards and humane consideration (R.E.V). The wild tribes and gangs of thieves (ātaviyo) were a source of trouble to the State. But whenever they caused or tried to cause mischiefs within the territory, the miscreants were severely dealt with and warned (R.E. XIII). Frontiers were zealously guarded and drastic measures, if necessary, were taken, to prevent the frontagers from planning encroachments on the home territory or creating any disturbance from outside (S.R.E. II). It was considered a bounden duty of the State to see that the people were not harassed or oppressed by any officer and were not driven into a state of rebellion by highhandedness on the part of government servants (S.R.E. I).

The Aśokan was, however, a police type of government. It represented, on the other hand, a far advanced culturetype performing all the ministrant functions, e.g., keeping itself fully informed of the actual condition of the people, whether it is prosperity and happiness or the opposite, identifying itself by an enlightened sympathy with them (P.E. IV), taking care of the poor, the needy, the aged, the children, the oppressed, the virtuous, and the persons engaged in disseminating culture, ensuring the reasonable and human treatment of slaves and servants (R.E. III, R.E. IV, R.E. V, etc.), promoting the cause of piety (dhamma-vadhi), doing works of public utility and humanitarian kind (R.E. II, Queen’s Edict, P.E.V, P.E. VII), and, above all, educating the subjects to an excellence of moral and national character (R.E. III, R.E. IV, P.E. VII).

6. Method and Policy: Every State like that of Aśoka, which has a great mission set before it, has to ensure its own safety, increase its efficiency, and prove its effectiveness, and for that, the definition of its methods, principles and policy is a desideratum. This indeed
constituted the main task of Daṇḍaniti or the Science of Government which is presupposed by Aśoka’s inscriptions (S. R. E. I : niti). Aśoka himself as an enlightened ruler and political thinker has clearly defined them.

As for the theoretical purpose of the science, as well as those of other normative sciences of practical application to life, such as ethics, economics and medical science, it was set out, notably in the Buddha’s thought-scheme, under four aspects, the first two of which may be characterised as negative and the second two as positive: to guard against the rise of the evil which has not arisen, to stop the evil which has not arisen, to pave the way for the rise of the good which has not arisen, and to increase the good which has arisen.¹ The same as to waste and income in the science of wealth, and disease and health in the science of medicine. The Arthaśāstra (I-4) while speaking of the purpose of the science of polity, expresses it thus: It is to be used as means to the attainment of that which has not been attained, the fostering of that which has been attained, the promotion of that which has been fostered, and the proper application of that which has been promoted.² The very same line of thinking is traceable in the words of Aśoka, e.g., when he said that the aim of all his efforts through government was not only that all the people were free from the innate proneness to sin (sakale apaparīrave asa, R. E. X), but also that they grew sufficiently with the growth in piety (anulūpanāyā dhammavaḍhīyā, vaḍheya, P. E. VII), or when he gave out that he had not only promoted the cause of piety (vaḍhīta, R. E. IV, P. E. VII) but would see that it went on being promoted immensely (vupallāva vaḍhisiti, M. R. E.).

The agreed opinion of the earlier teachers of polity was in favour of the strictest, severest or relentless method of administration (tikshṇaḍanda). A ruler desirous of the progress of the world should always hold the sceptre raised (nityam uḍyataḍandas sayat),³ there being no better instrument than the sceptre to maintain peace and order, the diametrically opposite method was one of laxity

¹ anuppanānaṁ akusalānaṁ pāpakānaṁ dhammānaṁ anuppaḍaya, uppanānaṁ akusalānaṁ dhammānaṁ pahānāya, anuppanānaṁ kusalānaṁ pāpakānaṁ dhammānaṁ uppādaya, uppanānaṁ kusalānaṁ dhammānaṁ bhīyyobhāvāya.
² labdhā-kābhārtha, labdhā-parirakshaṁ, rakshita-vivardhant, vṛddhasya tirthaṁ pratiḥpadantcha.
³ This is also the method recommended in the Mahābhārata and Manu’s Code.
and leniency (mṛdudanda), which was advocated by none of the teachers but was followed in practice by the sluggish or morally coward among the rulers themselves. According to Kautšilya, both are wrong methods to follow, since the first makes the ruler repulsive to the people and the second contemptible. The wiser method consists in awarding punishment as deserved, with due consideration and full knowledge of the law and not under the influence of greed, wrath or ignorance (kamakrodhābhyaṁ ajñānāt). On the other hand, when the hand of justice is kept back, there prevails anarchy—the matsanyāya (rule of might is right), as is popularly called. In the absence of a holder of the sceptre (daṇḍadharā) the stronger swallows up the weaker, while guarded by him, even the weak can overpower the strong.

Even the wiser method of Kautšilya may be shown to have been rather in agreement with that which is described in the Pali Rajovāda Jātaka as the Kośalan way, falling short of the standard aimed at:

dalham daḥhassā khipati, mudussa muḍa muḍum,

"matches violence with violence, mildness with mildness."

which tantamounts to the Mosaic principle of ‘an eye for an eye’, ‘a tooth for a tooth’. Here neither the spirit of justice is enlivened with the quality of mercy, nor does forbearance (khaṃṭi) receive its due importance as moral strength.

The Buddha is historically known as the propounder of the wisdom of the via media (majjha, majjhima paṭipadā) which was applicable alike to religious and secular life. The application of this as a method of government has been explicitly shown in the Jātakas. Asoka enunciates as well as adopts the same as a definite method of administration.

Asoka’s definite instruction to his officers was to fulfill ‘the mean’ (majham, S.R.E. I), avoiding these two extremes, viz., acting under the influence of such immoral propensities as ‘malignity, irascibility, cruelty and oppressiveness’, on one side, and ‘non-application, indolence and weariness for exertion’, on the other.2 Consistently with this, he defined khaṃṭi (forbearance) as that kind of fortitude or moral strength which was to be displayed by the ruling authorities in dealing with miscreants and mischief-makers in taxing their

1 Arthaśāstra, I. 4.
2 See Ch. VII.
3 S.R.E. I; Tata ihhitaviyo: “majham paṭipādayemā” ti. Imehi cha jātehi
o samsambipati-iṣāya āsūlopeṇa niḥhuriyenā tulanāya anāvutiya śalasiyena
kilamatheṇa.
patience to its utmost limit, inwardly having the heart to forgive and
and not to use the law of punishment beyond what is required.¹
Even in extreme cases, where a victory by arms was unavoidable,
they should (with full preparedness) practise forbearance and prefer
light action as far as practicable.²

Carefully scrutinised, however, Kautilya's opinion, minus its
underlying spirit, tends to be identical with Asoka's.

Two methods were to be adopted for the sufficient growth of the
people with the growth in piety, viz., enactments in the form of
imperial regulations (dhamma-niyama) and moral persuasion (nijhati,
Pali nijjhatti),³ the second being considered the more effective of
the two.

The enactments included the special ordinance promulgated for
the suppression of schisms in a religious community (Schism Pillar
Edict). Moral persuasion consisted in—

1. the propounding and promulgation of the principles of piety
or duty and the imparting of instructions in them (dhamma-
nusathini, R.E. IV, P.E. VII);
2. the periodical proclamations of piety (dhamma-sāvanāni,
P.E. VII, M.R.E.);
3. causing the principles and proclaimed messages to be incised
permanently on rocks and pillars in order to keep them before
the public eye,
4. the celebration of festivals and popular demonstration of
rewards of pious life in heaven by the display of celestial
mansions, celestial elephants, illuminations, and artistic
representations of the fiery (sun, moon, stars, etc.) and other
divine forms (divyāni rupāni dasayitpā janaṁ, R.E. IV),
5. the monumental acts of piety (dhamma-thāṁbhāni, P.E. VII)
in the form of public and humanitarian works (R.E. II,
P.E. VII, Queen's Edict);
6. the setting of personal examples (R.E. I, R.E. VIII, Lumbini
Pillar, Nigali Sāgar); and
7. the maintenance of a tolerant, reverential and helping attitude
towards all faiths and religious teachers (R.E. VII, R.E. XII,

¹ R.E. XIII: yo pi cha apakarayati khamitaviyamate va yam sako
khamanaye. S.R.E. II: khamisati e chakiye khamitate.
² R.E. XIII: sarasake eva vijaye chhati cha (lahudamātām cha rochetu).
³ P.E. VII.
The anusamyāna consisting in quinquennial and triennial tours of inspection on the part of the Rajjukas and Pradeśikas (R.E. III), or on that of the Rajavachanika Mahāmatras (S.R.E. I) was the method of official supervision introduced by Aśoka for the following purposes: (1) to collect a first-hand information about the actual condition of the people (sukhiyana-dukhīyanam janīsamāntī, P.E. IV), (2) to bring good and happiness to town and country folks and do favour to them (janasa jānapadosa hitasukham upadahevu anugahinevu cha) by initiating various works of public utility (R.E. III, P.E. IV), (3) to educate them in the laws and ideals of piety (R.E. III, P.E. IV), and (4) to prevent the miscarriage of justice and breaches of duty (P.E. IV, S.R.E. I), in addition to their usual administrative duties (ahāpayitu atane kaṁmaṁ, S.R.E. I). As ordained at first, the anusamyāna was to be undertaken every five years, both in the Home and outlying provinces (R.E. III), which was modified later with the result that the five-year system was retained for the Home provinces, while the supervising officials in the outlying provinces were required to see that they had not exceeded three years (S.R.E. I). In introducing these tours Aśoka’s intention obviously was to fully utilise the adhimāsa (additional month) which occurred at the end of every half-cycle or two additional months that were available at the end of a cycle of five years the working year consisting of 354 days and nights.¹

The Aśokan age was pre-eminently dominated by the śraddhā or active form of faith. Accordingly the guiding principle of all human actions was apramāda of which uṭṭhāna (alertness), uḍyama (energetic effort), utsāha (ardour), and parākrama (strenuous exertion) were various synonyms or connotations. So there is no wonder that uṭṭhāna was regarded by Aśoka as by Kautilya and others before him as the principle of action in which lay the secret of success in administration (tassa cha esa male, R.E. VI). The prompt despatch of business (atha-saṃṭīraṇa, R.E. VI) was, according to Aśoka, the real test of man’s sense of duty borne by the energetic spirit within him. The sense of duty and great ardour in work on the part of the king, his ministers and officers are possible only where all of them are led by the spirit of service for a great cause, which, in the words of Aśoka, was the service to the country (desāvuti, S.R.E. I), and in the language of Aśoka and earlier political thought, doing good to the

¹ Arthaśāstra, II. 7 : tris’ataṁ chatulpaṇḍha’aoh ebāhorāṭrāṇuṁ karma- saṁvatsaraḥ.
whole world (sarva-loka-hita, R.E. VI), the promotion of the interests of all, both here and hereafter, immediate and remote.

Kauṭilya and other ancient political thinkers spoke of these three sources of state strength, namely, mantrasakti, prabhūsakti (i.e., prabhāva), and utsāha-sakti. The first is born of wise counsel, the second of state resources and fighting strength, and the third of energetic spirit\(^1\). Aśoka, too, laid stress not only on the very best kind of ardour (aga usaha, P.E. I, aga parakrama, R.E. X) but also on the other two. In warning the wild tribes and gangs of thieves against mischief-making, he desired that they should know his prabhāva (prabhāve, R.E. XIII). Though the word mantra is not met with in Aśoka’s inscriptions, it is not difficult to make out from his trend of thought that wise counsel is not possible where there is no unanimity in decision and no unity of purpose. This is why he laid so much stress on concord (samavāya, R.E. XII) in religious as well as secular life, on unity (samgha-samage, Schism Pillar) in a religious fraternity as in a body politic. Just as the Buddha was eager to see that there was always good understanding (nijjhatti) and no dissension in the Bhikkhu-parisa,\(^2\) so also was Aśoka with regard to the Council of Ministers (Parisā, R.E. VI). He, too, gave the Council of Ministers the full liberty to discuss state-matters without the least interference from his side. The need of the same community of spirit and unity of purpose is felt in the Vedic conception of a Samiti or Parishad.\(^3\) “United they meet, united they rise up, united they do their duties”\(^4\)—this was laid down by the Buddha as one of the seven essential conditions of national as well as communal well-being.

Another condition laid down by the Buddha was that what is not in consonance with that which is established as a good usage (precedent, tradition) should not be introduced, nor should what is

---
\(^1\) Ibid, VI. 2: S’aktis trividhāḥ; jñanabalam mantrav’aktīḥ, kośadanda-balami prabhū-s’aktīḥ, vikrama-balami utsāha-saktīḥ.
Amarākosa, Kshatriyavarga, 89: s’aktayas tiṣṭaḥ prabhāvotsāha-mantrajāḥ.
\(^2\) Anguttara-N., I, p. 66, Mahāvagga (Vinaya P.I, Ch. X; Sāmagāma Sutta (Digha, iii),
\(^3\) Tattvārtha Up., II. 11: saha nāvavatu, saha nāvavatu, saha nāvavatu, saha viryan karavāhah.
\(^4\) Mahāparinibbāna Suttaṭṭha, Ch. I, samaggā sannipatanti, samaggā vuttha-hanti, samaggā karuṇiyani karonti.
established as a good usage be discarded. Such was indeed the very method of Aśoka's government which was intended to uphold and strengthen the received tradition of righteousness, virtue and piety (porāṇa pakti, M.R.E., Bra). Though the traditional or tried method of the former kings of India was not found adequate as means of furthering the cause of piety, it was supplemented but not discontinued (R.E. IV, P.E. VII).

The fifth condition insisted on holding the seniors in age and experience in high esteem and giving them the respect due to them. Association with the seniors (vriddha-samyoga) found its due importance in the Arthaśāstra (I.5) as well. There is no wonder then that Aśoka should be repeatedly insisting on the need of respectful attention to seniors and high personages in all walks of life (R. E. IX, R. E. XIII, etc.).

The seventh condition of the Buddha emphasized the need of providing all the existing institutions with necessary safeguards and lawful protection so that worthy persons visiting the country might find themselves comfortable and move about in safety. The Classical writers, such as Diodorus and Strabo, bear testimony to the fact that special care was taken of the foreigners by the Maurya government. There were officers appointed to see that they were not wronged. Arrangements were made for their treatment if they fell ill. When they died, their bodies were properly disposed of and their properties were handed over to their relatives. The judges, too, exercised greatest possible scruple in dealing with cases in which they were implicated. Daṇḍin in his Daśakumāra-charita (ii. 44), tells us that the Mauryas had granted this boon to the foreign merchants that 'if they were found to be in possession of stolen property, capital punishment should be excused in their cases', an information, which may be shown to be in accord with the rules in the Arthaśāstra (II. 16). The inscriptions of Aśoka do not throw any direct light on this point. But indirectly it may be inferred from them (R.E. II.

---
1 Ibid, Ch. I ; paśñattam na paśñapenti, paśñattam na samuchchhindanti.
2 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 42 ; Raychaudhuri, op. cit. p. 289.
3 Maurya-datta eha varo vānijam, idris'ena sparād hebhu nāsti às'ubhih abhiyogah, cited by Rangaswami Aiyangar, op. cit., p. 186.
4 e.g., "Foreigners importing merchandise shall be exempted from being sued for debts unless they are (local) associations and partners." Cf. also Arthaśāstra, II. 28 : "Foreign merchants who have often been visiting the country as well as those who are well-known to local merchants shall be allowed to land in port towns."
R.E. V, R.E. XIII) that just as he himself was eager to see that his emissaries safely moved about in foreign territories and were allowed facilities for work and that the Brahmaṇa and Śramaṇa teachers had their freedom of movement in the tribal States within his empire, so, on his part, he must have granted similar facilities to the emissaries and merchants from outside.

Now, as to the state policy of Aśoka. Vatavyādhi alone among the earlier political thinkers held that war and peace (sandhi-vigraha) were the two real forms of the state-policy.¹ The agreed opinion of other teachers went to advocate the six forms of State-policy (shāḍguṇyām) and the fourfold diplomatic means (upāya-chatusṭhāyām). The six forms consisted in peace, war, observance of neutrality, marching, alliance, and making peace with one and waging war on another.² The fourfold means consisted in conciliation (sāma), creation of obligation (dāna), creation of division (bheda), and drastic action (danda). It is rightly pointed out in the Arthasastra (VII. 1) that the proper field of application of the state policy was the inter-state circles (prakriti-mandalam).

As defined in the Arthasastra (VII. 1), binding with pledges is peace. Offensive operation is war. Remaining indifferent is neutrality. Making war preparations is marching. Seeking the help of another is alliance. Double dealing is making peace with one and waging war on another.

Conciliation is to be effected by the promise of protection of villages, of those who live in wild tracts, of pasture lands and roads of traffic, as well as by the reinstatement of those who are banished or who have run away or done harm.

The creation of obligation is possible by the ceding of a territory, the gift of land, the offering of presents, entering into matrimonial alliances, or giving assurances of non-aggression (dānam abhayasya).

The creation of division is to be attempted by sowing the seeds of dissension.

Drastic action means the employment of threat or force against the enemy, open battle, or getting rid of the enemy by hook or crook.

Aśoka had adopted the most drastic measure (danda) against the Kalingas by waging an aggressive war on them and permanently

¹ Arthasastra, VII. 1.
² Ibid., VII. 1, Amarakesha, Kshatriyavarga, 19: sandhir vā vigraho yānam āsanam āvidham āśraayah.
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annexing their country to his imperial domain (R.E. XIII). In dealing with the wild tribes and gangs of thieves (ṇaṭaviyo) who caused mischiefs within the territory, he severally punished them, and subsequently tried to conciliate them by an expression of regret (anutape), by entreating them and making them understand the iniquity of their action, by assuring them that the king would forgive them if they had not exceeded the limit of his patience and were sorry for their misconduct, as well as by reminding them of the king’s might (pabhave): “Be judicious and do not get yourselves killed.”1 In other words, he made use of three out of the four strategic means, viz., dāṇḍa, sāma and dāna (R.E. XIII).

In connection with the Āntas or Samantas mentioned in R.E. II and R.E. XIII, he sought to follow the policy of dāna by carrying out certain works of public utility and philanthropic nature, as well as by conquering their hearts by the inculcation of the principles of piety in their territories. In the case of those Āntas who showed the least tendency to aggression, he while following the twofold means of sāma and dāna, though not without a veiled threat, desired these assurances on his part to reach them: (1) that they were as much entitled to his affection and care as his own subjects, (2) that they might remain unworried and consoled on his account, (3) that he meant them happiness and no misery, and (4) that he would tolerate them within the limit of his patience (S.R.E. II). Here we have the expression of the king’s good will, of his desire to respect territorial integrity, as well as to render them benefit.

7. Military strength and war policy: We have no means other than Greek accounts of ascertaining the exact military strength of the last Nanda or that of the first Maurya king. Among the Classical writers, Curtius assesses the military strength of Agrammes, the last Nanda king, as consisting of 20,000 cavalry, 200,000 infantry, and 2,000 four-horsed chariots besides a most formidable force of 3,000 elephants, while Diodorus and Plutarch increase the number of elephants to 4,000 and 6,000 respectively.2 "The Maurya (i.e., Chandragupta) raised the number of the infantry to 600,000, and of the elephants to 9,000. But his cavalry is said to have mustered only 30,000.”3

---

1 R.E. XIII: anuneti anunijhapeti anutape pi cha prabhhave Devanampriyasa vuchati teša kitii-savatrapeyu na cha hamśeyasu.
2 Raychaudhuri, op.cit., pp. 190,219. As Vincent Smith puts it (Oxford History of India, p. 82), "the force at the command of the last Nanda was formidable, being estimated at 80,000 horse, 200,000 foot, 8,000 chariots, and 6,000 fighting elephants."
We regard to Aśoka, the Pali Chronicles make it certain that his army, like that of other Indian monarchs, comprised all the four divisions called haya-gaja-nara-radha in Khāravela’s inscription. In the inscriptions of Aśoka, we have mention in R.E. VI and M.R.E. (Ye), of the elephant-riders (hathiyarāhā), the chariot-masters (yūgyāchariyya), and the trained horses (vinītā). His military strength may only be guessed from the account he has given of his war with the Kalingas. Aśoka while speaking of the casualties suffered by the Kalingas, mentions 1,50,000 men made captives, 1,00,000 wounded (āhataṁ, R.E. XIII, G.; slain, hata, other texts), and as many as that (i.e., 1,00,000) who died (mata). From his painful reminiscences, it would seem that he found the Kalinga army to be a formidable force. To overpower such a strong adversary, the Maurya army under him must have been by far the larger and stronger.

Certain it is that the territorial ambition impelled him to wage the aggressive war on the Kalingas. Profound reflections on after-effects of a war such as this, by which the cause of culture is bound to suffer most, brought about a great change in his life and career. Thenceforward he came to set the highest prize on dharma-vijaya or conquest by piety of which we shall see enough later on.

Here I am just to add that in so far as Professor Rangaswami Aiyangar observes that “this is a clear declaration by Aśoka of his preference of the method of extending his suzerainty or sphere of influence without recourse to arms as against the policy of force, and violence which succeeded in Kalinga,”1 I have nothing to gainsay. But I do not see much reason why he should consider Hultsch’s translation of Aśoka’s dhammavijaya by ‘conquest by piety’, as distinguished from “conquest by arms”, ‘a forced interpretation’, when in the edict itself it has been contradistinguished from sarasaka (sarasākya) or sāyaka vijaya.

Aiyangar’s argument is vitiated in this as well as a few other instances by the wrong assumption on which it is based. We are not to say with Mr. Ramchandra Dikshitar that Aśoka made use of the ‘well-known expressions popularised by Chandragupta’s great Minister, Kauṭilya.’2

The prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra distinguishes between three kinds of conquerors, vis., the righteous (dharma-vijayin), the avaricious

1 Rājadrāma, p. 142.
2 Mauryan Polity, pp. 128 ff., 254 ff.
(lobba-vijayī), and the demonic (asura-vijayī), while the earlier distinction, as met with in the several Jatakas and Asoka’s R.E. XIII, and as implied in the words of Buddha, is between two kinds of conquest, viz., dharma and asura, dhamma and adhamma, dhamma and sarasaka, dharmena (i.e., adanādja asatthena) abhivijaya and adhammena (i.e., danādja satthena). From this, it is clear as Professor Raychandhuri, too, has sought to maintain, that behind Asoka’s nomenclature was the chakkavatti ideal of the Buddha. The conception of three kinds of conquest, which must have developed out of the earlier two, takes us rather beyond the time of Asoka.

Now, following up Aiyangār’s trend of thought, we can say that the standpoints of Asoka and the Arthasastra are diametrically opposite, the concern of the former being the noble way of a conqueror who is fully conscious of his superior strength and that of the latter the diplomatic way of a weaker ruler having to deal with powerful neighbours intent on invasion and conquest.

From the foregoing discussion of the general state policy of Asoka, we may concede so far that however noble, lofty and idealistic Asoka’s Dhamma-vijaya might be, in actual practice and as circumstances needed, the Epic Dharma-vijaya as a diplomatic art from the point of view of a superior power could not altogether be dispensed with. It is this Epic idea of Dharma-vijaya that has been advocated under Rajadharma in the later Smṛiti works inculcating that “as far as possible recourse to arms should be avoided, and after victory in battle, if a battle becomes inevitable, no harassment of the conquered royal family or people should be permitted.” Asoka kept in view this kind of Dharma-vijaya, which was really a conquest by arms, when he opined: “In a conquest possible indeed by the force of arms, let them (i.e., his descendants) like to practise forbearance and light punishment, and think of that conquest only which is the conquest by piety”, he certainly made a distinction between the Dharma-vijaya as it was (with recourse to arms) and the Dharma-vijaya as ought to be (without recourse to arms).

8. Sources of revenue: The Arthasastra (II. 6) mentions forts (durga), country parts (rāṣṭra), mines (khāni), buildings and gardens

4 R.E. XIII: spakasi yo vijaya kahamti cha lahudamdata cha rochetu,
(setu), forests (vana), herds of cattle (vraja), and roads of traffic (vanikpatha) as the body of income (ayaśariram) meaning sources of state-revenue, and defines them clearly.

Though we have not mention of all of them in the inscriptions of Aśoka, it may be easily presumed that these were the various sources of income of the Aśokan State. In the Lumbini Pillar inscription, we have mention of bāga or the portion of land-produce payable to the government and bali or religious cess that are included in the second source of income called rāṣṭra. In the same may be included also fisheries (kevāṭabhogā) mentioned in P. E. V. The elephant forests (nāgavana) mentioned in P.E.V. come under the fifth source called vana. The traditional one-sixth portion of the land-produce was payable to the government. In the case of Lumbini Aśoka reduced the land revenue to one-eighth portion of the produce (aṭṭabhāgiye) and totally exempted the village from the payment of the religious cess (ubalike kaṭe). The foregoing of all taxes and duties constituted the main act of royal favour to the subjects.1 It may be reasonably supposed that by the expression ‘favour done to the town and country folks’ (janasa jānapadasa anugahinevu, P. E. IV) was chiefly meant the remission or reduction of all forms of taxes, duties, bāgas and balis.

CHAPTER V

ADMINISTRATION

Administration is the functional or working feature of the constitution of a State. It implies both the act of management and the agent. Management means the systematic performance of various activities of the State channelled into different departments and under different authorities, such as imperial, provincial, divisional, district, urban and rural. The agent comprises the administrative and departmental heads and the officers under them besides some semi-official personages and leading citizens. The quality and success of an administration depends not only upon the efficiency of the ruling authority but also upon the loyalty and co-operation of the ruled. In the light of these observations, we may proceed to adjudicate on and estimate the importance of the Asokan system of administration.

1. Imperial Administration: The main function of the imperial administration of Asoka was, as we saw, to unify the provincial governments for the realisation of a grand idea or ideal expressed through the organ voice of the emperor. As distinguished from them, the imperial government working apparently under the the dictatorial power and prerogative of Asoka reserved to itself certain rights and privileges. The reservations included *inter alia* the power of legislation, the promulgation of special ordinances, the proclamation of imperial messages, the publication of edicts, the issue of general directions and instructions, the introduction of administrative changes, the initiation of state policy including fiscal, the framing of budget, foreign relations, war and peace, the exercise of general supervision, the appointment and dismissal of provincial heads and other imperial agents, and the creation of new departments. As regards the imperial seat of government, the appointment and dismissal of ministers, councillors, the emperor's personal and household staffs, the departmental officers, the organisation and maintenance of the imperial army and navy, the construction and maintenance of ports, road and water ways, irrigation, relief work, public health, and the like must have come also within the province of imperial administration. ¹

¹ Cf. Mookerji's Asoka, p. 54f.
The imperial administration of Aśoka, which is to say, that of Magadha, developed on a purely monarchical basis. Thus to understand its mechanism and actual working the light may be sought from the monarchical model in the Arthaśāstra. One may also utilise the information, however scanty, from the Classical sources fathered on Megasthenes, particularly that from Strabo, the inscriptions of Aśoka and the collective Indian literary evidence remaining as our main guide.

(a) Sources of and charges on Imperial Revenue: The important point needing clarification here is the source of income for the imperial exchequer, or, in other words, the financial obligation of the provincial governments to the parent or central body. The real cause of confusion arises from Aśoka’s two positions, viz., as the king and administrative head of Magadha and as the emperor and paramount sovereign of Jambudvīpa.

The general economic principle to be followed by a state in India was the same as that prescribed for the Aryan household. As enunciated by the Buddha, in consonance, no doubt, with the accepted view of social economy, it consisted in collecting abundant wealth for strengthening the bond of friendship, just as the bees gather honey or the white ants build up their hill, and dividing it thereafter into four portions (chatudha vibhaje), one for household management, two for investment and public works, and the remaining one for reservation against future contingencies.¹ This very domestic principle was at the back of the Arthaśāstra prescription laying down that one fourth of the total revenue (samudāya-pāda) should be spent for the payment of the staff, permanent or temporary, principal or subordinate, including occasional rewards and bonus.² This may enable us to say that after making due provision for these four needs in the provincial budget as approved by the imperial government, the surplus was to go to the imperial exchequer as contribution of each provincial government.

The highest office in a monarchical state was held by the king, just as in an imperial state it was held by the emperor. The Crown Prince (Yuvarāja) stood next to none but the King or the Emperor. Other high offices either in the royal household or in the king’s civil

¹ Digha, III, p. 188.
² Arthaśāstra, V. 8.
and military services were held by Senānī (Commander-in-Chief), the Purohita (Royal Chaplain), the Mahishti (Chief Queen), the Sūṭa (Charioteer), the Grāmaṇī (Chief Citizen), the Khaṭṛī (Chamberlain), the Samgrahīṭrī (Treasurer), the Bhagadugha (Collector of the Royal Share), the Akshavāpa (the Dice keeper), the Govikartana (the Chase Companion), and the Pāḷagala (Courier). As Raychaudhuri rightly suggests, the Kṣatri of the Satapatha Brāhmaṇa was the precursor of the Antarvamśika of the Arthaśāstra, the Samgrahīṭrī of the Sannidhātri, the Bhagadugha of the Samāhartri, and the Pāḷagala of the Dūța.¹

The list of the high office-holders was somewhat differently made up in the Kurudhamma Jātaka, as will appear from the following enumeration: (1) Rajā (King), (2) Māṭā (Queen Dowager) (3) Mahesi (Chief Queen), (4) Uparājā (Crown Prince), (5) Purohita (Royal Chaplain), (6) Rajjuka (Rein-holder), (7) Sarathī (Charioteer), (8) Seṭṭhi (Chief Citizen), (9) Doṇa (Measurer), (10) Dovārika (Door-keeper), and (11) Gāṇika (Courtezan).

According to the Commentary version of the birth-story, the King’s younger brother was entitled to the office of the Crown Prince, the Purohita was the leading Brāhmaṇ in the king’s service, the Rajjuka was the Land-surveyor (Rajjuggāho amachcho), the Sarathī, the Royal Charioteer, the Seṭṭhi, the Regulator of Equitable Transactions, the Doṇa, the Mahāmatra or the Measurer of things, the Dovārika, the Door-keeper, and the Gāṇika, the Courtezan.

In the Arthaśāstra (V. 3), the Crown Prince is called Yuvarajā instead of Uparajā, and there is no suggestion as to the office going ordinarily to the king’s younger brother. It separates the office of the Purohita from those of the Rītvij (Sacrificial Priest) and the Achaṛya (Royal Teacher). The Rajjuka would seem to be the fore-runner of the Samāhartri (Collector General) of the Arthaśāstra just as the Doṇa that of the Sannidhātri. The Sarathī was no mere Chariot driver but allegorically either, perhaps, the Mantrin (Prime Minister) or the Gāṇanikyādyaksha (Accountant General) of the Arthaśāstra. The Seṭṭhi probably stood for the Paura vyavahārika. Similarly the Dovārika was no mere the Door-keeper but the Commander-in-Chief (Senāpati), the Chief Constable (Nayaka), and the like. The Gāṇika may be taken to represent not only the leading dancing girl or songstress but also all professional artists employed to

¹ Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 141 f.
entertain the king. But the whole thing is so vague and veiled in poetic allegory that it is impossible to make all the points clear. Even the Arthaśāstra cannot be exonerated from this charge in spite of its methodical treatment of the subject. The confusion is apt to arise from the omission in the chapter on subsistencies to Government servants of the officers mentioned in other books and chapters, as well as from the disparity of nomenclature detected in a few instances.

We can say, however, that the personal and household expenses of the King Emperor was a regular charge on the imperial revenue. Presumably these were included in the one-fourth share of the total revenue of the official year which usually commenced in the month of Āśāḍha (June-July). Other stipendiaries in the royal or imperial household were, according to the Arthaśāstra, the Queen Dowager, the Chief Queen, the new born prince (kumāra) and his nurse. The Sacrificial Priest, the Teacher, the Chief Minister (Mantrin), the Chaplain (Purohita) and the Commander-in-Chief (Senāpati) were entitled each to the emolument granted to the Queen Dowager, the Chief Queen or the Crown Prince, while the allowance to a young prince or his nurse equalled the subsistence allowed in the case of such high officers as the Nāyaka (Chief Constable), the Paurā Vyavahārika (City Judiciary), the Karmāntika (Superintendent of Factories), the members of the Council of Ministers (Mantrīparishad), the Danḍapāla (Commissary General), the Durgapāla (Fort-keeper), the Antapāla (Warden of the Marches), and the Atāvipāla (Warden of the Wild Tracts). 1

In between them and those of the first grade (the Queen Dowager, the Chief Queen, etc.) are to be placed the Dauvārika (Door-keeper), the Antarvāṃśika (Superintendent of the Seraglio), the Praśāstī (Administrator General of Law), 2 the Samāhartrī (Collector General of Revenue), and the Sannidhātrī (the High Treasurer).

The Queen Dowager is altogether out of the picture in Aśoka’s inscriptions. His Queens (Devi) and sons (dālakā) who were typical of the Princes of the Blood (Devikumāla) not only find respectful

---

1 The designatory expression Rāṣṭrāntapālāntapālas’ cha (Arthasāstra, V. 8) is rather misleading. I have made out the list from ibid., I. 12.

2 Shama Sastri is not certain about the position of the Prasāstī whom he represents in one place (Transl., p. 21) as ‘the Magistrate’, and in another, as ‘the Commander’ ib., p. 297). He appears to have been no other than the Akshadars’a (Milindapaśa, p. 329) or Prādviveka (Amarakosha, Kshatriyav., 13).
mention in P.E. VII but are said to have been persons in the imperial household who, like the emperor himself, had their private funds to make charities on their own account. In the earlier edict, R.E. V, the households of his brothers, sisters, and other kinsmen are mentioned as rich enough to be capable of charities, while in the later edict, P.E. VII, his brothers and others are replaced by other princes of the blood royal in a similar connection. The Queen’s Edict expressly speaks of the various donations made by his favourite second queen, Kaluvaki. In P.E. IV, Asoka speaks by the way of a child being entrusted to the care of a clever nurse. The Buddhist legends tell us that Prince Tishya-Vitaśoka, the only uterine brother of Asoka, was appointed as the Crown Prince, and that the office went begging since he renounced the world. If by Aryaputra in M.R.E. (Bra) were meant one of the brothers of Asoka, not to say, the only surviving brother, his position was not different from that of his sons, the Kumāras appointed to the office of Viceroy in three other outlying provinces, and as such, their case may better be considered in connection with provincial administration.

I should think that not only the Chief Queen but also other queens (not probably exceeding three at the same time),¹ not only the younger brother appointed to the office of a crown prince but also other brothers besides sisters, not only the king emperor’s own sons but also nephews and nearest agnates were entitled to stipends in coin or kind. The cost of bringing up the princes and princesses may also have been a charge on the state revenue.

Asoka’s household expenses consisted also in the maintenance of his family establishments, not to say, harems (orodha, orodhana, R.E. VI) at Pāṭaliputra and a few mohussil towns, in keeping the kitchen (mahānasa) going to daily feed sumptuously all the inmates of the palace and a thousand others from outside, in the maintenance of the royal pleasures (uyāna) and the upkeep of the equipages (vinīta, R.E. VI), for which provision had to be made in the budget even in accordance with the prescription in the Arthaśāstra (V. 3).

¹ “The monarch during the Brāhmaṇa period was usually allowed to have four queens, viz., the Mahiši, the Parivṛkṣi, the Vāśiśa, and the Pāliyagali. The Mahiši was the Chief wife, being the first one married, according to the Sʿatapatha Brāhmaṇa” (VI, 5.3.1). “The Parivṛkṣi was the neglected or discarded wife, probably one that had no son. The Vāśiśa is the favourite, while the Pāliyagali was the daughter of the last of the court officials.” Raychaudhuri, op.cit. p. 187. Here may be the common source of the Islamic Law restricting the number of wives to four.
Asoka tells us that, prior to the promulgation of R.E. I, many hundred thousands of lives were being daily killed in the royal kitchen for purposes of curry, and Professor Bhandarkar relevantly cites the ancient instance of king Rantideva from the Great Epic, ii. 207. 8-10, of whom it is said that his queen caused to be daily killed in the royal kitchen two thousand cattle and that he acquired an unrivalled fame for having offered food with meat by daily killing two thousand cows, and that invariably during the period of chaturmasya.

According to Pali tradition, as we noted, Bindusāra as a votary of the Brāhmans (Brāhmaṇa-bhatta) daily fed them including the Brahmanical ascetics and recluses other than Buddhists, and Asoka was doing the same in the earlier part of his reign. From this, it may be inferred that the Ritvig (Brāhman sacrificial priest) and his assistants (purushāb) were in the service of Asoka’s imperial household, precisely as in that of his father and grandfather. Even since and after the promulgation of R.E. I one deer and two peafowls continued to be daily killed in his kitchen presumably for meat offerings to the family deity or idol (raja-devata). Thus the office of the Ritvig must have continued along with those of the Brāhman teacher and the Purohita with their assistants.

The Physician (Chikitsaka) figured among the courtiers of an Indian king. Jivaka, for instance, was the court physician of Bimbisāra and Ajātaśatru. Under him were employed certain medical experts including the veterinary surgeons, all with their assistants. Subsistences to them must also have created a charge on the imperial revenue. The employment of them may be inferred from the arrangements made by Asoka for two kinds of medical treatment, one suitable for men and the other for animals (R.R. II).

In connection with Asoka’s kitchen (mahānasā), eating (bhojana), life in the inner apartments of the palace (orodha), bedchamber (gabhāgāra), drives (vinita), pleasances (uyāna)¹, and the like, his personal and household staffs creating charges on the imperial revenue may be said to have consisted of the officer in charge of the kitchen (Mahānasika)², the soup-maker (suda) and the cook (aralika) with their assistants, the bath-attendant (snāpaka), the shampooer (sāvāhaka), the barber (kalpaka), the toilet-maker (prasadaka), the water-supplier (udaka-parichāraka), the troops of women (strīgaṇa), the

¹ R.E.I., R.E.VI.
² Arthasastra, I. 21.
presenter of the coat (kañchukī), the presenter of the head-dress (ushnipiśī), in short, the keeper of the ward-robe, the kubjas (hump-backed persons), dwarfs and pigmies, the artists such as actors, dancers, singers, players on musical instruments, buffoons, jestors, bards and the like (naṭa-nartaka gāyana-vādaka-vāgjiṇa-kuśilavah). Aśoka’s personal staff included the Prativedakas or Reporters (R.E.VI).

It was in connection with the Queens and court-ladies, the maids-of-honour and the maid-servants that there were appointed the Stryadhyaksha Mahāmatras (R.E.XII).

The Divyavadana speaks of the Bhāndagarika (i.e., Sannidhātri) of Aśoka, placed in charge of the imperial treasury and store-house (kosha-koshṭhagāra), who was restrained by the emperor’s grandson Samprati, then in the office of the Crown Prince, from lavishly supplying Aśoka’s demands. This wise step against the depletion of the imperial treasury and store house was taken on the advice of the Ministers. The same authority introduces us also to Aśoka’s Prime Minister Radhagupta whom Jayaswal was inclined to regard as the descendant and successor of Kauṭilya Vishṇugupta without, however, any reliable evidence. The same alludes also to other imperial Ministers.

The Arthaśāstra, on the other hand, distinguishes between the functions and offices of the Samahartri (Collector General of Revenue) the Sannidhātri (High Treasurer) and the Gāpanikyādhyaksha (Accountant General), which is more to the point. Whatever were their actual designations, these three high officials must have been in the service of Aśoka.

(b) Correspondence between the Amātyas of the Arthaśāstra and the Purushas of Aśoka: Apart from and below the Mantri or constant personal adviser to the king mainly in matters temporal or secular, the Chaplain or constant personal adviser mainly in matters religious or sacerdotal, and the Crown Prince holding the office of the deputy king, the Arthaśāstra speaks of the most important functionaries of the state. These functionaries, termed Sachivas, are broadly distinguished as Mati-sachivas and Karma-sachivas in the Junāgarh inscription of Rudradaman I, both being endowed with ministerial qualities (amātya-gupa-samudyuktai). The Mati-sachivas, otherwise called Dhī-sachivas, were those Amātyas who possessed the necessary qualifications to serve as Mantrins or Ministers to the king, either

---

2 Ibid, I. 7.
jointly or individually, and the Karma-sachivas those who had the 
competence to serve as different ministerial officers, civil or military. 
This very functional distinction is sought to be made in the 
Arthasāstra between the Mantrins and the general body of the 
Amāyas. It was evidently referring to the Amāyas that Megasthenes 
and with him other Classical writers spoke of the seventh caste or 
class of the Indian people as consisting of ‘the councillors of state’ in 
the language of Arrian, and of ‘the councillors and assessors of the 
kings’ in that of Diodorus and Strabo. Arrian describes them as those 
‘who advise the king, or the magistrates of self-governed cities, in the 
management of public affairs.’ In point of numbers, they were a 
small class, but they were distinguished by superior wisdom and 
justice, whence they enjoyed ‘the prerogative of choosing governors, 
chiefs of provinces, deputy governors, superintendents of the treasury, 
generals of the army, admirals of the navy, controllers, and commissi-
oners who superintend agriculture’.  

To Diodorus the Councillors and Assessors were those who 
deliberated on public affairs. Though numerically they were a small 
minority, they were the most respected, on account of their high 
character and wisdom, for from their ranks the advisers of the king 
were taken, and the treasurer of the state, and the arbiters who settled 
disputes. The generals of the army also and the chief magistrates 
usually belonged to them.  

These are but a faithful echo in foreign writings of what is stated 
in the Arthasāstra (I. 9, I. 10) regarding qualifications of the Amāyas 
generally (amāya-sampat) and the appointment of the high state-
functionaries out of them: ‘Native, born of high family, influential, 
well-trained in arts, possessed of foresight, wise, of strong memory, 
bold, eloquent, skilful, intelligent, possessed of enthusiasm, dignity and 
endurance, pure in character, affable, firm in loyal devotion (drīḍha-
bhakti), endowed with excellent conduct, strength, health and bravery, 
free from procrastination and fickle-mindedness, affectionate, and free 
from such qualities as excite hatred and enmity.’ According as they 
possess all, or one-half, or one-quarter of the above qualifications, they 
are to be broadly classified into three ranks: high, middle and low.  

1 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 117 f.  
2 Ibid., p. 41: Cf. Ibid., p. 85 f., where, to the same effect, Strabo says, ‘The 
seventh class consists of the Councillors and Assessors of the king. To them 
belong the highest posts of government, the tribunals of justice, and the general 
administration of public affairs.’
Assisted by his Mantri (Prime Minister) and his Chaplain, the king was to offer temptations to test the character and fitness of the Amátyas appointed at first to minor offices in government departments. Of those tried Amátyas, those tested under religious allurements were to be employed afterwards for the duties of the Judges (Dharmasthas) and Magistrates (Kaṇṭakaśodhaneshu); those tested under monetary allurements, for those of the Revenue Collectors (Samāhartris) and Treasurers (Sannidhātris); those under love allurements, for those of the superintendents of pleasure grounds (vihāra), internal and external; those by allurements under threat, for immediate service (āsanna-kāryesu); those by all allurements, for the duties of the various Ministers (Manrināḥ), while those found deficient under one or all of these allurements were to be employed in mines, manufactories, and timber and elephant forests.

The Amararoksha applies the designation of Mahāmātrā or Pradhāna to the chief ministerial officers (Karma-sachivas). According to Buddhaghosa, too, the Mahāmātrās were just the leading Amátyas (Mahamattā ti Mahamachcha). The Mahāmātra figures in the Great Epic as a warrior seated on the back of an elephant, i.e., as a Hastipakadhipa in the terminology of Dharaṇi. As Mookerji observes, “the Mahāmātra figures (in the Arthasastra as a minister (I. 10, 12, 13), and as the chief executive officer of a city under the title Nāgarikamahāmātra (IV. 51), while his power and influence will be evident from the fact that the seditious Mahāmātra is a cause of much concern to the king.”

Here Mookerji is evidently guided by Shama Sastri’s translation. But from the text of the Arthasastra, it is not clear that by the designation is anywhere meant a Mantrin. “Just as in the Arthasastra (II. 5), so in the Vinaya Piṭaka and the Amarakosha, the Mahāmātrās are distinguished from the Judges (Dharmasthas, Akshadarśas). According to the Arthasastra (II. 5), the Dharmasthas and the Mahāmātrās had their offices in buildings called Dharmasthiya and Mahāmatriya respectively.”

Buddhaghosa defines the Mahāmātrās as great Amātyas holding different posts, placed in different charges (thānantarappattā), and understands by the designation Magadhama-

---

1 The designation, Nāgarika-mahāmātra, is not met with in the Arthasastra, IV. 5. It is evidently a coinage on the part of Mookerji. The Arthasastra designation in IV. 6. and elsewhere is Nāgaraka.
2 As’oka, p. 107.
3 Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 287.
hāmattā either the great functionary vested with a large measure of royal power (mahatiya issariya-mattaya samannāgato) in Magadha or the highest officer of the Magadha king'. "In point of fact, Magadhamahāmattā is the epithet applied in Pali to Varshakāra who was a Brāhmaṇ chief minister of king Ajātaśatru of Magadha'.

The Arthaśāstra designation of Amātya is nowhere employed in Aśoka's inscriptions. Aśoka speaks instead of the Purushas in P.E.I. and divides them broadly into three ranks, viz., the superior (ukasa), the intermediate (majhima) and the inferior (gevaya), precisely in the manner in which the Amātayas are classified in the Arthaśāstra. Thus the correspondence being established between the Purushas of P.E. I and the Amātayas of the Arthaśāstra, one must discard Hultzsch's identification of Aśoka's Purushas with the Gudhapurushas in the Arthaśāstra representing as they do the secret agents or spies, and welcome Raychaudhuri's identification with the Rājapurushas or Royal Agents or officers in general.

The ministerial qualifications demanded by Aśoka of the officers deserving to be appointed to higher offices and entrusted with responsible duties are substantially those stated in detail in the Arthaśāstra and briefly in Classical writings. The Aśokan way of stating them agrees rather with those in the Great Epic and the Pali Nikāyas and Jātakas. The strength of character is to be judged by the power of self-control, the purity of sentiment, the feeling of gratitude and the firmness of devotion (R.E. VII). The baneful mental distempers to be avoided consist in wrath, conceit, malignity, irascibility, fierceness, cruelty and oppressiveness (S.R.E. I, P.E. III). Dealings with men to be effective must be enlivened by one's genial temperament avoiding rudeness and fierceness and expressing winsome cordiality (S.R.E. I). Little sin, much of good deeds, compassion, liberality, truthfulness, moral purity, gentleness and nobleness are the qualities that go to enoble human character (P.E.II, P.E.VII). Moral and physical energy, ardour and enthusiasm, are to be applied to general good avoiding lethargy, inertia and weariness for exertion. The very best kind of longing for piety, self-examination, attentiveness, fear of public opinion and enthusiasm are needed for success in work. The instructions received are to be grasped in their letter and spirit and to be properly and fully carried out (R.E.III, S.R.E.I).

1 Dīgha, II, p. 72 f.
2 The nearest Sanskrit equivalent of gevaya is gopyaka meaning a menial.
The noble feeling to be cherished in rendering service is to think that one is just discharging his debt (S.R.E.I).

(c) **Mantri-mahāmatras and Mantri-parishad:** The Arthaśāstra draws a distinction between the Manrin, the Mantrins and the Mantriparishad. The Manrin is placed in the same rank with the Chaplain, the Crown Prince, the Chief Queen and others entitled to the highest amount of subsistence. It is with the assistance of the Manrin and the Chaplain that the king is advised to test capacity and fitness of the Amātyas or officers in general for the higher offices including that of the Mantrins whose salary is not mentioned. But the members of the Mantriparishad rank each with those entitled to one-fourth of the subsistence payable to the Manrin par excellence. The king is advised to call both his Mantrins and the Mantriparishad when there is any 'work of emergency' to be done, to tell them of the same, and to follow the course of action suggested by the majority. It appears from the Arthaśāstra (I. 15) that the Ministers passed as Mantrins when they were consulted with individually and not all together, and that they formed the Mantri-parishad when they met together to deliberate upon the affairs of administration. If the Mantrins alone were empowered to meet for such deliberations, the Parishad was just a meeting of the cabinet. If the Mantrins as political advisers and the Karmasachivas as high ministerial officers were summoned by the king to meet together for joint deliberations and advice in matters of urgency, the Parishad functioned as a 'Privy Council' having strict secrecy for its motto. With Mookerji one must treat the Mantri-parishad, as described in the Arthaśāstra, as a Privy Council rather than as a Cabinet. The school of Manu restricted the seats in the Mantriparishad to twelve members, that of Brhaspati to sixteen, and that of Usanas to twenty, while the Arthaśāstra makes the number depend on the needs of administration.¹

Neither the inscriptions of Aśoka nor the Classical writings, throw any light on the nicer distinction between the Manrin par excellence and other Mantrins. But Aśoka certainly speaks of the Parishā or Mantri-parishad in which his verbal orders and the urgent works entrusted to the Mahāmatras were discussed (R.E. VI). In his case, the members of the Parishad are left to themselves in the

¹ Mookerji (Aśoka, p. 55) draws attention to the tradition stating that Bindusāra had a Privy Council of 500 members, which is palpably an exaggeration. The Arthaśāstra doubles the number while speaking of Indra's Privy Council.
matter of deliberations, and the king shows much concern to know immediately the course and final result of their deliberations from the Reporters (Prativedakas) who watched the proceedings on the king’s behalf.¹ The records of Asoka are, however, silent as to who the members of the Parishad were. Presumably the Mahamatras to whom urgent works were entrusted were privileged to be present and to take part in the deliberations of the Parishad, at least to state and explain the matters. If so, these Mahamatras might be identified with the high functionaries called Mantri mahamatras in the Kosala-Samyutta, III, 5.² This class of Mahamatras served as ministers as well as high ministerial officers. That such was the earlier office of the Mantri-mahamatras is evident also from the fact that king Ajatasatru of Magadha entrusted the responsible duty of fortifying the village of Pataligama to his two great ministers known as Magadha-mahamatta.

(d) Other classes of Mahamatras: There were other classes of Mahamatras. In Pali literature, for instance, we have mention of the Sabbatthaka-mahamatta or Mahamatra in charge of general affairs (i.e., the Chief Minister),³ the Voharika-mahamatta or Mahamatra as administrator of justice, the Senanayaka-mahamatta or Mahamatra as head of the army, the Ganca-mahamatta or Mahamatra as accountant; the Antepura-upacharakā mahamattā or Mahamatras in charge of the inner apartments of the royal palace, and the Vinicchaya-mahamatta or Mahamatra as judicial investigator of the cause of action, ranked below the Voharika.⁴ It may be shown that the Sabbatthaka-Mahamatta stood for general administration and the Voharika for the judicial, while the Senanayaka-mahamatta stood for military administration.

Asoka defines the duties of the Dharma-mahamatras (R.E.V, R.E.XII, P.E.VII) and differentiates them as a class of high officials from other Mahamatras, the sectarian Mahamatras who were attached specifically to this or that religious sect. P.E.VII refers to the heads of various departments (bahuka mukhā) besides the Dharma and

¹ In the mediaeval development of the Council of Ministers, as Jayaswal has sought to show, the king was represented by his Deputy. Here it is definite that the ministers met in the absence of the king.
² As for the capacity and function of the Mantrimahamatras, it is said: Santi rājakule mantino mahāmatī ye pahonti āgate paccattihike mantehi bhedayitum.
³ Hitopadesa, ii, 39: yaḥ sarvādhikāre niyuktah pradhanānamantryaḥ.
other Mahāmātrās. Who were the other departmental heads besides them and did they bear the designation of Mahāmātra or not? The Arthaśāstra defines the duties of various Adhyakshas or Superintendents, but it nowhere indicates if they were entitled to the designation of Mahāmātra. Raychaudhuri aptly calls attention to the fact that at least in one case Āsoka applies the designation of Mahāmātra to a class of Adhyakshas, namely, the Stryadhyakshas (R.E.XII).

The sectarian Mahāmātrās themselves were responsible officers of the State. The Pali Samaññaphala Sutta bears a clear testimony to the fact that among the councillors of a king some were admirers of one teacher and some of another. The same may be inferred from the king’s direction appended to the Schism Pillar Edict (Sarnāth) requiring a Mahāmātra to go by turn to attend the Buddhist fast-day service (ekike mahāmate yāti posathāye) invariably on the eighth day of a lunar half month. By implication there were Mahāmātrās who went to attend the fast-day service of other religions in which they were believers.

R.E.XII introduces us to the Vrachabhāmikas and other classes of officers along with the Dharma and Stryadhyaksha Mahāmātrās.

In connexion with city-administration we are introduced to the Nagarav-yavahārika or Nagaraka Mahāmātrās corresponding apparently with the Paurav-yavahārika or Nagarika of the Arthaśāstra.

As regards the home provinces, we have mention of the Mahāmātrās who were evidently placed in charge of the administration of such places as Benares, Kauśāmbī and Vidiśa. As for the outlying provinces or frontier districts, P.E.I mentions the Anta-mahāmātrās corresponding to the Antapalas of the Arthaśāstra and the Pachchanta-vāsino mahāmattā of Buddhaghosa. Though the Aṭavipalas of the Arthaśāstra are nowhere mentioned in the edicts of Āsoka, their existence as a class of officers in the Āsokan regime is implied in R.E. XIII.

In S.R.E. I and S.R.E. II, the Mahāmātrās of Samapā are distinguished as Rājavachaniikas from those of Tosali who were attached to the Viceroy of Kalinga presumably as Mantri-mahāmātrās. It is

1 Cf. Mahābodhi Jātaka, No. 528.
2 The Pali Chronicles (Mahāvaṃsa, V. 236-240) do not, however, indicate the religious faith of the high officer (amacheha) deputed by the king to the local Āsokākāma to cause its inmates to do the uposatha duty together settling the dispute.
3 Atthasālini, p. 245.
easy to infer that the Mahāmātrās of Tosali, too, previously enjoyed the status of Rajavachanikas. The same remark holds true of the Mahāmātrās of Suvaṃpagirī, Ujena and Takasila who became attached afterwards as Mantri-mahāmātrās to the Viceroys concerned, while the official position of the Mahāmātrās of Isila was obviously on a par with that of the Rajavachanikas of Sāmapā. It seems very likely that the Mahāmātrās who were to be sent forth every five years by Aśoka on tours of official inspection and those to be sent forth every third year by the Viceroys concerned were all to be regarded as Rajavachanikas or Imperial Commissioners.

(e) Other functionaries: The functionaries required in R.E. III to go forth on tours of inspection every five years are broadly distinguished as Rajjukas and Prādesikas. Their connection with the Yuttas is still open to dispute. The statement concerning them and Rajjukas and Prādesikas differs in the available versions of R.E. III. There were Purushas or Personal Agents of Aśoka who served as intermediaries between him on the one hand and the Yuttas\(^1\) and the Rajjukas\(^2\) on the other. R.E. VI speaks of the Dāpaka and the Srāvāpaka who might be counted among officers entitled to receive orders from the emperor's mouth. Among the subordinate officers one must include the Lipikara or Scribes who were not precisely the Lekhakas of the Arthaśāstra. The Dūtas as imperial emissaries to foreign countries and courts must have a very special significance of their own.\(^3\)

(f) Departments: We have mention in P.E. VII of the Dharmāmahāmātrās, the Mahāmātrās in general, and many other departmental heads (bahuca mukha), while the departments themselves are nowhere enumerated. It is certain that some of them were specifically imperial concerns, while the rest belonged to local administration. It may be readily conceded to Mookerji that the emperor's first duty consisted in formulating the fundamental principles upon which his government was to be based and run and the policy to be pursued by his administrators, issuing his notifications for them from time to time, and gazetting, on rocks or pillars of stone the Edicts announcing his policy, principles and the measures to be taken for their realisation. It may also be taken for granted that the subject of legislation was in certain matters imperialised, or that the subject of the public works of utility was also an imperial concern. There is no gainsaying the

---

\(^1\) R. E. III. \(^2\) P. E. IV. \(^3\) R. E. XIII.
fact that the Department of Dharma, too, was under the imperial government of Aśoka. The weak point in Mookerji's otherwise weighty observations is that he seems to have mixed up Aśoka's personal concerns with those of his imperial administration.¹

As for the newly created 'Department of Dharma', the Edicts contain a good deal of information. 'The public works of utility' were undoubtedly an imperial concern, but whether or not there was a separate department created for the purpose, and if so, how was it officered and operated are questions to which no definite answer can be given. The legislating authority was composed of the emperor and the Council of Ministers. The announcement of the imperial policy and the principles of government and the measures to be adopted, the engraving of the Edicts, the communication with the local administrators, etc. involve the question of the imperial secretariat. The subject of legislation has been fully dealt with in the previous chapter. Here we may conveniently discuss the remaining points concerning the 'Department of Dharma', the 'public works of utility', and the 'imperial secretariat'. The subject of foreign relations which, too, was a concern of Aśoka's imperial government may also be considered.

(g) Department of Dharma: This came into existence with the first appointment of the Dharma-mahāmātrās by Aśoka in his thirteenth regnal year. The scope of its activity may be determined by the various duties assigned to the Dharma-mahāmātrās who functioned at one and the same time as Moral Sponsors, Imperial Almoners, protectors and promoters of religious interests throughout the empire and outside, and may be also as religious advisers to the emperor. The office of the Dharma-mahāmātrās developed evidently out of that of the Dharmasthas or Jurists who functioned either as judges or as interpreters of the Sacred Law in a civil court of justice.²

There is no evidence to warrant the surmise that the Dharma-mahāmātrās interfered with the usual course of justice. "The question of treatment with mercy, sympathy or leniency of persons shut up behind the prison bars came indeed within their province. The only point of similarity between a Dharmastha and a Dharma-mahāmatra is that the former, too, had the authority to treat with

¹ Asoka, p. 54 f.
² Arthasāstra, III. 1. The Dharmastha, as defined in the Dhammapada, verses 256-57, is generally taken to be the judge, while, in point of fact, his real business was to rightly guide the course of justice.
mercy a tirthakara (founder of a school of thought), an ascetic (tapasvin), a diseased person, one who is wearied due to hunger and thirst or invalid due to old age... one who has come from another country, one who has already suffered much from punishment, and one who is penniless, but that again only in the capacity of a Judge.¹ The Dharma-mahāmātrās, on the contrary, figure prominently as royal almoners, dispensers of royal mercy, and, above all, as helpers of the cause of religion.²

The Dharma-mahāmātrās were appointed to discharge the following duties:

"(1) In connection with all religious sects: (a) to establish the 'norm' effecting an increase in virtue and to work for the welfare and happiness of the virtuous amongst them;³ (b) to encourage the true spirit of tolerance enabling them to intelligently appreciate one another's faith and point of view and work together in harmony and concord for growth in the essence of the thing;⁴ and (c) to equitably distribute royal favour and do various other kinds of business as necessity arose;⁵

(2) In connection with the royal family, including Aśoka's brothers, sisters and other kith and kin: (a) to distribute charity, (b) to found permanent institutions of piety; (c) to satisfy their hankering for knowledge of the truth and the law of duty;⁶ and (d) to persuade them to honour and hold all sects of religion.⁷

(3) In connection with the inhabitants of Yona, Kamboja, Gandhāra, Rish Śīka, Petenika, and other western peoples, as well as the old and destitute, beggarly Brāhmans and ascetics, and slaves and servants: (a) to work for their good and happiness ⁸ and (b) to protect those who are devoted to religion against harassment and molestation;⁹ and

(4) In connection with the jail administration: (a) to provide one bound in chains with ransom, (b) to protect him against molestation, or (c) to grant him release in certain special and extraordinary circumstances."¹⁰

In the matter of ensuring the growth of all sects in the essence of the thing (sāravādhi), the Dharma-mahāmātrās were variously

---
¹ Ibid., III, 20.
² Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 254. ³ R. E. V. ⁴ R. E. XII.
⁵ P. E. VII. ⁶ R. E. V; P. E. VII. ⁷ R. E. XII.
assisted by the Stryadhyaksha Mahāmatras, the Vrachabhūmikas, and many other classes of officers. In the matter of welfare of the various sects including the Buddhists (Saṃghaṭas), they were variously assisted also by the Mahāmatras attached specifically to this or that particular sect. In the matter of distribution of royal charities and of those of the queens and the princes of the blood, they were assisted by these Mahāmatras and many other departmental heads. And in the matter of promulgation and propagation of the fundamental principles of piety, they were assisted within Aśoka’s empire by the Purushas and such touring officers as the Rajjukas and the Prādeśikas, and outside by the Dūtas or Emissaries.

**Stryadhyaksha Mahāmatras:** They were undoubtedly the officers called Stryadhyakshas or Dārādhyakshas in the Mahābharata. The Arthasaśstra speaks of the Antarvāṃśikas as well as the Gaṇikādhyakshas or Superintendents of Courtesans. They were, according to the Vinaya Piṭaka and Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on the Raṭṭhapāla Sutta, the Mahāmatras placed in charge of the family establishment of a king (Antepure upachāraka mahāmattā, Orodhamahamattā).

Mookerji rightly observes: “Regarding women, perhaps it was necessary to preach the dharma of toleration to them as a class. That there were Mahāmatras attached to the royal harem is also indicated by Kauṭilya (I. 10); because they had to deal with ladies, their special qualification emphasized is sexual purity (kānopadhasuddhan), and they are to be placed in charge of the places of pleasure both in capital and outside... Again, in the Vinaya there is a reference to the appointment of religious preachers for the royal harem (itthagaram dharmam vāchehi ti).”

The Stryadhyakshas were, according to Raychaudhuri, the ‘Guards of the Wives’ or ‘Superintendents of Women of the king’s household’. As the Great Epic attests, they were to see to the safety of the queens and their female retinues whenever they were sent out under

---

1 R.E. XII. 2 P.E. VII. 3 P.E. VII. 4 R.E. III. 5 Ibid., XIII. 6 IX. 29, 63, 90; XV. 22, 20; 23, 12; referred to by Raychaudhuri. 7 Arthasaśstra, V. 3; Cf. Amarakosha, Kshatriyavarga, 16: Antadpure tvadhikritaḥ sūrd antarvamśikah janaḥ. 8 Vinaya Chullavagga, viii. 9 Asoka, p. 161. 10 Papañchaudanī, II 11 Vol. IV, p. 198.
their care.\(^1\) The Arthaśāstra (I. 20) insists on keeping away the queens from the society of ascetics with shaved head or braided hair, of buffoons, and of outside prostitutes (dāstī), and not allowing chances to ‘women of high birth’ other than appointed midwives, to see them’.

Though the word ithi (itthi, stri) generally means a wife or married woman, it stands also for the womenfolk as distinguished from men. If so, the duties of the Stryadhyakshas of Aśoka need not be confined to the queens and other women of the royal or imperial household. In other words, it is conceivable that, as suggested by Hultsch, they might as well function as the Gaṇikādhyakshas of the Arthaśāstra.\(^2\) It must have been their principal duty to guard the interests of women in general and of women in particular so as to keep them away from mischief. The women in general included the courtezans, prostitutes, actresses, and the like. It must have been also their duty to guard them so as not to corrupt social morality, particularly the morality of the Brāhmaṇas and the Śramaṇas belonging to different religious orders. But it was no less their duty under Aśoka’s regime to arrange for their sound moral and religious education, or to persuade them to honour and support all religious teachers irrespective of sect or creed.\(^3\)

**Vrachabhūmikas:** The Vrachabhūmikas whose business, like that of the Stryadhyakshas, it was to co-operate with the Dharmamahāmātras, to ensure the growth of different religious sects in the essential matters are not expressly described as Mahāmātras, though from the context of R. E. XII it might appear that they, too, formed a class of them. It is certain that their designation had something to do with vrachā in R. E. VI. That the word vrachā is the equivalent of vraja is evident from the Shahbazgarhi text of R. E. VI and R. E. XIII where the verbal forms vracheya and vrachānti occur, the root vraj meaning ‘to go’. Even in the Dhauli version of R. E. V, we have Kambocha for Kamboja. But Girnār, Kalsi and Mansehra afford no instances where j is represented by ch,

\(^1\) Cf. Mahābhārata, XV. 28 11—13:
Arjunāḥ cha mahātejā ratheṇādityavarchasā 
vaśi śvetair-hayair-yuktair-divyenānvagam mṛipab 
Draupadi pramukhāḥ cha strīsaṅghā śivikāyutah
stryadhyakṣhaguptah prayayur viṣrjanto mitaṁ dhanam
samriddha-ratha-hastyaśvaṁ veṇu-vīṇā-nimāditam

\(^2\) II. 27.

\(^3\) For other points, Cf. Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 315 f.
while in all the versions of R. E. VI the word is either vacha or vracha. The equation of vacha or vracha with the Sk. varchas would be free from all objections, but unfortunately no sensible meaning can be made out of it. The choice lies at last between the two equations, namely, that with the Ardhamāgadhī vachcha and that with the Sk. vṛaja. In the Ardhamāgadhī dictum, muni ti vachche,¹ the word vachcha is Sanskritised in the commentary as vṛatyā, a word, which does not occur in any Sanskrit lexicon. The word vṛatyā which might be proposed instead does not suit the context, its usual meaning being 'a man of the twice-born class who has not undergone the purificatory rite'. If the equation with the Jaina vachcha be allowed, the Āśokan word vachamhi, vachasi or vrachaspi (R. E. VI) must be taken to mean, 'while I am engaged in the religious practice, and the official designation Vrachabhūmika to mean 'the officers connected with the places where the religious rites or duties are performed.' In R. E. VI, the word vacha or vracha occurs just after gabhāgāra (bed-chamber), and it is enjoined in the Arthaśāstra (I. 19) that a king should enter the bed-chamber amid the sound of trumpets and enjoy sleep during the fourth and fifth parts of the night, and should recall to his mind the injunctions of sciences as well as the day's duties during the sixth part after being awakened by the sound of trumpets, while during the eighth division he should 'receive benedictions from sacrificial priests, teachers, and the high priest'. There must have been some such officers as to see that no living being whatsoever was sacrificed in the name of religion or no convivial gathering with moral risks held (R. E. I). In the imperial household the Purohita, the sacrificial priest and the preceptor with their assistants were to be counted among the Vrachabhūmikas understood in the above sense of the term.

Various interpretations of vracha have so far been suggested on the strength of its equation with vṛaja.² I am inclined in the alternative to take the word to mean rathavṛaja, and the two words vracha and vinita to stand together as the equivalent of the Pali rathavīnīta, meaning 'the chariots drawn by well-trained horses'. Accordingly the Vrachabhūmikas may be taken to represent the officers, such as the elephant-riders, the chariot-trainers, and the like (in a collective sense) to whom was assigned the duty of proclaiming the imperial messages to the people at large (M. R. E., Ye).

¹ Achāranga Sūtra, ed. by W. Schurbing, i, p. 18.
² Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 316 f. Acc. to Amarakoasha (Nāmartha, 95) vṛaja may mean goshtha (cow-pen), adhva (road) and nivaha (assemblage).
Dutas: They were the imperial emissaries to the territories and courts of such independent 'frontagers' or 'borderers' as the five Greek potentates as the Cholas, the Pāṇḍyas, the Satiyaputras, the Keralaputras and the Tamraparāṇyas. The primary duty of the Dutas was the faithful delivery of the imperial messages. According to the Arthaśāstra (I.16), the duties of the envoys or emissaries consisted in 'transmission of messages, maintenance of treaties, issue of ultimatum (pratāpa), gaining of friends, intrigue, sowing (seeds of) dissension among friends, fetching secret force, carrying away by stealth relatives and gems, gathering information about the movements of spies, bravery, breaking of treaties of peace, winning the favour of the envoy and government officers of the enemy'. The king is advised to receive a foreign envoy in the presence of the Council of Ministers. The Dutas are distinguished into three classes according as they possess the lesser and lesser of ministerial qualifications to be employed as Plenipotentiaries (nisṛiṣṭārthāḥ) or as Charges d' affaires (parimitārthāḥ), or as mere conveyers of royal writs (śaśanaharāḥ). Aśoka's Dutas appear to have been at the most Charges d' affaires or 'agents entrusted with a definite mission', namely, that of good will (S. R. E. II). It was through them that Aśoka sought to achieve the conquest by piety in the territories outside his own (R. E. XIII). The Dutas might herald religious missions, though as emissaries they were all imperial officers. It is not inconceivable that some of the Dharma-mahāstrās were deputed as Dutas by Aśoka.

(h) Public Works of Utility: These are comprehended by the Sanskrit term िश्चापताम. In Aśoka's language, these are to be understood as 'monumental acts of piety' (dhammathambhāni, P. E. VII). These are regarded as 'various means of causing happiness to the world' (vividhā sukḥyānā loke) and 'institutions of satisfaction' (tuṭṭhāyatanāni). In so far as they implied the construction of roads,

1 Arthaśāstra, I. 20.
2 Cf. Devijita Sutta in Dīgha i where the leading Brāhmaṇ S'rotriyas figure as Dutas.
3 For other details, see Inscriptions, ii, p. 327 f. Dr. Hetti Aratoli inclines to equate Aśoka's tuṭṭhāyatanāni preferably with Pali tilāṭhatanānī on these two grounds: (1) in Sinhalese, toṭa—titha, Sk. tirtha, and (2) in Pali, jirni has changed into jumā. I find it difficult to accept his valued suggestion for these three reasons: (1) the technical Pali meaning of tilāṭhatanānī (heretical views) does not suit the Aś'okan text (P. E. VII); (2) the Pali pārījūnān or pārījūnān which is derived from pārījūrni must be derived either from pārījyānī (changing
the planting of shade-trees, the sinking of wells, the excavation of
 tanks, the laying out of fruit gardens, the erection of almshouses,
 the construction of religious mounds, the making of cave-dwellings,
 etc., they needed the service of the architects, the engineers and
 overseers. That some master architects (thapatayo, sthapatis) were
 in the service of Indian kings is evident from the Pali Dhammachetiya
 Sutta as well as the later literary traditions and epigraphic records.
 From the inscriptions of Aśoka, however, no such information can be
 gathered. Though in these matters Aśoka had followed in the foot-
 steps of the former kings of India (P.E. VII), the edicts leave no room
 for doubt that he sought to accomplish them in a more
 systematic way.

 If these works of utility be taken also to include the arrangements
 made by Aśoka for two kinds of medical treatment, one for men and
 the other for animals, both within his empire and outside (R.E. I),
 there must have been a regular medical department organised for the
 purpose with expert physicians and veterinary surgeons as imperial
 officers to advise him. For making such arrangements in the allied
 territories outside his empire, the agency of the Dutas was needed.
 If so, the Dutas had not only heralded religious mission but
 medical and humanitarian as well.

 As for all these works of public utility within the empire, the
 edicts associate them with anusamyāna or quinquennial tours of
 inspection on the part of such high officials as the Rajjukas and the
 Pradeśikas (R.E. II, R.E. III). Buddhaghosa, too, connects them
 with anusamyāna on the part of a king.

 (i) Imperial Secretariat: This was the collective official agency,
 through which the imperial authority of Aśoka was exercised and the
 communication between the imperial and provincial governments was
 possible. It is not unlikely that the Arthaśāstra term Mahāmātrīya
 stood for the royal or imperial secretariat.

 The imperial authority of Aśoka was issued in the form of šasanas
 or orders. The Arthaśāstra (I. 10) applies the term šasana exclusively

 into pariṣṭhā, or pariṣṭhīni, and not from pariṣṭini, cf. jīryate, jīṛṇāti. Similarly
 the Sinhalese toṭe presupposes trīrtha as a variant of tīrtha; (9) there is no instance
 in Pali or Prakrit where tuṭtha is a variant of tittha. As'oka's tuṭṭhāyatanāni is
 = tuṭṭhī + āyatanāfo or tuṭṭhānāma āyatanāni.

 1 Majjhima, ii, p. 118 ff., where we have mention of Isidatta and Purāṇa as
 two sthapatis in the service of king Pasenadi of Kosala.

to the royal writs embodying and conveying the sovereign's command (rajaṇa tu śasanam). The śasanas of Aśoka are met with in one of the following forms: (i) that of penal ordinances (Schism Pillar Edict); (ii) that of proclamations of piety (dhamma-savaṇa, M.R.E.); (iii) that of regulations of piety (dhamma-niyama, P.E. VII); (iv) that of instructions in piety (dhammānusathī); (v) that of official instructions and directions (Queen's Edict, Schism Pillar, Sarnath); (vi) that of warning to the turbulent factors within the empire, such as the Aṭavis (R.E. XIII); (vii) that of the messages of good will to the 'frontagers' (S.R.E. II).

The written form of a śasana is called lipi or document (S.R.E. I, S.R.E. II, Schism Pillar, Sārnath); When a śasana was permanently incised on a rock or stone-pillar, it is said to have been caused to be written (lekhita, lekhapita) in the sense of 'engraved' or 'incised'.

1 The Lipikara (M.R.E., Bra) was the scribe-engraver employed to incise a śasana either on a rock or monolith. There must have been the Lipikaras also in the imperial secretariat to incise the śasanas on portable materials for despatch to different destinations. Whether at this or the other end, the Lipikara of Aśoka did not fulfil the requirements of the Lekhaka of the Arthaśāstra. He was just a mechanical engraver of letters, while the latter was expected to be 'possessed of ministerial qualifications, acquainted with all kinds of customs, smart in composition, good in legible writing, and sharp in reading.'

2 Chapada the Lipikara employed at Isila to incise the three copies of M.R.E. was a person whose habitual script was Kharoshthi, and hence a dweller of Uttarāpatha. Thus the Lipikaras or mechanical scribe-engravers and copyists must have executed their work under the guidance of some officers in the imperial secretariat responsible for the codification of imperial orders or preparation of drafts and at the other end for editing them to suit local needs.

It appears from R.E. III that the Yuktas were the officers in the imperial secretariat expected to codify the orders under instructions from the Purushas (Secretaries) or the Council of Ministers (Parisā). These Purushas are represented in P.E. IV as those official agents who were intimately acquainted with Aśoka's real wishes as to how things should be done, and who were therefore required to intimate to the Rajjukas precisely the way in which they were to carry out duties to the king's satisfaction. They were, according to Hultsch,
no other officers than the Gūḍhapurushas of the Arthaśāstra (1.10) denoting as they did the Secret Agents or Spies who were to be appointed by a king with the assistance of the Council of Ministers. They were, in other words, the Overseers of Megasthenes and other Classical writers to whom was assigned, precisely as to the Gūḍhapurushas, 'the duty of watching all that goes on, and making reports secretly to the king, some being entrusted with the inspection of the city, and others that of the army, the ablest and most trustworthy men being appointed to fill these offices.'¹ Such may have been the duty of Aśoka's Prativedakas (R.E. VI) and not necessarily that of the Purushas of R.E. III and P.E. IV. In P.E. VII, the Purushas are broadly distinguished from the Rajjukas as those who were placed over many people, while the latter are said to have been 'placed over many hundred thousands of beings'. It does not necessarily mean that the Purushas were the imperial officers under the Rajjukas. It would rather seem that as regards the imperial secretariat, the Purushas as Aśoka's Secretaries had many Yuktas to work under them.

The services of the Dutas in the sense of Messengers or Conveyers of imperial orders must have been constantly in requisition to maintain the communication between the imperial and provincial governments. In the case of a proclamation of piety, some 256 copies of the imperial message were supplied to various administrative centres (M.R.E.), which meant the employment of a messenger or missioner for the despatch of each copy thereof.

2. Provincial Administration: Certain amount of anomaly is apt to arise regarding the relation between the imperial and provincial governments from the fact that Aśoka was at the same time the administrative head of the province of Magadha and that of the empire of Jambudvipa. It is, however, certain that the domain proper was divided into a number of provinces, divisions, districts and smaller administrative areas for the purpose of administration, each with its official headquarters. The term āhāra, as employed in Aśoka's inscriptions (Schism Pillar, Sārnāth), denoted the jurisdiction of a certain body of administrative heads. The village was un-

¹ McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 85. Arrian (ibid., p. 217) calls them Superintendents, and says: "They spy out what goes on in country and town, and report everything to the king where the people have a king, and to the magistrates where the people are self-governed, and it is against use and wont, for these to give in a false report."
doubtedly the smallest unit of administration. In the inscriptions we have mention of just one village, namely, that of Lumbini which was exempted from the payment of religious cess and granted the privilege of paying as revenue one-eighth of the total produce of land instead of one sixth.

(a) General Administration: To appreciate the Aśokan system of provincial administration, we may assume that like each province or division, even each district was placed in charge of a body of Mahāmātras. It is quite possible that in the case of the frontier provinces, divisions and districts, the Mahāmātras concerned were known as Anta-mahāmātras, and like the Antapalas of the Arthaśāstra and the Pratyanta-Mahāmātras of the Atthasālinī, they were required to guard the frontiers and competent to deal with the ‘frontagers’ including the semi-independent tribal states. The Mahāmātras as administrative heads of the provinces or divisions passed as Rajavachanikas or Imperial Commissioners. Since the appointment and deputation of Viceroy as administrative heads of the four outlying provinces, the Imperial Commissioners at the provincial headquarters began to function as Mantri-mahāmātras.

We are not to think with Mookerji and others that the remoter provinces were placed under the Viceroy from the beginning. The Pali Chronicles definitely state that Aśoka was appointed the Viceroy of Avanti some eleven years before the death of Bindusāra, while the Divyavadāna legends affirm that a prince was deputed to the province of Uttarāpatha only when an alarming report was received about the possibility of popular revolt against the government. The same fact is attested also by the inscriptions (S.R.E. I). The appointment of the Viceroy from among the sons of Aśoka and other princes of the blood must be assigned to the latter part of Aśoka’s reign. It was when P.E. VII was promulgated in the 27th regnal year of Aśoka that his sons and other princes of the blood were grown up to make charities out of their own funds.

Bhandarkar (Aśoka, p. 54) puts the Viceroy of Aśoka in two categories: (1) those who wielded practically independent authority, and (2) those who wielded joint and limited authority subject to the control of the king himself. He argues his case thus:

“In the case of Ujjayinī and Takshaśilā, the Kumāras seem to have been regular viceroy with their power unfettered, but it was not so in the case of Tosali. Thus from Separate Kalinga Edicts it appears that although the Kumāras of Ujjayinī and Takshaśilā were
to send on tour a Mahāmātra of their own every three years to make sure that there was no maladministration of justice, in the case of the Tosali Province, this Mahāmātra was to be deputed, not by the Tosali Kumāra, but by Aśoka himself. Secondly, in connection with the dispatch of such an officer, the Kumāras of Ujjayini and Takshaśila are mentioned by themselves and not associated with any state dignitaries, whereas in Separate Kalinga Edict II (Dh. version) where alone the Kumāra of Tosali is referred to; he is mentioned not by himself but associated with the Mahāmātras. Again, in regard to the latter Province we find that Aśoka issues admonitions or instructions to the Nagara-Vyavahārikas and others directly and not through the Kumāra-Mahāmātras."

This argument is apparently cogent and convincing. Its only weak point is that it proceeds on the questionable assumption that S.R.E.I was directly addressed to the City-judiciaries of Tosali and Samśā when the Viceroy-in-Council remained in charge of the province of Kalinga. The evidence of S.R.E.I goes rather to prove that, previous to the appointment of the Viceroy for Kalinga, the province was under the direct rule of Aśoka himself. It states the circumstances under which Aśoka thought it expedient to depute a Rajavachanika Mahāmātra to the province for inspection and the prevention of the rule of tyranny and the miscarriage of justice. It must have been in the next stage that the province was placed in charge of a Viceroy-in-Council, while the administration of its southern division remained entrusted to the Rajavachanika Mahāmātras (S.R.E. II, J).

The argument that ‘in connection with the dispatch of such an officer, the Kumāras of Ujjayini and Takshaśila are mentioned by themselves, and not associated with any state dignitaries’ is not sufficient in itself to establish that they were practically independent rulers without the Mahāmātras attached to them. That would be against the general principle of the Aśokan\(^1\) as well as the Maurya administration\(^2\) which was against reposing the full trust in a single person and always thought it safe and wise to provide mutual checks. In incidental references to provincial affairs, such as those in S.R.E. I, the mention of the Viceroys concerned was enough without their association with the Mahāmātras. The argument would have been incontestable if it were based upon an independent

---

\(^1\) Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 288 f.

\(^2\) McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 86 f.; Arthasaṁśāstra, III, 1 ; IV, 1.
document issued or forwarded on the sole authority of the Viceroy of Avanti or Uttarapatha.

It is not accordingly correct to say with Bhandarkar (op. cit., p. 55) that the Āryaputra and Mahāmatras stationed at Suvarṇagiri communicated ‘certain orders of Aśoka to a Mahāmatra at Isila.’ The preamble of the Mysore copies of M.R.E. definitely speaks of the Mahāmatras (in plural number) at Isila (Isilasi mahāmatā).

"Just as some provinces were ruled over by Kumāras, there must have been others which were governed by persons not related to the royal family." This poignant remark of Bhandarkar stands. The questionable part is its sequel where he observes: "It is true that no instance of such a provincial governor is known from Aśoka’s inscriptions, but one such instance has been supplied by the celebrated Junāgdha inscription of Rudradaman. This epigraphic record tells us that the province of Surashṭra or Kaṭhiawār was governed by Vaišya Pushyagupta in Chandragupta’s time and by the Yavana king Tushāspha when Aśoka was king."¹

The Rāṣṭriya Pushyagupta, as I sought to show, was the mayor, business magnate and influential landlord of Girnar or Junāgarh, and Tushāspha came into power not when Aśoka was king but after the termination of his rule (Aśokasya Mauryasyaṁte).

The Yuktas, the Rajjukas and the Prādeśikas were, according to R.E. III, the officers responsible for efficient administration in the provinces. I am inclined indeed to think that R.E. III’s is a broad statement concerning the provincial administrators of Aśoka. To appreciate the Aśokan system of administration, it is necessary therefore to clear up the official position of these functionaries.

Yuktas: Figuratively they were ‘the horses at work’, the horses yoked to the royal chariot. Buddhaghosa defines the Rajayuttas or Rajāyuttas as ‘royal officers carrying on the administrative duties in the districts’.² Mookerji treats Yukta as a general term for ‘government employees’ and cites the authority of the Arthaśāstra (II. 5) where the Yuktas, the Upayuktas, and their subordinates (tatpurushāb) are connected with all the department service (sarpādhiṣahasāḥ).

¹ As’oka, p. 58.
² Manorattha-pūraṇī, Siamese Ed., II, p. 418: Rājāyuttā ti rāṇī janaṁ āpadesu kīcheham-saunvidhāyakā ayuttaka-purisā. This definition applies well to the Ayukta purushas of the Gupta Age who figure, according to Raychaudhuri (op. cit., p. 265), ‘as officers in charge of Vishayas or districts, and also as functionaries employed in restoring the wealth of conquered kings.’
Bhandarkar, on the contrary, observes (Asoka, p. 57 f.): “Kauṭilya speaks of both the Yuktas and their assistants the Upayuktas. Their duties, however, were of the same kind as described in two consecutive chapters, a careful reading of which leaves no (room for) doubt as to their being principally district treasury officers and had power to spend where expense was likely to lead to an increase of revenue. The verse quoted about the Yuktas by Dr. F. W. Thomas from the Manava-dharmaśāstra confirms the idea. For Manu says that lost property when recovered, should remain in charge of the Yuktas.”

If the Yuktas of R.E. III be treated as all government employees, they become identical with Purushas of P.E. I, and Amatyas of the Arthaśāstra. But R.E. III does certainly accord to them a prominent official position, a fact which has led Mookerji to think that they probably represented the officers of gazetted ranks, although below those of the Rajjukas and the Pradeśikas. If we assume with Thomas and Bhandarkar that the Yuktas with their assistants principally figure in the Arthaśāstra (II. 5) as treasury-officers, the word ‘treasury’ must be taken in its much wider sense than that in which it is ordinarily understood; it must be taken to mean the state funds and storehouses in the custody of all departments, income-earning or not. In R.E. III, they are connected with gaṇana or gaṇana, a term, which Jayaswal took to be the Aśokan equivalent of Kauṭilya’s gaṇanikya or Accounts department. But it has been found that the Aśokan words gaṇana (R.E. III) and ganiyati (Queen’s Edict) may be interpreted in the sense of ‘codifying’, ‘recording’, ‘counting’, ‘labelling’ or the like. The Yuktas may accordingly be connected with the Secretariat, whether imperial or provincial, as well as the district cutchery.

**Rajjukas and Pradeśikas:** The difficulty about the relative positions of the Yuktas, on the one hand, and the Rajjukas and Pradeśikas, on the other, arise from the fact that the statement concerning them varies in the available versions of R.E. III. According to the Girnar version, the Yuktas (Yuta, 1st case plural) are connected by the copulative conjunction cha (“and”) with the Rajjukas and Pradeśikas (Rajuke Pradesike, 2nd case plural). With Mr. S. N. Mitra one may construe the Dhauli statement as meaning that the Rajjuka (Lajuke, 1st case sing.) and the Pradesika (Pradesike, 1st case sing.) were just two main divisions of the Yuktas (1st case plural). Here the Rajjuka and the Pradesika may also be treated as 2nd case singular. Except on the assumption that the Magadhi form has occurred by
mistake in the Gîrnâr statement, Mookerji cannot take the Yuktas, the Rajjukas and the Prâdeśikas to stand in an ascending order of official ranks. But the Rajjukas and Prâdeśikas might also be counted among the Yuktas. In the Arthaśâstra (II. 6) raju and chora-rajju are mentioned as two sources of revenue, and these imply two classes of subordinate officers, namely, the Rajjukas and the Chora-rajjukas, both under the Samâharti or Collector General of Revenue. The Arthaśâstra (IV. 13) incidentally mentions one of the duties of the Chora-rajjuka,\(^1\) which is analogous to that assigned by Manu to the Yukta. Figuratively the Rajjukas were the rein-holders of the royal chariot of administration, i.e., the Samâharti of the Arthaśâstra, and the Prâdeśikas were the watchers of enemies, or mischief-makers, i.e., the Pradeshtris of Kauṭilya (Arthaśâstra, IV, 1). If so, the Yuktas as ‘the horses at work’ were to be controlled by the Rajjukas, and by implication, also by the Prâdeśikas.

In the later prose version of the Kurudhamma Jâtaka the Rajjuka is represented as a field-measurer or land-surveyor. This may naturally lead one to think that the rajju as a source of revenue was just the symbolical name for survey operations. But the Rajjukas as land-surveyors were officers under the Samâharti of the Arthaśâstra. The Rajjukas do not appear in this capacity in the edicts of Aśoka. On the other hand, in P.E. VII, they are represented as the officials with ruling authority exercised over ‘many hundred thousands of the populace.’ The same statement occurs in a more elaborate form in P.E. IV. In it, Aśoka tells us that he had delegated his full royal authority to the Rajjukas and made them supreme heads of local administration. They are likened to expert nurses to whose sole care was entrusted the welfare of all the children, i.e., of subjects. In matters of the administration of justice and the maintenance of equitable transactions of human affairs they are made free agents so that they might initiate all necessary measures and proceedings on their own authority and responsibility with self-confidence and without any fear of interference. The Purushas intimately acquainted with Aśoka’s desires as to how things should be done were the communicating agents between him and his Rajjukas. As regards criminal justice, they were the Supreme Judges in the sense that they were allowed to function as the final court of appeal, a position, which theretofore belonged

---

\(^1\) The Chora-rajjuka is mentioned as an officer, who was ‘to make good the loss by theft within his jurisdiction to traders who declared to him the value of their goods.’
to the emperor himself. Hence we may regard them as Governors or Imperial Commissioners directly responsible to the sovereign. Hence there is no cause of astonishment that communications from the capital were directly addressed to them with instructions for necessary action (M.R.E., Ye), or that, as suggested by Mr. S. N. Mitra, they were the same as the Rajavachanika Mahāmatras mentioned in S.R.E. I and S.R.E. II. The effective control of the collection and utilisation of revenue under various heads and through different departments which the Arthaśāstra relegates to the Samahārtṛi was the basic duty of the Rajjukas. It is interesting, therefore, to note that in the Dīpanaṃsa prince Priyadarśana as his father’s Viceroy for Avanti is called karamoli, ‘one charged to collect revenue.’

The Prādeśikas find mention only in R.E. III. Their designation must be derived from the word pradeśa, whatever its meaning. Taking it to mean a province, Mr. S. N. Mitra suggests that probably the Prādeśikas were the officials in the outlying provinces corresponding to the Rajjukas in the home provinces. But the word may mean a smaller administrative area under any jurisdiction. On the ground that the word pradeśa occurs in the Arthaśāstra in the sense of ‘report’, the Prādeśikas might be regarded as Reporters, but whether or not, on this ground they might be identified with the Pradeshtṛis is still a disputed question. In the Amarakosha (X. 62), the word pradeśana is taken to mean ‘presents (upabhāra) due to the king.’ Going by this, a Pradeśika might be regarded as an official who collected such presents, and this might be considered a connecting link between Asoka’s Pradeśika and Kautilya’s Pradeshtṛi. According to the Arthaśāstra (II. 35), “in those places which are under the jurisdiction of the gopa and sthanika, the commissioners (pradeshtāraḥ) specially deputed by the collector general shall not only inspect the work done and means employed by the village and district officers, but also collect the special religious tax known as balti (bali-pragrahaṃ kuryub).”

Thus indeed the connection may be established between the two, the Prādeśikas and the Pradeshtṛis, the latter standing ‘as intermediaries between the Samahārtṛi on the one hand and the Gopas, Sthānikas and Adhyakshas1 on the other’. The main functions of

---

1 Please note that in the Jātaka, III. p. 371, we have mention of itthāgarassa amacheṭṭa who were evidently the same functionaries as As’oka’s ithijhakha-mahāmatā or Stryadyayakshas of the Great Epic. I am indebted to Mr. S. N. Mitra for this reference.
the Pradeshtris 'consisted in the collection of taxes, administration of criminal justice, tracking of thieves, and controlling of the work of the superintendents and their subordinates' (adhyakshananam adhyaksha-purushanam cha niyamanam). Accordingly the Pradesikas may be regarded as subordinate functionaries under the Rajjukas, and the Yuktas controlled by them as the Adhyakshas with the Upayuktas and the rest as their subordinates.

In connection with the quinquennial anusanyana or official tours of inspection to be undertaken by the Yuktas, the Rajjukas and the Pradesikas, R.E. III mentions certain pleasant duties to be done by them in addition to their usual administrative functions. These duties consisted in imparting instructions in the principles of piety and carrying out the public works of utility. By these extra-administrative duties they were to utilise the two additional months at the end of each yuga or period of five calendar years of the age, as well as to render assistance in the provinces to the Dharma-mahamatras in the matter of furtherance of the duties specially assigned to them.

In S.R.E. I, the Rajavachanika Mahamatras are required to undertake such tours every five years to prevent the miscarriage of justice and high-handed actions along with their usual administrative duties and that in accordance with the emperor's instructions and under his command. Similar officials under the Viceroyos of Uttarapatha and Avanti are required to do the same at least every third year. Though one may not go so far with Mr. S. N. Mitra as to suggest that the Pradesikas were the corresponding Rajavachanika Mahamatras in the provinces under the Viceroyos, it may be conceded that the Rajjukas were the Rajavachanikas.

The usual administrative duties assigned to the Rajjukas in P.E. IV and in the prose version of the Kurudhamma Jataka cannot but remind us of the great officers of state (Agronomoi) who had the charge of the market. According to Strabo, they superintended the rivers, measured the land, as was done in Egypt, and inspected the sluices by which water was let out from the main canals into their branches so as to ensure an equal supply of it to all. They had the charge of the huntsmen and were entrusted with the power of rewarding or punishing them according to their deserts. They collected the taxes and superintended the occupation connected with land, as those of wood-cutters, the carpenters, the blacksmiths and the miners. They
constructed roads and at every ten stadia\(^1\) set up a pillar to indicate the by-roads and distances.\(^2\)

Raychaudhuri (op. cit., p. 263) aptly observes that as far as the measurement of the land goes, these magistrates may be connected with the Rajjkas as represented in the Kurudhamma Jataka, and that as regards the power of rewarding and punishing people, they have a point in common with the Rajjkas of Asoka. If we look more closely into the matter, it cannot but appear that Strabo has simply sought to state the duties of various officers, the superintendents of various departments, as well as the Pradeshtris which are detailed in the Arthashastra. The activities mentioned are all referable ultimately to the office of Kauṭilya’s Samāhartṛi and ex hypothesi, to that of Asoka’s Rajjuka.

Thus indeed may be shown the executive side of all administrative affairs of a province for which either a Kumāra Viceroys or a Rajjuka as a Governor or Imperial Commissioner was held responsible to the Emperor.

(b) Judicial Administration: As for the administration of justice, a clear distinction is sought to be made in the Arthashastra between the cases to be tried by two kinds of tribunals: one for the trial of civil suits and certain quasi-criminal cases where fines only were to be imposed, and the other for the trial of criminal offences involving such severe punishments as arrest, imprisonment, mutilation of limbs, and death-sentence, and some quasi-civil cases. In the towns of the sangrahaṇa,\(^3\) droupamukha\(^4\) and sthāniya\(^5\) types and the places where the districts met, the first kind of tribunals was to be constituted of three Dharmasthas (jurists capable of interpreting the Sacred Law) and three Amātyas (judges capable of administering the king’s Law, i.e., the laws in force).\(^6\) The second kind of tribunals was to be constituted of either three Pradeshtris or three other Amātyas.\(^7\) The Arthashastra does not, however, enlighten us clearly as to the

---

1. According to P.E. VII, at every half kos.
3. The Sangrahaṇa type is defined in the Arthashastra (II, 1) as signifying a town with its jurisdiction over ten villages.
4. The Droupamukha type is defined (Ibid, II. 1) as signifying a town in the midst of 400 villages.
5. The Sthāniya type signified a city in the midst of 800 villages.
6. Ibid., III. 1.
7. Ibid., IV. 2.
appellate jurisdiction of the first kind of tribunals over the second, and the procedure to be followed in preferring and hearing appeals. It is simply by implication that the king represented the final court of appeal.\(^1\)

The criminal offences mentioned in P.E. IV are those which involved arrest, imprisonment, and death-sentence as punishments,\(^2\) and those which are relegated by Kauśalya to the tribunals formed by three Pradesṭhris or three other competent Amātys. It is, however, clearly stated in P.E. IV that in case of a death-sentence three days' respite was to be granted for having the judgement reviewed by the Rajjukas as well as allowing the persons to die to be prepared for death in case the appeal failed. The Rajjukas became the final court of appeal since the delegation of the royal or imperial authority in this matter to them.

Going by Aśoka's statement, taken in its literal sense, we are to understand that the kinsmen (nātikā) of the convicts were the persons expected to make the judges reconsider their case for the sparing of life (jīvitaṁ tanaṁ). In Aśokan texts, the word nātikā may be taken not only to mean the relatives of a person, near or remote (P.E. IV, S.R.E. I) but also widely the kinsfolk, friends, associates, comrades and companions, even neighbours (R.E. III, R.E. IV, R.E. IX, R.E. XIII), in short, all persons who are interested in his welfare,—all active well-wishers. As a legal term, employed and interpreted in the Jātakas, the expression nījhaśapana means "convincing the judge of the innocence of the accused," and according to the gloss, "openly claiming one's innocence by producing witnesses and persuading the judge to believe it." But Mr. S. N. Mitra would cite three relevant texts from the Milinda to suggest that here, in Aśokan context, the term signifies not "revising the case, but interceding on behalf of the criminal not only with the king but also with the royal agents." He would go even further and contend for the interpretation of Aśoka's expression 'for the sparing of life' as implying rather 'the barest sparing of life and reduction of punishment than release." The main text quoted reads thus in its translation:—"Just as, O great king, a person powerful on the strength of his wealth, fame, prosperity and

\(^1\) Cf. the Vajjian system of judicial administration as described by Buddaghosa in his Sunangalavīḷasīni, II, p. 519 ; Rhys Davids. Buddhist India, p. 22, B. C. Law, Some Kṣaṭriya Tribes of Ancient India, p. 102f.

\(^2\) Cf. R.E. V: McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 70.
people, causes a heavy punishment to be commuted on account of his (great) influence by way of intimate contacts in the case of a relative or friend who has received a heavy punishment from the king (i.e., judge).” Whichever of the two be the more correct interpretation, the idea of interceding in its primary sense of ‘pleading with a person for another’ is there. In the Asokan text, the nātikas were the typical persons expected to intercede or plead with the judges for a convict or convicts on whom the death sentence had been passed. Whether or not Asoka actually thought of the bare or full sparing of life is more or less a matter of construction. Anyhow Asoka’s statement, as it is, does not preclude the idea of full sparing or total release. It is interesting to note that the Divyavadana legend preserves the tradition of Asoka as abolishing capital punishment altogether, although it lacks corroboration from the edicts.¹

As to the chance given to the unfortunate convicts to prepare for death and for better life in the next world, the interpretation of Asoka’s clause, niludhasi kalasi, signifying the time for observing the fast and giving gifts, has equally been open to dispute. “At the time of death,” “when the time is over,” “within the limited period,” “when the time (of grace) has expired”, “even in the time of their imprisonment,” “in a closed dungeon,” “when the time (of repose) has expired,” and “though their hour of death is irrevocably fixed,” are the various suggestions hitherto offered.² Although in Pali the word niruddha is also used in the sense of mata or dead, we may easily rule out the first of them, for here, as argued by Mr. S. N. Mitra, the clause stands for the time—which is niruddha, instead of the time of the niruddha. Fortunately, we now have two literary parallels to take us out of the wood. First we have the Pali idiom, maggassa niruddha-vellayam,³ meaning “at the time when the road was closed to traffic.”⁴ Secondly, we have the Arthaśāstra idiom, niruddho desakalabhyam,⁵ to mean “when the payment of the subsidy is limited by place and time,” “when it is made payable at the specified place and within the specified period of time.” In both the instances we have the idea of a limited or fixed period of time.

Similarly, as to the interpretation of Asoka’s yote dimne, here

¹ Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 351 f.
² Ibid, ii, p. 207.
³ Dhammapada-Commentary, III, p. 47.
⁴ Arthaśāstra, VII. 3.
taken to mean "respite given," there is no agreed opinion as yet. The proposed equation of Aśoka's vote with the Sk. yautuka, meaning legacy, is inappropriate. Mr. S. N. Mitra calls attention to the Sk. suhrid-yuti (St. Petersburg Dict.) meaning "association or intercourse with friends". "This would have admirably suited the Aśokan context, but here yuti is a feminine word, while the Aśokan vote requires a neuter equivalent like the Pali yottam, Sk. yoktram, meaning the rope", i.e., a short limit; 'the rope is given' is in accordance with the English idiom of 'giving one the rope', though here to save oneself.

In the same connection I am prepared to concede to Mr. S. N. Mitra that Aśoka's phrase, ava ite (Pali yava ito), seen in the light of the Pali idiom yava nabbito (up to the pivot, Jataka, IV, p. 149) should be taken to mean 'up till now' instead of 'henceforth'.

The edicts of Aśoka do not enlighten us as to the actual forms in which the death sentence was executed. The Arthaśāstra broadly distinguishes between putting to death with torture (chitroghātah, IV, II.) and putting to death without torture (vadhah, IV. 11). Beheading and drowning (apsu nimajjanam) may certainly and impaling doubtfully be mentioned as methods of execution without torture. The different forms of torture are listed in the Pali Nikayas¹ and detailed in the Arthaśāstra. The offences that were punishable by death with or without torture have been carefully defined in the Arthaśāstra, and the reader may be referred to it for details.² The Pali texts mention robbery with violence as a typical offence which was punishable with different forms of death.³ In R.E. XIII, Aśoka warns the aṭavis, meaning the predatory tribes or gangs of thieves with the forest as their hiding place,—warns with the words "Let them be judicious and not get killed" (avatrapeyu na haṃṇeyasu), the extreme course of action taken in the Pali typical case.

(c) Jail Administration: The Arthaśāstra (IV. 9) not only speaks of the superintendent of jails as the officer placed in charge of prison but also prescribes certain specific rules for the guidance of jail administration. It distinguishes between the lock-up (chāraka) and the prison proper (bandhanāgāra). The rules prescribed provide that no obstruction should be caused to any prisoner in such of their daily avocations as sleeping, sitting, eating or easing nature. No person should be put in the lock-up without the declaration of the

¹ Majjhima, I, p. 87; Anguttara, I, p. 47.
² Arthaśāstra, IV. 11.
³ Dīgha, II, p. 82.
grounds of provocation. The prisoners should not be subjected to torture (parikleśa) or deprived of food and drink. They must not be beaten to death, unnecessarily harassed or molested. In the case of women, particular care must be taken to see that no rape was committed either in the lock-up or within the prison. The criminals condemned to death were put in the prison until execution.

Servitude, indebtedness and imprisonment were painted alike by Buddha as states of woe. A person would come out of them with a great sigh of relief. The philosophic opinion and the general law of the land were both in favour of granting relief to and releasing persons suffering from them. The authoritative verses cited in the Arthaśāstra (II. 36) enjoin: “Once in a day, or once in five nights, jails may be emptied of prisoners in consideration of the work they have done or of whipping inflicted upon them, or of an adequate ransom paid by them in gold. Whenever a new country is conquered, when an heir-apparent is installed on the throne, or when a prince is born to the king, prisoners [should be] set free.” The prose text of the Arthaśāstra (II. 36) enjoins: “On the days to which the birth-star of the king is assigned, as well as on full-moon days, such prisoners as are young, old, diseased or helpless (anātha), shall be let out from the jail (bandhanāgāra); or those who are of charitable disposition or who have made any agreement with the prisoners may liberate them by paying an adequate ransom.”

The Aśokan word for prison is simply bandhana. The triple purpose concerning the prisoners as stated in R.E.V is substantially the same as that behind the prescriptions and injunctions in the Arthaśāstra. Aśoka, too, shows much concern for making arrangements to provide the prisoners with money to pay the ransom, to protect them against coercion and oppression, and to see them released (paśīvidhanāye, apalibodhāye, mokhāye cha), especially in the case of such prisoners as were minors or mere tools (anubandhā)\(^1\), or burdened with the maintenance of family (pajāva), or entitled to consideration by reason of their good conduct (kaṭābbhikāle)\(^2\), or aged (mahalake).

\(^1\) This word stands in some versions separate from pajāva, and in others as the first member of the compound anubandha-pajā. As a separate word, it stands for children as well as persons subservient to another person’s will (mukhyānuyāyi). See Amarokosha.

\(^2\) If equated with kritābhichāraḥ, it must be taken to mean ‘one who is bewitched’.
In S.R.E.I, Asoka expresses his earnest desire that the city magistrates should always endeavour so that there may be no sudden restriction on man’s liberty or sudden torture (akasmā palibodhe va akasmā palikilese va no siyā ti). “Well established is the rule”, says he, “that if a single person suffers either arrest or torture, and there occurs on that account a sudden imprisonment (or death), others, the blood relations and many people distantly related feel grieved.” In P.E.V, Asoka says that within the first twentyfive years of his reign he had effected twentyfive jail deliveries (בהדחה-מוקהֶנִּי קַצַּנִּי), evidently once in one year. He does not tell us, however, on which particular occasion such jail deliveries were ordered. Obviously when he stated this fact, he kept a particular occasion in view, although we have no means of ascertaining what that occasion was. From the importance attached to the Tishya and Punarvasu days, the first, eighth, fourteenth and fifteenth days of the lunar half month, the first full-moon day in each of the three seasons, the first half month during the Indian Lent, as well as to other auspicious days in this edict, it may be inferred that the general rules which guided Asoka’s action were, more or less, the same as or similar to those met with in the Arthasastra. There is no reason to infer from either that ordinarily the whole prison or all prisons were emptied of all prisoners on any occasion.

3. City Administration: In R.E.V, Asoka distinguishes his capital Pataliputra from other towns that are described, according to their location, as outer (בָּהירה). Among these outer cities or towns, we have an incidental mention of Tosali and Samapa situated in the province of Kalinga, Suvarnagiri and Isila situated in the Southern province, Ujeni situated in the province of Avanti, Takasila situated in the province of Uttarapatha, and Kosambi situated in the home province of Vatsa. Pataliputra served as the official headquarters of the imperial government, as also of the home province of Magadha. But nowhere in the inscriptions are the cities and towns classified according to their sizes and importance. The Arthasastra (II. 1)

1 The word באֶדחה_וניקא_קטני has exercised the brains of scholars. To Bhandarkar it means both imprisonment and death; to Mookerji, death. One may prefer death ending the tie of the world, i.e., ודה (cf. the literary trio—בֶּדחה, ודה, particles’a) but not renunciation, which is suggested by Mr. Manindra Mohan Basu and wide of the mark in the As'okan context. Hultsch’s interpretation “an order canceling the imprisonment” does not explain why for that the relatives of the person should feel grieved.
classifies them broadly into four types called śthāniya, dronamukha, kharvaṭīka and sangrahaṇa.

The account given by Strabo of the city administration under the early Maurya regime is remarkable for perspicuity and clearness. It is not quite correct to say with Vincent Smith and others that this account differs materially from the Indian model of city administration as supplied in the Arthaśāstra (II, 36). Though the light shed on city administration by the Edicts of Aśoka is scanty, one cannot fail to observe that fundamentally it manifests the same traditional system to be in vogue.

According to Strabo, the officers, i.e., City Magistrates, who had the charge of the city (evidently meaning the Maurya capital) were divided into six bodies or boards of five each. The first body looked after all things relating to industrial arts. The second body attended to the entertainment of foreigners. The third body kept records of births and deaths with a view not only to levying a tax but also in order that births and deaths, of both high and low, might not escape cognizance of government. The fourth body superintended trade and commerce with an eye to weights and measures so as to ensure that the products in their season were sold by public notice. The fifth body supervised manufactured articles which were sold by public notice. The sixth body used to collect the tenths of the prices of the articles sold. Such are the functions which these bodies separately discharged, while in their collective capacity they had charge both of their special departments and also of matters affecting the general interest, such as the keeping of public buildings in proper repair, the regulation of prices, the care of markets, harbours and temples.

Though the Arthaśāstra does not in such clear terms speak of the city administration being vested in six separate bodies or boards of five each functioning in their individual as well as collective capacity, it will be a misconstruction of the model given in the Arthaśāstra of the city administration to take it to mean that it was entrusted to a single officer called Nāgaraka. The Arthaśāstra envisages a system of city administration, which was modelled, upon the whole, on the administration of a distinct administrative unit (janapada) divided into four districts, each placed under a Sthanika with some Gopas under him. The Sthanikas with the Gopas as their subordinates were the four district officers under the Samāharṭī or Collector general of Revenue. Thus in matters of revenue collection the Samāharṭī may be said to have formed a Pañchāyat together with
four Sthānikas. There must have been other Pañchāyats similarly constituted for the discharge of other administrative functions.

In the case of a city, which, too, was divided into four wards, there appear to have been four Sthānikas, each placed in charge of a ward,1 with a number of Gopas as his assistants. In respect of the functions other than the collection of revenue, detailed in the Arthaśāstra as well as by Strabo, there were conceivably other officers to form different Pañchāyats with the Nāgaraka. Here one is to imagine that the city administrators were responsible for the proper discharge of their duties either to the king or to a Kumāra, or as the case might be, also to a Rajjuka. We have noticed that in the matter of judicial administration, the Arthaśāstra contemplates the existence of two kinds of tribunals, civil and criminal, one constituted of six judges, and the other of three magistrates. Let it not, however, be understood that I am holding brief for there being a complete agreement between the two accounts. Even as to there being a general agreement, the suggestion is merely a tentative one.

In S.R.E. I, Tosali and Samāpā are spoken of as two cities, each of which was placed in charge of the City Magistrates called Nāgaravyavahārikas or Nāgaraka Mahāmātras. Thus the administration of neither was entrusted to a single officer. The city administrators were many, although from this edict it does not appear whether they had formed a single judiciary, a single body or board or more than one. In both the versions, the city administrators are addressed to in their collective capacity, no matter whether they had belonged to one body or to six.

The Arthaśāstra speaks of the Paura-vyavahārika and the Nāgaraka without connecting them. The emolument allowed (V. 3) to the Paura-vyavahārika is equal to that meant for a prince (kumāra). Shama Sastri treats Paura and Vyavahārika as two separate designations, and take the first to signify ‘the officer in charge of the town’ and the second to mean ‘the superintendent of law or commerce’. This is not borne out by the text where Paura-vyavahārika is employed in a singular and not in a dual form. The Aśokan use of the designation Nāgaraka as a variant of Nāgaravyavahārika sets at rest all doubts as to Paura-vyavahārika being the same designation as

---

1 From the extant text of the Arthasāstra it rather appears as if one Sthānika was in charge of the four wards, which would be meaningless when judged from the general tenour of the Arthasāstra scheme.
Nāgaraka. To be more precise, the Vyavahārika is a general designation, while the designation of Paura-vyavahārika is applicable only to a Nāgaraka in charge of the capital city.

In S.R.E. I, Aśoka reprimands the Nāgarakas for certain high-handed and rash actions on their part, sudden arrest, coercion and imprisonment, and takes steps to stop them. According to the Arthaśāstra (IV. 6), it was one of the main duties of a Nāgaraka to try to detect internal thieves inside a fortified town, while the duty of a Pradeshtrī consisted in detecting and bringing to book external thieves with the aid of the Sthānikas and Gopas. The designation of Vyavahārika does not necessarily imply that the duties of the Nāgaraka Mahāmātrās were confined to those of Presidency and Police Magistrates; presumably the duties assigned to them embraced all administrative affairs of a city, including municipal. Thus they were not, except in their collective capacity, members of a single judiciary or magistracy.

6. Frontier Administration: The Arthaśāstra (II. 1) enjoins that forts should be constructed in the extremities of a territory and manned by the Antapālas or Wardens of the Marches whose main duty consisted in guarding the entrances into the kingdom, while the interior of the kingdom was to be watched by trap-keepers (vāgurika), archers (śabara), hunters (pulinda), chaṇḍālas and wild tribes (aranyachara). The emolument allowed to an Antapāla (Ibid., V. 3) is equal to that of a prince, or to a member of the Council of Ministers, or a Paura-vyavahārika.

Aśoka in his P.E. I, speaks of the Anta-mahāmātrās and insists on their following the general principles of administration as set out by him, namely, 'protection by piety, provision by piety, pleasing by piety, and guarding by piety'. The phrase 'so also the Anta-mahāmātrās' (hemeva anta mahāmāta) indicates that they had their special jurisdiction over the frontier districts, and were the Wardens of the Marches like the Antapālas of the Arthaśāstra or the Pratyanta Mahāmātrās of the Aṭṭhasālīmi. It is also not unlikely that they represented alike those Mahāmātrās who, like the Mahāmātrās of Tōsali and Samapā, were competent to deal with the Antas or unconquered borderers.

7. Forest Administration: The Arthaśāstra (II. 2) broadly distinguishes between the reserve forests and the wild tracts (aṭāvās). The former are again subdivided into game forests, elephant forests (hastivana), and forests for their own produce. The latter denote
such forest regions as are inhabited by predatory tribes or used as hiding places by thieves and plunderers. Of the game forests, some were to be specially reserved for the king’s sports and others for people. The elephant forests were to be formed in out-of-the-way places and separated from the wild tracts. The Superintendent of elephant forests (Hastivanadhyaksha) was to maintain them with the assistance of forest guards, those who rear elephants, those who enchain the legs of elephants, those who guard the boundaries, and those who dwell in forests. The Arthaśāstra speaks also of the duties assignable to the Superintendent of forest produce (II. 17).

Evidently the main duty of the Āṭavipalas (Pali Āṭavirakkhikas) was to protect the royal territory against the depredations caused by the predatory tribes or gangs of thieves. According to the consensus of opinion, “robbers are ever bent on carrying off women at night, make assaults on persons, and take away hundreds and thousands of paṇas, whereas wild tribes, living under a leader and moving in the neighbouring forests, can be seen here and there causing destruction only to a part.’’ As Kautilya maintains (Arthaśāstra, VIII. 4), “robbers carry off the property of the careless, and can be put down as they are easily recognized, and caught hold of, whereas wild tribes have their own strongholds, being numerous and brave, ready to fight in broad day-light, and seizing and destroying countries like kings.” The Mahājanaka Jataka holds before us a vivid picture of the menace caused by the āṭavīyo to a kingdom, which is not well-guarded against them.²

The duties assigned to the Āṭavipalas (Protectors of Wild tracts), the Śunyapalas (Protectors of No man’s lands), and the Vīvitadhyakshas (Superintendents of barren tracts) were all allied, tending to implement the work of the Antapalas and Durgapalas. The nature of the task entrusted to an Āṭavipala may be realised from the following description in the Arthaśāstra (II. 34) of the duty of the Superintendent of a barren tract: “Hunters with their hounds shall reconnoitre forests. At the approach of thieves or enemies, they shall so hide themselves by ascending trees or mountains as to escape from the thieves, and blow conch-shells or beat drums……. It shall be his main duty to protect timber and elephant forests, to keep roads in good repair, to arrest thieves, to secure the safety of mercantile traffic, to protect cows, and to conduct the transaction of the people.’’

¹ Jātaka, VI, P. 335.
² Ibid, VI, P. 55.
Aśoka in his R.E. VIII, speaks of hunting as a royal pastime, which presupposes the existence and maintenance of game-forests specially reserved for the purpose. Similarly we have mention in P.E. V of the elephant-forests (nāgavana) which were used also as hunting grounds by the people. For their maintenance there must have been competent officers with their various assistants. The reference to the Aṭavis in R.E. XIII is a clear indication of the fact that they were a cause of mischief and trouble to Aśoka’s dominions, and in the circumstances it is natural to suppose that there were competent officers appointed to effectively deal with them.
CHAPTER VI

PERSONAL LIFE AND PUBLIC LIFE

Aśoka the man is inseparable from Aśoka the king, and our discussion has now reached a point where we may conveniently examine how far one is consistent with the other. This certainly involves an inquiry into the precise bearing of Aśoka’s personal life on his kingly career. From the etymological point of view, a rājā is either one who shines forth by his personal ‘glory’ (rājate) or ‘one who pleases his subjects’ (prajān rañjayati). These very definitions of a rājā lead us to consider the two aspects of Aśoka’s life, private and public.

1. **Aśoka the man**: In Aśoka’s case the man is far greater than the king, and yet the greatness of the man depended largely on the greatness of his position as king. It was through the latter that the former got the scope for vigorous work, satisfactory development, full play and leaving an indelible impress on man’s history and civilization. We know nothing of the man from the available records before he became the king. The information supplied by the extant legends about the earlier life of Aśoka the man is either insufficient or misleading. Our concern, therefore, is really with the king, either the king as a man or the king as a ruler.

The Arthaśāstra (VI. 1) mentions certain special qualities of the king as a man by which may be tested his fitness as a ruler. These are broadly classified under four heads as being the qualities of an attractive nature (abhigamika-guṇā), as those of understanding (prajñā-guṇā), as those of enthusiasm (utsāha-guṇā), and as those of self-possession (atmasampat).

Such qualities are in different ways emphasized also in the Rajadharma section of the Mahābhārata and throughout the Pali Jātakas and the two Sanskrit Epics. But for a systematic comprehension of the significance of Aśoka’s personal as well as public life we may better proceed in the light of the Pali Cakkavatti-sīhanāda, Lakkhaṇa and Singhalovada Suttas, and in that of the Arthaśāstra. These authorities lead us to judge the fitness of Aśoka the man to occupy the enviable position of Aśoka the king by the application of such tests as those by the nobility of birth, physical form and

---

1 Cf. pakatiyo rañjayati in the Hātiguṇphā inscription of Khāravela.
personality, education and association, the refinement of manners and sense of dignity, intellectual faculties, the strength of will, idealism and human feelings, moral traits of character, and religious faith.

(a) **Nobility of birth**: The *Arthasastra* (VI, I) expects the king as a man to be ‘born of a very high family’ (mahākulīnāḥ). In the Pali Nikāyas all persons entitled to greatness are expected to be ‘well-born on both sides, maternal and paternal’ (ubhato sujāto, matito cha pitito cha). In the *Hāthigumpha* inscription the court-panegyrist represents king Khāravela as the increaser of the fame of the Chedi royal House, and as ‘one who issued from the family and line of royal sages’¹. Thus the nobility of birth or family tradition is considered an indispensable condition of man’s rise in life. That the high social status or noble lineage is an important contributory factor to man’s easy recognition in society is undoubted. But whether or not this is an indispensable or necessary condition of man’s rise into power or eminence is still a disputed question in history.

The inscriptions of Aśoka throw no light on his parentage and pedigree. It is the Junāgarh inscription of Rudradāman and literary traditions that connect him with the Maurya family and represent him as a descendant of Chandragupta Maurya. In the latter, he is represented also as the son and successor of Bindusāra. As for his mother, the Buddhist tradition in the Divyāvadāna speaks of her as being the daughter of a Brāhman of Champā, while that in the Mahāvamsa-ṭīkā, she is described as a khattiyā or princess. The only interesting fact the two traditions elicit alike is that she had for her religious preceptor an Ājivika who solemnly predicted her son’s succession to the throne of Magadha. The fact of dedication of four caves by Aśoka to the Ājivikas may be taken to suggest that he had for some reason or other a soft corner for them. Aśoka, however, does not base his claims to greatness on the ground of birth or lineage; he stands in this matter on his own rights.

His birth in the Maurya royal House was nevertheless a notable factor; it enabled him to aspire for the throne of Magadha and to be the inheritor of the Maurya sovereignty and system of government. It was no mean privilege to him to have a grandfather like Chandragupta Maurya who by his prowess and strategy liberated the country from foreign thraldom, and who by his strong hand was able to found a stable form of government over an extensive empire with its distant political relations. The blood-connection of the Mauryas

¹ Or, ‘from the family of the royal seer Vasū’.
with the Nandas, their immediate predecessors, is shrouded in mystery. But whatever the actual origin of Chandragupta Maurya, none can doubt the true Kshatriya spirit of himself and of his line. At all events, Aśoka was a scion of the powerful Kshatriya family founded by Chandragupta, and through this connection he was able to feel that he had behind him the noble tradition of a long line of former kings. He was sincerely proud of this glorious lineage rather than his descent from the mere Maurya clan (P.E. VII). Such indeed is the way of thinking of all truly great men of history led by the spirit of progress, whether they be Buddhas or Tirthankaras, Sages or Prophets, kings or emperors.

(b) Physical form and personality: The perfection of bodily form which goes into the make-up of kingly personality is regarded as another contributory factor. The ugly face with grim looks such as that of an owl is held as a positive disqualification.¹ The Brahmans of India developed a popular science by the name of Mahāpurusha-lakshaṇam or ‘Characteristic bodily marks of a great man’, and the Jainas and Buddhists availed themselves of it in establishing the personal greatness of Mahāvīra² and Buddha³ respectively. The Buddhist came to speak of the thirty-two major bodily marks and eighty minor characteristics. They were persuaded to believe along with the Brahman interpreters of the signs that a person endowed with these marks and characteristics is destined to become a righteous king overlord, if he remains in the world, or in the alternative, a perfect type of Buddha, if he renounces the world.⁴

The inscriptions of Aśoka have, however, nothing to say about his complexion and other details of his bodily form. In the Divyāvadāna and other Sanskrit legends he is described as an ugly person with a repulsive appearance. This delineation was due, as I sought to show, to confusion made between Aśoka the Pious and Aśoka the Blackie. The brightness and majesty of bodily form may shed lustre on man’s personality but is not to be wholly identified with it. Buddha truly said to his disciple Vakkali, ‘What’s the use looking at this rotten body! He who sees the doctrine, sees me, and he who sees me, sees

¹ Cf. Ulūka Jātaka, No. 270.
² Aupapātiśa Sūtra, Sec. 16.
³ Lakkhaṇa Sutta in Digha III.
⁴ Digha, III, p. 142,
the doctrine."¹ A great man is indeed a great mind, which conceives and cherishes a grand ideal. It is precisely in this light that one should evaluate the greatness of Aśoka the man as well as of Aśoka the king.

(c) Education and association: The Arthaśāstra (VI. 1) expects the aspirant for kingship to be endowed with intelligence (buddhisampannah), possessed of intellect, talent, strong memory and keen mind (prajñā-pragalbha-smṛiti-mati), trained in all sciences and arts (kritaśilpah), and waiting upon the wise men of great experience (vṛtthhadarśi). In the chapter on vṛtthha-saṁyoga (I. 5), the same text enjoins that a prince shall study the sciences and arts and strictly obey the discipline and rules imposed by them under the authority of his teacher. Having undergone the ceremony of tonsure, he shall learn the alphabet (lipt) and arithmetic (saṁkhya), and after investiture with sacred thread, he shall study Vedic system (Trayi), and speculative philosophies (Ānvikshakti) under the teachers of acknowledged authority (śishtebhyah), the science of wealth (Vūrta) under the government superintendents (adhyakshebhyah), and the science of government (Daṇḍaniti) under the theoretical as well as practical politicians (vaktṛ-prayoktrībhhyah). To increase his efficiency in learning he shall ever keep up his contact with the experienced professors of sciences (vidyāvṛtthha-saṁyogah).

In the Lakkhaṇa Suttanta, a righteous king overlord is expected to be a man of great wisdom, unsurpassed by others in the matter of knowledge (mahāpañño, nāsa kochi paññaya sadiso), which is the ripe result of his waiting upon the eminent religious teachers with eagerness to learn from them the things that are conducive to human good. In the Singalovāda Suttanta, every man as a learner is required to serve well his teachers (achariya) by properly receiving the knowledge of the sciences and arts from them (sakkachchaṁ sippa-pañggahaṇena).

In the case of king Khāravela, it is claimed in the Hāthigumphā inscription that while a prince, he had learnt the rules of writing, currency, accountancy, and law (lekha-rūpa-gaṇanā-vavahara-vidhi-visārada) and become a master of sciences and arts (savavijāvadāta).

We need not dwell here at length on the education of Indian

¹ Samyutias, III, p. 120: Alam Vakkali kin te iminā pūthikāyena diṭṭhena† Yo kho Vakkali dhammam passati so maṁ passati, yo maṁ passati so dhammam passati.
princes, sufficient information about which may be gathered from the later praśāstis and literary works of all schools of thought. It may suffice for our immediate purpose to observe that the inscriptions of Aśoka indirectly throw some lights on his education and association. That he was familiar with the two main alphabets then prevalent in India, namely, Brahmī and Kharoshṭhī, is evident not only from the instructions issued as to the places where and the materials on which his inscriptions were to be incised, but also from the fact that he was aware of the errors committed by his scribes (R.E. XIV). His acquaintance with different local dialects and command over language is borne out by the inscriptions written obviously to his dictation. His long stay in Western India and occasional mission to North Western India must have enabled him to be acquainted with the dialects of those places. From the forms of his inscriptions, it may be easily inferred that he was an adept also in the rules of royal writs.

The inscriptions bear ample evidence to his sound knowledge of the principles of government. These bear a clear testimony also to his first-hand knowledge of the sacred texts and religious views of different sects (R.E. XII). R.E. XII goes to prove that he personally met from time to time the exponents of different faiths and discussed various problems with them. In P.E. VI, he has laid due stress on the importance of going personally to wait upon the representatives of all sects. Waiting upon men of experience and wisdom (thairanəm dasane, vudhənəm dasane) for instructions and discussions looms large in R.E. VIII. In R.E. XII, he figures as a great lover of learning, healthy discussions and helpful debates.

(d) Refinement and dignity: A person entitled to kingship is expected in the Arthaśāstra (VI. 1) to be ‘possessed of dignity (hrimān), making jokes with no loss of dignity or restraint, never brow-beating and casting haughty and stern looks’ (saṃvṛtadinabhāsyajihma-bhrūkūṭikṣapah), capable of ‘talking to others cheerfully with a smiling face’ (sākya-smitodagrabbhīṣabhi), and observing the rules of behaviour as laid down by the learned (vṛiddhopadeśacharakā). In Buddha’s opinion, these are the qualities that go to make ‘a man of graceful mien, felicitated by many’ (piyadassano, bahunnam piyāyito), the reliever of the sorrow of many (bahunnam sokaṇāsano).¹

¹ Lakkhaṇa Suttanta, Dīgha, III, p. 168f.
Aśoka in his P.E. I, speaks of the very best kind of fear (agabhaya), the fear of public opinion, while in R.E. XIII he insists on feeling ashamed of one's mischievous action (avatrapeyuh). The open expression of regret or repentance (anutapa, anusochana) was certainly the outcome of a prick of conscience (R.E. XIII). The epithet Tivaḷa mātā applied to his second queen (Queen’s Edict) is to be regarded as a respectful way of referring to one’s wife after she has become a mother. In addressing the Sangha (Bhābru), he is most careful to follow the established social convention. The observance of the same rule of courtesy on the part of his high officers is demanded in M.R.E. (Bra). He highly prized gentle speech, cool temper and winsome cordiality (S.R.E. I). The principle of toleration as propounded by him (R.E. XII), eloquently speaks of his refined manners, self-respect and respect for others' feelings. Seemly behaviour (saṃyapaṭipati) towards all was with him the guiding principle of dealings with men. It is in connexion with Aśoka the king that one may see better how well he deserved the two titles of Priyadarśin and Aśoka.

(e) Intellectual faculties: The Arthasastra (VI. 1) mentions intelligence, understanding, talent, sharp memory and keen mind as the typical intellectual faculties with which the king as a man may be expected to be endowed. The personal qualities that are helpful to the acquisition of knowledge (prajñā-guṇa) consist of respectful attention, hearing, grasping, retention in memory, knowing, reasoning, drawing the conclusion, and adherence to the truth arrived at (suśrūṣā-sravāṇa-grahāṇa-dhāraṇa-vijñāṇa-uha-āpoha-tattvābhinivesāḥ). The first of these implies four things in Buddha’s language, namely, paying due respect to the teacher (uṭṭhāna), going to meet (pachchupagamanai), regular waiting upon the teacher for lessons (upaṭṭhāna), and personal services (pārichariyā), while his term sussusā stands for attentive hearing (saddahita-savaṇān). The rest of the approved modes are comprehended by Buddha’s expression ‘the proper way of learning the sciences and arts’ (sakkachchham sippa-pañīgghahanaṃ). These ideas about the approved modes of learning are comprehended by the three words—sevā (waiting upon the learned men of experience), praṇipāta (homage), and paripripichchha (discussion). Buddha speaks of the three kinds of knowledge, namely, suttamayā

1 Cf. Pali Rāhula-mātā, Nakula-mātā.
2 Arthasastra, I. 5; VI. 1.
3 Singālovāda Suttanta, Digha, III, p. 189; Sumangalavilāśini, III, p. 991.
pañña, chintāmaya pañña and bhāvanāmaya pañña,\(^1\) that develop from the pursuit of the three modes which, in the language of the Upanishads, are ēravaṇa (hearing), manana (thinking), and nididhyāsana (meditation). Knowing the true nature of things (pajjanaṇa), preliminary inquiry (vichaya), thorough enquiry (pavicaya), investigation into the nature of truths (dhammacicaya), definition by general characteristics (sallakkhaṇa), definition by special characteristics (pachchupalakkhaṇa) thinking (chintā), and closer examination (upaparikkhā) are, according to Buddha, the various modes of understanding by which intellectual faculties may be exercised.

In many of his edicts Aśoka stresses the need of respectful attention to teachers, learned men of experience, elders and high personages (gurusūrūśa, thair-a-sūrūsa, vudha-sūrūsa, agabhuntisūrūśa (R. E. IV, R. E. XIII). He pleads for due reverence to the teachers (gurunāṃ apachitī, apachāyāṇā achariyasa, R. E. IX, M. R. E., Ye). He equally lays emphasis on waiting on the wise men of experience for instruction and discussion (anusāṣṭi cha paripučchā, R. E. VIII). In the Bhābru Edict he recommends the constant hearing (study) and remembrance of certain sacred texts with the comprehension of their meaning (abhikhinaṃ suṇeyu upadhāleyu). Here his expression abhikhinaṃ suṇeyu corresponds with abhikshhyā-śravaṇam in the Arthasastra (I. 5). In P. E. I, he speaks of the very best kind of examination (aga palikā). He is argumentative throughout and his main method of convincing others is nijhati (Pali nijjhatti), i.e., appeal to reason (P. E. VII). His instruction to the Yuktas is to set forth the reason or argument in the document meant for publication (hetuto, R. E. III). The notable example of his argument may be cited from R. E. IX (K, Sh, M): “The rite of piety lies open to doubt—that the desired object may be fulfilled, but that may not be of any effect in this world. This is not (however) restricted to time. Even if the object be not fulfilled here, it produces unbounded merit hereafter. If the object be fulfilled here, then both the interests are secured—he (attains) the objects here and produces unbounded merit hereafter by the rite of piety.” Preambles of R. E. XIII and P. E. V contain clear proofs of his power of reflection. In S. R. E. I and S. R. E. II his strong conviction in matter of human good is said to have been based on his own perception (āṃ kīchhi dakkham).

---

The Arthashastra (VI, 1) demands of a person qualified for kingship that he should be ‘highly enthusiastic, not addicted to procrastination’ (mahotsāhā adirghasātrah) and ‘of resolute mind’ (dṛḍhābudāh). Valour (śauryam), readiness (amarshah), quickness (śīgratā) and dexterity (dakshyata) are spoken of as the volitional factors that go to constitute enthusiasm (utsāha-gūnā). Buddha mentions energy (viriya), energetic action (viriya-rambha), promptness (nikkama), strenuous exertion (parakkama), effort (uyyama), purposive activity (vāyāma), zeal (ussāha), enthusiasm (ussolhi), stamina (thāma), and endurance (dhitī) as the mental factors that represent the strength of the will.

These are the main personal qualities and principles of action on which Aśoka has harped in his edicts. The resoluteness of his mind has found its classical expression in the following statement: “I myself instructing you and making my wishes known until my fortitude and promise remain unshaken, will be a server of the land” (S.R.E. II). Parākrama (R.E.II), pakama (M.R.E.) uyyāma (R.E. XIII), usāha (P.E.I) and uṭhāna (R.E. VI) are the key-words of Aśoka’s life as well as his government.

(g) Idealism and human feelings: The Arthashastra (VI, 1) demands, among other qualities, that the king as a man should have large aims’ (sthūlalakshah). Large-heartedness goes together with man’s true idealism, while human feelings and tender emotions are just the outcome of a large heart a man develops within himself. Admittedly the largest aim of man’s life is ‘doing good to the whole world’ (sarva-loka-hita), and this was precisely the real aim of Aśoka’s life (R.E. VI). The world, as we saw, was extended not only beyond the confines of his empire but also beyond those of the allied territories (R.E. XIII). It included also the animals as its denizens. He aspired by all possible means to be a servant of the land (desāyutike, S.R.E. II). All his earnest efforts were to be directed towards the elevation of man’s nature and moral state (P.E. VII). These were to be equally directed towards the alleviation of human and animal sufferings (R.E. II, R.E.V, R.E. VIII, P.E. II, P.E.V, P.E. VII). He is just human when he expresses his natural affection for his wives and sons, brothers and sisters, other princes of the blood, other kith and kin, as also for his neighbours (R.E. V, Queen’s Edict, P.E. VI, P.E. VII), or when he pleads for respectful attention to parents, teachers, elders and high personages, and seemly behaviour.

1 Dhammasangaṇi, Atthasālinī, p. 148.
to slaves and servants, the aged and the helpless, the oppressed and the fallen.

(h) Moral traits of character: The Arthaśāstra (VI. 1) enjoins that the king as a man should be 'virtuous, truthful, not of a contradictory nature, grateful, and free from passion, anger, greed, obstinacy, fickleness, haste and backbiting habits'. In the Sarabhanga Jātaka (No. 522) and the Great Epic (XII. 65.39, 67.46, 67.57), he is expected to be grateful, wise, largehearted, of charitable disposition, and of firm devotion. Buddha lays stress, in the very language of the Arthaśāstra, on truthfulness and self consistency.¹

Aśoka himself speaks of restraint, the purity of heart, gratefulness, and firm devotion as the four moral qualities that enhance the value of charity (R.E. VII). Pity, liberality, truthfulness, purity, gentleness and goodness are with him the fundamental principles of piety and human conduct (P.E. II, P.E. VII). Non-harming and friendly is his mental attitude towards the whole of life (R.E. IV, P.E. II, P.E. V, M.R.E.). Sanity and sincerity characterise his thoughts, words and actions. Well-balanced is his mind. He shows throughout the courage of conviction and displays moral courage in stating his own ideas about persons and things.

(i) Religious faith: A man is known by the religion he professes. Aśoka's religion was Buddhism, Here Buddhism is taken to be a religion in the sense of a form of Doctrine and Discipline (Dhamma-Vinaya) which not only holds before us the higher ideals of life but also cherishes faith in their reality.

There is a substantial agreement, as we saw, between the Pali tradition and Aśoka's own statement regarding his conversion to Buddhism. It is not very material whether the Mysore copies of M.R.E. speak of a period of about three years and the remaining versions of that of four. Since he had become an upāsaka, meaning a lay worshipper inclined towards religion, he did not exert himself strenuously until he met the Sangha or the entire congregation of monks available at his capital (sāṃgha upayāte). The evidence of the Viṇavamsa is decisive as to the meaning of the expression sāṃgha upayāte. That he had not assumed monastic vows is certain from Aśoka's own statement, the account having been given of his life as an upāsaka (aṅ upāsake sumi). His conversion to the Buddhist faith is to be

dated from the time he approached or came in contact with the Sangha. I abandon my old position¹ that here Asoka distinguishes between the two stages of his career as a Buddhist lay worshipper, the first when 'he had been only privately cultivating the company and receiving the instruction of an individual Buddhist teacher', and the second 'when he publicly declared himself to be a follower of the Sangha and entered upon a career of direct service to the Sangha.' As I now maintain, the intended distinction is between the earlier stage when he had adhered to other sects and the later stage when he began to follow the guidance of the Buddhist Sangha in matters of religious faith.

The bhikkhu-gatika theory started by Charan Das Chatterji has found its supporters in Bhandarkar and Mookerji. But Chatterji himself is not sure about it. Buddhaghosa understands by a bhikkhu-gatika "a person that dwells in the same vihara with the bhikkhus". This does not necessarily mean that the condition of a Bhikkhu-gatika is intermediate between an Upasaka and the Bhikkhu². About the reading of the word, too, one cannot be sure, its variant in some of the manuscripts being bhikkussa bhatika (one who is of service to a Bhikkhu), which is more appropriate to the Vinaya context.

Whether in the Bhābru, or in the Schism Pillar Edict, or in the Lumbini Pillar Inscription, Asoka figures as a king and a lay worshipper of Buddha. There is nowhere the slightest suggestion as to his withdrawal from the world³.

The question is often raised if the Buddhist faith of Asoka is conclusively proved by his inscriptions. I say, yes. Even apart from the evidence of M.R.E. where he distinctly refers to his coming in contact with the Sangha, we find that in the Bhābru Edict he addresses the Sangha in the most respectful terms, showing the usual courtesy due from a Buddhist upasaka to the Sangha. In the Barābar Hill-cave inscriptions the Ājivikas who were the donees of the caves are simply introduced as Ājivikas, while in the Nāgarjuni Hill-cave inscriptions of Daśaratha, the epithet Bhadanta is prefixed to their name.

¹ This is upheld by Mookerji. See his Asoka, p. 24.
² Ibid, p. 23.
³ If Asoka had turned a monk in his retired life, we are not concerned with that here.
In the same Bhābru Edict, like a devout Buddhist, he professes his profound faith in the Three Jewels and firmly believes that ‘all that is said by the Blessed One is well said’. Here, moreover, he expresses his sincere solicitude for the long endurance of the Good Faith, and to that noble end in view he selects seven Buddhist texts and commends them confidently to the monks, nuns and laity for their constant study and remembrance.

He is not known to have gone on pilgrimage to places other than those sacred in the Buddhist eye, e.g., Bodhgaya (Sambodhi), the holy spot of Buddha's Enlightenment, Lumbini, the place of Buddha's Nativity, and the Stūpa of Koṇāgamana, the shrine erected in honour of a former Buddha. Going to pay homage to the Sangha (Sanghadassanaṁ, M.R.E.), the Bo-tree (Bodhidassanaṁ, R.E. VIII), and the Shrine (Chetiya-dassanaṁ, Nigali Sāgar) on his part was the pious act of a Buddhist upāsaka for his growth in piety (dhammavuddhi)\(^1\).

In the Schism Pillar Edict he rejoices to state that he had made the Sangha united for all times to come.

The anuposatha (P.E. V, Sārnāth Pillar) as a special day set apart for the Buddhist laity to attend religious service at a local vihāra, taken in this technical sense, i.e., meaning the eighth day of a lunar half-month, is not a negligible proof of Aśoka's Buddhist faith. The quotation in R.E. IX (G. Dh) of a dictum\(^2\) from the Sadhu Sutta\(^3\) for comment is highly important as an additional proof.

Aśoka was not, however, an ordinary convert. As he expressly tells us in his R.E. XIII, he had the first religious vision of truth, good, and duty as a happy result of his own reflections on the after-effects of his aggressive war against Kalinga. If Buddhism made thereafter a deep appeal to him, it did so only for the reason that its teachings tallied with his own experience and personal conviction.

2. **Aśoka the king**: In the political literature of India the king ranks first and foremost among the seven constituent factors on the strength or weakness of which depends the strength or weakness of the state. These are popularly known as the seven elements of sovereignty\(^7\) (saptā rajyāngāni). Kauṭilya rightly emphasizes the relative importance of the first element: "It is verily the king who appoints the ministers, chaplains, and other servants including the

---

2. R.E. IX (G): asti pitī vutam: sādhu dāna iti.
superintendents of departments, applies remedies against the troubles of his subjects and of his kingdom, adopts progressive measures, and replaces his ministers and officers who fall into troubles by new ones. It is he who rewards the worthy and punishes the wicked. When he is well off, by his welfare and prosperity he pleases his subjects. The character of the king determines the character of the people; for their progress or decline they depend on him. The king is, as it were, the peak of their lives.\textsuperscript{1}

To the same effect the Rājavāda Jātaka (No. 334) teaches that the king is the acknowledged head and leader of men, precisely as the king of bulls is that of a herd of cattle. If he practises impiety and is given to vice, the rest of men forestall him in the same; the whole kingdom prospers when the king is righteous.\textsuperscript{2}

We have already discussed at length the extent of Aśoka’s domain proper, empire and sphere of influence, the character of his state and his system of administration. Here we shall confine ourselves to certain relevant observations on Aśoka the king in respect of his personal enjoyments, statesmanship and ability for administration, and discharge of kingly duties.\textsuperscript{3}

(a) Personal enjoyments: The Mahāsutasoma Jātaka speaks of the five kingly enjoyments. The first is eating (bhōjana), the second, concupiscence (kileṣa), the third, lying on the bed (sayana), the fourth, musical entertainment (nachcha-gītā-vādīta), and the fifth, pleasance (uyyāna).\textsuperscript{4}

As regards the first, the king of the Kurus particularly refers to the meat dishes nicely cooked and prepared by the cook with the flesh of edible quadrupeds and birds, and tasted with relish as it were the nectar eaten by Indra. The second is described as the pleasure of a king to be in the midst of the slim-bodied, beautifully adorned and most handsome wives as it were the enjoyment of Indra when he is in the midst of the heavenly maidens. The third is described as lying on a magnificent bed, which is capable of inducing sound sleep. The fourth is concerned with the most captivating of operas performed during the night by the female actresses. The charm

\begin{enumerate}
\item Arthasāstra, VIII, 1.
\item Jātaka, III, p. 444.
\item The traditional enumeration of these duties is to be found in the extant Rājavagga (Anguttara) and the Chakkavattisīhanāda Sutta (Dīgha, III, p. 64).
\item Jātaka, V, p. 507.
\end{enumerate}
of the fifth has reference to the royal pleasure-ground (uyyāna, migāchīrūpetapura).

Aśoka specifically mentions a few occasions (R.E. VI) when he was not ordinarily supposed to have attended to the state-business, namely, (1) when he was taking his meal (bhunjamānasā), (2) when he was in the inner apartment of his palace (orodhanasi), (3) when he was in his bed-chamber (gabhāgarasi), (4) when he was engaged in vracha, (5) when he was out for a chariot-drive or ride (vachanhi va vinttāmhi), and (6) when he was in a pleasance (uyāna).

In the Arthaśāstra (I. 16), eating (bhojana) is associated with bathing (snana). The sumptuousness of royal dishes may be easily inferred from Aśoka’s statement in R.E. I where many hundred thousands of creatures are said to have been previously killed every day and cooked in his kitchen. In the same edict he alludes to the performance of animal sacrifices followed by grand feasts and convivial gatherings (samājā) fraught with moral dangers.

Aśoka’s orodhana is the same word as the Sanskrit avarodhana and the Pali orodha. In Buddhist literature, particularly the Jatakas, orodha is employed as a synonym of itthāgāra (stryāgāra) or female apartments set apart for the wives of various description with the maids of honour, nurses and maid-servants attached to them. In a royal or imperial household the married wives were generally entitled to the honour of queens (devis). The rest are known as nāṭakītthiya or opera girls with all their pleasing arts who either permanently resided as concubines or lefthanded wives within the orodha or came in occasionally from without. According to the Arthaśāstra (I. 23), the inner chamber (antahpura) or female establishment of the palace was to be built on a best-suited and spacious site and it was to consist of many compartments, enclosed by a parapet and a ditch and provided with a door. These compartments included the bed-rooms of the queens as well as rooms for the residence of other women of the royal household.

Aśoka’s gabhāgāra or bed-room was just one of the compartments in the king’s own residence. According to the Arthaśāstra (I. 20, I. 21), the building was to consist of four compartments, one of which was to be used as bed-room, and another as wardrobe. The king was to enter the bed-chamber during the third division of the night amid the sound of trumpets, and sleep during the fourth or fifth division. Here on his rise from the bed he was to be received by the troops of
amazons, while, according to Pali accounts, he was to be merrily entertained by the opera girls before sleep.

Aśoka's vrācha may be confidently equated indeed with vachcha, Sk. vrātya (in the Jaina sense) meaning 'religious duty.' One might even think of a Sanskrit word like vrātya as a possible variant of vṛttā (cf. nṛṛtya, nṛṛta) meaning some sort of a central or circular hall serving as the upāstāna for receiving and entertaining visitors and guests (Arthaśāstra, I. 20, Mahābhārata, III. 46. 23-28.)

Aśoka's vinița may be taken to correspond with the yāna and vāhana of the Arthaśāstra (I. 21) and with the Pali rathavinīta meaning the chariot drawn by horses that are well-trained and of good breed. The Pali Dhammachetiya Sutta gives a description of king Pasenadi's chariot-drive to a forest at Nagaraka, the Bāhiya Sutta of his going out of the city on the back of an elephant, and the Sāmaññaphala Sutta and its Commentary of a grand processional ride on elephants. The grandeur and joy of a processional chariot drive to the king's pleasure-grove (vānantā mohanaṃ) may be realised at once from the first stanza of the Achchhāra verses: “resounded with the music of the troops of nymphs and guarded by the troops of armed women.” A similar account of the chariot-drive to the pleasure (uyyāna-bhūmi) outside the city is to be found in the Pali Nidana-kathā.

Aśoka's uyāna is the same word as the Sanskrit udyāna and the Pali uyāṇa. The royal pleasure-garden was enclosed by a wall provided with a gate. The garden house of a king was a fashionable building decorated with portraits and other paintings, such as Bimbisāra's chitrāgūra was. It contained bathing tanks filled with transparent water and full of fish. It was ranged by deer and gay with the carols of birds (migāchirupeta).

The king's pleasure was sometimes used as the hunting ground, and it is evident from R. E. VIII that going on hunting expedition was a favourite pursuit with the kings of India (abhirāmaka). In fact, all pleasure-trips and pleasurable excursions (vihāra-yātra) are typified in it by hunting (māgavyā, mrigayā).

---

1 Strabo rightly observes that the care of the king's person was entrusted to women. McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 70.

2 Majjhima, II, p. 116f.

3 Majjhima, III.

4 Digha, I. p. 49.


7 Vinaya, IV, p. 299 ; Jātaka, VI, pp. 159, 223 ; Stella Kramrisch, The Vishnuharmottara, Revised ed., p. 6.

8 Jātaka; V, p. 476.

9 Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 299 f.
Here one may aptly cite the following observations of Strabo:\(^1\):

"The king leaves his palace to go to the chase, for which he departs in Bacchanalian fashion. Crowds of women surround him, and outside of this circle spearmen are engaged. The road is marked off with ropes, and it is death, for men and women alike, to pass within the ropes.\(^2\) Men with drums and gongs lead the procession. The king hunts in the enclosures and shoots from the back of an elephant. Of the women, some are in chariots, some on horses, and some even on elephants, and they are equipped with weapons of every kind, as if they were going on a campaign.\(^3\)"

(b) Statesmanship and ability for administration: Of the two main criteria for testing the statesmanship and administrative capacity of a ruler, the first is his proficiency in the science of government and the second his ability for timely and effective application of its principles for his own safety, the safety of his territory and subjects, the safety of other elements of sovereignty, and the furtherance of general good and happiness (Arthaśāstra I.5, VI. 1).

The inscriptions of Aśoka bear ample testimony to his position as an advanced political thinker and as a far-sighted and capable administrator. His knowledge of the science of government and the general philosophy of life was deep and profound. R.E.XIII, S.R.E. I and S.R.E. II attest not only his intimate acquaintance with the principles of politics but also his power of applying them as occasions demanded. The general principles of piety, duty and good conduct advocated by him in his edicts fall all within the scope of the most advanced rajadharma or political thought of India, and had all the regulations of piety (dhammaniyamāni) typified by P. E. V been recorded and preserved, we might have a novel Arthaśāstra of Aśoka, which would do good to the political thought of the world. The ruler’s capacity lies in devising and adopting means and measures and their adjustment to the laudable ends clearly kept in view. The administrative measures, changes and reforms adopted and effected by Aśoka sufficiently prove it. The institution of the quinquennial and triennial tours of official inspection (R. E. III,

---

\(^1\) McCrirde, Ancient India, p. 70 f.

\(^2\) Cf. Arthaśāstra, I. 20: "On the occasion of going out of, and coming into (the capital), the king's road shall on both sides be well guarded by staff-bearers and freed from the presence of armed persons, ascetics, and the cripple."

\(^3\) Cf. Sumangala-vilāsini, i, pp. 148-9.
S.R.E. I), the appointment of the Dharmamahāmātras as a new class of officials with their duties clearly defined, the elaborate arrangements made for the education of the people, the improvement of the jail administration (R.E. V), the humanisation of the ruthless criminal laws (P. E. IV), the passing and enforcement of the various regulations of piety (P. E. V, P. E. VII), the promulgation of ordinances (Schism Pillar), and the like were all measures devised to implement the duties of the ideal state as conceived and cherished by him.

(c) Discharge of duties: Aśoka not only kept the Maurya empire intact but extended it by the annexation of Kalinga (R.E. XIII). He tried to consolidate his territory and carefully guarded it against internal troubles and foreign invasions. The internal troubles might arise either from the mischiefs caused by the atavis as well as from popular disaffection and revolt. He took proper measures to punish the offenders. The expression of regret and the declaration of might (pabhāva) on his part were intended to see that such mischiefs were not repeated. Behind the repentance was the drastic action which had to be taken, and behind the might was the consciousness of his financial resources and striking power (kośa-danḍabalam prabhuśaktiḥ), while before them was the strong warning (R.E. XIII). He strongly warned the inimical or mischievous neighbours against encroachments into his territory along with assuring them of his good-will towards them and his sincere desire to respect the territorial integrity (S.R.E. II). In order to remove the cause of popular disaffection and revolt he took his officers to task and deputed higher officers to redress the wrongs done to the people as well as to prevent the miscarriage of justice (S.R.E. I).

Aśoka did his best to fulfil his obligations to his own people. In order evidently to prevent the hitch among his queens he had separate family establishments in his capital and outer towns (R.E. V, P. E. VII). He provided his wives and sons with funds to distribute charities on their own account. He appointed his own sons as well as other princes of the blood to responsible offices of the state when they became grown up and fit for work (P. E. VII, S. R. E. I). He took a keen personal interest also in the family affairs of his brothers, sisters and other kith and kin, and tried to assist them in all matters of piety and social importance (R.E. V).

1 Arthasāstra, VI. 2.
To his own officers Asoka acted all along as a friend, philosopher and guide (P.E. I). He took them to task when they went wrong (S.R.E. I), and encouraged them when they were found diffident of success (M. R. E.). He issued instructions to them as to how they should carry out his orders to his satisfaction (P. E. IV, Queen’s Edict, Sarnath Pillar). He did not forget to remind them of their importance as functionaries of the state (S.R.E. I, S.R.E. II).

Asoka cherished the parental feeling towards his own subjects and expected that they should on their part cherish the filial feeling towards him (S.R.E. I, S.R.E. II). He aspired to be the servant of the country (desāvutike hosāmi, S. R. E. I). With him to love the people best was to serve them best; he never felt tired of impressing this fact on the mind of his officers. The supreme task to which he directed all his efforts was the moral elevation of the people and their satisfactory growth in piety. To increase the good and happiness of the people was the normal duty of a good king. He did not apply to others any principle which he would not apply to himself. Thus he tried to stand as a living example of virtue to his own officers and subjects. Led by the altruistic idea of doing good to the whole world, he wanted to cherish similar feelings towards the people of the neighbouring territories.

Asoka was fully aware of his duties to the needy, the distressed and the fallen. The people in indigent circumstances, the aged, the destitute, the sick, the slaves and servants, and the imprisoned and those condemned to death by court sentence engaged his special attention (R. E. II, R.E. IV, R.E. V, P.E. IV, P.E. V). To provide the travellers with comforts he planted shade-trees on the roads and dug wells and tanks. The wells and tanks by the roadside must have served also to help the irrigation work.

His private faith did not stand in the way of his honouring the men of all sects with gifts and in various other ways of honouring them (R.E. XII). He desired all the Brāhmaṇas and the Śramaṇas to dwell everywhere in his empire and do their work without fear or molestation (R.E. VII, R.E. XII, R.E. XIII). He wished all of them well, and knew their great importance. The active form of tolerance advocated by him goes to make R.E. XII a unique document in the annals of the religious history of man.

---

The beasts and birds, the fishes and other animals equally engaged his attention\(^1\). Just as in the case of men, so in that of beasts, he arranged for medical treatment. The shade-trees and the wells and tanks were meant also for their enjoyment. He enacted the game-laws to minimise their slaughter (P.E. V), and prohibited the performance of animal sacrifices (R.E. I).

The keen sense of duty enlivens all his statements. At all times and in all places, even when and where he was supposed to have observed strict privacy, he attended to the business of the people (R.E. VI). There was no higher duty to him than doing good to all.

As a man of graceful mien and as one who viewed the world and all with loving eyes he justified the epithet of Priyadarśin. As a ruler devoted to the duty of relieving the sorrow and misery of all, he tried to deserve the name of Aśoka or Śoka-nāśana\(^2\). And as a righteous king emperor who was able to commingle the gods and men in an unprecedented world of piety, he well merited the epithet of Devanampriya or ‘Beloved of the gods.’

---

\(^1\) Ibid, III. 257. 6-12.  
\(^2\) Ibid, III. 64. 107.
CHAPTER VII

Dharma

If to appreciate a great man of history is to appreciate the doctrine or ideal with which he identified himself, it is meet that, after considering the position of Aśoka the man and king, we should take up his Dharma for discussion.

The inscriptions of Aśoka contain two sets of records: one relating to the Saddharma or Good Faith which he professed as his religion, and the other to the Dharma which he propounded and promulgated. If so, the question arises—how far is the Dharma which he propounded and promulgated consistent with the Saddharma professed by him? Thus the consistency between the Saddharma or religion of Buddha Śākyamuni and the Dharma of Aśoka is the main problem which engages our attention here.

There are divergences of opinion on the real nature and character of Aśoka’s Dharma. Three main views on the subject are that of Fleet, that of Vincent Smith, and that of D. R. Bhandarkar.

In Fleet’s opinion Aśoka’s Dharma is but a form of Rajadharma consisting in the politico-moral principles such as those embodied in the Great Epic. Fleet’s opinion may be shown to have been based on the evidence supplied by Buhler.

Vincent Smith opines that the principles promulgated by Aśoka are common to all religions without being identical with those of any one of them. It is in agreement, more or less, with this view that Mookerji is inclined to appraise Aśoka’s Dharma as something like a universal religion.

Both Senart and Hultzsch are inclined to interpret Aśoka’s Dharma in the light of Buddha’s Words. The most powerful advocate of this opinion is Bhandarkar with whom Aśoka’s Dharma is nothing short of that aspect of primitive Buddhism which is meant for the upāsakas or lay worshippers of Buddha. Both Bhandarkar and Raychaudhuri rightly draw our attention to the ideal of the righteous chakravartin upheld by Buddha.

The position taken up by me is that Aśoka’s Dharma is wholly consistent with the principles of secular Buddhism and not altogether inconsistent with those of other systems of faith and thought, and there is no reason as yet to give it up. Treat it as a form of Raja-
dharma, or as a form of Buddhist Upanaka-dharma, or even as a form of Universal religion, this position remains unaltered. The acute observation of Rhys Davids that there is not a word about God or the soul in Asoka’s Dharma, not a word about Buddha or Buddhism, makes no difference to it.

1. As Rajadharma: The Rajadharma in the narrowest sense of the term is based on the Science of Government (Dandaniti) of which the main problem is what is expedient or in expedient (nayanayau), conducive or not conducive to the strength of the state (balabale). Closely allied to this is the Science of Wealth (Varta) of which the main problem is what increases and does not increase material resources (arthanarthau). Accordingly the Rajadharma was sought to be founded on both. To be broadbased, the Rajadharma has to take cognizance of and uphold the approved social customs and usages and the general principles of law and equity, subjects that come within the scope of the Tattv or Vedic system of which the main problem is what is lawful and equitable and what is not (dharmadharmau). To be full-fledged and unerring, the Rajadharma has always to seek guidance from speculative philosophy (Anvikshak), which came to be recognised as “light to all kinds of knowledge, easy means to accomplish all kinds of action and receptacle of all kinds of virtue.”

The extant prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra represents the final and most methodical form of the Rajadharma which developed in different Brahmanical schools of political or quasi-political thought. The Rajadharma section of the Mabharata and the Karika of 6,000 verses presupposed by the Arthaśāstra may be treated as two typical earlier Brahmanical treatises on Rajadharma. Though the Pali Jatakas have many maxims in common with the Great Epic and the Ramayana, particularly the former, through them as well as the Rajavagga of the Anguttara Nikaya and the Aggnna, Chakkavatti-

1 Buddhist India, p. 297.
2 Such was the opinion of the school of the Ausananas. See Arthas̄āstra, I. 1.
3 Arthas̄āstra, I. 1.
4 Ibid., I. 1.
5 E.g., by the school of B̄rhaspatyas. Ibid., I. 1.
6 This was the opinion of the school of the Manavas. Ibid., I. 1.
7 Ibid., I. 1.
8 This was the opinion of Kauṭilya. Ibid., I. 1.
9 Ibid., I. 1. Pradīpas sarvavidyānām upāyas sarvarkarmaṇām, ēśrayas sarvadharmāṇām s'as'vad Anvikshaki mātā.
sīhanāda, Lakkhana and Singalovāda Suttantas of the Dīgha
Collection was advocated an ideal form of Rajadharma, which in its
general tone and spirit and even in phraseology the same as that
followed and upheld by Aśoka.

The first question is—What is Dharma from the point of view of
Rajadharma? To this, the Upanishad teacher returns the answer—
Dharma is the king of kings (kṣatrasya kṣatrat).1 To the question
—What is the king of a king emperor?2 Buddha returns the self-
same answer: Dharma is the king of a king emperor (dhammo
rāṇī no chakkavattissa rājā).3 The former declares that there is
nothing higher (more potent, mightier) than Dharma (dhammad
dharmato nāsti), wherefore by Dharma the weaker person rivals the
stronger, precisely as by the might of a king (yathā rājā).4 The
latter, too, declares the paramountcy of Dharma among men (dhammo
seṣṭho jane tasmāṁ), in the present life as well as the life to follow.5
So far as the social order is concerned, both maintain the superiority
of the warriors as rulers over other social grades, even over the
worldly Brāhmans.6

According to the Upanishad teacher, to affirm Dharma is to affirm
Satya or Rita, and vice versa. Thus to affirm any one of them is
to affirm both. This may be interpreted in two different ways:
(1) that Dharma in the sense of the socio-moral order which is an
existing fact or actuality is a derivative (sativyam) out of the cosmic
life, which has either evolved by the Divine will out of or is founded
on the world order; (2) that Dharma in the sense of the moral or
Divine law with its foundation in righteousness or piety is the guiding
principle of the socio-moral order in which we find ourselves. From
the point of view of Rajadharma, Dharma may be interpreted as law
in the narrow legal sense of the term with its foundation in rajasāsana
or rājānuśasana, i.e., the will of the sovereign authority of the state.
Whether we treat it as the moral, sacred or Divine law or as the
king-made or state-enforced law, it is a body of rules which carries
with it the sanction from some unchallengeable sovereign authority,

1 Lit., the warrior of warriors.
3 Rājavagga, Anguttara, III, p. 147.
5 Aggāṇīya Suttanta, Dīgha, III, p. 95.
6 Brihad Aranyaka Up., I. 4. 11: Khatrāt param nāsti, tasmaṛd brāhmaṇaṁ
kshatriyaṁ adhaṣṭhit upāste rājasūye; rājā paramatam gacchati.
whether it be the prevailing collective will and good sense of the society or community, or the express will of the king or state. The essence of both is justice, or, as one might say, both are only means to an end, which is justice. It is desired that to be used as a means of human good and happiness as well as of progress, the king-made or state enforced law must always be subservient to the moral Sacred or Divine law.

Buddha’s view concurs with that of the Upanishad teacher in so far as he, too, maintains that the socio-moral order of men is the result of an evolutionary process of cosmic life. The difference between the two lies in the fact that in Buddha’s account of the process the notion of the operation of any arbitrary will, whether it be in the name of Brahma or God, is eliminated. With Buddha Dharma is moral law as the guiding principle of the socio-moral order is divine (brahmabuddha) only in so far as its end or underlying purpose is concerned. It is rather the collective experience, good sense and idea of expedience that guide and have guided the course of evolution of the socio moral order. Buddha traces the origin of kingship or state in popular consent (mahâjana-sammati) which is behind all forms of social contract.

The common upshot of both the views, however, is that the Law is above the King, and not that the King is above the Law. The ideal of life or the ideal behaviour, conduct or action is, according to the Brahmanist view, one which is set forth by the best among the Brahmans who are the leaders of thought and the accredited teachers of men. According to the Buddhist view, the leaders of thought and the accredited teachers of men are the S’ramañas and the Brâhmaṇas or the Brahmaṇas and the S’ramaṇas, while the best or foremost of all,—the agra—is the Buddha.

The perennial source of Dharma is either Brahmanveda as with the Brahmanist, or Dharmaveda or Atthaveda as with the Buddhist. Dharma is characterised in the Jātakas as ‘the good old rule’

---

1 Aggañña Suttanta, Digha, III.
2 Ibid, p. 98; mahâjana-sammati ti Mahâsammato; Cf. Ulûka Jâtaka, No. 270.
3 Taṁñiriya Up., I. 11, 3-4 : ye kechâsmach cakkhuveśu brâhmaṇaḥ, ye tatra brâhmaṇaḥ samumarināḥ.
4 Digha, III, p. 95, 191 : Jâtaka, III, p. 312 : brâhmaṇassā samaṇassā.
5 Sampasâdaniya Suttanta, Digha, III, p. 98.
6 Majjhima, I, p. 87.
(charito-purâno, dhammo sanantano, chirakalappavatto sabhâvo, porâniyâ pakati), which is to say, the tradition of piety or duty, the traditional path of virtue. Thus Buddha speaks of the porâna-Vajjidhammâ constituting the national tradition of the Vrijis of Vaisali, the rules of life backed by noble precedents, customs and usages. The Dharma enforced by rajâsâsana or the sovereign authority of the state is to promote the growth of men in such Dharma and not to hamper it. We can say that this is the common Indo-Aryan conception of Dharma from the point of view of Rajadharma with this difference, however, that in the Brahmanist line the tradition is to be adhered to more in the letter, the departure being allowed to take place only through legal fiction or ingenious interpretation of the texts, and in the Buddhist line the tradition is to be followed more in the spirit, it meaning that the path of virtue or that body of rules which accords with both the supposed original state of the purity of man's nature, the instinctive prompting of unsophisticated human mind and the ideal born of the supreme religious experience and profound meditation of the Enlightened Ones.

With Asoka, too, the Dharma from the point of view of Rajadharma is 'the good old rule' (porañâ pakiti), 'that which is of long standing' (dighâvuse, M.R.E., Bra, Ye). There exists even a verbal correspondence between the two ideas, Asokan and Buddhist:

- (a) esâ porañâ pakiti (M.R.E., Bra).
- (b) esâ te porâniyâ pakati (Jātaka, VI, p. 151).

Though in R.E. III Asoka lays equal stress on letter and spirit (hetuto cha vyâjpânato cha), in S.R.E. I he takes his officers to task.

---

1 Jātaka, V, p. 479: satañ cha dhammo charito purâno.
2 Ibid, V, p. 488: esa dhammo sanantano; Cf. Dhammapada verse 5.
5 Digha, II, p. 74. See Buddha's comment on porâna-Vajjhidhammâ in Sumangala-vilasini, ii, p. 519.
7 This is the whole trend of Buddha's argument which runs through the Aggañña Sutta. 

Dhammo have pûtur ahosi pubbe 
pachehha âdhammo udapâdi loke 
jeṭṭho cha seṭṭho cha sanantano cha 
Jeṭṭho 'ti pure nibbattabhiñena, seṭṭho 'ti poranako.

Cf. Book of Genesis in the Bible,
that they failed to catch the import of his instruction as far as it went (no cha pāpunātha avagamuke iyaṃ athe).

According to the Brahmanist and traditional definition, the rāja (king, ruler) is one who pleases his subjects (prajān raṇijayati, pakatiyo ramjayati). Buddha qualifies it by adding to it the saving clause—dhammena, meaning ‘righteously’, ‘judiciously’, ‘in accordance with the law of piety or duty’: Dhammena pare raṇjetiti rāja,¹ the verb raṇjeti being paraphrased by sukheti pīneti, ‘makes happy, pleases,’ The force of dhammena is sought to be augmented and emphasized by the explanatory clause: dhammen‘eva, no adhammena, ‘righteously indeed, not unrighteously’, which is to say, discriminately, and not indiscriminately. Thus the exercise of discretion on the part of the king is explicit in Buddha’s definition. Consistently with this, the righteous king emperor is expected to provide the lawful safety, cover and protection (dhammadika rakkhavāraṇa-guttī), depending on dharma, showing due respect to Dharma, venerating, reverencing and worshiping Dharma, honouring it in all humility, holding the banner of Dharma, raising the flag of Dharma, and acknowledging the authority of Dharma. Here safety (rakkhā) means the safety, of oneself and that of others, and four are the means of safety, viz., moral fortitude (khanti), non-harming mental attitude (avihimśa), friendly heart (mettachittā), and compassion (anuddāya); cover (āvarana) means the means of preventing discomforts; and guarding (gutti) means guarding against the action of thieves and other enemies of men and the country.²

Asoka, too, lays down the same as the general principle of administration when he says (P.E. I): This is the rule, namely, that which is called rearing by Dharma, providing by Dharma, making happy by Dharma, guarding by Dharma” (dhammena pālanā, dhammena vidhāne, dhammena sukhīyanā, dhammena goti). He desired that his descendants and successors would administer the law of piety by taking each his stand on Dharma and virtue:

Dhammamhi sīlamhi tiṣṭaṅto dhammaṁ anuṣāsitaṁ (R.E. VI). This reminds us of Buddha’s admonition in the Sutta-nipāta, verse 250: Dhamme ṣhito ajjave maddave sato.

“Standing on Dharma, being in moral rectitude and gentleness of spirit.”

² Śūmangala-vilāsiṇī, III, p. 850.
Dharma

Anything approaching the above principle is the following maxim quoted in the Arthasastra (XIII. 5):

Charitram akritam dharmyam kritaṃ chānyaib pravarttayet
Pravartayen na chadharmyam kritaṃ chānyaib nivarttayet

"(The king in a newly-acquired territory) should allow those customs in vogue among others to prevail, though these are not observed (in his own country). He should not allow any unrighteous custom to prevail, and should stop it, though it is observed by others."

The meaning of the saving clause 'by Dharma' is not far to seek. The performances of animal sacrifices followed by sumptuous feasts and convivial gatherings (samaṇa, R.E. I), the chariot-processions held in honour of the gods (R.E. IV), the royal chase (magavya, R.E. VIII), and the like were the traditional means of entertaining the people. According to Aelian, "Aśoka's grandfather, Chandragupta, used to hold annually a great festival for animal fights. There were butting contests between rams, wild bulls, elephants, and even rhinoceroses, and also races between chariots drawn by two oxen with a horse between them." "It was by the twofold means, namely, the display of darpa (contests), nṛitya (dances), gīta (songs) and vādita (instrumental music), and the organization of utsava (festive occasions) and samaṇa (popular gatherings) that Khāravela sought to exhilarate the citizens of the Kalinga capital as the joy celebration of success in his first military campaign. Thus it is opined in the Rāmāyaṇa: utsavaṇ cha samaṇaṇa cha vardhana naśṭravardhanam. 'The festivity and popular gathering increase the popularity of the state'. The Arthasastra (I. 21), too, recommends the organization of yatra, samaṇa, utsava and pravahaṇa. . . . . . Kauṭilya in one passage (ibid, II. 25) refers to utsava, samaṇa and yatra, where the drinking of wine was unrestricted for four days, and in another passage (ibid, XIII. 5) points out the conqueror's duty of conciliating the conquered people by respecting their national devotion to their country, their religion (deśa-devata), and their institutions, viz., their utsava, samaṇa and vihāra."

The Great Epic (III. 207. 8-10) praises in no uncertain terms the pious deed and unrivalled fame of king Rantideva and his queen in daily killing in the royal kitchen two thousand cattle to feed the people with meat and that invariably during the period of caturmāṣya. It extols the viharyatra as sarvakāmaprada, "fulfilling all

1 See note on samaṇa in Barua's Inscriptions, ii, p. 224 f.
desires for enjoyment” (XV. 1), and expressly declares going a hunting to be proper, fitting (mrigaya uchita, sobhana, III. 288. 6). 

These traditional means of pleasing the people are deprecated by Buddha. The most unfortunate feature of the contemporary social life regretted by Buddha is that even certain classes of the S’ramaṇas and the Brahmaṇas took delight in them. The animal sacrifices are undervalued, and the release of helpless creatures brought to the sacrificial ground for slaughter by the monarchs in obedience to the dictates of good conscience awakened in them by the Bodhisats among the recluses is extolled. The hunting expeditions of the monarchs are shown in several Jñātakas to have ended in granting the boon of ‘No fear’ (abhaya) to all antelopes, to all quadrupeds, to all bipeds (birds), to all aquatic beings (fishes).

Asoka in his very first edict, holds that no sacrifices should be performed by immolating living beings and no convivial gatherings held as he found many faults in them. He did not, however, condemn the popular gatherings wholesale, without discrimination. He did not omit to mention that there were certain gatherings calculated as good by him. Even with regard to such gatherings as were approved by him, e.g., popular religious demonstrations by the display of celestial mansions, celestial elephants, and the fiery and other divine forms, he was of opinion that these were by far the less effective as means of promoting the growth of the people in piety than the two novel methods introduced and tried by him, viz., imparting instructions in the law of piety or duty (dhammaśūnāthini) and issuing the proclamations of piety (dhammasaṃvānaṇi). The pleasure excursions (viharayātā) typified by hunting expedition (magavyā) were replaced by the pilgrimage of piety (dhammayātā (R.E. VIII). The rites of piety (dhamma-maṃgala) came to be preferred to the divers popular rites (ucaṇavacha-maṃgala (R.E. IX) that found sanction in secular Brahmanism.

1 Note on viharayātā in ibid, ii, p. 301 f.
2 See the Silla sections in the Brahmayāśa Sutta, Digha, I, p. 4f.
3 Kṣaddanta Sutta, Digha, I.
4 e.g., Nigrodhamiga Jñātaka (No. 445) and Ruru Jñātaka (No. 482).
5 R.E. IV, P.E. VII, M.R.E.
6 “The rites or ceremonies were those performed or observed at the time of illness at the marriage of sons and daughters, at the birth of sons (better, children), or for the advent of offspring, and in setting out on a journey to a distant place. Especially the womenfolk are said to have performed many and diverse rites that were minor and meaningless.” Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 305. Cfr. Jñātaka, V, p. 290:

 Akankhamāṇā puttaṭhalaṃ duvaṭṭhaṇa namassati
nakkhatāṇi cha puchchedhi tusasamanvādchēhārṇi cha

7 G. P. Majumdar, Some Aspects of Indian Civilization, p. 297f.
As regards the general method of administration, Aśoka advocates one fulfilling the ideal of the mean between two extreme courses of action (mājhaṃ paṭipādayama, S. R. E. I), namely, one in which is manifest the character of men determined by such immoral dispositions as malignity, irascibility, cruelty and oppressiveness (isya, āsulopa, niṭhuliyā, tulana), and the other in which is manifest the character with non application, indolence and weariness for exertion (anāvuti, ālasiya, kilamatha) as its traits. This middle method grew out of a changed ideology. Extremism in thought as well as the mode of life was the order of the day when Buddha started his career as a teacher of gods and men. As against such extremisms, he propounded his doctrine of the Middle Path (majha, majhima paṭipada), which was not without its salutary effect on the course of the political thought of the country. In the case of a righteous ruler, the Jatakas recommend the middle method as the best method of government: anumajjhamaṃ samāchare, "he should practise the felt mean." The argument advanced in its support is that if too mild a method is followed, the ruler becomes disregarded, and if too rigorous a method is followed, he is apt to provoke hostility.¹

Paribhūto mudu hoti, atitikkho ti verava, 
etāñ cha ubhayaṃ ṇatva anumajjhamaṃ samācharen.¹

Though the term madhya is missed, Kautilya apparently advocates the same method and virtually in the same language in prose:

Tikṣhṇadaṇḍo hi bhūta naṃ udvejanīyah. Mrīduḍaṇḍaḥ pari-bhūyate. Yathārhadandaṇḍaḥ pūjyaḥ².

"Whoever imposes severe punishment becomes repulsive to the people, while he who awards mild punishment becomes contemptible. But whoever imposes punishment as deserved becomes respectable."

The Arthasastra (I. 4) rightly refers to the earlier agreed opinion that "whoever is desirous of the progress of the world shall ever hold the sceptre raised (udyatadaṇḍa)." This is the opinion which is advocated in the Great Epic by Kanika Bhrādvāja³ and Manus

¹ Jatakas, IV, p. 192.
² Arthasastra, I. 4; Mahābhārata, XII. 56. 40-41.
³ Cf. Ibid XII. 140. 7-8:
Nityam udyatadaṇḍah syān nityam vivṛteṇaḥ uṣrashabḥ
acherhīdraḥ cchhīdraṇaḥ cha paresaḥ viṣvarūṇaḥ
nityam udyatadaṇḍasya bhṛṣ'am udvijate naraḥ
taṃ māt sarvāṃ bhūtāṃ daṇḍeneiva praśādhayet ³
Law-book. Though the acclaimed advanced political thinker of the eminence of Kauśīlyya prefers a method which is verbally the same as that in the Jātakas and the edicts of Aśoka, its underlying spirit is different, it being that of ‘paying in the same coin by way of awarding rewards or punishments’ (upakaraṇapākārayor drishṭapratikārī). Referring to the aṭavis, Aśoka, on the contrary, expresses himself thus: “Even he who today does mischief is considered pardonable by the Beloved of the gods, whom he can pardon” (R. E. XIII.). In other words, Kauśīlyya’s method leans to the policy of Tit for Tat,¹ while Aśoka’s middle method inclines more towards tolerating or forgiving the miscreants as long as their actions do not exceed the limits of patience (R. E. XIII, S. R. E. II).

The difference in the underlying spirit between the two middle methods is more manifest in the two forms of conquest by Dharma, one advocated in the Great Epic and the Arthaśāstra, and the other by Buddha and Aśoka.

The Great Epic (XI, 58. 38-39) distinguishes between Dharmavijaya and Asuravijaya, while the Arthaśāstra (XII. 1) distinguishes between the three types of conquerors, viz., Dharmavijaya (just conqueror), Lobhavijaya (greedy conqueror), and Asuravijaya (demon-like conqueror). “The first is satisfied with mere obeisance on the part of the weaker king who seeks his ‘protection; the second is satisfied with what he can safely gain in land or money; and the third satisfies himself not merely by seizing the land, treasure, sons and wives of the conquered but by taking the life of the latter as well.” This is the very idea of Dharmavijaya which is behind Kalidāsa’s account of Raghu’s digvijaya (Raghuvaṃśa, IV). The Dharmavijaya on the part of Raghu consisted ‘in depriving a defeated or weaker king of his glory but not of his territory’ (śriyam jahāna na tu medinīm). “This is well exemplified by Raghu’s traditional treatment of his rival, the lord of the Mahendra Mountain, made captive and then released, the capture and liberation of the Deccan rulers by Samudragupta, and the subduing of the Rāthikas and Bhojakas (of the Vidyadhara countries) and the Magadhan king Bahasatimita (Bṛhaspatimitra) by Khāravela. When some of the S’aka rulers and generals posed sometimes as Dharmavijayī (J. A. S. B., 1923,

¹ Cf. Rājovāda Jātaka, No. 151, where the method of the king of Kos’ala is stated to be: dalham dalhassa khipati, mudussa mudūṇā mudum, Cf. Mahābhārata, XV. 140. 65: tīkṣṇakāle bhavet tīkṣṇaḥ, mṛidukāle mṛidur bhavet.
I cannot but maintain, as against the opinion of Mr. T. N. Ramachandran, that this is different in its fundamental character from the Dharmavijaya of Buddha and Aśoka. The Epic or Kauṭiliyan Dharmavijaya is just the best form of what Aśoka calls Sarasaka or Sāyaka Vijaya, i.e., armed conquest, the necessity or possibility of which is not denied by him (R.E. XIII). The essential feature of the Epic Dharmavijaya is brought out by Aśoka himself when he says that even where it is a necessity, forbearance and light reprisal should be preferred (khaṃti cha lahudaṃḍata cha lochetū).

With Buddha the Dharmavijaya is a fuller form of conquest by Dharma (abhivijaya) achieved over an extensive empire by a king overlord without the infliction of any punishment, without the use of any weapon (imam paṭhavim sāgara-pariyantam adāṇḍena asatthena dhammena abhivijya). According to Buddhaghosa, here 'the infliction of punishment' may mean the imposition of fines, the issuing of orders for massacre, as well as the use of the armed forces, and 'weapon' means all weapons for torturing others. The Pali scholiast explains the phrase, dhammena abhivijya, as meaning achieving a fuller form of conquest by making it a point not to take the life of a king who comes as desired by the rival king, and following such other principles of action.

It is evident from Buddha's account of the position of the Chakkavatti-monarch that he seeks to achieve such a fuller measure of the conquest by Dharma not out of the consciousness of his weakness but out of that of his irresistible strength in army, wealth and territorial solidarity. Buddhaghosa has not fully brought out the significance of this form of conquest as described in the Chakkavatti-sihanāda Suttanta. This may be realized from the Aśokan definition of Dharmavijaya according to which it consists negatively in not thinking of a new territorial conquest through a war of aggression entailing untold miseries and endangering the cause of culture (R.E. XIII), and positively in assuring the neighbouring states of the king emperor's good will and desire to respect the laws.

---

1 This agrees with the principle inculcated in the Dhamma Jātaka, No. 457: khaṃti bala yuddhabalāṃ vijetvā.
2 Dīgha, III, p. 59.
of territorial integrity (S.R.E. II) besides winning their affection and earning their gratitude through philanthropic and cultural missions¹ (R.E. II, R.E. XIII).

The ideal feeling relation between the ruler and the ruled is desired by Asoka to be one that subsists between the loving parent and the loving children. The ruler is to inspire this confidence in the ruled that he is to them like a solicitous parent keenly interested in their welfare and eager to connect them with good and happiness. The ruled are to assure the ruler that they are to him like his children. Thus the parental feeling or attitude on one side is expected to be reciprocated by the filial feeling or attitude on the other (S.R.E. II). This is the best conceivable feeling relation which is expressible in terms of domestic relationship. The analogy is not, however, to be pressed too far, nor is it to be inferred from this that the Asokan, and, for the matter of that, the ideal Indian government is a parental form of government, founded and run entirely on a domestic model.

In the Great Epic, the Arthasastra, the Buddhacharita, and other Indian works just the ruler's side is emphasized when it is enjoined that the king should look at, be solicitous about the welfare of, or do favour to his subjects precisely as he would do in the case of his own progeny.² Asoka, too, lays stress on this side only when he states his own position in the words: "All men are like unto my progeny": sava munisā pājā mamā (S.R.E. I). But he goes a step further when he claims that he cherished the same parental feeling also towards the people of the neighbouring states (S.R.E. II).

The scriptural authority for the idea of the mutual feeling relation between the ruler and the ruled is the Mahāsutasoma Jātaka. The verbal agreement between the two statements will at once indicate the fountain-head of Asoka's ideal:

(a) Yathā pīṭhā athavā pī mata
    anukampākā atthakāmā pājanaṁ,
    evam eva no hotu ayañ cha raja,
    mayam pī hessāma tath'eva putā.

(Jātaka, V, p. 504).

(b) Athā pīṭhā hevam ne laja ti. Ath(ā) atānaṁ
    anukampati hevam apheni anukampati. Athā pājā
    hevam maye lājine (S.R.E. II).

¹ Ibid, III, p. 62 f.
² Mahābhārata, XII. 28. 51, XII. 63. 29; Arthasastra, II. 1, IV. 3; Buddhacharita, ii. 85.
The supreme importance of the position of a king or king overlord in worldly life is recognized by all alike in India. In the authoritative verses cited in the Arthaśāstra, (III. 1), the king is represented as the founder and upholder of a socio-moral order (rāja dharma-pravartakaḥ). According to Buddha, just as a Buddha is the founder of a religious order and propounder of a system of faith and thought, so a righteous universal monarch is the founder of a socio-moral order and propounder of a system of piety and duty.¹ In the Jaina Āgama, too, the Chakravartins are regarded as worldly counterparts of the Tirthankaras.² The Nijjhatti and the Dhammaniyama may be shown to have occupied the same place in Aśoka’s rajadharma as the Dhamma (Doctrine as in the Sutta Piṭaka) and the Vinaya (Discipline as in the Vinaya Piṭaka) in Buddha’s sāsana or system of faith and thought. In the opinion of the Brahmanical thinkers, however, the king is expected to be the founder and upholder of only that kind of socio-moral order which is based upon the gradational system of varṇāśrama-dharma,—of four hereditary social grades and four stages of effort³, while in Buddha’s ideal scheme the hereditary basis of the four social grades⁴ and the graduated system of self-training (kramaśikṣā) except on the ground of expediency⁵ are denied. Though the population is broadly divided into Brāhmans and Iḥyas (general body of householders) in Aśoka’s rajadharma (R.E.V) as well as in Buddha’s social scheme, there is nothing in the edicts to indicate that Aśoka intended to be the upholder of the Brahmanical system as such. In accordance with the ideal set up by Buddha the righteous king overlord is responsible not only for giving the people a good rule making for their welfare and happiness, both here and hereafter, but also for their sound moral and religious education. Thus his part as an anuśāsaka implies the double function of an efficient ruler and a sound educator of mankind, which Aśoka tried to discharge to the best of his capacity.

According to the Brahmanical thinkers, the tried policies of government consist in conciliating (sāma), bribing (dāna), creating

¹ Dīgha, III, p. 149: vatteti chakkām.
² Aupapātika Sūtra, Sec. 55: arahantā > chakkavattī.
³ Arthasastra, III. 1:

Chaturvarṇas’ramasyeya lokasyaḥchāraṇakshanāḥ
nās’yatām sarvadharmaśāṃ rājā dharmapravartakaḥ

⁴ Vāsēṭṭha Sutta in the Sutta-nipāta, v. 1158.
dissension (bheda), and employing force (dana). In Buddha’s terminology, these go by the name of four sangahas or sangahavatthus and consist in offering presents and timely help (dana), exchanging the greetings of courtesy (peyyavajja), doing good (atthacariya), and fellow-feeling (samanattata). The wily art of creating dissension and division, and all forms of diplomacy and duplicity are condemned. In the former, there is the utter lack of sincerity; in the latter, the tone is of sincerity. In the former, the four policies are vitiated by the diplomatic motive of self-aggrandisement; in the latter, the four sangrahahas are intended to win the heart and to earn the gratitude of all. It is more the idea of four sangrahahas which guided Aśoka whose ambition was to win the affection of all men (panayam gachhema su munisannaṃ, S.R.E.I), not to care for any other glory or fame than that the people should be inclined to learn the ideal of piety or duty and to be trained therein (R.E.X), and to depute those officers to deal with the people who are not harsh in their language, not fierce in their nature but are of winsome cordiality (e akkhase ahamde sakhinalambyhe, S.R.E.I).

With Aśoka pāsamba is not a term of contempt; it denotes a religious order, sect or denomination. Its phonetic development out of the Sk. pārshāda is traceable through its Shahbazgarhi variant prashamda. By the expression, save pāsamba, he referred to all religious orders, sects, denominations or schools of thought in India of his time. He broadly divided them into persons following the two modes of life, the pravrajitas and the grihasthas, the former renouncing the household life and the latter keeping to it (R.E.XII). The pravrajitas are broadly distinguished as the Brahmanas and the Śramaṇas, or as the Śramaṇas and the Brahmanas. The grihasthas figure in his edicts as the lay adherents and supporters of the different sects and schools (nikāyas) of the pravrajitas (R.E.XIII). Though ipso facto the grihasthas themselves were divided into different groups of devotees or worshippers of popular deities, the fact cannot be directly inferred from the edicts. Among the pravrajitas, the typical names mentioned are the Brahmanas, the Ājīvikas, the Nirgranthas (Jainas) and the Saṃghasthas (Buddhists). The Buddhists are distinguished as monks and nuns, and upāsakas and upāsikas

---

1 Digha, III, pp. 192, 292.
2 Ibid, III, p. 172 f.
3 Arthasastra, III, 9 ioll.
(Bhabru). The same kind of distinction holds good also in the case of other orders of the pravrajitas. It is evident from this that women were till then allowed to renounce worldly life and to join the orders of the pravrajitas. The Brāhmans represented numerous orders of the pravrajitas as well as Brāhman householders in the service of the state and of the society at large (M.R.E., Ye; R. E. V).

Aśoka desired that all the sects should dwell everywhere in his dominions (R.E. VII). He insisted on putting up seemly behaviour (sampaṭipati) and giving alms and making gifts (dānas) to the Brāhmaṇas and the S’ramaṇas, particularly on personally waiting upon them (atanā pachupagamane, P. E. VI). He knew them to be the persons in whom were well established the principles of piety or duty, such principles as respectful attention to high personages, respectful attention to parents, respectful attention to preceptors and teachers, and seemly behaviour to friends, associates, comrades and relations as well as to slaves and servants, besides strong devotion (daṭṭhabhatītā, R.E. XIII). He knew them to be the custodians of higher forms of culture and civilization as well as the disseminators of learning and culture in all parts of the country and outside (R.E. XIII). If they were affected and distressed, the cause of man’s progress in culture and civilization would greatly suffer. Accordingly he completely changed his mind and launched upon a new career of cultural conquest throughout his empire and throughout the world with the Brāhmaṇas and S’ramaṇas as the brave soldiers of the Aryan faith, and appointed a special class of imperial officers, the Dharma-mahāmatras, to look after them while they were carrying on their noble missions (R. E. V). He liberally helped them with alms and gifts and honoured them in various ways. He tried to persuade them to co-operate with one another for their healthy growth in knowledge and matters essential so that they might be better equipped for the great work before them (R. E. XII). He dedicated four beautiful cave-dwellings to the Ājīvikas in the Khalatika hills. As regards the Buddhist Saṃgha, he sought to prevent division among its members, even by promulgating a penal ordinance (Schism Pillar). For the guidance of the Buddhists who were his co-religionists he selected seven texts out of the growing corpus of Buddha’s Words and commended them for their constant study and meditation (Bhabru).

The information furnished by Megasthenes and other Classical writers about the philosophers or wise men of India of the 4th century B.C. is, in both detail and substance, the same as that which
may be gathered from the inscriptions of Aśoka and the Pali Nikāyas and Jatakas. The philosophers are broadly distinguished as the Brachmanes (Brāhmaṇas) and the Sarmanes (Śramaṇaś), or as the Sarmanes and the Brachmanes. The Brachmanes are described as the wise men whose lives were regulated by the rules prescribed in the Grihya Sūtras, and as those persons who spent the first period of their lives as brahmacharīs or resident pupils in the schools of different teachers and the second period as grihasthas or married householders. Their graduated system of training, ideal of simple living and high thinking, marrying many wives, reluctance to communicate their knowledge of philosophy even to their wives, and wrapping up their doctrines about immortality and future judgement, and kindred topics, in allegories, after the manner of Plato and the like are noticed. It is rightly observed by Megasthenes that their ideas about physical phenomena were very crude, for they were better in their actions than in their reasonings, inasmuch as their belief was in great measure based upon fables.¹

The Sarmanes are distinguished as the Hylobioi who live in the woods, the Hylobioi who are the physicians, those who practise hard penances, and those who are diviners and sorcerers, adepts in funeral rites, and who go about begging both in villages and towns. Megasthenes mentions that there were religious women who pursued philosophy with some of the Hylobioi. Clemens likens the Hylobioi to the Enkratetai (Anchorites) among the Greeks, and distinguishes, as held by Colebrooke, the followers of Boutta (Buddha) from the general body of the Hylobioi².

Pseudo-Origen speaks of a sect of philosophers among the Brachmanes par excellence who abstained from animal food and all victuals cooked by fire, went about naked, and lived on the banks of the river Tagabena (Tungabena, Tungabhadrā). With them God was light, the Word (Logos), and the body the outermost covering of the soul. The leader of one such sect in Alexander’s time was Mandanis (Maṇḍana ?), a Dandamis (Daṇḍin ?), one of whose unworthy disciples was Sphines (Aśvin ?) whom the Greeks called Kalanōs probably for the reason that he greeted a person by uttering the auspicious word kalyāṇam.¹ This sect of the Gymnosophists, if not precisely a sect of the Ājīvikas, was at least a sect of the Achelakas or Avadhūtas closely allied to the Ājīvikas.

¹ McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 98 f.
Though the Nirgranthas or Jainas are not expressly mentioned, their inclusion among the Indian Hylobioi is evident from the reference to the ascetic practice of remaining ‘for a whole day motionless in one fixed attitude’,¹ say in the posture of one called ubbhaṭṭhika in Pali.²

Regarding the collective body of the philosophers in India Diódorus accurately observes that they were in point of number a minority, but in point of dignity predominant over all. They, being exempted from all public duties, were neither the masters nor the servants of others. They were, however, engaged by private persons to offer the sacrifices due in lifetime, and to celebrate the obsequies of the dead, for they were believed to be the most dear to the gods (Pali devatanampiyiyo), and to be the most conversant with matters relating to Hades (unseen world). In requital of such services they received valuable gifts and privileges, while to the people at large they rendered great service. When the people gathered together at the beginning of the year, they forewarned them about droughts and wet weather, propitious winds, health and disease, and other useful topics, so that they and their ruler might make adequate provision against a coming deficiency.³

Nowhere in a Brahmanical work, whether it be the Great Epic or the Rámayaṇa, the Arthaśāstra or any of the Law-books, is recognized a religieux other than one who is a Brahman by birth and qualities and a Brahmanist by religious conviction and ideal of life, who, in spite of his being an anchorite or ascetic renouncing everything of the world (sannyāsin, parivrajaka, yati or bhikshu), is expected to be the upholder of the Vedic system sanctifying the socio-moral order based upon the scheme of four castes and four stages of effort (varṇāśrama-dharma). The attitude of the Arthaśāstra towards the Śakyas (Buddhists), the Ājivakas, and such like ‘runways’ is naively hostile, and the language in which it introduces them, opprobrious. They are indiscriminately stigmatized as Vrīshala (S’udra) pravrajitas.⁴ The rule it prescribes (II. 1) is to the effect that “when, without making provision for the maintenance of his wife and sons, any person embracing asceticism, he shall be punished with the first amercement; likewise any person who converts a woman to ascen-

¹ Ibid, p. 102.
² Majjhima, I, p. 92.
³ McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 38 f.
ticism" may be taken also to go against their interests. In the Ṛāmāyāna, may be in an interpolated verse, Budḍha is bluntly maligned as having been a thief and an atheist (chorah nāstikaḥ). The Brāhman Parivṛjākas like Mārkaṇḍeya (Pali Māgaṇḍiya) took Budḍha to be a bhūṇahā, bhūṇahū (bhrūṣathan, foetus killer) obviously for the reason that his opinion went against household life. If at the time of a sacrifice any S'ramaṇa was sighted, the Brāhman performer of the sacrifice felt sore offended and tauntingly remarked, saying, "Here comes the shaveling, the S'ramaṇa, the Vrishala!" In some of the Grihya Sūtras, the prejudice against the S'ramaṇas is sought to be made deep-rooted by giving a religious sanction to the superstitious belief that the sight of a S'ramaṇa in a dream portended evil.

John Caird is rudely shocked by the utter inconsistency between 'All is Brahma' doctrine of the Early Vedānta pantheism and the grossest monstrousities of the Brāhman-sanctioned polytheism. Here he was anticipated by Buddha, in one point at least, namely, that the boasting nature and fury of a Brāhman was wholly inconsistent with his acclaimed proficiency in Vedānta and advance in religious life. The only redeeming feature of the Arthasastra polity is that in Bk. III, Ch. 16, it ordains that the orthodox ascetics (āśraminah) and the heretics (pāshaṇḍas) 'shall, without disturbing each other, reside in a large area' (mahatyavakṣā...vaseyunh), the newcomer being 'provided with the space occupied by an old resident', and that whether hermits of the Vānaprastha order, or the Yatis and Brahmachārins of the orthodox orders, or the heretics, may when found to be delinquents, in the name of the ruler, perform penances, offer oblations to gods, observe fasts, and the like in lieu of the payment of fines imposed, while in cases of defamation, theft, assault and

---

1 Majjhima, II, p. 501. I prefer this spelling in Siamese text to Māgandiya in P.T.S. text.

2 The word bhūna (Sk. bhrūna) always stands for foetus. If it means in some contexts for a learned Brāhman (Monier Williams, Sanskrit English Dict.) or a leading rishi (Jātaka, V, p. 250), it does so only figuratively, it primarily signifying Hiranyagarbha, an epithet of Brahmā or Brahma.

3 In the Majjhima context, the word bhūnakā or bhūnakā does not mean a learned Brāhman or leading Brahmarshi. See, for reasons for calling Budḍha a bhūnakā, Malalasekera. Dict. of Pali Proper Names, ii, p. 595; E. J. Thomas, the Life of Buddha, p. 115. I take it to be the same word as ṛṣṭamaṇha in Īśa's Up.
abduction of women they shall be compelled to undergo the usual punishment, the guiding principle for the ruler being that he shall forbid under penalty imposed by law the wilful or improper conduct among the runaways': pravrajyasa yathacharan rajadanda varayet.\textsuperscript{1}

The authoritative maxim in the Arthaśāstra (IV. 8) also desires that the king should honour the Siddhatapasas, making them to dwell in his kingdom. But this is not to be mistaken for Asoka’s desire to see all sects dwell everywhere in his domain (rāja sarvata ichhati save pāsamḍa vasyeyu, R.E. VII), in spite of their verbal agreement. The former keeps in view only those hermits or ascetics who are experts in magical arts and endowed with supernatural powers and may be employed to ward off providential visitations.

Totally different is the attitude of Buddha towards the S’ramaṇas and the Brāhmaṇas. In his terminology, the religieux who is a Brāhmaṇa is at the same time a S’ramaṇa, and vice versa.\textsuperscript{2} As S’ramaṇa the bhikṣu stills his nature by getting rid of sins (samitaṇḍapo ti samanō), and as Brāhmaṇa he washes away his sins (vahitaṇḍapo ti brāhmaṇo). The religious status of a person is sought to be determined by the state of purity and all-round spiritual advancement, and not by birth or family or any outward sign (na jaṭāhi, na gottena, na jachchah).\textsuperscript{3} The persons of all social grades are entitled alike to this status provided that they stand the test of saintship.\textsuperscript{4} The Sangha or Gana (the latter as in the case of the Jainas) is a common brotherhood or sisterhood of all persons who have come away from the world to live and work together in the pursuit of a common ideal of life irrespective of caste or family. Thus the value is set upon man as man, and not upon man in relation to any accidents of birth or social life.

A difference existed nevertheless between the S’ramaṇas and the Brāhmaṇas as such, and it is freely recognized in the early literature of the Jainas and Buddhists. Mahāvīra generally passed as Samanā

\textsuperscript{1} Arthaśāstra, IV. 8:
Māyāyogvidas taśmād vishaye siddhātapaśāḥ 1
vaseyuḥ pūjitā rājāna daivāpat-pratikarīṇāḥ 1

\textsuperscript{2} Dhammapada, verse 142: so brāhmaṇo, sa samanō, sa bhikkhu.

\textsuperscript{3} Ibid, verse 383.

\textsuperscript{4} Agganiṇa Suttanta, Dīgha, III, p. 95 f.
Mahāvīra, and Buddha as Samaṇa Gotama. The Wandering ascetics who were born in Brāhmaṇ families and belonged to the religious orders to which admission was restricted to persons of the Brāhmaṇ caste are bodily distinguished as Brāhmaṇa Parivrajakaś from the rest who are called S’ramaṇa-pravrajitas. According to the Sutta-nipāta Commentary, the Brāhmans stigmatized the S’ramaṇas as Vṛishalas, not because they were all Vṛishalas by caste but because they freely admitted even the Vṛishalas or S’udras into their orders and interdined with them. Among the pravrajitas or ‘runaways’, the Tāpasas or hermits formed a class by themselves. All of them belonged to the Vānaprastha order, and were mostly twice-borns or persons of the three upper social grades, there having been rarely any Tāpasa from among the S’udras, touchable or untouchable. In the early literature of the Jainas and Buddhists, precisely as in the inscriptions of Aśoka, the pravrajitas are broadly represented by the S’ramaṇas and the Brāhmaṇas. They were the objects of love as well as veneration to the people (manussaṇam piyā ch’eva garukā). They were the accredited teachers of religion and ethics (ovāda-dāyaka) to them. In a territory from which they were driven out, the people are shown to have become morally degraded and impious. It is, therefore, repeatedly insisted that a righteous ruler aspiring to be a universal monarch owes a primary duty to them, which consists not only in entertaining them with food and drink, clothing and shelter, but also in paying due homage to them, properly observing the rules of continence on the sabbath days, and waiting upon them for the cultivation of wisdom through instructions and discussions.

---

1 Aupapātika Sūtra. Sec. 76: attha māhana-parivvāya; Digha, III, p. 180: sambahulī brāhmaṇa-paribbājakī.
2 Ibid. Sec. 75: pavaṇīya samaṇā; Digha, III, p. 180: samaṇa Sakyaputtīya.
4 For the distinction between the touchable and the untouchable among the S’udras, see Pāṇini, ii. 4. 10; B. C. Law, India As described, p. 141.
5 Jātaka, VI, p.
6 Ibid, III, p. 304 f. The reference is kindly supplied by S. N. Mitra.
7 Digha, III, p. 61.
8 Jātaka, VI, p. 296:
   Tappeyya annapūnena sadā samaṇa-brāhmaṇe,
   dhannakāmo sutadharo bhaveyya paripucchehhake
   sakkachcha pāyirupāseyya silavante bahussute.
   Cf. Digha, III, p. 191.
The legal authority of the king or state to inflict punishments on the priests and ‘runaways’ if they were found guilty of criminal offences of any kind or to take drastic measures against the recurrences of mischievous and irreligious actions on their part has nowhere been questioned either in the Arthasastra or in Buddhist literature. On the other hand, there are clear prescriptions and positive evidences to establish the existence of such an authority. The promulgation of a penal ordinance by Aśoka for the suppression of schisms in the Buddhist Order or even in a particular community of Buddhist monks and nuns may be shown to have its precedents in the past action of the kings of Northern India. The measure adopted by Aśoka is preserved in the Theravada tradition with a note of approval and without any adverse comment. It was, moreover, in accordance with both the Vinaya rule and the early Buddhist religious sentiment. As the Pali legend suggests, the king exercised

1 Arthasastra, IV. 8:
Brāhmaṇaṁ pāpakarmāṇaṁ uddhushyāṅkakritavṛṣṇaṁ kuryāṁ nirvishayaṁ rājaṁ vāsayaś ākareśu vā.
Ibid, III, 16:
Pravrajyāyaṁ yathāśucharun rājaṁ daṇḍena vārṣaya.
 Cf. Divyavadāna, p. 165:
Yasyāyaṁ idbris'o dharmaḥ purastāl lambate dasāṁ tasya vai s'raṇau rājaṁ kshuraprenāva kṛntatu.

2 Jātaka, III, p. 304: “Ime diva samaṇavesena charitē ratim anēcharaṁ karoti’ ti pabbajitānaṁ kuṭjhitvā......“mayham vijite sabbe pabbajitaṁ pālayantu, dīḍhāśagneraṁ n'eva rajānaṁ karissanti bherim charāpesi.”

3 S. N. Mitra kindly draws my attention to the Dhammapada Commentary, III, p. 54, in which we are told that although Buddha was then alive, the bhikshus appealed successively to Anāthapiṇḍika and Visākhā, and lastly to king Prasenajit to drive out a bhikhu associated with a woman from his kingdom (tumbhakam vijitaṁ niharatha), and the king coming to the vihāra, surrounded it with his men.


5 The rule cited by Mookerji (Aśoka, p. 198) from the Mahāvagga (I. 60. 67, 69) prescribes nāsana (“which is definitive and permanent expulsion from the Sangha”) as the extreme penalty for the schism caused by a monk or nun:
Sanghasahadaṁ anupasampanno na upasampādetabbo, upasampanno nāsetabbo ti.

6 Cf. Theragāthā, verse 978:
odiṣṭakaṁ arahati, kāśāvam kim karissati?
Ibid, Verse 975:
ṭīṭhiyānaṁ dhaṇaṁ kechī dhāreṣsanty-avadiṣṭakaṁ.
this authority with the consent of the leading men of the Sangha.¹ “The Buddhist law,” as Mookerji observes (Asoka, p. 199), “has its counterpart in the Brahmanical law, according to which mischief-makers who tried to create or foment dissensions in the village communities and assemblies were punished by banishment.”

Buddha enjoins it as a noble duty on the part of a righteous king-emperor (ariyam chakkavatti-vattaṁ) and he should ask the virtuous S’ramaṇas and Brāhmaṇas, approaching them from time to time—what is wholesome, what is unwholesome, what is blameworthy, what is blameless, what is cultivable, what is not cultivable, what is that which being done, makes for harm and suffering for a long time, and what is that which being done, makes for good and happiness for a long time.²

Asoka describes the S’ramaṇas and the Brāhmaṇas as suvihita or ‘well-established ones’ (R.E. XIII), by which he meant the accredited religious teachers in whom the desired principles of piety or duty were established (yesu vihita). The Hāthigumpha inscription speaks of ‘the honoured recluses who are well-established’ (sakata-samana-suvihitānām), while the Theragāthā (verse 75) praises visiting the well-established saints as a meritorious deed (sādhu suvihitānām dassanām).

With Asoka the supreme duty was doing good to the whole world, and there was no greater duty than it:

Katavayamate hi me sarvalokahitam;  
nasti hi kaṃmataram sarvalokahitapatā.  (R.E. VI).

To the same effect and virtually in the same language the Rāja-dharma Section of the Great Epic enjoins:

(a) hitartham sarvalokasya (Mbh., XII. 36. 26);  
(b) sarvalokahite ratah (ibid, XII, 67. 5);  
(c) sarvalokahitam dharmaṃ kshatriyeshu pratishṭhitam  
   (ibid, XII. 68. 5).

The authoritative dictum quoted in the Arthaśāstra, I. 2, represents the ideal ruler as one who is devoted to the good of all beings: sarvabhūtahite rataḥ.

¹ Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 882.  
² Dīgha, III, p. 61.
The Mahāmora Jātaka speaks of the righteous king-emperor as a ruler who grants the boon of ‘No fear’ to all beings: abhayāṁ cha yo sabbhāhūtesu deti.¹

It is said of Buddha, the religious counterpart of the righteous king-emperor, that he was brought forth by Māyā for the good of the many: bahūnam vata athāya.² Gotama the Recluse might be praised by the outsiders as the well-wisher of all living beings: sabbpāñābhūta-hitanukampi.³

'The whole world' is rather a vague term. By this the Mahāmangala Jātaka understands the world of the devas, the pītās, the reptiles, and the rest of beings.⁴ The beings may be conveniently distinguished as suprahuman, human and infrahuman. The suprahuman world is svarga (saga, svaga, M.R.E.)—heaven, the human world is prithivi (puthavi, R.E. V, Dh)—earth, and the infrahuman world is apāya (S.R.E.)—hell. The heaven is the grand world (vipule svage, M.R.E.) in the sense that there one can obtain and enjoy grand results (mahāphale, S.R.E. I), or to use Buddha's phraseology, unbounded joy and happiness (vipulam sukham).¹ The infernal world is a terrible state of woe (mahāpāye, S.R.E. I),—of apāya-duggati vinipāta in Buddha's words. In Buddha's terminology, the devas were either the gods by birth (upapatti-deva), such as Indra, Varuṇa, Agni, the Lokapālas, the sun, the moon, and the stars, or the gods by purity (visuddhi-deva), such as the Sṛṇaṇas and the Brāhmaṇas held in high esteem as the accredited religious teachers, or the gods by courtesy and popular consent (sammuti-deva), such as the kings and princes. The infrahuman world included also the whole of the animal kingdom (Pali tirachchhānasagata pāṇa)—the world of bipeds, quadrupeds, birds, fishes, and the rest (P.E. II, P.E. V). This is comprehended by Buddha's expression migapakkhi. The earth consists narrowly of the domain proper of a ruler, the vassal states, and the bordering territories of allies, enemies or strangers (R.E. II, R.E. V, R.E. XIII, S.R.E. II, M.R.E.). The Rajadharma of Asoka, precisely like the Rajadharma of the Great Epic and the Arthaśāstra and the Raja-chakravarti-Dharma of the Nikāyas and the Jātakas, is intended to secure and promote

¹ Jātaka, IV, p. 333; cf. Jātaka, IV, p. 76; yo sabbalokassā nivālavatti.
² Therigathan, verse 192.
³ Dīgha, I, p. 4.
⁴ Jātaka, IV, p. 75.
man’s interests here in the present world and hereafter in the other world.

The expression ‘doing good to the whole world’ had a positive meaning for Aśoka. By this he meant that he should make all energetic efforts to see that ‘all were free from the innate proneness to sins (sakale apaparīṣrava asa, R. E. X), that ‘all men were actively joined with all good and happiness, both of this world and of the next’ (savana hitasukhena hīdabokika palalokikena yujevu ti, S.R.E. I), that ‘the people might sufficiently grow with the growth in piety and sense of duty’ (jane anulupāyā dhāmaṇavādhiyā vaḍhaya¹, P.E. VII), that, ‘they might elevate themselves’ (abhyaṃnamisati, P.E. VII). With Aśoka parīṣrava is just another word for apuṇa, meaning ‘demerit.’ In Mahāvīra’s phraseology the two concepts of parīṣsava (parīṣrava, spring of sin) and āsava (āraṇa, influx of sin) and their opposites go together,² while in Buddha’s terminology parīṣsaya (parīṣraṇa) stands for lurking danger, the internal spring of impiety and the unwholesome³. Aśoka employs the word vaḍhi (virdhā, increase, growth, promotion) as the opposite of hini (hīni, decrease, decay)⁴ the word dharmahāṇi occurring in the Bhagavad-gītā⁵. Buddha employs antithetically two verbal forms, abbhūmeyyam (should elevate, uplift) and na apanāmeyyam (should not lower, degrade)⁶.

The secret of success in this matter lies, according to Aśoka, in readiness to action and prompt dispatch of state-business: tasa cha pana iyaṃ mūle uṭhāne cha aṭhasamūṭtana cha (R. E. VI). Aśoka says that he had no satiety (nasti hi me toso) in respect of readiness to action and prompt dispatch of state business. Here the great Maurya emperor had just followed the wise adage of the age which is traceable almost in the same language in the Great Epic and the Arthaśāstra quotation of verses:

¹ Cf. imassa Sugatavāsassa anurūpāyam pañipatiyāṃ ṭhavā, Jātaka, III, p. 386.
² Acharuṅga Sūtra, p. 18 : ye āsava te parīṣsava, ye parīṣsava te āsava, ye aṇūsava te aparīṣsava, ye aparīṣsava te aṇūsava.
³ Anguttara, III, p. 388 ; Sutta-nipāta, verses 42, 45 ; Niddesa, I, p. 12, II, p. 420.
⁴ R. E. IV.
⁵ Cf. dharmahāṇi prajāyate.
⁶ Diṁha, I, p. 124.
Mahābhārata, XII. 57.18:

“Readiness to action on the part of the kings, which is the secret of success in royal administration.”

Arthaśāstra, I. 19:

“Of a king, the vow indeed is exertion, the performance of sacrifice, the discharge of duties, the offer of fees, the equal attention to all, and the baptism of consecration.

In the happiness of the subjects lies the happiness of the king, and in their happiness his welfare. The (personal) welfare is not dear to the king, but the welfare of the subjects is dear (to him).

Hence the king should always be active and administer state-business. The root of advantage is readiness to action, of disadvantage it is the counteractive.

In the case of unreadiness to action surely perish that which is gained and that which is to be gained. He obtains the fruit (desired end) from the promptness in action, and gains in the wealth of advantage.”

Of the two points stressed by Aśoka and the maxim in the Arthaśāstra, the first is usṭāna, Pali uṭṭhāna and Sk. utthāna, and the second is aṭṭhasaṁtirāṇa, Pali aṭṭhakaraṇa, Sk. kāryaṇūsāsanam; the first is the principle of action and the second its application. The idea of aṭṭhasaṁtirāṇa is traceable in the Jātaka expressions—vinichīhhaye nisīditva aṭṭhe tiṃesi, “sitting in the court, tried cases”, imām poṭṭhakam olokeṇa aṭṭam tiṃesyattha, “Looking into this book of precedents, you should try a case.” As a Buddhist psychological term, saṁtirāṇa means the preliminary investigation of the data of sense.

1 Here mūlam might be translated also by ‘the root or spring of action’.
2 Kosala-Saṁyutta, I. 7: aṭṭhakaraṇe nesinn.
3 Jātaka, III, p. 292. The reference is kindly supplied by S. N. Mitra.
Though no Pali dictum showing verbal agreement with that of Asoka is traced so far, it is incontestable that the whole emphasis of Buddha’s teachings is on uţţhāna, which is but a synonym of appamāda (earnestness), dalhaparakkama (strong power of action),\(^1\) attakāra purisakāra (self-willed action), bala (strength of the will), viriya (mental energy), and the like. The Dhammapada inculcates that the glory of a person goes on increasing if he is ready for action, mindful, pure in deed, discreet in action, self-restrained, virtuous and earnest.\(^2\) Just as in Asoka’s edicts the different aspects of the concept of uţţhāna are sought to be expressed by such terms as parākrama (power of action, R.E. X), pakama (strenuous exertion, M.R.E.), usāha (zeal, P.E. I), and nyāma (effort, R.E. XIII), dhiti (fortitude, S.R.E. II), and patimṇā acharā (resolve unshaken), so in the Dhammasangāṇi, we have for the concept of samma-vāyama (right exercise of the will) such contributory terms as viriyārambha (energetic initiative), nikkama (strenuous exertion), parakkama (power of action), uyyama (effort), usāha (zeal), ussoṭhi (ardour), thāma (stamina), dhiti (fortitude), asithila-parakkamata (unabated powerful activity), anikkhittachchhandata (unabandoned will to act), anikkhitadhuratā (steadily keeping on to the path of action), and anikkhitasampaggāha (steadfast adherence to the path of action).

With Buddha appamāda is the single term by which the whole of his teaching might be summed up. In the Kosala Saṁyutta, II. 7-8, Buddha mentions appamāda to king Pasenadi of Kosala as the single principle of action which stands embracing both the interests, viz., that which appertains to the present existence and that which appertains to the future existence.\(^3\) Here he advises the king to base on this very principle all his duties, private and public, as thereby he might keep him active, wakeful and guarded together with his family members and vassals, his subjects and officers, and his treasury and storehouse.

---
\(^1\) Dhammapada, Ch. III.
\(^2\) Ibid, verse, 24:

Uţţhūnavato satimato
suchikammassa nisammakārino,
saṁstassa cha dhammajivino
appamattasse yaso’tthiva đhati.

\(^3\) Appamādo kho mahārāja eko dhammo ubho atthe samadhiggayha tiţţhati-
dīţţhadhammikam cheva attham samparaţţikam.
"Figuratively only utthāna means the active state of mind and body. The opposite state of usṭāna, according to S.R.E. I, is represented by anāvuti (non-application), alsaiya (indolence), and kilamatha (fatigue).

As observed elsewhere, 'Aśoka's principle of utthāna or parakrama seeks its fulfilment through atthasantiraṇa, 'prompt dispatch of state business', and is directed to doing good to the whole world (sarvalokaḥita), to making all beings happy here and enabling all men to attain to heaven hereafter, particularly to promote other worldly interests (savaṇa paratrikaya, R.E. X). It required all including him and his officers to apply themselves ceaselessly and eternally (sasvatam samayaṇa, S.R.E. I) to the noble cause espoused by way of faithfully and effectively discharging the duties assigned. In short, action, and action alone, was the underlying principle of Aśoka's Dhamma and system of administration.'

The two means by which Aśoka sought to promote the cause of piety and human duty in the world are appositely called nijhāti and dhammaniyama (P.E. VII), the first corresponding to the Pali nijhatti, and the second to saddhammaniyama. In Pali the term nijhatti implies the sound method of reasoning, the appeal to reason and understanding, the way of convincing each other by fact and reason, as distinguished from ujjhatti or the obstinate way of suppressing reason by resorting to a kind of argumentum ad verucundum. The niyāma is the order regulating the path of action (magga-niyāma) which is inviolable (abhābbo okkamitum). Aśoka sought to give effect to the means of nijhatti or moral persuasion by the inculcation of the fundamental principles of piety or duty (dhammanusathini), the proclamations of their usefulness (dhamma-sāvanāni), and the tangible works of public utility (dhamma-thāṁbhāni). The second of these is the duty assigned in Pali literature to the Dhammaghosakas. The way of dhamma-niyama was sought to be given effect to by Aśoka through regulation or legislation.

1 Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 298.
2 Anguttara, IV, p. 223.
3 Ibid, III, p. 185. The reference is kindly supplied by S. N. Mitra.
5 Ibid, III, p. 64.
7 Jātaka, III, p. 161; Dhammapada Commentary, III, p. 61. I owe the Jātaka reference to S. N. Mitra.
Ministration to the whole world is possible through the discharge of certain essential duties that are traditionally known in Pali as dāsa-rāja-dhamma or dāsa-rājavatā. The number ten may be raised to twelve by following a slightly different mode of enumeration. The categorisation of the duties is evidently based upon a certain statement of Buddha, which is just illustrative and not exhaustive. The essential duties of a ruler lie, according to the Arthasastra and other Brahmanical works on royal polity, to the seven elements of sovereignty, viz., himself, the ministers and other officeholders, the territory and population, the defences, the financial resources, the army, and the allies. These may be taken to consist, according to Buddha, of the obligations to the ruler himself (attani), to his own people (antojanasmīm), to his own territory (antojanapadasmīm), to vassals (khattiyasa anuyuttesu), to the friends and allies (mittamachchese), to the fighting units (balakayesu), to the Brahmans and other needy householders (brāhmaṇa-gahapatikesu), to the slaves and servants (dāsa-kamakaresu), to the people of towns and districts (negama-janapadesu), to the Śramaṇas and the Brahmaṇas (śamaṇa-brāhmaṇesu), and to the beasts and birds and other animals (migapakkhisu).

As for the duty to himself, Aśoka’s expression is ‘just as he feels concern for himself’ (atha atanam anukampati, S.R.E. II). The Pali idiom is precisely the same: attana anukampam, “just as I feel concern for myself.” The earlier Buddhalogy as developed in the Buddhavamsa, the Chariyā-piṭaka and Jātaka Nidāna-kathā speaks of a long course of preparation undergone by the Bodhisattva for serving these three great interests: doing good to oneself (attattha-chariya), doing good to one’s people (śatattha-chariya), and doing good to the world (lokattha-chariya). The first is individual, not to say egotistic; the second is national, not to say parochial; the third is universal, not to say altruistic. These are reduced to two in the Jātakas, viz., in the interest of oneself (attadattham) and in the

---

1 Sumangala-vilāsini, III, p. 861.
2 Arthasastra, VI. 1: svēmyamātya-janapada-durga-kosa-ḍanjamitrāṇi.
3 This is not included in the traditional list of ten but dealt with in many a text.
4 This, too is not included in the list of ten.
5 Variant, anyuyantesu.
6 Dīgha, III, p. 61; Jātaka, IV, p. 421f.; V, p. 123, etc.
7 Jātaka, IV, p. 830.
8 Chariyā-piṭaka Commentary, p. 7. Here buddhattha-chariya is really-attattha-chariya.
interest of others (parattham). The right application of oneself (attasammpanidhi) is considered the best course of wisdom. Before taking the responsibility of instructing others one should first establish oneself in what is proper. To do so one must stand firm in piety and be endowed with moral rectitude and gentleness of nature (dhamme thito ajjave maddave sato), be well established in virtue (sile patiṭhāya). In words of Aśoka, standing firm in piety and virtue, they will be administering the form of conduct (dhammamhi silamhi tisamto dhamman anussasamti, R.E. IV). The philosophic argument behind it is that the enlightened self-interest is ne plus ultra. If one holds oneself dear to him, one should guard oneself well. The Arthasastra, I. 2, cites the word of wisdom according to which the king himself being well-disciplined in sciences, should devote himself to the task of regulating the conduct of his subjects. The object is that he should be the pioneer in noble deeds,—the leader of the multitude, himself being firmly devoted to the practice of piety. He is to be the adikara or first-doer, an epithet applied in the Jaina Agama to the founder of Jainism: aigare titthagare. Aśoka says, “Doing a good deed is difficult. He who does it first, does a difficult thing (indeed). But many a good deed has been done by me”: 

Kalanaṃ dukaram. Yo adikaro kalanaṃ so dukaram karoti. Ta maya bahu kalanaṃ katam (R.E.V).

1 Anabhiriti Jāataka.
2 Mangala Sutta.
3 Dhammapada. verse 158:
   Atthanam eva paṭhamama paṭirūpe niveythe,
   ath' aṭṭham anuśeyya

4 Sutta-piṭṭa, verse 250.
5 Samyutta, I. p. 18.
6 No ve ‘piyam me’ ti janinda tiḍiso
   attam nibbavati piyäni sevati,
   seyyo parami ve seyyo
   labhā piyā oχitattema pachchha.
7 Cf. Brihad Aranyaka Up., IV. 5. 6: na va ar sarvasya kāmāya sarvan
   priyam bhavati, ātmanastu kāmāya sarvan priyam bhavati.
8 Arthasastra, I. 5: Vidyū-vinīto rājha hi prajñān vinaye rataḥ.
9 Digha, III. p. 160:
   Pubbangamo sucharitesu dhammesu
   dhammachariyābhirato anvāyika bahujanassa.
10 Aupapātika Sūtra, Secs, 16, 20 f.
This reminds us at once of the Jātaka dicta:

Yo pubbe katakalyāṇo aka lokesu dukkaram.¹
Kata me kalyāṇa anekarūpa.²

All the authorities agree in saying that the first duty of the king fit to rule is self preparation through education, learning and training, and that the means thereof is constant contact with men of experience (vṛiddha-saṃyogāt). They also agree in insisting on his protecting himself as well as others against all possible harm. But Kautilya's king, like Machiavelli's prince, is advised to live always in a world of suspicion and dread, which is full of enemies, internal and external. He is to trust none, neither his wives nor his sons, neither his ministers nor his officers; neither the food which is cooked nor the bed which is prepared for him, not even his friends, far less his enemies, not even himself.

Buddha's righteous king emperor is expected to live, on the other hand, in a world of trust and security where all are imbued with the same spirit of Dharma and all are devoted to the pursuit of the common ideal of life.³ Aśoka's world is such a world of trust and security where all should be working for piety (savata vijitasi mama dhāṁmayutasi, R.E.V.)

By the expression 'own people' are narrowly meant one's family members consisting of wives and sons (children). Mother and father are to figure most prominently among them. One's own people may be taken also to include brothers and sisters and other kinsfolk (R.E.V). Aśoka speaks of parents, teachers (ačhariyā), wives and sons, brothers and sisters, other kinsmen, other princes of the blood (R.E. III, R.E.IV, R.E.V, R.E. IX, R.E. XI, R.E. XIII, P.E. VII). Along with kinsmen he mentions friends (mita), associates (saṁthuta), comrades (suhaṁdaya) and companions (saḥāya), all comprehended by Buddha's expression mittāmachaṁcha or suhaṁsahajā. He does not omit to refer also to the neighbours (paṭivesiyā, R.E. IX). He distinguishes one's people as those who are closely (vage) and those who are distantly related (daviye, S.R.E. I), as those who stand near (paṭiyāsaṁpna) and those who stand afar (apakaṭha, P.E. VI). With sons go

² Ibid. V. p. 491.
³ Dīgha, III, p. 65: Samvijjanitā vijite amachchā pārisajjā gandha mahāmattā anikaṭṭhā dovārikā mantass' ajīvino, mayāḥ ch'eva adhe cha ye mayam ariyam chakkavatti-vattam dhārema.
grandsons, great-grandsons and the descendants after them (R.E.IV, R.E. V, R.E. XIII). He speaks in the same breath of father, son, brother, master, friend, associate, even down to neighbour (R.E. XI). Though the individual words are met with in all literature of India, there is little doubt that Aśoka’s language or manner of speaking is almost verbally the same as that in the Buddhavachana. Aśoka’s word vijita for one’s territory is typically a Pali word.

The Nikāyas mention the Śakyas as vassals (anuyāta, anuyutta khattiya) under the king of Kosala. Such vassals within Aśoka’s empire were the Yonas, the Kambojas, and the rest (R.E.V, R.E. XIII). The idea of vassals is rather obscure in the Great Epic and the Arthaśāstra. Samanta in the sense of independent neighbours is as much a Pali or Sanskrit word as Aśokan (R.E. II), while the word Antā or Pratyantā in the same sense is peculiarly Aśokan. Aśoka’s Baṁbhanibha (R.E.V) is the very same expression as the Pali Brahmāṇibhā or Brahmaṇa-gahapatika by which the needy people of the world are meant. Even the Brahmaṇas and the S’rāmaṇas (P.E. VII) in one aspect of their earthly existence, namely, mendicancy, may be taken to have been meant by the expression Brahmāṇibhā. In the Pali Nikāyas and Jātakas, precisely as in Aśoka’s Edicts, the Brahmaṇas and the Ibbhas, or the Brahmaṇas and the S’rāmaṇas are often associated with the four classes of beggars, viz. kapanā (kripanāḥ) meaning ‘those in a pitiful condition, the poor people suffering from bodily infirmity’, adhika or street-beggars (pathāvino), vanibbakā (vanityakāḥ) or ‘those beggars who induce the public to offer alms and make gifts by proclaiming the merit that accrues from alms-giving and gifts, and yachaka or ‘the beggars imploving the public to spare anything, however little or insignificant’ 3. Aśoka’s anāthas (orphans, destitutes), vudhas (age-worn persons), kapanavalakā (the poor and the miserable) 4, and dāsa-bhatakā (slaves and servants) are rightly grouped with persons deserving of compassion (R.E.V, P.E. VII). One may take along with them also other persons in distress, such as those who are shut up in prison (baṁdhanabadhā)

---

1 Jātaka, VI, p. 220.
2 Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 271.
3 Dināḥ kripanāḥ in the language of the Rāmāyaṇa. In Pali kapanā and varāka are often used as synonyms, Jātaka, IV, p. 255 ; Petavatthu Commentary, p. 120. cf. Samyutta, I, p. 281. By the word kapanā Buddhaghosa understands duggati dalidda-manussā kāṇa-kuni-śādya.
and those sentenced to death (patavadhā)¹. The sick (vyādhita) implied in R.E. II are to be counted also among the distressed.

The expression negama-janapada which is the same as porajanapada applies to the people of towns and districts who are variously engaged in the transactions of life, particularly commercial.²

The expression samaṇa-brāhmaṇaḥ as distinguished from brahmaṇa-gahapatiṇāñā applies to the ‘runaways’ who are the accredited religious teachers of men.

And the expression miga-pakkhi (lit., beasts and birds) applies to all animals, whether bipeds or quadrupeds, terrestrial or aquatic.

The territory gained by a king is rightly said to be of three kinds: that which is newly acquired (navaḥ), that which is recovered (bhūtapūrvāḥ), and that which is ancestral (pitryāh)³. In Aśoka’s case the territory of the second kind is out of the question as he is not known to have lost any portion of his territory. The major portion of his territory is ancestral, Kalinga being the only territory newly acquired (adhunaladha, R.E. XIII). It is the agreed opinion of all Indian political thinkers that the primary duty of a king or king emperor is to see his territory consolidated (janapada thāvāriya-pattra),⁴ or to guard it carefully if it is a newly conquered one (jitañ cha rakkhe anivesano siyā)⁵.

In the ancestral territory the reigning king is advised in the Arthaśāstra (XIII. 5) to cover the faults of his father and to manifest his own virtues. The instance of king Sirī Meghavāṇa who tried to make amends for certain tyrannical and revengeful acts of his father Mahāsena might here be cited from the history of Ceylon.

Aśoka in his edicts, does not think of his father or immediate predecessor but only of the former kings who had through several ages built up a noble tradition of piety. The works of public utility

¹ See Amarakosha, XI. 151, 152; Niḥṣvas tu duvidho dino āḍāro durgato pi sahy vanīyako yācchanako mārgapo yācchakārthiṇau.
² Jātaka, V, p. 248:
   Yo cha rājā janapadaṁ adhammema pasāsati
   sabbosadhihi so rājā viruddho hoti khattiyo
   Tath eva negame hiṁsaṁ ye yuttā kayavikkaye
   ojānālabālike sa kosena virujjhati.
³ Arthaśāstra, XIII. 5, Cf. pettikami dāyajjām, Dīgha, III, p. 60.
⁴ Dīgha, III, p. 59.
⁵ Dhammapada, verse 40.
done by them was also being done by him—just to keep up the tradition (dhamma-paññipati), though these in his opinion had but slight effect (lahuke esa pajibhoge, P.E. VII). As for himself, he tried to fulfill their noble intention to see the people grow sufficiently with the growth in piety by adopting two novel methods (P.E. VII).

With regard to the newly acquired territory the king is advised in the Arthasastra (XIII. 5) to adopt, among others, the following means of pacification:

Trying to cover the faults of the fallen enemy with his virtues and excelling his virtues by doubling his own. Devotion to his own duties and works. The showing of favours (anugrahakarma), the offering of presents (parihāракarma), the giving of gifts (dānakarma), the bestowing of honours (mānakarma), and the doing of what is agreeable and good to the subjects (prakriti-priya-bitāni). The adoption of the same mode of life, the same dress, language and etiquette (samānāśila veśa-bhāśā-achārata) so as to avoid appearing as a stranger in the habits of life (prakriti-viрукddhāchara). The evincing of personal interest in their national, religious and social festivals and functions (deśa-daivata samajotsavavibhāreshu bhaktih). The honouring everywhere of religious orders (sarvatra āśrama-pūjanam). The offering of land, articles of use, and other gifts and presents to persons noted for their learning, eloquence and piety (vidyā-vākyā-dharmāśu-bhūmidravyā-dana-parihāra). The release of all prisoners (sarva-bandhana-mokshaṇam) and the doing of favour to miserable, helpless and diseased persons (anugrahām dinānātha-vyadhitānam). The prohibiting of the slaughter of animals for half a lunar month during the period of chāturmāsya (chāturmāsyeshu ardhamasikam āghatam), for four nights during the full moons (paurnamāśishu chaturātrikam), and for a night on the day of the birth-star of the conqueror king and on that of the national star (rāja-deśa-nakshatreshu ekaatrātrikam); the prohibiting as well of the slaughter of females and young ones and the castration of males (yoni-bala-vadha-pumāstvopaghata-pratishedhah).

One may observe that in this particular context the Arthaśāstra prescribes all the noble principles of rajadharma advocated by Aśoka through his edicts and that the prohibitions are precisely those embodied in his Regulation of Piety (P.E. V). But we lose all zest in the Arthaśāstra prescriptions and prohibitions as soon as we learn that

---

1 This is precisely what is meant by Buddha’s word samānattā.
these are all meant to give the conqueror a good appearance before the people of a conquered territory. One is likely to wonder wherefrom the Arthaśāstra got the idea of these advantageous prohibitions when these are bodily against the rules of secular Brahmanism. Consider, for instance, Asoka’s prohibition of the branding of horses and cattle with marks on the Tishya, Punarvasu and caturmāsī full-moon days, as well as for half a month during the period of caturmāsya (Indian Lent). The Arthaśāstra has no prohibitory rules regarding the time of marking the cattle (II. 29). The most auspicious time for marking is the Kārtika full-moon or the star Revati in the month of Āśvayujā, according to the Law-book of Viṣṇu. The Āśvalāyana Grihya Sūtra adds the full moon day of Vaśākha, while the Śāṅkhāyana Grihya Sūtra prefers the new moon after the month Phālguna and the star Revati after the full moon.

"Asoka’s Regulation was meant to restrain the people of India against the killing of she-goats, ewes, and sows, if they were found to be with young or in milk, as also against the killing of their offsprings, if they were within six months of age. Among the Smriti-kāras, Gautama alone, as pointed out by Bühler, forbids the meat of animals whose teeth have not fallen away. In the Nigrodhamiga Jātaka, a doe desiring to put off her turn of going into the execution-block, pleads her case, saying, ‘Sire, I am now with young (gabbhini). There is not a word about the cow and her calf in the edict (P. E. V) in this particular connection. The oxen (gone) certainly find mention alongside of goats, rams and pigs in the context of the rule for branding. Following the custom of the Middle Country, Bodhāyana and Vaiśishṭha prohibited the meat of milch-cows and oxen, Kauṭilya penalises the killing of the calf, the bull, and the milch-cow (vatsa-vrisha dhenu ś chaisham avadhyah, Arthaśāstra, II. 26). The Buddha raised his strong voice against the killing of cows (Brahmaṇadhammika Sutta, Sutta-nipāta), and succeeded in persuading some of the contemporary rulers and leading Brahman teachers of the Middle Country to put a stop to the practice. The killing of milch-cows, oxen, and calves must have been out of the question in the Middle Country of Asoka’s time.”

The identity of Asoka’s saṃdāka, figuring in his list of inviolables (avadhyas) is still open to dispute. Bühler takes it to mean the bulls set at liberty that serve in India as stud bulls. If it really stands

1 Baruś, Inscriptions, ii, p. 365 f. For the branding of the cattle, cf. Mbb. III. 289. 4-6.
for such bulls, the reader might be referred to the Arthaśāstra (II. 29) prescribing rules to punish with the first amercement a person who causes the leading bull of a herd (yathavrishah) to fight with another bull, and with the highest amercement when such a bull is injured thereby.

Though both the grounds and purposes of the game-laws in P.E. V and the Arthaśāstra (II. 26) are different, the birds, fishes, and quadrupeds declared as inviolables are for all practical purposes the same. "From the qualifying clause, 'that neither come into (men's) use nor are eaten' (P.E. V), Asoka's purpose seems to have been to stop for good the unnecessary killing or torture of inoffensive creatures, not because they were mangalyas or sacrosanct (as in the Arthaśāstra, II 26). The abandonment of the practice of going on hunting expedition on his part must have been in accordance with the dictates of his new religious conscience. His intention of minimising the slaughter of and inflictions of cruelty on living beings which is clearly expressed in R.E. I is perceptible also behind all the restrictive measures contemplated in his Regulation."¹

On the question of the king's or king emperor's obligations to the needy, the destitute, the minor, the aged, the diseased, the distressed and the fallen the Indian systems of rājadharma are hardly at variance.

To take, first of all, the case of the diseased among men and animals. With regard to them Asoka tells us that he made throughout his dominions as well as in the territories of his friendly neighbours arrangements for two kinds of treatment (dve chikīchhā kats, R.E. II), one suitable for men and the other for animals (manuṣchikīchhā cha pasu-chikīchhā). To implement it he caused medicinal herbs and roots and fruits to be supplied and planted wherever these were not available (osuḍhāni cha mūlāni cha phalāni cha yatra yatra nāsti sarvata kāśīpati cha rōpāpītani cha). The arrangements made by him may not strictly be taken to mean that he founded hospitals for men and cattle. Almost to the same effect and in the same language the Rajadharmas section of the Great Epic (XII. 68, 64) enjoins:

Aṣṭhadhāni cha sarvāṇi mūlāni cha phalāni cha
chaturvidhamś cha vaidyān² vai sangrihniyad viśesahatḥ.

¹ Ibid, ii, p. 865.
² Probably the physicians dealing with diseases of men, cattle, horses and elephants are meant.
"Medicinal herbs and roots and fruits and four classes of physicians should particularly be collected."

According to the Arthasastra (IV. 3), when pestilences (vyādhi-bhayam) and epidemics (marakāb) occur as a national calamity (upaniṇāta), the king should try to cope with them by such remedies (pratikāraib) as secret arts (upanishaḍikaib), medicines (aśvaśadhaib), and pacificatory and purificatory ceremonies. The medicines are to be applied by the physicians (chikitsakāb) and the pacificatory and purificatory ceremonies are to be performed by the siddhatapasas. In the case of cattle diseases (pāśuyādhimarake), the king should perform the ceremony of nirajana as well as the worship of the family deity. But elsewhere the Arthasastra (II. 29, II. 30, II. 31) speaks of the treatment of the diseases of cattle, horses and elephants by expert physicians.¹

With regard to the helpless (anāthesu), the aged (vudhesu), the miserable and the distressed (kappana-valakesu), Aśoka ordained seemly behaviour (sampaṭipati, P.E. VII) and appointed the Dharma-mahāmātras to work for their good and happiness (hitasukhāye, R.E. V). The religious mendicants are taken along with them. Among the prisoners, those burdened with the maintenance of family (anubaddha-paṭā)² and those advanced in years were made entitled to special consideration in the matter of ransom, leniency and release (paṭividhānaye apalibodhaye mokhāye, R.E. V).

The Nikāyas³ and Jātakas⁴ abound in admonitions to the kings persuading them to feed the mendicants of all description, to give them alms, and to liberally help them with gifts out of faith and without worried mind.

¹ "Cowherds (gopālakāb) shall apply remedies to calves or aged cows or cows suffering from diseases."

² "Veterinary surgeons (asvāṇām chikitsakāb) shall apply remedies against undue growth or diminution in the body of horses, and also change the diet of horses."

³ "The superintendent of elephants...examines...the work of elephant doctors (chikitsakāb)."

⁴ In the Kalsi variant, anubaddhā paṭāva, the first word may be taken independently to mean 'children.' See Amarakosa, Nānārthavarga, 309. According to Buddhaghosa, anubaddhā = anugatā, Sumangala-vilāsini, I. p. 39.

¹ Devaputta-Saṁyutta, III, 3; Kosala-Saṁyutta, III. 1.
⁴ Jātaka, IV, pp. 84, 53 foll.; V, p. 492.
Regarding men and animals in old age, the general principle laid down in the Jātakas is:

Jīnnaṁ posaṁ gavassāṇi cha massaṁ yuṇji yathā pure pariḥāraṇi cha dañjasi adhikārakato bali.¹

"The officers in their old age as well as the cows and horses should not be engaged in work as before, and they should be given due consideration on account of the good service rendered when they were in strength."

In keeping with the general spirit of the age the Arthaśāstra lays down the following rules to safeguard the interest of religion and the religieux, the infants and invalids, women and children, the poor and the helpless:

"The king shall personally attend to the business of the gods, of the Brahmánical ascetics, of the heretics, of the Sīrotiyas, of cattle and sacred places, of minors, the aged, the afflicted and the helpless, and of women, either in the order of enumeration or according to the gravity or urgency of the duties."²

"The king shall provide the orphans, the aged, the diseased, the afflicted, and the helpless with maintenance. He shall also maintain (helpless) women when they are carrying and the children they give birth to."³

According to the Arthaśāstra (II. 36), on the days connected with the birth-star of the king and the full-moon days 'such prisoners

---
¹ Jātaka, VI, p. 251. Here the Pali expression jīnnaṁ posaṁ adhikārakato (same as katādhikāro, Jātaka, I, p. 56) exactly fits in with Asoka's katādhikāresu thairesu.
³ Ibid. II. 1: bāsā-vṛddha-vyādhita-vyasanāṇāthānāms' cha rajā vibhriyāt strīyūm aprajātāṁ prajātāyās' cha putrān.
⁴ The two stars whose importance is emphasized in the Arthaśāstra (XIII. 6) are the birth-star of the reigning king and the national star. The two stars to which the edicts attach special importance are the Tishya or Tishya and Purnavasu, P.E.V. The prohibition of the castration and branding of animals under these two constellations is a point in common between the Arthaśāstra injunction and Asoka's Dhamma-niyama. If on this ground the first be regarded as the birth star, the second may be regarded as the coronation-star of Asoka.
⁵ Bārāṇa, Inscriptions, II, pp. 382, 382 f. The pre-eminent position of the Tishya as the birth star may be inferred also from As'vaghoṣa's association of the Pūshya (which is just another name for the Tishya) with the birth of prince Siñdhūrtha, Buddhacharita (Johnston's ed.) I, 9; Cowell's ed., I, 35: tatah prasannas' cha Pūshyaḥ.
as are young, old, diseased or helpless (anātha) shall be let out from the jail (bandhanāgara), or those who are of charitable disposition or those who have made any agreement with the prisoners may liberate them by paying an adequate ransom.

The authoritative maxims quoted in the Arthasāstra (II. 36) mention the conquest of a new country, the installation of the heir-apparent, and the birth of a prince as the special occasions for jail delivery. “Once in a day,” they say, “or once in five nights, jails may be emptied of prisoners in consideration of the work they have done, or of whipping inflicted upon them, or of an adequate ransom paid in gold.”

As regards the prisoners on whom death sentence has been passed by the court, Aśoka says that he granted them three days’ respite either to give a chance to their kinsmen to have their cases reviewed for the sparing of life, or at least to observe religious fast and offer gifts within the specified time of death (niludhāsi kālaśi) to prepare, in other words, for death. Nothing corresponding to this is to be found in the Arthasāstra or elsewhere in Indian literature.

Servitude (dāsavya), indebtedness (iṇa), disease (roga), imprisonment (bandhanāgara) and long journey, particularly one across a wilderness (kantāraddhānamagga) are mentioned by Buddha as typical states of woe from which men seek release. Servitude is described as the hard lot of slaves and hirelings (dāsakammakara), of slaves and servants (bhaṭamaya, dāsa-bhātaka) in the words of Aśoka. Though indebtedness is not expressly mentioned in the edicts, it is included in the general problem of poverty and destitution dealt with by Aśoka and others. As a contributory cause of servitude and imprisonment, indebtedness may be regarded as a subhead of both.

Long journey, especially one across a wilderness, means the suffer-

---

1 Literally, ‘those bound by an agreement’ (samayānubaddhā).
2 karmapā, bringing out obviously the meaning of Aśoka’s katābhikāra and Pali katādhikāra.
3 For the bare sparing of life, acc. to S.N. Mitra.
4 Barna, Inscriptions, ii, p. 351 f.
6 Ibid, ii, p. 308.
ing of the travellers including caravan merchants from fatigue as well as risks of life and fortune from the action of thieves and robbers. The construction and maintenance of roads, guarding them against inroads of thieves, highway robbers, wild tribes and animals, providing guides and escorts, shade-trees, inns and caravansaries, and the like are all meant for ensuring the safety and comfort of the travellers. The planting of shade-trees at every half kos, the sinking of wells and excavation of tanks, the construction of resting sheds and water-stations, the laying out of fruit gardens and retreats, the founding of almshouses, and similar other institutions of comfort were admittedly the time-honoured tradition of piety established by the former kings of India which was just kept up by Aśoka (P.E. VII). All of them come within the scope of ishāpārtam praised in the Brahmanical Law-books as works of merit. Similarly the Buddha praises the laying out of flower gardens and fruit gardens, the making of forest retreats, the construction of bridges, etc., the building of water-stations, and the digging of wells and tanks as meritorious works of public utility by which persons become entitled to go to heaven. According to the Arthaśāstra, it was the duty of the superintendent of passports and the Antapalas and Aṭāvipalas to guard the frontiers, forest tracts and uninhabited tracts with a view to the safety of travellers and the control of travels and traffic, while the Pradesṭīras were specially charged with the duty of removing all thorns or internal troubles arising from the action of thieves, robbers, and the like. It recommends certain amount of leniency on the part of the judges in dealing with the cases of persons suffering from the fatigue of long journey. In Buddha’s opinion it is one of the seven main conditions of national welfare that legal protection should be vouchsafed for worthy visitors so that they may be induced to visit the land and when they come they may find the place quite comfortable. The Arthaśāstra (II. 36) refers to resthouses among the charitable institutions in a town or

1 Manu, IV. 226: S’raddhayesbān cha pūrttān cha nityam kuryād atandātūḥ; Atri, verse 44: Vāpi-kūpa-taḍāgādī devāyataniḥ cha i annapradām ārāmāḥ pūrttām ityabhādhiyate.
2 Samyutta, I, p. 33.
3 Mahāparinibbāna Suttanta, Ch. I: arahantesu dhammika-rakkhāvaraṇagaṇti susamvihītā kim ti te anīgataḥ cha arahanto vijītam āgachhoṇyam, āgataḥ cha phāṣam vihareyyun ti.
4 Dharmavasatha, same as modern Dharmaśāla.
city that were open to wandering ascetics and travellers.\(^1\) The wayfarers going along a highroad are required to catch hold of any person whom they find to be suffering from a wound or ulcer, or possessed of destructive instruments, or tired of carrying a heavy load, or timidly avoiding the presence of others, or indulging in too much sleep, or fatigued from a long journey, or who appears to be a stranger to the place in the localities such as inside or outside the capital, temples of gods, places of pilgrimage, or burial grounds (ibid, II. 36). Among the Classical writers, Strabo refers to a board of town officers who attended to the entertainment of foreigners, assigning to them lodgings, keeping watch over their modes of life, escorting them on the way when they leave the country, taking care of them when they are sick, burying them if they die and forwarding their property to the relatives of the deceased.\(^2\)

Slavery existed in different forms and degrees of servitude in India even when Megasthenes came as an ambassador to the court of Chandragupta Maurya, nay, it existed even in earlier times. The treatment of slaves was, nevertheless, so liberal and humane that slavery, even if it existed in the country, was nothing as compared with its Greek or Roman form. One of the remarkable facts, noted by Megasthenes about India was that all the Indians were free, and not one of them was a slave. Though the Lakedæmonians and the Indians agreed so far in this matter, the former held the Helots as slaves, but the latter did not even use aliens as slaves and much less a countryman of their own.\(^3\) The statement of the Greek ambassador about the non-existence of slavery in India has rather been misconstrued by his modern critics. Diodorus truly represents the account of Megasthenes when he says, "Of several remarkable customs existing among the Indians, there is one described by their ancient philosophers which one may regard as truly admirable; for the law ordains that no one among them shall, under any circumstances, be a slave, but that enjoying freedom, they shall respect the equal right to it which all possess."\(^4\) Thus Megasthenes was concerned with

---

1. Dharmavasithinaḥ pāśañḍi-pathikān āvedya vāsāveyyuḥ.
2. "The managers of Dharmeśāśāta should allow the heretics and travellers to reside after reporting their arrival to the city-officer concerned."
3. McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 87.
the ideal advocated by the philosophers and religious teachers and
the underlying spirit of the law of the land, and not with the actual
state of things. If we say that in England and Burma there is no
harlot in the eye of law, we do not certainly mean that there is
no harlot in fact; all that we intend here is a distinction between
de jure and de facto. Speaking of the philosophic and religious
standpoint, he was careful to observe: "Those, they thought, who
have learned neither to domineer over nor to cringe to others will
attain the life best adapted for all vicissitudes of lot: for it is but
fair and reasonable to institute laws which find all equally, but allow
property to be unevenly distributed."¹

The Arthaśāstra (III. 13) emphatically declares that servitude
is not verily consistent with the condition of an Aryan (na
tvaśāryasya dasabhāvah), though it may not be improper among
the unclean to sell or buy children for servitude (Mlechchhānāṃ
adośah prajāṃ vikretum adhātum va). The general tenour of the
laws prescribed in this great work is to afford all possible chances
to the slaves to regain their free state.

Buddha not only abstained himself from receiving slaves, male
and female, as gifts but also restrained his disciples from it. He
prohibited 'traffic in human beings' (sattva-vanijja, i.e., manussa-
vanijja) on the part of the laity.² In accordance with the Jātaka
maxim, no person should offer himself to slavery.

Taking servitude to be an existing social institution, Aśoka
pleaded for seemly behaviour (sammapātipati, R E. IX, P.E. VII).
Buddha defined in a concrete form the nature of such a behaviour,
and the Arthaśāstra prescribed the laws for its regulation by the
state.³

Going by Aśoka's statement that he had enacted many regulations
of piety (bahukāni dhamma-niyamāni, P.E. VII), we cannot but
understand that all of them were intended to give a practical effect
to the principles of piety or duty enunciated in the edicts and
promulgated through them. These regulations having not all been
placed on record, to make an idea of what they might be we have no
other alternative but taking our guidance from the theoretical
scheme of the whole duty of a noble householder as advocated by

¹ Ibid, p. 38.
² Barna, Inscriptiona, ii. p. 307 ff.
³ Ibid, p. 308 f.
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Buddha and to a great extent to infer from the state-enforceable laws of conduct as prescribed in the Arthashastra.

2. As Upasaka-dharma: The term upasaka is employed in the edicts to denote, precisely as in the Buddhist and Jaina works, the householders (gharasta, gahatha, R.E. XII, R.E. XIII) included in a religious community as lay adherents and supporters of a distinct body or sect (nikaya, R.E. XIII) of the Sramaṇas or the Brahmanas (Bhābru, R.E. XIII). The feeling of veneration and the cherishing of serene faith (galave, pasade) determined the devotional attitude of the upasakas and upāsikas (Bhābru, R.E. XIII). Each sect or school of thought had its own doctrinal tradition (kalaṇgama, R.E. XII), not to call it a scripture in the absence of writing being used for the purpose of recording and transmitting that tradition. The upasakas attached to a particular sect were supposed to believe that all that was embodied in such a tradition was well said (subhāsite va, Bhābru). Apart from their adherence to this or that sect or school of accredited religious teachers, the upasakas were mere householders belonging to different social grades and orders. As householders their lives were regulated by certain social customs and usages, certain rules of decorum and conduct, and certain laws of the land enforced by the state, while as upasakas they were temperamentally disposed to cultivate certain special virtues and to shun certain vices emphasized by the ministers of the faith in which they were believers (tatra tatra prasamnā, R.E. XII).

Rajadharma being primarily concerned with secular affairs of men, it is ultimately reducible to Upasaka or Grihastha Dharma. The difference between the two lies in the fact that there is state sanction behind the former, while the latter has nothing behind it but the force of customs and social approval or disapproval, not to call it social and religious sanction. The common aims of both are the attainment of good and happiness here and the attainment of heaven (svaga) hereafter; the attainment of Nirvāṇa or Moksha is far beyond their scopes. The chief interests of both centre round the three topics of dāna (charity), sīla (virtue), and sagga (heaven), here dāna and sīla being just the two means to the attainment of heaven. The heaven in popular belief is a paradise of unbounded joy and happiness (vipulé svage)—a higher world or state of existence where a pious man reaps the great fruit of his meritorious deeds on earth (bahu-kalāṇam, sadhavani, R.E. V, R.E. VII). The celestial mansions, celestial elephants, fiery and other
celestial forms (divyāni rūpāni) symbolise the paradise of popular fancy which in the eye of the divines and philosophers is but a fools' paradise.\(^1\) This paradise is either the heaven of of Indra, or that of the four Lokapālas, otherwise called Mahārājas, or at the best the divine world of Brahma who is endowed with eternal youth and unsurpassed glory.\(^2\) The commingling of the gods and men in Jambudvīpa is claimed by Aśoka as his most remarkable achievement through strenuous exertion (M.R.E.). Aśoka's expression, misibhūta (commingled), is explained in the Jātaka Commentary in a physical sense, meaning 'brought into close bodily contact so that they might appear as clasping each other's hand'.\(^3\) Thus here by commingling we are not to think of comradeship (sahayyata) in heaven which is possible only after death but of coming together on earth in human form, e.g., in a mixed congregation (samāgama) of gods and men listening to an important religious discourse. To be a god, even one of an inferior rank (devo vā devaṁtiyato vā), was the popular aspiration of a person practising a certain kind of virtue, conforming to a certain rule of conduct, keeping a certain religious vow (imīna silena, imīna śāhareṇa, imīna vattasamādāyenena).\(^4\) According to the Classical writers, the Brāhmaṇas of India were regarded as 'dear to the gods.' This enviable position was contested by the Śramaṇas, and no less by a righteous king emperor like Aśoka bearing the title of Devānampriya. The persons who became gods after death came down to the earth to express their gratefulness to the righteous universal monarch. To erect a ladder between heaven and earth was the ambition of the Devānampriya as of other powerful monarchs and saints. The practice of virtue (śīla) came to be popularly extolled as the ladder for climbing up to heaven (saggārohaṇa-sopānaṁ).\(^5\) The sculptural representation of the ladder by which Buddha descended at Sāmākāya in one of the Bharhut panels, with S'akra and Brahma as umbrella-bearers, is too naively physical to retain the charm of the poetic metaphor behind the popular legend.

With regard to the position of Aśoka's Dharma as a form of Upāsaka Dharma, we may do no better than quoting below the

---

1. Samyutta, I, p. 33; Ceylon Lectures, p. 221 f.
significant observation of Rhys Davids according to which "It was the Dhamma for layman, as generally held in India, but in the form, and with the modification, adopted by the Buddhists. The curious thing about this Dhamma, as a description of the whole duty of man, the good layman, is, especially when we consider its date—its extraordinary simplicity."1

Bhandarkar has ably discussed in this connection the importance of the Singalovada Suttanta to which attention was drawn for the first time by me (J.R.A.S., 1915). This discourse of Buddha on the whole duty of a good householder was not unreasonably esteemed as Gihivinaya or "Institute for the householders." The Mangala Sutta, with the Mahamangala Jataka in its background, is but a poetical summary of the Singalovada Suttanta. The interest of the longer prose discourse lies in the fact that it sets out a scheme of the whole duty of a good householder, which is conceived on a reciprocal or relational basis and may as such serve as the doctrinal basis of a Law of Persons. The six typical relations of reciprocity are those between parents and son, teachers and pupil, husband and wife, kinsman and kinsman, friend and friend, master and slaves and hirelings, the Sramanas and Brhamanas and the lay supporter. There is nothing to prevent one from adding to these such other relations as those between king and subject, brother and brother, brother and sister, neighbour and neighbour, senior and junior, the rich and the poor, men and lower animals. The edicts of Asoka presuppose all these relations, the systematic way of thinking in India in terms of such relations being peculiarly Buddhistic. The stress is laid in the edicts on the most elementary duties probably under the thought that when these are fulfilled, the rest are bound to follow. Consistently with its limited scope a state can regulate the minimum of human good, leaving the maximum to be achieved by the collective effort of the nation or community. The elementary principles of piety or duty inculcated by Asoka consist in the following:

(a) respectful attention2 to parents (matari pitari susrusa, R.E. III, R.E. IV, R.E. XI, R.E. XIII, P.E. VII, M.R.E., Bra, Ye);

(b) respectful attention to teachers and preceptors and honouring them in all humility (achariye apachayitaviye sususeta-

1 Buddhist India, p. 294.
2 I prefer this rendering to 'docility', 'obedience', or 'hearkening',.
viye, M.R.E., Si, guru-susumsa, R.E. XIII, gurunam apachiti, R.E. IX, also M.R.E., Ye, P.E. VII;
(c) respectful attention to high personages (agabhutisusyaa, R.E. XIII);
(d) respectful attention to seniors or men of experience (thairasa-sursa, vudha-sususa, R.E. IV), following their advice and waiting upon them (vayomahalkanam anusatipati, P.E. VII, thairanm vudhanam dasane, R.E. VIII);
(e) seemly behaviour and liberality to the Sramañas and the Brahmañas (samaña-bhañgrasa sampatipati, R.E. IV, P.E. VII, bamaña samepanam danam, R.E. III), as well as waiting on them (dasane cha, R.E. VIII);
(f) seemly behaviour and liberality to friends, associates, comrades and kinsmen (misa-shamthuta-shahaya-natikesu shamy apaipati, R.E. XIII, danam, R.E. III, R.E. XI);
(g) seemly behaviour to slaves and servants (dasabhatakamhi samyapaipati, R.E. IX, R.E. XI, P.E. VII);
(h) cherishing parental feeling towards the subjects and cherishing filial feeling towards the king (S.R.E. II);
(i) the non-slaughter of life and the non-harming attitude of mind towards living beings (anarambo prañanam avihisa bhutanaam, R.E. IV).

The idea of mutual obligations in the discharge of duties by households is clearly suggested in Aśoka’s instruction—“This should be propounded by a father or a son or a brother or a husband (master) or a friend, associate or relative, or even by neighbours: This is good, this should be done” (R.E. IX, R.E. XI).

The definitive modes of performing the duties stressed by Aśoka are catechetically enumerated as follows in the Singālovdā Suttanta:

(a) Five are the typical modes of discharging one’s duty to one’s mother and father, viz., maintaining them out of a

---

1 Here the word agabhuti is to be equated with agrabhuti, cf. Sahhuti, Bhavabhuti, and not with agrabhriti, meaning a person drawing higher salaries. The agrabhutisa or agras are really purushuttamas (purushottamas), such as Buddhas, Pratyeka Buddhas, Arhants, cf. varana in the Kaśa Up. expression—pupya varana.

2 Asoka’s word sampikena (svāmikena) which corresponds to Pali sāmikena (Dīgha, III, p. 190: sāmikena bharitya pachchupaṭṭhabba) should be translated by ‘by a husband’.
feeling of gratitude that he was reared up by them, doing their duties, keeping up the family tradition, deservedly inheriting their property, and performing funeral duties.

(b, c, d) Five are the typical modes of discharging one's duty to one's teachers and preceptors, viz., rising up from seat at their approach,\(^1\) waiting upon them for instructions, attentively listening to their words, rendering personal services and preparing the lessons given.

(c) Five are the typical modes of discharging one's duty to the Sramaṇas and the Brahmaṇas, viz., friendly bodily action, friendly vocal action, friendly mental action, keeping the door of hospitality open to them, and supplying them with their temporal needs.

(f) Five are the typical modes of discharging one's duty to one's friends, associates, comrades and relations, viz., offering help and presents, pleasing with sweet words, doing good to them, expressing fellow-feeling, and keeping up amity among them.

(g) Five are the typical modes of discharging one's duty to one's slaves and hirelings, viz., employing them according to their capacity, giving them proper meals and wages, attending them in times of illness, sharing with them delicacies and special dishes, and occasionally granting them leave.

The Arthasastra prescribes the state enforceable laws relating to the slaves and hirelings (III. 13, III. 14). It prescribes similar laws to regulate man's duty to his parents, wife, children, brothers and sisters:

"When a capable person other than an apostate (patita) neglects to maintain his children and wife, mother and father, minor brothers and sisters, or widowed girls, he shall be punished with a fine of twelve payas.

When, without making provision for the maintenance of his wife and sons, any person embraces asceticism, he shall be punished with the first amercement."\(^2\)

\(^1\) Pali utthānena, which Buddhaghosa explains as meaning pachchhuggamanam katvā.

\(^2\) Arthasastra, II. 1.
3. As universal religion: The term ‘universal religion’ as applied to Aśoka’s Dharma is sweetly vague in its connotation; it is just an empty word of praise until the meaning in which it is used is precisely defined. One can say that it is non-credal in its stress and non-sectarian in its spirit, — non-credal in the sense that it eschews all matters of theology and speculative philosophy, and non-sectarian in the sense that it nowhere intends thrusting any man’s views and beliefs upon another. As Rhys Davids puts it, ”There is not a word about God or the soul, and not a word about Buddha or Buddhism.” The Four Noble Truths, the Causal Genesis, Nirvāṇa, and other distinctive tenets of Buddhism find no place in it. The word Dharma which, according to Rhys Davids, corresponds with the Latin *forma*, means ‘good form’, and the two main points discussed in Aśoka’s Dharma are what is proper for good men to do and what is improper for them not to do, or, as one might say, what are the things that lead to sin (āsinava-gāmini, P. E. III), to demerit and vice (apuṇa, papa, R.E. X, P.E. III) or innate proneness to sin (parisrava, R.E. X), in short, to the state of woe and the utter degradation of human nature (mahāpāya, S.R.E. I), and what are, on the other hand, the things that lead to much good (bahukayāna, P.E. III), to unbounded merit (anantam puṇam, R.E. IX), in short, to grand heaven (vipula svaga, M.R.E.) which is a state of unbounded joy and happiness and to the elevation of human nature (abhyanuma-misati, P.E. VII). These are indeed the two main points with which religion is concerned, whether it be Buddhism or Jainism, Brahmanism or popular Hinduism, Christianity or Islam.

Aśoka’s Dharma is broadbased upon the principle of tolerance. The Aśokan idea of toleration differs, however, from the general Indian idea in that it offers a scheme of active co operation (samavāya) among all sects for their growth in essential matters (sāravaḍhi asa savapāsamjanaṁ, R.E. XII), and does not leave any sect to itself under the comfortable belief that all faiths lead ultimately to one and the same goal. It wants all sects and exponents to come together for frank and free interchanges of their thoughts and ideas in a mutually helping spirit. It urges that men of all sects should listen to and study each other’s doctrines so that all may be well-informed (bahusrutā) and possessed of noble traditions (kalāṇḍagām, R.E.XII). If there be any criticism in the course of discussions, it should be as light as possible and always to the point, but there must also be due appreciation of other sects in this or that point (tamhi tamhi
prakaraṇe). One must not unduly extol one’s own sect and condemn another sect because it is not one’s own (ātpāsaṃdā-puja para-pāsaṃdā-garaha no bhave aprakaraṇamhi). He who does that, does so because of his devotion to his own sect and with the desire of glorifying it. In doing so, he not only does a great disservice to other sects but also digs the grave of his own sect. Concord (sama-vāya), therefore, is good, and at the root of it is self-restraint (sayama), particularly the guarding of the tongue (vachiguti).

Aśoka’s samavāya is not precisely the modern Hindu idea of Dharma-samanvaya or harmony of all religious faiths. The basic idea of this harmony as advocated by Rāmakrishṇa Paramahamsa is traced in the Rīgveda dictum—"They designated one and the same Deity by many a name" (ekam sadviprāh bahudhā vadanti). The Advaita axiom is upheld by Rishi Uddalaka when he declares the ultimate reality as one without a second (ekam evādvitīyam),1 and by Buddha when he maintains that truth or reality is one (sachcham ekam).2 In the immediate background of Aśoka’s tolerance is the exclusive mental attitude which finds its characteristic expression—"What I affirm is the only thing true and everything else is false" (idam eva sachchāṁ, mogham aśūnam). In a tone of disapprobation Buddha observed: eke saṃaṇa-brāhmaṇa sakaṃ yeva vādām dipenti jōtenti, paravādam pana khaṃsanti.3 "Certain Sramaṇas and Brāhmaṇas edify and glorify verily their own doctrine, but deprecate the doctrine of others." Here one may notice even a verbal correspondence with Aśoka’s words: ātpāsaṃdā-puja para-pāsaṃdā-garaha...ātpāsaṃdāṃ dipayema iti. The Great Epic goes a step further when it cites the time honoured opinion of the exponents of piety according to which neither the condemning and honouring of oneself nor the condemning and extolling of others is the practice of the Aryan:

atmanindatmapujā cha paranindā parastavāḥ
anācharitāṁ āryaṇām iti te Bhūṣma naḥ śrutam

---

1 Chhāndogya Up., VI. 2. 1.
2 Sutta-nipāta,
4 Mahābhārata, II. 44, 24. As explained by the commentator Nilakamṭha, the purport of the s'loka is that whether one praises and blames oneself or praises and blames others, he comes away from God to attach importance to men.
Now, to consider some of the behests of Aśoka’s Upāsaka Dharma. The first of them is respectful attention to mother and father (matari pitari susrūṣā). This corresponds to Buddha’s expression mātā-pitū-upaṭṭhānam. The valedictory address in the Taṇṭirīya Upanishad (I.11.2) enjoins: mātridevo bhava, pitridevo bhava. “Honour thy father and thy mother” is one of the ten commandments in the Old Testament.

The second is respectful attention to teachers and preceptors (āchariya-suarūṣa, guru-suarūṣa). Respectful attention (suarūṣa) is one of the five typical modes of fulfilling one’s duty to teachers and preceptors (āchariya, Dīgha, III, p. 169). The Taṇṭirīya Upanishad (I.11.2) enjoins āchāryadevo bhava. Covering the first two behests the Great Epic (XII. 54.17) lays down the following maxim of conduct:

Matapitror hi suarūṣha kartavya sarvadasyubhiḥ, 
ācārya-guru-suárusa tathaivasramavāsinām.

These are covered also by the following stanza (332) from the Dhammapada:

Sukhā matteyata loke, atho petteyyata sukha, 
sukha samāññata loke, atho brahmaññata sukha.

The third is non-slaughter of life and non-harming mental attitude towards living beings (anārāmbho prāṇānam, avihimsā bhūtānam). That this is a common behest of Jainism and Buddhism goes without saying despite the fact that the expressions are more Buddhistic than Jaina. The Great Epic (XII. 109. 15) emphatically declares:

Ahiṃsārthāya bhūtānam dharma-pravachanaṃ kṛitaṃ. 
“Thou shalt not kill” is one of the ten Biblical commandments.

The universality of Aśoka’s Dharma may be particularly appreciated with regard to its psycho-ethical concepts. In answer to the self-put question—Wherein does the Dharma consist? Aśoka men-

1 Cf. Samyutta, I, p. 178:
Mātari pitari vā pi atha jeṭṭhamhi bhūtari tā śāhāriye chaṭṭhamhi, tesu na mānaṃ kayrātha tēsau asa sañcaraṇo, tēsau apachitiḥ asa tu

2 S. N. Mitra draws attention to this Pali stanza which extols reverential attitude towards mother and father, the S'ramanaś and the Brāhmaṇaś. Cf. Dīgha, III, p. 169.

3 Cf. Manus, II, 159:
ahiṃsāyiva bhūtānam kāryam s'reyo'nuśāsanam,
tions the six principles of which the first two are apāsinave and bahunāñi. Here apāsinave corresponds in a sense to apaparirava (R. E. X) meaning 'little demerit', 'little sin', better 'little proneness to sin.' In the Jaina Ācharāṅga Sūtra, parissava and āsava are treated as synonyms. Evidently the two terms represent two sides of piety, namely, negative and positive: 'little evil' and 'much good.' The second term, bahunāñi or 'much good' as an abstract moral quality, finds its fulfilment in many good deeds (bahunī kayānāñi, P. E. II). In R. E. IV, however, the expression bahunāñanam is employed in a concrete collective sense:

maya bahukalanaṁ kataṁ (R. E. IV).
me bahuni kayānāni kaṭāni (P. E. II).
kata me kalyaṇa anekarupa, (J. V, p. 421).

The two directly antithetical terms are kayāne (kalyāṇaṁ) and pāpe (pāpaṁ) in which case āsinava must be treated as a resultant moral factor following from a sinful deed,—from an act of demerit (apuṇa, P. E. II, R. E. X). Corresponding to kayāna and pāpa in P. E. II, we have in R. E. V the use of the two antithetical terms sukataṁ and dukataṁ. It may be noted that in the religious literature of India, whether Buddhist, Jaina or Brahmanical, punya and pāpa, sukriita and dushkriita, sādhu and asādhu, and the like are frequently met with as antithetical pairs of terms. In the opinion of Bhandarkar āsinava corresponds more to the Jaina anphaya than to the Pali ādīnava, none of the Buddhist enumerations of the passions and acts with reference to ādīnava being suited to the Āsokan context. The Pali ādīnava is explained by Buddhaghosa in the sense of amadhurabhava, upaddava and dosa. In the Nikayas, ādīnava in the sense of 'fault' (dosa) occurs as a synonym of okāra and samkileśa (staining of nature) due to which all passions become very painful and disappointing. In the phrase, ādīnava ettha bhīyyo, the term stands for trouble. The Itivuttaka Commentary connects ādīnava also with such malevolent passions as kodha and mana. In the Amarakoṣa, ādīnava, āsārava and kleśa signify three allied afflictions due to a disease, the first for the general weakening of the system, the second for the infuriating of the organs, and the third for the ailments. Referring to the Ācharāṅga Sūtra (P. T. S. Ed., p. 92), Bhandarkar observes: "Jainism specifies eighteen kinds of pāpa or sin and fortytwo kinds of āsāravas. These

1 Sanyutta, I, p. 9.
2 Itivuttaka Commentary, Siamese Ed., p. 60: dosa ādīnava.
two lists have four malevolent affections in common, called kashāyas. Two of these are krodha and mana, exactly two of the passions named by Aśoka. The isya of Aśoka, again, is to be found in the Jaina list of the pāpas, as irshya or dveśha; chaṇḍīye and niṣṭhuliyē are alone not traceable, though they are covered by the malaffection himsa mentioned under āsrava. Thus the use of the term āsinava (aphaya), distinction between it and pāpa, and the inclusion of at least three passions of the Jaina lists are enough to convince anybody that in all likelihood, Aśoka has here adopted and assimilated same psychological concepts of Jainism.”

Here the evidence of the Aupsāptika Sutra would seem more conclusive. In this Sutra, the adjective aphaya-kare, meaning ‘causing affliction’, aphaya having to all intents and purposes the connotation of the term āsinava, is applied to a malevolent mind needing control. The other predicates of such a mind are chhedakare (swayed by the passion of cutting), bhevakare (swayed by the passion of piercing), paritāvanakare (causing distress), uddāvanakare (afflicting) and bhūtopaghāie (hurting beings). This mind is characterised as sāvajje (impure), sakiria (offending), sakakkase (rough), kādje (paining), niṭṭhure (crue), and pharuse (rude).

Aśoka’s list of terms may be shown to have presupposed rather the Buddhist psycho-ethical concepts than the Jaina. In P.E. III, he mentions fierceness (chaṇḍīye), cruelty (niṣṭhuliyē), anger (kodhe), vanity (māne), and isya (malignity) as the malevolent passions that lead to evil (āsinava-gāmini). The list in S.R.E. I consists of such terms as malignity (isa), irascibility (sulōpe), cruelty (niṣṭhuliyē), and oppressiveness (tulānī).2 Almost all of these terms are grouped together in the Dhammadāyāda Sutta (Majjhima, I) and the Purābheda Sutta as expounded in the Mahāniddesa. The two Pali lists, taken together, contain the following terms, among others: kodha, issa, māna, chaṇḍikka, and assuropa. The two adjectives, chaṇḍa and pharusa, are applied to one and the same people.3 Aśoka’s expressions akhakhase achaṃḍe sakhinālambhe or achaṃḍaṃ aphalusam (S. R. E. I) have their Pali parallels in akkakasaṃ aphparsaṃ (Jātaka, III, p. 232). Aśoka’s sakhinālambhe exactly

---

1 Pali niṭṭhuriyam, Mahāniddesa Commentary to the Attadaṇḍa Sutta. Cf. niṭṭhuriyo in the text itself.
2 For tulānī, Cf. jñapada-tudanā in Dīgha, III, p. 179.
corresponds to the Pali saññavāco (Jātaka, IV, p. 110). Aśoka's list being illustrative rather than exhaustive, for the proper understanding of their significance the reference must be had to the Pali texts and their commentaries.

From the logical setting of the Buddhist psycho-ethical concepts it is easy to understand that the terms kodha and upanaha, issā and machchhēra, mana and mada, chanḍikka and asurupa often go together as complements. The same may equally hold true of the two terms niṭṭhuriya and tudanā, Aśoka's niṭṭhuliya and tulanā.

The term kodha, here translated by the English 'anger', presupposes an agitated state of mind (kopa), implies an infuriated condition of the self, burning with wrath (amarsha rosha), and produces the disposition to strike, to hurt, to kill (pratigha). The complementary term upanaha implies harbouring resentment, a brooding state of mind which follows as a sequel to anger. Anger has fury for its distinctive feature, its functional tendency is to strike, and its resultant is an inimical action.

The term isyā, issā (Pali issā, Sk. īrśā), here translated by 'malig-
nity' in preference to 'envy' or 'jealousy', has either envy for other's prosperity or non-forgiveness for its distinctive feature, its functional tendency is to produce disgust, and its resultant is disappointing. The opposite of issā in the sense of 'envy' or 'jealousy' is machchhēra or meanness, niggardliness. It is in the other sense of non-forgiveness that isyā as a mental disposition is allied to kodha.

The term mana stands in Pali for both conceit and conceitedness, an unwholesome mental state which may arise both from a willful overestimate and a wilful underestimate of oneself. It has vanity for its distinctive feature, its functional tendency is to produce pride and boasting, and its resultant is conceitedness. The complemen-

---

1 Cf. Manu. II. 159: vāk chaiva madhurā s'laṅkhya prayaṇyā dharmamichchhatā.
2 Amarakośa, I, 417; Mahāniddesa, Purūbhedo Sutta.
3 Pāpārasnaiti, I, p. 106: pubbhāle kodho, aparākāle upanāho.
6 Itivuttaka Commentary, Siamese Ed., p. 68.
Dharma

The term mada signifies the pride of birth, the pride of wealth, position, learning, etc. The extolling of oneself and the condemning of others (attukkamsana paravambhana) are due to mada. For the association of mana with the passion of kodha in Pali the reader may consider the following admonition of Buddha:

kodham jahe, vippajaheyya manan.

"Give up anger, conceit should be completely given up."

The Pali equivalents of Asoka's chandaika and asulopac are chandikka and assuropa. The Pali scholiasts explain chandikka as meaning rigidity, which is the state of a rigid person (thaddhapurisa), while, as defined in the Amarakosa, the chaanda is a person whose nature is fierce (atikopanab). Thus Asoka's chandiya may preferably be translated by fierceness. The Mahaniddesa Commentary defines assuropa as the distemper of mind (anattamanata chittassa), while others take it to mean that violent passion in man which causes tears in others (assujananathena, asseropanto). The Pali word assuropa stops us from equating asulopac with asulopa (quick loss of temper), just as Asoka's asulopa prevents us accepting asurupa as a variant ingeniously suggested in the Pali Commentary.

Nithuliya, here translated by cruelty, has nithhuriya for its Pali equivalent. The adjective nishthura as applying to speech or words is paraphrased in the Amarakosa by kakkha, paurusha, krura, and the like, the first two having their equivalents in Asoka's a-kakhase a-phalusam.

The remaining term tulana, here translated by oppressiveness, has been equated by some with turpa which is not justifiable for the reason that turpa is not used as a substantive. Its Pali equivalent is tudana, meaning pidana, Cf. Pali janapada-tudana or janapadatudana.

The concepts belonging to the category of bahukayane or 'much good' are daya, dane, sache, sochave, madave and sadhave (P.E. II, P.E. VII). The four concepts of sayame (self-control), bhavasudhita (purity of motive), katanihatata (gratitude) and dadhabhatita (firm devotion) are connected with dana (R.E. VII). These are reduced in the same edict to two, viz., sayame and bhavasudhi. The concepts of savrabhutana(m) akshati, samyama and samachariya are grouped.

---

1 Itivuttaka Commentary, op. cit., p. 63.
2 Mahaniddesa Commentary, Siamese Ed., II, p. 11.
together with madava in R.E. XIII. The two terms, anarambha and avihimsa, are mutually complementary. The guiding principle of Asoka’s Dharma, precisely as that of Buddhism and other early Indian systems of faith and thought, is the principle of action which is presented by such terms as usana (readiness to action), parakrama (power of action), pakama (strenuous exertion), uyama (effort), and usaha (zeal, ardour). The opposite states of mind and body are represented by anavuti (non-application), alasija (indolence) and kilmatha (weariness for exertion). The whole activity is to proceed on the twofold basis of dhamma (piety) and slla (virtue) which is the same as to say, through the practice of piety (dhamma-charana, R.E. IV) and that of seemly behaviour (samachariya, R.E. XIII), and it is to be directed towards feeling concern for oneself, feeling concern for one’s own people, and doing good to the whole world.

The first pair of terms consists of daya and dana. Here daya, translated by pity, has anuddaya for its Pali equivalent. According to Buddha, anuddaya presupposes fellow-feeling, sympathy (samatattata) and a friendly heart (mettachittata). From the set of synonyms given in the Amarakosha, it is evident that daya presupposes compassion (karunya) which is felt in the heart, and that it has two expressional forms, viz., anukampa (feeling concern) on the part of seniors and anukrooa (showing concern) by juniors. In Buddha’s terminology avihimsa has the positive connotation of karuna, karuna or sakarmaabhava, i.e., the compassionate state of mind which finds its expression in feeling concern for the good of all beings (sababhutahitaukampa). According to the Bhagavad Gitä (XVI. 2), daya means feeling pity for all beings (daya sarvabhutesh). Pity as a noble feeling stands opposed to cruelty. Dana, which may be translated by liberality, charity or charitable disposition, is a tangible expression of daya. Dana implies tyaga (Pali chaga, parichaga), which is both the spirit and the act of self-sacrifice. Asoka speaks of various forms and acts of dana (R.E. II, R.E. XII, P.E. II, P.E. VII, Barabar). In P.E. II, he expressly refers to ‘giving the eye’ (chakkhudane) and ‘granting the boon of life to the lower creatures’ (pana-dakhinaye). The monumental acts of piety (dhammatmahambhani) mentioned in P.E. VII are all concrete instances of dana. By the eye (chakkh) is meant, of course, the eye of wisdom (paññachakkhu, jñanacetra), and not the fleshy eye (maṃsachakkhu).1 It is with reference to the

---

1 Mahaniddessa, pp. 100, 264, Digha. III, p. 210, speaks of three chakkhus, maṃsachakkhu, dibbachakkhu (divine eye, clairvoyance) and paññachakkhu.
eye of wisdom that Aśoka declared the gift of the doctrine (dhamma-dāna) to be the best of all gifts (R.E. IX, R.E. XI).

Dāna implies, according to Buddha and others. the visagga, e.g. dhamma-samvibhāga\(^1\) (R.E. XI), dāna-samvibhāga\(^2\) (P.E. IV), dāna-visagga\(^3\) (P.E. VII). Dāna in itself is not a great thing in spite of the generally accepted maxim of the age that it is good (dānāṃ sadhu). Aśoka speaks of the four moral qualities that go to enhance the value of dāna, viz., sayame, bhāvasuddhi or bhāvasuddhita, katamṇāta and dañjabhāhatīta of which the equivalents are met with in the Great Epic\(^4\) and the Jātaka.\(^5\) The very word bhāvasuddhīti is met with in the Great Epic, XII. 167. 5 in the following ethical precept of Vidura:

Bāhuṣrutyaṃ tapas tyagah śraddha yajñakriya kshamaḥ bhāvasuddhir dayā satyaṃ samyamaś cātmasampadah

Nilakanṭha paraphrases bhāvasuddhi by nishkapāṭatvam, 'guilelessness, sincerity.'

Here sayama (samyama) stands for restraint in body, speech and mind,\(^6\) bhāvasuddhita for the purity of motive, for what is called akahudrata in the Great Epic; katanṇatā (kritajñata, Pali katanṇutā) for gratitude or gratefulness which consists not only in acknowledging the service rendered by the benefactor, not only in not harming the benefactor, but also in rendering the service in return (kataveditā);\(^7\) and dañjabhāhatīta (dṛjñhabhaktītīya; Pali dalhabhāttī) for firm devotion (to the cause of piety), strong faith. The valedictory address in the Taṇtiriya Upanishad (I. 11) insists on giving out of faith (śraddhā deyaṃ) and not giving without faith (aśraddhāya adeyaṃ), Buddha's

---

\(^1\) Pali dhamma-samvibhāga in Theragāthā, verse 9, supplied by S.N. Mitra.


\(^4\) Mahābhārata, XII. 65. 69, XII. 67. 46; XII. 67. 57. Cf. Dakkini-vibhanga Sutta in Majjhima, III. p. 258 f., and its commentary; Sūrattappakāśiṇī, L. pp. Abhidharmakosā, IV. 118-125; Manu, IV; Bhagavad Gītā, XVII. 21-23. Anantala Thakur, M.A., draws my attention to the word bhāvasaṇu’uddhi which occurs in the Bhagavad Gītā, XVII-16, as well as its synonyms, bhṛti’uddhi and chittas’uddhi.

\(^5\) Jātaka, V. p. 146.

\(^6\) Jātaka, V. p. 146; Dhammapada, verses 360-362.

\(^7\) Ibid, V. p. 147; Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 800.

\(^8\) Arthasāstra, I. 9.
word saddhādeyyāṃ (Dīgha, I. p. 5) conveying the same idea. Aśoka speaks of the restraint practised with regard to the whole of life (pāṇesu sayamo, R.E. IX, R.E. XIII), and the restraint in the form of guarding one’s tongue (vachigutti, R.E. XII). In the Pali list of terms, 1 saṃyama is sought to be distinguished from dama, the former meaning, according to Buddhaghosa, the restraint in accordance with the prescribed rules of conduct (sīla-saṃyamo) and the latter the control of the senses (dama ti indriya-damane). 2

The next two categories of Aśoka’s Dharma are sacha and sochaya, both of which are included in Buddha’s list. 3 In Pali, however, the first is combined with dhamma (sachche cha dhamme cha), and the second with uposatha, which is conceived as the abode of virtue (sīlalayo, i.e., the proper occasion for taking and keeping the moral precepts). The combination of satya and dharma is as old as the older Upanishads. 4 In Aśokan context, precisely as in that of the Pali Lakkhana Suttanta, the two terms, satya and dharma, are devoid of all metaphysical connotation. As Buddhaghosa rightly points out, here the first term stands for truthfulness in utterances (sachche ti vachi- sachche), and the second for the system of piety relating to the ways of performing the ten wholesome acts (dhamme ti dasa-kusala-kammapatha-dhamme). 5 That in Aśoka’s terminology, too, the first term stands for truthfulness in utterances is evident from the insistence on speaking the truth (sacham vatiyam, M.R.E. Bra). According to the general Indian notion, the truthful speech carries with it also the idea of a speech, which is pleasant, sweet, and appealing. So the adage goes to teach:

satyaṃ brāyāt priyaṃ brāyāt, mā brāyāt satyaṃ apriyam. 6

As Buddha puts it, “Abandoning lying speech, Gotama the Recluse who has completely abstained from it, is the speaker of truth, given

---

1 Dīgha, III, p. 147.
2 Sumangala-vilāsini, III, p. 928.
3 Dīgha, III, p. 147.
5 Sumangala-vilāsini, III, p. 928.
6 Dayānanda Sarasvatī in his Satyārtha-prakāśa’s, modifies this maxim so as to suit his insistence on speaking the truth, whether it be pleasant or unpleasant: satyaṃ brāyāt, priyaṃ apriyam vā. Truth can never indeed be pleasant in the literal sense of the term; by its very nature it is bound to be unyielding and uncompromising. All that is meant in the above maxim is that in speaking truth"
up to truth, truthful, utters words that are worthy of trust and not to be slightly doubted by the world. Abandoning harsh speech, Gotama the Recluse who has completely abstained from it, utters speech which is faultless, sweet to the ears, lovable, goes into the heart, agreeable to many, pleasing to many." 1 By the expression 'that which is sweet to the ears' Buddhaghosa understands that which is sweetly worded (vyāñjana-madhuratāya kaññanam sukha), and by 'that which is lovable' he understands that which is sweet in meaning (atthamadhuratāya pemiṇīyā). 2 Aśoka, too, insists on uttering words that are not harsh, impetuous, rude and that are full of winsome cordiality (akhakhase achaṃde āphalasam sakhīnālaṃbhe, S.R.E. I). 3 The sweetness in meaning ( athasa madhuratā ) gets its due emphasis in R.E. XIV.

But the word sāchcha conveys also the idea of sāchchapaśtiṅṇā implying as it does the resolve to keep the fealty to the oath taken, to keep the agreement entered into or word given, to keep the promise made under all circumstances, however trying. 5 The notion of such a resolve is comprehended by the term dhiti (dhṛiti, moral fortitude) which is met with in S.R.E. II. To be worth the name, both the dhiti and the paśtiṅṇa must be of an unshaken character (ajala, schala, S.R.E. II). The four principles of sāchcha in the above sense, dhamma (piety), dhiti ( moral fortitude ) and chāga (self-sacrifice) are grouped together in the moral of the Vanarinda Jātaka (No. 57). The term sochaye ( Pali soccheya ), here translated by purity, really implies the sense of purity or the consciousness of being oneself pure in body, speech and thought. This may be treated as the pre-requisite of a pious deed or an act of virtue, e.g., the observance of the sabbath.

The next pair of terms is composed of mādava and sādhava ( P. E. VII ). In the Pali lists maddava ( Sk. mārdava ) is invariably

1 Dīgha, I, p. 4; Musāvadām pahāya musāvādā paṭivirato samāno Gotamo sāchchhavādi sāchchhassābhā theto paṭchhūyiko a欢喜vādakō lokassa. Paruṣāvābha pahāya paruṣa-vācī paṭivirato samāno Gotamo ya sā vācā neḷa kaṇṭḥa sūkha pemiṇīyā hadayaṃgamā porī bahūjānakāṇā bahūjānāmanāpi.
4 Dīgha, III, p. 171. Rāma is extolled in the Rāmāyaṇa as sātyasandha.
combined with the concept of ajjava (Sk. ārjava). Corresponding to the grouping of tapas, dānam, ārjava, ahiṃsā and satyavachanam in the Chhandogya Upanishad (III, 17, 4.) we have in the Jātaka (V, p. 378) the categorisation of the following concepts:

Dānam stīlam parichhāgaṇam ajjavaṃ maddavaṃ tapaṃ
akrodham avihimsam cha khantiṃ cha avirodhanam.

The word ajjava signifies moral rectitude or uprightness, which lies behind Asoka’s principles of uniformity in procedure and uniformity in justice (viyohāla samatā dāmḍa-samatā, P.E. IV). By maddava is meant gentleness, mildness, which is the opposite of intrepidity (sahasā) accounting for all rash acts of violence, detention and coercion (vadho bandhānām palikilesam).

In sādhava we have the concept of nobleness which underlies all noble deeds (sādhvāni, P.E. VII). The noble deeds are all good deeds (kalpaṃ, kayaṇāni, R.E. V, P.E. II). The kalyāṇas or good deeds emphasized in the Jātaka (V, p. 492) are precisely those repeatedly mentioned in the edicts.

The concept of khaṇṭi (kshānti) is combined with that of lahudamḍatā (light punishment) in R.E. XIII. In the Mahāhāṃsa Jātaka, we have the succession of the four concepts of akkodha, avihimsā, khanti and avirodhana. According to the scholiast, friendliness (metta) is at the back of the first, compassion (karuṇa) is at the back of the second, the third implies the notion of toleration or forbearance (adhivāsana), and the fourth means non-hostility. Though khanti and titikkhā are often used as synonyms, the former is taken to mean the toleration of a person who is physically stronger by one who is physically weaker and the second to mean the toleration of a weaker person by a stronger man. The Buddhist khanti is far more than the Christian idea of forbearance in that in the practice of this moral quality the oppressed are expected not only to patiently bear the pain of oppression caused but also to think well of the oppressor. In the Bhagavad Gīta (XVI. 43), kshama (i.e., kshānti) is succeeded by dhṛiti or moral fortitude.

---

1 Sutta-nipāta, verse 230; Cf. Manu, VI. 97, enumerating the ten principles of dhṛiti, kshama, dama, asteya, s’aucha, indriya-nigraha, dhi, viḍyā, satya and akrodha. The Jaina list of ten principles consists of kshama, mārḍava, ārjava, satya, s’aucha, samyama, tapa, tyāga, skhiṇchanya and brahmacharya.
2 Barua, Inscriptions, II, p. 293.
3 Jātaka, V, p. 379.
CHAPTER VIII

DHARMA-VIJAYA

With Aśoka, precisely as with Buddha and other Indian thinkers, Dharma was not only a way of life or means of elevation of human nature but also a weapon for the conquest of men's hearts, a royal means of bringing about a permanent cultural understanding between the countries and peoples and building a new nation or imperialism on that very foundation. It remains yet to be seen how the Dharma-vijaya of Aśoka served to place India between the cultures, to create, in other words, a Greater India with universalism as its ideal for the furtherance of the common cause of humanity.

Aśoka's Dharma-vijaya was just one of the four great cultural conquests made by the Indo-Aryans in pre-Muslim India, the other three being the Digvijaya of Agni, the Dharma-vijaya of the Great Epic, and the Trailokya-vijaya of the Karandavyūha.

1. Definition of Dharma-vijaya: Conquest is the dominant thought of a heroic age, a warrior king, a war-like people, a virile race, a militant faith. It presupposes in all cases consciousness of strength, a sense of certainty about the rightness of the cause espoused, a strong conviction about the success to be attained, a vision of the future to follow, an intrepid will to act, an unabated zeal to proceed, a great power of endurance to withstand the obstacles on the way, a sense of preparedness, a capacity to adjust means to ends, an uncommon energy for incessant action, and a well-disciplined army to carry out the orders. Its motive factors or springs of action may be either greed, malevolence and folly or magnanimity, amity and wisdom. It is possible by some kind of weapon. If it is possible by the sword, it goes by the name of Śaraśaśya or Sāyaka-vijaya, and if by piety, it deserves the name of Dharma-vijaya (R.E. XIII). The weapons other than those implied by Dharma are taken to be comprehended by the antithetical term Adharma.1 The sword symbolises the violent method with all its strategic skills and accessories resorted to on the failure of the diplomatic means of conciliating, bribing and causing dissension. Dharma stands for the peaceful method with all its friendly acts of give and take. Where greed is found to be the motive factor, the

1 Jātaka, IV, p. 102.
conquest is to be classed as Lobha-vijaya,\(^1\) and where malevolence is the motive factor, it is to be called Asura-vijaya.\(^2\) With these two forms of conquest is to be contrasted what is called Dharma-vijaya or conquest by Dharma.\(^3\) As a moral concept, the Dharma-vijaya implies some amount of human consideration and mental discipline to conform to the laws of approved human conduct.

As defined in the Arthaśāstra (XIII.1), the Lobhavijaya aims at what may be safely gained in land or money and the Asura-vijaya aims not merely at seizing the land, treasure, sons and wives and all of the conquered but also at taking his life, while the aim of Dharma-vijaya is fulfilled with mere obeisance or surrender (abhya vapatī) on the part of the conquered. In the words of Kalidāsa, the Dharma-vijaya consists in robbing the conquered king of his glory but not of his territory.\(^4\) Aśoka's Dharma-vijaya consists, on the other hand, in the expression of good will and the assurance of territorial integrity (S.R.E. II), the friendly acts of public utility (R. E. II), and the advancement of the cause of humanity through piety (R.E. XIII).

Professor Nilkanta Sastri poignantly observes: "Whatever the relative ages of our texts, the classification of conquests and conquerors in Hindu political theory is logically complete, and has the ring of antiquity, and we may take it that the expression Dhammadvijaya was first carried in contrast to lobha-or-artha and asuravijaya" (Calcutta Review, 1943, Feb., p. 121). The Jataka distinction between Dhamma and Adhamma-vijaya (IV, p. 102) and Aśoka's distinction between the Dhamma and the Sarasāka (R.E. XIII) presupposes the idea of just two kinds of vijaya, one the Dharma and the other Artha or Aśura.

The idea of Dharma-vijaya developed in the Brahmanical as well as the Buddhist line of thinking. The common point between the two conceptions is that both are free from the thought about territorial aggrandisements.\(^5\) The mere acknowledgement of supremacy

---

1. Same as Arthavijaya in Mahābhārata, XII. 58, 88.
2. Same as Asuravijaya in ibid, XII. 58, 88.
3. Arthashastra, XIII. 1; Mahābhārata, XII. 58, 88; Harivamsa, I. 14. 21.

Nilkanta Sastri's paper—"Dhammadvijaya and Dhammadvijaya" in the Calcutta Review, 1943, Feb., 115 ff. for an illuminating comment on the three kinds of vijaya,
by the weaker powers was sufficient, according to the Arthaśāstra, to satisfy the demand of Dharma-vijaya. It appears from the Great Epic account of the Digvijaya of the Pāṇḍavas that the offering of presents, or of revenues, or of both was to be the tangible expression of obeisance or submission on the part of the conquered.

Though mere ultimatum or negotiation through the envoys sometimes sufficed to effect it, the Brahmanical Dharma-vijaya was undeniably a conquest by the sword. Aśoka rightly characterised it as a milder method of conquest where forbearance (kṣaṇi) and light punishment (laghudāndha) were to be practised and preferred (R.E. XIII). The Buddhistic Dharma-vijaya was to be achieved, on the other hand, without the employment of the sword or armed force (adandaṇa asatthena) but certainly by means of the doctrine meaning the superior ideal of humanity (dhammema abhiviṣya).

In neither case, the Dharma-vijaya implied the idea of disbanding the army or lessening the military equipment; it presupposed, on the other hand, the sufficient strength and preparedness of the army and the full military equipment backed by adequate state resources and other elements of sovereignty. As Buddha emphatically puts it, invincible shall be the position of the righteous king overlord, not shaken by any human rival or enemy, internal or external, and the territory under his benign sway and protection shall be undisturbed, free from all signs of aggression and oppression, thornless, populous, prosperous, secure, tranquil and unjured.

There is not the slightest hint in the edicts and legends of Aśoka that he either disband the army or was not fully prepared to cope

---

1. Cf. Hāṭhigumpha Inscription in which the king of Pāṇḍya is said to have sent valuable presents to Khāravela.
3. The story of Vidyādha in the Dhammapada Commentary, I, p. 346f., goes to show that the vow of non-violence on the part of the Sākyas sadly failed to stay the cruel hand of the invader who carried out a plan of ruthless massacre in their territory. The overcoming of the brute force by virtue or soul-force, as advocated in the Mahāsilava Jātaka, is a Utopian idea.
4. Digha, III, pp. 59, 146. contains the following description of the stately position of the righteous king overlord:

chhituranto vijñāvā janapada-thāvāriyappatto satta-ratana-samānāgato... Paro sahassam kho par asa putā bhavanti sūrā virangaratā parāsena-pamaddanā. So imam peṭāvim sāgarapariyantam akhiyam akṣapakam iddham phīlam khemam sīvam nirabbudam adandaṇa asatthena abhiviṣya ajjñihāvasta. Avikkambhīyo hiti (abhhantarena vā bāhīrena vā) manussabhūtena pachechatikena pachechāmiṣṭena, See also Sumangalavilāsinī, III. p. 922.
with the menace to the security of life and property of the citizens arising from the mischievous action of the Atvās (R.E. XIII) or to his territory arising from the inimical action of the independent neighbours (S.R.E. II).

Arrian's remark that 'a sense of justice prevented any Indian king from attempting conquest beyond the limits of India' must not be taken to mean that any Indian king was lacking in the ambition of gaining the coveted position of a chāturantā or conqueror of the earth extending as far as the four seas, i.e., of a supreme lord of Jambudvīpa. Brahmanism went to encourage the predatory instinct in man by according a popular religious sanction to the periodical hunting and military expeditions (mrigaya, digviyā) on the part of a warrior king and a war-like people. It tended to foster the idea of conquest, no matter whether it was actuated by an avaricious, demoniac or righteous motive. The worldly motive was thereby kept in the forefront and the cultural motive in the background. In the Brahmanical tradition the Digviyā of Agni was shown to have proceeded side by side with the Digviyā of the warriors, the latter reaching its consummation in the performance of either the horse-sacrifice (Āsvamedha-yajña) or the still grander sacrifice called Rajasūya, each containing in its programme the holding of a Sabha or Coronation Durbar.

With Buddha the Dharma-viśaya achieved without the employment of the sword or armed force implied the welcoming by the rival monarchs or powers of the cause of piety espoused by the righteous king emperor or superior power,¹ and this was precisely the underlying thought of the Dharma-viśaya of Aśoka. As the great Maurya emperor himself puts it, "This, of course, is considered the

¹ Dīgha, III, p. 62f.: Ehi kha mahārāja, sāgataṁ mahārāja, sāgataṁ te mahārāja, anusāsa mahārāja tī. Rāja chakkavatti evam āha: pāno na hantabho, adinnam niḍātabham, ........... yathābhutto cha bhūjāthām tī. Nilakanta Sastri acutely observes:

"In this conquest by Dhamma, the stress falls on the justice and virtue of the king who builds up for himself by long practice of Dhamma a high moral superiority symbolised by the presence of wheel; and this superiority secures for him the voluntary obedience of all rival kings on the face of the earth. The army is indeed present with the king, but it is simply an ornamental adjunct, there being no fighting or any employment of force. But the conquest and empire are real, though the imperialism is mild and benevolent in its nature." The Calcutta Review, 1943, Vol. LXXXVI, p. 118.
chief conquest by the Beloved of the gods, namely, the conquest by piety. This has been achieved by the Beloved of the gods here as well as among all the borderers, even over a distance of six hundred leagues, (where the rulers are) the Greek king named Antiochus and four other (Greek) kings beyond the said Antiochus, namely, Ptolemy, Antigonas, Magas (and) Alexander, and constantly (the ruling peoples are) the Cholas, and Pandyas, even the Tamraparnyas. So also here, in the king's territory, among the Yaunas and Kambojas, the Nabhaskas and Nabhapamktais, the (parent) Bhojas and their offshoots, the Andhras and Parinda-Paradas,—everywhere (the people) follow the moral instruction of the Beloved of the gods. Even where the envoys of the Beloved of the gods do not go, even (there) they hearing of the system of piety and moral instruction of the Beloved of the gods, abide by and will abide by the Law of Piety" (R.E. XIII). The essence of Asoka’s Dharma-vijaya may be shown to have been recorded in the Gupta coin-legends: sucharitair svargam jayati. “He conquers even the heavens by virtues.”

2. Dharma-vijaya of the Great Epic: We have in the Sabha-parva of the Great Epic a graphic account of the digvijaya or military campaigns undertaken by the four Pandava brothers and of its sequel—the Rajasuya sacrifice performed by king Yudhishthira, all under the guidance of Krishna Vasudeva. Its main narrative is concerned, however, with the great battle of Kurukshetra valiantly fought and won by the Pandavas under the same guidance of the Superman and God incarnate and with the laudable object of founding a dharmaraja. The victory at the battle of Kurukshetra, too, was consummated by the performance of a horse-sacrifice by the Pandavas and the convening of a Coronation Durbar. The Bhagavad Gita contains a philosophic explanation of the battle of Kurukshetra, while the Sanatsujatiya Gita presents an elaborate explanation of the doctrine of apramaa or principle of action which characterized Asoka’s Dharma and guided all his noble undertakings and efforts, and which, as a matter of fact, was the distinctive tenet of all the heroic Indo-Aryan faiths of the past rooted in araddha.

The digvijaya of the Jaina king Khāravela as described in the Hathigumpha inscription, the digvijaya of the great Hindu king Samudragupta as described in his Allahabad Stone-pillar inscription and the digvijaya of Raghu as described by Kalidasa in his Raghu-

2 This discards the previous translation by ‘the Bhojas and the hereditary Bhojas.’
vanśa partake all of the nature of the digvijaya of the Pañḍavas as described in the Great Epic and fall, therefore, within its scope.

The idea of this digvijaya occurred to Arjuna after the killing of Jarāsandha, the most powerful monarch of the Bribhadratha dynasty of Magadha and a renowned scion of the Chedi race of warriors who were hostile to the aspirations of the Andhaka-Vrishnis or Yadavas of Western India. Krīṣṇa Vāsudeva himself belonged to the Satvata or Andhaka Vrishni family of Dvārakā which was matrimonially connected with the Pañḍavas as well as the Chedis of the Chedi country. The express motive behind this digvijaya is stated to be the increase of the liquid reserve and financial strength of the rising state by the collection of booties consisting in revenues and valuable presents. This motive is praised as warrior-like in spite of its being predatory and earthly.

Four brothers started in four directions, each in one direction on an auspicious day, at an auspicious moment and under an auspicious asterism, Arjuna who proceeded to the north conquered the whole northern division of Jambudvīpa comprising the upper half of the Punjab proper, the whole of the state of Kaśmir and Jammu, the Himalayan region extending as far east as the Upper Assam Valley, Manipur and Chin Hills, and the trans-Himalayan hill-tracts and countries extending as far north as the southern boundary of Uttarakuru. The list of the conquered included monarchs, ruling classes, hill tribes and savages. All of them were reduced to the position of kaṇḍas. Bhiṣma who proceeded to the east conquered the countries east of Kuru including Bengal and the Lower Assam Valley. Sahadeva who proceeded to the south conquered the countries that lay to the south of Kuru and whole of the southern division of Jambudvīpa extending as far down as Paṇḍya and Drāviḍa, Chōndra-Keral and Siṃhala. The western countries that lay to the west of Kuru extended as far west as the Lower Indus Valley and even included the territories of the Pahlavas, the Bābaras, the Yavanas and the S'akas. The Rajasūya sacrifice was performed thereafter at Hastināpura. A grand feast was given. A saha was held to establish the paramount sovereignty of Yudhishṭhira and the divinity or supreme personality of Krīṣṇa (Yudhishṭhirabhishkeṇa cha

---

1 Mahābhārata, II. 25, 5: Arjuna said—

Tatra kṛityam ahaṁ manye kṣhaṣya pariṣvaṇhānuṁ
karam āharayisyāmī rājāḥ sarvāḥ nripottama.
Vasudevāsya charhaṇam). The military campaigns involved all the three forms of conquest.

Such a wide geographical vision of Jambudvīpa together with an intimate knowledge of the individual countries and peoples as we obtain from the Great Epic account of the digvijaya is inconceivable previous to the reign of the Nandas and Mauryas of Magadhā. The inclusion of the name of the Sākas, Yavanas and Pahlavas in the list of conquered peoples and territories means that the account in the Sautk Paurāṇik version of the Great Epic is Gupta or pre-Gupta but definitely post-Aśokan, post-Sūnga and post-Kuśāṇa. Whether such an account of the digvijaya appeared or not in the earlier Vaiśampāyana or pre-Pāṇinian version of the Great Epic is still a disputed question. The geographical references of Pāṇini may be shown to be on a par with those in the pre-Aśokan Pali Canonical texts which confine our vision to Jambudvīpa. These allusions lead us to think of the countries and peoples in the Uttarāpatha or Punjab proper, comprising the Upper and Lower Indus Valleys, the Himalayan region, the Middle Country to the west of modern Bengal, the Western India and the Central India. These hardly take us further south than the river Ganges.

In such post-Aśokan Pali Canonical works as the Mahāniddesa, Buddhavamsa and Apādāna we have mention of India’s trade-relations, internal and external. Even such a distant country as China (China) finds mention in the Buddhasvamsa and Apādāna. The Mahāniddesa list includes the name of Suvarṇabhūmi, Tamraparṇi and Yava (Java). The Bāveru Jātaka refers to India’s sea-borne trade with Bāveru (Babylon). The

---

1. Mahābhārata, II. 89. 15. In this very epic, III. 268, we are given a similar account of the military expedition of Karṇa who went north, south, east and west. Here we have mention of the Haimavatikā kings (Haimavatikā jītvā), a term by which are meant the rulers who hold their territories on the whole eastern extension of the Himalayan range from Rādhī (modern Rādhia in the Champāran district) to Asam. Here Nepāl is distinctly mentioned as a Haimavatikā country with many principalities (Nepālavāhaya ye cha rājānāḥ) and Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, Sūdrakāla, Mithila, Magadhā and Karkakahapāḍa are placed in the Eastern division below the Himalayas. This campaign, too, was followed by a Rājasūya sacrifice and Durbar.

2. Pāṇini, IV. 3. 104; VI. 2. 88.
3. Ibid., IV. 1. 18; IV. 1. 19; IV. 1. 45; IV. 1. 84; IV. 1. 111; IV. 1. 114; IV. 1. 138; IV. 1. 158; IV. 1. 165; IV. 1. 167; IV. 1. 160; IV. 1. 169; IV. 1. 170; IV. 1. 172-178; IV. 2. 74-77; IV. 2. 109-110; IV. 2. 117-119; IV. 2. 132-139; IV. 2. 181; IV. 2. 183; IV. 2. 185; IV. 3. 91; IV. 3. 93-94; IV. 3. 128; V. 1. 41; VI. 2. 99-101; VII. 3. 14.
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geographical vision of India’s trade-routes and trade-relations which these works give us agrees in many respects with that in the proses- treatise of the Arthaśāstra which in its extant form can hardly be treated as a pre-Christian work. Sylvain Lévi has successfully tried with the help of the Bṛihatkathā to locate many of the places mentioned in the Mahānīdessa along the eastern sea-coast: extending from India to China and Java. But these places, e.g., Ajapatha Menaḍapatha (two together = Ajamiḍa, Ajmir), Mūnikapatha (= Mousika of the Greek writers), Takkola (near Ajmir), Angaloka, Tangaṇa, Yona, Paramayona, Alasanda, may all again be connected with the North-Western trade-route\(^1\) and located in the Punjab proper or near about. Referring to the Rāmāyana, too, one may observe that the Pali story of Daśaratha locates the place of Rāma’s exile in the Himalayan region, and that the earlier version of the Rāma story did not push Rāma’s wanderings with Śīta and Lakṣmana beyond the banks of the Godāvari. The realistic account of the land-route by which Rāma reached Pāṇḍyakapāṭa and the region of the Tamraparṇi river to have a view of the Pārasamudra or Ceylon from the Indian shore and other incidental geographical references that appear in Valmiki’s epic are post-Asokan but not, perhaps, post-Christian.

The account of Kharavela’s military campaigns goes to show that he had by-passed the main territory of his contemporary Sātakarni in carrying his conquest up to the town of Asika (Rishika) on the Krishṇaṇeva (Krishna), humbled the Rāśṭrikas and Bhojakas of the Vidyadhara countries (along the Vindhyā range of hills), compelled the king of Pāṇḍya in the extreme south to send him presents, subdued Brihaspatimitra, the contemporary ruler of Anga-Magadha, drove back a contemporary Yavana (Greek) king to Mathura, and defeated the rulers of Uttarāpatha.

Behind Kālidāsa’s imaginary description of Rāghu’s India-wide digvijaya was the digvijaya of the Pāṇḍivasas as well as that of Samudragupta. The account of Samudragupta’s digvijaya holds undoubtedly before us the picture of an India-wide sovereignty resulting from the following forms of conquest: (1) the Dharma- vijaya (grahaṇa-mokṣa) bringing great fortunes (mahābhāgya) effected in the case of all the rulers of South India (Dakṣinapatha); (2) the Prasabhā-uddharāṇa, a form of Asura-vijaya serving to greatly

---
\(^1\) Pāṇini, V. 1. 77: Uttarāpathenābhitam.
strengthen his treasury and army (prabhava-mahat) effected in the case of several rulers of Northern India (Āryavarta); (3) the Asuravijaya (parichārak-karaṇa) effected in the case of all Ātavika rulers; (4) the Lobbavijaya (karadānājākaraṇa pranāmagamana) effected in the case of the frontier powers and war-like republican tribes; and (5) that by the virtue of granting a charter of liberty (garutmadanka) after the weaker power had made a voluntary self-surrender, or sought for a matrimonial allowance, or offered presents (ātmâvedānākanyopāyana-dāna), a form of Dharma-vijaya effected in the case of Śakamurunḍas, the Sinhalese nation and the inhabitants of all other adjacent islands.

It is easily understandable even to common sense that the Rajasūya sacrifice was availed of as a socio-political and semi religious device for proclaiming and establishing the paramount sovereignty of Yudhishthira. What is bewildering to common sense is the question —was it the proper occasion for proclaiming Krishna Vasudeva as the Superman and Supreme Being and establishing his divinity. The bewildering and overwhelming of common sense instead of organizing and enlightening it is, as we shall see anon, the main trend of the Great Epic thought which is vitiated throughout by its diplomatic undercurrent. Let us for the present examine the arguments put forward in the Great Epic in favour of the proposal for the unanimous acceptance of Krishna as the divinity, the supreme human personality, the highest object of popular adoration and the worthiest recipient of the homage of the sacrifice.

When among the invited, Sīśupāla of the Chedi royal house raised a dissentient voice, expressed resentment and openly challenged the propriety of the proposal, Yudhishthira gently besought him to agree to the proposal and tried to pacify him by advancing an argumentum ad hominem as well as an argumentum ad verucundum.2

Of the three arguments advanced by Bhīṣma, the first is worldly, the second rational, and the third theological i.e., questionable. The first argument is based on the maxim:

Kshatriyar bah kshatriyar jiva raṇe raṇakritamvarah,
yo munchati vaśe kriyā guru bhavati tasya sah.

“A warrior becomes a victor in war by conquering another warrior. He who releases the conquered king after bringing him into subjection becomes a guru (superior) to the latter.”

1 Arthasastra, VI, 2: ‘kṣa-daṇḍa-balam prabhva-aktiḥ.
2 Mahābhārata, II, 33-7-10.
At the Rajasuya Durbar there was not a single monarch present who was not conquered by the Pândavas through the power of Krishṇa. Many powerful kings were conquered by Krishṇa in battles. So he became a guru to all of them. The whole world became established in him in the sense, no doubt, that he came to hold then the balance of power in India.

The second argument proceeds on the axiom that he who excels the wise in moral and personal qualities is to be deemed most worthy of the homage:

Gunārī vṛddhān atikramya Hariḥ archyatamo mataḥ.

Krishṇa excelled even the wisest among the Brahmans in his knowledge of the Vedas and Vedāngas and the mightest among the Kshatriyas in his fighting strength (baladhiṣṭa). The moral and personal qualities with which Krishṇa was endowed consisted of liberality, skill, learning, heroism, judiciousness, fame, superior intelligence, lineage, luck, endurance, contentment and prosperity:

Dānam dákṣhyaṁ śrutam śauryam hṛtām  
kīrtir buddhiruttām,  
santatīṁ śrīṁ dhritis tusṭīṁ pushṭīṁ cha  
niyatācyute.¹

On this ground alone Krishṇa might be claimed to have been the teacher, the father and the guru, entitled to the homage by the consensus of opinion:

Tām ṇaṁ lokasampannaṁ āchāryaṁ pitaraṁ gurum  
arghyaṁ architam archāraṁ sarve sāmkshantum arhatha.²

The third argument which is extraordinary rests on the popular veneration of Krishṇa as Divinity or God incarnate, the highest personality in all the worlds of life and existence:

Uṛddhvaṁ tiryag adhaś chaiva yāvati jagata gatiḥ,  
sadevakeshu lokeshu Bhagavān Kesāvo mukham.

It passes common human comprehension how a human being, however mighty and perfect and great in soul-power, might be eulogized as the inexhaustible first cause and the final cause of the world:

Krishṇa eva hi lokānāṁ upattir api chāvyayah,  
Krishṇasya hi krite viśvam idāṁ bhūtām charācharam.³

¹ Ibid, II. 88. 17-20.
² Ibid, II. 88.21.
³ Ibid, II. 88. 28-29.
The Great Epic has not, however, concealed from view the other side of the picture. It has put into the mouth of Sīśupāla what might be the bold criticism of the whole affair of this Rajasuya sacrifice. Krishṇa's motive is construed to be self-establishment by taking full advantage of an earthly situation:

Ayuktam atmanah pujam tvam punar bahu manyashe, 

havishah prāpya nishyandam praaśita śveva nirjane.¹

The things came ultimately to such a pass that there was no other alternative left but to stop the arrogance of Sīśupāla by a furious method, to silence the critic and to crush the rising party by killing its leader and spokesman. Krishṇa took upon himself the opprobrium of beheading Sīśupāla with his chakrāyudha. Before this drastic step had been taken Sīśupāla's mother interceded on his behalf and Krishṇa promised in the presence of all to forgive him, but to common sense the act of beheading is irreconcilable with the solemn promise of forgiving. The argument of the strong prevailed. Such is the rule of the majority which is guided by a mob psychology and is not infrequently arbitrary and tyrannical. This is not again the only instance recorded in the Great Epic where the critic having the moral courage of expressing his honest opinion was hooted out of the court. When at the victorious conclusion of the battle of Kuruksetra all the Brāhmans led by the greed of gifts and favours came in to pronounce their blessings on Yudhisṭhira, one of them had the audacity to condemn his action saying that he had gained this earthly sovereignty at the cost of many of his own people. The rest of the interested Brāhmans uttered hum and decried the fellow, saying in one voice that he was not a Brāhman but a charvaka or goblin in disguise. Such has been the way of the madding crowd, the thoughtless world. When a person succeeds by hook or crook in establishing Rob Roy's simple rule of might is right, the priests with their blessings, the Pandits with their learned interpretations, the sycophants with their flatteries and the followers with their devotional sentiments change it into a divine rule of right is might.

Now let us see if the position at all improves by the philosophic explanation of the battle of Kuruksetra offered in the Bhagavad Gītā which is the most authoritative Book of the Hindus. According as we take this battle to be a historical event or an internal affair of oneself, a battle against one's internal enemies, the Bhagavad Gītā teaches either a war philosophy or a religious method of self-realiza-

¹ Ibid, II. 37.27.
tion through self-conquest. Whether the one or the other, the foundation of a dharmarājya is its avowed aim. In one respect, this dharmarājya means a Holy Empire of India without, and in another, a kingdom of righteousness within.

The Holy Empire of India is sought to be founded by an internecine and global war in the sub-continent which resulted in the destruction of all great warriors, the destruction of the Kurus, the descendants of the Pāṇḍavas, the annihilation of the Yadavas and the Brihadrathas; and the general emasculation of humanity. The Great Epic goes to show that the New World sought to be created through the battle of Kuruśhetra was a world of desolation and despair, the inhabitants whereof began to utter in their helplessness the pitiful cry of Ḫa Krishṇa, Ḫa Krishṇa! The thrilling narrative of Rāma’s exploits in Valmiki’s epic ends similarly in the most catastrophic tragedy of the destruction of the most prosperous city of Ayodhya in the north and that of the equally prosperous city of Svarṇalankā in the south. Both the religion of the strong justifying all diplomatic artifices, violent methods, valiant feats, nefarious acts and self-aggrandisements in the name of God, Divine purpose, Holy Empire and New World, and the religion of the infirm seeking consolation in the Lord’s name and through the thoughtless fatalism of some kind are equally reprehensible. The war philosophy, developed in the Great Epic in general and the Bhagavad Gītā in particular, seeks to establish the following beliefs: (a) that all beings are the creatures of time of which the decree is unavoidable; (b) that the Divine Will works through and ultimately prevails in all the dramas of life in heaven and on earth; (c) that the world-order and the astronomical universe are far far greater than a man, however powerful and mighty he may be; (d) that the race-instinct is the real goading factor in man’s life than the momentary prick of conscience or reflective mood; and (e) that there is a mightier power than all earthly lords, led by the demoniac spirit of arrogance, self-conceit, atheism and defiance of all divine laws, to act as the arbiter of their fate.

So far as the war philosophy of the Bhagavad Gītā is concerned, its arguments are irrelevant, incongruous and unconvincing as answers to the points raised by Arjuna from the common sense point of view. When brought into the battle-field, Arjuna felt sad to think that to commence the battle was to fight against his own kith and kin, teachers and elders and other persons for whose good and happiness he would desire victory, sovereignty and fame; if they were all killed,
for whose sake he would attain it, what was the use of attaining it? An internecine war is likely to result in the destruction of one’s own people which in its turn results in the loss of the chastity of women.\footnote{Nripen Basu’s book—Cupid joins the war. One may read with profit.} The promiscuity of sex-relations leads to the loss of the purity of the blood and fusion of races which in its turn leads to the loss of the family tradition and race heritage. When the high tradition is lost, the whole human race is overtaken by corruption, impiety and sin.\footnote{Bhagavad Gītā, I. 26-44.}

When Aśoka reflected upon the scene of carnage and bloodshed and after-effects of the aggressive war waged on Kalinga, it occurred to him: “In conquering indeed an unconquered country, the slaying or dying or deporting which occurs there is considered an extremely painful and serious matter by the Beloved of the gods. Even more serious than that is this, that those who dwell there, whether the Brāhmaṇas or the S’ramaṇas or other sects of householders in whom are established this respectful attention to high personages,...... to them occurs hurt or death or deportation of beloved ones, or that even (as regards) those well-controlled ones whose affection has not diminished, if those who, are their friends, associates, comrades and relatives encounter disaster, on that account that, too, becomes a cause of hurt to them. This is a common reaction to all men and a serious matter in the opinion of the Beloved of the gods.” (R.E. XIII).

Instead of considering the points raised by Arjuna, Vāsudeva simply accuses him of cowardice (klaivyā), insinuating that inwardly he was afraid of risking the fame of a great warrior earned by him, and proceeds with his grandiloquent discourses that are incoherent, and ultimately reveals his omniform to overawe the earthly hero, wanting Arjuna to do his behest.

The Dharmarājya in the sense of a kingdom of righteousness within is sought to be founded in the Bhagavad Gītā also on a set of beliefs indispensable to its syncretic philosophy of life and action. Looked at from the point of view of the literary history of India, the Gītā literature started by way of a deflection from the Upanishad. But for the synthetic religious setting of jñānayoga, karmayoga and bhaktiyoga, the docetic Sātvata cult of Purushottama, and the shifting of emphasis from jñāna and karma to bhakti (devotional sentiment) the Bhagavad Gītā has hardly any originality of its own as regards its ideas, principles and practices that are mostly drawn from different
sources. The catalogue of ethical concepts which gets prominence through the perorations of the poetical discourse was the fullest development, as we sought to show, from its humbler beginning in the instruction of the Upanishad teacher Ghora Ângirasa who is represented as the guru of Krishṇa. The interested reader of the Upanishads is likely to be amazed at Krishṇa’s being in the role of a Teacher himself of all the wisdom of the past and the future,—the pupil of whom it is said that at the time of his death, he took refuge in the Deity applying to Him the three attributes of being the undecaying, immutable and living one: akshitam asi, achyutam asi, prānasamśītam asi. It is further said that he ceased to thirst for things worldly on hearing Ângirasa’s instruction (apīpāsa eva sa babhūva). No part of a teacher is assigned to him even by mistake.¹ It is nevertheless important to watch how the idea of a grand edifice of religious thought came to be developed out of such crude materials. In the Gītā, Krishṇa Vāsudeva, the friend, philosopher and guide, is represented as saying to Arjuna, a typical warrior of fame and worldly man with strong common sense and goodness of nature:

(i) Believe that thy real self is the soul in a bodily garb, which is cast away when it is worn out and replaced by a new one in the process of metempsychosis;

(ii) Believe that the soul which is thy true self is the entity that outlasts all apparent changes, it being by its essential nature unborn, undying, unchanging, immutable, imperishable and untouchable by all thy actions;

(iii) Believe that the soul within thee and the soul within the universe are identical in their nature;

(iv) Believe that thy first duty is to look into thyself and find out thy true self and the true self of the rest of things and beings by lifting the veil which hides the true nature and identity of the two;

(v) Believe that thy folly lies in coming away from God and coming into thyself, being deluded by the thought that thou art different from Him;

(vi) Believe that with the true vision of reality thou wilt see thee in the all and the all in thee, and ultimately nothing and none but God;

¹ Chhāndogya Up., III, 17.
(vii) Believe that placed that thou art in life, the utmost thou canst do is to purify thy motive;
(viii) Believe that the right way to work in life is to surrender thy will to the Divine and to feel always that thou art not the agent but only an instrument to His will fulfilling itself;
(ix) Believe that the possession of the godly estate far outweighs in value that of the demoniac;
(x) Believe that God is the alpha and the omega of the universe, the almighty and the infinite, the incomparable, the imperishable, the inexhaustible, the immanent, the transcendent, the greatest of the great and the smallest of the small;
(xi) Believe that all the modes of knowing, all the methods of action, and all the forms of worship are the manifold mode of approach towards Godhead, and hence meant ultimately for Him; and
(xii) Believe that all the social grades and all the human institutions are to be respected and utilized and not to be interfered with, these being created by the Divine will.

Thus indeed was laid the stable and spacious philosophic foundation of the Hindu faith (śraddhā) enlivened with devotional sentiment (bhakti), the faith consisting of a set of beliefs, laying down certain principles of human conduct, commending certain rules of life, and emphasizing certain religious practices. A grand order of harmony, full of life, meaning, truth, good and beauty, is conceived to enable us to realize and appreciate the unity as truth behind the puzzling diversity or multiplicity of existences, forms, motives, expressions, thoughts, tendencies and actions. This order had behind it the Vedic and Upanishadic conception of the organic unity of the visible universe of the world, of life, of the society, as well as of the state, with a division of labour among the component elements or constituents of each. Herbert Spencer is the modern advocate of such an organic theory carrying too far the analogies between a living organism on the one hand and the material universe, the world of life, the society and the state on the other. Unfortunately for India the fanciful organic idea was sanctified in Hinduism into a captivating religious faith. The popular poetical imagery seeking to represent the alternate appearances and disappearances of the cosmic system in a fixed rotatory order in the analogy of a wheel turning round and round on its eternally fixed axle stood against the idea of a forward
movement. In the cumbersome scheme of harmony where the diverse races of men with their distinctive traits, the different social grades and trade-guilds with their special caste privileges and handicaps and exclusive occupations on a hereditary basis, etc., were sought to be accommodated and the scope of their existence, competition, education and environment had to be narrowed down and curtailed. The rigidity of the restrictive rules as to connubium and commensality compelled them to live, move and have their being within hidebound compartments of an insular and unalterable socio-political and religio-economic organization. In bringing the social organization of men into harmony with the world order of life, it began to work no better than the social organization of the ants or wasps or honeybees, on the commodious principle of a division of labour, each class or section of men functioning as a cog fitted only for a special work of life. The social scheme thus sanctified in the name of the Divine order and dispensation went to present an aggregate of human beings permanently placed in divers groups, functioning as different limbs and organs of a living body, each being intended for a specific duty and all contributing to the well-being of the whole which is a unity with the diversity of functions. But the irremovable artificial barriers placed between one group or class and another served to make them all 'dependent on a common care-taker, divine or human'. The scheme of religious toleration proposed with non-intervention as the best policy went similarly to present congeries of faiths, all kinds of belief, all modes of approach, all forms of worship under the convenient axiom 'whatever is, is right in its own place'. Thus the multitudinous popular cults, even those rooted in the grossest kind of superstition, were justified and allowed chances to exist and thrive side by side with higher philosophic thoughts and religious ideals. The Hindu needed, as a modern saint points out, their supreme Deity, whether He be Śiva, Vishṇu, S'akti, Rama, Krishna or Kalki, to be one who can hold the balance of power or maintain the harmony of the turbulent world by his unsurpassed might, illumine the minds of all by his unsurpassed knowledge, who can create, preserve as well as destroy,—who is omniform, omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient, overwhelming, overpowering and all-conquering. The India-wide digvijaya and pilgrimage (tirthayatra) on the part of the Pāṇḍavas and Karna, as described in the extant Sauti version of the Great Epic, and finally the great battle of Kurukshetra fought and won by the former resulted in the founding of such a grand Holy Hindu Empire of a feudal type. On
this very model was built the powerful Gupta empire under the aegis of which we reach the Augustan age of Sanskrit language and literature, Indian arts and crafts, religions and philosophies, dramas and kāvyas, opulence and enjoyment. All the earlier currents and cross-currents of linguistic development met at last to make Sanskrit the lingua franca of the cultured laity. The prāṣāstis or royal panegyrics composed either by the court poets or Pandits in terms of hyperboles, mythological fancies and allegorical equivoces came to extol the later digvijayas as unprecedented achievements of far-reaching consequence in the annals of human history and culture. These are conspicuously lacking in the homely Prakrit diction and simplicity, the direct appeal and sincerity of the edicts of Aśoka. The analytical method of the earlier systems of science and thought, the formulation of ideas, the epitomizing of thoughts in aphorisms, etc. were followed by elaborations, scholastic niceties and logical discussions. The heroic spirit of the earlier age which was sought to be enlivened in the Bhagavad Gītā with the devotional sentiment of popular religions yielded place to the erotic and tended to find its satisfaction in the grandeur and aesthetic grace of arts and crafts. The clever art of diplomacy was degenerating into a degraded form of synchopancy in the sphere of religion and of life. Slavery not only continued to exist but tended also to become more numerous in its form and to assume a feudal character. As the Sūkranītī indicates, the Council of Ministers was gaining more and more in power to deprive ultimately the king of his right of vetoing, which meant gaining in more power by the Brāhmaṇ Peshwas for creating feuds and divisions.

3. Trailokya-vijaya of the Kārandvyāha: The Śāvata cult of Purushottama as advocated in the Bhagavad Gītā, was not without its lasting effect on other faiths in India, Buddhism included. In this cult Krishna was claimed to be the soul in the heart of all, the creator, preserver and destroyer of all living beings. He is the Vishnu among the Ādityas, the sun among the luminaries, the Marīchi among the winds, the moon among the stars, the Śāma among the Vedas, the Vāsava among the gods, the mind among the organs of sense, so on and so forth.\(^1\)

---

1 As Atindranath Bose has shown, the list of different kinds of slaves is found to be the longest in the Law Book of Nārada, while the list in the Arthasastra stands midway between that given by Manu and that by Nārada,

These were evidently the current Hindu ideas in the immediate background of the Trailokya-vijaya of later Buddhism. This vijaya is defined in the Kāraṇḍavyūha and other later Mahāyāna works as a form of religious and cultural conquest to be achieved by offering Brahmavat par excellence to the worshippers of Brahmā, Vishnuttva par excellence to the worshippers of Vishnu, Sīvatva par excellence to the worshippers of Śiva, Yakshatva par excellence to the worshippers of the Yakshas, Rakshatva par excellence to the worshippers of the Rakshas, Piśāchatva par excellence to the worshippers of the Piśāchas, and the like.¹

Trailokya-vijaya as a distinctive epithet of Buddha is met with as early as the 7th century A.D. in the inscriptions of the Chandra kings of East Bengal. But the Trailokya-vijaya career of Buddhism must be associated with the Pala of Eastern India headed by Dharmapala Vikramaśīla during whose peaceful and prosperous reign several new Buddhist Universities were founded in Bengal and Behār, notably the Somapura Mahāvihāra at Behār Sarif and the Vikramaśīla Mahāvihāra probably at Sakri Gali;² South Behār and the earlier world-famous University of Nālandā was quickened into a most vigorous life. These Buddhist seats of learning of various sizes and degrees of importance and the newer ones that were subsequently ushered into existence were all in a flourishing state under the liberal patronage of the Pala rulers.

The Mahābodhi Sanghārāma which was caused to be erected at Bodhgaya by king Kittī-Siri-Meghavānṇa during the reign of Samudragupta for the accommodation of the monks from Ceylon was in a thriving condition when Hwen Thsang visited the place during


² Sultanganj, Pāṭālghāṭa, and Silo are the places hitherto suggested for identification with the site of Vikramaśīla University. I am inclined to think that Sakri Gali affords an extensive site going up west over a mile along the lower bank of the Ganges and with the breadth of about the quarter of a mile can alone meet all the requirements for correct identification.
the reign of king Harshavardhana of Kanauj in the middle of the 7th century A.D. The same continued to flourish even thereafter under the Pāla rule.¹

The new stream of the Chinese pilgrims headed by I-tsing began to flow into India to bear a glowing testimony to the greatness of India, the sacred land which had produced the world religion of Śākyamuni and was the cradle of a mighty Aryan civilization.² One among the late mediaeval pilgrims from China, namely, Chiang Hsiapias (A.D. 1021), did not omit in his hymn composed in honour of the Bodhgaya Temple to pay his best compliment to Aśoka as the righteous emperor who lived in the right perception of the truth of the religion of Buddha and as the great builder of Buddhist shrines in India whose noble fame travelled far and wide.³

The trade-relations of India with Suvarṇabhūmi (Burma and Further India), Suvarṇadvipa (Java), Sumātra and Borneo not only facilitated inter-communication between India and those countries and islands and led to the foundation of Indian colonies in the Pacific islands but resulted also in the spread of Buddhism and Hinduism. So far as Suvarṇabhūmi is concerned, the substitution of the name of Suvarṇabhūmi for Suvarṇagiri in the tradition of the Buddhist mission under Soṇa and Uttara went to associate the name of Aśoka also with the history of introduction of Buddhism into Burma. Though the successive waves of Buddhist mission had reached the shores of Burma, first probably from South India and finally from Ceylon, from the time of the Chandras of Bengal and during the reign of the Pālas, the districts of Tippera and Chittagong served as the connecting link between the Buddhist art tradition of Bengal and Behār, while the Hindu art tradition which has left its impress on the Buddhist religious monuments of Pagan in Upper Burma was evidently carried by the architects and craftsmen brought over from Orissa. The legacies of the Buddhist art-tradition from the Deccan and the island of Ceylon came to be prominent in the frescoes in several Pagodas of Pagan. The S'ailendras of Suvarṇadvipa (Java) under whose patronage and with whose munificence the shrine of Borobudur was built were contemporaries of the Pālas.

¹ Beal, Buddhist Records, II, p. 183f.; Cunningham, Mahābodhi, p. 43; Barua, Gayā and Buddhagaya, II, p. 33f.
² Barua, Gayā And Buddhagaya, I, p. 214.
³ Cunningham, Mahābodhi, p. 70.
The earlier Buddhist mission to Bhoţa or Tibet is known to have been led by Padmasambhava during the reign of Srong-tsan Gampo, ‘the most renowned of Tibetan kings’, who introduced Buddhism into his kingdom under the influence of his Buddhist consorts from China. Nepal was then subject to Tibet and Tîrhut too became subject to it. From the latter half of the 7th Century onwards the Lochāvas or Pandits from the Land of Snow came in larger and larger numbers to different Buddhist seats of learning for the study of Buddhist and Indian works during the reign of the Pālas. It was during this very reign that the later and more successful Buddhist mission to Tibet was led by Atiśa (Dīpankara-srījñāna) in the first half of the eleventh century.¹

Between the Guptas and the Pālas was the powerful and prosperous reign of Harshavardhana of the Pushpabhañī family who succeeded in founding a fairly large empire in Northern India extending from Valabhi in the extreme west to Assam in the extreme east. His reign is noted for the visit of the great Chinese pilgrim Hwen T'hsang who left behind him a detailed account of India of his time as well as of the countries in Central Asia through which he passed on his way to and back from India. Harsha’s system of administration, though less rigorous, was structurally the same as that of the Guptas. ‘The provinces were governed in detail by tributary Rājās’. The only redeeming feature of it, and one connecting it with the tradition of the Maurya administration under Aśoka was the ‘incessant personal supervision.....which he (Harsha) effected by constantly moving about’. The large-hearted practice of religious toleration is another notable point of historical connexion of Harsha with the tradition of Aśoka. Nalanda was up till then the only great centre of Buddhist learning which had attained to the eminence of a University.

Be that as may, the secular side of Indian life was being regulated, as we shall see enough of it under the Digyijaya of Agni, by the law-books of the Brahman jurists and the rituals of the Brahman priests and dominated by Hinduism in matters of religious belief and forms of worship.

¹ A. H. Francke, Antiquities of Indian Tibet, Calcutta, 1914, p. 52; Vincent Smith, Oxford History of India, p. 174f.
4. Digvijaya of Agni: The Digvijaya of Agni\(^1\) which is presupposed by the Dharma-vijaya of Buddha and Asoka signified the spread of Vedic religion and culture and the establishment of supremacy of the Brahmans as a social grade and a privileged class of priests, teachers, law-givers, mystics and philosophers. Agni was regarded as the first and most important god of the Vedic Indians both as the purifier of all impurities, external and internal, and as the carrier of oblations to different gods. Agni whose essence is heat is fire on the earth, lightning in the firmament and sun in the sky. Agni manifests itself in various forms, terrestrial and celestial, As fire, Agni is the lord of every home, whether worldly or religious, whether in the common habitat of men or in the forest home. One can say indeed that it was by the genial warmth of fire that all the seeds of culture sprouted in India and Iran, nay, in all the ancient cradles of civilization. So far as India is concerned, Agni as sacrificial fire symbolized the Vedic cult of yajña in the widest possible sense of the term, which is to say, the whole of Vedic religion and culture as handed down, interpreted, elaborated, disseminated and utilised by the different schools of Brahmans and Brāhman teachers.

To understand the real historical significance of the Digvijaya of Agni, it is necessary to differentiate broadly the two successive stages in the development and expansion of the Indo-Aryan culture and civilization, the earlier stage represented by Vedism and the later stage by Brahmanism. By the former we are to understand the one phase of the Indo-Aryan culture and civilization into which we can have glimpses through the windows of the collection of inspired hymns in the Rigveda and the Atharva-Angiras collection of charms, spells, incantations, imprecations and vrātya hymns in the Atharvaveda. The corridors to the first were formed by the Śāma collection of the Vedic psalms and the Yajur collection of the Vedic rituals, while that to the latter was formed by the Grihya hymns from the Rigveda adapted to the needs of domestic and social rites. It is through these corridors that one can pass from Vedism into Brahmanism.

The Vedic civilization which is characterized by race virility and indomitable spirit of man to resist and overcome the dreaded and inhospitable natural forces, the pestilences due to drought and the

---

\(^1\) The idea of this may be formed from the S'atapatha Brāhmaṇa (I. 4. 1 ff.) account of the march of Agni Vais'vānara burning along this earth from the river Sarasvati eastwards to the Sāndīnīrā.
prevalence of epidemics, the rivalry of the hostile powers and the
mischiefs caused by the savages was primarily the civilization of the
Saptasindhu, i.e., of the Uttarāpatha or Punjab proper watered by
the Indus system of rivers. As may be easily inferred from the list
of fourteen rivers mentioned by name in the Nādi-stuti hymn, the
Aryandom became widened during the closing period of the Rigveda
so as to include in it even the region between the Ganges and the
Yamunā. Two easternmost rivers of the older Aryandom were the
Sarasvatī and the Aśmanvati (to be identified with the Drishadvati).
The remaining ten rivers, including the Kubhā (i.e., Kabul) belonged
all to the Indus group.¹ The Digvijaya of Agni implied in secular
life the victorious career of the five confederate septs or clans
(pañcachajanaḥ) of a war-like people representing the Vedic Aryans.
The same implied in religious life the establishment of the cultural
tradition of the seven Rishis. The traditional number of the leading
Rishi families increased with time, it being known in Buddha’s time
as ten. The Vedic civilization presupposes the powerful and
materially advanced civilization of the Indus Valley of which the
highly interesting but imperfectly understood remains have been
unearthed at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa. The historical tradition
in the Rigveda speaks eloquently of the victory of king Sudās over
ten kings and of his extensive power and munificence.² The Dīgha
Niḥāya preserves the tradition of a magnificent old buried city, which
was once the prosperous capital of a righteous king overlord called
Sudārsana the Great. The site of this city is misplaced.³ The name
Sudārsana⁴ which is also an epithet of the sun may be suggestive of
the fact that its bearer was a warrior of the solar race. Nothing
would be more astonishing to think than that Vedic Aryandom had
extended further east than the river S’atadru, or that in the Vedas
there is mention of any people or country outside the Uttarāpatha.
The Gandhāris who are incidentally mentioned in the Rigveda
(I. 126, 7) and the Atharva (V. 22 14) ‘apparently as a despised

¹ B. C. Law, Rivers of India, p. 9.
² Rigveda, VII. 18 foll.; Aitareya Br., VII. 34-9. Śāṅkhāyana S’rauta Sūtra,
XVI. 11-14; Vedic Index, ii, Sub vedic Sudās. “At one time Vis’vamitra was
his Purohita, and accompanied him in his victorious raids over the Vipās’ (Beas)
and S’utudri (Sutlej).”
⁴ It is not improbale to think that the Vedic name Sudās was just a Prakrit
form of Sudārs’a = Sudārs’ana, cf. Pali Piyaḍḍās = Priyaḍḍa’sa, Priyaḍḍa’sana.
people', in the latter, along with the Mujavats, Angas and Magadhas, were a people of Uttarāpatha. We may be certain about the Angas having been a people of Uttarāpatha, inasmuch as even in historical times there was a distinct tribal tract by the name of Angaloka or Angaṇa, which existed side by side with Tangaṇa.

The pre-historic sites hitherto discovered in South India and Ceylon abound in dolmens, cists, stone implements and other remains of a rude state of civilization attained by man in the palaeolithic and neolithic ages. None of them has so far yielded any evidence of man’s progress reaching up to the chalcolithic stage. The latter stage was abundantly reached in Sumer or Shinar in Mesopotamia and in the two ancient buried cities of Harappa and Mahenjo-daro, i.e., in the pre-historic civilization of the Indus Valley. The Pali tradition of the old forgotten buried city preserves the name of Kuśavati reminding us of the earlier Sumerian city of Kush (Kish), the glory of which was eclipsed by the rise of Bāveru (Babylon) to importance, while the name of Sumer with its Biblical variant Shinar cannot but remind us of Mt. Sumeru with Sineru as the Pali variant of its name. The marked advance in civilization was made by human races in Egypt in the valley of the river Nile (Aigyptos), in Sumeria and Asia Minor in the valleys of the Euphrates and the Tigris, and in the Punjab proper in the valley of the Indus. A similar advance was made in China in the valley of the Yangtse. In the history of Babylonia, Assyria and Chaldea we get nothing but an account of the subsequent development of the Sumerian civilization. In the rise of the Hittites in Asia Minor as a powerful rival of both the Egyptians and the Mesopotamians one can trace not only the historical process of amalgamation of the two earlier forms of civilization but also a new type of civilization, which is more European than Indo-European in its essential features. From the Egyptian, the Babylonian and the Hittite stages, it is easy to watch the rise of the Phoenicians, the Israelis, the Achaemenians, the Greeks and the Romans as civilizations of mankind on the Mediterranean shores.

The traditions of India refer all to the region of Mt. Sumeru or Sineru, say the table-land of Pāmir, as the centre of the then known

---

1 For the uniqueness and high antiquity of the Indus civilization, read the views of Gadd, Sidney Smith and Langdon in the Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization, Vol. II and Barua's Presidential address, Indian History Congress, Eighth Session, 1945 and article on Indus Script and Tantric Code in Dr. B. C. Law Volume, Part II.
earth extending as far as to the four seas and dividing the four subcontinents. This very region was remembered to have been the scene of contests between the Devas and the Asuras for supremacy with varying results. There is also a tradition, though a late one, that the higher and more powerful races of men came to India from the Western, Northern and Eastern subcontinents.\footnote{This tradition recorded by Buddhaghosa runs counter to the legend known to Diodorus saying that 'India, being of enormous size when taken as a whole, is peopled by races both numerous and diverse, of which not even one was originally of foreign descent', and that 'India neither received colony from abroad, nor sent out a colony to any other nation.' McCrindle, Ancient India, pp. 24, 109.}
The Uttarapatha or Punjab proper within the belt of the Western Himalayan range was indeed the portion of Northern India which became the most ancient of higher civilization and culture. It is here that one must trace the early settlements of divers races and scenes of conflict amongst them in prehistoric and historic times. It lay exposed to powerful invasions from outside and had to bear the brunt of first attacks and onslaughts of hostile and invading forces.

The worship of idols or concrete representations of various divinities was widely prevalent in all the ancient cradles of civilization and centres of culture. The first move in the direction of progress was aniconic, meaning as it did a struggle of the higher mind to get away from the concrete to find heart's delight in the realm of the abstract. With the open condemnation of idolatry and the monotheistic conception of Jehovah as the wrathful and Almighty God of the Hebrews commenced the history of Judaism as a higher religion in the eastern Mediterranean countries and later on that of Islam with its conception of Allah as the All-merciful and Almighty God. With the conception of the gods and goddesses as finalities of beauty commenced the history of Greek religion. With the birth of a higher religious poetry in the Riks tending to transform the concrete into the abstract and to endow the gods and goddesses with divine attributes of an ethical and aesthetic kind commenced the history of Vedism in the Saptasindhu.

Superseding the Egyptian Book of the Dead, Sumerian Psalms and Hittite state-treaties and religious texts by their dignified utterances, elevated moral tone, broadness of outlook, religious fervour, self-consciousness, imaginativeness and philosophic insight, the Rigvedic hymns came to represent a great upheaval of human
mind and to raise the level of culture and standard of civilization. The Rigveda supplied to Brahmanism the sacred texts to be chanted as psalms, the mantras or charming ritual formulas of mystic potency, the notion of purifying agency in Agni, that of the source of light and heat in Surya, that of sovereignty in Indra, that of an orderly universe in Varuṇa, that of organic individuality of the universe and of human society in Purusha or Nārāyaṇa, that of a divine architect in Viṣvakarman, that of vitality in Anila, that of a scientific attitude towards the problem of creation in the Nasadiya hymn, that of Brahmā or Brahman in Hīraṇyagarbha, and that of the Four Indian Graces in āśa, śraddhā, hṛi and śrīt.¹ The commercial spirit of the earlier civilization was at the back, nevertheless, of the business-like relationship between the deity invoked and the invoking priest promising the offer of oblations in return of the services to be rendered.

The historical tradition in the Manu-saṃhitā places the beginning of the history of Brahmanism in a narrow strip of land between the Sarasvati and the Drishadvatī, honouring the region as Brahmāvarta or Brahmaland. The customs and usages of all the castes and mixed castes in that land, as handed down from generation to generation, were acknowledged as good (sadāchāra). The subsequent development of Brahmanism through interpretation and instruction as a system of religious thought is located in the countries of Kurukshetra, Matsya, Pañchala and Śrāsena, all together constituting the land of pride hallowed by the advent of the renowned Brahmans. Whatever its southern limit, the Pārīyatā mountain,² the Vindhyā range, the river Narmāda or the Godāvari, the name of Āryavarta was restricted to the northern half of India proper, while the peninsular south was given the distinctive name of Dakshiṇāpatha or Dakshiṇātya.

Referring evidently to his empire, Aśoka says that there was no locality other than the solitary Yona territory where the distinct bodies of the Brahmatisa and the Āryas were not, and where the people had not sincere faith in one or another of them, which means that already before the promulgation of R. E. XIII in his 13th or 14th regnal year the whole of his empire with the single exception of the Yona country was Aryanised. In the face of this clear statement

¹ Barua & Sinha, Barhut Inscriptions, under Sirimā devatā.
² Cf. Bodhāyana Dharmasūtra, ii. 10; Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya to Pāṇini, ii. 4. 10.
the question is apt to arise—when and by whom was the Indo-Aryan civilization and culture spread over the whole of South India and Ceylon, and ultimately over the whole of Jambudvīpa in the Buddhistic as well as the Great Epic sense of the term?

I have so far sought to maintain that South India proper and the island of Tamraparṇī had not loomed large in the geographical vision of Jambudvīpa or Bhāratavarśa before the Mauryas and Nandas. In support of this one may confidently cite the testimony of Megasthenes and later Classical writers from Arrian to Pliny, all of whom broadly divide Northern India into two portions, the north-western portion, i.e., the Punjab proper, watered by the Indus system of rivers, and the eastern portion covering the whole of the Buddhist Midland and the Lower Bengal watered by the Ganges system. They give us but a rough topographical outline of India proper in the manner of the Pali Mahāgovinda Suttanta. The account given of the trans-Himalayan countries and races is similar to those embodied in the Great Epic, the Purāṇas, the Jatakas and the Jaina Jambudvīpa-prajñāpīti. They offer us a fair account of Kalinga and a bare indication of India’s sea-coast trade from the mouth of the Ganges to that of the Indus; even the traditional distances from the mouth of the Ganges to Cape Calingaon and the town of Dantagula (Dantapura) to Tropina (Tripontari or Tirupantara opposite Cochin), to the cape of Perimula (a projecting point of the modern island of Salsette near Bombay), and to Patala (Prasthala at the Lower Indus Valley) are mentioned. The geographical account of Taprobane (Tamraparṇī, Ceylon) and its trade-relations with South India and the kingdom of Kalinga is fairly accurate. A true picture of the political conditions of Northern India is held before us when the Punjab proper situated to the west of the Yamunā is stated to have been held by the Macedonian army under Alexander and the eastern portion called Gangarīdae by such a powerful rival as Agrammes, the last Nanda king. It is also a correct statement of the fact that Sandrokottos (Chandragupta Maurya) grew powerful by the unification of the fighting peoples and states of the Punjab proper under his leadership and widened the growing Magadha empire by the annexation of the Punjab proper, as well as the four trans-Sulaiman territories ceded by Seleukos Nikator. Though the Purāṇas refer to Mahāpadma, the founder of the Nanda dynasty, as an exterminator of all Kshatriyas, as a monarch who brought all under his sole sway, the inclusion of Kalinga in the Magadha empire and a considerable portion of the Deccan below the Godāvari remains
still to be proved, though its probability cannot altogether be ruled out.\(^1\) Among the Classical writers, Plutarch and Justin definitely speak of Chandragupta Maurya as a monarch in possession of India by overrunning and subduing the whole of the country 'with an army of 600,000 men.' In the Mudrarakshasa (III, 19), too, the supremacy of the first Maurya is said to have extended from the Himalayas to the shores of the southern ocean (dakshinapāva). This, as Raychaudhuri suggests, may have been just a conventional description of the position of a chakravartin.\(^2\) The Tamil traditions make 'frequent allusions to the Mauryas in the past having penetrated with a great army as far as the Podiyil Hill in the Tinnevelly district.' The opinion differs as to who the Maurya leader was, Chandragupta or his son Bindusara. Seeing that they are stigmatized as Vamba Moriyar or 'Maurya upstarts',\(^3\) Raychaudhuri inclines to identify him with the first Maurya. On the strength, on the other hand, of Taranatha's specific statement that sixteen kingdoms were overthrown by Bindusara Mr. Sathianathaier of the Jayaswal school of historians\(^4\) thinks that overwhelming is the evidence in favour of the second Maurya being the conqueror of Tondamandalam if it was within Aśoka's empire.\(^5\) In the edicts, however, Aśoka gives the credit to none but himself for the Dharma-vijaya achieved in the independent territories of the Cholas, the Pāṇḍyas, the Satiyaputras, the Keralaputras and the Tamraparṇyas, as well as in the semi-independent states of the parent Rāṣṭrīkās and Bhojas and their offshoots and the Andhras and Pārīnda-Pāradas.

Manu's first Brahmaland (Brahmāvarta), which is located between the Sarasvatī and the Drishadvati, excludes the earlier Vedic Aryandom between the river Kābul and the Sutlej. The Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa speaks of two Brahman settlements in Uttarāpatha, viz., those of the Ātreyas and the Bhāradvajas,—the Brahmins whom Arrian connects with the country of the Mūshikas (Mūshikapatha of the Mahānīddesa)

\(^1\) Cf. Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 189.
\(^2\) Cf. Barnett's comment in Cambridge History of India, I, p. 596.
\(^3\) Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p. 219.
\(^4\) Jayaswal (An Imperial History of India, p. 17) notes: "Tāranātha attributes large conquests between the Eastern and Western seas, etc., (of the Deccan) in the reign of Bindusāra to this great Minister's (Chāṇakya's) regime." What reliance can be placed on the evidence of so late a chronicler as Tāranātha, and where do we get the allusion to the Decean or Peninsular India?
\(^5\) Studies in the Ancient History of Tondamandalam, p. 10.
\(^6\) Chirnock, Arrian, p. 319.
in the region of Sindh. Pliny takes the Brāhmaṇas of this region "to be, not what they actually were, the leading caste of the population, but a powerful race composed of many tribes."¹

The compilation of the Vedic hymns in the form of four different Samhitās, which took place, according to tradition, in the land of the Kurus, the acceptance of them as the greatest book of wisdom of unquestionable authority, the preparation of different redactions of them, adherence to any one of them in preference to the rest in respect of their ritual values, the necessity felt for committing them to memory by methodical chanting instead of to writing, etc. gave rise to various schools of Brāhmaṇa hymn-chanters, priests and teachers. In the historical process of Brahmanism one may trace the course of origin and development of an enormous literature, sacred and profane, technical and popular, philosophic and scientific. There was no sphere of man's existence and activity, individual or domestic, socio-moral or politico-economic, religious or philosophic, where the usefulness and indispensability of the Brāhmaṇas as a class was not acutely felt.

As shown by Dr. B. C. Law, the early Jaina and Buddhist books place the Brāhmaṇas either in the usual social environment or in the hermitages. "In the first connection, they are introduced either as those who were in the service of the king (raja-kammika) or as those who had followed different professions of their own. In the second connection, they are introduced as those who went out of the social environments and lived the life of tāpasas or ṛitis in forest homes called assamas with or without families and resident pupils. Of those in service of the king, the most important were the amachchas and mahāmattas (councillors and ministers). The yāchakas (sacrificers) and others were no better than assistants in the office of the Purohita. Partly in connection with the king, they held the position of mahāsālas or heads of Vedic institutions. They came to represent the soṭthiya class of Brāhmaṇas who were occasionally employed as datas (ambassadors). The Brāhmaṇas also filled the office of senāpatis (generals) and issatthas or yodhājīvas (soldiers), chariot-drivers, trainers of elephants, legal experts and judges. To the people in general they rendered services as Purohitas and priests, as physicians and druggists, as astronomers and architects, as ballad-singers and matchmakers."²

¹ McCrindle, Ancient India. p. 138f.
² B. C. Law, India As Described. p. 15f.

This wonderfully agrees with the account of the Brāhmaṇas by the Classical writers.
In dealing with the Digvijaya of Agni we are primarily concerned with the S'rotriyas, Purohitsas and Ministers, all of whom were Brahmans, and the Tāpasas, called Hylolioi by the Greek writers, who lived in the woods, where they subsisted on leaves of trees and wild fruits, and wore garments from the bark of trees.\(^1\) They represented the various orders of Indian hermits practising hard penances, developing supernormal faculties and holding communion with God or gods and the different schools of Rishis or hermit teachers. Among the Tāpasas were men of all the three twice-born classes, and hardly any from among the S'udras and untouchables. The householder Brahmans and the Tāpasas were equally the performers of sacrifices, believers in the practice of penances and upholders of the doctrine of purity, bodily or otherwise.

Going by Aśoka's statement, we have to say that the main agents for the Aryanisation of India or Greater India up till the 13th year of his reign were the various orders of 'runaways' and schools of thought represented by the Brahmaṇas and the S'ramaṇas (R.E.XII, R. E. XIII). Among them, the Brahmaṇas alone were popularly venerated in largest number as teachers of religion and philosophy, morality and piety in the three later stages of effort. As 'runaways', they mostly figured as Tāpasas and Parivrājakas (Wanderers). Even among the S'ramaṇas who had not either strictly adhered to the Vedic rules of life or openly challenged them, the majority were Brahmans.\(^2\) The only powerful rivals of the Brahmans in the matter of higher knowledge and social importance were the Kshatriyas. Leaving out of account the case of Viśvamitra among the leading Vedic Rishis, we find in Pravāhaṇa Jaivali, the Kshatriya leader of the oligarchy of the Pańchalas,\(^3\) Pratardana, the son of Divodāsa,\(^4\) and Ajātāśatru, the king of Kāśi\(^5\), the three distinguished Upanishad teachers who were approached even by the Brahan seekers of truth for the sake of higher knowledge. The Jātakas glorify the Kuru tradition of righteous rule established by king Arjuna, and the

---

1 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 102.
2 Among the elder contemporaries of Buddha and the leading S'ramaṇa thinkers and teachers Pūrṇa Kāśyapa, Maskarin Kaus'alya (Pali Makkhāli Gosāla), Kakuda Kālayāna and Ajita Kas'akambala were Brahmans. Even Saṅjaya, the founder of the school of Sceptics, was a Brāhman, according to the Apādāna, see Śrīputta Apādāna.
3 Chhandogya Up., V. 8. 1.
4 Kaushitaki Up., III. 1.
5 Ibid, IV. 1.
tradition of righteousness and renunciation established by the Janakas of Videha, the Brahmadattas of Kāśī and the Śivis of Uttarāpatha. In the Hathigumpha inscription, the Jaina king Kharavela is described as a worthy descendant of a long line of Rājarshis among the Chedi princes, Pārśva who was the founder of an order of S'ramaṇas in Eastern India with ahimsā as its main principle was a prince from the royal House of Kāśī. Though Mahāvīra and Buddha who were respectively the founders of the two most powerful orders of S'ramaṇas and Kshatriya schools of thought, the most eminent and distinguished among their disciples and later followers were all persons from Brāhmaṇ families. Thus the Brāhmaṇs made all the noble heritages in Indo-Aryan religion and culture ultimately their own. But to appreciate the Digvijaya of Agni we must leave the S'ramanite Brāhmaṇs out of consideration, particularly the S'akyaputriyas or Buddhists, Aśoka’s Samghasthas.

The history of the Brāhmaṇs as priests and their usefulness and influence shows parallel to that of the Babylonian priests and their wide influence in Western Asia among the Assyrians, the Chaldeans, the Hittites, the Mittanies and others with this difference, however, that they have an unbroken history up till now. The tradition of the Brāhmaṇs as law-givers and framers of the rules of life and conduct shows a parallel to that of the Jewish Prophets and Patriarchs. The Brāhmaṇs, too, cherished the tradition of the successive advent of the Manus or Patriarchs. The legend of a great Flood during the dispensation of Manu Vaivasvata, as narrated in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, cannot but remind one of the Biblical legend of the Flood at Babylon in the time of the Patriarch and Prophet Noah. Although the maximum span of man’s life as one hundred years was recognised in the Vedic hymns, it is represented as 120 years in the Aitareya Āranyaka, which, too, is a point of agreement with the Jewish tradition of the time of Noah.

The Brāhmaṇs of India, like the Jewish Patriarchs in Syria, were guided by the idea of purity and impurity, the clean and the unclean, in the matter of framing rules regarding eatables and non-eatables, and the rules prescribed by both were in many respects similar. The earlier Brahmanical rules that held ground, particularly in the Midland, are clearly presupposed by Aśoka’s argument, “that are not eaten” (no cha khādiyati), behind his list of birds, fishes and

---

1 Book of Genesis, vi. 3: “And the Lord said, (man’s) days shall be an hundred and twenty years.”
quadrupeds made inviolables under the law (P.E.V). The Mosaic code of prescriptions and prohibitions having many points in common with Manu’s, had behind it the belief in the Divine sanction as communicated to Noah, enjoining that “every moving thing that liveth” was meant by the Creator to serve as “meat” for even as the green herb had he given him all things (Book of Genesis, ix. 3). The Divine sanction as stated in the Chhandogya Upanishad (V.2.1) and Manu’s Code (V. 28) is even verbally the same:

Prāṇasyānāmidaṁ sarvam Prajapātir akalpayat
sthāvaram janganaṁ chaiva sarvam prāṇasya bhojanam

“The Creator had meant all these as food for life; all that is stationery and all that moveth were to serve as food to life.”

The earlier dictum in the Upanishad reads: Prāṇa said: Kim me’nnaṁ bhavishyati ti? Yat kimchid idam āsvabhy ā-sakunēbhy iti.

“What will be my food? Whatsoever is the living thing, even the horses and vultures (birds?).”

The earlier sanction allowing to man “every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed” to be for meat (Book of Genesis, i. 29) had to be modified under the exigency of terrible circumstances, such as the cataclysmic Flood. This is missed in the Brahmanical tradition.

The Patriarch Noah is credited in the Biblical tradition with the building of an altar for making burnt offerings unto the Lord of every clean beast and of every clean fowl, the sweet savour whereof was appreciated by Him. This is another remarkable point of agreement between Brahmanism and Judaism in that both insist on not eating the meat of any beast or fowl that has not been sacrificed on the altar built unto God.

In the opinion of Megasthenes, all that had been said regarding nature by the ancients was asserted also by philosophers out of Greece, on the one part in India by the Brachmanes, and on the other in Syria by the people called Jews. Clemens boldly maintained that

1 Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 316f.
2 The account given in the Pali Aggaṇa Suttanta of man’s first food consisting in protoplasmic substance, a fungus-like herb, etc. before the development of the art of cooking is conceived in a totally different spirit. Dīgha, III, p. 86f.
the Jewish philosophy had preceded the philosophy of the Greeks. As regards the story of creation, the main point of agreement between Brahmanism and Judaism is that, according to both, in the beginning was God (Prajapati or Brahmā of the Brāhmanas), and God alone, and it was by His will that the heaven and the earth, the beings and the things, the man and the woman were created, the usual language in both for the expression of the creative will of God and its product being “Let there be and there was.”

It is rather sad that the Gentile and Brahmanical traditions are full of curses (abhiśapa), the pronouncement of which is a proof of one’s moral weakness and morbid state of mind. Viewing in the light of both, we are to witness the dramas of life of which the plots are laid in effective curses and counter-curses, the prospect of blessedness being far off from the view.

In both, the position of woman is lowered and made subordinate to that of man. In the eye of the Brahmanical law the woman needs protection in all the three stages of her life and does not deserve to be free. As known to Megasthenes, the Brāhmanas did not communicate a knowledge of philosophy to their wives, “lest they should divulge any of the forbidden mysteries to the profane if they became depraved, or lest they should desert them if they became good philosophers.”

With the householder Brāhman teachers and ministers suspicion or distrust was as much the guiding factor in conjugal life as in the system of royal polity, particularly that which was embodied in the Arthaśāstra ascribed to Kautilya. Pāṇini spoke indeed of devotion to one’s country or nation, and the Arthaśāstra of the importance to be attached to the national star (deśa-nakshatra), but the Brahmanical rajadharma having been concerned about one man’s show, was far from arousing national sentiment or making the people conscious of their nationhood.

The Brāhmanas as priests made the age-old popular superstitions deep-rooted in man’s mind instead of eradicating them by having used them as the basis of mangalas or auspicious domestic rituals

1 McCrindle, Ancient, India, p. 108.
2 Book of Genesis, Ch. I ; Brīhad Ar. Up., I. 4. 1 ; I. 4. 11f.
3 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 100.
4 Pāṇini, iv. 3. 96, 100; 8-chittād 8-des’a-kālāt ṭhak ; ānapadinānām ānapadavat sarvam.
and ceremonies, arranged stage by stage. They allied themselves with the masses who were worshippers of various tribal gods and goddesses, of divers benevolent and malevolent spirits, and were mostly animists. They utterly failed to develop a congregational life in their religion. Even in such common matters as eating, there were no fixed hours when meals were to be taken in common, but each one ate when he felt inclined, the contrary of which would be, in the opinion of Megasthenes, ‘better for the ends of social and civil life.’

The great stumbling block in the way of the development of a healthy and strong national life in India was the caste system creating irremovable barriers between men and men, class and class, occupation and occupation. The most unfortunate feature of it was that it was founded on an apparently captivating organic idea of the universe, the society and the state, the scientific and philosophic drawback of which has not as yet been fully considered and understood. Though the Purusha Sukta presenting this fond idea found its place in the Rigveda, the idea itself may be shown to have been more Brahmanical than Vedic. The subsequent history of Brahmanism shows nothing but a process of gradual hardening of the castes, creation of differences even in the heights of sepulchres after death, and that of social divisions within divisions, all causing social and civic injustice. As known to Megasthenes, the body-politic was so divided in India in the 4th century B.C. that no one was allowed to marry out of his own caste, or to exercise any calling or art except his own, for instance, a soldier could not become a husbandman, or an artizan a philosopher.

The S’rotriyas as founders and heads of residential Vedic schools and colleges (none of which developed into a university) were recipients of brahmadas or royal fiefs enabling them to maintain
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1 G. P. Majumdar, Some Aspects of Indian Civilization, p. 293 f.
2 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 69.
3 McCrindle, op. cit., p. 41. This social organization is biologically comparable to that of the bees where the kings are always kings and the drones are drones, or to that of the ants where the labourers are always labourers, the fighters are always fighters, and the messengers are always messengers. The Brahmanical rule of life allowing sexual union only for the purpose of begetting children of desired types was biologically unsound as it ignored the fact that human male and female were no mere animal pair mating only at breeding season for the purpose of procreation. So this rule was obeyed more in its flagrant breaches than in its observance.
those institutions independently of state control. Through the Digvijaya of Agni and with the wider and wider extension of Aryandom there came to be a net-work of those institutions seeking to convert India into a free gift for the spread and establishment of Vedic culture and Brahmanical socio-religious order, the varṇa-śrama dharma. It was among these great Brāhmaṇ teachers that there arose men with lofty vision and keen insight and true seekers of philosophic truth and propounders of higher religious ideals. The early Upanishad teachers were mostly Brāhmans of this class.

The S'rotriyas as S'rotriyas were not, however, the persons to be credited with the expedition in the annals of the Digvijaya of Agni. They were rather the consolidators of new territorial gains. The daring explorers of uninhabited and at first inaccessible forest tracts or woodlands in the mountain ranges or along the different rivers, the builders of peaceful and sombre religious homes with sylvan surroundings having a divine aroma about them, gay with the life of fauna and flora, lively with the movement of spirits, and endowed with idyllic beauty and charm were the Tāpasas or Hermits of various orders among whom flourished the great rishis (sages and teachers) endowed with psychic powers, spiritual visions and personality. They were attracted by the natural beauty of the woodlands (aranyāni) and through them developed the aranyaka or vānaprastha life, the science of medicine and astronomy, and the schools of Sāmkhya-Yoga or adhyātmā-vidyā. In the solitude of woodlands they practised hard penances, cultivated friendly feelings towards all, lived on the bounties of nature, and bravely went to meet death instead of allowing death to come to them1. It is in their line that one must trace the continuity of the tradition of Vedic poets, sages and seers. With the spread of hermitages over the whole of India extended the range of krishṇasara, (black antelope) and of sacrificial fire, which is to say, of the Digvijaya of Agni. Their mission was to sanctify the earth with sacrificial fire, to convert it, in other words, into a holy land (yajñīya desa, devabhūmi).2 The rivers, lakes and springs where they performed ablutions for the purpose of self-purification, the places where they built their hermitages, performed sacrifices and laid to rest their bones became

1 Ibid, p. 106.
2 Manu, II. 28. Cf. Bodhāyana, ii. 13 quoting a verse ascribed to the Bhūllavis:

Paś'chāt sindhur visarāṇi sūryasyodayanam puraḥ 1
Yāvāt krishṇo vidhāvati tāvaddhi Brāhmaṇavarchasam 1
tirthas or places of pilgrimage to the Hindus. The gradual advance of the sacrificial fire in all the four directions and increase in the number of tirthas are traceable through literary references and inscriptions, the list of tirthas given in the Sautri version of the Great Epic having been unthinkable in pre-Asokan and pre-Christian times. The typical list of seven tirthas we have from the Buddha confines our geographical vision to the Midland between the Sarasvati and the Phalgu.\footnote{Majjhima, I, p. 89.} Even as known to Megasthenes, the course of advance had not gone in the south beyond the river Tagabena (Tungabhadrä).\footnote{McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 120.} Tradition associates the first expedition to the extreme south with Agastya. That which was at first a mere foot-track to walk from one hermitage to another became afterwards a high road, notably the Southern Road connecting Rājagriha with Paithān on the Godāvari.\footnote{Jātaka, V, p. 132: \textit{ekapadimagga}.} ‘The neighbourhood of the hermitages became sites afterwards of many important cities.’\footnote{B. C. Law, India as described, p. 218.} The hermitages that were surrounded by non-Aryan and aboriginal settlements needed from time to time the help of warrior kings and Kshatriya princes to secure them from the inimical action of the rude natives, the savages including cannibals. Thus the building of hermitages and that of the new Kshatriya states proceeded almost \textit{pari passu}.

If the Hermits were, as Bhandarkar rightly thinks, the passive evangelists of Vedic religion and Indo-Aryan culture, there arose in Northern India and not long before the rise of Buddhism powerful bodies of active propagators of the same. They were the Wanderers and Recluses, the Brāhmaṇa Parivrajakas and the S’ramaṇas of various orders and schools of thought. The new order emerged at first out of and as a further step from the order of Hermits, and resulted later also from direct renunciation of worldly life. They indeed became known to Megasthenes and other Classical writers as two classes of Indian philosophers, viz., the Brachmanes and the Sarmanes. Theoretically they were all homeless in the sense that they themselves did not build abodes for them but sought for temporary shelters in abodes built for them by others, the royal pleasances, called āramas or viharas having been originally the places where they used to halt for a night in course of their wanderings. Even when the permanent abodes were built for them, they came to be known by those names. The Brāhmaṇas and the S’ramaṇas differed from
each other not only in their outward signs, but also in their thoughts and ideals and general attitude towards the social and political institutions based on Vedic tradition and caste distinction. The general effect of the new movement was the undervaluation of the civic life and social rites under the control of secular Brahmanism. The Ājīvikas among the Brahmanite S’ramaṇas and the Nirgranthas (Jainas) among the S’ramaṇite Brāhmans appeared as heterodox in the eye of the orthodox Brahmanist. Though some were S’aiivite, some Vaishnavite, and others Jainas, all of them were believers in the practice of hard penances and profound meditations, and all were in different ways confirmed believers in the existence of souls as abiding entities in individuals that are not subject to the laws of change. None but the Nirgranthas amongst them openly challenged the Brahmanist position and developed a religious and cultural tradition, which is in some important respects similar to that of the S’akyaputriyas or Buddhists. When Aśoka spoke of the Aryanisation of almost the whole of India by the different denominations of the Brāhmaṇas and the S’ramaṇas other than the Sanghasthas or Buddhists, he had precisely kept in view the evangelical activities of the Hermits, the Brāhman Wanderers and such typical S’ramaṇas as the Ājīvikas and Nirgranthas (P.E. VII).

5. Dharmavijaya of Aśoka: As propounders and propagators of Indo-Aryanism tending steadily and invariably to set higher value on the religious and cultural side of man’s life and civilization, the Hermits, Brāhman Wanderers, Ājīvikas and Nirgranthas were the precursors of the S’akyaputriyas. This fact is stated in no uncertain terms by Aśoka in his R. E. XIII. The same is borne out by the evidence of the Pali Nikāyas and corroborated by the testimony of Megasthenes and other Classical writers. The Chronicles of Ceylon not only lead us to infer that the worship of the Nagas and Yakshas, of Viśṇu Utpalavarnā and the ascetic god S’īva was prevalent among the primitive dwellers of the island\(^1\) but also clearly state that king Paṇḍukabhaya, the brother and immediate successor of Vijaya, caused hermitages to be built for the Hermits, retreating for the Brāhman Parivrajakas, and suitable abodes for the Ājīvikas and Nirgranthas.\(^2\) They had held the ground before the arrival of the Buddhist mission under Mahendra in the 3rd century B.C. Even

---
\(^1\) The point has been discussed in detail in my Ceylon lecture—A Bird’s Eye View and Problems of the Ancient History of Ceylon,  
\(^2\) Mahāvanśa, X. 96-102.
referring to the time of king Vaṭṭagamaṇi (1st century B.C.), the Chronicles tell us that they had had their rights and privileges left intact through twenty-one reigns since Paṇḍukabhaya.¹

According to Jain tradition, the Nirgranthas under their accredited leader Bhadrabahu went to South India during the reign of Chandragupta Maurya. That the Jinakalpika or Digambara Jains got a strong foothold in South India as far back as the 4th century B.C. may be taken for granted, and the Deccan proper, particularly the Canarese country, is still one of the strongholds of Jainism. That the Ājīvikas, too, got an early foothold there and maintained their identity as a distinct religious sect up till the 13th or 14th century A.D. may be seen from the ancient Tamil works as well as a number of South Indian inscriptions.

The pronounced cumulative effect of the pre-Buddhistic Brahmaṇa-Sramaṇa movement was felt and acknowledged by Alexander, the great Macedonian conqueror, in going to deal with Dandamis (Daṇḍin), the leader of a Brahmanical sect of Gymnosophists (naked ascetics), evidently of S’āivite persuasion and closely allied to the Ājīvikas, who established themselves somewhere in the Punjab. The Ionians were the first among the Greeks noted for their commercial enterprise and came to the near east to be Persianised and to found a colony round the city of Nysa on the river Kopan or Kabul during the reign of the Achaemenian kings of Persia, better Iran. They became in the matter of their social organization and religious beliefs allied with the Kāmbojas, the Gandhāras and other autonomous tribes of the Upper Indus Valley as early as Buddha’s time and remained so even till the reign of Aśoka and to a still later period. There is nothing to be disbelieved or thought improbable when Megasthenes says that the Macedonians under Alexander came across at the threshold of India beyond the river Kābul a people whose manners and customs were akin to those of the Greeks. The Bhuridatta Jataka contemptuously refers to the Kāmbojas as a people with the barbarous habit of killing the insects, moths, snakes and frogs (obviously for the purpose of eating) and believing in killing them as a meritorious act. As known to Megasthenes, the Oxydrakai (Kshudrakas) of Uttarāpatha were the orgic worshippers of a Bacchanalian god, or of yoni and phallus, who were presumably

¹ Ibid, XXXIII, 44. See foot note in Geiger’s Edition.
scoffed at in the Rigveda as S'is'nađevas,¹ and the Sibae (S'ivis)² who 'carried clubs', and branded the mark of a cudgel on their oxen and mules, were the worshippers of Heracles (apparently S'iva)³ like whom they wore skins⁴.

According to Arrian, the regions beyond the Indus on the west were inhabited up to the river Kopfen (Kābul) by two Indian tribes, the Astakenai (Ārśṭakas, Rishṭikas) and the Assakenos (Āśvakas) who were in old times subject to the Assyrians and submitted subsequently to the Persians, paying the tribute to the Achaemenian king Kyros, son of Kambyses⁵. Darius III Codomannus was the Achaemenian king when Alexander the Great conquered Persia.

Schwanbeck rightly observed: "The Aryan Indians were from the remotest period surrounded on all sides by indigenous tribes in a state of barbarism, from whom they differed both in mind and disposition. They were most acutely sensible of this difference, and gave it a very pointed expression. Other races, and these even Indian, since they had originated in an intermixture of tribes, or since they did not sufficiently follow Indian manners, and especially the system of caste, so roused the common hatred of the Indians that they were reckoned with the barbarians, and represented as equally hideous of aspect".

The Greek knowledge of India was imperfect prior to Alexander's invasion. The stories then current in Greece went nevertheless to depict her 'as a land of righteous folks, of strange beasts and plants, of surpassing wealth in gold and gems.'⁶ Although the Greeks came to India forming foreign elements in her population, ruling or otherwise, first as Ionians, next as Macedonians, and afterwards as Bactrians, they continued to be known by the name of Yona or Yauna,

¹ The S'is'nađevas are generally taken to be worshippers of the phallus. M.M. Vidhuśekhara Sastri treats s'is'nađeva as a word like mātrideva, pitṛideva, and inclines to think that here s'is'na may be taken to signify sensual pleasures.
² McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 112. According to Strabo, Heracles was worshipped by the philosophers who lived on the plains (ibid, p. 97), while Arrian (ibid, 203) informs us that he was held in especial honour by the Sūrasenas of Mathūrā.
³ Heracles is to be identified with S'iva only when he became deified after his death and not when he had lived on the earth.
⁴ 'Lion's skin', according to Diodorus.
⁵ McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 21.
⁶ Bury, History of Greece, p. 422.
the Indian and Achæmenian equivalent of Ionian. 1 "Although", as poignantly observed by Vincent Smith, "the direct effects of Alexander's expedition on India appear to have been small, his proceedings had an appreciable influence on the history of the country. They broke down the wall of separation between west and east, and opened up four distinct lines of communication, three by land and one by sea. The immediate formation of Greek kingdom in Western Asia ensured from the first a certain amount of exchange of ideas between India and Europe. The establishment of the Greco-Bactrian monarchy in the middle of the third century B. C. brought about the actual subjugation of certain Indian districts by Greek kings." 2

Alexander's military expedition directed to Asia and Africa was designed undeniably also to spread the Greek civilization among the Barbarians, and accordingly his troops were accompanied by many men of letters, including the Sceptic philosopher Pyrrho of Elis and a follower of Democritus named Anaxarchus. But his pride as the son of the mighty god Zeus and the conqueror of many nations was humbled by two persons he met, one a robber who tried to convince him of the fact that he by his actions and intention was only a greater robber, and the other a famous leader of the Indian Gymnosophists who tried to convince him of the fact that there was even a far greater conqueror than he by having nothing to call his own.

Onesikrates was deputed to fetch Dandamis the great Indian ascetic leader in Uttarapatha. "The emperor Alexander, the son of the great Jupiter, who is lord of the human race, has ordered that you should hasten to him, for if you come, he will give you many gifts, but if you refuse, he will behead you as a punishment for your contempt." When this message was thus delivered to him, "he rose not from his leaves whereon he lay, but reclining and smiling he replied in this way: The greatest God can do injury to no one, but restores again the light of life to those who have departed. Accordingly he forbids murder and excites no wars. But Alexander is no God, for he himself will have to die. How, then, can he be the lord of all, who has not yet crossed the river Tyberoboas, nor has

---

1 One may read with profit Otto Stein's informative article—Yavanas in Early Indian Inscriptions (Indian Culture, Vol. I, p. 843f.).
2 Oxford History of India, p. 66f. For the Greek influence on Indian art and other aspects of Indian culture, the reader may be referred to Gouranga Nath Banerjea's Hellenism in Ancient India.
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made the whole world his abode, nor crossed the Zone of Gades, nor has beheld the course of the sun in the centre of the world? Therefore many nations do not even know his name...Let Alexander threaten with this them that desire riches or fear death, both of which I despise. For Brachmanes neither love gold nor death. Go, therefore, and tell Alexander this—Dandamis seeks nothing of yours, but if you think you need something of his, disdain not to go to him.”

“When Alexander heard these words through the interpreter, he wished the more to see such a man, since he, who had subdued many nations, was overcome by an old naked man.”

Whilst the earlier evangelists of Indo-Aryanism were spread upon the face of India and Ceylon, Buddhism, the religion of S’ākyamuni, remained confined till the earlier part of Aśoka’s reign to the territorial limits of the Middle Country. The two countries in Western India outside the Buddhist Midland were S’ūrasena and Avanti where two important centres of Buddhism were founded in Buddha’s lifetime, and just a sporadic attempt was made by a disciple of Buddha to preach the new Gospel of righteousness and piety to the rude and fierce people of Śūnaparāṇa. There were several semi-independent tribal states within Aśoka’s empire but outside his domain proper where the Indo-Aryan culture and social organization resting on caste basis were not well established. Since Aśoka had declared the Dharma-vijaya or Conquest by Piety to be a state policy, the religious and cultural movements within the definition of Indo-Aryanism assumed a new aspect of self-consciousness on the part of the Brāhmaṇas and the S’ramaṇas of various orders and schools of thought. The appointment of the Dharma-mahāmatras as a class of imperial officers was purposed inter alia to ensure the personal safety of these active preachers and passive evangelists of Indo-Aryanism in those tribal areas as well as of those of the local people who became their adherents. Aśoka did not, however, mean to restrict the range of his noble cultural conquest to his domain proper or to his empire. He was out for a world conquest through it, and for this India needed a religion like Buddhism.

In Buddhism was found a religion with vigorous missionary zeal. It had behind it the stupendous dynamic personality of the Buddha and the highest ethical perfection of man. Although on its philo-

---

1 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 128f.; Cf. ibid, pp. 106f., 116f. 128f.
2 Kathāvatthu, I. 8.
sophic and spiritual side it showed in many respects the continuity of the philosophy of the Upanishads, and on its secular and popular side it showed in many respects the continuity of the socio-religious and politico-moral system of the pre-Pāṇinian Mahābhārata, it differed fundamentally from both. The Brāhma Veda of the Upanishads came to be replaced, supplemented and superseded by the Dharmāveda of Buddhism. The basic concepts of both had behind them two different kinds of intuition or mystical experience as to the nature of reality, one in which the static nature and the other in which the dynamic nature presented itself. While ātman remained the underlying notion of the Upanishad doctrine, anātman became the prevailing idea of Buddhism. The difference between the fundamental axioms of both was analogous to that between the Parmenidean and Heraclitean axioms in Greek philosophy.

The main points of difference between secular Brahmanism on the one hand and Buddhism on the other were that one was sacerdotal, the other rational in form; one clannish, the other universal in spirit; the commitment of one was to forms and procedures, that of the other to the inner essence of the thing; that one sought to base domestic and social relations on caste basis, the other on that of morality and piety. Thus no other form of government than monarchical found favour in Brahmanical rājahārma, while in Buddha’s view the form, whether monarchical, oligarchical or democratic, was immaterial, if the state in any form had fulfilled all its main obligations. The same as to the forms of marriage, the forms of manifold duties. However lofty the purpose set before the state or earthly sovereignty, the Brahmanical rājahārma could never abandon, in no stage of its development, the Tit for Tat policy.

Jainism, which has acted throughout its history as a half-way house between Brahmanism and Buddhism, nay between all isms that were come across its path, was, at least so far as its doctrine of ahimsa, non-harming mental attitude towards all beings and things, moral rectitude, idea of moral responsibility, denial of God, rejection of caste barriers, and the like are concerned, a definite move towards Buddhism. And yet its ascetic predilections, religious vows, penitent heart, such categories of its thought as bandha, saṃvara, nirjara and moksha go to indicate that its main mental obsession was one of the bondage of sin, and its struggle was to release the soul therefrom. The task was left to Buddhism to shift the emphasis from thralldom to freedom, abstinence from killing to the cultivation of friendliness
and compassion, from the prevention and cure of diseases to the generation and development of healthy states, from the arrest of the course and possibility of degradation and deterioration of human nature to the progressive paths (paripūri) of the life.\(^1\) Buddhism was the only religion of India which vigorously espoused the educational and cultural cause of humanity and did not go to form a new society among its lay followers by the enforcement of a social code of its own in spite of its giving a clear direction to the path of progress, and rational and refined human behaviour. There was no other religion before Christianity which had boldly proclaimed that hatred does not cease by hatred, and that it ceases only by amity and love. Its doctrine of the ‘mean’ (madhya) between any two extreme courses of thought and of action did not fail to exercise its potent influence on the later political thought of India.

Aśoka’s scheme of the toleration of faiths based upon Buddha’s (and partly also upon Mahāvīra’s) doctrine of samyak (all-round consideration, comprehensiveness) stood for frequent cultural contacts, healthy discussions, helpful criticisms and hearty interchanges of thoughts and ideas, and had not cherished the non-intervention policy of the Bhagavad Gītā.

How long could an administration be efficiently run if it were based on suspicion and mutual distrust? How long could a state be at peace with the neighbouring peoples and powers if its foreign relations were always guided by the fourfold diplomatic means of conciliating, bribing, causing dissension and waging wars, as contemplated in Brahmanical rajadharma? The sordid art of diplomacy was sought to be superseded by the nobler policy of Dharma-vijaya, both within and without, without the least thought about impairing the strength of the state and its military efficiency. The imperial envoys were despatched to convey the good wishes from this side to foreign courts and peoples, to carry on works of public utility and to promulgate the most elementary but fundamental principles of piety or duty in which lay the real happiness of men and the elevation of humanity.

Buddha was at pains to inculcate the baneful reactions of drastic and vindictive measures adopted by a state on the life of the people.\(^2\) Going by his trend of thought, the supreme duty of a state

---

\(^1\) Barua, Praśītya-samutpāda as basic concept of Buddhism, Dr. B. C. Law Volume I ; Ceylon Lectures, p. 193 f.

\(^2\) Aggaṇīṇa Suttanta in Dīgha, III.
that stands for the ideal of righteousness should be to educate the people to live better life and to help them by all means in their struggles for existence and in leading a decent and happy and comfortable life. Ashoka’s scheme of Dharma-vijaya fully recognizes the wisdom in this line of thinking.

Buddhism was not made a state religion by Ashoka. It was Ashoka’s personal religion, and he publicly stated that it was so. But the principles of the Dharma that he had advocated were neither propounded nor promulgated in the name of the Good Faith or any other religion. Buddhist missions were despatched to different places in India by the then head of the Buddhist Church, the most Venerable Moggaliputta Tissa, who was held in high esteem by him. The places to which they are said to have been sent in the Chronicles of Ceylon are all now found to be indicated by the find-spots of the Kalsi, Mansehra, Shahbazgarhi, Girnar and Sopara versions of his Rock Edicts, the Hyderabad and Northern Mysore copies of his Minor Rock Edict. Suvarnabhumi and Tamraparni are the two places that are not explicable by the find-spots of the hitherto discovered inscriptions. Once we assume that Suvarnagiri1 was the earlier name on the list replaced later on by Suvarnabhumi, the case of both the places can be met by the inscriptions in which they find mention, one as the official headquarters of the most southern province, and the other as the most southern of the independent countries in South India.

The historical foundation of the tradition regarding Moggaliputta Tissa and the personnel of the mission to the Himalayan region is evident from the Saññichā relic-casket inscriptions.2 The development of such later Buddhist sects and schools3 as the Haimavatas (Central Himalayan), the Uttarapathakas (North-west Indian), the Vajrīyas (Extreme north-west Indian), the Purvaśailas, Aparaśailas, Rajagiriyas and Siddharthakas (all Andhrakas)4 presupposes earlier missionary activities in these places. According to the tradition recorded by Hwen Thsang, the Buddhist mission under Mahendra was directed first to the country of Malayakūta, situated below Drāvida,—the Tamraparnī of the Great Epic—from which country

1. This may be same as suvarnavatī, which finds mention in the Hitopadesa, II. 1, as a city in South India; asti Dakṣiṇāpathe Suvarṇavatī nāma nagari.
2. Geiger, Mahāvamsa, English Transl., introd.,
3. Mahāvamsa, V. 12-13; Kathāvatthu Commentary, p. 3.
he must have gone across to Siṅhala, i. e., the island of Tamraparnī. The contemporaneity of Devanampriya Aśoka of India and Devanampiya Tissa of Ceylon and the political and cultural relationship between the two countries in their time may now be established beyond all doubt by the evidence of the most ancient of the Brahmi inscriptions of the island so far found carrying us back to the time of Uttiya, the brother and immediate successor of Tissa. There seems to be much force in the argument seeking to locate the site of Aśoka’s Suvarṇagiri in the proximity of the Yerragudi rock.

The Dūtas or Emissaries were the imperial agents of Aśoka through whom the mission of his Dharma-vijaya was sought to be fulfilled in the territories of five Greek contemporaries forming then the five Mediterranean States, as well as in the five independent territories of the Cholas, the pāṇḍyas, the Satyaputras, the Keralaputras and the Tamraparnīyas representing then the five most powerful Dravidian nations of South India. The semi-independent tribal states of such Northern North-western ruling peoples as the Yonas, the Kambojas, the Gāndharas, the Nabhakas and the Nābha-lines, and of such Southern and South-western ruling peoples as the parent Rishṭikas and Bhojas and their offshoots, the Andhras and Pārindas are also expressly included within the range of his embassies. So far as the latter were concerned, the Dharma-mahāmātras appointed in his 13th regnal year were charged with the duty of looking after the safety of the Indo-Aryan preachers and their local supporters. Were they officials who were employed also as Aśoka’s Dūtas? That they were not Buddhist missionaries is evident from the Chronicles of Ceylon that expressly state that the Dūtas forming the embassy despatched by Aśoka with coronation presents and happy wishes to his Ceylon contemporary Tissa consisted of Aśoka’s nephew Mahāariṣṭha, his Brāhman Chaplain or Councillor, and a Vaiśya Treasurer and they were the precursors of the Buddhist mission led by Mahendra. The only means by which Aśoka paved the way for the Buddhist mission which followed was to disclose the fact of his embracing the Buddhist faith in the personal message conveyed to his distant friend and ally, thereby persuading him to do the same. Even if Aśoka had done so, it is difficult to say what actual

2 Ibid, XI, 34-35. The epistles addressed by the Apostles, especially by St. Paul, and short letters that are known to have been addressed by the Prophet Muhammad were to the same purpose in the history of the propagation of Christianity and Islam respectively.
effect it had produced as an earlier step. The account of Mahendra’s mission goes, however, to show that its success in the island of Ceylon rested at first entirely on his personality and powerful preaching.

The veracity of Aśoka’s statement concerning the despatch of embassies to the five Greek territories and the claim to the great success attained there through his new plan of Dharma-vijaya has been challenged—a bit rudely by Rhys Davids. The cogent arguments by which this may be set at rest are as follows:

(i) “The restricting of the list to five names, faithfully Indianised, cannot but speak of sincerity and accuracy on the part of Aśoka.

(ii) The orderly manner of introducing them, keeping evidently in view the contiguity of the five Greek territories... was rendered possible only by a correct information about the relative geographical positions of the territories concerned.

(iii) The reality of the Dutas (envoys) despatched by Aśoka to the Antas, including the five Greek ‘frontagers’, cannot be disbelieved. Aśoka needed the employment of these agents not only to initiate or encourage various works of piety and public utility (R.E. II), not only to inculcate the principles of piety (R.E. XIII), not only to proclaim Aśoka’s happy messages of piety, year after year (M.R.E., Ye), but also to assure the ‘frontagers’ of his sincere desire to respect their territorial integrity and of his solicitude and good wish (S.R.E. II).

(iv) The treaty with Selenus of about 302 B.C. was followed by the despatch to the court of Aśoka’s grandfather of the famous envoy, Megasthenes, an officer of Arachosia, while Aśoka’s father Bindusāra received at his court the homage of the next envoy, Deimachos, from Antiochus Soter. A third envoy named Dionysios was sent to the court of Pātaliputra by Aśoka’s contemporary, Ptolemy Philadelphos of Egypt...either in his time, or in that of his father.” These facts are recorded by the Greek writers and ignored in Indian literature. Similarly Aśoka records the fact of

1 Buddhist India, p. 298f.: “It is difficult to say how much of this is mere royal rodomontade. It is quite likely that the Greek kings are only thrown in by way of make-weight as it were and that no emissary had actually been sent there at all.”
despatch of envoys by him to the courts and territories of his five Greek 'frontagers'; and the Greek writers ignore it. The exchange of envoys by way of reciprocation of courtesy on either side was only too natural under the circumstances to be disbelieved. The Besnagar Garuda Pillar inscription records the name of Heliodoros as a Bactrian Greek ambassador (Yonadûta) from Maharâjâ Antialkidas to the court of king Kâśiputra Bhâgabhadra.\textsuperscript{1}

To these might be added also the argument: “Evidently the five Greek potentates were the direct descendants and successors of Alexander the Great's generals and supporters and their territories were but once component parts of the Greek empire left behind by the great Macedonian conqueror. It was indeed between the two empires, namely, the Mauryan and the Macedonian, that friendly intercourse and exchange of embassies remained possible until the reign of Aśoka.”\textsuperscript{2}

Although, as seems probable, Aśoka got the idea of promulgating the edicts from the Achaemenid kings of Iran, his epiteth, Devanampriya or Beloved of the gods, was Indian in origin, and the toleration of other faiths was a marked feature of his Dharma. These two features characterise the famous Rosetta stone inscription of the 2nd century B. C. caused to be written by Ptolemaios, king of Egypt.\textsuperscript{3}

Two immediate and lasting effects of Aśoka’s Dharma-vijaya were: (1) that it gave impetus and offered chances to Buddhism to become a great force in Asiatic and world civilization, and (2) that it placed India between the cultures.

In the opinion of Dr. Otto Stein "that position of India between the cultures cannot be better circumscribed than by a word of one of the noblest rulers in the history of mankind: dharmavijaya. India's relation towards West and East was never defied by waging wars for material gain and only self-defence forced the weapons in her hands. Thus she won her victory in accordance with the command of Dharma, be it religion, be it morality, call it culture or humanity. That is the importance of India's role in the history in which a place hardly shared by any other country belongs to her, from the remote past up to this day, that is her unique and noble position between the cultures.”\textsuperscript{4}

\textsuperscript{1} Barua, Inscriptions, ii, p. 825.
\textsuperscript{2} Ibid, ii, p. 324.
\textsuperscript{3} C.L.T. Griffith, the Story of Letters and Numbers, p. 12.
\textsuperscript{4} Indian Culture, Vol. IV, p. 299.
CHAPTER IX

PLACE IN HISTORY

The success achieved by Aśoka through his noble and novel plan of Dharma-vijaya determined as much the position of India as placed between the cultures of the West and East as his own place in the history of mankind. On the all-important question of Aśoka’s place in history the well-considered verdict of Mr. H. G. Wells stands as pronounced in his Outline of History. The subject has been so thoroughly discussed thereafter by Dr. Bhandarkar in his Carmichael Lectures on Aśoka that there remains hardly anything to add save and except by way of certain general observations on the points raised by him and other historians and scholars. The nature of the subject is such that it cannot but involve certain historical comparisons that are generally odious, and yet this unpleasant task has been well acquitted by Wells and Bhandarkar, to whose writings the reader may be referred for their findings.

The points that need special consideration here are: (1) Aśoka’s services to Buddhism, (2) his role as nation-builder and (3) the political reaction of his Dharma-vijaya.

1. Services to Buddhism: Aśoka figured as the ideal universal monarch or righteous king emperor of Buddha in whose role the propounder of the ideal could not be as he had renounced the world. The Maurya emperor welcomed the lofty teachings of Buddha and openly accepted the Saddharma as his religion as a matter of choice, out of his profound conviction as to its intrinsic merit, rather because its underlying principles and spirit were found accidentally to be in harmony with his own perception as to the nature of human good and his own original vision as to the nature and course of human progress. This perception or vision came to him, as he tells us, when he had been seriously pondering over the immediate and after effects of an aggressive war waged on the country of the Kalingas. It was not so much the death and destruction and maiming of limbs or their deportation and captivity that caused so much pain to Aśoka as the injury caused to culture and the set-back to the course of human progress. Aśoka did for the religion of Buddha what Darius the Great or Xerxes had done for that of the Avesta and St. Paul did for
that of Christ. He indeed raised Buddhism from the position of a local faith to the status of a world religion. The point of difference between the Achæmenid kings and Aśoka is that the former spoke of the greatness of Ahuramazda as the creator of the earth and the sky as well as of man, and believed that whatever they had achieved in life was achieved by His grace, while Aśoka made selections out of the then known corpus of Buddha’s words and presented the principles of Dharma on his own authority. In other words, he assumed the role of the founder of a socio-moral order with piety as its basis and the attainment of the grand heaven hereafter as its summum bonum. The elevation of humanity, the increase of the happiness of man in his present existence and the possession of heavenly joy hereafter were the common aims of the religions advocated by them. The righteous king’s position as a dharma-pravartaka or founder of such a socio-moral order was freely admitted in India by all schools of political thought, Brahmanical, Jaina or Buddhist. Whatever good thing Aśoka had learnt from the exponents of Buddhism and other men of religion he made it his own.

It is nevertheless true that just as the establishment of the Achæmenian suzerainty over a vast empire in Western Asia implied the expansion of the inhabited area upon which the civilizing influence of the Avestan religion was exercised, so the extension of the sphere of Aśoka’s political and moral influence implied the widening of the range of the civilizing influence of Buddhism beyond the territorial limits of India proper.

The Macedonian expedition under Alexander the Great ended in the foundation of the Greek suzerainty almost over the whole
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1 Bhandarkar, Aśoka, pp. 249-50.
3 Cf. Persepolis inscription of Xerxes: utā āvā shiyāta bhavati utā mṛta artāvā bhavati.
4 This empire is claimed in the inscriptions to have comprised Media, Susiana, Arakhesia (Sarasvati), Armenia, Drangiana, Parthia (?), Aria, Bactria, Sogdiana, Khorasnia, Babylonia (Bābru), Assyria, Sattagydia, Sparda, Egypt (Mudrī), the Greek (Yauna) colonies on the eastern Mediterranean coast and states on the northern coast, Maxyes, Arabia, Gandaria (Gadara, Gandhāra), the Indus region (Hiduṣa, Sindhu), Kappadokia, Dahae, two divisions of Skythia, Skudriśa (the land of the Kshudrakas), Akaufaka, Puntia, Karkia, and Kushiya.
of the Achaemenid or Persian empire, and the establishment of the Maurya empire by Chandragupta came to mean the rescue of the Punjab proper, Beluchistan and Eastern Afghanistan from the grip of the Seleukidan rulers. So far as the history of the spread of Buddhism in the Punjab proper and the countries around beyond the Sulaiman range and the river Kabul from the latter half of the reign of Aśoka is concerned, it is interesting to watch how far Buddhism profited by assimilating the elements of the Pagan religion of the Greeks and succeeded in weaning the peoples and races from the fold of Zoroastrianism, primitive Saivism, the worship of the Sun and Moon gods, the worship of Vaiśravana Kubera, and sundry nature worship. Eastern Turkestan, the Himalayan regions and the eastern sub continent, Purvavideha, inhabited by the Mongolian races, including the Chinese, were destined to come under the civilizing influence of Buddhism. The itineraries of the earlier Chinese pilgrims record the traces of that great influence that might be found on their ways through Central Asia and Eastern Afghanistan. Whether or no, Zoroastrianism, which became the national religion of the Persians, was able to produce any appreciable changes in the Egyptian religion and the then religion of the Jewish races of Asia Minor is still a disputed question. The Greek power waned in the countries of Asia Minor when these came to be included in the Roman empire. The rise of Christianity in this very region a little more than two centuries after Aśoka by way of a forceful protest against the priest-ridden Judaism, the religion of the Pharisees and Scribes, showed the emergence of an emotional faith with an elevated moral tone and noble ideas of self-surrender to the Divine will, self-dedication and self-sacrifice. Although no satisfactory direct evidence is yet available, and the main historical background of Christianity lies in the religion of the Old Testament, the ethical purity of the religion of Zoroaster, the legends of the Satvata cult of Purushottama, and the lofty messages of Buddha cannot but appear to have been somehow or other at the back of the religion of Christ and filled the hiatus between the Jewish tradition and the new tradition of Jesus of Nazareth. Anyhow, one cannot but be struck by many points of parallelism between Buddhism and Christianity. The modern historians tend all to agree to trace the influence of Buddhism in the development of the Jewish sects of the Therapeutes and Essenes and that of the Gnostic and Nestorian forms of Christianity on the Eastern Mediterranean shores. The religion of Christ became destined to spread in Europe and America
and subsequently in the countries in the Near East and Far East by
the vigorous missionary work of the Christian Churches and under
the influence of the Christian nations from the West.

A little more than six centuries after Christ there arose another
powerful religion under the name of Islam in the northern portion of
Arabia and practically within the same cradle of ancient civiliza-
tion in Western Asia to try its strength with Judaism in Palestine,
Syria, and Asia Minor and with Christianity in Southern Europe,
being destined to become the ultra-democratic monotheistic faith of
the peoples and races in the extensive Persian empire of Darius the
Great and Xerxes, weaving several nations that were once in the fold
of Zoroastrianism, Buddhism and S'aivism. Since the rise and spread
of the religion of the Quoran we have three world religions, each with
its regional and national pre-dominance, viz., Buddhism, Christianity
and Islam, while the rest of the earlier and later religions of the
world have either become or are going to be clannish. It is in India
proper between the Himalayas and the Indian Ocean that Hinduism
exists and thrives with Vaishñavism, S'aivism and S'aktism as its
main forms, with Buddhism, Jainism and Zoroastrianism as the
lingering sister faiths, with Islam and Christianity as the two rival
faiths, and with S'ikhism, Neo-Vaishñavism, Brahmoism, Ārya Samāj,
Rāmkrishṇa Mission and a few similar modern developments as the
counteracting forces.

So far as India is concerned, one distinct service rendered by
Aśoka to the cause of Buddhism was the heightening of the impor-
tance of the memorable spots associated with the life and career of
the Buddha, then venerated as a Divine Master (Bhagavān), and the
tradition of his noted Disciples, Buddha is said to have attached
special importance to the visiting of the four places by the faithful,
viz., those where took place his advent, enlightenment, first sermon
and great decease. The Divyāvadāna preserves, correctly more or
less, the tradition of Aśoka's pilgrimage to several places¹, and points
out that the laudable object of this was the marking off of the sacred
sites with tangible signs for the benefit of posterity, the future visitors.
The monolithic pillars and stūpas (dharmanājikas) are mentioned in
his inscriptions as, and are now found to be the architectural and
artistic cognizances of the Buddhist holy places personally visited by
him. His first visit to Sambodhi or Bodhgaya (R. E. VIII) signalling

¹ Divyāvadāna, p. 380f.
his conversion to Buddhism must have served to bring the Bo-tree Aśvattha itself into much prominence, and this is well attested by the subsequent history of Buddhism. The reverence shown to the stūpa of Kosāgamana went alike to strengthen the tradition of the previous Buddhas among all the Buddhists.

In going to adapt his official language to various local dialects, Aśoka raised the language of the then known words of Buddha to the status of a lingua franca of India. Such adaptations must have given an impetus to the development of the language of the early Canonical texts of the different Buddhist sects and schools of thought.

Lastly, Aśoka sought to render another distinct service to the Saddharma by ensuring the unity and solidarity of the Sangha (Schism Pillar Edict). In this connection Bhandarkar has raised the important issue as to whether or no, any actual schisms had occurred then in the Buddhist community, giving rise to the earlier sects and schools of thought, traditionally known as eighteen in all.¹ His own finding on it is that Aśoka's statement, the Sangha has been made whole and entire, "no doubt shows that the Buddhist Church was then divided, but certainly not to such a serious extent as is implied by the Sinhalese tradition connected with the Council of Pāṭaliputra. The differences were unquestionably of small importance, such as they were when the council of Vesali was convened. It seems that these differences were made up, that the whole Church was again united by Aśoka and that it continued to be so till at least the 27th year of Aśoka's reign."²

The weight of this opinion can by no means be minimised. Though the word Sangha is applicable to the whole of a particular Buddhist sect and to its sections and smaller divisions, its employment in the edicts creates nowhere the impression of there being any more than one Buddhist community in the mental purview of Aśoka; the employment of the word Saṃghaṭa (Samghastha, those belonging to the Buddhist Order) in its locative singular form, Saṃghaṭasi (P. E. VII), goes definitely to show that here Aśoka was thinking of the Buddhist Brotherhood as a single body. The evidence of the Schism Pillar Edict is indeed decisive as to a disturbed state of things, which was, after all, a temporary affair. According to the

¹ Mahāvamsa, V. 10; Beal, Buddhist Records, i, p. 177; Vasumitra's work, Nanjio, No. 1284.
² Aśoka, p. 100.
Pali Chronicles, this disturbed state was but a local incident, which affected the internal life of the Aśokārāma. The uposatha and other ecclesiastical duties remained suspended for a period of nine years, the bonafide members of the Sangha being reluctant to perform them with other inmates who were all really outsiders. The undesirable elements are represented as men of other religious orders and other persuasions who managed stealthily to enter the monastery in the garb of Buddhist mendicants. The grievance of the former against the latter was that they were upholding the views according to their old ideas and beliefs. When the matter came to a head, king Aśoka arranged to get them examined, batch by batch, in his presence by Moggaliputta Tissa, the leading Thera of the time, and expelled those of them whose views were found incompatible with what was traditionally known as the real doctrine of the Buddha—the Vibhajyavāda alias Theravāda. Thus the disturbing factors were got rid of and the normal life of the local monastery was restored. We have got to see if this was precisely meant when Aśoka had stated that he succeeded in placing the unity and integrity of the Sangha on a stable footing for all times to come.

The Pali Canonical tradition speaks of a serious occasion when in the Buddha’s life-time the unity of the Sangha was threatened with a division by the partisan spirit of the Bhikshus residing in Kauśāmbī, but this could be averted by the concerted action of the local laity.\(^1\) It is aware of a schism, which was caused to be made in the Sangha by Devadatta and his co-adjudants. Though the Vinaya account tells us that many among the seceders were brought back to the Sangha and the whole movement died out with the death of its arrogant leader,\(^2\) the itineraries of both Fa Hien and Hwen Thang go to prove that the sect formed by him survived in Northern India till the seventh century of the Christian era, if not later still.\(^3\) The Chullavagga account of the second Buddhist Council held at Vaiśālī, is silent on the action of the Vrijiputra monks after the judicial committee, gave a unanimous verdict against them on all the ten points at issue arising from deviations from certain minor and lesser rules of conduct.\(^4\) The Pali Chronicles supplement this account with

\(^1\) Vinaya Mahāvagga, Ch. X.
\(^2\) Chullavagga, Ch. VII.
\(^3\) Beal, Buddhist Records, I.P. xlviii ; II, P. 201.
\(^4\) Chullavagga, Ch. XII.
a narrative of what the Vṛjīputras did thereafter and to what effect. We are told that they staged a walk-out from the conference and subsequently held a council of their own, which was of a more representative character and that this reaction on their part led to the rise of the first sect of schismatics, and within a century therefrom further divisions took place, five in the line of the Mahāsāṅghikas and eleven in that of the Sthavirās, the total number of sects and schools being eighteen before Aśoka’s reign.

This later Pali tradition about the rise of the seventeen sects and schools of schismatics previous to the reign of Aśoka cannot be harmonized with other facts connected with them. The Dipavāṃsa tells us, for instance, that each sect or school of schismatics (bhinnavāda) destroyed, when it arose, the original collection of the Canonical texts and made a new one in its place, made permutations and combinations of texts after taking them out of their contexts, distorted the doctrine and its meaning as they stood in the five Nikāyas. They put a meaning of their own into something said to convey quite another meaning. They destroyed the sense in many an instance in going to establish a mere verbal interpretation. Discarding some portions of the Sutta texts and Vinaya books, they prepared the new texts and books in their place. Dispensing with the Parivāra, Abhidhamma treatises, Paṭisambhidāmagga, Niddesas and some of the Jatakas, they made new ones instead. They changed the name, outward garb, requisites and approved rules of conduct to suit their own purpose, abandoning the normal mode of old.

Thus the oldest known Pali Chronicle of Ceylon speaks of a state of things, which did not exist in pre-Christian times. The Prakritic Sanskrit or Sanskritic Prakrit diction of the oldest known texts of the schismatics, as exemplified by the gathas in the Mahāvastu and the Lalitavistara, bears a close affinity to the official language of India in its transitional stage during the reign of the S'aka and Kushāna rulers. This observation is supported also by the fact that the Indian inscriptions in which the different Buddhist sects and schools find mention are mostly post-Christian and pre-Gupta in point of chronology.

Vasumitra while writing an account of the early Buddhist sects

---

1 It means that they allowed all monks, Arhats or not, to take part in the proceedings of the Council.
2 Dipavāṃsa, Ch. VI.
and schools in Kanishka's time traces the history of the rise of them from the reign of Aśoka which is wrongly placed 'a hundred and odd years' after the Buddha's demise. Following the Sarvastivāda tradition, he confounds the celebrated Aśoka with Kālasākṣa. If by Aśoka he had meant Kālasākṣa, his account of the rise of the Mahāsanghikas and their earlier offshoots tallies with that in the Pali chronicles; it differs from the latter in so far as it places the rise of the seceders from the Sthāviras in the third and fourth centuries of the Buddha Era. If by Aśoka he had meant, on the other hand, Dharmāśaka, to set right his dates we must allow a clear interval of a century, which is ignored by him. In that case we are not to think of the rise of the schisms before the time of Aśoka.

Turning at last to the evidence of the Kathāvatthu, a Book of Buddhist controversies, which is traditionally known as a compilation of Aśoka's time, one may notice that it came to be included in the Abhidhamma Piṭaka on a very flimsy ground against the objection of some of the ancient Buddhist teachers. The Milindapañha composed, according to tradition, five centuries after the Buddha's demise, say, in the first or second century A. D., in the prose style, more or less, of the Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela expressly presupposes the Kathāvatthu. According to Pali tradition, the various points at issue discussed and criticised in the Kathāvatthu from the Theravāda point of view, though often unconvincingly and now and then foolishly, were the propositions representing the laddhis or cherished views of the outsiders of other religious persuasions. They are not described as the Buddhist Schismatics. The Kathāvatthu itself does not refer the views to any of them. They are brought in only in the commentary as partisans of those views, but Buddhaghosa is careful and cautious enough to refer to them as his contemporaries and to say while introducing them:

"Does everything exist?—this question was asked by the Sakavādin in order to break down an opinion, 'held, for instance, at present (seyyathā pi tarahī) by the Sabbatthivādins.'"

"Some, for instance, at present the Mahimsāsakas and the Andhakas, held the view."

---

2 Atthasālini, p. 8.
3 Milinda, p. 8.
4 B. C. Law, Debates Commentary to Kathāvatthu, I. 6 and II. 9.
The only reasonable conclusion to be drawn from all these is that the opinions discussed and criticised in the Kathavatthu of Asoka’s time were the opinions of certain leading individuals and their supporters within the Sangha. They were as good Buddhists as others, inasmuch as they all cited the Words of the Buddha as authorities, although their opinions appeared incompatible, and so alien, in the eye of the orthodox. The archaic prose style of the Kathavatthu debates has its parallel indeed in at least three versions of R. E. IX (K, Sh, M). It is also true that some of the debates refer to a time when Buddhism remained confined to the territorial limits of the Middle Country. But it will be historically sounder to maintain with Mrs. Rhys Davids that the Kathavatthu in its earlier redaction did not probably contain all the debates that came to be included in it.

Looking a little closely into the matter, one can detect this difference between the tenour of Asoka’s Schism ordinance and that of the Pali schism tradition, that the former meant to expel from the Sangha a monk or nun who would cause schisms in it in future (bhākhati), while the latter purports to say that the propounders of alien views were disrobed and expelled. If it were only a difference of opinion or interpretation, which had then existed among certain leading individuals within the Sangha, and not a difference in any matter of discipline, it would be going against Asoka’s own principle of tolerance to penalise any person for holding an honest opinion about Buddha’s doctrine. What Asoka could possibly do, and probably actually did, being within his rights as king and well-wisher from the lay point of view, was to make all of them conform to the rules of uposatha and other established conventions of the institution tolerating the honest differences of opinion in matters of the doctrine.

2. Role as nation builder: The difference between modern definitions of a nation and a nationality is well-known. If a state needs an association of people in a particular territory and under an independent government, a nation needs, over and above these, two other factors, viz., common customs and traditions. A nationality differs from a nation by having for its requisite a common race instead of a particular territory with a separate political

---

1 The same archaic style is met with also in the Vibhanga, the second book of the Abhidhamma Pitaka.
organization or sovereign authority of its own. As regards the indispensability of these factors, the considered opinion is that any one or all of them may serve to constitute a nationality or a nation, but none is absolutely necessary. Nationality is largely a matter of sentiment in so far as the group of people belonging to it is expected to identify itself with a racial or cultural heritage, and a nation, too, is largely a matter of feeling in so far as an association of people is expected to identify itself with the vital interests of a country. From the cases thus made out, it follows that there may exist a nationality without going so far as to make a nation.

No other form of government than absolute monarchy was in harmony, as we sought to show, with the Upanishadic notion of soul as the paramount sovereign (samrāṭ) in a body politic coming into existence and functioning only for its sake. Thus there is no wonder that the Brahmanical schools of political thought cherished just the monarchical form of government as the ideal, and only that form of imperialism which is of a feudal and not of a federated type, monarchy remaining all the same as its mainstay. Kingship and the social order were believed to have originated from the Divine will and necessity. The king, queens, princes and princesses of the royal house were held in popular esteem as a class of devas. The majesty and happiness of the king were sought to be impressed on popular mind by the grandeur of dress and equipage, by pageantry and pomp. The religion through which the people were sought to be taught to appreciate and to aspire for such happy states of man on earth and in heaven was one which abounded in the grand performance of animal sacrifices, accompanied by sumptuous feasts, pompous processions, mirth and merry making, and the display of mansion-shaped celestial cars, celestial elephants, other celestial conveyances, illuminations and other conceivable celestial forms (R. E. I, R. E. IV). The Council of Ministers was to be used by the reigning monarch as a Privy Council at his sweet will. No one in the body-politic was to be trusted; the whole machinery of government was to be efficiently worked with the art of diplomacy, operated by the engine of physical force, and keenly watched with the eye of suspicion and dread. The subjects were not to be given any opportunity to know the aims of the government or its principles and operative laws or to be conscious of their civic rights and duties.

Under such a system of royal polity as advocated in the Arthaśāstra of Kauṭilya and other Brahmanical treatises on the
science of political advantage the only best thing to be expected, so long as a strong machinery of government could be kept in working order under the direction of a powerful king, was a state and not a nation. And if one can historically show that other factors that go to constitute a nation or nationality were developing nevertheless in the country, even then the fact remains that the processes were unconscious or subconscious ones and, as such, they were lacking in self-consciousness and co-ordination.

As shown by Rhys Davids, although the knowledge of writing was known in India in earlier times, it was not used for recording literature and traditions until comparatively a late period in Indian history.

The employment by Aśoka of the Kharoshṭhī (Camel’s lip) alphabet in the two sets of his edicts promulgate in the Punjab proper and that of the Brahmi alphabet in the edicts and inscriptions caused to be engraved in the remaining part of his domain proper within India were fruitful in ways more than one: that, in the first place, the wise step taken by him gave a general incentive to the development of various local and national scripts and, secondly, that it showed and suggested the way of recording official documents and literary works and traditions on durable and handy materials. The first-named alphabet, written from right to left, which developed out of the Aramaic or Aramean in the Gandhāra region by way of an adaptation to the needs of Indo-Iranian languages remained as the local script of the Punjab proper and the Gandhāra extension within Eastern Turkestan until it was replaced by the Brahmi and local scripts. The Brahmi alphabet, written from left to right, became the parent script out of which developed the various local and national scripts in India as well as the Sinhalese, Siamese, Burmese and Tibetan alphabets. In the present world the contest for supremacy is going on among the four scripts, viz., the Roman, the Arabic, the Brahmi meaning all its later variations, and the Chinese. Thus through the right effort of Aśoka India got a common script in Brahmi to develop her national life as well as a Greater Indian nationality.

Besides a common script India needed a common language, a lingua franca or Esperanto to develop her national life. Rhys Davids was the first to clearly indicate how the Indian ‘runaways’, the Brahmanas and the S’ramanas of various denominations wandering about in the country, carrying on a vigorous sophistic movement at the time about the rise of Buddhism and holding debates and dis-
cussions on subjects of religion, ethics, philosophy and nature-lore in a language intelligible to the people at large were helping to develop in the Middle Country a *lingua franca* or language of the cultured laity. It is easily conceivable that when with the progress of time these powerful bodies of preachers of Indo-Aryanism spread over the face of India and Ceylon, as appears from the account of Megasthenes and Asoka's clear statement in R.E. XIII, they were able to create a cultural atmosphere throughout for the appreciation of different forms of the Indo-Aryan speech. The Indian merchants speaking different local dialects and the Kshatriya princes and tribes who migrated to and founded territories in different parts of the country were no less instrumental in gradually widening the domain of the dialects or conversational forms of the Indo-Aryan speech. If by commercial relations, tribal migrations and settlements and Kshatriya territories one can account for the development of different provincial dialects, there must have arisen in this very process of Aryanisation the need of a common language to facilitate the communication as between the peoples and peoples, the provinces and provinces. By adapting the language of his edicts and inscriptions to different provincial dialects and their texts and phrases and idioms mostly to those of the then known Buddha's Words Asoka served not only to accord state recognition to the common language closely allied to Pali but also to give a great impetus to the development of various local and national languages. As Bhandarkar acutely observes, 'The whole of the country had become Aryanised. But the different provinces had their different dialects. Owing, however to the stupendous efforts put forth by him (Asoka) for the diffusion of his faith, the communication between one province and another became more frequent and brisk, and the universal desire of having a common language was felt—a language which would be studied and understood in all provinces and become the medium of thought not only in secular but also religious matters. This led to the acceptance of Pali or monumental Prakrit as the *lingua franca* of India.' The subsequent processes of linguistic, literary and political development combined by the time of the Guptas to raise Classical Sanskrit to the status of the *lingua franca* of India as well as of the countries around that came under the civilizing influence of Buddhism and

---

1 Buddhist India, Ch. VIII.
2 As'oka, p. 251.
Hinduism, and Sanskrit or Sanskritised Pali was in its turn replaced by the different provincial or national languages.

Just as India stood in need of a common religion to build up her national life on a solid foundation of human heart and virtue, so did the world to build up a nationality of mankind. But where was such a foundation to be found? It was certainly in the ‘universal character of Buddhism’ as propounded by Buddha to all lay people,—the aspect of the religion of Sākyamuni which Asoka ‘clearly perceived and emphasized.’ The lofty message of the Dharma which he sought to convey to all the people within his vast empire through his edicts and to the whole of mankind through his Datas laid stress on what Bhandarkar calls ‘the dynamic of conduct’; and did not involve any question of theology or any subtle and cantankerous point of metaphysics. The scheme of toleration offered insisted on frequent meetings of the exponents of different faiths for a frank and free discussion and interchange of thoughts and ideas and aimed at the growth of all men of religion in the essence thereof.

As towards the development of the national art and architecture of India, Asoka’s efforts proved equally fruitful. The handicrafts of stone-cutters, wood-carvers, bricklayers, metal and ivory-workers, doll makers and painters were well-known in the country in earlier times. The four kubhas or rock-cut cave-dwellings caused to be made by Asoka for the Ājīvakas in ‘the hard and refractory syenitic granite’ of the Khalatika (Barabar) hills with a vaulted or hemispherical domed roof, an oblong, rectangular or circular outer chamber, and bearing the distinctive ‘characteristic of a bright polish shining from their walls as roofs’ marked indeed a glorious beginning of the cave architecture in India which followed such different lines of development as those of vihāra, chaitya, prāsāda (palace), harmya (mansion), ardhayoga, and guhā (natural cave, cavern, rock-slope, grotto), in combination gradually with sculptures and frescoes (lepyachitras). Prior to these, the guhās, daris, kandaras and pragbhāras were all mere mountain caves, crevices, grottoes and slopes altogether untouched or only rudely touched by human hand. The pre-historic cave-dwellings of men of which the vestiges are now traceable here and

1 Ibid, p. 250.
Rajwade in his Grammar of Jñāneshwari also shows that Pali was the first Prakrit.

2 See, for the latest account of these caves, Mookerji’s Asoka, p. 89.
there in South India and Ceylon do not come up to that high level of artmanship which might entitle them to the name of architecture.¹

The śila-stambhas or monolithic pillars of Āsoka of which an up-to-date description and discussion are to be found in Mookerji’s Asoka (p. 89f.) marked similarly a proud beginning of the history of later Indian pillars of victory or ensigns of worship. According to Mookerji, “The raising of religious symbols for common reverence is a time-honoured Indian practice. Hindu temples have always before them their banner-torch or light-pillar, which are often adorned with the special symbol of the god, a wheel, or a trident. Vedic literature itself, by its descriptions of the banner of Indra, and of sacrificial posts, points to far distant origins of these pillars. The Āsokan pillar is the descendant of those royal or tribal ensigns or standards which were set up to mark off the sacrificial areas for ancient Vedic ceremonies” (Asoka, p. 99). The idea of setting up pillars on public roads (samsaraṇas) might have been suggested by the indrakīla (Pali indakhila)² which, according to the Pali scholiast, was a city-gate pillar made of durable wood, to set up which in such a manner that it might remain unshaken by winds from four quarters a pit had to be dug to a depth of from eight to ten cubits.³ The art of fashioning them with the ornamentation at the top, the capital and the abacus must have been the prevalent art of constructing the pillars of a pillared verandah or hall of a royal palace. “Gigantic shafts of hard sandstone, thirty or forty feet in length, were dressed and proportioned with the utmost nicety, receiving a polish which no modern mason knows how to impart to the material,”⁴ The polish giving to an unwary observer the impression that the monolith is ‘brazen’ or made of ‘cast metal’⁵ was a wonderful effect of the high polish done on stone of which the secret remained concealed with the artist or artists employed by Āsoka and could not

² Ratana Sutta: yathindakhilo paṭhāvīṁ sito sitya, chatubbhi vātebhī assampakampiyō.
³ Indakhilo ‘ti nagaṇādvāra-saṃvaranattham vivaranattham ummārabhāna-tare aṭṭha va āsa va hathe paṭhāvīṁ khanitvā skotoṭassa sāraḍārumayatthambhass’ etam adhivachanaṁ. In Sanskrit literature, Indrakīla is just another name for the Mandara mountain.
⁴ Mookerji, Asoka, p. 91f.
⁵ Vincent Smith, Oxford History, p. 113.
be reproduced in later ages, particularly in the imitation pillars of the Sunga Art. The lustre of the polish was such that Hwen Thsang was compelled to describe the monolith seen standing in front of a stūpa on the western side of the river Varanā as "bright and shining as a mirror" with its surface "glistening and smooth as ice" and on which the figure of Buddha could be "constantly seen as a shadow."  

It would have been more appropriate, perhaps, on the part of the Chinese pilgrim to say that the finely polished surface of the monolith truly mirrored the serene heart of Aśoka.

The historical problem which arises in connection with the monoliths of Aśoka is pithily stated thus by Mookerji (op. cit., p. 98): The best examples of art, "the Aśokan Pillars, are trace to foreign influence. While some of their element are traced to Greece, others are traced to Persia. Their so-called bell-shaped capitals, their smooth unfluted shafts, their polish, and even their inscriptions are traced to Persia."  

I am entirely at one with Havell to think that the full-blown lotus capital of the Aśokan monoliths is mistaken for the Persepolitan bell. The circular abacus is to all appearance the pericarp of the lotus. Codrington’s findings on the difference and distinction between the Persepolitan and Aśokan pillars and their capitals are sound and thoroughgoing. Mookerji rightly argues his case when he points out that "While (the pillars) at Persepolis and elsewhere are structural, the Aśokan ones are purely monumental." There is no cause for astonishment that in both subject and inspiration, the treatment of the bull and the elephant, the Sārnāth abacus is entirely Indian. The excellence seen in the naturalistic treatment of animals and plants in spirited bas-reliefs need not be attributed to any inspiration from Greek Art ‘which alone in that epoch of world’s history distinguished itself in the modelling of living forms.’ India developed the tradition of such an animated naturalistic art in the numerous seals from Harappa and Mohenjo-daro. One may claim that the modelling of the hamsa or Brahmani duck in one of the Mohenjo-daro seals (Marshall, pl. CVI. 93) is superb. Here two important questions may arise—What might be the more probable

1 Beal, Buddhist Records, ii, p. 45-
2 Aśoka, p. 98.
3 Ancient India, pp. 18-19.
4 Aśoka, p. 99.
reason for confining the crowning animal figures to the lion, the elephant, the horse, and the bull, and how far, if at all, could they be regarded as Buddhistic symbols?

According to Kern, Senart and Buhler, the figure of an elephant stood on the Girnar rock, precisely as on the rocks at Dhauli and Kalsi, as the symbol of Buddha, which would now seem open to dispute. The elephant at Dhauli is labelled as Seto (White), that at Kalsi as Gajatame (The superlative or best elephant), and that at Girnar as Sarvasveto hasti sarvalokasukhāhāro nāma (The procurer of happiness for all the world). These elephants were obviously meant to serve as pointer meaning a sculptural device to draw attention to the spot where the set of edicts was. Nothing but the popular notion of mangala (victory, safety, prosperity, auspiciousness) was associated with them. In the Anguttara Nikaya (III, p. 345) one of the best royal elephants of Kosala is named Seta, and in the Dhammapada Commentary (II, p. 1) the same royal elephant is called Punḍarika (White lotus). In the Jātakas, an elephant of noble breed, endowed with personality, is generally described as sabbaseto (all-white), and occasionally as anjanavanṇa (collyrium-coloured) or kalaṃpana-kujavanṇa (blackstone-coloured). In the Vimanavatthu stories the all white and best elephant (sabbaseto gajuttamo) figures as a vehicle of the gods. The Jātaka description, sabbaseto mangala-hatthi, of the state-elephant of Vessantara corresponds with the Girnar label, while in the matter of phraseology there is the closest correspondence between sarvaloka-sukhāhāro and the Pali sabbakāmarasāhāro. The sight of an all white bull, and for the matter of that, also of a horse of the noble breed and a chariot drawn by such horses was auspicious in popular eye. This is not all. According to the Pali account of the Anotatta Lake, the Lion outlet, the Elephant outlet, the Horse outlet and the Bull outlet stood for the four quarters, which has its confirmation in the Chetiya Jātaka in which the all white elephant

1 Jātaka, IV, p. 90; V, p. 45: sabbaseto pūṇḍarikatācangi.
2 Ibid., II, p. 865f.
3 Ibid., IV, p. 137.
4 Ibid., VI, p. 487.
5 Ibid., III, pp. 169-70: sabbakāmarasāhāro = sabbakāmarasāvaho, sukhasankhātāms rasam āharitum samattho.
6 Ibid., IV, p. 72.
7 Paramatthā-jotikā, II, pp. 487-89. The quarters indicated here are the eastern, the western, the southern and the northern respectively.
is associated with the eastern city gate, the all-white horse with the southern, the lion-king with the western, and the all gem-studded wheel structure with the northern, the fourth being really the gate with which the all-white bull was to be associated. The Sarnath pillar of Asoka bears the four wheel symbols of sovereignty, all placed between these four animal figures.

Hwen Thsang noticed a horse as the crowning animal figure on Asoka’s monolith at Lumbini. If Asoka’s bhîchâ be equated with the Pali bhînka having bhênga and bhîñja for its variants, it may be taken, according to the Vinaya Piṭaka (II, p. 201), to mean ‘young elephants’ and to suggest that the figures of young elephants were caused to be carved in stone. But the more reasonable and philologically and historically sound interpretation of sila-vigaḍha-bhîchâ will be to break it up into three words, sila, vigaḍabhî and cha, and to equate the second word with Sk. vigatabhî, meaning ‘free from fear’. Accordingly the whole statement regarding the monolith may be rendered: “the stone was caused to be rendered free from fear and the stone-pillar to be erected.” The equation of the Magadhī vigaḍha with vikrita is sanctioned by Varan ärchi’s rule, according to which krita becomes kaḍa and gata, gada. It is evident from the Manasāra and other Indian treatises on architecture and kindred arts that before wood (daru) or stone (silā) was used as material for pillars (stambh) and the like, it was required to be rendered faultless, meaning secure against evil effects arising, for instance, from the annoyance caused to the indwelling spirits. The twofold means thereto consisted in the performance of a prescribed ritual and the feeding of the Brahmans. The Manasāra, XV. 166-67, for instance, prescribes:

1 Jātaka, III, p. 460. My attention to this text is drawn by S. N. Mitra.
2 The Jātaka indication of the four quarters differs from that in the Paramatthajotika, II, in that here the elephant is placed on the east and the lion on the west.
3 Prof. Suniti Kumar Chatterji’s objection to treating cha instead of cha as a copulative conjunction in the dialect of Lumbini is not, after all, a very strong one. Cf. P.E. I (Delhi-Topra) for the random use of cha and cha in one and the same sentence.
4 Bhagavad Gītā, VI. 14.
5 Prākrita Prakāśa, xi. 15: Krīṇa mṛīṇa gamām ktaasya ādhy.
Sarvadosham samuddisyam santim kuryad vichakshanah
paşuparaharahoman cha brāhmaṇānān bhojayet tatah
evaṁ santau kṛitayam tu dosham naśyati, naṁyathā |¹

If any Brahmanical ritual and the feeding of the Brāhmans were
out of the question as means, the chanting of the Paritta Suttaś by
the Buddhist monks and the feeding of them might have been good
substitutes in Aśoka’s case. That some kind of propitiatory rite had
preceded all works of the building art is evident also from the Great
Epic, I. 207-29, II. 1. 18-20. The Great Epic description, sabhā
suśubbe vigataklamā (II. 11. 59-60) stands very near to Aśoka’s
statement, sīla vigajabhi kalāpitā.

I have nothing more to add to the relevant comment of
Mookerji on the contribution of Aśoka to the development of palace-
ariculture in India.

There cannot be a nation, as we saw, without a true national
feeling aroused and a national character formed. Similarly there
cannot be a nationality where the group of people belonging to it
does not consciously espouse a common cause of humanity, such as
the elevation of human nature or the education of men to certain
excellences of character (P.E. VII).

From Aśoka we have an open declaration that he aspired in his
heart of hearts to be a servant of the land (desāvutike hosāmi,
S.R.E. I), and that he tried his level best to infuse this very idea
into the mind of all his ministers, officers, personal agents and
subjects.

In the absence of newspapers and other modern means the
inscriptions and proclamations were used by Aśoka as means of
keeping the people informed of how his government was being run
and to what ends in view.

As for nationality, the idea that we all belong to one and the
same order of law and righteousness was shaping in India through
the Vedic conception of Varuṇa. The same was strengthened when
by the Upanishad teacher Dharma was declared to be the king of
kings, and later on by Buddha, to be the king of king overlords.
Although the aim and function of every true and great religion is to
make the state and all other human institutions subservient to the
cultural or spiritual cause, and to make all men believe that they are

¹ Cf. Vishnudharmottara, Bk. III, Ch. 19; J. N. Banerjea’s Development of
Hindu Iconography, p. 287.
not servants of any man-made order but only those of a universal order of Dharma or Piety, the articles of faith that it introduces, the forms of worship and the practices that it enforces in order to develop and maintain its institutional character are bound to make it ultimately sectarian, rigid and dictatorial. While the forms get stereotyped, life moves on with new energies released from time to time. Aśoka clearly foresaw this danger. He therefore looked to the growth in the essence of all religions irrespective of their forms, and enunciated and promulgated only the fundamental principles of piety and conduct without introducing into them any theological or metaphysical questions.

3. Political reaction of Dharma-vijaya: While discussing the gain or loss the Dharma-vijaya career of Aśoka ‘confferred or inflicted’ on India, and without denying that indirectly the country gained considerably, Bhandarkar poignantly observes: “The effects of this change of policy, of the replacement of vijaya by Dharmavijaya, were politically disastrous though spiritually glorious. Love of peace and hankering after spiritual progress were no doubt engendered, and have now been ingrained in the Indian character. The Hindu mind, which was spiritual, became infinitely more spiritual. But that must have created some apathy to militarism, political greatness, and material well-being. This must have been the reason why after Kautilya we find the progress of the political theory and practice suddenly impeded and stunted,—especially at a time when the Magadha State was expected to create the feeling of nationality and raise India to a higher political plane. Aśoka’s new angle of vision, however, sounded a death-knell to the Indian aspiration of a centralised national state and world-wide empire. The effects of his policy were manifest soon after his death. Dark clouds began to gather in the north-western horizon, and hardly a quarter of a century had elapsed since his demise when the Bactrian Greeks crossed the Hindukush which formed the north-western boundary of the Mauryan dominions, and began to cause the decay of what was once a mighty empire. We know how very afraid the Greeks were of the Magadha army, even when they were led by Alexander. What is worse is that the Greek inroads, soon after the demise of Aśoka, for which his change of foreign policy appears to be responsible, opened a passage into India to the various wild hordes, such as the Śakas, Pahlavas, Kushānas, Hūnas, Gurjaras and so forth, whom we now find pouring unceasingly into the country till the sixth century A. D. and eclipsing the sovereignty of the
indigenous rulers, with such few exceptions only as the Śungas and Guptas. Though, on account of the missionary activity of Aśoka, India, it appears, has been lost to nationalism and political greatness, she has doubtless gained in cosmopolitanism and humanitarianism which are the basic principles of Hindu society.¹

Thus with an eloquence matching the speeches of Burke, Bhandakar has brought his bill of indictment against Aśoka who is known as the greatest emperor the world has ever seen. But we must faithfully reproduce the similar pronouncements and arguments from the powerful pen of Jayaswal and Raychaudhuri before we dispassionately consider the issue raised by them and impartially adjudicate on the facts and authorities relied upon. "The accident of the presence", says Jayaswal, "on the throne, at a particular juncture in history, of a man who was designed by nature to fill the chair of an abbot, put back events not by centuries but by millennia."² And Raychaudhuri, proceeding in the same strain, adds: "The Magadhan successors of Aśoka had neither the strength nor perhaps the will to arrest the process of disruption. The martial ardour of imperial Magadha had vanished with the last cries of agony uttered in the battlefield of Kalinga. Aśoka had given up the aggressive militarism of his forefathers and had evolved a policy of Dhamma-vijaya which must have seriously impaired the military efficiency of his empire. He had called upon his sons and even great-grandsons to eschew new conquests, avoid the shedding of blood and take pleasure in patience and gentleness. These latter had heard more of Dhamma-ghosha than of Bherī ghosha. It is, therefore, not at all surprising that the rois fainéants who succeeded to the imperial throne of Pātaliputra proved unequal to the task of maintaining the integrity of the mighty fabric reared by the genius of Chandragupta and Chāṇakya."³ And, furthermore, in the footnote, "The royal hunt and jousts of arms in Samajās were abolished. The army seems to have been practically inactive during the last 29 years of the reign as the emperor himself declares with a feeling of exultation that the sound of the bherī had become the sound of the True Law, Dharma. The Chinese Hon Hanshu quoted by S. Konow, CII, Vol. II, p. lxvii, testifies to the fact that the people of India 'practise the religion of the Buddha; it has become a habit with them not to kill and not to

¹ Aśoka, p. 258 f.
³ Political History of Ancient India, p. 304.
fight'. The ease with which general Pushyamitra overthrew his king in the very sight of the army shows that unlike the earlier kings of the dynasty who took the field in person, the last of the Mauryas lost touch with his fighting forces and ceased to command their affection. The largesses of gold lavished on the religieux must also have crippled the financial resources of the empire. The system of autonomous Rājukas instituted by Aśoka must have let loose centrifugal forces that his successors were unable to check."

It will be seen that in all the three pronouncements cited above Aśoka, like Adam of the Garden of Eden, is held responsible for the trials and tribulations and the decadence and downfall of his descendants and successors, in short, of the whole of Indian posterity, on account of the first sin committed through his disobedience to the behests of the political wisdom of Kautilya-Chāṇakya and departure from the traditional state-policy of Magadha. At the back of all is the grand assumption that the Arthasastra which in its extant form is ascribed to Kautilya-Vishnugupta was a finished product of the time of Chandragupta Maurya, as well as that all that it prescribes and advocates as the science of political advantage spells the highest political wisdom which is good for the Indian state and the Indian nation.

Jayaswal and Raychaudhuri place their reliance on the doubtful evidence of a legend of Udadhi (Udayin) and S'ališaka from the Yagapurāṇa section of the Garga or Gargi Samhitā, as also on the legend of Aśoka from the Divyavadāna stating that he had exhausted the financial resources of his state by the largesses of gold lavished on the religieux. The latter even seriously quotes the pious opinion of the Chinese Buddhist Hou Hanshu that following the behests of the religion of the Buddha, the people of India became accustomed not to kill and not to fight. Bhandarkar goes a step further and indulges in the reverie: "And if the vision of the Chakravarti Dharmika Dharmarāja had not haunted his mind and thus completely metamorphosed him, the irresistible martial spirit and the marvellous statecraft of Magadha would have found a further vent by invading and subjugating Tamil States and Tāmraparṇī towards the southern extremity of India and would probably not have remained satisfied except by going beyond the confines of Bharatavarsha and establishing an empire like that of Rome." How difficult it is to undo the mischief once made, to create a clear atmosphere for viewing the matter in its proper perspective when it has been vitiated once for all by these apparently convincing arguments moving all in a vicious circle.
Bhandarkar’s reverie has many parallels in history, and so it is not the first but rather the latest brand of it. “Alexander indeed came and overthrew in war all whom he attacked,” says Arrian, “and would even have conquered the whole world had his army been willing to follow him,” whereas the fact is that Alexander the Macedonian “abandoned as hopeless an invasion of the Gangaridai when he learned that they possessed four thousand elephants well-trained and equipped for war.” The Greek physicist Archimedes might say that if he could get a place to stand on and a fulcrum to work the lever, he might have moved the earth from its orbit, but this was not to be. It is so easy to say that with the mighty strength of elephants of the Maurya army, the heroism of Chandragupta and the political shrewdness of Chāṇakya, Aśoka might have, if he had not changed his foreign policy, to annex the Tamil States and Ceylon, to conquer the Greek territories beyond Afghanistan, and to enlarge the Maurya empire into the size of the empire of Rome. But in going to conquer and annex the country of the Kalingas alone, Aśoka found it a most difficult job to accomplish. I should think that the march through the desert of Persia and Western Asia with the elephants and heavy chariots would have been a mad project then as even now. This is no part of the historian’s business to speculate on what might or might not have happened but to give his verdict only on what actually happened.

As for the legend of Udadhī and Sāliśūka from the Yugapurāṇa, the readers of the Calcutta Review (1943, Feb., April) are well aware of the controversy which took place over it between Professor Nilkanta Sastri and Dr. D. C. Sircar. The following nine ślokas were cited by Kern from a single manuscript of the Garga-sanhitā in the introduction to his edition of the Brihat samhitā (p. 30):

Tataḥ Kaliyuge rāja Sīśunāgakhyājā bali
Udadhir n(a)ma dharmātmā prithivyāṁ prathito gnaih.
Gangātire sa rajaršhir dakshine samānānācharo
sthāpayen nagaraṁ ramyaṁ pushpārāmajanākulaṁ.
Te 'tha Pushpapure ramye nagare Paṭālīsute
paṇicha-varsha-sahasraṇi sthāsyante hi na saṃśayah.
Varshānām cha satapaṇchina paṇicha-samvatsarāṁ tathā
māsapaṇchina ahorātram mūhurtān paṇcha eva cha.

1 McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 209.
2 Ibid, p. 82.
Tasmin Pushpapure ramyajanaśajasatākale
ribhukṣha (Kern ritukṣha) karmasūtaḥ Sʿālisūko bhavishyati.
Sa rāja karmasūto dushṭatmā priyavigrahah
svārāṣṭra mardate ghoram dharmavādi adhārmikah,
sa jyeshṭha-bhrātaraṃ sādhun ketiti prathitam guṇaḥ
sthāpayishyati mohatmā vijayam nāma dharmikam.
Tataḥ Śāketam ākramya Paṇchālaṃ Mathurāṃs tathā
Yavanā dushṭavikrānta prapāhyanti Kusumadhvajam.
Tataḥ Pushpapure prāpte kardame prathite hite
ākula vishayāḥ sarve bhavishyanti na samāsayah.

Diwan Bahadur K. N. Dhurva's feat of ingenuity performed in
emending the ślokas1 is unwarranted from the scholarly point of
view. There is nothing to change in the first four ślokas save
Udaḥī into Udāyī. In the first line of the fifth śloka, the only
correction needed is that of ramyajanaśajasatākale into ramye
janaśatasatākule (cf. 2nd śloka, 1st line). In the second line, the
word ritukṣha should be amended and read as ribhukṣha. All that
is needed to do in the first line of the next śloka is to supply the
expletive hī after sa, and in the second line of the seventh śloka, to
read Vijaya as a personal name. Thus one can easily render the
ślokas intelligible to any Sanskritist, the 5th, 6th and 7th ślokas
reading as:

Tasmin Pushpapure ramye janaśatasatākule
ribhukṣha (tu)karmasūtaḥ dushṭatmā priyavigrahah.
Sa (hi) rāja karmasūtaḥ dushṭatmā priyavigrahah
svārāṣṭra(m) mardate ghoram dharmavādi adhārmikah.
Sa jyeshṭha-bhrātaraṃ sādhun ketiti2 prathitam guṇaḥ
sthāpayishyati mohatmā Vijayaṃ nāma dharmikam.

"In that delightful city of Pushpapura teeming with hundreds
and hundreds of men Ribhukṣha (Indra) will be reborn as Sʿālisūka,
springing from his karma. He will (indeed) be the king as a result of
his past deed, a wicked soul in an attractive bodily form. (He will)
terribly oppress his own territory,—a vicious man, though outwardly
swearing by the name of piety. He, the deluded man, will establish
(in the throne) his good and virtuous elder brother, Vijaya by name,3

1 J. B. O. R. S., 1930, p. 18ff.
2 Kern wrongly took it to be a mistake for hatvā vi.
3 Kern was led from the proposed change of ketiti into hatvā vi to treat Vijaya
as the name of Sʿālisūka's younger brother.
who was popularly known as keta (kriti, the Illustrious One) for his qualities."

Nikhanta Sastrī's objection stands that in the prophecy there is nothing concerning Aśoka, the propounder of the ideal of Dharmavijaya, it being all about Saliśuka. It is in the Vayu Purāṇa list that we have mention of Saliśuka among the successors of Aśoka, as the son of Samprati and the grandson of Dasaśrtha, who was succeeded in the throne by his son Devadharman or Devavarman. All that the ślokas want to say about Saliśuka is that he had to abdicate the throne in favour of his elder brother in consequence of the terrible oppression caused by him to his subjects.

The Yuga-purāṇa tradition refers indeed to the inroads of the powerful Yavana invaders into Saketa, Pañchala, Mathura, and ultimately into the city of Pataliputra after the reign of Saliśuka's immediate successor. This has in a sense its confirmation from the Junāgarh inscription of Rudradaman I (A.D.150) where it is stated that one Yavana king Tushāpa caused the embankment of the Sudarsana Lake in Surāṣṭra to be repaired after (not necessarily immediately after) the reign of Aśoka (Aśokasyaṁte).

What historical conclusion can be built, I ask, on the hearsay evidence of the Chinese Hou Hanshu who never came to India and was piously dreaming from distance that here in India, the promised land, all men became lotus-eaters, coming under the influence of the religion of Sākyamuni? So an Indian without ever going to England may fondly believe as if all Englishmen there are above want and do not feel the pinch of poverty. Thus distance lends enchantment to the view.

We have already examined the historical weight of the Divyavādana legend concerning the depletion of the imperial treasury by Aśoka in erecting the Buddhist vihāras and stūpas and lavishly giving gifts to the Sangha, nay, giving away the great earth (vast empire) in favour of the Buddhist Church (ante p. 61). In causing the four caves to be excavated in the Khalatika hills within a period of eight years, the stupa of Buddha Konagamana to be enlarged, a few other stūpas to be built, and a number of monoliths to be

---

1 Dhammapāla, the second great Pali commentator, refers (Colophon to Neeti Atthakathā) a monastery at Negāputam in South India, which was known as Dhammasāka-mahārāja-vihāra. This was evidently a much later Buddhist foundation named after Asoka.
erected, a huge sum of money was not necessary. If he had caused a new Maurya palace to be built, that, too, was just customary with all Indian kings and emperors. R. E, I corroborates the truth in the Pali legend that following the tradition of his father, Aśoka continued to daily feed thousands of persons from the imperial kitchen. He stopped this costly waste and adopted a five-year scheme of works of public utility. There is not the slightest indication in the edicts that extravagance in any respects proved ruinous to the financial resources of the state.

With regard to the successors of Aśoka, the only fact known of them from the inscriptions is that Daśaratha was a lay supporter of the Ājivikas to whom he dedicated three caves in the Nagārjunī group of hills. The Yuga-purāṇa tradition of Śāliśuka expressly says that he terribly oppressed his subjects, so much so that he was compelled at last to vacate the throne in favour of his elder brother. If so, he was far from following the behests of Aśoka. It is no argument to say with Bhandarkar that the descendants of Aśoka gave up wars and the idea of territorial gains, all acting up to his wish as expressed in his R.E. XIII. The Jaina tradition claims that among Aśoka’s successors, Samprati (Sampadi of the Divyavadana), was, like Chandragupta the founder of the dynasty, a staunch supporter of Jainism, and the inscriptions go to prove that Daśaratha followed the guidance of the Ājivikas. Who were the Ājivikas? Whatever else they might have been, as for the royal court, they functioned as a body of astrologers, diviners from signs and makers of prophecies, and as such, they were exactly the people whose predictions and advice decided in history the fate of many an Indian monarch and state. And what was Jainism? Whatever else it might have been, so far as the political theory or royal polity is concerned, the one favoured by it is in all essentials the same as the anti-national-Brahmanical doctrine.

It is no sound reason to make Aśoka pay the penalty for the weakness of his successors in the line, nor is it a fact that Aśoka’s missionary zeal made the Hindu people who were already spiritual infinitely more spiritual. This is not common human nature. If one possesses strength and means to fight, one will fight and resist. Although Buddhism became the national religion of Ceylon, its kings who emulated the fame of Aśoka, did not cease to kill or fight. The same remark holds true of other Buddhist countries. According to the Jewish religious tradition, even God Almighty himself failed to prevent the downfall of the best of His creation,—of the first
parents placed in the Garden of Eden, not to speak of poor Asoka with all his pious wishes for, and best behests to, his descendants. The Hindu people quâ people had no concern whatever in the rises and falls of kingdoms and empires; they were just passive spectators and fatalistic speculators. On the course of dynastic history we have this forceful pronouncement of Ibn Khaldûn who saw in history "an endless cycle of progress and retrogression," that it passes through the same three phases of birth, maturity and death as the life of an individual. "Kingdoms are born, attain maturity and die within a definite period, which rarely exceeds three generations, i.e., one hundred and twenty years." "During this time they pass through five stages of development and decay." He called the fifth man al hadem or the worst man.

When a building collapses, its main pillar of strength may contribute most to its fall, and there is no building or compounded thing which does not break down some day or other. There is no empire or civilization which has lasted for ever, through eternity. There were rises and falls of several states and dynasties even in India before the rise of Magadha, and it is rather most astonishing a fact that from the Brihadhrathas down to the Guptas the political history of India was determined by the course of the history of Magadha with its ups and downs and several dynastic changes.

Raychaudhuri pities Asoka that his army remained idle for three decades since the conclusion of the war against Kalinga. If it were a mere statement of fact, there would be nothing to gainsay, but as an argument, it carries no force. The Great Epic maxim (XII. 68.25), that a conqueror hankering for territorial gains should always avoid going into wars if he can. This is a wise piece of advice, inasmuch as wars are costly risks.

It is not a fact that the zeal for military campaigns or the love of political conquests abated in the least in the country owing to the pacifism preached by Asoka. Kharavela, the greatest known king of Kalinga, who was otherwise a pious Jaina, suffered from a great war-fever; in every alternate year he would undertake a military campaign, now to the west, now to the north-west, and to keep his subjects, the people of Kalinga, constantly in the excitement of the joy of victory. But to what end? The reply from history is—to be

---


2 Varjanyam sadā yuddham rājyakāmena dhimataḥ.
nowhere from after the 18th or 14th year of his reign, and the Mahâmeghavahana dynasty to cease to be, placing on record the bare name of a single king and a single prince among Kharavela's descendants. The Asia-wide Mongol invasion under the great Qublai Khan who was a Buddhist by his religious faith is notorious in history. No less sensational was the invasion led by his successor Chinghiz Khan. All these had but a cyclonic effect destructive of civilization. Nîlkanta Sastri has aptly cited the instance of Aurangzeb and asked—Did he "who spent a whole lifetime in war leave the Mughal empire stronger and render the task of his successors easier?" ¹

Âsoka got just two decades to work since the conclusion of the Kalinga war and had to spend one-third part of his reign in preparing himself for the great task he set himself, and during this short period at his disposal he carved out a permanent place for India in the comity of nations. The patriotic historians of India may find fault with him that he honestly tried to found his government on trust, that he gave opportunities to his ministers to meet together independently for deliberations over state-affairs, that he delegated certain judicial powers to the Rajjukas and aimed at the establishment of the uniformity of justice and procedure, or that he sought to strengthen the bond of internationalism through a cultural understanding without either disturbing the form of the Maurya administration or impairing the military efficiency of the state. And yet if his mission be deemed a failure, one can say with Nîlkanta Sastri, "It seems pardonable to feel that his failure was worth more to humanity than the success of many others."

There is no worry about the decline of political thought after the Arthaśāstra ascribed to Kauṭilya. The treatise as we now have it embodies the development of the Brahmanical science of political advantage up to a late period,² and one may go even further and say that its statecraft has guided and is still guiding the administration in the large majority of the Indian States. But, again, to what end?

¹ Calcutta Review, 1943, Feb., p. 128.
² Barua, The Arthaśāstra—a blend of things earlier and later, a paper contributed to Radhakumud Mookerji Volume, I.
APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IX

Asoka and His Dhamma-culture

By Dr. Ishwar Topa, Professor of History,
Osmania University, Hyderabad*

The political conditions and struggles of the times determined the Mauryan State. In it the political evolution of India reached its high water-mark. It also helped to institutionalise kingship. Even the Kauṭilya Arthaśāstra bears testimony to the political ideal and practice of the Mauryan period. The cardinal principle of the Arthaśāstra was the universalisation of political principles and the intensification of political activities for safeguarding the interests as well as promoting the ends of the Mauryan State. Kauṭilya, the great Mauryan minister, visualised the importance of political factors and mobilized all his powers to bring about the solidarity of the Mauryan State and kingship on the firm foundation of the laws of politics and statecraft. The laws that governed the Mauryan State were political in nature and scope. He attempted the unification of all the diverse elements in the life of the Mauryan State with a view to strengthening and enlivening the institution of kingship and the state. The whole spirit of the Arthaśāstra is surcharged with politicisation of the whole machinery of government. In other words, the Mauryan political organisation thrived on the totalitarian principles of statecraft and politics.¹

Asoka the Great was brought up in the Mauryan political traditions. The Mauryan spirit possessed him and his political outlook was stamped with it. He carried in his person the Mauryan heritage. This Mauryan aspect of Asoka continued to affect all the phases of his personality till he fought the most ‘bloody’ war of Kalinga in order to actualise the Mauryan dream of political suzerainty. ‘Chanḍaśoka’ of the Buddhist tradition might have been the typical Maurya who idealised in him the Mauryan political ideal and practice. To the Buddhist world, the Mauryan ideology was, to all intents and purposes, base, useless and harmful. The ideal of the

* Paper read in Section I of the Indian History Congress held at Annamalai Nagar, in December, 1945.
¹ See for detailed reference author’s The Minister as a King-maker, Allahabad.
Buddhists was to culturalise the lives of the people, while the Mauryans were after their politisation at the expense of socio-cultural values of life. Both represented ideals antagonistic to each other. The Mauryan ideal stood for the regimen of life on the basis of political principles. The Buddhist ideal also claimed the superiority of a regimen of life on the realisation of cultural values. This clash of ideals, Mauryan and Buddhist, seems to disclose the mystery of ‘Chaṇḍaśoka’ and his metamorphosis into a ‘Dharmāśoka’. Although the Thirteenth Rock-Edict brings out in bold relief the character of ‘Chaṇḍaśoka’ as a true specimen of the Mauryan world, yet it shows the far-reaching change that had set in the personality of Aśoka.

The edicts of Aśoka stand out pre-eminently as a challenge to the laws of politics and proclaim a new message of understanding, cooperation and integration for human welfare. The complete culturalisation of politics, government and the state was the avowed aim of Aśoka who made it known through his edicts. He destroyed with his own hands the creation of the Maurya without any remorse or compunction. The existence of the Mauryan political state was set at naught and in its place arose the Aśokan ‘State’ as the upholder and promoter of cultural values.

Aśoka found solace in the law of the Buddha after his disillusionment. The undercurrents of the Buddhist thought must have been effecting imperceptible changes in the evolution of the personality of Aśoka. As the war of Kalinga shook him thoroughly, he realised the importance of Buddhism as a philosophy of activism. He did not give up the world and turn a recluse in search of Nirvāṇa in the world of non-activity and struggleless living. The message of the Buddha was an inspiration to him in the struggle of life. It is this aspect of Buddhism that touched his innermost chord. Aśoka was a man of action. To lay down weapons as a defeatist is the antithesis of Aśoka. Even his whole unhinging is a proof of his sterling qualities as a man of action. Turning his back to the world was impossible for the man in Aśoka. Buddhism gave more impetus in activising him. The philosophy of Buddhism in its practical bearing on life and its problems was a quick incentive to his complete identification with principles of individual and social welfare. Although Aśoka ultimately became a staunch Buddhist in the orthodox sense of the term, yet he was no orthodox or a bigot or a fanatic. He had none of the spirit of a persecutor or an inquisitor. His soul was saturated with humanism.
The edicts not only reveal his evolutionary stages from ‘Upāsaka’ to a ‘Buddha-śaka’ (Buddha-upāsaka) but also his all-absorbing interest in the preservation of the Buddhist ‘Triad’ and the promotion of the Buddhist doctrines. Aśoka’s all-comprehensive genius worked itself out in interpreting the law of the Buddha in a way that had baffled the minds of men of all times and climes. For the Buddhist world, he was staunch among the staunchest and spared no pains in bringing about the unification of the diverse elements in the Buddhist world and the intensification of the Buddhist activity. He was responsible for the disciplining of the Buddhist Order as well as for the encouragement of the Buddhist literature among the Buddhists of the esoteric orders. In this respect, his contribution was positive and permanent. The Buddhists extolled him for his true zeal in matters of welfare of the Buddhist world. Though Aśoka was a great power and a pillar of strength for the Buddhists, his dynamic personallity was still a greater power for the general development of the non-Buddhist people along cultural lines. Therein lay his real greatness. It was in the universalisation of the Buddhist ideology as well as culture in the lives of the people in general that made him supreme among the great kings of the world.

The promulgation of the Buddhist culture in the form of a humanised culture was Aśoka’s mission of life. That it could be adopted by all peoples without the distinction of caste, creed and colour was his faith. For him the philosophy of Buddhism was neither labyrinthine thoughts nor intellectual acrobatisms; it was a simple message of cultivation and development of life-forces inherent in human personality. Aśoka understood and imbibed the true spirit of the Buddha and popularised it through his edicts. The Buddhist message of Aśoka was clear, plain, simple and non-cryptic. He analysed and denuded Buddhism and out of it gleaned and garnered what he considered as its ‘basic’ nucleus and essence. The masses of people of different faiths could not relish the subtle, though simple, philosophy of Buddhism. The truth of the matter is that the Buddha propounded his philosophy of life as a philosophy of commonsense and rationalism, but the man in the street, with all his prejudices, ignorance and shortcomings due to his milieu, could not possibly appreciate its real significance. His difficulty in falling in line with the Buddhist thinking and activity was the world of his own creation. He even failed to tackle intellectually his own life-problems. To assess ‘things’ in the term of values, a disciplined mind of the Buddhist is needed. In the light of the Buddhist philosophy, man and the world are
judged in the scale of ultimate values. No religion of the world except Buddhism stressed upon the importance of the application of psychological laws to the solution of the mystery of life.

To appreciate, understand and realise the true spirit of the law of the Buddha presupposes an actively cultured mind. The Buddhist way was straight but uphill. Only those who had trained themselves in the Buddhist way could have gone far on the road of Buddhism or even reached their destination. But the masses steeped in ignorance and superstition could not have dared to look at the uphill highway to salvation. Though the teachings of the Buddha had a profound influence on the lives of the people of his age as well as of succeeding ages, the real message was restricted to the Buddhist community only. But the culturalising forces in Buddhism had worked wonders in humanising man and society.

The Kalinga war opened Aśoka’s eyes to inherent dangers in the supreme political organisation for the well-being of human life. Aśoka so intensely visualised the dreadful and soul-killing nature of the political state that his hatred for political principles, guiding and controlling the life of the state, set deep in his heart. To him the political state was an embodiment of grossest instincts, finding outlet and expression in the field of politics. It sheds human blood without remorse for realising its ends; it creates and fosters hatred and disunity; it asserts, moreover, its own feigned superiority over political powers by infusing awe, dread and fear in the lives of the people. As an ugly and crude instrument of political forces, it debases and de-humanises the personality of man.

After Aśoka had waded through human blood on the battle-field of Kalinga, it dawned upon him that the Mauryan State was rotten to the core and its further retention would mean the perpetuation of evil in an organised form. It was a demon-like power under the garb of parading virtues. The Thirteenth Rock-Edict about the Kalinga war is a living confession of the futility of political principles of the Mauryan sovereign. In the eyes of Aśoka, war not only creates morbidity and callousness in man but actually smothers all his humaneness also. Society, culture and civilization are destroyed by it. The laws of politics sow seeds of hostility between country and country. The spirit of politics thrives on war. Right or wrong, war does not decide. The victory of power politics is no conquest of right. The success of politics and the victory in war are considered as political wisdom, but in the scale of ethics victory thus scored is no real victory. The psychological result of such a victory is the
perpetuity of war between the conqueror and the conquered, because the foundation of their relation is not laid on human values. The conqueror is and remains a conqueror, while the conquered is kept down as conquered. Between them no co-operation of purpose, no commonness of ideal or interest and no social integration can be possible. Thus war ends no war but perpetuates itself.

Having discredited the utility of gross political principles, Aśoka rebuilt the foundation of the state on humanising principle of common weal. He arrived at conclusions that man, society and the state could eventually prosper on cultural factors alone. That man and society are for the state and the well-being of the state is the welfare of man and society, as expounded by Kautilya, is disclaimed by Aśoka. To him, the raison d’être of the state was rooted in the idea of the welfare of man and society. For no other purpose except human welfare did the state exist. This was the fundamental difference between the Mauryan and Aśokan States. As the all-comprehensive principle of the Aśokan ‘State’ was human welfare, it was for this reason alone that Aśoka gave clear indications in his edicts that every moment of his life would be dedicated to the welfare of all men. In this way, he bridged the gulf of discrimination between the state and the people and formed a family relationship of common interest and purpose. Aśoka brought home to the people through his edicts that he was their father, the people his children and the officials of the government their intelligent nurses (P.E. IV). By adopting such a method of government Aśoka made his point crystal clear that the forming of human relationship between the state and the people was not possible on the basis of fear and dread, exploitation and conquest. Thus stamping out tyranny, fear and dread, he established a father-children relationship on Ahimsa as a principle of humanism. The word ‘father’ conveyed to him a deep sense of responsibilities. He was too keen to discharge them as a father and the people as his children should feel obliged to him as their father (S.R.E. II). The Aśokan ‘State’ thus resolved into a great family which was governed by the law of the heart.

The paternal law of Aśoka was not only enacted for the people of the state, but he also acquainted the people of other states with the spirit of his paternal message through the principle of Ahimsa and assured them that they should not dread him as his behaviour towards them would be that of a father towards his children. He would regard their well-being and welfare as a father. Thus his adoption of a paternal principle towards them strikes at the root of political
concept and purpose of the state, viz., the establishment of political supremacy, the existence of diplomatic service and of sixfold policy, the activities of espionage, the propaganda for political exploitation. Aśoka was desirous of bringing the whole country under the sway of a humanised culture with a view to deadening the universal law of politics and to developing the personality of man on the principle of humanism. This tendency of his was the signpost of a new culture for man.

The culturalising forces in Buddhism worked wonders in humanising man and society. Such Buddhist factors as a lever in the cultural upbuilding of the people were no unknown facts to Aśoka. The resuscitation of Buddhism could be made possible, to a limited extent, through the Buddhist organisations, but Buddhism as a humanised culture, could universalise and become a common heritage for all peoples on the basis of its cultural forces inherent in the law of the Buddha. It is this aspect of Buddhism that had impressed Aśoka.

Aśoka’s dedication to such a humanised culture was an indirect service to Buddhism. The Buddhist culture signified to him harmony and co-operation in human relationship. Through abiding peace among different peoples as a cardinal principle in the regulation of human affairs, the Buddhist culture could generate forces of social adjustment and understanding, co-operation and integration. In the realm of peace, Aśoka visualised the end of all disintegrating and corrosive elements in the lives of the people. As the existence of the supreme political power and organisation depends upon war and its paraphernalia, bringing in its trail the war-mindedness of the people, so the principle of peace negates the spirit of political aggrandisement and establishes a new human relationship between people and people as well as a new social order for promoting human welfare on the basis of human persuasion, understanding, appreciation and toleration. This is what Aśoka tried to achieve through his cultural ‘state’.

On the evidence of his edicts, it becomes clear that Aśoka differed from the ideal kings of the past in the method of promoting the cultural growth of their people. Not the ‘sound of instruction’ but the ‘sound of festivity’ was heard in their realms. If it suited their political scheme, they did do some sort of public good. But the political well-being of the state was the main consideration in the cultural propaganda and activity. The people as human material for further development and culturalisation did not form the basis of
their political progress. Not the 'political' state but the people had to adjust and fit in the scheme of politics. The upbuilding of the state on the science of human relationship, understanding, cooperation and integration was beyond the comprehension of the kings of the past. Though the people as a chief factor in the life of the state are discussed in the ancient political literature on polity and government, they were not given their rightful place and status in the political organisation according to the Asokan standpoint.

Asoka was well aware of the fact that the kings of the past had taken no practical steps so that "the men might (be made to) progress by adequate promotion of morality". It was their wishful thinking or a pious desire that never materialised. The governments of the pre-Asokan periods had no departments which could promote cultural activities. No 'Dharma-Mahamatras' existed then. The Fifth Rock-Edict shows that "these are occupied with all sects in establishing morality; they are occupied with servants and masters for the happiness of those who are devoted to morality, they are occupied everywhere." The Asokan 'State' not only undertook to discharge the function of educating the people in Buddhist culture but also aligned itself with the ideas of public weal. It was the spirit of public welfare that permeated the whole activity of the Asokan 'State'. The happiness of the people was the Asokan aim. The Asokan 'State' came into existence only for the welfare of the people. "In times past," Asoka observes," neither the disposal of affairs nor submission of reports at any time did exist before. But I have made the following arrangement. Reporters are posted everywhere with instructions to report to me the affairs of the people at any time. For I am never content in exerting myself and in dispatching business; for I consider it my duty (to promote) the welfare of all men. The radical change that had been wrought by Asoka in the spirit and form of the state was indicative of transvaluation of values. The Sixth Rock-Edict is a serious utterance of Asoka. The affairs of the people were his affairs and their disposal was considered no easy task by him.

He was of the opinion that unless he dedicated his entire life to the selfless service of the people, the responsibility of public welfare could not be discharged. For him there was no halfway house and to do public work in a half-hearted manner would be futile. It was the ardent and burning desire of the man in Asoka to identify himself completely with the affairs of the people, so that he could be able to do real service to them. He was also aware of the fact that
without 'exertion' in the way of promoting the welfare of all men nothing could be achieved. To him this was the 'root' of all good work. "For no duty is more important," observes Aśoka, "than promoting the welfare of all men and whatever effort I am making is made in order that I may discharge the debt which I owe to living beings that I may make them happy in this world and that they may attain heaven in the other (world) !

Being conscious of the 'debt' of service to all living beings and of his limitations in paying back the debt honourably, he had to discipline and drill his sense of life to the higher needs and aspirations of humanity or to the ideal of maximum good to all, because it was difficult to accomplish the ideal without great zeal. The materialisation of the Aśoka's mission rested upon his intense love and affection for the people, his unflagging exertion in attaining sumnum bonum for all, his undying zeal in promoting the welfare of all and his indomitable will in giving concrete shape to his ideal.

The Aśokan ideal, the welfare of all men, arose out of the social philosophy of Buddhism. Aśoka expounded it with a view to popularising Buddhist culture for all men without the distinction of race, country and religion. It was not the drastic way of a rabid fanatic that he adopted for the actualisation of his socio-cultural ideal, but sought it in unity and harmony among the diversified phases of family life and society. Unless the principle of humanism were applied to family and society, no co-operation and fellow-feeling among the members of family as well as of society could be possible. Their mutual behaviour and relationship was determined and regulated by their sense of co-operation, self-control, regard and reverence. In this way the family, a community in miniature, could adjust itself to a greater society of human beings.

For cultivating cultural values the family members including elders and youngers, friends and acquainances, servants and slaves should become conscious of their mutual obligations towards one another. Aśoka laid importance on obedience to elders and parents; on liberality to relatives, friends and acquaintances; on courtesy to Brāhmaṇas and Śramaṇas and on kindness to servants and slaves. Thus the members of family, while keeping the principle of humanism in tact, would succeed in cementing human relationship with the spirit of co-operation, unity and harmony. What Aśoka meant to convey was that even the smallest, though important units of a greater society, should be a living model of human concord
and happiness, but such small units could function alone on principles of social co-operation, unity and toleration.

In the multiplicity of social phenomenon, Aśoka perceived the presence of the continuity of oneness of life and its culturalisation was his mission. That life in its myriad manifestations is exposed to dangers and exploitation was no unknown fact to Aśoka. The survival of all-pervading life depends upon the principle of the sanctity of life. It was the supreme duty of Aśoka to preserve, develop and culturalise life-forces because the destruction of life implied the end of all activities, human and non-human. The sanctity of life, as a Buddhist idea, is the basis for the development of human personality. In the higher struggle of life, it plays a great role in accomplishing its end in view, the salvation of life. Any attempt at its destruction is to let the work of the life-mission remain unfinished and incomplete. Only in its preservation can life unfold its hidden potentialities for its own good and well-being. The whole human personality is at the mercy of the concept of the sanctity of life. Killing or destruction is unhuman, inhumane and non-human. Such were the Buddhist ideas regarding the sanctity and preservation of life which Aśoka laconically explained in his Girnar Rock Edict.

The non-destruction of life creates in man new values, a new standard of morality and a new approach to human behaviourism. It humanises instincts, ideas and actions and tends to sublimate them. The underlying idea in the Aśokan philosophy was to elevate the life of the people to a higher plane of thinking and living on the basic principle of the sanctity of life. As living is an art, not an erratic flow of life-force in its crude form, so Aśoka brought home the Buddhist view to all the people that right living requires certain conditions for its development and survival. He calls it “an ancient rule”, whereby he takes the Buddhist ‘sting’ out of it so that the principle of living may be acceptable to all without any bias or hindrance. This “ancient rule” comprised four cardinal principles on which life could flourish and prosper in accordance with the Aśokan way. Obedience, liberality, abstention and moderation were considered meritorious by Aśoka. Under these active principles the socialisation or culturalisation of human instincts and behaviour could be made more effective, dynamic and creative. These would help in the development of the sense of social discipline and control, of social concord, of social commonsense in the preservation of life forces and of social freedom from coercion and exploitation.
The upbringing of an individual on lines of social education and culture, as chalked out by Aśoka, would also lead to the 'promotion of morality.' Nearly all the Aśokan edicts are replete with ideas and feelings of morality. It is the word, Dhamma, that has been used for morality in the edicts. Thus in the textual meaning Dhamma assumes a moral or humanising principle, as a guide to the general development of man in his individual as well as social capacities. Dhamma is not a creed of a particular sect. It is neither a negative assertion nor a 'No' to expressions of life. Dhamma is assertive, positive and a big 'Yea' to life. It squares with the basic principle in all the religions of the world which claims the remaking of man on lines that promote his human aspects and faculties. It was the unifying and unified spirit of Dhamma that Aśoka made his own: It was the idea of universality and commoness in Dhamma with other religions that had a hold on him. Out of the basic concept of Dhamma, Aśoka evolved and promulgated his own philosophy, to be appreciated by all as their common philosophy of life. In his own 'microcosm' of religion, he visualised a macrocosm of universal religion. In his own person the world reflected; in his own mind the minds lived and experienced the universality of Dhamma. It was with such fervour and zeal that he expounded through the edicts the eternal principle of human likeness, sameness and oneness in all the races of the world. Man was, to him, the same man all over the world; his likes and dislikes attract and repel him to the world. All human beings are under the immutable law of cause and effect.

Through the promotion of Dhamma, Aśoka did not wish to create a society of utopians, or of cranky moralists, or of spiritual maniacs, but men of robust commonsense and sanguine instincts. As the ultimate aim of Dhamma was the happiness of all human beings in this as well as in the other world, so Aśoka made it plain to them that happiness could be achieved by all. The condition laid down was that it could not be attained "without great love, careful examination, great obedience, great fear (of sin) and great energy." This clearly shows that the people have to realise the importance of cultural forces in the scheme of human education for human progress and welfare. Aśoka was too well aware of the inherent weakness of man. That a "person devoid of good conduct" could not possibly come in line with the progressive attainments of those who have earned the credentials of Dhamma was Aśoka's belief. Human discipline bestowing meaning and content to life, is the necessary
condition to 'good conduct.' What Aśoka meant to say was that man requires certain moral assests to neutralise the disintegrating forces in his own person. He made it too plain in his edicts “Sin is easily committed” and that “it is difficult to perform virtuous deeds.” The idea of ‘sin’ as conceived by Aśoka was different from that of religionist. “Passions” of “fierceness, cruelty, anger, pride, envy” tend to undermine, demean and de-culturalise the personality of man. Aśoka considered these ‘sinful’. The Aśokan insight into the working of human mind reveals the fact that men “do not at all regard (their) evil deeds (thinking).” The committal of ‘evil deeds’ or ‘sin’ is the result of a non-thinking attitude of mind and the ‘virtuous deeds’ are done deliberatively and consciously. Aśoka looked at evil deed as a deculturalising process and virtuous deed as a process of culturalisation. In the culturalisation of man, “compassion, liberality, truthfulness, purity, gentleness and goodness are essential factors that go to bestow “the gift of spiritual insight.” This is the message of Dhamma which Aśoka gave out to the people of the world. For the progress of Dhamma, Aśoka had adopted two ways: moral restriction and conversion. In the Aśokan scale of ultimate values, ‘moral restriction’ is of little consequence” as compared with ‘conversion’ that promotes Dhamma more considerably. The edicts of Aśoka give a vivid picture of Aśokan propaganda and activity in the promulgation of Dhamma either by moral-restriction or by conversion, but no evidence is forthcoming on the data of edicts that Aśoka only insisted on the conversion of the people. To him, conversion was a desideratum, an ideal to be pursued constantly and incessantly, but “there is no such gift as the gift of morality, or acquaintance through morality, or the distribution of morality, or kinship through morality.”

In the realm of Aśoka, all classes and sects of people resided. Their conversion would have been an impossible task. The greatness of the Aśokan genius exhibited itself in promotion, infiltration, percolation and absorption of the basic principle of Dhamma into the deverse systems of different sects or religions. The forces in Buddhist culture were engendered to surcharge the whole atmosphere of the Aśokan ‘State’ with a view to Buddhifying. The edicts bear the testimony to the fact that Buddhist culture progressed far and wide and set deep in the hearts of the people of that age. The Seventh and Twelfth Rock-Edicts are glaring and outstanding examples of the Aśokan principle of tolerance towards all sects residing in the kingdom of Aśoka. He gave them freedom to follow their religions,
but made them realise the importance of "self-control and purity of mind" as enjoined on them by their religious principles, in consonance with the basic ideas of Dhamma. Aśoka explained to them that humanising forces or effects of "great liberality" could be nullified, if "self-control, purity of mind, gratitude and firm devotion" were lacking in them. Indirectly, Aśoka encouraged Dhamma through the phraseology and ideology of the different living sects or religions of his time. He showed them their way according to their lights, but that way was the Buddhist way. the Twelfth Rock-Edict shows the working of the Aśokan mind in bringing about cultural transformation of all sects or religions on the amalgam of Dhamma.

Thus Aśoka established a true ideal for the man of religion as a Buddhist or non-Buddhist. It was the burning desire of Aśoka to attain either glory or fame in the socio-cultural domain of Dhamma and not in the political sphere of activity. "King does not think," reads the Tenth Rock Edict, "that either glory or fame conveys much advantage, except (on account of his aim that) in the present time, and in the distant (future), men may (be induced) by him to practise obedience to morality and that they may conform to the duties of morality. On this (account) king is desiring glory or fame. But whatever effort king is making, all that is for the sake of merit in the other world and in order that all men may run little danger." In the popularisation of Dhamma, Aśoka hoped to achieve glory or fame which meant that he would be an active instrument in bestowing the gift of morality' or the 'benefit of morality' on all men. So glory or fame signified to him the ultimate glory of Dhamma in the lives of the people.

The cultural activities of Aśoka were not confined to the people of his own kingdom. "The unconquered borderers" outside his kingdom were also addressed by him. His message to them reveals his hatred for the idea of political conquest, aggrandisement and exploitation. As a cosmopolitan Buddhist, his heart yearned to welcome the 'outsiders' into a common brotherhood of Dhamma. The Second Separate Rock-Edict levels upon the concept of a political state, of political suzerainty, of political domination. It is an open chapter written by Aśoka for all men to read with their own eyes the futility of political maxims and practices, of artifical barriers between country and country, between people and people, between state and state. The loftiness of the personality of Aśoka is the cosmopolitan way. As a real cultured man and not as a king-conqueror, he approached the 'unconquered borderers' with a heart
full of sympathy, affection and humaneness. Here lies the greatness of Asoka's achievement in the field of humanism.

It is an undeniable fact that Asoka gave out his messages through the edicts in connection with the significance and beauty of the principle of Dhamma, but certain edicts are special messages to those who looked after the welfare of the people. These disclose the working of the Asokan scheme of humanism. Steps that were taken by Asoka to materialise the ideal of humanism were of practical nature. He himself was a zealous and untiring worker in the cause of Dhamma through his 'tours of morality.' In this way he came in direct touch with the people, 'instructing them in morality and questioning them about morality.' Asoka was a personification of the spirit of Dhamma. He also instructed his Mahamatras in the spirit of Dhamma with view to achieving his ideal through their active agency. As these were the high officers of the Asokan 'State' who were 'occupied with many thousands of men, with the object of gaining the affection of men, they should remember in their dealings with the people that all men were the children of Asoka and as on behalf of his own children, he desired that they should be provided with complete welfare and happiness in this world and in the other world, the same he desired also on behalf of all men. The Mahamatras must pay attention to such instructions in the discharge of their work. They should be ever ready to administer justice to all without any traces of impartiality. Asoka was of the opinion that he who is fatigued in the administration of justice, will not rise, but one ought to move, to walk, and to advance. The failure of the Mahamatras in the rightful observance of duties was not only "a great evil" in itself, but it would be a hindrance in the realisation of the Asokan ideal. To other officers (Lajukas) of the Asokan 'State', he brought home that the welfare and happiness of the country people was their prime duty and they were to look after them like intelligent nurses.

This is how Asoka, not in his personal capacity alone but also through his 'agents', discharged the debt of Dhamma honourably. In propagating and popularising Buddhist culture, the Asokan edicts were the real sources of inspiration to the people of all times. During the time of Asoka, the people were persuaded to penetrate deep into the meaning and significance of the edicts and to realise the part they had to play in achieving the Asokan ideal. In creating a new 'State' for the well-being, welfare and happiness on socio-cultural foundation, Asoka served the cause of Dhamma by spreading Buddhist culture among all men.
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ABBREVIATIONS

As to Rock and Separate Rock Edicts:

Dh = Dhauli; G = Girnār; J = Jaugaḍa; K = Kalsi; M = Manschra; Sh = Shahbazgarhi; So = Sopārā; Ye = Yerragudī.

As to Minor Rock Edict:

Bai = Bairāt; Bra = Brahmagiri; Ga = Gavimath; Ja = Jaṭānga; Rāmeswara; Pa = Pālkgundu; Ma = Maski; Ru = Rūpanāth; Sa = Sahasrām; Si = Siddāpura; Ye = Yerragudī.

As to texts:

Ang = Anguttara Nikāya; J = Jātaka; Dhp = Dhammapada;
Dhp. A. = Dhammapada Aṭṭhakathā.

Inscr. = Inscriptions of Asoka by Barua, Part II.

A.S.I. = Archaeological Survey of India.

The rest are self-evident.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

1. Number and Classification of Inscriptions: The number of Aśoka's inscriptions discovered and deciphered so far has increased by seventeen within the last sixteen years. The present total stands at one hundred and fifty-four. These may be conveniently divided, according to the materials whereon and the manner in which they are engraved, under these seven heads: (1) Hill-cave, (2) Rock, (3) Separate Rock, (4) Minor Rock, (5) Stone-block, (6) Pillar, and (7) Minor Pillar. Conformably to this classification, the proposed figure can be worked out as follows:


2. Rock: (a) ten Rock Edicts, I-VII, IX, X and XIV, each in seven recensions: Girnār, Kalsi, Yerragudi, Shahbazgarhi, Mansehra, Dhauli and Jaugada

   (b) one Rock Edict, VIII, in eight recensions: Girnār, Sopārī, Kalsi, Yerragudi, Shahbazgarhi, Mansehra, Dhauli and Jaugada

   (c) three Rock Edicts, XI-XIII, each in five recensions: Girnār, Kalsi, Yerragudi, Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra

   \[10 \times 7 = 70\]

   \[1 \times 8 = 8\]

   \[3 \times 5 = 15\]

3. Separate Rock: two Edicts, separately incised on the Dhauli and Jaugada rocks, each in two recensions

   \[2 \times 2 = 4\]

4. Minor Rock: one Edict in ten recensions: Brahmagiri, Siddāpura, Jātinga-Rāmesvara, Maski, Gavi math, Pālkigundu, Yerragudi, Rūpnāth, Bairāṭ and Sahasrām

   \[1 \times 10 = 10\]
5. Stone-bolck: one Edict, the Bhābru or Calcutta-Bairāṭ, in one recension

6. Pillar: (a) six Edicts, I-VI, each in six recensions: Delhi - Topra, Delhi - Mīrāṭh, Lauriya - Ararāj (Radhiah), Lauriya-Nandangarh (Mathiah), Rāmpūrva and Kauśāmbī (Allahabad-Kosām) \(6 \times 6 = 36\).
   (b) one Edict, VII, in one recension \(1\).

7. Minor Pillar: (a) one Schism Pillar Edict in three recensions: Sārnāth, Kauśāmbī (Allahabad-Kosām), and Sāṇchi \(1 \times 3 = 3\).
   (b) Queen's Edict in one recension \(1\).
   (c) Two Votive or Commemorative Inscriptions, one incised on a pillar at Lumbini (Rummindei) and the other on a pillar found near Nigāli Sāgar in the village of Nigliva \(2\).

Total \(= 154\).

Presumably there was a complete set of Fourteen Rock Edicts at Sopārā, of which only one, namely, VIII, is taken here into consideration. The additional matters of the Brahmagiri, Siddāpura and Jaṭiṅga-Rāmesvara versions of M.R.E. are generally treated as those belonging to M.R.E. II. The additional matters of the Yerragudi copy, too, might be treated so. But here these are treated as contents of one and the same edict. The above figure excludes two missing inscriptions, one incised on the so-called Lāṭ Bhairo of Benares, smashed to pieces during a riot in 1869, and another on a pillar at Pāṭaliputra, numerous fragments of which were found by Purnachandra Mukherji (V. A. Smith's Asoka, 3rd Ed., p. 28, f.n. 1).

2. Discovery of other inscriptions anticipated: If the Yerragudi rock had not represented the Suvarnagiri of the Northern Mysore (Isīla) copies of M.R.E., and if the city of Suvarṇagiri which was the seat of the Southern Viceroyalty were situated somewhere in Southern Mysore, one can anticipate the discovery of a far southern set of Rock Edicts together with one or more copies of M.R.E. Similarly the discovery of an Isīla set of Rock Edicts is not as yet beyond expectation. A few copies of M.R.E., engraved on pillars, instead of on rocks, ought to have been found out in Northern India. One copy of Rock Edicts, one copy of M.R.E., and one copy of the Schism Pillar Edict may
have vanished with the inscribed Pātaliputra pillar which is reported to have been destroyed in our days. The same catastrophe may have befallen a copy of Rock Edicts and a copy of M. R. E., that were, perhaps, engraved on the inscribed Benares pillar, smashed to pieces not long ago. The ancient site of Pātaliputra may yet keep concealed original drafts and inscribed copies of Aśoka’s edicts. Some copies of P. E. VII, engraved on pillars as well as stone-slabs count still among new discoveries to be made. The stump of Aśoka’s monolith which is being worshipped as a phallic emblem in the Bhāskareswar temple of Bhuvaneswar may still bear a copy of M. R. E., and Schism Pillar Edict together with a set of Pillar Edicts. A few copies of the Queen’s Edict and some inscriptions recording the donations of the second queen Kāluvāki are still to be included in the list of future archaeological finds.

3. Location: The rocks bearing the eight sets of Rock Edicts are so situated as to make the general outline of Aśoka’s domain proper. A full set, first noticed by Mr. Forrest in 1860, remains engraved “on a huge boulder of quartz on the northern bank of the Jumna just above her junction with the Tons river and about 15 miles to the west of Mussorie (Mausurī). The rock is situated about a mile and a half of Kalsi in the Dehra Dun District, U. P.” The place itself, as Professor Bhandarkar thinks, lay close to the ancient and most prosperous city of Śrughna. Presumably the rock stood on the northern boundary of the northern portion of the empire under Aśoka’s direct rule and the southern boundary of the semi-independent territory of the Nābhakas and Nābha-lines who were counted among the aparāntas or peoples who lived near about the terminus of the trade-route leading to Śrughna.

Two incomplete sets, each of eleven edicts, are to be seen engraved in the newly conquered country and newly created province of Kaliṅga. The northern set, discovered by Mr. Kittoe in 1837, is engraved “on a rock called Aswastama, situated close to village of Dhaulī, . . . ., about seven miles to the south of Bhuvaneswara, in the Puri District, Orissa.” Though it is much easier to derive the name of Dhauli from Dhavali (a cow of the Vaishnava fame), the phonetic change of Tosali into Dhauli through the intermediate Tohali, Dohali is not an impossibility. The southern set “ (first copied by Sir Walter Elliot in 1850) is engrav-
ed on the face of a picturesque rock in a large old fort called Jaugadā (Lack Fort), near the bank of Rishikulya river, about 18 miles to the west-north-west of the town of Ganjam." The rock was evidently situated close to the town of Samapā, the official headquarters of the southern division of the Province of Kalinga. The Dhauli and Jaugadā rocks bear each a copy of two Separate Rock Edicts.

A full set, found out by Mr. A. Ghose in 1929, is engraved on a few boulders of a rock near the village of Yerragudi just below the Tunaghabhadra, "about 8 miles north by west from Gooty in the Karnul District, Madras Presidency." Obviously the rock formed the natural boundary of Aśoka's empire at a point where it adjoined on the independent territory of the Cholas, and was situated in the vicinity of the official headquarters of the Rajjuka mentioned in the Yerragudi version of M. R. E.

As the fragment of R. E. VIII, discovered by Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji in 1882, goes to prove, one (presumably complete) set was engraved at Sopāra, which preserves the modern identity of Sūrparaka (Pali Supparaka, Periplus Suppara, Ptolemy Soupara), the capital and highly important port of the ancient country called Aparanta or Sunaparanta. Modern Sopāra is situated in the Thāna District to the north of Bombay.

One full set, first noticed by Colonel Tod in 1822, is to be seen "on the north-eastern face of the large rock on the road to the Girnār hill, half a mile to the east of the city of Junagadh in Kathiawar." Girnār is undoubtedly the modern name of Girinagara, which was once the capital of Surāshṭra. The same rock bears also the inscription of Rudradāman I and that of Skandagupta, both of which locate near it the Sudarśana Lake caused to be excavated by Chandragupta Maurya, grand-father of Aśoka.

Two other full sets are to be seen on two sides of the Indus. That on the eastern side is engraved on three boulders, the first two of which were discovered by Cunningham and the third was first noticed in 1889 by an Indian subordinate of the Punjab Archaeological Survey. The rock itself is situated "at Manserhā in the Hazara District of the North-West Frontier Province, about 15 miles north of Abbotabad." Apparently it marked the boundary between the Province of Gandhāra under the direct rule of Aśoka's Viceroy and the semi-independent territory of the Kambo-
jas. The set on the western side of the Indus, first drawn attention
to by General Court of Raja Ranjit Singh’s service in 1836, is en-
graved on two separate boulders of a hill “with its western face
looking down towards the village of Shahbazgarhi.” This place
is situated on the Makam river, “9 miles from Mardan in the
Yusufzai subdivision of the Peshawar District of N. W. F. P., and
about 40 miles from north-east of the town of Peshawar.” It is
just two miles distant from Kapurzagarhi. Evidently it marked
the natural boundary between the Province of Gandhāra under
the direct rule of Aśoka’s Viceroy and the semi-independent terri-

tory of the Gāndhāras.

The Separate Rock Edicts stand together with the Dhauli
and Jaugada sets of Rock Edicts on the same two rocks. Among
the ten copies of the Minor Rock Edict, the one at Yerraguddi goes
together with a full set of Rock Edicts. Of the remaining nine
copies that stand independently of Rock Edicts, three lie to the
north of the Narmadā and the Godāvari, three between the Krishnā
and the Tungabhadrā, and four to the south of the latter. The
three copies that lie to the north of the Narmadā and the Godā-
vari, are engraved, one “on a rock in an artificial cave near the
summit of the Chandanpīr hill to the east of Sahasrām (Shahbad
district, Bihār”, one “on the Rūpnāth rock (Jabalpur District, Cen-
tral Provinces), lying at the foot of the Kaimur range of hills”,
and one, discovered by Carlyle in 1872-73, “on a huge isolated
block standing at the foot of a hill called Hinsagir hill near the
ancient city of Bairāt (Jaipur State, Rajputānā).” The Bhābru
Edict remained, before its removal to the Indian Museum, Cal-
cutta, engraved on a small block of stone, which stood near the
block bearing the Minor Rock Edict of Bārāt.

The three copies between the Krishnā and the Tungabhadrā
are all to be found within the State of Hyderabad, which is to say,
within the southern part of the old Maharāṣṭra area. The two
northern versions belong to the town of Kopbal “situated on the
left bank of the stream Hire Halla, an important tributary to the
river Tungabhadrā”, its distance from Maski being 54 miles (as
the crow flies) and from Hamphi 21 miles (Yazdani, Hyderabad
Arch. Series, No : 10, p. 18). One of them, is engraved on the
highest spur of a range of hills to the west of the town, called Palki-
gunjū (Palanquin or Canopy Boulder, 76°10 E), and the other
on a spur to the east of the town, called Gavimath (15° 21' N),
attention to both being drawn by Mr. Narayan Rao Sastri in 1931.
The third copy, discovered by Mr. C. Beadon in January, 1915,
lies engraved on a rock "in the neighbourhood of Maski (masgi,
Masigi, Mosangi of the Chalukya inscr. of Jayadevamalla), a village
in the Lingsugur Taluk of the Raichur District of the Nizam's
dominions."

The three copies, discovered by Mr. B. Lewis Rice in 1892,
lie below the Tungabhadrā and are all to be found within the
State of Mysore, probably within the ancient country of Vanavāśī
(now identified with North Canara). They remain "incised in
three localities, all close to one another, in the Chitaldrug District
of Mysore, namely, Siddāpura, Jatīṅga-Rāmeswara and Brahmagiri,
not far from the site of an ancient locality (probably Isila of
the Edict)."

The range of Aṣoka's Pillar Edicts and Inscriptions is con-
fined to Northern India. Of the six monoliths bearing each a
copy of the Pillar Edicts, three are to be seen in situ in the Cham-
pārañ District of North Behār. The nearest of them from Aṣoka's
capital, Pātaliputra, is the pillar which is "situated close to the small
hamlet of Lauriyā, at a distance of one mile to the south-west of
the much frequented Hindu temple of Ararāj-Mahādev, two miles
and a half to the east-south-east of the village of Rādhia and twenty
miles to the north-west of the Kesaria Stūpa, on the way to Bettia."

The Lauriyā Nandangarh or Māthiah pillar stands next to the
Lauriya-Ararāj or Rādhiah on the road towards Nepāl. "It stands
near the large village of Lauriyā, 3 miles north of Māthiah and very
close to the ancient site of Nandangarh." Bloch (A.S.I., Annual
Report, 1906-7, p. 119f.) has taken this pillar to mark the sacred
site of the 'Charcoal Stūpa' (Āṅgārā-thūpa) of Pippalivana.

The third Champārañ pillar is situated in the hamlet of Rāmpurva,
about 20 miles north-north-east of the large village of Lauriyā
and more than a mile north-east of the village of Piparia.

Of the remaining three monoliths, the so-called Allahabad
Pillar which "stands near Ellenborough Barrack in the Fort" and
bears a copy of the first six Pillar Edicts besides the Queen's Edict
and one copy of the Schism Pillar Edict, must have been set up
originally in the ancient city of Kauśāmbī (modern Kosām) on
the right bank of the Yamunā, "about 30 miles south of west of Allahabad." The so-called Delhi-Toprā or Delhi-Sivālik, popularly known as Firoz Shah's Lāt, was brought to Delhi in 1356 by Sultan Firoz Tughlak "from a place called Toprā, on the bank of the Jumna, which was at the foot of the mountains, ninety kos from Delhi, and was erected on the summit of Kothila on Firozabad."

The second of the Delhi pillars, called Delhi-Mīrāṭh was also brought, according to Shams-i-Sirāj by the same Sultan from Mīrāṭh and set up near his "Hunting Palace."

Of the three copies of the Schism Pillar Edict, one is inscribed on the Kausāmbī (Allahabad-Kosām) pillar. The fuller version, discovered by Mr. Oertel in 1907, is engraved on a pillar at Sārnāth, about three miles and a half north of Benares. The stump of this pillar still stands immediately to the north of the Dharmarājikā built by Aśoka. The third copy remains engraved "on a fallen and broken pillar at the southern entrance to the Great Stūpa of Sāñcchī in Bhopal State, Central India."

The Lumbini Pilgrimage inscription, commonly known as the Rummimdeī Pillar Inscription, is engraved on a pillar, which stands to this day "at the shrine of Rummimdeī, about one mile north of Pañderia and 2 miles north of Bhagawanpur in the Nepalese Tahsīl of that name situated to the north of the British District of Bastī."

The second commemorative Pillar Inscription is one discovered on the western bank of a large tank called Nigālī Sāgar, "near the village of Niglīva in the Nepalese Tarai to the north of the Bastī District." This pillar lies at a distance of about 13 miles to the north-west of Lumbini.

The three Hill-cave Inscriptions are engraved each on the wall of the cave-dwelling dedicated by Aśoka to the Ājīvikas in the Khalatika group of hills, now identified with the Barābar group, "situated sixteen miles due north of Gayā, or nineteen miles by the road." Close by is the Nāgārjunī group containing three caves excavated by king Daśaratha for the same sect of ascetics. The modern name Barābar is derived from Pravarragīri, a name by which the group of hills concerned was denoted in a mediæval Sanskrit inscription, while its earlier name, met with in the Mahābhārata, the Háthigumphā Inscription of Khāravela and two
short inscribed labels, was Gorathagiri, Goradagiri, its earliest name being, of course, Khalatika, meaning 'bald-headed'. The three caves inscribed with the first, the second and the third inscription are known now-a-days by the name of Karna Chaupar, Sudamā, and Viśvajhopri (Viśvāmitra) respectively, while the fourth bearing no inscription of Aśoka is named after Lomaśa Rishi. The last-mentioned cave is really the third in order. Aśoka designates the first cave as Nigoha-Kubhā (Banyan Cave).

(b) Clue to the placing of Aśoka's Rock inscriptions from the tradition of Buddhist missions: According to the Pali Chronicles and Samanta-pāśādikā, Thera Majjhantika was sent to Kasmīra-Gandhāra. In this region we have the Mansehra version of Aśoka's Rock Edicts. Thera Mahārakkhita was sent to the Yonarattha or Yonaloka. In this region we have the Shahbazgarhi version. Thera Majjhima was deputed to Himavanta or Himavantappadesa. Here we have the Kalsi version. Thera Mahādhammarakkhita was deputed to Mahāraṭtha where we have the Kopbal copy of Aśoka's M. R. E. Thera Yonaka Dhammarakkhita went to Anarantaka where we have the Sopārā set of Aśoka's Rock Edicts. Thera Rakkhita was sent to Vanavāsa or Vanavāśī where we have the Isila copies of Aśoka's Minor Rock Edicts. Thera Mahādeva was sent to Mahisamandala or Mahisarattha where probably lies the Suvarngiri copy of M. R. E. The tradition of the Buddhist mission under the leadership of Sona and Uttara despatched to Suvarabhūmi, identified generally with Burma, is still open to dispute. According to the Samanta-pāśādikā and Mahāvamsa, Suvarabhūmi was a country which bordered on a sea and which was under the sway of a ferocious rakkhasī, who was evidently its presiding female deity. The text of the Dipāvamsa, as appears in Oldenberg's edition or in the Samanta-pāśādikā, preserves the earlier tradition which does not connect Suvarabhūmi with any sea or ocean and represents it as a place inhabited by the Piśāchas1. None need be surprised, therefore, if Suvaṇṇagiri were the intended name instead of Suvarabhūmi.

1. As quoted in the Samanta-pāśādikā, the verse reads:
   Suvarabhūmīṁ gantvāna Sonuttarā mahiddhikā / Piśāche maddayitvāna Brahmajālam adesītum//
4. Alphabets and orthography: Aśoka’s inscriptions are found engraved in two different scripts or alphabets, viz., Brāhmi and Kharoshṭhī. All but the two sets of his Rock Edicts at Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra are written in Brāhmi, which is written from left to right and rightly regarded as the Parent Script of which the various local scripts of India as well as the Sinhalese, Siamese, Burmese and Tibetan alphabets are later offshoots or variations. The Kharoshṭhī script, written from right to left like the cuneiform or wedge-shaped script of the Achaemenian inscriptions of Ancient Iran, was confined to the Gandhāra region in the extreme north-western part of Northern India and to that part of Khotān which lay contiguous to Aśoka’s province of Gandhāra. The right half of an Aramaic inscription, discovered at Taxila, is assigned by Dr. Herzfeld to the reign of Aśoka. Evidently many of the scribes (lipikarvas), employed by Aśoka to engrave his records, were persons who hailed from Uttarāpatha and with whom the habitual form of writing was Kharoshṭhī. The Mysore scribe at least, who has signed his name in Kharoshṭhī as Chapada, was such a person. The scribe engaged for Yerragudi must have been another such person to whose Kharoshṭhī proclivity we owe the abra cadabra of a piece of record with one line written left to right and another from right to left, I mean, written boustrophedon. The Gīrṇār scribe, too, appears to have endorsed his signature, but unfortunately the portion of the rock containing his name is peeled off irrevocably. The scribe of Sahāsrām, the initial of whose name is Hi, must also have been a habitual Kharoshṭhī writer, otherwise we would not have three letters, ti le ke, written from right to left.

I cannot agree with Bühler and Professor Bhandarkar in thinking that the inversion of certain letters, noticed here and there in some of Aśoka’s inscriptions, lends weight to the theory of development of the Brāhmi characters from the Aramaic or some such Semitic script, written from right to left. The inverted letters in Aśokan records seem due to the old habit of the Kharoshṭhī scribes to write from right to left. The letters resembling some in Brāhmi are traceable in the numerous inscribed seals of the Indus Valley. We are not as yet aware of their orthographic
values. The Lalita-vistara list of 64 scripts mentions Brāhmī, Kharashṭhī and Pushkarasārī as three parent scripts of India. None need wonder if by the third name was meant the script of Mohen jo-daro and Harappa.

As to orthography: All long vowels, including the two diphthongs, are of no use to the dialects of Sh and M. For the orthography of Dh, J, Barābar, Lumbini, Nigālī Sāgar and Pillar Edicts, ri, li, two diphthongs and ṣ (visarga) among the vowels, and ṇ, ś, sh and kṣh among the Sanskrit consonants are unnecessary. The orthography of P.E.V. shows the use of both ā and ṭ in dūṭi, (A) dūṣi, while the orthography of all the copies of Rock Edicts makes use of dh in vādhān (R.E.VII). The Ardhamāgadhī orthography is lacking in the use of ā, which is a Vedic and Dravidian consonant, and the Pali orthography employs ā and ādh only in combinations, e.g., nīḍām (nīḍam) and vuddhī (vṛiddhi), but nowhere alone. The orthography of G employs ṛ and ṛi as vowel adjuncts, e.g., riṣṭika (R.E.V), niṣrita (R.E.V), thairā (R.E.IV) and traidasa (R.E.V). Sh and M, too, make use of ṛi as a vowel adjunct in dvidha-bhāṭitā (R.E.VII). The use of the diphthong ai as a vowel adjunct is met with in M.R.E. (Bra)—mai (me), and also that of ra as a stop in drahyitrayam. All the three sibilants have their place in the orthography of K, Sh and M. The orthography of G provides for the use of r as a flag and of ra as a stop. The orthography of Sh and M has no need for r as a flag. Both r as a flag and ra as a stop are not found in the orthography of Ardhamāgadhī, but the Pāli orthography needs ra as a stop, e.g., for such words as yattra, tatra, brahmā, brāhmaṇa, gadrabha, udriyati. The orthography of G provides for such conjoint consonants as mh, st, by, ṭp, ḍb, ṣt, st and sv. Pali orthography, too, makes provisions for mh, ky, vy, by, vh, st, and sm. The Sh and M orthography makes room for a few more Sanskritic conjoint consonants.

5. Chronology: There still exists a sharp passage of arms over the vexed question of chronology of Asoka's records. As regards the dated records, the pivot on which the dispute hinges is the question whether the recorded date is the date of engraving or it is the date of its codification or drafting. And as regards the undated records,
the question of chronology rests entirely on the internal evidence of a record or a set of records, correctly ascertained and carefully weighed. An interval of time, however short, must be allowed between the date of codification of a record and that of its engraving on a rock, or a slab, or a pillar. But the question still is—what should be our actual concern, the date of codification or that of engraving? The conventional phraseology of Asoka is that something is 'caused to be written' (likhāpitā, lekhāpitā) in a particular year of abhisheka, something is caused to be erected (usapāvite), or something is 'dedicated' (dinā). Did Asoka mean by 'written' engraved or merely codified? Professor Bhandarkar opines that wherever a record is said to have been written with a view to its permanency, there the expression 'caused to be written' must be taken to mean 'caused to be engraved.' I have sought to show that wherever a Dhammalipi is said to have been written there are phrases to indicate Asoka's motive to see it long endure (Inscr.; ii, p. 223). Behind the very idea of causing something to be engraved in stone was the certainty of its durability (cf. Aṅguttara I., p. 283: pāsāne lekhā chiraṭḥhitikā). When Asoka by way of an apology said (R.E. XIV) that it was not possible to cause Dhammalipis to be 'written' all over his empire owing to its vastness, he must have meant by 'written' engraved, promulgated.

This settled, we may easily proceed to put the dated records in their following chronological order:

1. (a) Barābar Hill-cave Inscriptions, I-II
   (b) Rock Edicts, I-IV

2. Barābar Hill-cave Inscription, III

3. (a) Lumbini Pillar Inscription
   (b) Nigāli Sāgar Pillar Inscription

4. Pillar Edicts, I-VI

5. Pillar Edict VII

Here we have a clear-cut chronological scheme, workable in three stages of progress. In the first stage Asoka started engraving his records in the 12th year of his abhisheka, in the second, in the 19th year, and in the third, in the 26th. In his P. E. VI,
Asoka tells us that he caused the *Dhammalipi* to be engraved for the first time in the 12th year of his *abhisheka*. The data of chronology pertaining to the second and third stages go to show that the work of engraving was continued through a period of two years at least. The internal evidence of R. E. V, namely, the mention of the fact of the first appointment of the *Dharma-mahāmātras* in the 13th year, is sufficient to prove that this and remaining records of the Rock series were not engraved in the 12th year, and that they must have been promulgated sometime after that, either in course of the 13th year, or later still. Thus we definitely know the *terminus ad quem* of each period of activity but not its *terminus ad quem*. As for the *terminus ad quem* or lower limit, we may take guidance from Asoka's quinquennial system (R. E. III, S. R. E. I), which is borne out also by the Sarvāstivāda tradition in the *Dīvyāvadāna* (p. 45). Allowing an interval of 5 years between two successive stages or periods, the 14th year is found to be the *terminus ad quem* of the first period and the 21st year that of the second, while, in default of a dated record, referable to the fourth stage, the *terminus ad quem* of the third period must be left open. The presumed *terminus ad quem* of the first period is confirmed by the recorded date (14th year) of enlargement of the Stūpa of Buddha Koṇāgamana (Nigāli Sāgar).

The first four Rock Edicts appear to have been despatched in two batches for engraving successively in the 12th year, the remaining edicts of this series were sent out in as many as five despatches from the capital, R. E. V alone in one despatch, R. E. VI, VII and VIII in another, R. E. IX and X in a third, R. E. XI, XII and XIII in a fourth, and R. E. XIV alone, last of all. R. E. V may be definitely referred to the 13th year and R. E. XIV to the 14th (Inscr. ii, p. 47). Over and above the introductory clause: *Devānampiye Piyadasi lājā hevam āha* in R. E. XI, the reason for putting R. E. XI, XII and XIII in one despatch is clear from the fact of exclusion of them all at Dhauli and Jaugada. R. E. XIII alone deserved on account of its allusion to the conquest of Kaliṅga to be withheld from promulgation in all parts of Kaliṅga, but neither R. E. XI nor R. E. XII. Their omission was un-
doubtedly due to their being in a bad company. Obviously R.E. XII merited wide publication everywhere.

The Rock Edicts speak nowhere of the stone-pillars (silā-thambhā). The fact of their erection is recorded in the two commemorative inscriptions, one engraved on the Lumbinī pillar and the other on the Nigāli Sāgar, while their existence is presupposed by P.E. VII and M.R.E. (Ru, Sa). Both the commemorative Pillar inscriptions, dated in the 20th year of abhisheka, record the fact of Aśoka’s pilgrimage, while of the two pillars, one was erected on the site of the village of Lumbinī because it was known as the sacred place of nativity of Buddha Śākyamuni, and the other on the site of the enlarged Stūpa of Buddha Konāgamana. The three Champāran pillars, inscribed each with a set of the first six Pillar Edicts dated in the 26th year of abhisheka, stand, as pointed out by Vincent, Smith, on the road towards Nepāl, which is to say, towards Lumbinī and Nigliva, in short, towards Kapilavastu. In Bloch’s opinion, one of them, namely, the Lauriya-Nandangarh pillar, stands on the ancient site of the ‘Charcoal Stūpa’ of Pippalivana. Thus the erection of these pillars may be associated with the course of Aśoka’s pilgrimage to the Buddhist sacred places undertaken, according to the Divyāvadāna legend, under the guidance of his religious preceptor Upagupta. The king said to Upagupta: Ayaṁ me manoratho ye Bhagavatā Buddhena pradeśā adhyushhitas tān archevam, chhinnāni cha kuryam paschimasyāṁ janatāyāṁ anugrahārtham. “This is my mental resolve that the places hallowed by the presence of Buddha, the Blessed One, I should worship and mark them out with tangible signs for the benefit of (lit., as a matter of favour to) posterity.”

One may take it that the tangible signs put up to mark the sacred sites were the monolithic pillars erected by Aśoka on the various sacred sites of the Buddhists at the second stage of his vigorous action which commenced in the 19th year of abhisheka. It is to this period of Aśoka’s reign that the Pali tradition refers the episode of fresh troubles in the Buddhist Saṅgha threatening it with schism and heresy and necessitating the adoption of a drastic measure by the king. The erection of commemorative
pillars at Sārnāth, Kauśāmbī and Sāñchī (and, maybe, also at Pātaliputra) must have preceded the engraving thereon of the Schism Pillar Edict, a copy on each pillar. In other words, the engraving or promulgation of Aśoka’s special ordinance in the Schism Pillar Edict is to be dated shortly after Aśoka’s piety-tour, probably undertaken in the 19th and completed in the 20th year of abhisheka, despite the fact that it is referable to the same period of activity. The edict in question was promulgated either towards the close of the 20th or in the 21st year. The relative position of the so-called Queen’s Edict, engraved on the very same Kauśāmbī pillar, which is inscribed with a copy of the Schism Pillar Edict, seems to suggest that its engraving took place either at the time of Aśoka’s visit to Kauśāmbī, anyhow earlier than the promulgation of the schism ordinance. The placing of the date of the Queen’s Edict in between that of the Rock and that of the Pillar Edicts is justifiable also on the following three grounds:

(1) That the erection of Aśoka’s monoliths is unthinkable previous to the second stage of activity, particularly Aśoka’s systematic pilgrimage;

(2) That for the first time the Queen’s Edict introduces us to the young prince Tivala (apparently, a pet name), son of Aśoka by the second queen Kāluvāki, while the whole set of Rock Edicts is reticent on Aśoka’s sons; and

(3) That the existence of Aśoka’s pillars, the donations made by his queens, and the charities on the part of his sons are all presupposed by P.E. VII, engraved in the 27th year.

All that now remains for me to do is to settle the date of engraving of the Minor Rock and two Separate Rock Edicts.

As regards the Minor Rock Edict, the opinion of scholars has swayed so far to two extremes, either that it is the earliest, or that it is the latest record of Aśoka. Hultzsch inclines even to connect it with a stage, which commenced with Aśoka’s pilgrimage to Sambodhi, undertaken in the 10th year of abhisheka and preceded the engraving of the Dhammapalipis in the 12th year. He suggests further that by the clause, athi samkhitenā in R.E. XIV
Aśoka must have meant the text of M.R.E. But as shown (Inscr. ii, p. 329), all the distinguishing clauses in R.E. XIV are applicable only to the set of Rock Edicts, previously published. There are, moreover, texts in the Rock series that are even smaller than M.R.E.

Professor Mookerji employs a much subtler argument to prove an early date of M.R.E., namely, that when it was promulgated, the engraving of a record on a rock or a stone-pillar was just an idea, and not a fait accompli. But this is falsified by the fact that the direction as to engraving on rock or pillar, occurring at the end of M.R.E. (Ru, Sa) is in language and effect the same as that at the end of P.E. VII, as will appear from the following citations:

2. M.R.E., Sahasrām: Ima cha athau pavatesu likhāpayātha, ya (tà) vā athi silāthaṁbhā tata pī likhāpayātha.

Comparing them, none can fail to notice that the direction appended to M.R.E. presupposes the existence of rocks and stone-pillars, while that appended to P.E. VII presupposes the existence of stone-pillars and stone-slabs as engraving materials. The direction in M.R.E. does not suggest the use of stone-slabs as engraving material, but that in P.E. VII does, and the reason undoubtedly is that already prior to the engraving of P.E. VII these were used as material for the engraving of the Bhābru Edict. Thus whatever the actual date of the dhāmmā-sāvana, the date of its engraving is posterior to the erection of pillars by Aśoka, which, as I tried to show, is unthinkable before the second stage of activity. R.E. VI speaks indeed of giving verbal orders for announcement or proclamation (srāvāpakānī), but not necessarily of the particular proclamation contained in M.R.E. The preamble of P.E. VII, on the other hand, reveals the process of thinking which led Aśoka to inculcate the principles of piety and to pro-
claim the messages of piety. The proclamations of piety were, however, many, precisely like the formulations of the doctrine of piety—dhamma-sāvanāṁ sāvāpitāṁ, in which case the extant Minor Rock Edict records just one of the many. Fortunately, apart from a general statement concerning the proclamations, P.E. VII contains a specific statement regarding a particular proclamation made (dhamma-sāvane kāte), and the principles of piety emphasized in M.R.E. are obviously repeated in P.E. VII.

R.E. IV, promulgated in the 12th year, speaks of the wonderful result in the matter of promotion of the cause of piety by means of dharmāṇṇusāthi, and it was left to M.R.E. to proclaim the wonderful result in the same matter achieved by means of parākrama. R.E. VI and R.E. X tell us how and why Aśoka was exerting himself vigorously and with what ends in view his officer should be energetic, while the achievement of the desired result left to be boldly proclaimed in M.R.E.

In Professor Bhandarkar’s opinion, the statements in M.R.E. conclusively prove that the proclamation is concerned just with the short period of one year or more when Aśoka stayed with the Saṅgha. The use of the present tense in the statement, sumi upāsake, “when I am a lay worshipper”, unmistakably suggests the fact of the case.

I am unable to accept this finding for this reason at least that in the Chariyā Piṭaka there are narrations, where homi, a Pali equivalent of sumi of the edict, is used as historical present, cp. Sachchatāpasa-chariyā (Chariyā Piṭaka, III. 8):

Punāparam yadā homi tāpaso sāchchasavhaye
sachchena lōkāṁ pālesim, samaggam jānam akāśaṁ ahaṁ

Note that in the above stanza, homi (present tense) occurs in the first line, and pālesim (aorist past) in the second.

Without wrangling about the force of the expression, iminā kālēna (by this time), or of its variants, imāyaṁ velāyaṁ (at this hour) and etena anitaṁ (at this interval of time) which may refer as well to the short period of one year or more when Aśoka was exerting himself strenuously, as to the interim period
between the commencement of strenuous effort and the formal promulgation of the edict, I may point out that the relative positions of R.E. and M.R.E. on the face of the same rock suggests at once a later date of engraving of the latter. It is quite possible that although the proclamation was made earlier, it was caused to be engraved later,—later even than the engraving of the Minor Pillar Edicts and Inscriptions and the first six Pillar Edicts, which is to say, in course of the 26th or 27th year.

The attention of all is focussed on the enigmatic phrase, *vyuthena, vivuthena; 256*. Happily with the elimination of the word *lāti* from the Sahasrām text (Inscr., ii, p. 107) the nightmare of night theory is gone off for ever. The contest at last remains between the correctness of equating Asoka’s *vyutha, vyutha, vivutha* with Kauṭilya’s *vyushṭa*, a technical term meaning dating in terms of the regnal year, month, fortnight and day, and that of equating it with *vyavasita, vyushita, vyushṭa* meaning ‘something issued, sent out, despatched’ or simply ‘despatch’, and having connection with Kauṭilya’s *vyavasyanti* (Arthāśāstra, II. 10) : *vividham tam vyavasyanti*. To accept the first equation is to interpret *vyuthena 256* as ‘by date 256’, 256 B. E., 256 years from the Buddha’s demise. And to accept the second equation is to interpret the same as ‘by despatch of 256 (missioners or copies)’. The date interpretation does not stand in the face of the explanatory clause—*256: sata viwasṭa* (Rū), *duve-sapamnā sata vivuthā tī*, “two hundred and fifty six (missioners or copies of the message, preferably the latter) were dispatched.”

The two Separate Rock Edicts are undated like the Minor Rock Edict. Although one of them is addressed to the City-judiciaries and the other to his personal and official representatives at Tōsali and Samāpā, the general tenor of the two records is the same. As a matter of fact, they form two cognate records, despatched at the same time and intended for the same places. From the manner of their engraving on the face of the same two rocks bearing the Rock Edicts, it is evident that they were engraved later than the latter set of records. The Rock Edicts speak of households of Asoka and of those of his brothers, sisters and other kinsfolk ranking with him in family relationship but nowhere of
his sons or children. The Queen’s Edict alone among the Minor Pillar Inscriptions introduces his second queen as the mother of Tivala, certainly then quite a young prince. In the Mysore copies of M.R.E. a brother or son of his figures as his Viceroy in the southern frontier province. For the first time in P.E. VII, engraved in the 27th year of abhisheka, we read of the charities of his sons who typified the princes of the blood (devikumālas). The Separate Rock Edicts, on the other hand, represent three of the Kumāras as his Viceroy, stationed at Tosali, Takasilā and Ujeni. Presumably these Kumāra Viceroy were appointed from among his grown up sons.

The Separate Rock Edicts must be dated later than the Rock also on the palpable ground of modification of the general five-year rule of official tours of inspection in the case of the three frontier provinces of Kalinga, Gandhāra and Avanti, with a view to the checking of miscarriage of justice and pacification of popular feelings, which must then have run very high against official tyranny. Professor Mookerji’s argument other way about is untenable (Inscr, ii p. 244 f.). These also indicate signs of frontier troubles arising from the action of the independent ‘frontagers’ (amātānam avijitānām). The Divyāvadāna legend refers the rise of frontier troubles to the closing period of his reign. So far as the Rock and Minor-Rock Edicts are concerned, they speak only of cordial relationship and peaceful intercommunication with all the important ‘frontagers’. The only internal trouble to be dealt with then was that which arose from the mischievous action of the Ātavikas.

These considerations cannot but lead us to the conclusion that the two Separate Rock Edicts were promulgated even later than P.E.VII. There is, however, no means as yet to ascertain the the exact date of their engraving.

6. Forms, Merits and Defects: Kauṭilya (Arthasāstra, II. 10) distinguishes between the following seven forms of royal writs (śasanāni): (1) praṇāpana-lekha, public notification, ‘writ of information’; (2) ājñālekha, ‘writ of command’, orders, official instructions; (3) paridāna-lekha, ‘writ of remission’; (4) nisrishti-
lekha, 'writ of licence'; (5) prāvrittiha-lekha, 'writ of guidance';
(6) pratilekha, 'writ of reply'; (7) sarvatraga-lekha, 'writ for wide
circulation'.

The 'writ of information' is defined as an epistolary form of
writing by which the person or persons concerned are informed
of the contents of a message to be faithfully delivered with the
words—'Thus saith the king' (anena viṣṇāpitam 'Evaṃ āha').

The 'writ of command' is a form, which contains the king's
orders, either for rewards or punishments, particularly meant
for the officers (bhātur ājñā bhavet yatra nighrahaṇugrahaṇa prati,
viṣeshena tu bhrityeshu).

The third is meant for 'the bestowal of honour for deserv-
ing merit', either in the manner of a specific relief or as gifts.

The fourth denotes a form to be adopted in announcing to
the classes of people or to the localities concerned certain special
privilege (anugraha) by way of remission, granted in obedience to
the king's orders (anugraha yo mṛipater nirdeśāt).

This denotes rather a form meant for granting licence
or permission by word or deed, which deserves therefore to be
treated rather as a verbal order (vāchika-lekha).

The fifth is a form meant for timely giving guidance as
to how to provide against or ward off possible and impending
calamities.

The sixth is to be adopted in sending a suitable reply to
a letter in accordance with the king's orders.

The seventh represents a form to be adopted in issuing general
directions to all official agents concerned in matters of general
welfare and public safety.

Going by Kautilya's classification and definition of the differ-
ent forms of royal writs, the three Barabar Hill-cave Inscriptions
must be put in the category of paridāna-lekha, and the second
half of the Lumbini Pillar Inscription in that of parihāra-lekha.
The concluding portion of P.E. IV granting as it does three days'
respite to criminals condemned to death by court sentence
deserves the name of *paridāna* and *parihāra* as well as of *nisrishi*. R.E. VIII and Lumbini Pillar and Nigāli Sāgar Inscriptions that are, on the whole, mere records of the king's pious tours and works carry no other force than that of writs of public information, even without the words "Thus saith the king."

The Schism Pillar Edict is typically an *ājnālekha* or writ of command, in so far as the Buddhist schisms go, and a *sarvatraga-lekha* as regards the general directions issued to the *Mahāmātratas* concerned. Similarly, though the Queen's Edict, when judged by its content, is just a *paridāna-lekha*, according to its technical form, it is just an example of *sarvatraga*.

The First Separate Rock Edict which is addressed to the city-judiciaries of Tosali and Samāpā is an *ājnālekha* beyond any doubt. As for S.R.E. II, it contains certain directions to his official representatives as to the general policy to be followed in dealing with the frontier peoples and 'frontagers', whence it deserves the name of Kauṭilya's *sarvatraga*.

The text embodied in the Minor Rock Edict is by Asoka's own nomenclature *dhammasāvana* or proclamation of piety. R.E. II, R.E. XIV, P.E. VI and P.E. VII deserve the same appellation by their contents. They are *sarvatraga* in the literal sense of the term, though not according to Kauṭilya's definition.


But all as engraved are *prajñāpana-lekha*, writs of information, or what Jayaswal would call 'public notification'.

Viewing Asoka's records in the light of Kauṭilya's forms of royal writs, Jayaswal has reasonably doubted the propriety of the name of 'Edicts' applied by European scholars to them. Judged
by Kautilya’s prescriptions, they are either of these two descriptions, public notifications and proclamations, but not edicts.

By definition an edict is an order proclaimed by authority. Strictly adhered to this definition, the name of edict is not applicable to the bulk of Asoka’s records. But liberally construed, most of the records are edicts in the sense that whether apparently moral instructions or public proclamations, they tacitly carry with them the will and authority of the sovereign to enforce obedience to the principles of piety as inculcated, emphasized and enforced by Asoka.

Asoka’s edicts fulfil almost all the thirteen purposes (arthāḥ) of the royal writs mentioned by Kautilya, viz., nindā (condemnation), praśanśā (condemnation), prichchhā (interrogation), ākhyānam (narration), arthanā (beseeching), prayākhyānam (refusal), upālambha (censure), pratischedha (prohibition), chodanā (urging), sāntvam (conciliation), abhyavapatti (promise of help), bhartsanam (threat), and anunaya (persuasion). These may be illustrated as follows:

1. Condemnation : R.E. IX—“Womenfolk perform many, diverse, minor and meaningless rites.”
   S.R.E. I — “Some one gets indeed at this, (but) he, too, does a part, not the whole of it.”

2. Commendation : R.E. I — “There are, however, certain festive gatherings approved of as good.”
   R.E. III — “Good is respectful attention to mother and father.”

3. Interrogation : P.E. II—Kiyāṁ chu dhamme ti? “What is piety?”


5. Beseeching : S.R.E. I—“You better see to this.”

6. Refusal : S.R.E. I—“These propensities may not be mine.”

7. Censure : P.E. III — “These are the things that lead to evil.”
   S.R.E. I — “You do not get as far as this matter goes.”
8. Prohibition : R.E. I — "Here no sacrifice shall be performed by immolating a living thing whatsoever, and no festive gathering held."

9. Urging : R.E. VI — "This is to be reported to me in all places, at all times."

10. Conciliation : S.R.E. I — "To me all men are like my progeny."

11. Promise of help : P.E. VII — "These and many other chief officers are occupied with the dispensing of charities."

12. Threat : R.E. XIII — "They shall be ashamed of their conduct and not get killed."

13. Persuasion : R.E. XIII — "Let pi anuneti anunīshāpeti. them, too, he entreats and persuades to think."

According to Kauṭilya, the qualities of composition of a writ (lekhasamput) consist in proper arrangement of subject-matters (arthakrama), relevancy (sambandha), completeness (paripūrṇatā), sweetness (mādhuryam), dignity (audāryam), and lucidity or clearness (spashtatvam), and its faults or drawbacks (lekhadoshāh) lie in ugliness (akāntih), contradiction (vyāghāthah), repetition (punaruktam), bad grammar, (āpasaabdah), and misarrangement (samplava).

The first quality, called arthakrama, is no other than what is held out as the essential feature of a discourse of the Buddha having a good beginning, a good middle, and a good end (ādi, kalyānam, majjhe kalyānam, pariyosāne kalyānam). Such texts of Asoka as R.E. I, R.E. IV, R.E. V, R.E. VI, R.E.IX, R.E. XII, S.R.E. I, P.E. IV, P.E. V, and P.E. VII are conspicuous with this quality of presentation.

The second quality of sambandha is what the Buddha insisted on as pubbāparāṇusandhi, consistency or harmonious linking of that which precedes with that which follows. Both relevancy of statements and consistency of thoughts are possessed in abundance by the texts of Asoka. Sometimes a chain of argument on a particular question runs through consecutive texts, e.g., R.E. IX, R.E. X and R.E. XL.
The third quality of paripūrnatā or completeness is just the opposite of what Aśoka regrets as being asamati (asamāpti), i.e., incompleteness (R.E. XIV). Kauṭilya’s definition of completeness is fully brought out in the Pāli Canonical description of the Buddha’s mode of presentation of a text of Discourse: sattham savyāñjanaṁ kevala-paripūnnaṁ parisuddham brahimachāriyam, pakāseti—claiming that “It express an idea of unalloyed holy life through a statement, complete in all respects, replete with sense and well-articulated sounds.” The ten tests of well-articulated sounds, mentioned by Buddhaghośa, are:

sithila-dhanitaṁ cha dīgha-rassam,
lahuka-garukaṁ cha nīggahitam,
sambandham va vavatthitam vimuttaṁ,
 dasadhā vyañjanabuddhiyā pabheda ti.

“There is maintained the tenfold distinction between high and low accents, long and short syllables, heavy and light measures, nasals, combined, properly placed and free sounds.”

The remaining three qualities of sweetness, dignity and lucidity are fully covered by those by which the Buddha sought to characterize a noble form of speech (Brahmajāla Sutta): Pharusa-vāchaṁ pahāya..yā sā vāchā nelā kanna-sukhā pemaṇiyā hadayaṅgamā porī bahujana-kanṭā bahujana-manāpā. “Avoiding harshness, that form of speech which is faultless, pleasant to the ears, captivating, appealing to the heart, urban, agreeable to many, charming to many.”

In this connexion Buddhaghośa points out the distinction between kannasukhā and pemaṇiyā by the sweetness of expression (vyañjana-madhuratā) and the sweetness of sense (atthamadhuratā). Aśoka himself claims the sweetness of sense (athasa madhuratā, R. E. XIV) as a distinctive quality of his edicts.

As for the sweetness of expression and winning force, Aśoka records thus his preference for a person endowed with these qualities: e akkhahase (aphalasam) acharide sakhinālāmbhe.. hosati (S. R. E. I), “he who will be found to be not of harsh speech and fierce nature, but possessed of winsome cordiality.”
Kauṭilya’s agrāmya corresponds to the Buddha’s pori, meaning that which is urban, polite, dignified, chaste. Shama Sastri thinks that by agrāmya Kauṭilya banned ‘colloquial words’, which is far from the case. All that he meant was a language avoiding that which is uncouth, ugly, vulgar, unpolished, slang. Aśoka’s texts abound with colloquialisms or current popular idioms glowing with lucidity and dignity.

As for the use of colloquial words, the followers of the Buddha had a clear mandate from the Master in whose judgement it was sheer dogmatism to ban a local word or expression because it is not in vogue in another locality. There are various words, for instance, current in different localities for one and the same thing, say, “bowl”: pāṭi, patta, vittha, sarāva, dhāropa, poṇa, and pisila. Each man thinks that his word is the only correct form of expression, whereas each local word is as good as another, provided that it denotes to a person precisely the thing for which it is meant. In this connexion, as pointed out by Winternitz (History of Indian Lit., II, p. 603) and myself (Old Brāhmi Inscriptions in the Udayagiri and Khandagiri Caves), the Buddha’s direction is “not to insist unduly on his own provincial dialect (janapadanirutti) and at the same time not to deviate from general linguistic usage” (Aranavibhaṅga Sutta, Majjhima III, p. 294 f.). Consistently with this the Buddha disapproves the idea of putting his words in the Chhandas or Vedic Sanskrit, governed by the law of Metre and Rhythm, and enjoins that these should be studied by each follower “in his own dialect” (sakāya niruttīyā, “each in his own language” (Winternitz, op. cit. p. 603; Oldenberg and Rhys Davids, S. B. E. XX, p. 150 f.). Buddhaghosa understands by saka-nirutti, ‘Māgadhi, the language spoken by the Buddha’, as distinguished from 101 spoken dialects of the time. If the expression were sakāya sakāya, there would have been no ground of dispute over the interpretation of the Buddha’s injunction. But from the context, it is clear that the Buddhist brethren who were recruits from different nationalities, different communities, different castes, and different families, were apt to corrupt the Buddha’s words by going to reproduce or represent them each in his
own dialect (sakāya niruttīyā Buddhavachanām dūsenti, Chul-lavagga, V. 33).

The intelligibility, lucidity and dignity of Aśoka's language need no comment. He was certainly aware of repetition (puna-rukti) as a defect of composition. As for grammatical irregularities (apaśabda), we need not rigidly apply the canon of Pāṇini or the standard of Pali in adjudicating upon the composition of Aśokan texts which follows its own grammar and idiom.

As for drawbacks, Aśoka in his R. E. XIV, has offered explanations for three of them, noticed in the previously published Rock Edicts. These are: (1) the impossibility of their promulgation all over his empire on account of its vastness; (2) the repetition of the same thing over and over again, justifiable only on the ground of sweetness of its meaning; and (3) the incompleteness of the records to be accounted for either by the comprehension of local circumstances, or by the consideration of other reasons, or by the fault of the Lipikara. R. E. XIII was precluded, for instance, from promulgation at Tosali and Samāpā owing to its unsuitability to Kalinga. But the preclusion of R. E. XI and R. E. XII, was certainly due to an error of judgement on the part of the Lipikara in Pātaliputra and his instructor.

The consideration of other reasons as an explanation of incompleteness is unintelligible otherwise than on the supposition that the engraving of the Rock Edicts was thought unnecessary in those parts of his empire where he had not to reckon with ruling peoples, alien and hostile to the Indo-Aryan religion and social system.

The errors due to the fault of the Lipikara consist generally in omissions of a few words, clauses, or sentences, or in mis-spellings. The omissions in one copy may now be easily supplied from another, which is fuller. The spelling mistakes may be rectified by means of a comparative study of the phonetic system and orthography of the language of a particular set. The usual Gīrṇār word for iha is idha, but accidently we have iloka for idhaloka in R. E. XI. Here iloka is palpably a mis-spelling. In the case of Shahbazgarhi, the word is hida (R. E. I) or iha (R. E. XIII),
but in several edicts we get *ia*, which is undoubtedly a mis-spelling of *iha*. In discussing the phonetic distinction and orthography of each set, the philologist must beware of these minor errors due to the scribe-engraver’s faults.

7. Problem of Variants: The problem of variants arises in connection with the edicts that are found in copies more than one, such as Rock, Separate Rock, Minor Rock and Schism Pillar. As regards the first six Pillar Edicts, barring the omissions and commissions committed by the king’s agents responsible for drafting, editing and engraving, the variations in spellings are confined to the lengthening of the final vowel *a* in the Delhi-Toor, Delhi-Mirâṣh and Allahabad-Kosam copies, e.g., *chā*, *chevā*, *ahā*, *yevā*, *agāvā*, *asvāsā*, *gοnasā*, which is a marked tendency of the Kalsi version of the Rock Edicts, and to the shortening of the final vowel *a* in the remaining three copies, e.g., *lāja*, *likhāpita*, *vadhitā*, which is a marked tendency of the Lumbini and Nigalâ Ságar Pillar Inscriptions. The variations suggest only a slight phonetic difference in one and the same Prakrit dialect as it prevailed in the western and eastern halves of the Buddhist Middle Country. It is imaginable that two separate drafts had to be made, one for the western half and the other for the eastern; two additional copies for each half were left to be made from each draft. The *Yukta* entrusted with the duty of drafting for any half was competent to draft the text of P.E. VII (DT) despite its greater resemblance with the first six edicts of the western half.

As regards the Rock Edicts, the Dhauli and Jaugâda versions were either one a copy from the other or both copies from one and the same original draft. The clause containing the name of the rock on which one of the two versions was inscribed (R.E. I) must have been inserted by the local editor. The few variants, *drakhati* (R.E. I), *Piyadrasine* (R.E. I), *savatra* (R.E. II), and *drasayitu* (R.E. IV), that occur in J, were apparently due to the unconscious influence of the Shahbazgarhi copy on the *Yukta* who prepared the copy for Jaugâda. Here one is to imagine that one and the same *Yukta* did the copying from drafts for both the places. From the instance of *drakhati* (J), *dakhati* (Sh), it is evident that the *Yukta* concerned made a confusion between the two places,
The Kalsi and Yerragudi texts so closely resemble each other that they may be regarded almost as based upon two copies from one and the same draft intended originally for Kalsi.

In one or two places, a grammatical form which befits M, occurs in Sh, and a form which befits Sh, occurs in M, such as dhramanisite (R.E. V, Sh), dhramanisito (M); in one or two places the Sh form occurs also in M, e.g., mukhato (R.E. VI); and in one or two places the M form occurs also in Sh, e.g., mokshaye (R.E. V), and even the same Māgadhī form, apalibodhaye, in both. These may be accounted for by the fact that one Yūkta prepared both the drafts with habitual or unconscious predilection for the Eastern dialect.

The Girnār texts agree generally with the Dhauli and Jaugāḍa, and occasionally with Yerragudi, and yet, on the whole, they appear to have an originality or distinct individuality of their own.

It is difficult to say anything definitely regarding the Sopārā texts. The small fragment of R.E. VIII, which now survives, goes to show that they were just local phonetic adaptations from Yerragudi. The Dhauli and Jaugāḍa versions of Separate Rock Edicts exhibit some variations here and there, which cannot be accounted for otherwise than by the fact that they were based on two slightly different drafts, and not simply copies from one and the same draft.

With regard to the Minor Rock Edict, one may observe that the three Mysore texts were based on three copies from one and the same draft. The same remark holds true of the two Hyderabad versions found at Gaviṃṭhaḥ and Pālkigudū. The Maski text has a distinct form of its own. The same remark applies equally to the Yerragudi text which in the wealth of its contents compares favourably with the Mysore copies. The Rūpāṅṭha, Bairāṭ and Sahasrām texts appear to have been based upon similar but not identical drafts.

The variations in the three texts of the Schism Pillar Edict, too, presuppose three similar but not identical drafts.
It will be somewhat bold to think with Professor Mookerji that just one draft in the official language of Pataliputra was prepared in the Imperial Secretariat, from which translations were made in preparing copies suiting different provinces or localities in India.

R.E. III goes to show that the Yuktas of the Imperial Secretariat codified the king's orders or messages under the instruction from the Parishad or Purushas acquainted, according to P.E. IV, with the king's desires (chaṁdaṁnāṇi). And it is clear from R.E. VI, that these orders and messages were issued verbally at first by the king. The drafts prepared on the basis of the king's verbal orders and dictations by the different personal agents were bound to vary. We are, moreover, to presume that among the Yuktas, some were considered competent to prepare the draft for Shahbazgarhi, some for Mansehra, some for Dhaulī, some for Kalsi, some for Yerragudi. In the case of the Minor Rock and Schism Pillar Edicts, the king's instruction was to have copies made from those supplied from the capital for wide circulation.

8. Canon of interpretation: The scientific approach to a subject implies a dispassionate attitude of mind towards all things that concern it. Such a mental attitude is not in itself a great thing unless it results from a readiness of the self to leave no stone unturned in exploring all avenues of information and truth, a courage to view facts as they are, an intellectual equipment for discriminating facts in reference to their proper contexts, the preparedness of reason to consider all suggestions and all view-points with an open mind, and no less the capacity of the scholar or investigator for pronouncing sound judgements and arriving at a rational conclusion. There is no hide and seek policy, no concealment of facts, all cards, all available materials being laid on the table for inspection, consideration and adjudication. The question is not so much whether Chandragupta Maurya or Asoka is the greater hero, the question is not so much whether Asoka was a Buddhist or Jaina by his religious faith as how far the progressive trend of Indian and world thought found a tangible expression through his records and various actions,
how far he succeeded in fulfilling the cherished ideals of political administration, or how far and in what ways he was able to direct the course and advance the cause of Indian and world civilization.

His own records being the first-hand and most trustworthy source of information, a canon of their interpretation in their true historical and linguistic bearings is a desideratum. The best method of interpretation is to make one record explain the other, which means an interpretation of any single word, term or statement in the light of a concordance of all available records. In case the records themselves suffice to establish a definite interpretation, it may be strengthened by the exact literary parallels from the texts bearing upon the age. In case these in themselves are insufficient for the purpose, the aid may be sought from either contemporary literature or works that stand near about the age, as well as from the available traditions of Aśoka or the Mauryas in general, the subsequent inscriptions of India and the Greek writings and other foreign accounts. But in all circumstances the first and main reliance must be placed on the records themselves.

It will be seen that Aśoka himself has suggested some keys to the understanding of his records. He tells us that all that he did was to promote the cause of piety or duty amongst all within his empire, outside his empire, nay, all the world over, if possible. Two were the means whereby he sought to achieve this end, namely, the regulations (dhammaniyamāni) and moral persuasion (nijhati). The inculcation of the principles of piety (dhammanusathis), the proclamations of piety (dhammasāvanāni), and the monumental acts of piety (dhammathambhāni) were the three distinct modes of moral persuasion (P.E. VII). Thus in the light of the main purpose and the two chief means and their modes we are to view and evaluate his records. Secondly, it will be noticed that he has adopted throughout the conventional literary uddesa-niddesa method of the age of presenting first a thesis and then elaborating or elucidating it. Thus there runs a chain of argument through his records, which may be more easily followed up and better appreciated by setting them in their chronological
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His own records being the first-hand and most trustworthy source of information, a canon of their interpretation in their true historical and linguistic bearings is a desideratum. The best method of interpretation is to make one record explain the other, which means an interpretation of any single word, term or statement in the light of a concordance of all available records. In case the records themselves suffice to establish a definite interpretation, it may be strengthened by the exact literary parallels from the texts bearing upon the age. In case these in themselves are insufficient for the purpose, the aid may be sought from either contemporary literature or works that stand near about the age, as well as from the available traditions of Aśoka or the Mauryas in general, the subsequent inscriptions of India and the Greek writings and other foreign accounts. But in all circumstances the first and main reliance must be placed on the records themselves.

It will be seen that Aśoka himself has suggested some keys to the understanding of his records. He tells us that all that he did was to promote the cause of piety or duty amongst all within his empire, outside his empire, nay, all the world over, if possible. Two were the means whereby he sought to achieve this end, namely, the regulations (dhammaniyamāṇī) and moral persuasion (nijhati). The inculcation of the principles of piety (dhammānusathis), the proclamations of piety (dhammasāvanāṇī), and the monumental acts of piety (dhammathambhāṇī) were the three distinct modes of moral persuasion (P.E. VII). Thus in the light of the main purpose and the two chief means and their modes we are to view and evaluate his records. Secondly, it will be noticed that he has adopted throughout the conventional literary uddesa-niddesa method of the age of presenting first a thesis and then elaborating or elucidating it. Thus there runs a chain of argument through his records, which may be more easily followed up and better appreciated by setting them in their chronological
order. That is to say, one must understand the textual connection of R.E. II, which reads like a proclamation, with R.E. III, that of R.E. IV with R.E. III, the chain of argument through R.E. VII, R.E. IX and R.E. XI, R.E. V, R.E. VII, R.E. XII, R.E. XIII and P.E. VII, through R.E. X, P.E. I and M.R.E., so on and so forth. Thirdly, his records, containing as they do certain general statements, are not meant to be exhaustive. The general statements go on typifying things and ideas and the definition is suggested in terms of its illustrative instances. Thus there is no wonder that the banyan trees (nigohāni, P.E. VII) typify all shade-trees (vrachhā, lukhāni, R.E. II): the wells (kūpā, udupānāni), all artificial reservoirs of water, tanks, ponds, and the rest; the antelopes (magā, R.E. I), all eatable quadrupeds; the peafowls (morā, R.E. I), all eatable birds; the mango-groves (ambavadiikā, Queen's Edict), all orchards; while the celestial mansions, elephants and clusters of luminaries, typify all celestial forms (divyāni rūpāni, R.E. IV); the Dharmamahāmatras typify all high officials entrusted with the duty of distribution of royal charities (R.E. V, P.E. VII); P.E.V and M.R.E. typify respectively all Regulations and Proclama-
mations of Piety (P.E. VII).

Lastly, the sentences and clauses in Aśoka's statements must be properly punctuated so as to avoid all possibilities of misinterpretation. The difficulty of punctuation confronts us particularly in R.E. III, R.E. IV, R.E. V, R.E. VIII, S.R.E.I, M.R.E, and P.E. VII.
CHAPTER II

BEARINGS ON LITERATURE

The inscriptions of Asoka have their bearings on Indian literature in general and on Buddhist literature in particular. As regards their bearings on the latter, the seven Pariyāyas or Pieces selected from a then known corpus of Buddhavachana and strongly recommended in the Bhābru Edict for constant study and comprehension by the monks, nuns and laity loom large in our view. As a devout Buddhist, Asoka upheld the traditional belief: “All that is said by the Master is well said”. His pronouncement on this point is nothing but a verbatim reproduction of a dictum now traceable in the Anguttara Nikāya (IV, p. 164).

His own word for the doctrinal tradition of each sect is āgama (R.E. XII: kalyānāgamā), while āgatreṣāgamā ("masters of the received tradition") is an oft-recurring Pali epithet applied to early Theras. Thus the Buddhist doctrinal tradition was nothing then but a growing corpus of Subhāṣītas or Prawachanas of the Buddha (cf. Mahāparinibbāna Suttanta, vi: Satthu-pāvachanakami). But Prawachanam is the name by which the whole of Vedic tradition was being honoured in the earlier Upanishads (cf. Taittiriya, I. 11.1.: svādhya- pravachanābhyaḥ; Katha, I. 2.22: nāyam ātmā pravachanena labhyah). The words of Mahāvira, too, passed as pāvayanan (Prawachanam).

The name Pariyāya was suggested by the Buddha himself for a connected discourse or reasoned statement on a point of his Doctrine or Discipline. This has been replaced in the extant Pali Canon by sutta, which matches with sūkta (‘well-said something’) as well as sūtra (‘threaded or aphoristic something’). In the Sarvāstivāda Canon we have paryāya-sūtra instead of a mere
*pārīyāya* or a mere *sūtra*, which, to say the least, is an overdoing of things. A *Pārīyāya* with its methodical setting of propositions and logical sequence of thoughts bears out the true textual significance of the term Pāli.

To see the Good Faith long endure (*hevam sadhamme chila-ṭhitike hosatī ti*) is the pronounced Buddhist motive which actuated Aśoka to suggest seven texts as the best of all, according to his own idea, from his own point of view. Whatever a Buddhist did, it was in the interest of his religion, the stability or stabilisation of the Good Faith (*Sadhammatṭhiti*) was invariably his main motive, and whatever the Master himself set out or laid down for the guidance of his disciples or followers was inspired by the same motive.

The selections from the then known corpus of *Buddhavachana* proposed by Aśoka served as models for similar selections recommended by the Pali commentators. The Bharhut sculptures of the 2nd century B.C., with or without labels, presuppose selections from the traditional texts, made from the point of view of Buddha’s biography. Similarly selections are listed in the Milinda-panha and Mahāvaṃsa. A selective process was at work in Buddhist literature, even from earlier times, and it tended to attach a ritual value in chanting to a single *Sutta* or a group of select texts from the corpus of *Buddhavachana*. The Pali Atṭhaka and Pārāyana groups of sixteen poems were hot favourites with the immediate disciples of the Buddha. Later on the Munigāthā was combined with the former and the Khaggavisāṇa Sutta with the latter. The Buddhist missions reported to have been despatched to different countries and localities in Aśoka’s time found it expedient to base their first discourse on a select text or a group of texts, and put together, all the texts used by them go to make a handy book of selections (*Mahāvaṃsa*, xii, xiv. 22, 58, 63). Similar selections are mentioned by name in the Milinda-panha (p. 349 f.) and the Mahāvaṃsa (xxx. 82, 83, etc.). Attention might here be drawn to a smaller list of six in the Sutta-nipāta Commentary (Paramattha-jotikā, II). But much seems to have been made of Buddhaghosa’s list of four passages in the Visuddhimagga, Kammathānagahaṇa-niddesa, viewed as one having common texts with Aśoka’s list (Bhandarkar, *op. cit.*, p 89f.; Kosambi, I.A.,
XLI., p. 40). The passages are catalogued as Rathavinitapati-padām (identified with Aśoka’s Upatisapasine), Nālaka-pati-padām (identified with Aśoka’s Moneya-sute), Tuvañka-pati-padām (sought to be identified with Aśoka’s Vinaya-samukase), and Mahā-ariyavams-pati-padām (identified with Aśoka’s Aliyavasāni).

The same selective process is in fact much earlier, and it is clearly traceable through the Grihya Sūtras. There, too, it has served to set ritual values on certain select hymns, the list varying with authorities in spite of a basic agreement. The list swelled up with the addition of such later works as the Bhārata of Jaiminī and the Mahābhārata of Vaiśampāyana.

The ritual side is absent in Aśoka’s selections. He conceived them on a rational consideration of their use or utility in terms of stability of the Good Faith. The first piece is called Vinayasamukase, “The Vinaya Exalted”, “The Vinaya Extolled.” With Oloenberg and Rhys Davids (S.B.E., XIII, p. xxvi f.) we may take the title to mean “Abstract of Vinaya.” In P.E.I, ukasa is used in the sense of the exalted; the Buddha’s teaching of the Four Noble Truths is praised in Pali as sāmukkaṁsikā dhammadesaṇā (Vinaya Mahāvagga, I. 7. 6; Udāna, V. 3), meaning “the most excellent sermon” (Winternitz) or “the essential teaching.” But the Pali scholiasts explain sāmukkaṁsikā as “self-seized”, “self-discovered” (attanā va uddharituḥ gahīṭā), which is far-fetched. To the ancients, as Buddhaghosa points out, the Anumāna Sutta (Majjhima—N. I.) was known as Bhikkhu-vinaya, and the Sīgālovāda Sutta (Dīgha—N. III.) as Gihī-vinaya. Whether Aśoka’s piece is “The Vinaya Exalted” or “The Vinaya Outlined”, with Mr. Sailendranath Mitra I agree in thinking that its Pali counterpart is no other than the Vinaya passage in the Aṅguttara Nikāya, I, p. 98 f., inasmuch as this is the only Canonical tract in which the Vinaya is both exalted or extolled in terms of its purposes and outlined or crystallized as regards its topics. One of the main purposes in terms of which the Vinaya is extolled is the stabilisation of the Good Faith.

The second piece is Aliyavasāni. Rhys Davids identifies this with the passage dealing with Dasā-ariyavāsā, (“The ten abodes of the elect”), and Dharmananda Kosambi, with the passage deal-
ing with Chattāro Ariyavaṁsā ("The fourfold heritage of the elect"). Presumably Aśoka's passage does not refer to a bare enumeration of the four Ariyavaṁsas but to a regular Discourse on the subject which is found embodied in the Anguttara Nikāya and to which Buddhaghosa applies the name of Mahā-ariyavaṁsa Suttanta. The text is described by Buddhaghosa as one which is edificatory of the practice of contentment as to the four requisites of a bhikṣu and delight in meditation. The Pali title, as explained by Buddhaghosa, signifies the uninterrupted, long-continued tradition of the elect (Ariya-tanti, Ariyappaveni). But Aśoka's title presupposes a neuter word vasāṁ, meaning 'control', 'habitual practice.' Accordingly the Pali equivalent of Aśoka's title is Ariyavaṁsā or Ariyavaṁsāni, which is more appropriate to the subject-matter of the Mahā-ariyavaṁsa Suttanta.

As to ariyavaṁsā being the word presupposed by the Aśokan title, one may cite here the corroborative evidence from the Tonigala inscription of Ceylon of Meghavannya's time (E.Z.,III, p. 182) in which the word Ariyavasa occurs twice—Ariyavasa vasāni, Ariyavasa karana. In Aśokan dialects the neuter:plural suffix āni is nowhere used in the declension of masculine stems but in accusative plural or nominative plural when the voice is a passive one. Dr. Paranavitana himself is not sure of the equation of the inscriptive vasa with vanśa or vassa. For "the significance of Ariyavaṁsa," the reader is referred to Rev. Rahulā's informative article in the University of Ceylon Review for April, 1943, p. 59ff.

The third piece called Anāgatabhayāni is found to be a conglomeration of four cognate Discourses, each enumerating the five future dangers of the Good Faith. The first two of them categorise the five dangers keeping which in view a bhikṣu should immediately start a life of energetic effort for the attainment of that which has not yet been attained, and the last two enumerate them in such a manner that the right-thinking bhikṣus should strive to avoid after apprehending them. The future dangers anticipate the prevalence of food-scarcity or famine, and of fear of life and property due to internecine feuds, the split in the Saṅgha, the moral, intellectual and spiritual degradation, deterioration or degeneration of the bhikṣus, the willful neglect of the study
of the Buddha's profound Discourses and preference for the study of the skilfully composed poetical works of other schools of thought, the lack of earnestness in the right cause, the growth of ease-lovingness and of fondness for personal requisites, and constant association of the bhikshus with the bhikshunis and women learners or with the resident householders waiting for ordination.

The stress laid on a life of exertion, wakefulness, watchfulness or alertness, the fear of schism in the Sangha, the emphasis laid on a life of moderation, patience and forbearance, etc., are all in keeping with Asoka's edicts.

The fourth piece is entitled Munigāthā, precisely as in the Divyāvadāna (pp. 20, 35) which is a Mulasarvastivāda work in Sanskrit. The Pali poem in the Sutta-nipāta bears the name of Munisutta. Like the Khaggavisāna, the Munisutta stands out prominently as an early type of didactic Buddhist ballad poetry, couched in easy-flowing but vigorous language, characterised by the sublimity of thought, filled with genuine religious sentiment, singing of the glory of the life of lonely meditation, free from worldly cares and anxieties, and contrasting the same with the care-worn life of a householder. The recommendation of such a piece as this even to the laity for constant study and comprehension goes direct as an evidence against the theory that Asoka was opposed to the idea of turning a monk, severing connexion with the world.

The next piece, called Moneyasute, has been identified by Rhys Davids with a short Sutta on moneyyas in the Itivuttaka, and by Kosambi with the Nālaka Sutta in the Sutta-nipāta. The Itivuttaka Sutta giving as it does a bare enumeration of the three moneyyas (modes of quietude), does not match well with Asoka's intended passage. It is obviously a larger Discourse such as one presented in the Nālaka Sutta of which the Lokottaravāda version is cited in the Mahāvastu. Asoka's title leads us, no doubt, to think that the Discourse in its earlier stage was called Moneyya, and that at that stage it stood without the first stanza introducing Nālaka as interlocutor. The elimination of this stanza does not impair the wholeness of the Discourse.
The consensus of opinion is in favour of identifying the sixth piece, called Upatissa-pasine ("The Questions of Upatishyā"), with the Rathaviniṭa Sutta in the Majjhima Nikāya. This Sutta might indeed go by the name of Upatissa-pasine, inasmuch as the questions answered in it were all put by Sāriputra who, according to his own declaration, was generally known by the name of Upatishyā. His questions anticipating the replies received from the interlocutor set out the seven successive modes of purity, all ultimately leading up to Nirvāṇa. Thus the Sutta contains the māṭikā or ground plan of such later exegetical works as the Abhidhammāvatāra, the Vimuttimagga and the Visuddhimagga. But the choice lies yet between this and the Sāriputta Sutta (Sutta-nipāta, iv. 16), the latter, too, being a Discourse in reply to a question of Sāriputta. The Milinda list of select texts includes the name of the Sāriputta Sutta (ib., p. 349), and by the Therapañha Sutta the Mahāvamṣa (XXX. 82) probably meant this very Discourse.

The seventh piece, called Lāghulovāda, is accurately identified by Senart with the Ambalaṭṭhika Rāhulovāda Sutta (Majjhima-N., II). Aśoka specifies it as that particular text of Rāhulovāda which contains the Buddha's admonition on falsehood, addressed to Rāhula (musāvādāṁ adhigīchya bhagavatā buddhena bhāṣite). Obviously his intention is to distinguish this particular admonition from other texts bearing the same title. As placed in the Majjhima Nikāya, the three texts of Rāhulovāda are distinguished from one another as Mahā (Greater), Chūla (Lesser), and Ambalaṭṭhika (with reference to the place). The Mahā-Rāhulovāda was one of the popular Discourses, as evidenced by the Milinda-paṭñha (p. 349) and the Mahāvamsa (XXX. 83). Thus from the way in which Aśoka refers to the particular Rāhulovāda, we can easily infer that he was acquainted with a corpus of Buddhavacana, which contained more than one Rāhulovāda.

These are not all. Aśoka in his R.F. IX (G. Dh, J), has quoted a dictum (asti cha pīvutāṁ : sādhu dana iti, dāṇe tī), which is traceable in the Sādhu Sutta (Sānīyutta-N. I, p. 20). Not only that. Another dictum (pānesu sañamo sādhu), which occurs in the same edict, is traceable to the same source. Aśoka's
pronouncement on the superior value of *dhammadāna* (the gift of the Doctrine), which occurs in R.E. IX and is repeated in R.E. XI, is to be found in the same Sutta, as also in a verse of the Dhammapada (verse 354: *sabbadānam dhammadānani jināti*). A similar adage can indeed be traced in Manu, iv. 233, but here the word is *brahmadānam*. The protocol of the Bhābru Edict cannot but remind us of similar conventional expressions in the Suttas of the Dīgha and Majjhima Nikāyas.

The words, *athā pitā* etc (S.R.E. II), expressing the desired mutual relationship between the ruler and the ruled, have their exact counterpart in a *gāthā* of the Mahāsutasoma Jātaka. The parallels cited from the Arthasāstra, Mahābhārata and Buddha-charita (II. 97) are one-sided, wherefore these do not fully fit in with Aśoka’s statement.

*Anuposathan* in P.E. V and Schism Pillar Edict (Sārnāth) is a Buddhist technical term, which is met with in the Vinaya Mahāvagga, II. *Anavāsasi avāsaiye, vāsāpetaiye* (Schism Pillar Edict) is also found to be a Vinaya technical phrase. As a matter of fact, the whole text of the ordinance in the Schism Pillar Edict has behind it a Vinaya injunction in the Mahāvagga, which reads: *Sanghahedako upasampanno nāsetabbo*, and the precise nature of the measure adopted by Aśoka is faithfully described in the Samantapāśadikā and Pali Chronicles (Inscr. ii. p. 154).

Pilgrimages to Lumbini and Sambodhi (Bodhgaya) were undertaken by Aśoka in accordance with the Buddha’s express opinion (Mahāparinibbāna Suttanta, Dīgha-N. II, p. 149), and the expression, *hida Budhe jāte*, or *hida bhagavān jāte ti* (Here the Blessed One was born), which occurs in the Lumbini Pillar Inscription with reference to the village of Lumbini, has *idha Tathāgato jāto ti* (Mahāparinibbāna Suttanta) for its Pali parallel.

Aśoka’s claim, *maya bahukalānām katam* (R.E.V), *me bahuni kavānāni katāni* (P.E.II), is just an echo of the Bodhisattva’s declaration, *katā me kalyānā anekarūpā* (Mahāsutasoma Jātaka, No : 487).

The purposes of *anusamyāna*, as stated in R.E. III (read with reference to R.E. II) and in S.R.E. I, correspond to those men-
tioned by Buddhaghosa (Inscr. ii, p. 12). The public works, men-
tioned in R.E. II, P.E. II, P.E. VII and Queen’s Edict, may be
supposed to have been inspired by the Arāmaropa Sutta (Inscr. ii, p.
157). The duties of a pious householder stressed by Asoka
throughout his edicts fall all within the scheme of the Singālavāda
Suttanta (Dīgha-N. III). The phrase, porāṇā pakiti, is met with
only in the Pali Jātakas (Inscr. ii, p. 113). Asoka’s āsulope (S.R.E. I)
is peculiarly Buddhistic (ib., p. 90). The same holds true of
(samvata-kāpā (R.E. IV, V), sukaṭam dukāṭam (R.E.V), svage
R.E.VI, IX, M.R.E.) and apāye (S.R.E.I). For the popular signi-
ficance of the vimānas, hastins, agriskandhas, and other celestial
terms, mentioned in R.E. IV, one must in the first instance look
into the Vimāna stories in the Vimānavatthu and those inter-
spersed in the Jātakas.

Even behind Asoka’s idea of causing his edicts to be perma-
nently engraved on pavata (a rock), sīlāthambha, (a stone-pillar),
or a silāphalaka (a stone slab) was the Buddha’s opinion that a
writing in stone is not easily delible, that it endures long (Āṅgu-
ttara N. I, p. 283: pāsāne lekhā na khippam lujjati...chiraṭṭhitikā
noti).

The instances need not be multiplied. The Bhābru Edict
distinctly presupposes a traditional corpus of Buddha-vuchana,
constituted of Discourses in prose as well as those in verse. Out
of the seven recommended texts, four are found to be prose Dis-
courses, two to be poems or poetical Discourses, and one to be a
Discourse in prose or verse. The Rāhulovāda on musāvāda
suggests the existence of other Rāhulovādas. These texts are
embodied in the Majjhima Nikāya (the Sarvāstivāda Madhyamā-
gama), the Āṅuttara Nikāya (the Sarvāstivāda Ekottarāgama),
and the Sutta-nipāta. The Sādhu Sutta, presupposed by R.E. IX,
is contained in the Samyutta Nikāya (the Sarvāstivāda Saṁyuktā-
gama). The idea of Samvatto-kappa, the protocol of the Bhābru
Edict, and the undertaking of pilgrimages to the places of impor-
tance to the Buddhists presuppose some Suttas in the Dīgha
Nikāya (the Sarvāstivāda Dirghāgama). Several parallel dicta and
idioms lead us back to the Jātaka-gāthās. The main text and
appendix of the Schism Pillar Edict (Sārnāth) cannot but have
in its background the Vinaya Mahāvagga and Chullavagga which in their turn presuppose the existence of the two books of the Vinaya Suttavibhaṅga. The serial Discourse on Anāgata-bhayāni refers to Abhidhamma-kathā and Vedalla-kathā. The latter is embodied in the two Suttas of the Majjhima Nikāya, called Mahāvedalla and Chūlavedalla. By the former, too, we shall not perhaps be justified in thinking of the books of the Abhidhamma Piṭaka: it probably denoted certain special Suttas like those canonised by the Sarvāstivāda sect as Abhidharma treatises, standing as these do half way between the Suttas proper and the Pali Abhidhamma books. The Vinaya Mahāvagga and Chullavagga, taken together, outline the Buddhist ecclesiastical history from Buddhahood to the Second Buddhist Council, held in 100 B.E., and present a systematic account of the origin and development of the Vinaya rules and conventions. All accounts but those of the First and Second Councils fall within the life-time of the Buddha, while the two Councils enclose between them just a century, which elapsed after the Buddha’s demise. The account of the First Council speaks of the canonisation of the two books of the Vinaya Sutta-vibhaṅga, and the five Nikāyas without, however, the enumeration of the books of the then known Khuddaka Nikāya. The Vinaya passages cited in the account of the Second Council are mostly from the Suttavibhaṅga, while two of them are now to be found in the Mahāvagga. Of the two passages, the first is cited as a sainyutta and the second as a vatthu instead of as Khandhakas. The naming of the first as Upasatha-sainyutta is important as indicating that it originally formed an integral part of the Samyuttāgama. Besides the account of the Second Council assigned to 100 B.E., the Serissaka story in the Vimānavatthu claims to have been a composition of the same time (vide B. C. Law’s History of Pali Literature, I).

Aśoka uses the word nikāyā to denote either the bodies or classes of officers (R.E. XII, cf. Arthaśāstra, II. 4, śrenipravaha-niluṅkāya), or religious bodies or sects (R.E. XIII), or species of living beings (jivaniṅkaṇī, P.E. V), but nowhere applies it to mean separate collections of texts. As noted, his word for the literary tradition of a sect is āgama. The Theravāda is the only
Buddhist sect which replaced āgama by nikāya in the case of the Sutta collections. The Dipavamsa which is the oldest among the Pali Chronicles designates the Sutta Pitaka as Āgama Pitaka. But once used, Nikāya continued to be used as a textual title by the Theriyas, and Pañchanekāyika (one who knows the five Nikāyas by heart) is even met with as a personal epithet in some of the donative inscriptions at Bharhut (more accurately Berhut from Virahotra) and Sāñchī (2nd century B.C.). The Mūla Sarvāstivāda sect, on the other hand, retained the name Āgama. But in connection with the Pali expression, āgatāgamā, Buddhaghosa points out: eko Nikāyo eko Āgamo, . . . . pañcha Nikāyā pañcha Āgamā nāma.

The growing corpus of Buddhavachana, precisely like Vedic literature, was being handed down as an oral tradition from teacher to teacher until its commitment to writing, and there were regular institutions of Bhānakas or Reciters of the Sacred Texts, charged with the twofold duty of preservation and transmission by methodical and periodical chanting (Barua and Sinha, Barhut Inscriptions, sub voce bhānaka). The Sutta and Vinaya texts were being regularly chanted at different places by the bhikshus even while the Buddha was alive and facilities were given for the purpose (Mahāvagga, iv. 15. 4; Chullavagga, iv 4.4.). As regards the Theravāda tradition, the corpus underwent some six redactions prior to its commitment to writing, three in India and three in Ceylon, and at least two books were added to it after that. The Pali Canon, as is now preserved in Sinhalese, Burmese and Siamese MSS., is wanting in certain passages and stories cited in the later exegetical works and commentaries or otherwise preserved in the scriptures of other sects. The history of its development, as far as we can envisage it, shows the processes of reshuffling or permutation and combination, amplification, annotation, adaptation, and affiliation.

As regards other Buddhist doctrinal traditions, the Dipavamsa rightly points out that each sect or school with its rise appreciably modified the Theravāda corpus by the reshuffling as well as elimination of texts, by additions and alterations, by textual distortions and novel interpretations, and no less by changes in nomenclatures, phraseologies, phonetics, and grammar. The
Sarvāstivāda is the main sect whose Canon closely resembles the Theravāda minus some texts and portions of the Abhidhamma Pitaka. But judged text by text by the evidence of the edicts of Aśoka and other Indian inscriptions, the extant Canons of other Buddhist sects are chronologically later than the Theravāda.

As for bearings on Indian literature in general, there are certain things in the inscriptions of Aśoka that cannot be wholly accounted for by the Canon of Theravāda and Sarvāstivāda. For instance, the three words, parissava, aparissava, and āśīnava (= anhaya), of which the first two occur in R.E. X and the third occurs in P.E. II, III, are peculiarly Jaina. The citation from the Ācārāṅga Sūtra: je āśavā te parissavā, je parissavā, je anāsavā te aparissavā, is a traditional Jaina dictum, which may easily be supposed to have been at the back of Aśoka's opinion: eshe tu parissava yam āpūnām.

Aśoka's interesting list of birds, fishes and quadrupeds in P.E. V, in short, of creatures as abhakshyas is on a par with those in the Law-books of Bodhāyana and Vasishṭha which in their turn presuppose the works of Gautama and Vṛiddha Manu. In the background of the lunar days and half months specified by Aśoka in the same edict as those to be strictly observed for abstinence from certain acts of cruelty to animals are the injunctions in the Vinaya Mahāvagga as well as the prescriptions in the Grihya Sūtras. But as regards his list of creatures as avadhyas (P.E. V), its substantial agreement is with that in the Arthaśāstra (Inscr. ii, p. 360 ff.).

The popular maxim, evam samayayah kartavyah (Pañcatantra, I. 15), is echoed by Aśoka's dictum: samayayo eva sādhuh R.E. XII), which does not, however, prove the greater antiquity of the Sanskrit text Pañcatantra wherein the maxim is embodied. It suggests only the priority of the fable conveying the maxim with its Pali counterpart in the Sammodamāna Jātaka illustrated in the Bharhatu sculpture (Barua, Barhut, Bk. III, Pl. LXXII. 98).

Among the ancient grammatical works, Kātyāyana's Vārttika notices the word Devānāmpriya (Pali Devalanampiyo), and Pulājali's Mahābhāṣya discloses its significance as a personal
epithet or mode of address. The Mahābhāṣya makes also mention of the Khalatika parvata which figures in two of Aśoka's Barābar Hill-cave inscriptions. Pāṇini's ādikarah (Jaina āgare), lipikarah, livikarah (HI.2.23) are presupposed by Aśoka's ādikara; ādikare (R.E.V), and lipikara (R.E.XIV).

As regards the Smṛti literature, lists of non-eatable or forbidden animals, birds, beasts and fishes (abhākshyas), contained in the older Law-books, are certainly in the literary background of Aśoka's list of avadhyas (P.E.V). In this respect the Dharmasūtras of Bodhāyana and Vasishtha deserve special notice, particularly for the reason that both the works prohibit the eating of the flesh of rhinoceros and allow the eating of the meat of peafowls. Furthermore, Vasishtha's pāndukapota is the same species of birds as the setakapota in Aśoka's list. It is again in the treatises of Bodhāyana and Vasishtha that we come across the phrase kāmāṁ or kāmāṁ tu corresponding to Aśoka's kāmam chu (S.R.E. II). Manu's text, which in its extant from is later than Aśoka's time, has a distinct saying in verse corresponding to a dictum in Pali and in Aśokavachana.

Aśoka's insistence on the middle course (majha, S.R.E.I) is quite in keeping with Kauṭilya's wisdom (Arthaśāstra, I.4). Without sidelights from the Arthaśāstra we are helpless in accounting for the importance attached by Aśoka to the two asterisms of Tishya and Punarvasu (S.R.E.I, II, P.E.V.). The human treatment of slaves and servants, the grounds of release of prisoners before they have served out the full term of court sentence, the king's obligations to the aged, the destitute, the orphans, etc., and the consultation of the Council of Ministers in connection with urgent matters are common, more or less, to the edicts and the Arthaśāstra. Both emphasize the need of practice of utthāna (exertion) as secret of success in administration.

But the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra, as we now have it, is not only post-Aśokan but post-Śuṅga in date. Its mode of dating a record in terms of the regnal year, month, half-month and day (rājavarshah māsah pakshah divasah) tallies with that in the Kushāna, Ikshvāku and other later Indian inscriptions and differs appreciably from that in the inscriptions of Aśoka.
Its list of about ten kinds of slaves stands, as pointed out by Dr. Atindranath Bose, midway between that of Manu and that of Nārada.

It counts the seasons as six and defines each of them (II. 20), while Aśoka’s phrase tisu chātunmāsisu (P. E. V.) clearly suggests the adherence of his inscriptions to the tradition of three seasons. The tradition of six seasons may be shown, however, to be a pre-Buddhistic one.

The Lekhaka of the Arthaśāstra is not the same functionary as the Līpikāra of Aśoka. The leaves (patra) are the writing material contemplated by the Arthaśāstra (II. 10) and writing meant the employment of some sort of an ink, while with Aśoka the writing material was a hard substance like stone, and writing meant engraving of letters on such a material. The Arthaśāstra suggests the wisdom on the part of the king of consulting sometimes his ministers by sending letters (patra-preshanena, I. 15), a procedure which is inconceivable much before the birth of Christ. The Arthaśāstra classification and rules of royal writs (II. 10) may be made applicable to the inscriptions of Aśoka, but the records of Aśoka fall far below the standard of perfection in epistolary correspondence as set up in the Arthaśāstra.

The difference in spite of general agreement between the two lists of avadhyas, one offered in Aśoka’s P. E. V and the other in the Arthaśāstra (II. 16) is remarkable. Whilst Aśoka’s list is prepared on the twofold ground that the creatures included in it are those which were neither eaten by men nor came into men’s use, the Arthaśāstra list is based on the consideration that the creatures included in it were sacrosanct in the people’s eye (maṅgaḻyāḥ).

Some of Aśoka’s Mahāmātras (R. E. XIII) were indeed like the Adhyakshas of the Arthaśāstra, but on this ground it cannot be held that all the Adhyakshas (Superintendents) of the Arthaśāstra were Aśoka’s Mahāmātras. It is only by suggestio falsi that one may seek to identify wholly Aśoka’s Stryadhyaksha Mahāmātras with the Ganikādhyaksha of the Arthaśāstra.

The Rajjukas and Prādeśikas who were the highly important but not newly appointed officers of Aśoka are rather missed in
the Arthaśāstra. Even the Maurya capital Pātaliputra is not mentioned in it. It has moreover nothing to say about the Greek contemporaries of the Mauryas. Its hostile attitude towards the Sākyas (Buddhists), Ājīvakas, and other so-called vrishala prajñātās suggests its partiality to the Brāhmans and Brahmanical ascetics, and its predilections for the rājasūya and horse sacrifices suggest its connection with a post-Mauryan age of Brahmanical reaction against Buddhism, Jainism, and Ājīvikism. The Pali tradition represents, no doubt, Bindusāra, father and predecessor of Aśoka, as a votary of the Brahmanist and a lay supporter of the Brāhmans and Brahmanical ascetics. But there are at the same time traditions in Pali and Sanskrit to show that the Ājīvikas at least among the Indian ascetics, banned in the Arthaśāstra, had some amount of influence in the court and household of Bindusāra.

The Dharmāṣṭhas of the Arthaśāstra correspond neither to the Rajjukas nor to the Dharmaṇamahāmātrās of Aśoka, although it may be shown that their duties coincided in some respects with those assigned to the Rajjukas and in some respects with those assigned to the Dharmaṇamahāmātrās.

The connexion or difference between the Amātyas and Mahāmātrās is not quite clear from the Arthaśāstra. They do not find mention in the list of Government servants receiving subsistence (V.3). Although distinguished from the Mantrins, it would seem that some of the Amātyas were members of the Mantriparishad. In Chapter 6 of Bk. V, Amātya and Mahāmātra seem to have been employed as one and the same designation. In adopting Mahāmātra as a common designation of the members of the Parisā (R. E. VI) and all high officers of the State, Aśoka appears to have followed the tradition of Magadha and Kośala as represented in the older stratum of the Pali Canon, whereas the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra appears to have been the compilation of a time when the designation Mahāmātra tended to pass out of use. Like Sachivaḥ, Amātya was evidently a general designation for all classes of officers.

1. Arthaśāstra, 17. Amaraskoṣa, IX. 89.
The prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra is compiled in strict conformity to a textual and exegetical methodology, (Tantravyukti) defined in its concluding chapter (XV. 1). This methodology with its 92 terms is presented in the same language and in the same manner as in the concluding chapter of the Suśruta-sanhitā, whereas the textual form and uddeśa-nirdeśa method of the edicts of Aśoka are on a par with that in the Pali Suttas.

The extant prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra presupposes an anthology of 6,000 slokas, which is ascribed to Kautilya, and the slokas in this earlier kārikā, as may be judged by those still preserved in the prose treatise, were mostly, if not wholly, verses in the Śloka or Anushtubh metre. The anthology was ex hypothesi in the nature of a Nīti work, a treatise containing moral maxims on the conduct and duties of the king, his ministers, councillors and officers as well as on the art of administration,—in short, a work on Dandaṇiti or Rājadharma. Aśoka’s first Separate Rock Edict, too, presupposes such nītis or moral maxims. The Canonical Jātaka Book and the Mahābhārata abound in such Nīti anthologies that are traditionally ascribed to different teachers and sages noted for their wisdom. Thus the extensive anthology which had formed the literary basis of the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra was just one of the many such treatises. None need therefore be surprised that counterparts of or parallels to some of these maxims are traceable as much in the edicts of Aśoka as in the gāthās of the Jātaka and the ślokas of the Mahābhārata.

Even apart from the occurrence of certain common maxims and phrases and idioms, we cannot, without keeping some of the earlier Arthaśāstra verses in the immediate historical background of Aśoka’s edicts, account for the reason behind Aśoka’s insistence on the quinquennial tour of official inspection (R.E. III, S.R.E. I and the inspection tour to be undertaken within the third year (S.R.E. I). According to one of the earlier Arthaśāstra verses (II. 25), an additional month (adhimāsa) occurs periodically in the middle of every third year and at the end of the fifth, and in instituting the quinquennial and triennial tours Aśoka’s plan was to fully utilise the additional months so that the
usual administrative duties of the officers concerned would not be unduly interfered with. The Arthaśāstra verse reads:

_Evam ardha-tritiyānām abdānām adhīmāsakām/
grīshme janaḥtah pūrvam, paṇchabānte cha paśchimam/_.

Similarly behind Aśoka’s ordinance compelling a monk or nun found guilty of the offence of dividing the Saṅgha to live in a non-monastic residence is the prescription in the following Arthaśāstra verse (IV. 8) for either banishing from the country or compelling a Brāhmaṇa offender to reside in a non-residence like a mine:

_Brāhmaṇaṃ pāpakarmāṇām udgītah kūkṣītavārṇam/
kuryā nirāvahayām rājā vāsaya ākareshu vā//_.

Similarly the verses may be cited from the Arthaśāstra (II. 36) to show what was the customary practice of earlier times as regards jail-deliveries:

_Divase paṇccharātre vā bandhanasthān viśodhayet/
karmanā kāyadandena hīranyāṅgurahena vā//
Aṣṭāraṃadośābhīgame yuvarājaḥhishechane/
purtajānmani vā mokṣho bandhanasya vādhiyate//_.

The anthology presupposed by the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra and ascribed to Kauṭilya is just one of the many such anthologies, large or small, that dealt with the subject of _niti_, _dandaṇiti_ or _rājadharma_. The Pali Jātakas contain several examples of them associated with the name of different teachers noted for their worldly wisdom. Even other books of the Pali Nikāyas are not wanting in such words of wisdom in verse. Here attention might be particularly drawn to the verses in the Śīlālaya Sutta, the Lakkhana Suttanta, the Kurudhamma Jātaka, the Dasa-rājadhamma Jātaka, the Mahāhamsa Jātaka, the Mahāsutasoma Jātaka, the Mahābodhi Jātaka, and the Vidhura-

\[1\] For a detailed consideration of the chronological position of the Arthaśāstra in Indian literature, the reader is referred to Dr. Shama Sastri’s Preface to the third edition of his translation of the Arthaśāstra.
pandita Jātaka. But the great storehouse of Nīti anthologies was the Mahābhārata ascribed to Vaiśampāyana in some of the Grihya Sūtras¹ and referred to by Pānini (VI. 2. 38). This pre-Pāniniian Great Epic is equally presupposed by the Pali Jātakas, the Rāmāvana ascribed to Vālmiki, the edicts of Aśoka and no less by the Arthaśāstra as a whole.² The Rājadharmas section of the Sāntiparva offers us an extensive anthology on royal polity, which contains many striking parallels to the principles inculcated by Aśoka and emphasized in the Arthaśāstra. The phrases, idioms and adages, cited from the Brahmanical works other than the Mahābhārata as parallels to those occurring in Aśoka’s edicts are inadequate to indicate the literary and linguistic development of India prior to Aśokavachana.

It is in the Mahābhārata (XII. 207. 43) alone that we have the Sanskrit name Yauna corresponding to the Pali and Aśokan Yona. It is again here that the Yaunas, Kāmbojas and Gāndhāras are grouped together as socially and politically allied peoples precisely as in Pali and Aśokavachana (R. E. V). The word anusamāyāna, too, is met with in the Great Epic (I. 2. 123) punyarāthānusamāyānam, though not in the technical sense of Aśoka. The Mahāmātras mentioned in it are no other than those called Senapati Mahāmātras in Pali. The Mahābhārata (Bhistmaparva, 6. 13) locates the four Great Continents, Jambudvīpa included, precisely in the same way as in Pali.

¹ Aśvalāvana Grihya-Sūtra, III. 4.4., where we have mention of both Jaimini and Vaiśampāyana, and of the Bhārata and the Mahābhārata.

² For the date of compilation of the Arthaśāstra, see my article—The Arthaśāstra—a blend of old and new published in the Bhārata-Kaumudi, I. pp. 84–119. Here I must rectify three mistakes that appear in this article and which I had not the opportunity of correcting : P. 109: Read “though the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra does not depart from the earlier literary tradition when it counts the seasons as six” for “the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra departs from......”

P. 118: Read “takes no notice of dināras that find mention in the Nāgārjunikonda inscriptions” for “takes no notice of dināras that find mention in the Junāgarh inscription of Rudradāman I”. P. 118: Read “Sachivas, distinguished into two classes, Mati and Karma,—a distinction which is met with in some passages of the Mahābhārata but not in the Arthaśāstra (cf. I. 7)” for “Sachivas, distinguished into two classes, Mati and Karma, but this is conspicuous by its absence in the Arthaśāstra”,
In point of chronology Vālmīki's Rāmāyaṇa is later than the bulk of the Pali Jātakas and the pre-Pānini Mahābhārata. Professor Raychaudhuri seems inclined to treat it as a Maurya epic, which like the edicts of Aśoka is characterised by the remarkable simplicity of diction and the loftiness of the moral ideal. In both we notice the upsetting of the human mind at the sight of cruelty. But, in spite of the fact that the Sanskrit name Rishiṅika corresponding to Aśoka's Riṣṭika (R.E.V.G) is met with in the Rāmāyaṇa (IV. 41. 8-11), or that certain parallels to the moral maxims and principles of Aśoka may be cited from it, chronologically it is rather post-Aśokan than pre-Aśokan.

Aśoka in his S.R.E.I, propounds certain maxims of conduct for the guidance of government servants (suvihitā nitiyam, nitiyam), certain principles of judicial administration, of dandaniti, as held by Hultzsch. This he must have done either by way of an improvement on the pre-existent and current maxims. If, on the other hand, we take him at his word, he himself had made and enforced several regulations of piety (bahuṅkāni dharmaniyamāni yāni me kaṭāṇi, P. E. VII), as typified by that embodied in P. E. V. If all of them were preserved, no wonder that we would have before us a highly important and instructive treatise on politics by Aśoka. Even the solitary example preserved to us is sufficient to indicate the line of advance attempted to be made in the method and ideal of administration and the fulfilment of the king's obligations to men and animals. Thus it remains still to be seen how far the advanced ideas of governmental duties as found embodied in the subsequent Indian literature on law, polity and general morality were influenced by Aśoka's principles.
CHAPTER III
BEARINGS ON DIALECTS

The official language of Aśoka presents five main dialectical varieties, namely, those at Girnār, Shahbazgarhi, Kalsi, Brahmangiri, and Dhauli. The dialectical peculiarities of the language of the remaining inscriptions of Aśoka tend to belong to this or that among these five types.

The Dhauli and Jaugada versions of the Rock Edicts, for instance, represent one identical type except for a few irregular spellings in J, e.g., drakhāti (R.E.I), savatra (R.E. II) standing midway between savata in Dh and savatrā in M, and drasayitu (R.E. IV) standing midway between dasayitu in Dh and drasayitu in Sh. In respect of dialectical peculiarities, the Dhauli and Jaugada versions of the two Separate Rock Edicts belong to the same Dhauli type, and as for themselves, only three phonetic discrepancies are detectable, viz., sampatipāda, vippatipāda (Dh), sampatipāta, vippatipāta (J); desāvyutike (Dh), desa-āvyutike (J); hidalokapalalokam (Dh), hidalogam palalogam (J), although in one instance, apparently by mistake somewhere, we get hidalogika-palalokikāye in J.

Despite certain omissions, certain minor variations, and some phonetic differences the Kalsi and the Yerragudi may justly be treated as the northern and the southern version respectively of one and the same text of the Rock Edicts. The phonetic differences between the two versions lie in the marked tendency of K to lengthen the final vowel a, e.g., chā for cha; to spell ke as kye, e.g., nātikye (R.E. V); and to change sometimes the intervocal k into g, and t into d, e.g., Amtiyogasa (R.E. II, K), pasopagani (R.E. II, K), hidasukhāye (R.E. V, K). K, however, retains the intervocal t unchanged in savalokahitena (R.E. VI). In some instances we have g for k, e.g., Amtiyogasa (R.E. II). In R.E. X, K has palitihitu for palitiçitu, cf. Pali Pasenadi, Bharhut Pasenaji, nañi, Sk. Prasenajit.
If we ignore, as we should, the few phonetic irregularities due to the influence of K, the dialect of Ye is the same as that of Dh and J. The same holds true even of the dialect of K barring its distinctive phonetic peculiarities. The phonetic distinction of K becomes increasingly manifest from the latter half of R.E. IX in its tendency to replace s by š or sh,— a characteristic which connects its dialect with Sh and M, and lingers also in Devānam-priyashā of the Queen’s Edict on the Kauśāmbī pillar.

It will, however, be a mistake to suppose that the Rock Edicts fully represent the phonetic distinction of the dialect of Ye. On looking into the Yerragudi text of M. R. E., we find that it differs entirely in one respect from those of the Rock Edicts, namely, that it nowhere substitutes l for r. So far as the use of r goes, e.g., in savachāram, ārādhetave, it fully agrees with all the copies of M. R. E. but those at Bairāt and Sahasrām. It agrees also with the Sopārā version of the Rock Edicts. In mahātpaneva (Ye) we have an important link between the Yerragudi and three Mysore texts of M. R. E., while the change of m of tm into ū is a phonetic peculiarity of the dialect of Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra. In one point the three Mysore and two Hyderabad texts (Ga, Pa) differ from those of Ye and Ru, namely, that these cerebralise the dental nasal in the word pakamaninena; Ga and Pa cerebralise the dental nasal even in such words as mānusehi and dāni. Ignoring these few phonetic variations, the dialect of the Sopārā version of the Rock Edicts and the Mysore, Hyderabad, and Yerragudi versions of the Minor Rock Edict may be shown to be in agreement with that of Dhauli and Jaugāda. Strictly speaking, the dialect in question stands, in respect of its phonetic peculiarities, midway between the Girnār and Dhauli types.

The dialect of the Sahasrām text of M. R. E., as also that of the Bairāt copy, belongs entirely to the Dhauli type. The remark may apply equally to the dialect of the Bhābru or Calcutta-Bairāt Edict in spite of the trace of r in Priyadasi, prasāde, sarve, and doubtful abhipretām.

The Dhauli type covers the entire field of the dialect of the Pillar, Minor Pillar and Barābar Hill-cave inscriptions may be totally ignored. The word vigāda for vikāṭa, vikṛita in the Lum-
binī Pillar Inscription is traceable in Ardhamāgadhī, and so also chithitu for G tiṣṭamto, which occurs in R.E. IV (K, M, Dh).

The Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra texts of the Rock Edicts show some common phonetic peculiarities, the most striking of which is the absence of the long vowels, ā, i and ū, in their orthography. All the three sibilants occur, precisely in the words that tend to keep to Sanskrit spellings. The palatal sibilant ɻ is generally substituted for sh, e.g., arabhīṣānti, manuṣā, hapeṣāti, hapesadi. In an exceptional case sh is retained, e.g., kashamti—karishyanti (R.E. V). The Sanskrit letter kṣh is retained in such words as kshanati (R.E. XII, Sh), kshanaye, kshamitaviyamate R.E. XII, Sh), vrakshamti (R.E. V, Sh), while in the Mansehra dialect it is represented by chh, e.g., ruchhāni (R.E. II), chhanati R.E. XII), chhamitave (R.E. XIII), the exception being mokshaye (R.E. V).

Turning to conjoint consonants, we notice that unless there are lapses into the Dhauli si (which are frequent), the seventh case-ending sīn changes into ṇī in both Sh and M, e.g., samayāṣpi (R.E.I, Sh), vṛchalśpi vinitāṣpi uyanāṣpi (R.E. VI, Sh, M); that the initial svā, too, changes into spa, e.g., spasana (R.E.V, Sh), spasana (M), spaṭa for svārā (R.E. VI, Sh, M), spaṃikena for svāṃikena (R.E. IX, Sh, M); that st, sr, and sr remain unchanged; that sṭh is assimilated and reduced to th, rarely to th. The consonant r, whether employed alone or in combination with another consonant, remains unchanged. The r as the flag of a consonant changes into a stop, e.g., athreyā, savatra, or is shifted back to be conjoined as a stop with the preceding consonant, e.g., dvāṣi for darśi, dhrāma for dharma, while the vowel ṭi is either changed into ri or ru or shifted on to be conjoined as ra with the succeeding consonant, or represented by a, i, or u as in the Dharuli type, e.g., mrugo (Sh), mrige (M) for mṛigah (R.E.I) ; klām for klām (R.E. V, Sh); viyapūta for vyāprīta.

All the distinctive phonetic characteristics of Sh but the tendency to dispense with the long vowels, ā, i, and ū, are scant in M,

---
1. It is more probable that Aśoka’s vigaṭabhi is the Old Māgadhī equivalent of Sk. vigaṭabhi meaning ‘free from fear’, ‘free of danger’. 
which latter shows constant learnings to the Dhauli type. In rare instances where there are vestiges of the Dhauli dialect, e.g., in R.E. V, we detect at once that the draft for M was despatched to Sh and that for Sh to M. And in instances where the two texts read alike, we are to understand that one and the same draft was prepared by mistake for both the places. Ignoring these irregularities, we may safely premise that without losing its integrity as a dialect type Sh has a greater affinity to the dialect of Gîrnâr, and M to that of Dhauli.

There is no gainsaying the fact that the Sanskrit phonetic system has a greater hold on the dialect of Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra than on that of Gîrnâr. But on this ground alone one should not maintain with Mookerji that “the dialect of the Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra redactions is much nearer to Sanskrit than the dialects of the other versions of the fourteen edicts.” The phonetics must not be mistaken for the whole of a language. In the opinion of Michelson this dialect cannot be regarded “as a mere lineal descendant of Sanskrit, inasmuch as it presents certain forms that go to establish its affinity to Avestan rather than Sanskrit”. The Avestan legacy extends as far as Gîrnâr, and it is detectable in the hardening of v into p. Michelson offers for comparison G susrūsā, susrūsatām with Avestan susrusemno, and G srunāru, Sh and M šruneyu with Avestan surunaoiti.

The Gîrnâr type effects at first sight a happy compromise between the Shahbazgarhi and the Brahmagiri. It systematically retains the consonant r, and optionally r as a stop, e.g., priyena, priyadasi, prajīhi, dhruvo, sarvatra, vṛcchha, prādesike, sṛvāpakam, mahāmātresu, brāhmaṇa-sramana, as well as r as a flag e.g., sarvatra, sarve, dasavāraḥsītī. Even the Shahbazgarhi tendency to change r as a flag into r as a stop and to conjoin it with the preceding consonant is traceable in G bhutaprwaṁ (R.E. V, VI). Although in agreement with the Dhauli and Brahmagiri types it does away with the palatal and carebral sibilants, ś and ṣh, in its orthography, the vestige of sh lingers in the conjoint consonant st, e.g., tisamto (R.E. IV), sesete (R.E. IV), usṭānam (R.E. VI). The Shahbazgarhi tendency to harden v and m into p, undoubtedly through the intermediate b, is detectable in K tpa for tvā and tma for tpa, e.g., ārabhitpā (R.E. I), dasayitpā (R.E. IV), dbādasa
(R. E. IV), ātpapāsaṁda (R. E. XII). The uses of the dental and cerebral nasals are governed by the rules of Sanskrit spellings. It differs entirely from the Shahbazgarhi type as regards the tendency of the latter to dispense with the long vowels, ā, ĭ, and ĭ.

The language of the inscriptions of Aśoka is Prakrit, the phonetic variations of which may be broadly distinguished in terms of the following local areas: (1) Gāndhāra or North-Western, typified by Shahbazgarhi; (2) Saurāshṭra or Western, typified by Gīrnār; (3) Mahārāṣṭra, typified by Brahmagirī; (4) Haimavata Madhyadeśa or Northern Central, typified by Kalsi; and (5) Kālinga or Eastern, typified by Dhauli.

From the grammatical point of view, however, the Eastern area extends as far north as Dehra Dun and Nepal Terai, as far north-west as the eastern side of the Indus, as far west as Rājputānā, as far south-west as Sopārā, as far south as Northern Mysore, and as far east and south-east as Orissa. Thus, viewed, such phonetic areas as the North-Western to the east of the Indus, the Western, the South-Western, the Northern Central, and the Eastern may justly be regarded as so many sub-areas of the grammatical eastern area. From the phonetic point of view the Gāndhāra or North-Western area is co-extensive with the region where Kharoshṭhī was the prevalent form of alphabet. From this point of view, just as the region to the east of the Indus was the eastern extension, so Khotan was the Central Asian extension of the same area, particularly that part of Khotan where was founded a colony of the people from Gandhāra. Here indeed, in this part of Khotan and in the midst of the ruins of the Gośringa Vihāra, was discovered a Kharoshṭhī MS. of a recension of the Dhammapada in the Gāndhāra Prakrit influenced to certain extent by the Iranian dialects. The language of this version of the Dhammapada bears all the fundamental traits of the dialect of Shahbazgarhi despite its being three or four centuries later in age. It shows, however, a great option for interchanges between i and e, u and o, j and y to meet the exigency of metre. In it, as to some extent also in the dialect of Shahbazgarhi, one may trace certain elements of what is termed Paisāchī or Apabhramśa Prakrit by Hemachandra.

The phonetic affinity between the dialects of Shahbazgarhi
and Mansehra is conceivably the closest. But as one steps eastward, the further the area reached, the less marked is the vestige of the phonetic influence of Shahbazgarhi. The same linguistic phenomenon is bound to strike a person when he travels further and further south from Shahbazgarhi to Gîrnâr and from there to Sopârâ, Maski, Yerragudi, and Brahmagiri. Whilst thus the phonetic influence of Shahbazgarhi may be shown to have extended as far east and south-east as Kalsi and Kausâmbî, the grammatical preponderance of the Eastern Prakrit goes up to Mansehra. Similarly the dialect of Shahbazgarhi may be shown to have followed the grammatical system of Gîrnâr in the matter of declension, the few instances of irregularity having been due to confusion with the Mansehra forms.

The phonetic influence of the dialect of Gîrnâr extends over the whole of the Mahârâshtra area, bounded on the north by Sânchî and Rûpâth, on the south by Yerragudi, Brahmagiri and Gavimath, on the west by Sopârâ, and having in its centre Maski, while the dialect of the latter area follows the grammatical system of Dhaulī in the matter of declension. On the eastern side Bairat stands as the meeting place of the phonetic systems of Gîrnâr and Dhaulī with the predominance of that of the latter place.

Thus through the portals of the inscriptions of Aśoka one may have just a peep into the geographical distribution of the dialectical peculiarities of Aśokan Prakrit as well as into the interesting picture of the fluidity of the linguistic situation in which one area encroached on or partly overlapped another either in respect of the predominance of its grammatical system or in that of its phonetic influence. And it may be legitimately asked—is the nomenclature of the classified Prakritis of the Prakrit grammarians applicable to the dialectical varieties of Aśokan Prakrit?

The linguistic data afforded by the inscriptions of Aśoka are not sufficient for the indentification of any of the dialectical varieties of Aśokan Prakrit with any of the classified Prakritis of the later age.

The nominative singular case-ending e of all masculine and neuter stems or bases of a declension is the most striking grammatical characteristic of Mâgadhi. Judged by this characteristic
alone, all the dialectical varieties of Aśokan Prakrit but those at Shahbazgarhi and Girnār might be termed Mägadhī. The domain of Mägadhī is apt to become narrower or more limited in area as soon as we apply its fundamental phonetic characteristic, namely, the substitution of \( l \) for \( r \), which is missed in the dialects of Mansehra, Rūpnāth, Yerragudi (M. R. E.), Brahmagiri, Maski, Gavīmath, Palkigundu, and Sopārā. Similarly the substitution of \( s \) for \( s \) which is another important phonetic characteristic of Mägadhī is wanting in all the inscriptions of Aśoka but those at Kalsi, Shahbazgarhi, Mansehra, Bairāt and Maski, where, too, it is rather an exception than a rule, e.g., \( sε=se \) (K, R. E., XI), \( siyā \) (K, R. E. XII), \( pāsada=pāsamdu \) (K, R. E. XII); manusānam (Sh, R. E. II), muniśanām (M, R. E. II); anapeśanītī (Sh, R. E. III), anapayisati (M, R. E. III), anuśaśanītī (Sh, M, R. E. IV); \( svage=svage \), \( svarga=svarga \) (Bai, M. R. E.); \( budhaśake=budha \) (upāsake) (Maski, M. R. E.). I say rather an exception, because from the latter half of R. E. IX the prevailing tendency of Kalsi is to cerebralisce the dental and palatal sibilants, the general tendency of Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra being to employ all the three sibilants precisely as in Sanskrit; the instance cited from Maski is doubtful, and that from Bairāt solitary.

In Māgadhī \( d y \) and \( d h y \) invariably become \( yy \) and \( y y h \) respectively. As for the change of \( d y \) into \( yy \), it nowhere occurs in the dialect types of Aśokan Prakrit but in words where \( d y \) happens to be preceded by \( u \), e.g., \( uyānesu \) (G, R. E. VI), \( uyānasī \) (Dh, J, K, Ye), \( uyanaśpi \) (Sh, M.), and \( uyāma=udyama \) (K, R. E. XII). But, as a rule, \( d y \) and \( d h y \) become \( j j \) and \( j h \) (jjh) respectively in Aśokan Prakrit e.g., \( aja=adya \) (R. E. I, R. E. IV), \( majhām=madhyam \) (S. R. E. I), \( majhamena, majhimena=madhyamena \) (R. E. XIV).

In Māgadhī \( r y \) and \( r j \) invariably become \( yy \). In Aśokan Prakrit the change of \( r j \) into \( yy \) is exemplified by \( ayaṇutasa=āryaputrasya \) (M. R. E., Bra, Si, Ja), which is however, a solitary instance. The Aśokan texts are wanting in words indicating the phonetic change of \( r j \).

In Māgadhī the initial \( y \) remains and replaces \( j \). The Aśokan Prakrit affords no instance where the initial \( j \) is replaced by \( y \).
is represented by *e* invariably at Sahasrām and Sārnāth and optionally at Dhaulī, Jaugada, Kalsi, Verragudi, Bairāt, Delhi, Mīrātā, Kauśāmbī, Lauriya Aratarāj, Lauriya Nandangarh, Rāmpūrva, and Mansehra, *e.g.*, *am* = *yāṁ* (M.R.E., Sa), *ya*, *am* = *yam* (Bai), *e* = *yah* (Sārnāth), *adā* = *yadā* (R.E.I, Dh, J.), *e* = *yah* (R.E. II, Dh, J), *am* = *yam* (R.E. IV, K, M), etc. In the solitary instance of *āva* = *yāvat*, the initial *ya* is represented by *a* or *ā* in all the versions of the Rock Edicts.

In Māgadhī *ny*, *ny*, *jī*, and *ṅj* become *ṅṇ*. The change of *jī* into *ṅ* (*ṅṅ*) is a distinctive feature of the dialects of Gīrṇār and Brahmagiri, and occasionally of those of Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra, *e.g.*, *rāṅṅ* = *rājñā* (R.E. I, G), *rāṅo* = *rājnah* (R.E. I, Sh), *ṅātiṅka* = *ṅātiṅkāh* (R.E. V, G, Sh), *ṅātiṅka* = *ṅātiṅkā* (R.E. V, M), *ṅātiṅkās* (M.R.E., Bra), *kataṁṅatā* = *kṛitätįṅkā* (R.E. VII, G), *ṅṅṛṣāṅta* (Sh), *ṅṅṛṣāṅta* (M).

Gīrṇār and Shahbazgarhi invariably change *ny*, and *ex hypothesi* also *ny*, into *ṅ* (*ṅṅ*); Mansehra does so mostly.

In Māgadhī *śṭa*, *śṭh* become *sta* or *stā*. These Māgadhī characteristics are paralleled nowhere in Aśokan Prakrit but at Gīrṇār, *e.g.*, *Riṣṭikā* (R.E. V) for *Riṣṭikā*, and *niśṭānāyā* (R.E. IX) for *niśṭhānāyā*, *tistamto* for *tisṭhantah* (R.E. IV).

In Māgadhī, precisely as in Sanskrit and all other classified Prakrits but Ardhamāgadhī, the only infinitive suffix is *tum* or its Prakrit equivalent, while it is invariably *tave* in Aśokan Prakrit.

In Māgadhī *rīḥ* becomes *śt* or *st*, which is nowhere the case with Aśokan Prakrit.

The predominant tendency of Māgadhī is to cerebralise the dental nasal, while just the opposite is the tendency of Aśokan Prakrit at all places with the exception of Gīrṇār, Shahbazgarhi, Mansehra, Mysore and Hyderabad. The general tendency of Gīrṇār, Shahbazgarhi, Mansehra, Hyderabad and Mysore is to use the cerebral nasal *ṅ* in the right place precisely as in Sanskrit. The only exception to be noted at Gīrṇār is *darsanā*, *dasaṇe* for *darśana* (R.E. IV). A similar exception is met with in the Mysore and Hyderabad copies of M.R.E., and that in the word *pakamantena*, *pakamamintena*. 
The Māgadhi locative singular suffix is *sśiṁ*, while the Aśokan Prakrit makes use of *mhi* at Gīrṇār, of *spi* at Shahbazgarhī and Manshehra, and *si* at all other places.

The instances cited above may suffice to establish that none of the Aśokan dialects is wholly identical with the Māgadhi of the Prakrit grammarians.

Ardhamāgadhī of the verse portions of the Śvetāmbara Jaina Canon agrees fully with the dialect of Gīrṇār and mostly with that of Shahbazgarhī in the nominative singular in *o*, while that of the prose portions of the same Canon agrees with the rest of Aśokan dialects in the nominative singular in *e*.

On the whole, Ardhamāgadhī agrees with the Aśokan dialects at Gīrṇār, Shahbazgarhī, Manshehra, Sopārā, Brahmagiri, Maski, Gavimath, Rūṇāth, and Yerragudi (M. R. E.) in the retention of *r*. It is, however, wanting in the use of *r* as a flag and *r* as a stop.

The gerund *tūna* or *tīna* which is frequently used in the Ardhamāgadhī verses is paralleled only in the word *abhīvādetūnam* of Aśoka's Bhābru Edict found at Bairāt.

The Ardhamāgadhī use of *ttu* or *ṭtu* as a gerund is a common characteristic of all the Aśokan dialects but that at Gārnār, e.g., *kaṭu = kritvā* (S.R.E.I, Dh), *paliṣṭittu = pariṇāvaktvā* (R.E. X, Dh, J. Ye), Ardhamāgadhī prefers *ṭtue* to *un* (*tun*) as an infinitive suffix, while *tave* is the only suffix for the infinitive in Aśokan Prakrit. Both *ṭtue* and *tave* correspond undoubtedly to the Vedic suffix *tave*, *taven* or *taven* (Pāṇini, III. 4.9.).

The Ardhamāgadhī locative singular suffix *msi* is missed in Aśokan Prakrit. The *ṣi* of Aśokan Prakrit corresponds better to *sśi* of Śaurasenī and *sśin* of Māgadhi.

The Ardhamāgadhī dative in *āe* (*āye*) is abundantly used in all the Aśokan dialects but those at Gīrṇār, Mysore and Hyderabad. Ardhamāgadhī does not sometimes retain the initial *y*, e.g., *ahā = yathā*. But its predominant tendency is to replace the initial *y* by *j*, e.g., *jahā = yathā, jāva = yāvat*. It also changes *yy* into *jj*, e.g., *sejjā = savya, Pali seyya*.

Ardhamāgadhī not only retains the dental sibilant *s* but replaces by it the palatal and cerebrals sibilants, precisely as in Pali.
This is paralleled in all the Aśokan dialects but those at Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra: certain exceptions to the rule are to be noticed also at Kalsi and Kauśambi, e.g., Devānampiyasā (R.E. XIII, K, Queen's Edict), shuneyu, shamavāye (R.E. XII, K), siyā=siyāt (R.E.XII, K).

Aśoka's chīthitā (R.E. IV, Dh, J, K, M) corresponds to the Ardhamāgadhī chīthittā. The Ardhamāgadhī dāmsana for darśana has its parallel in the Gīrṇār darśanā, dasanā (R.E. IV).

The Ardhamāgadhī retention of r is a common characteristic of the Aśokan dialects at Gīrṇār, Sopārā, Mysore, Hyderabad, Rūpnāth, Shahbazgarhi, and Mansehra, as also in the dialect of the Yerragudi copy of M.R.E. But Ardhamāgadhī dispenses with r as a flag and r as a stop.

The dominant tendency of Ardhamāgadhī to cerebralise the dental nasal is lacking in all the Aśokan dialects but those at Gīrṇār, Mysore and Hyderabad; even at the last mentioned three places, the cerebralisation of n is rather an exception than a rule.

Aśokan Prakrit agrees with Ardhamāgadhī in so far as the latter language retains v in all cases of assimilation, e.g., save=savve, Pali sabbe (R.E. VII, G, K, Dh, J).

Like Ardhamāgadhī and Pali, Aśokan Prakrit, employs siya, siya (Sh, M), shiyā, siyā for syāt.

Ardhamāgadhī has its future form in hiti for syati, and in hisi for syasi. These two as archaic forms occur in Pali gāthās, e.g., in hohiti, hohisi. The future form in siti for syati is met with in the Mysore, Hyderabad, Rūpnāth and Yerragudi dialects of M.R.E., e.g., vaḍhisiti=vaḍhisati (Sa, Bai).

The instances cited above are enough, I think, to establish that the phonetic and grammatical characteristics of any of the Aśokan dialects are not wholly identical with those of Ardhamāgadhī.

Turning to Sauraseni, we may note that it agrees with Ardhamāgadhī of the verse portions of the Jaina Canon in its retention of r, in having the nominative singular in o, in the use of the single sibilant s, in the cerebralisation of even the initial n, and in the replacement of the initial y by j. So far as these
characteristics go, the reader is referred to the observations made in connexion with Ardhamārgadhi.

The Śaurāsenī and Māgadhī idha for iha is a phonetic peculiarity of the dialect of Girnār.

The Śaurāsenī tendency to change the intervocal hard mute \( t \) into \( d \) is accidentally met with in the dialects of Kalsi, Shahbazgarhi and Manschra in the word hitsukhāye, hitsukhāye (R.E. V). Elsewhere, even these three dialects have hita for hita.

The locative singular in \( s \) which occurs in all the Aṣokan dialects but those of Girnār and Shahbazgarhi is identical with the alternative Śaurāsenī suffix \( ssi \).

In Śaurāsenī vāvuda stands for SK. vyāprita, a characteristic which is missed in Aṣokan Prakrit, cf. vyāpata (R.E.V., G), vyāpata (R.E. V, Sh), vyāpata (R.E. V, K, Dh; P.E. VII, DT).

The Śaurāsenī change of \( stha \) into chitttha, is paralleled by the Aṣokan chittiitu (R.E. IV, K, Dh). But nowhere in Aṣokan dialects eva changes into jjevva.

The instances need not be multiplied. Those cited above are enough to indicate that none of the Aṣokan dialects is wholly identifiable with Śaurāsenī.

In Pāīsāchī \( jn \) and \( ny \) become \( n\), e.g., viṇānā= vijnāna, kaṇnā= kanyā. These two special characteristics of Pāīsāchī are traceable in the Aṣokan dialects of Girnār and Shahbazgarhi. The change of \( ch \) into \( j \), such as in rāchā for rājā, may be illustrated by the Aṣokan Kāmbhoja for Kambhoja R.E. V, Dh). Similarly tūna as a substitute for the gerund ktnā has its Aṣokan parallel in abhivādetuḍān for abhivādetvā (Bhābru). But nowhere in Aṣokan dialects īva becomes piva or rjh (as in nirjhara) becomes chchh.

Just as in Maharāṣṭrī, so in the Aṣokan dialects of the Maharāṣṭhra, Girnār and Shahbazgarhi areas \( l \) is not substituted for \( r \). The first case in o of a— declension is the usual form of declension at Girnār, Sopārā and Shahbazgarhi. The Maharāṣṭrī tendency to use \( n \) in the right place as in Sanskrit is also the characteristic of the Aṣokan dialects of the above areas. But there is no instance in Aṣokan Prakrit where the initial \( n \) is cerebralised
as in Mahārāśṭrī. Similarly there are several other characteristics of Mahārāśṭrī that are missed.

The historical position thus made out of Aśokan dialects in relation to later Prakrits is in no way new. It has been elaborately discussed by Senart and clearly outlined by Woolner. The new point stressed in the foregoing discussion is the broad demarcation of five phonetic subdivisions within two main grammatical divisions.

It will be seen that the typical Aśokan Prakrit as an official language is standardised in the diction of the Seven Pillar Edicts. This Prakrit diction was developed evidently within that portion of Northern India which is known to the Buddhists as the Middle Country. Call it Eastern Dialect or Prakrit if you please. It cannot be wholly identified with the Māgadhī of the Prakrit grammarians, and yet one cannot help thinking that it is a form of Old Māgadhī, which is presupposed by the Pali Canonical texts, I mean, that form which the Pali Canon preserves while reproducing certain philosophical doctrines, particularly those ascribed to the six Titthiyas or Tirthankaras including Mahāvīra1. Ardhamāgadhī, the language of the Śvetāmbara Canon, shows a grammatical as well as a phonetic blending of the standard Aśokan Prakrit and the Aśokan dialect of the Mahārāśṭra area as defined above. Whether or not there ever existed a Buddhist Canon in that Old Māgadhī is still problematical. No inference should be definitely drawn as to the existence of such a Canon from the titles of seven texts (Bhābru Edict), though they are accidentally all in Old Mahāgdi. As the Vinaya Chullavagga attests, the Buddhavachana was being studied, preserved and orally handed down at different centres, even in the life-time of the Buddha, by his followers recruited from different localities, races, social grades and families. There was reason for apprehension that the Buddhavachana might become distorted unless it was put in Vedic language (to Chhanda-s, Lit., language of the Vedic hymns). From a significant statement of the Buddha occurring in the Araṇavibhaṅga Sutta (Majjhima-N., III), it is clear that different provincial words

were used, such \textit{patta, vittha, ponna, dhāropa, sarāva}, to denote one and the same thing or object, such as a pot or bowl. Affiliated into a single language, they would serve as synonyms. The local variants in Asokan Prakrit, such as \textit{mahidāyo} (R.E.IX, G), \textit{ithi} (Dh), \textit{strīyaka} (Sh), \textit{abahājanika} (M), \textit{abahājanīyo} (K), suggest not only the local currency of a certain word but also the local phonetic variation of one and the same word.

Thus, in spite of the received common traditional formulations of the Buddhavachana, it is most probable that there existed several local recensions of texts showing variations in matter, diction, grammar and phonetics. In the matter of codification and antiquity the Pali Canon is certainly entitled to highest respect. The language of this authoritative recension has not only the Vedic Sanskrit in its background but also presupposes a definite dialectical basis. One may hold without much fear of contradiction that a clear idea of the main dialectical basis of Pali may be formed from the diction of the Girnār version of Asoka's Rock Edicts. I am not prepared to call that basis either Sauraseni\textsuperscript{1}, Paisāchī\textsuperscript{2}, or Mahārāṣṭrī, for to do so would be to put the cart before the horse. In order to get a true insight into what was in the background one must not argue back but forward: given such a dialectical basis, we can account for the possibility of the development of Pali, and subsequently of the development of Sauraseni, Paisāchī and Mahārāṣṭrī.

1. Professor S. K. Chatterji inclines to think that in respect of morphology and phonology there is a good deal of similarity between Pali and Sauraseni. \textit{Origin and Development of the Bengali Language}, p. 54.

CHAPTER IV

PHRASEOLOGY AND STYLE

The records of Aśoka are remarkable for their homely diction in prose. It follows a law of rhythm and cadence of its own and combines the sincerity of purpose with the dignity of expression. It is enlivened throughout by the noblest sentiment of a well-meaning heart, and vivid with the grandest vision of a righteous world of ceaseless activity promoting the cause of piety and promising the attainment of the desired object here and of a grand heaven hereafter. It conveys the lofty message of an enlightened seer of eternal good and happiness, and serves as a fitting vehicle of sparkling thoughts of a highly sensitive and practical mind. Its pathos is well-suited to its theme, and its appeal goes direct into the heart. The epigraphs read as so many autobiographical sketches of Aśoka. In going through them one is apt to feel that they were written either to his dictation or, at any rate, under his direction. Thus they are intended to reproduce and preserve the very words of the Maurya emperor. So far as their phraseology and style go, they are very closely related to the Pali Discourses of the Buddha. There is no other recorded literary tradition so wonderfully fits in with them. And this alone may suffice to indicate that none was, perhaps, more steeped in the knowledge of the Buddhavachana than Aśoka, that none drank deeper at that fountain of inspiration.

The first point of similarity between the Buddha’s Pali Discourses and Aśoka’s Prakrit Epigraphs is the race between the statement in first person and that in third. The redactor’s or editor’s part in both is to substitute third person for first for converting a direct narration into an indirect one. The first person remains intact in both where the received words of mouth are sought to be faithfully reproduced or preserved. In both, the stress is laid on the authoritative vachana, sāsana, and anusathī (Pali anusatthi, anusīṭṭhi):
Buddhavachana

mama vachanena te bhikkhū āmaṇṭehi (Majjhima, I, pp. 258, 321)
Tathāgato āha, Bhagavā etad avocha (Dīgha, III, p. 181)

Bhagavato arahato, sammāsambuddhassa.

Aśokavachana

Devānāṃpiyashā vachanena savata mahāmātā vataviyā (Queen’s Edict)
iyam sasane (Schism Pillar, Sārnāth)
Devānāṃpiyasa priyadasino rāño (R.E. I).

The protocol of the Bhābru Edict literally conforms to the conventional form of courtesy met with in Pali:

Rājā Māgadho Ajātassattu Vedehiputto Bhagavantaṁ abhivādetvā Bhikkusaṅghassa añjaliṁ pañāmetvā appābādhaṁ ... phāsuvihāratam cha phāsuvihālatam cha (Bhābru).

Piyadasi lājā Māgadhe Samgham abhivādetinām āha apābādhatam cha (Kakachupama Sutta, Majjhima I).

In M.R.E. (Brahmā), Aśoka directs the Viceroy-in-Council to observe the conventional courtesy in officially forwarding a copy of his proclamation to the Mahāmātras of Īsila. Here the form is implied in the order: ārogyamī vataviyā, “health is to be inquired of, health is to be wished.” The inquiry of health and comfort and welfare was made, as a matter of course, in all greetings of civility exchanged between two persons of distinct social rank or religious status. The oft-recurring Pali description is: sammodaniyam kathaṁ sārānīyam viṭisāretvā, “having exchanged the greetings of civility.” This corresponds to the Sanskrit kuśāla-praśnam uktvā (Rāmāyaṇa, Aranāya, XII. 26). Buddhaghosa explains the word sammodi (greeted) as meaning such personal inquiries as kacchi bhoto ... appābādhaṁ ... phāsuvihāro ti. But exactly corresponding to Aśoka’s ārogyamī vataviyā, we have in Buddhaghosa’s Papanācaśūdanaṁ: mama vachanena punappunāṁ ārogyamī puchchhitva ‘rājā tumhehi saddhum mittabhāvam ichchhati ’ti vadatha.
Inscriptions

One must note that aroguyo preseti, arogya pariśrochati is the usual conventional form of courtesy with the Kharoshthi documents of Khotan. Strangely enough, Kauṭilya’s śāsanādhikāra prescribes no such convention.

The Buddhavachana and Asokavachana show a very close correspondence as regards the construction of sentences, so much so that one cannot help regarding the former as the literary basis of the latter:

**BV**

'Idha Tathāgato jāto ti saddhassa kulaṇuttassa dassaniyaṁ thānāṁ
(Dīgha. II. p. 140).

Asmīna pradeśe Bhagavaṁ jātah
(Dīvyā. p. 390).

'Tassa mayhem etad ahosi: Kin nu kho aham aṁśadatthu bhayaṁtiṣek-khi viharāmi ... tathābhūto va bhayaṁheravān paṭivineyyan ti (Majjhima. I. Bhayaṁherava Sutta).

The influence of the Pali gāthās on the diction of Asokavachana is traceable in the mannerism of the latter in inculcating the principles of piety. The Sādhu Sutta, quoted in R. E. IX, is undoubtedly the main Canonical authority. But the mannerism is not restricted to the stanzas of this Sutta, as will appear from the following citation from the Dhammapada:

**BV**

kāyena saṁvaro sādhu
sādhu vācāya saṁvaro
(Dhp. 361).

dhammaladdhassa pi sādhu
dānaṁ (Sāmyutta. I. p. 21)

**AV**

'Hida Budhe jāte Sakyamuni' ti silā
vigaḍabhī chā kālāpita.

'Hida Bhagavāṁ jāte' ti. (Lumbini
Pillar).

Esa me huthā: ..... se kinasu jame
anupatiṣapeya, kinasu jame anulup-
peyā dhammavatthiyā vadheyā ti.
(P. E. VII).

The Pali prose discourses typified by the Kinti Sutta (R. E. III, Majjhima-N. III) may be shown to have influenced the mannerism of Asokavachana in stating the purpose of an action by kinti (SK. kimiti), 'what for', put in the middle of a sentence:
The Aṣokavachana employs several technical terms that are characteristically Buddhist and were evidently drawn from the Buddhavachana:

**BV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>samvāṭṭa-kappā</td>
<td>(Dīgha, I, p. 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sukaṭa-dukkhāta</td>
<td>(Dīgha, I, p. 55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apalibodha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vītagedho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhammādhityānāma</td>
<td>(Netti)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sambodhi</td>
<td>(J. IV, p. 236)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhammadānāna</td>
<td>(Dhp. 354)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhammānuggaha</td>
<td>(Ang. I, p. 78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samachāriyā</td>
<td>(Ang. I, p. 55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhammena abhivijīyā</td>
<td>(Dīgha, III, p. 51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suvihitānaṃ</td>
<td>(Thera, p. 75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majjhena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majjhimā paṭipadā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assuropa</td>
<td>(Vibhangā, p. 357)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilamatho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāṃgham saraṇāṅgato</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāṃgham upayantu</td>
<td>(Dīpava, VI, 58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>porāṇiyā pakati</td>
<td>(J. VI, p. 151)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>samvāṭṭa-kappā</td>
<td>(R.E., IV, V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sukātāma dukatāma</td>
<td>(R.E. V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apalibodha</td>
<td>(R.E. V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aparigodha</td>
<td>(R.E. V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhammādhityāne</td>
<td>(R.E. V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sambodhi</td>
<td>(R.E. VIII)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhammadānāna</td>
<td>(R.E. IX, XI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhammānuggaha</td>
<td>(R.E. XI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samachāliyā</td>
<td>(R.E. XIII)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhammavijayo</td>
<td>(R.E. XIII)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suvihitānoṃ</td>
<td>(R.E. XIII)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majham paṭipādayema</td>
<td>(S. R. E. I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āsulope</td>
<td>(S.R.E. I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilamathē</td>
<td>(S.R.E. I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saṃgha upayitē</td>
<td>(M. R.E.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>porāṇā pakiti</td>
<td>(M.R.E., Ye)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In many instances Asoka’s sentence or clause just puts in prose order a Pali saying in verse:

**BV**

-devatānaṃ piyo ahum  
(Apadana, Pilindavachcha)  

Dhamme thito ajjave  
maddave sato (Sutta-nipata, 250)  
Yo pubbe katakalyano akā lokesu dukkaraṁ (j. III, p. 12)  
pubbangamo sucharitesu  
(Digha, iii, p. 169)

**AV**

Devānāmpiyo (R. E. III)  

Dhammadhi sīlamhi  
tīṣṭambhi (R. E. V).  
Yo ādikaro kalānasa so dukaram karoti (R. E. V).
Ta mayā bahukalāyāṃ katanī; me

Katā me kalyāṇā:
anekarūpā (J. V. p. 491)
patapañña pāpena sukarañ
sādhunā pāpena dukkarañ

(Chullavagga, vii)
saddhāya pi sādhu
dānañ (Samyutta, I, p. 21)
Dhammaladdhassa pi
sādhu dānañ (Samyutta, I, p. 21)
Pāñesa sādhu sañyamo (Samyutta, I, p. 21)

Sabbdānañ dhammadānañ
jīnati (Dhp. 354)
(Na hi mangale kiñcananī)
atthi saccañ (J. V. p. 78)
Yasmin katuññutta naththi
(Jivasakuna J.)

Yathā pīṭā athvāt pī mātā
anukampakā aththakāmā pajānañ
Evameva no hotu ayañ cha rājā,
mayam pi hessāma latheva juttā ||

(J. V. p. 594)

Nattano samakāñ kiñchi
atīrekāñ cha maññisañ

(Theragā, 424)

Esā te porāniyā pakati
(J. VI, p. 151)

Yam kiñchi subhāsitañ
sabbāñ tan (pan) asañ
Bhagavato vachanañ saṁmi- sambuddhassa ||

(Ang. IV, p. 164)

bahuni kayānāni katāni
(R.E. V, P.E. II).
Sukarañ hi pāpan,
Papañhi sukarañ (R.E.V.)
Kalānañ dukarañ (R.E.V.)
sādhupi (aññañ) iti, dāne sādhū
ti (R.E. IX).

Bṛjāṣṭhamānañ
sādhu dānañ (R. E. III).
Pāñesa sayamo sādhu (R. E. IX).

Na tu etārisam asti dānañ
yārisam dhāmmanānañ (R.E. IX).
virathan aṅgalañ (R.E. IX)

Yasa nāsti... katuññañatañ (R.E. VII).

Athā pīṭ (ā) hevañ ne lājā
ti, atha atānañ
anukampati hevañ apheni
anukampati; athā pāja
hevañ maye lājine

(S.R.E. II).

Duḥhule imasa kañmasa same, kute
mane atileke (S. R. E. I, J).

Esā porāni pakiti (M.R.E. Ja, Ye)
E kechi Bhagavata
Budhena bhāṣite sarve
se subhāsite va (Bhābru)
The legacy of the older Pali gathas is palpable in the diction of Aśokavachana. First, the use of re as an āimaneśputa verbal suffix (3rd person, plural) is one of the archaisms met with in the Pali gathas. This occurs as a regular form in the dialect of Girmār:

The Vedic infinitive tāve which is met with here and there in the ancient Pali gathas is found to be a regular form in Aśokan Prakrit. This suffix is totally discarded in Pali prose and in all later Prakrits. The correspondence in this respect between the Budd havachana in verse and the Aśokavachana in prose may be illustrated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG</th>
<th>GD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dissare, viṣjare, jāyare,</td>
<td>ārabhare, ārabhisare (R.E.I);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miyyare bhavissare, vinibujjhare</td>
<td>anuvatāre (R.E., XIII), anuvatisare (R.E., V).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BV</th>
<th>AV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vattave, netave, dātave, pahātave</td>
<td>vātāve (Bhābru), bhetave (Schism Pillar), nihapayitave (P.E. IV), chhamitave, khamitave (R.E. XIII).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The two archaic forms of expression are met with alike in the old Pali gāthās and the Aṣokavachana:

kenassu nivuto loko  
(Sutta-nipāta, verse 1092)  
kīṃcchhando kimadhīppāyo  
(J.V, p. 3)

samāhatāse (Sutta-nipāta, verse 4)  

kīnasu jane (suśvid) (P.E., VII).  
kiṃchhānde, kīchhānde (S.R.E., II).

viyāpāsāse (P.E. VII).

Certain archaic future forms of the verbs kī (to do), hu (to be), and dā (to give) are features of both the old Pali gāthās and the Aṣokavachana:

(1) √kri (to do)

kāhati, kāhanti, kāhasi,  
kāhatha, kāhāmi, kāhāma  

kāsati (R.E., V), kachati (P.E., II),  
kachhantī (R.E., V), kachhāmi,  
khashmi (R.E., IX).

(2) hu (to be)

hessati (hohiti), hessantī (hohinti),  
hessasi (hohisi), hessatha (hohitha),  
hessāmī (hohimi), hessāma (hohima)  
hessām (Theragātha, verse 1100)  

hosati (Bhābru), hosāmi (S.R.E., II),  
hohantī (P.E., VII).

husām (M.R.E.)

(2) √dā (to give)

padāhisi (Theragātha, verse 303)  
dāhanṭī (P.E., IV)

As for the correspondence in phrases and idioms, the following instances may be cited for comparison:

BV  
Chha kho ādinavā samajjābhiharaṇe  
(Digha, III, p. 183)  
 ekachcho samāṇo vā brāhmaṇo vā  
(Brahmajāla Sutta)  
sādhusammato bahujanassa  
(Digha, I, p. 49)  

AV  
bahukām hi dosām samājanhi  
(R.E., I).  
ekachā samājā (R.E., I).  
sādhumata Devānaṃprīyasa (R.E., I).
mago va moro va:
(Majjhima, I, p. 26)
so nichcho dhuno
vijite (J., I, p. 262)
Brahmadatto nama Kāśirājā (Vinaya
Mahāvagga, Ch. X)
osadhā (Sutta-nipāta, verse 296)
Rajjuko (J., II, p. 367)
anusaññāyamāna,
anusaññātum (Ang. I, p. 68)
babubhanda (Vinaya, III, p. 138)
attato cha bhyanjanato cha
tiṇi samvachchharaṇī atikkantāni
(J., II, p. 128)
dīgham antaram (Petav., I. 10)
bijagāma-bhūtagānasamārambha,
paśuṇams cha samārambho (Dīgha, I,
P. 5)
paśuṇam samārambha (Sutta-nipāta, 311)
gihino va pabbajitassā va saṁmaṭipatti (Samyutta, XLIV, 24)
vihimsā, avihimsā (Dīgha, III, p. 215:
Vibhanga, 86, 363)
ahimsā sabbabhisvesu
vimānadasī (Sutta-nipāta, 887)
vissāka-dassana (Dīgha-N. I)
dhammaghoso (Dhp. A., III, p. 81)
dhammabheri (Milinda, p. 21)
aggikkhandha (Vinaya, I, p. 26)
dibbāni rūpāni (Dīgha, I, p. 153)
dussilassa (Dīgha, III, p. 235)
kāmesu yuṇjatha (Theragāthā, 346)
hāni (Ang., I, p. 434)
mā saṅghabhedo ruchchiṭṭha (Bhikk-
khu Pātimokkha)
dvo morā eko mago (R.E., I)
so pi mago na dhruvo (R.E., I)
vijite (R.E., II)
Aṭṭiyoko nāma Vonalājā (R.E., II).
osadhāni (R.E., II)
Rajuhe (R.E., III, P.E., IV, P.E., VII,
M. R.E., Ye),
anusamiyānām (R.E., III)
apabhaṁda (R.E., III)
hetuto cha vyamjanato cha (R.E. III)
atikātan antaram (R.E. IV)
prāṇāṃbhō (R.E. IV)

nāṭinam saṁpiṭipati bhūmaha-
samāṇanaṁ saṁpiṭipati (R.E. IV)
vihimsā, avihimsā (R.E. IV)

avihimsā bhūtanām (R.E. IV)
vimāna-dursana (R.E. IV)
dhammaghoso (R.E., IV)
bherighoso (R.E. IV)
agkhāṇḍhāni (R.E., IV)
divyāni rūpāni (R.E., IV)
asilasa (R.E., IV)
vadhī yuṇāntu (R.E., IV)
hāni (R.E., IV)
hāni cha mā alochayisu (R.E., IV)
moneyyam dukkaram (Sutta-nipata, 701)
ādikammiko, pubbakārī, pubbangamo sucharitesu (Vinaya, III, p. 116)
silālayuposathesu (Dīgha, III, p. 147)
Yona-Kambojesu (Majjhima, II, p. 149)

raṭṭhikassa pettanikassa
Yona-Kambojesu aṇñesu cha pach
chantimesu janapadesu (Majjhima, II, p. 149)
brāhmaṇichchhesu (J. VI, p. 229)
hitāya sukhāya
kaṭādhikāro (J. I, p. 56, VI, p. 251)
theresu, mahallako
ratha-vinīta (Majjhima, I, p. 149)
atthakaranam (Dīgha, II, p. 20)
rājino paṭivedayi,
raṇño paṭivedesi
achchāyikaṁ karaniyam
(Majjhima, I, p. 149)
bhūjāmāne (Theragāthā)
vādo te āropito (Dīgha, I, p. 81)
rajjam ānachchesu āropetvā (Peta
vatthu—A., p. 154)
kalaḥo viggahā vivādo, yassa pari
sāyaṁ . . . . saṁñātiṁ upagach
chanti . . . . nijjhatiṁ upagach
chanti (Ang., I, p. 66)
ānantarikam (Vinaya, I, p. 32)
idaṁ cha mulaṁ kusalābhivuddhiyā
(Saṁyutta—N. I)
anaṁo sātiṇam (J. VI, p. 36)
pāsāna-lekkhā chiraṭṭhitthā hoti (Ang.,
aṇṇatra bhikkhu-sammutiyya, aṇṇatra
ṭiriyantaranāya

kalāṇam dukkaram (R.E., V)
ādikaro kalāṇasa (R.E., V)
pāpe hi nāma supadālaye (R.E., V)
Yona-Kamboja-Gaṇḍhārenāṁ
(R.E., V)
Yona-Kambojesu (R.E., XIII)
Raṭṭhikānam Pitiriṇikānam (R.E., V)
Yona-Kambocha-Gaṇḍhālesu . . . .
e vā pi amne apalamāṁ (R.E., V)
bramaniḥbhesu (R.E. V)
hitaṇukhāye (R.E. V)
kāṭābhikale, kāṭābhikaro (R.E. V)
thairesu mahalake. (R.E. V)
vinīta (R.E. VI)
atthakamme, aththakamme (R.E. VI)
me paṭivedetha (R.E. VI)
achāyike, atirāyike (R.E. VI)

bhūjāmanāsa (R.E. VI)

mahāmāṭresu achāyike
(āropitam (R.E. VI)
vivādo vā niñhāti v(a)
samto parisāyaṁ (R.E. VI)

ānantaliyam (R.E. VI)
tasa cha esa mule (R.E. VI)
bhūtaṁ añannam (R.E. VI)
chilaṭṭhitikā hotu (R.E. VI)
aṇṇatra agena parākramena (R.E. VI):
aṇṇatra... agāya paliṅkāya
agena bhayena (P.E. I)
āhārasuddhi, samsārasuddhi (Maj.-
dalha-parakkamo,
dalha-dhammo, dalḥabhattikā
(Dīpavaniṣa, XI. 25)
mīgavān nikkhamitvā
(Samanta-pā, I. p. 55).
tena tam madhuraṁ
samanānam cha dasanānam
(Mangala Sutta)
bhiyyo no arati siyā, sukhā
uppajjati bhiyyo somanassam
aṅñabhāgiyam (Bhikkhu
Pātimokkha)
uchāvachā paṭipadā (Sutta-
nipāta, 714)
mangalam karoti (Dhp-A. I. p. 184)
ābādhesu
āvāha-vivāhesu
iti, mahilā, mahilā,
ambaka janikā (Vinaya, I. p. 232:
Samanta-pā, I. p. 385)
mātari pītari
na cha khuddam,
nirattham va
appaphalam mahapphalam
tatridam
etāriso satthā
mittasanthavāṁ, santhatena
itiuttam, vuttaṁ h' etam
Bhagavatā (Itivuttaka)
ñāti-mitta-sakhā, mitto
suhado, mitto sahāyo
(Singālovāda Sutta)
owaditabhā
dhammo akāliko (Dīgha, II. p. 93)
sukham nibbatteyya (Milinda . 276)

bhāvasuddhi (R.E. VII)
dadhbhāhatā (R.E. VII)
nikhamisu heta migavīyā (R.E. VIII)
tena sā dhammayātā (R.E. VIII)
thairānaṁ dasane cha (R.E. VIII)
tadopayā esa bhuya
rati bhavati (R.E. VIII)
bhāge amūce (R.E. VIII)
uchāvachāṁ maṅgalaṁ (R.E. IX)
maṅgalam karoti (R.E. IX)
ābādhesu (R.E. IX)
āvāha-vivāhesu (R.E. IX)
iti, mahidā, abak (ujjanik (ā) (R.E. IX)

mātari pītari (R.E. III)
chhudaṁ (khuddaṁ) cha
nirattham cha (R.E. IX)
apaphalam mahāphale (R.E. IX)
tatēta (īn) (R.E. IX)
etārisam dhammamaṅgalaṁ
(R.E. IX)
mita-santhutena (R.E. IX)
asti iti vuttaṁ,
āthi hevaiṁ vute (E. IX)
mītrena va suhaddayena va
iṅīkena va sahāyena va (R.E. IX)

ovāditavāṁ (R.E. IX)
dhammamaṅgale akālike (R.E. IX)
athan nivateti (R. E. IX)
bahuṃ puññāni
pasavati (Sāmyutta, I. p. 182)

āyatiṃ, āyatike
yaso kitti cha (Sutta-nipāta, 817)
ussatāya (Majjhima, II. p. 15)
etam dukkaraṃ
pañipatti, sammaññaipanno
sabba-pāsāṇḍa-gaṇa
(Milinda P., j. 359)
etasmiṃ nidāne etasmiṃ
pakaraṇe dhammiṃ
kathān katvā (Vinaya Mahāvagga, VI)

attānam khanati (Majjhima, I.
p. 132)
vachiguti
ekte samana-brāhmaṇā sakāṃ yeva
vādani dipenti jotenī pariṇāman.
pāna kruṇasanti (Ang., I. p. 88)

upahaṅgati
bahuṣutā āgatāgamā
samavāyo (Sāmyutta, IV. p. 68)

tatra-tatrābhīnandini, paśannā Buddha-sāsane
huveyya (Majjhima, I. p. 171)
khattiyaśa muddhabhisattassa
dhāmaṅkamo

tibbaṃ chhandam cha pemaṇ eha
(Sāriputta theragāthā)
samana-brāhmaṇa-sabba-pāsāṇḍa-gaṇa (Milinda, p. 359)
paṭibhāgo (Majjhima, I. p. 304)

anāntam puñṇam prasavati
(R.E. IX, XI)

āyatiye (R.E. X)
yaso va kiti va (R.E. X)
asaṇena (R.E. X)
dukkaraṃ tu kho etam (R.E. X)
sammapaṭipati (R.E. XI)
sava-pāsāṇḍāni (R.E. XII)

atpapāsāṇḍa-pujā...lahukā
vā asa tamhi tamhi prakarane
(R.E. XII)

atpapāsāṇḍa-chhanati, ataprasāsanāṃ khanati (R.E. XII)
vachiguti (R.E. XII)
yo hi koḥci atpapāsāṇḍam
pujyati para-pāsāṇḍam
va garahati, kiṃti atpapāsāṇḍam
dīpayema iti (R.E. XII)
upahanati (R.E. XII)
bahuṣutā cha kalāṅgagamā
samavāyo (R.E. XII)

ye tatra-tat (ṛja prasamnā)
(R.E. XII)

huveyyu (R.E. XII)
atahvasābhīsitasa (R.E. XIII)
dhāmmanakāmatā (R.E. XIII)
tivo dhāmmanavāyo dhāmmanakāmatā (R. E. XIII)
būbhāna va samanā va amme
pāsāṇā (R. E. XIII)
paṭibhāgo (R. E. XIII)
sahassabhāgo te marañāṁ

ataviyo samuppāṇṇā raṭṭham
viddhamsayanti te.
tass'eva anuvidihiyati (=anusik-khati, J. No. 48)
aparādhāṁ khamatī
vajanti dhīrā (Dhammapada)
ghaṭissam (Theragāthā)
ghaṭitaṁ (Bodhicharyavatāra, V)
saṁkhittena bhāṣitassa vitthārenā
attham

(Theragāthā, verse, 570)
mahallakāṁ vihāram (Bhikkhu Pātimokkha)
ayaṁ mahāpaṭhasāri dīghā āyata
. . . visālā vitthīṇṇā vipulā
mahāntā (Mīlinda, p. 311)
atthamadhurāṭaya pemanīyā
(Sumangala vilā., l. p. 75)
punappunāṁ saṁkhāya
ekato ghaṭitaṁ

āchariyupajjhāyānaṁ anusatthi
(Mīlinda—P., p. 397)
atthassa dvārā pāmukkhā (J. I. p. 366)
samāchariyā daḷha dhiti (J. VI)
akakkasaṁ aparhasam (j. III, p. 282)
vadho cha bandho cha parikkileso
(Petavatthu)
dakkhandi, dakkhiṁ
khaṇe khaṇe (Dhp., 239)
etadantika, marañāntikaṁ

(sahasrabhāgo va garumato
(R.E. XIII)
yā cha pi ataviyo Devānaṁpiyasa
pijite (ho)sti (R.E. XIII)
ādhramaṁ anuvidihiyanti (R.E. XIII)

khamitave (R. E. XIII)
dūtā na vṛchaṁti (R.E. XIII)
ghaṭitaṁ (R. E. XIV)

asti eva saṁkhītena .. asti vissat(e)na (R. E. XIV)

mahālakaṁ vijītaṁ (R. E. XIV)

mahaṁte hi vijaya (R. E. XIV)

athaṁ madhurāṭaya (R.E. XIV)

punapuna-vutāṁ (R. E. XIV)
saṁkhāya, saṁkhāya (R. E. XIV)
na sarvam sarvata ghaṭitaṁ
(R.E. XIV)
aṁ tūphesu anusathi (S.R.E. I)

esa me mokhyamata-duvālaṁ
(S.R.E. I)
dhiti paṭiṁnā achaḷā (S.R.E. I)
akhkhase achaṁfe, achaṁdham
aphālusaṁ (S.R.E. I)
baṁdhamāṁ vā
palikilesam vā (S.R.E. I)
dekhatha, dekkhata (S.R.E. I)
khaṇasi khaṇasi (S.R.E. I)
ba (ni)dhanāṁtiča (S.R.E. I)
imaṁ lēsam pūpunātā ti (Milinda, p. 294)

sassaṭisamāṁ, sassaṭi samā

antarā cha Rājagahaṁ
asamāṁbhito anubbīggo (Milinda, p. 340)

attānaṁ anukāmpāṁi (J. IV, p. 320)

ācādhatiyāṁi yojanasaṭāṁi

hessaṁ (J. I, p. 49)

Jambudīpe

missam bālehi pāṇītaṁi (J. V, p. 599)
mīssibhūtā, missibhāvaṁ gato

(J. V, p. 86, Dīgha, II, p. 267)

lāsa suchinyassa ayam vīpāko

(Serissaka-vimānāvatthu)

katam pūñānaphalam mayhaṁ

(Buddhāpadāna)

vīpulāṁ sukhaṁ (Dhp., 27)
evameva kho kusalaṁ bhiyyo bhiyyo

pavaḍḍhati (Milinda, p. 297)
diyaḍḍhami

yāvatako asa kāyo

sachaṁ bhaṁ nālikāṁ

dhammagunā (J. IV, p. 321)

jetṭhāpachāyaṁa (J. V, p. 326)

chakkhaṁ pavaṭṭemī

so dāni (Theragāthā, 291)
yoggāchariyo (Majjhima, I, p. 124)

abhinnāṁ, abhikkhānaṁ

hīna-mukkaṭtha-majjhimā

(Vinaya, IV, p. 7)

omakā majjhimā ukkaṭṭhā (J. III, p. 218)

alam gilānam upatṭhātam (Ang., III, p. 142)

paraṁ cha samādāpeti (Ang., II, p. 253)

aṁtesu pūpunevu te iti (S. R. E. II)

sassaṭam samāṁ, sassaṭaṁ samayaṁ

(S. R. E. III, II)

antālipi Tisena (S. R. E. II)

anuvīgīna (S. R. E. II)

atānaṁ anukāmpatī (S. R. E. II)

adhatiyāṁi vasāṁi (M. R. E.)

hūsaṁ (M. R. E.)

Jainbudipasi (M. R. E.)

munīsā misā devehi (M. R. E.)

misibhūtā (M. R. E.)

pakamasā hi iyam phale (M. R. E.)

vīpule svaṁge (M. R. E.)

iyam cha atha vaṭhisati

vīpulāṁ pi cha vaṭhisati (M. R. E.)

diyadhiyāṁi (M. R. E.)

yāvataka ṭūpaka ahāle (M. R. E.)

sachaṁ vaṭaviyāṁi (M. R. E.)

dhammagunā (M. R. E.)

apachāyanāya M. R. E.)

dhammagunā paṭavatiyāyā (M. R. E.)

se dāni (M. R. E., Ye)

yūgyāchariyāni (M. R. E.)

abhikkhiṇāma (Bhābru)

ukāsa gevaṁ āmajhīṁa (P. E. I.)

alam cha palaṁ

samādāpayitave (P. E. I.)
pachchantavāsino mahāmattā
(Atthasā., p. 245)
dhammena gutto (J. V, p. 222)
dalokāda chakkhudādā (Theragā., 3)
attano pana (vajjam)
duddasam (Dhp., 176)
uddhagāmīni, adhogāmīni,
dukkhanīrothā-gāmīni
bodhiyā yeva kāraṇā (Chariyā-
Piṭaka); yena kāraṇena (Milinda,
p. 255)
issā mānena vaṅchito (Theragāthā,
375)
mā akkosatha paribhāṣatha
rosetha vihesatha (Māratajjaniya
Sutta, Majjhima I)
abhiḥāro
na kareyya paraṭṭiyam (Petava., II,
1. 32)
pañcito byatto medhāvi paṭibalo
sukha-parihaṭo (Majjhima, II, p. 60)
dhātusamata Milinda, p. 351
sattāme diveṣe
kālan dommi (Mūlapariyāya Jātaka)
dāna-samvībhāga-rata (Saṁyutta, I,
Sakka-Saṁ, II.)
seyyathā
sukka-sāli, suva-sālikā
chakkavākha haṁsa
ambaka-maddari, ambaka-
pachchari
anatthikālam
ukkapinḍakā (pl)
palasaṭā (pl)
paribhogani, paṭivātan ēti,
eni Mārasam (Saṁyutta-N. I)
amta-mahāmattā (P. E. I)
dhanimena goti (P. E. I)
chakkhūdāne (P. E. I)
dupaṭīvekhe chu kho esa (P. E. I)
imāni āsinavagāmīni (P. E. III)
isyā kālanena va (P. E. III)
māne isyā kālanena (P. E. III)
hakaṁ mā paḷibhāsayaṁ (P. E. III)
abhiḥāle (P. E. IV)
ataṭatīye kaṭe (P. E. IV)
vīyātā (R. E. IV)
sukham parihaṭtave (P. E. IV)
danḍasamatā (P. E. IV)
tīṁni divasānī
yote diṁne (P. E. IV)
dāna-samvībhāge (P. E. IV)
seyathā (P. E. V)
suке sālika (P. E. V)
chakavāke hanse (P. E. V)
ambā kapilitā (P. E. V)
anatthika-machhe (P. E. V)
okapiṇḍe (P. E. V)
palasate (P. E. V)
paṭībhogam no ēti (P. E. V)
ajelakā sukārā
anatthāya
chātuddasi pañchadasi
aṭṭhama cha pakkhassa (Majjhima I,
Bhayabherava Sutta)
sattanikāyā (Majjhima, I, p. 49)
pāṭiḥāriya pakkhassa
bandhanamokkhāṃ (Dīgha, I, p. 73)
sukkhān āvahati (Saṁyutta I,
Yakkha, 12)
pachchuggamanāṃ (J. IV, p. 321)
abhinnamucchi (Dīgha, I, p. 126)
dhammadusaththiṃ
anussāsiyati (Milinda, p. 186)
bahuna janassa (Dīgha, III, p. 167)
kataññutaṃ pekkhamāno (J. III,
p. 109)
laḥukā esi (Chariyā-piṭaka, I. 9)
etadatthā (Vinaya, V, P. 164)
gahāṭtha-pabbajitānaṃ
Ajivikesu, Nigaṇṭhesu
vayomahallakānām
kaṇaṇa-varākesu
sāṅghaṁ saṁaggam karoti (Vinaya,
I, p. 355)
saṁsaranāṇam (Vinaya, III,)
andhaṅkāre nikkhitto (Ang., III,
p. 233)
aṅgāni viññāpeyya (Bhikkhuṇi-
pāti, Nissaggiya, 4)
bhikkhuṇām bhikkhuninaṁcha
(Theragāthā, 125)

ajakā elakā sukālī (P.E. V)
anathāye (P.E. V)
chāvudaṣaṁ pañchada(samī)
aṭhamipakhāye (P.E. V)
jiwanikāyaṇī (P.E. V)
chātuṇṇasī-pankhāye (P.E.V.)
bhandhanamokkhāṇī (P.E.V.)
sukhaṇ āvahāmi (P.E. VI)
pacchupagamanā (P.E. VI)
abhyuṃmāmayehāṃ (P.E. VII)
dhammadusaththiṇī
anusāṣāmi (P.E. VII)
bahune janasi (P.E. VII)
etam eva anusvekkhamāne (P.E. VII)
laḥuke cha esa (P.E. VII)
etadathā (P.E. VII)
pavajitānaṃ cheva gihithānaṃ
(P.E. VII)
Ajivikesu, Nigaṇṭhesu (P.E. VII)
vayomahallakānām (P.E. VII)
kaṇaṇa-valākesu (P.E. VII)
saṅgha saṁage kate (Schism Pillar)
saṁsalanaśi (Schism Pillar)
saṁsalanaśi nikkhitā (Schism Pillar)
viṁnapayitaviye (Schism Pillar)
bhikkhuṇām cha bhikkhunināṁ cha
(Schism Pillar)
posathāṃ (J. IV, p. 332)  
byañjanena  
mañña, maññhitvāna (Majjhima, II, p. 110. J. W., p. 236)  
dhajam uṣṣāpeṣi  
svānuṭathambhaṃ uṣṣāpeṣi (J. IV, p. 236)  
Lumbini  
atthanabhiṣika, atthanabhāgiya  
Indasaḷaluṭā (Dīgha, II, p. 263)  
jaḷākā (Milinda, p. 405)  
sabbaṣe tuṅga-hatthi (J. VI, p. 487)  
sabbaṣe gajuttamo (Vimāna-vatthu)  
Seto (Ang., III, p. 345)  
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sūpaṭvājanatthāya mige  
māressāmi (J. III, p. 433)  
pupphupago phalupago rukkho  
(Dhp. A., p. 189)  
anuṣaṁyāyitvā (Majjhima, III, p. 174)  
=anupariyāyitvā, anuyāyato  
(Milinda, p. 391)  
Rāja dhammaghosakaṃ alankaṭa- 
hathipitthiṃ āroḍetvā ghośanām  
kāreti (J. IV, p. 264)  
dhammaghosaka ḍutvā gāmāgānaṃ  
nagaraṇagaram viharissāma  
(Paramatthajotikā, II, p. 216)  
aho dhammasavanā (Sumangala- 
vilā, I, p. 214)  
vimānaṃ divvā (J. V, p. 165)  
ākāsa-vimānaṃ dassetvā (J. VI, p. 124)  

posathāye (Schism Pillar)  
vīyañjanena (Schism Pillar)  
maññi (Lumbini Pillar)  
silabhābhe uṣapāpīte (Lumbini P.)  

Luṃminī (Lumbini Pillar)  
aṭṭhabhiṣa (Lumbini Pillar)  
Nigóha-kubhā (Barabar I)  
Jalūgā (Barabar III)  
sarvasveto hasti, seto, gajatame  
(Misc. III).  

LIST OF PARALLELS

prāṇa-sata-sahasrāni  
ārabhisu sūpāṭhāya (R. E. I)  
osadhāni munisopagāni pasu  
=opagāni (R. E. II)  
anuṣaṁyānanā niyātu (R. E. III)  

dhammaghoso (R. E. IV)  
aho dhammaghoso (R. E. IV)  
vimāna-darsanā... dasayṭpā  
(R. E. IV)
anika-dassanaṁ

= (hatthānikassa dassanaṁ)
dibbāni pi rūpāni passato (Suman-gala-vilā, I, p. 215)

atthāpāye (J. III, p. 387).—the oppo-
site of

parihine (J. III, p. 387)

desāṁ (Saṁyutta, II, p. 15)
pāpaṁ pāpena sukaraṁ" (Udhana,

V. 8)

padvāra (J. V, p. 435; J. VI, p. 627)

anubaddhā (Sumangala-vilā. I, p.

39) = anugatā
dukkaraṁ karoto (Ang., IV, p. 37)
vinichchhaye niśditvā attē tīresi

(J. III, p. 292)
bahu attāṁ me tīritam (J. III, p. 334)
atthaṁ karissam (J. III, p. 394)
hāyena vàchā cha yo saññato,
Yo ve kataññu katavedi dhīro
kalyāṇamitta dalabhātī cha hoti,
dukkhitassa sakkachcha karoti kich-

chāṁ (J. V, p. 146)
tassa ayaṁ ch'eva loko āraddha
hoti para cha loko (Digha, III, p.

181)

uchchāvache yaññe (Theragāthā,

verse 34)

sāhu dānaṁ ti (Ang., IV, p. 43)
devamangalikā (J. III, p. 145).

chattamangalāṁ,
vivāha-mangalāṁ (J. III, p. 407)
kotūhala-mangaliko (Sumangala-

vilā, I, p. 226)
etadaggoṁ bhīyyo dānam yadidam
dhammadānaṁ (Ang. IV, p. 364)

hasti-dasanā (R. E. IV)
divyāni rūpāni dasayītpā

(R. E. IV)

athasa vaṅghī (R. E. IV)

hīni (R. E. IV)

desāṁ (R. E. V)— a part, a portion

sukaraṁ hi pāpaṁ, pāpaṁ hi

sukaraṁ (R. E. V)
supādarave (R. E. V)—supādvaram

(well-entranced)
anubadhā pājāva (R. E. V)

dukaram karoti (R. E. V)

atha-samtiranā (R. E. VI)

athe karomi (R. E. VI)
sayane bhāvasuhiṁ va katiṁātā va
daḍhabhatiṁ (R. E. VII)

ubbe ladhe hoti (R. E. IX,

cf. R. E. VI)
hidata-pālate āladhe hoti (R. E. VII)

uchāvache maṅgale (R. E. IX)

sādhu dāna iti (R. E. IX)

uchāvachāṁ maṅgaleṁ āvāha-vivā-

hesu (R. E. IX)

na tu etarasm āsti dānaṁ yārisam
dhammadānaṁ (R. E. IX)
yaso kitti cha (J.III, p. 106)  
mahaththiyan (J.III, p. 376)  
dhamma-samvibhāgo (Theragātha, V. 9)  
itthāgārassa amachkhā (J. III, p. 371)  
anuvidhiyeyām (Samyutta, IV, p. 131)  
tumhākaṁ khamitabbam tāva  
khamāmi (Dhp. A., I, p. 495)  

na cha sakka āghātamānena (Theragātha, V. 513)  
kammaddvāra (J.IV, p. 14)  
dinna-naya-dvāre (J.IV, p. 341)  
nāttano samakām kiṁchi atirekaṁ cha  
maṁsaṁ (Theragātha, V. 424)  
kuto pana kāyena (Ang. IV, p. 66)  
anumājñaṁ samāchare (J.IV, p. 192)  
rippati-pajjivā (J.III, p. 116)  
rāṇīṁ chittaṁ avādhenti (J. III,  
rājānāṁ avādhetum asakkanto  
(Milinda, p. 6)  
apāye (J.III, p. 387)  
apāye = apagaman, parithine  

atthāṁ aṁāya dhammanudhamma- 
patipanno (Ang., IV, p. 296)  
assuropo (Itivuttaka, VI, 122)  
=anattamanatā chittassa (Comy.),  
“mental distemper”  
kammanā . . . karontassa kāye kilamissati (Anguttara, IV, p. 532)  
ekam samvachchharam (J.III,  
p. 449)  
missibhūtā (J. V, p. 86)  

yaso va kitti va (R.E. X)  
mahāthāvahā (R.E. X)  
dhamma-samvibhāgo (R.E. X)  
ithijhaka-mahāmātā (R.E. XII)  
anuvidhiyāre (R.E. XIII)  
khāmisati e sakiye khāmitave  
(S.R.E. II)  
khamitaviyamate yāṁ sakiye khāmitave  
(R.E. XIII)  
na cha sarvatara ghātītam (R.E. XIV)  
kaṁmanā . . . duvālanī  
aṁ tūphesu anusathi (S.R.E. I)  
duḥkule etasa kaṁmāsa same  
kute mane atileke (S.R.E. I, J)  
majhaṁ paṭipādayema (S.R.E. I)  
vīpatipajjūme (S.R.E. I)  
lājaladhi (S.R.E. I)  
yena māṁ lajukā chaghaṁti ālāḍhā,  
yitave (P.E. IV)  
maha-apāye (S.R.E. I)  

athāṁ jānitu tathā kalamīti athā  
anusathi (S.R.E. I)  
āsulope (S.R.E. I)  
kilānte siyā (S.R.E. I)  
ekāṁ savāchhārami (M.R.E.)  
missibhūtā (M.R.E.)
hatthena hattham gahetvā kāya-
missibhāvam upagatā
pakkamate bhusām (Samyutta. I,
p. 69)
dalham enam parakkame (Dhp. 313)
mahāntāni khudakāni
(Dhp. A., I, p. 284)
kāmaññi (J. III, p. 368)
=ekamsena, 'verily'
a sukarāni akkhānena pāpunītim
(Majjhima. III, p. 167)
dhamma-pariyāyo (Ang. IV, p. 166)
param cha samādāpeti (Ang., II,
II, p. 253 f)
yāva nābhito (J. IV, p. 149) up to
the pivot.
na kareyya parapattiyaṃ (Peta-
vattī, II. I. 32)
dhāti parihārena
abhīhārenti (J. V, p. 58) = pūjānti
(te (puvisā) parichārayissanti
(Samīyutta, I, p. 79)
janapadassā hitasukhāya (J. V,
p. 116)
(aṅke) nisidāpeto. (Digha. II, p. 20)
pattadaṇḍa (Theragāthā. V, 449)
niruddha-velāyam (Dhp. A. I, p. 207)
niruddho=mato (J. IV, p. 109)
dāna-sanvībhāgassa (J. III, p. 409)
nilachchhesi (Therigā. 437)
pachchuggamanaṃ (J. III,
pp. 330, 388)
bandhanamokkhani kātuṇ (J. III,
p. 429)
amisā devā samānā
te dāni misibhūtā (M.R.E.)
pakinte husām (M.R.E.)
husām=bhīṣām (?)
badham me pakinte (M.R.E.)
khudakā cha mahapatā (M.R.E)
kāmaññi tu kho (M. R. E.)
na hiyam sakye mahātpeneva pāpotave (M. R. E.)
dhamma-paliyāṇi (Bhābru)
palantī samādāpayitave (P.E. I)
avitē (P. E. IV) meaning not
'henceforth' but 'up till now,'
atapatiye kate (P. E. IV), atapatiye
opp. of parapatiye
dhāti . . . palihatave (P. E. IV)
abhihāle (P. E. IV)
pulisām paṭichulasanti (P. E. IV)
janapadasa hitasukhāye (P. E. IV)
nisijitu (P. E. IV)
tilītadādānanti patavadhānaṃ
nirudhasi kālasi (P. E. IV)
dāna-sanvībhāge (P. E. IV)
ulakhiyati (P. E. V)
pachupagamanām (P.E.VI)
bandhanamokkhani kaṭāni (P.E. V)
dhammayuttaṃ kātham (J. III, p. 365)
vādaṃ dentena yutta-janass' eva
dattabbo, na ayutta-janassa (J. III, p. 231)
dānavisagge (Petavatthu, II, 7)
= dānagge, parichāggetthāne
datthu (Sutta-nipāta, verse 424)
= disvā
paṭipādayāmi (J. IV, p. 19)
= dadāmi
saddhamma-niyama (Ang., III, p. 185)
dhamma-niyāmatā (Ang., I, p. 286)
anurūpāyaṃ paṭipattiyam (J. III, p. 368)
avāsasi (J. V, p. 33)
kammāyatanāni (J. III, p. 542)
=kammāni
tusādānam (Arthaśāstra, I, 11)
vajā (mātiposikassa hatthissa)
samānarūpaṃ
silā-patiṃnaṃ kāreṇvā (J. IV, p. 95)
anāvāsa (Vinaya, II, 22, 33, J. II, p. 77)
ussāpento dhammayūpaṃ (Milinda, p. 21)
thūpaṃ vaddhāpesi (Mahāvamsa, 35, 32)
dutiyam pi balaṃ vaddhāpesi (J. III, p. 9)
dutiyam meaning 'for the second time'
Konāgamana-buddhassa maṇḍapo
(Theragāthā A., p. 6)
khalita (Petavatthu, p. 46)
viyovadisaṃti janaṃ dhammayutaṃ (P. E. VII)
dānavisagasi (P. E. VII)
sutu (P. E. VII)
paṭi(pādayc̣h̄ti) P. E. VII
dhamma-niyamāni (P. E. VII)
anulupāyā dhammavaḍhīyā (P. E. VII)
āvāsāyīye (Schism Pillar)
tuṭhāyatanāni (P. E. VII)
silāvigaṇa-bhīchā kālāpita (Lumbinī)
anāvāsasi (Schism Pillar)
silāthābhe usapāpīte (Lumbinī)
Konākamanasa thube dutiyam vadhite (Nigāli Śagar)
Khalatika (Barābar)
sabbasetam hatthiratanam (J. III, p. 460)
sabbaseto silavā hatthirājā (J. IV, p. 91)

Rigveda

*piteva sūpāyano (I. i)

Rāmāyaṇa

saptarātroshtih (II. 73. 16)
paurā-jānapadam janaṁ (II. 43. 13)
anunīta (II. 61. 28. 30)= anuśishta
kiṁ syāt priyam jānasyāsya

kānkshitām kiṁ sukhāvaham | iti chintayitā tena jano'yam
paripālitaḥ (II. 57. 14)

etad aupayikam (II. 53. 37)
yajñabhāgah (II. 46. 15)

Seto, gajatame, sarvasvetō hasti
(Dhauli, Kalsi, Girnār Rocks).

INSCRIPTIONS

pūpe hi nāma supadālaye (R. E. V)

INSCRIPTIONS

duve saṭamna-lāti-sata
vivāṣa (M. R. E., Sa)
janam jānapadaṁ (P. E. IV)
anuneti (R. E. XIII)
kimam kāni sukham āvahāmi ti
(P. E. VI)
esa me huthā—se kinasu jane
... anutupāyā dhammavaḍhiyā
vaḍheyā ti, kinasu kāni abhyam-
nāmayēham dhammavaḍhiyā ti?
(P. E. VII)
idha cha nāṃ sukhāpayāmi
(R.E. VI)

lado'payā (R. E. VII)
bhāge anvin (R. E. VII).

The Buddhavachana alone can satisfactorily account for some of the most striking and interesting variants in the Aśoavachana. R. E. IX offers mahīḍā, abakajanika, abakajaniyo and striyak(a) as variants of Dh ithi. Corresponding to them we have in Pali itthī, mahilā (mahilā), ambakā and itthiyikā (Buddha-
ghosa). In lieu of J alam, Dh offers us paṭibalā (S.R.E. II), and these very words are employed as synonyms in the Aṅguttara Nikāya, Pañchaka-nipāta, Gilāna-vagga: alam gilānam upaṭṭhā-tum, paṭibalo hoti bhesajjam saṁvidhātum. Corresponding to the two variants, mahālāke and mahaṁte in R.E. XIV, we have in Pali mahālakām and mahantām.

The specimen of dialectical style offered by the four versions of R.E. IX (K, Sh, M) closely resembles those which may be gathered from all sections of the Kathāvatthu:

Kathāvatthu IV (I. 1)

Hañchi puggalo upalabbbhāti
sachchhikaṭṭha-paramatthēna,
tena vata re vattabbe yo sach-
chikaṭṭho paramattho tato so
puggalo upalabbbhāti sachchhikaṭṭha-
paramatthēna ti. Yam tattha
vadesi vattabbe khe puggalo
upalabbbhāti... sachchhikaṭṭha-
paramatthēna ti michchhā.

R. E. IX

Harnehe pi taṁ aṭṭham no
nivateti hiḍa, aṭṭham
palata anamtaṁ punaṁ pasa-
vatti. Harnehe puna taṁ aṭṭham
nivateti hiḍa tata ubhaye
samladhā hoti-hida chā se aṭhe
palatā cha anamtaṁ punaṁ
pasaṅrta tena dhāmmamam-
galena.

The Aśokavacchana contains but a very few traces of what may be called the distinctive Jaina phraseology, now preserved in the Ardhamāgadhī Canon of the Svetāmbaras. The Nirgranthha-
pravacchana or Jinavacchana, too, employs such technical terms as
samaṇa māhana, bhikkhu, bhikkhuṇī, uvāsaga, uvāsīgā, samaṇo-
vāsaga, gihatānaṁ, pavvaiyānam. Niggaṁha, Ājīviyā, posaḥaṁ
(posatama), (posatha-upavāso), puna (punya), pava (pāpa),
kallāna, sukade dukkade, parakkame, vihiṁsā, avihimsā, vaha-
bandha-parikilesā, bandha-mokkha, saṁkhāya, koha (kodha),
māna (māna), dayā, dāna, sachcha, soya (saucha), bhaya, aṭṭha,
maddava, chuddas, - aṭṭham-uddittha-puṁnamāsiniṁsu, ihaloga-
paraloga, dūya (dūta) and parisā (Achārāṅga and Aupapāṭika
Sūtras).
PHRASEOLOGY AND STYLE

Besides the technical terms listed above, the *Jinavachana* makes use of the following idioms corresponding to those in BV and AV:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JV</th>
<th>BV</th>
<th>AV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hiyāe sukhāe</td>
<td>hitāya sukhāya</td>
<td>hitasukhāye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jārisa tārīsa</td>
<td>yārisa tārīsa,</td>
<td>yārise tārise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puno puno (Āchārāṅga)</td>
<td>punappunam</td>
<td>ādise ādise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaṇam chaṇam (ib)</td>
<td>khanē khanē</td>
<td>puna-puna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puḍhavi-nissiya (ib)</td>
<td>dhamma-nissita</td>
<td>khanasi khanasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amma-piu sussūsaga (Aup. 71)</td>
<td>mātā-pitu-upaṭṭhānām, āchāriya</td>
<td>(S.R.E. I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nālaṁ tāṇāe (Āchārāṅga)</td>
<td>pachchuptāṭhātabbā sussūsāya</td>
<td>dhamma-nisita (R.E. V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atihi-sanvibhāgo (Aup. 57)</td>
<td>alam dārābharaṇāya</td>
<td>mātā-pitu-sussā, mātā-pitusu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posahovavāso (Ib. 57)</td>
<td>dāna-sanvibhāgo</td>
<td>sususā, mātari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chiraṭṭhitīyā (Ib. 56)</td>
<td>chiraṭṭhitikā</td>
<td>cha pātari cha susrūsā (R. E. III)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhamme daḍhā painṇā patiṇñā (Ib. 105)</td>
<td></td>
<td>alam avāsanāye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gevejā-vimāna (Ib. 163)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(S.R.E. II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhagavāni (Ib. 21)</td>
<td>Bhagavā</td>
<td>dāna-sanvibhāge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āigare (Ib. 38)</td>
<td>ādikammiko</td>
<td>pālatikam upavāsam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dupayam chauppayam</td>
<td>dipadānaṁ chatuppadānaṁ</td>
<td>(P. E. IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Aupa. Sec. 54)</td>
<td>tīvva-dhammānurāga</td>
<td>(M.R.E.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tibbo gāravo</td>
<td></td>
<td>päṭimāṇa achalā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tīvva-dhammānurāga</td>
<td></td>
<td>(S.R.E. II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R.E. XIII)</td>
<td></td>
<td>pulisā gevayā (P. E. I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhagavān (Lumbini Pillar)</td>
<td>Bhagavā</td>
<td>Pulisā gevaya (P. E. I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ādikale, ādikaro (R.E. V)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bhagavān (Lumbini Pillar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dupada-ḥatupadesu</td>
<td></td>
<td>ādikale, ādikaro (R.E. V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhagavān (Lumbini Pillar)</td>
<td></td>
<td>dupada-ḥatupadesu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P. E. I)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(P. E. I)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the Jinavachana, too, koha and māna, sachcha and soya (śauchā), ajjava and maddava are grouped together.

Certain phrases and idioms in Aśokavachana agree almost verbatim with those in the Rājadharmā Section of the Śāntiparva of the Mahābhārata. As the following instances will increasingly show, the statements of Aśoka were nothing but a faithful reproduction in prose of the Rājadharmapravacana in verse:
rājadarmasya yan mūlam (XII. 57.13)
hitārtham sarvalokasya (XII. 36.26)
sarvalokahitam dharman (XII. 63.5)
ānṛiniyam yati dharmasya (XII. 13.14)
ārādhayet svargam imaṁ cha lokam (XII. 27.57)
ketajām drīḍhabhaktih syāt samvibhāgi jītenāriyam (XII. 65.39)
bhāvasuddhir dayā satyaṁ samyamaṁ chātmasampadah
(XV. 167.5)
viharayātrāsu (XII. 1.18)
uchchāvachāni vittāni (XII. 96.23)
dānam eke praśmsanti (XII. 21.9)
dharmayuktam prasastam āyatāṁ cha tadātve cha (XII. 16.6)
ksanā kartum samartha (XII. 72.1)
varjaniyam sādā yuddham (XII. 68.25)
ksudra-pipilikāḥ as abhakshyas (XII. 50.21)
Yathā putrāḥ tathā paurā
drāṣṭāvyah (XII. 68.29)
yo'nvakampatu vai nityāṁ
prajā putrāṁ ivaurasāṁ (XII. 28.51)
vadha-bandhaparikleso (XII. 68.19)
dharmāpekṣāṁ (XII. 55.29)
dharmakāṅkṣatā (XII. 67.48)
samyābhīhāram kurvita (XII. 68.39)
sattvāṁ sattvā hi jīvanti (XII. 115.20)

athaṣaṁtiranā cha (R.E. VI)
anuvataram sa(r)valokahitāya (R.E. VI)
bhūtānāṁ ānāmnāṁ gachheyam (R.E. VI)
idha cha nāni sukhāpayāmi paratra cha svagāṁ ārādhayaṁtu (R.E. VI)
sayame bhūcasudhitā va katanātā va dañhabhatitā (R.E. VII)
vihārayātāṁ (R.E. VIII)
uchāvachāṁ maṅgalam (R.E. IX)
dāne sādhū ti (R.E. IX)
dharmāyutaṁ anuvidyāyata
tadātve ayatiyam cha (R.E.X)
sakṣye khamitave (R.E. XIII)
(na)vaṁ vijayaṁ mā vijetaṁ
tāmāṁ (R.E. XIII)
ambākapilikā (P.E. V)

atha pit(ā) hevaṁ ne lājā ti,
th(ā) atānāṁ anukampati hevaṁ
apheni anukampati (S.R.E. I)
bandaṁ vā parikilesaṁ vā
tāṁ (S.R.E. I)
dharmāpekṣā (R.E. XIII)
dharmakāṁmatā cha (P.E. I)
abhihāle (P.E. IV)
jīvina jīve no pūsitiyāye (P.E. V)
It is in the Mahābhārata (XII. 20.7.43) alone that we have the Sanskrit name Yauna corresponding to Yona. It is again here that the Yaunas, Kārmbojas and Gāndhāras are grouped together, precisely as in Pali and Aśokavachana. The word anusamyāna, too, is met with in the Great Epic (I. 2. 123) punyatīrthānusamīyānam, though not in the technical sense of Aśoka. The Mahāmātras mentioned in it are no other than the Senāpati Mahāmātras in the Buddhavachana. The location of the four Great continents including Jambudvīpa (ibid, Bhīshmaparva 6. 13) is almost on a par with that in Pali.

As regards the Śrāvīti literature, the lists of non-eatable or forbidden animals, birds, beasts and fishes, contained in the older Dharma Sūtras and Sāstras are certainly in the immediate literary background of Aśoka’s list of avadhyas (P. E. V). In this respect the Dharmasūtras of Bodhāyana and Vasishṭha deserve special notice, particularly because both prohibit the flesh of rhinoceros and allow the meat of peafowls. Further, Vasistha’s pāndu-kapota is the same species of birds as the seta-kapota of Aśoka.
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kāmaṁ, kāmaṁ tu (Bodhayana, Vasistha)
pāndukapota (Vasistha)
pīrūvata (Vasistha)
=grāmavāsī kapotah (Kulluka)
abhakshyāḥ (Bodhayana, Vasistha)
Sarveshāmeva dānānāṁ
brahmadānam viśishyate

(Manu, IV. 233)
evaṁ samavāyāḥ kartavyāḥ (Pañcāntara, I. 15)
ādikaraḥ (Pañini, III. 2.21)
lipikaraḥ, livikaraḥ (Pañini, III. 2.21)
avarārdhāt (Pañini, V. 4. 4-57)
putrapautram (Pañini, V. 2.10)
Tishya-Punarvasvoh (Pañini, I. 2.63)
tad gachchhati pathidūtayoh
(Pañini, V. 3.85)
Devānāmpriya (Kātyāyana)

khalatikasya parvatasya (Patanjali)

AV

kāmaṁ tu kho (M.R.E., Bra.)
setakapote (P.E. V)
gāmakapota (P.E. V)
yeva cha khādiyati (P.E. V)
nāsti etārisam dānāṁ
yārisam dhārmadānāṁ (R.E. IX, XI)
samavāyā eva sāduḥ (R.E. XII)
ādikaro (R. E. V)
lipikara (R. E. XIV)
lipikareṇa (M.R.E., Ja)
avarādhiyā (M.R.E., Bra.)
pūtāpapoti (P.E. VII)
Tisāya Punāvasune (P.E. V)
yata pi duṭā no yaṁti (R.E. XIII)
Devānāmpriyo, Devānāmpiyo
(R.E. III)
Khalati-pavatasi (Barābar, II)

The highly important Sanskrit text which is still left for comparison in this connexion is the Arthaśāstra containing Kauṭilyavachana. In accordance with its two forms, earlier and later, we must consider it both as a Kārikā of verses in śloka metre and as a treatise of the Sūtra-Bhāṣya type. The earlier form will be referred to simply as Kārikā, and the later one as Prose Treatise.

The following instances may indicate the nature of correspondences between the Kauṭilyavachana in the Kārikā on the one hand and the Aṣokavachana on the other, as regards their phrases and idioms:
KV (Kārikā)

पुत्रपात्रानुवर्तिनार (VII. 16)

anyatraśpadā (I. 17), anyatra
guptisthānebhyāḥ (II. 26)

प्राणयाद रक्षयते (VII. 9)
प्राणयेन (VIII. 5)
अतविशु (VII. 6)
प्रत्यांते (VII. 6)
सामातान (VII. 6)
niruddho deśākālabhyām (VII. 3)
ekaśeṣam (V. 4)
āyatyāṁ cha tadātve cha (V. I)
uchchhulkan (II. 21)
abhirāmaṁ (II. 13)
ātyayikam kāryam (I. 12)
arthaśa mūlam utthānam,
rājno hi vratam utthānam,
yajñāḥ kāryānuṣāsanam (I. 12)
anuśaya (in a different sense) . . . .

AV

putāpapote (P.E. VII, Schism
Pillar Edict, Sanchi)
añatra Yonesu (R. E. XIII)
aṁneta agāya dhāṁmakāmatāya
(P.E. I)

panayam gachema
su munisānam (S.R.E. I)
atavi (R.E. XIII)
prachamtesu (R.E. II)
sāmanto lājāno (R.E. II)
niludhasi kālasi (P.E. IV)
ekaśeṣam (R.E. VII)
tadatvāye āyatiye cha (R.E. X)
ubalike (Lumbīni Pillar)
abhilāmāni (R.E. VIII)
atīyāike (R.E. VI)
tasa esa mule uṣṭānam
cha athasāmtirana cha (R.E. VI)
(R.E. VI).
anusaye (R.E. XIII, in the Amara-
kosha sense of anuṣochnā,
anutāpa)

Though the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra is a post-Āsokan
compilation, it employs or preserves several phrases and idioms
showing correspondence with those in Āsokavachana, as will appear
from the following tables:

Arthaśāstra (PT)

anyatra mātuh (II. 1),
anyatra vyapadesa (II. 25).
anyatra pratisaśedāt (IV. 13), etc.

anyāṁ pratiśpadayishyām (I. 10)
mahānase (II. 27)

AV

añatra Yonesu (R.E. XIII),
aṅneta agāya
dhāṁmakāmatāya
agena bhayena, etc. (P.E I)
majham paṭipādayema (S.R.E. I)
mahānasamhi (R.E. I)
vājñāḥ prabhāvah

dvipada-chatushpadānām (III. 15)
putradāram ātmānām
pratyāsmannam (III. 20)
anarthiyāḥ (V. 4)
hastivanabhogaḥ (VIII. 11)
nāgavana (II. 2)
shānmāsikām (II. 29)
sukara hi mitreṇa sandhiḥ (VII. 13)
viśvāsrayet (VII. 14)
Pushyena (XIV. 3)
krishna-chaturdāṣyāṁ
purnamāsikān Pushya-
yogīyaḥ (XIV. 3)
chāturmāyvaryekhadā-
māsikān aghātām (XIII. 5)
pumgraham dināṁthā-
vādhitānāṁ (XIII. 5)
śasanamuktaṁ
mukhajñāaptam (II. 6)
dāpakā (IV. 6)
maḥāntām saṁgham (IV. 4)
yātrāvihāragato (V. 1)
ātyāyike kārye (I. 15)
āvasayeyuh, āvaseyuh (II. 4)
vāsayeuy (II. 36)
ayaḥ parihāpayati (II. 8)
mādhuryam (II. 10)
punaruktaṁ (II. 10)
uchchhukām (II. 21)
prāptavyāvahārānāṁ (III. 5)
apravṛttavadhānāṁ (II. 26)
yogyāchāryāḥ (II. 30)
āsannebhyaḥ parebhyaḥ cha (L. 17)
deyavisargo (IX. 6)
pabhave Devānapīyasa (R.E.
XIII)
dupada-chatupadesu (P.E. II)
atānām (S.R.E. II)
patiṣāambahās (P.E. VI)
anāthaḥye (P.E. V)
kevaḍabhogasi (P.E. V)
nāgavanasi
āsāṃmāsike (P.E. V)
sukaram hi pāpaṁ (R.E. V)
visvanśayitave (Sarnath)
Tisena (S.R.E I)
chārudāsaṁ puṇmadasāye
Tisāye, Tisāyam puṇmamāsiyam
(P.E. V)
chātuṁmāsiye pakhaśye
lakhane no kaṭaśyī (P.E. V)
anātheshu vṛtthesu
hitukhāye (R. E. V)
yām kimci mukhato
ānaspayāmi dāpakaṁ vā
sruvāpakaṁ vā (R.E. VI)
maṁante viśaye .R.E. XIV
vihārayātaṁ ṛṣayāsu (R.E. VIII)
atīṣyāke (R.E. VI)
āvāsaiyāye, vāsāpetaviye

(Schism Pillar)
desāṁ hāpaysati (R.E. V)
madhuratāya (R.E. XIV)
punak-punak-vatam (R.E. XIV)
ubalike (Lumbini Pillar)
patavadhānām (P.E. IV)
yugyāchariyāṁ (M.R.E.)
patiṣāambahās hevaṁ
apakathesu (P.E. VI)
dānavisagasi (P.E. VIII)
abhiṣikṣṇam upajapet (IX. 6)
yathāraḥ (IX. 9)
alpaśvam (IX. 4)
maḥābhāṇḍena (II. 28)
sāṃantāta-vikāna (IX. 3)
pratīvidhānam (VII. 16)
mātṛtāvargaḥ (VIII. 15)
utsāhāyuṣṭa (VIII. 4)
kumāra (V. 3)
devi-kumārāṇām (VII. 15)
pauravaya-vahārika (V. 3)
rāṣṭraṇa-tapāla, antapāla (V. 3)
maṇga-śaṭu-paśki-byāla-
maṇya-rāmbhaṇ (IV. 3)
paribhoga (IV. 6)
apavahayanti (IV. 9)
maḥāmātrē (II. 9)
bhaktā-sanvibhāgam (IV. 3)
paribhāṣaṇam (IV. 11)
pādhānta (III. 16)
parichareyuḥ (I. 21)
dharmadānām (III. 16)
samavāyaḥ (III. 12)
asanpratipattau (III. 11)
ghaṭetu (VI. 2)
hiranyadānām (III. 10)
hiranyānuṅgraḥam (II. 36)
drīdhabhaktītvam (I. 9)
avadhyāḥ (II. 26)
asṭabhaṅgikam (II. 12)
dharmavijayī (XII. 1)
dūta (I. 16)
abhiṣikṣṇyo-śravana (I. 5)

abhiṣikṣṇam upadhāleyu (Bhābru)
yathāraḥ (M.R.E.)
apavyayatā (R.E. III)
apābhaṃḍata (R.E. III)
sāmaṃta-lājāne (R.E. II)
pratīvidhāne (R.E. VIII)
vage bahuṣjane (S.R.E. I)
usāhena (P.E. I)
kumāle (S.R.E. I)
devi-kumālānām (P.E. VII)
nagalavīyōhālaka (S.R.E. I)
aṅto-maḥāmātā (P.E. I)
prāṇāraṃbhō (P.E. IV)

pratībhogam (P. E V)
apavuḍhe (R.E. XIII)
maḥāmātā (Queen's Edict)
dāna-sanvibhāge (P.E. IV)
pvābhāṣyisasā (P.E. III)
save pāsāinda (R.E. VII)
pāṭichalisaṃti (P.E. IV)
dharmadānām (R.E. IX, XI)
samavāya (R.E. VII)
asanpratipati (R.E. IV)
ghaṭitam (R.E. XIV)
hirāṃnapatīvidhāno (R.E. VIII)

daḍhabhāhatītā (R.E. VII)
avadhīyāni (P.E. V, VII)
āṭhabhāgiye (Lumbini Pillar)
dharmavijayo (R.E. XII)
dūta (R.E. XIII)
abhiṣikṣṇam suneyu (Bhābru)
CHAPTER V
GRAMMAR AND PHONOLOGY

We have seen that the style or diction of Āsokavāchana in Prakrit is closely akin to that of Buddhavachana in Pali. The phrases and idioms were mostly prose adaptations from gāthās and ślokas, in short, traditional verses, such as those preserved in the Pali Nikāyas including the Jātakas, the Rājadharmā Section of the Sāntiparva of the Mahābhārata, and the Kārikā presupposed by the extant prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra. The prose texts of Buddhavachana in Pali and those of Jīnavachana in Ardhamāgadhī, too, supply parallels to many a phrase and idiom in Āsokavachana. If similar phrases and idioms as well as technical terms occur also in the prose treatise of the Arthaśāstra, we are not to infer from it that Āsokavachana derived them directly from it. It is equally true that the extant Pali Canon and Jaina Āgama, too, presuppose an earlier stage of development when their linguistic affinities with Āsokavachana were still closer. Even the Sanskrit diction of that stage of literary and linguistic development bore many traits in common.¹

Minute analysis of the grammatical forms and phonetic peculiarities of Āsokavachana, offered by Hultsch, edict by edict and inscription by inscription, and subsequently by Professor Turner in respect of the Gavīnāṭh and Pālkiguṇḍu versions of M. R. E., has made easy the path of “A Comparative Grammar of Asokan Inscriptions” by Mr. M.A. Mahendale, the phonology part of which is already published in the Bulletin of the Deccan College Research Institute, Vol. III. In the face of these important publications, full of objective data of scientific research, there is hardly anything to add except by way of certain correctives. The unscientific feature of the scientific procedure adopted by Hultsch and Mahendale is that in citing instances from

¹ Barua in Proceedings and Transactions of the Tenth All-India Oriental Conference, p. 209f.
any particular inscription or set of records they have not taken into
their consideration the errors due to Aśoka’s Lipikaras’ oversight,
careseness, incapacity or idiosyncrasy, in short, omissions and
commissions. A few instances may make the point clear.

DT (P.E.) reads āhā or ahā instead of ēha of LA, LN and R.
A, too, reads āhā. K (R.E.) invariably reads āhā, and we meet
with the same reading also in Ye, Dh and J. One may justify this
reading for K, DT, DM and A by the general tendency of the
dialect of that area to lengthen the final a. But what about Ye,
Dh and J? Here the presumption must be that the intended
reading was ēha ti, and this is corroborated by Sh (R.E., XI) haka
ti. DT āhā is the scribe’s mistake for ēhā. The omission of ti
(iti) after ēhā may easily be treated as a case of oversight. In P. E.
III all the versions read nāma ti. When DT reads pavatayevū
ti and remaining versions pavatayevu ti, the inference should be that
the omission of ti in DT is due to the scribe’s error.

The G equivalent of iha is idha. But in R.E. XI one has
iloja instead of idhaloka and in R.E. XIII ilokika for idhalokika.
Here the scribe is responsible for the dropping of dh. The Sh
and M equivalents of iha are hidā and ia, the first occurring more
frequently in M and the second in Sh. And yet it is improbable
that ia was precisely the Sh spelling of iha; had it been the case, we
would have aa instead of aha. The reading iha, met with in R.E.
XIII, confirms the suspicion about the scribe’s error in ia.

In R.E. VII, all the six versions read sayane for sanīyamah.
In R.E. XII the Sh spelling is sayamo, while in R.E. XIII Sh reads
sanīyamām (Acc.). Similarly in R.E. IX, K reads sanīyame and
Sh sanīyamo. From these data, the inference is irresistible
that the omission of m (anusvāra) is just an instance of the scribe’s
oversight.

G has rājūke and prādesike for rājūko and prādesiko in R.E.
III, sayame for sanīyamo in R.E. VIII, athakamme for athakam-
man in R.E. VI, and miła for miłam in R.E. VI. These, as we
know, are not the bonafide grammatical forms of the dialect of
Girnār.

Such instances need not be multiplied. Those cited above
are sufficient, I think, to convince us of the reasonableness of fixing the grammatical and phonological standard of each dialect by typical forms only, and not by any and every form on record.

In connection with orthography and phonology, the question is apt to arise—were all the words pronounced as written? An extremist like the late Dr. Fleet will maintain that they were not pronounced as written. Take, for instance, the word dukkarami, dukhare, or dukkale which is written as dukaram (G), dukara (Sh), dukare (M), dukale (K, Dh, J, R.E. V) The debatable point is whether the word was meant to be pronounced as dukarami, dukhare, dukkale or as dukaram, dukare, dukale. Though nothing can be said dogmatically on this point, the reader may have his guidance in forming his opinion from the fact that the Prakrit dialects of Asoka do nowhere show the tendency to what is called phonetic decay. Guided by the Law of Mora (Metre), they retain in tact the phonetic values of all words. We are not to think of any loss of sound without some compensation provided against it. In default of the compensation in spellings on record, the presumption ought to be that something is wrong somewhere. Consider, for instance, the case of Dh kichhamde, J kimchhānde (S.R.E. II) for the Pali kimchhando. In J, ā in chhamde is redundant. In Dh, ki ought to have been spelt as ki. In default of the compensating feature, the presumption must be that the spelling ki with the omission of m after it or without the lengthening of i is due to the scribe’s ignorance or oversight.

As to R.E. III, G offers vāsesu, and K, Dh and J vasesu for the Pali vāsesu. In the former, there is a compensating feature in the lengthening of a in va; in the latter, there is no such feature. In metrical measure vāsesu and vasesu are of an equal phonetic value, and vāsesu and vasesu are not so. So in the case of vasesu, the presumption should be that it was meant to be pronounced as va(s)sesu.

There are a few special cases, where compensation is sought to be effected by the shifting of emphasis. Take, for instance, the Sh and M Priyadârśi for Sk. Priyadarśi, Pali Piradassi, dharmaṁ for G dhammaṁ, Sk. dhāraṁ, and G bhūtalapruvaṁ for
Sk bhūtapūrvam. Here the emphasis is shifted, in the case of Priyadāraśi, from the fifth to the second syllable; in the case of bhūtapruṇam, from the third to the second. In Pali, for instance, one may choose to adopt the spelling viṇiyaṁ or vȋriyam̃ for Sk. vȋryam. In adopting viṇiyaṁ, he will be putting the emphasis on the first syllable, while in adopting vȋriyam, he will be shifting the emphasis on to the third syllable.

One may go indeed so far as to premise that there is no instance of phonetic decay in any dialect or language, which is not accompanied by a compensating feature. Let us consider, for instance, the language of the Prakrit Dharmapada having all the main important features in common with the Sh Prakrit of Āśoka. It shows a good deal of phonetic decay, as will appear from the comparison of the following stanza with its Pali counterpart:

Prakrit: — ujūo nama so mагu, abhaya namu sa disā |
       radho akuṇyo namu dharmatarkhehi sahato ||

Pali: — ujūko nāma so maggo, abhayā nāma sā disā |
       ratho akūjano nāma dhammācakkhehi samyuto ||

It is easy to guess that the manner of chanting behind the Prakrit verse is different from that behind the Pali gāthā, — that, in other words, the phonetic decay took place in the Prakrit Dhammapada of Khotan so as to adapt its verses to local and racial needs. One has got to chant the Prakrit stanza, quoted above, in the manner of the Tibeto-Chinese people, by swaying one’s head to and fro. Here the compensation is effected by means of gesticulation and intonation.

In many an instance the system of spelling and grammatical forms have been determined by the Law of Rhythm and Cadence or the Law of Euphony governing the construction of sentences:

R.E.X.: Etakāya Devānampiya Piyadasī rājā yasō vā kiti vā ichhati, yasō for yasam, kiti for kitim.

S.R.E.I.: Save munise ṃajā mamā, mamā for mama.

P.E.I. (LA) Devānampiya Piyadasī lāja hevaṁ āha: sadavi-sati-vasābhisitena me iyam hīmmālipi likhāpita, Piyā-
dasi for Piyadasi, lāja for lājā, lipī for līpī, likhāpita for likhāpīta.

Provided that the rhythm is maintained, the cadences are all right, the sounds are sweet and appropriate in rhyming, and the cesuras come spontaneously, it is immaterial whether certain rules of number and gender are obeyed or infringed:


Thus the text of Aşokavachana is skilfully composed so as to be suitable not so much for reading as for chanting, and in this respect we cannot fail to notice a striking similarity between the Pali and Aşokan texts. Though the words of the Buddha are in prose, they follow a law of rhythm and cadence, if not exactly that of metre, and the sentences spontaneously come to their natural stops in course of chanting:

Evam me sutam : Ekam samayaṁ Bhagavā viharati jeta- vane Anāthapiṇḍikassa ārāme. Atha kho aṇāṭarā devatā keva- lakappāṁ Jetavanam obhāsetvā yena Bhagavā tenuṣaṅkāmi; upasankamitvā Bhagavantaṁ abhibhādetvā ekam antain atthāsi. Ekamantam īhitā kho sā devatā Bhagavantaṁ gāthāya ajjhabhāsi.

The old Gāthā tradition or Vedic mode of chanting lingers even in the texts of Jinaśūrdina in Ardhamāgadhi. But these texts often lack the spontaneity and vigour of Buddhavachana in Pali. Even the verses in such old Āgama texts as the Ācārāṅga seem to be on a par with some in the extant treatise of the Ārtha- śātra :

Ācārāṅga, Uvahāna-suyām, ix. 2-3 : Āvesana-sabhā-pavāsu paniya-sālāsu egaya vāso
adu vā paliyatthānesu palālaṇujesu egaya vāso
Agantare āramāgare nagare vi egayā vāso.
susāne suṇāgare vā rukkhamūle vi egayā vāso.

Arthasāstra, III. 19.

Kalahe dravyam apaharato dasapano daṇḍah
kshudraka-dravya-himsāyām tachcha āvachcha daṇḍaḥ
sthūlaka-dravya-himsāyām tachcha dvigunaḥ cha daṇḍaḥ.

Among the Buddhist brethren, those who were master reciters of Buddhavachana are claimed in the Milindapañha (p. 344) to be adepts in the discrimination of high and low accents, long and short syllables, heavy and light measures of letters: (bahussutā āgatāgamā dharmadharā . . . . sīthila-dhanita-digha-
ṛassa-garuka-lahukakkhara-parichechhedha-kusāla). It is in respect of this discrimination of accents, etc., that Buddhaghosa has sharply distinguished the language of Buddhavachana from Tamil and other non-Aryan speeches of Ancient India (Sumaṅgala-vilāsinī, I, p. 276). The texts of all other Buddhist sects but the Theravāda are found lacking in the distinctive characteristics of the language of the Pali Canon. Their so-called “Gāthā dialects”, saturated with Prakrit elements, show resemblances to the Sanskrit Prakrits of the Śaka, Kusāna, Kshaharāta, Sātavāhana and Ikshvāku inscriptions. Their prose texts betray only imperfect Sanskritisations from those in some earlier language, allied to Pali. So far as the rhythm, cadences and cæsuras are concerned, the records of Aśoka fully maintain the literary and linguistic tradition of Pali. In Aśokavachana, too, the syntax of words in a sentence is governed by the law of rhythm and cadence:

R. E. III: sādhu mātari cha pītari cha susrūsā,
mitra-saḿstuta-ṇātinam bāmhana-
samanānaṁ sādhu dānam, prāṇānāṁ
sādhu anārambho, apavyayatā apa-
bhāmdataṁ sādhu.

Here the word sādhu is put first in one clause, in a pen-
ultimate position in the second clause, in the middle of the third
clause, and last in the fourth clause.
Barābar Hill-Cave I:

Lājinā Piyadasinā duvādasā-vasābhisitenā
iyāṁ kubhā dinā Ājīvikehi, instead of
Ājīvikehi dinā.

To do full justice to a comparative grammar of Aśokavacanā from the historical point of view as distinguished from the merely analytical or scientific standpoint, one has got to return a definite answer to the question as to which of the three languages, Old Classical Sanskrit, Old Pali and Old Ardhamāgadhī, has the greatest share in the phonetic peculiarities and grammatical forms of Aśokavacanā. The real tug of war lies between the claims of Old Pali and Old Ardhamāgadhī, the languages that in their maturity kept clear of the eighteen Miechchhabhāshi or Desībhāshi (Aupapāṭika Sūtra, Sec. 109), Tamil, Telugu, and the rest. By the consensus of expert opinion the Ardhamāgadhī of the extant Svetāmbara Canon is junior in age to the Pali of the extant Buddhist Canon, preserved in Ceylon, Siam and Burma (Preface to Jacobi’s edition of the Āyāraṁga, P.T.S.). According to the Aupapāṭika Sūtra, Sec. 56, Mahāvīra loudly, distinctly and forcibly chanted his doctrine in Ardhamāgadhī, a language, which is claimed as the super-excellent language comprising in its wide scope all idioms (sava bhāsānugamīne . . . sarenaṁ Addhamāgadhī bhāśae bhāsai). The examples of formulations cited in illustration, atthi loe, atthi aloe, evam bandhe mokkhe, etc., we see that e stands as the first sing. case-ending for the a - declension, precisely as in Māgadhī of the Prakrit grammarians.

The Ardhamāgadhī of the Jaina Canon presupposes the Māgadhika or bardic songs, ballads and moral verses (Māgahīyam gāhaṁ gitiyaṁ silogam, Aupapāṭika Sūtra, Sec. 107).

In such texts as the Āchārāṅga Sūtra there is throughout a hopeless blending of Māgadhī and Ardhamāgadhī elements: it is difficult in places to discriminate which is which. Pali shows a conscious tendency to get rid of Māgadhism and to keep it distinct from it. The philosophical views of some of the elder contemporaries of the Buddha are represented in Old Māgadhī as well as in Pali. By comparison of the two ways of representation, we can understand the difference between Pali and Old Māgadhī for-
mulations of Indian thought, e.g., n'atthi attakāre, n'atthi para-
kāre, n'atthi purisakāre; sukhe dukkhe jivasattame (Sāmāññaphala Sutta). In the Ariyapariyesana Sutta (Majjhima-N. I) and the Mahāvagga, I. the very word of Upaka, the Ājivika, is faithfully reproduced: hupeyya āvuso, 'huweyya āvuso.' This Old Māgadhī verbal form is met with in Aśokavachana; huwevūti; hveyū (S.R.E. II). The Vedic tave which occurs as a regular infinitive suffix in Aśokavachana is occasionally met with in Pali gāthās. But for the Aśokan Gerund tu for tvā (Dh, J, etc.), one must refer to the Māgadhī gāthās in the Jaina Canon; vinaittu soyam (Āchārāṅga, Logasāra), jānitta dikkham (ib. Loga-vijāo). Just as in Aśokan Eastern dialects, so in Ardhamāgadhī, dupada is the equivalent of Sk dvipada. The āye as the Dative sing. case-ending has its counterpart in āe: viosaranāe. The Gīnār darsanā (R.E. IV) corresponds to the Ardhamāgadhī dānsana. But the phonetic peculiarities and grammatical forms, particularly those of Gīnār, correspond mostly to those in Pali.
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